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QUESTION!
BY riANY TEACHERS.

What is the best help for a teacher

who desires to make the Interna-

tional Sunday School Lessons inter-

esting and attractive to the scholars ?

S^
BY BISHOP V/ARREN,

X.-3 . -^-^;
a, high authority on teaching helps:

'•I have examined vanous books of

Kelps for Sunday School Teachers and Pupils that

have been published on this and several other con-

tinents, and consider the 'Illustrative Notes; or.

Crude, to the Study of the International Lessons/

by Drs. Huribut and Doherty, su-

perior ti) any either."

The. volume for 1809 contains 392

Octavo Pages; 105 Pictorial Illus-

trations ; Numerous Maps, Charts,

and Blackboard Pictures; Many
Illustrative Anecdotes; Masterly

Plans of Teaching.

Regular price, $1.25 ; to 1 eachers, /^/^/,<>^_^

$1, postpaid. xscRiBi

EATON & lf/.ff/S, Publishers, ISC Fifth ^^enue, how York.

CURTS & JEf^N/ffGS, Cincinnati, G.
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JANUARY, 1899.

A in. L—ABRAmVM LIKCOLX AND TEMPERANCE.

The \var against the liquor traffic is not ended. There are

many indications that it is about to be renewed witli greater

viL'or than ever before. It will not end until the traffic is over-

tiirown with all its evil influence upon individuals and tlie

State. IIow soon this victory shall come no one can tell. Of

i>!ie thing we may be sure, it '^vill conie through God's use of

lannan instruments. The various religious organizations, and

i-I>ecially organizations of Christian young people, will be

:i!:iong these instruments, and many individual young men

and women will have an important part to play.

Tlierc is peculiar appropriateness in Methodists, and espe-

cially ]\[ethodist young people, leading in the temperance

movement ; for, while there have been many eminent temper-

ance reformers, John '\\''esley was the greatest, and he was the

tir-t prohibitionist. In January, 1T73, Mr. Wesley, in a letter

on the terrible suffering of the poor of England caused by the

scarcity of provisions, wrote :
" What remedy is there for this

fcurc evil—many thousand poor people are starving ? . . . How
can the price of wheat and barley be reduced ? By prohibit-

ing forever, by making a full end of that bane of health, that

'!est rover of strength, of life, and of virtue—distilling.*' Dur-

ing Wesley's lifetime, and as a result chiefly of liis eft'orts, there

w;is a very great decrease in the consumption of liquor. After

hi-; death liis followers, in England particularly, grew so indif-

ferent to the evils of intemperance that even their ministers

w.Tc accustomed to drink liquors. But there has been a

ni'.rked change in the Wesleyan Church in England in recent
1 — riFTU SKKIKS, VOL. XV.
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years. Most of its ministers are now total abstainers, while in

the United States the sentiment is such that no minister, not

even a bishop, can use intoxicating liquors as a beverage and

remain a minister in the Methodist Episcopal Church.

But, wliilo we who are followers of Jolm Wesley may be

inspired to greater zeal for the overthrow of intemperance by

liis words and works, there are many upon whom no words of

his or any other religious reformer would make the slightest

impression. There is, however, one name whicli will always

command the respect of every American, even of the saloon

keeper and those politicians who fear the political power of

the saloon keeper more than they fear the wrath of God—the

name of Abraham Lincoln. This great leader was always, by

word and act, a temperance man. He never used liquor, in

any form, and he frequently sought to persuade others not to

use it. He often preached what he called a sermon to his

boj's. It vras :
" Don't drink, don't smoke, don't chew, don't

swear, don't gamble, don't lie, don't cheat. Love your fellow-

men and love God. Love truth, love virtue, and be happy."

He frequently spoke to young men whom he saw were in

danger from the use of liquor, and not a few, no doubt, owe
their moral and perhaps spiritual salvation to his kindly words

of warning. A certain well-known class leader in one of oui-

prominent "Western churches relates that after Mr. Lincoln's

speech at Leavenworth, Kan., in the winter of 1859, Mr. Lin-

coln and friends—among whom was the narrator of the inci-

dent, then a young man—were invited to the lionie of Judge

Delahay, where Mr. Lincoln M'as entertained. The refresh-

ments included wine, of which nearly everyone except Mr.

Lincoln partook. The witness adds

:

The next day we escorted him back to the traio, and to my djdng day

I shall never forget our parting. I was only twenty-two years old. Jlr.

Lincoln bade each one good-bye, and gave each a hearty grasp of th'-

hand. He bade me good-bye last, and, as he took my hand in both ol

his and stood there towering above me, he looked down into my eyes

with that sad, kindly look of his, and said, "Jly young friend, do not

put an enemy in your mouth to steal away your brains."

Mr. Lincoln was a temperance man not from an impulse

due to the enthusiasm aroused by some temperance orator.
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Tlis attitude was a conviction witliin. All tlie influences

surrounding him in childhood and young manhood were of

a cliaracter to induce him to drink. In later years, referring

to the drinking customs of that period, he said

:

Wlieu all such of us as have now reached the age of maturity first

opened our eyes upou the stage of existence we found intoxicating

liquors recognized by everybody, used by everybody, repudiated by

nobody. It commonly entered into the first draught of the infant and

the last draught of the dying man. From the sideboard of the parson

down to the ragged pocket of the houseless loafer it was constantly

found. Physicians prescribed it in this, that, and the other disease ;

government provided it for soldiers and sailors ; and to have a rolling

or raising, a husking or "hoe-down" anywhere about, without it, was

positively insufferable. So, too, it was everywhere a respectable article

of manufacture and of merchandise. The making of it was regarded as

an honorable livelihood, and he who could make most was the most

enterprising and respectable. Large and small manufactories of it were

everywhere erected, in which all the earthly goods of their owners were

invested. Wagons drew it from town to town, boats bore it from clime

to clime, and the winds wafted it from nation to nation ; and merchants

bought and sold it by wholesale and retail with precisely the same

feelings on the part of the seller, buyer, and bystander as are felt at the

selling and buying of plows, beef, bacon, or any other of the real neces-

saries of life. Universal public opinion not only tolerated, but recog-

nized and adopted, its use.

Whisky was as good as money, and ^v•hcn Mr. Lincoln's father

decided to move from Kentucky to Indiana he accepted in

payment for liis Kentucky farm twenty dollars in money and

ten barrels of wliisky worth twenty-eight dollars a barrel-

Perhaps it M'as in the ordering of Providence that the raft on

which tlie goods of the Lincoln family were being transported

to Indiana was wrecked by the rapid current of the Ohio
Kiver and all the wliisky lost. Its presence in the wretched

open-faced shack which was the home of the Lincolns during

tiieir first year in Indiana might liave proved a temptation to

wliich young Lincoln would have yielded, with disaster to his

own character and with fateful results to the nation.

God's prophets have been men whose characters began to

be molded in childhood. When he determined to dehver the

children of Israel from slavery he took a young man who had
epent the most of his life in the midst of royal pleasures and
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sensual dissipations that destroyed rather than developed

nobility of character. But Moses was not called to deliver

Israel and to be the lawgiver of the world because he was
" the son of Pliaraoh's daughter," but because diuing the fev>^

years his ovrn mother as a hired servant nnrsed him she tauglit

him of God and his will, and so molded his character that the

after years of royal pleasure and dissipation could not change

it. Luther, Wesley, Shaftesbury, and hosts of other great

and good men are illustrations of the same truth, that the

foundation of the charactei' that made them great was laid in

childhood. And usually the instrument used was a godly

mother. This was the case with Lincoln. His mother died

when he was nine years old. Yet, after he had become Presi-

dent, he said of her, '"All tliat I am, or hope to be, I owe to

my angel mother—blessings on her memory." On Sundays

Mrs. Lincoln would gather her children around her and read

to tliem the wonderful stories in the Bible and pray with

them. After he had become President Mr, Lincoln said :
'• I

remember her prayers, and they have always followed me.

They have clung to me all my life," The Bible stories not

only interested him, but they molded his intellectual, as well as

moral, character. He knew the Bible almost by heart, and his

political speeclies and State papers abound with its words and

teachings. Two of his greatest speeches are thus particularly

distinguished—that delivered at Springfield, 111., June IG,

1S5S, accepting the Bepublican nomination for United States

Senator, and known as the "House divided against itself"

speech ; and the second inaugural speech, delivered March i,

1SG5, which the London Sjyectator declared to be "the noblest

political document known to history."

Ko reader of the Bible ever imbibed its spirit or learned

the lessons it taught more fully than did Lincoln. Its truths

appealed to his reason, and especially to his experience. Its

declarations as to the effects of strong drink were fully con-

firmed by the condition of those about liim who used liquor.

Before he had ever tasted liquor he resolved to always totally

abstain from its use. This was a courageous decision to make

in that day, much more so, indeed, than it would be to-day.

He even refused to sell liquor in his store at Xew Salem, ar.d
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Avlien Ill's partner iusisted, on the plea that its sale would draw

cnstoin, he retired from the business rather than consent. His

unfailing practice of his temperance principles attracted atten-

tion, and when lie was grown some of his associates deter-

mined to make him break his resolution. In order to get

him to take at least one drink of liquor thej declared that he

could not lift a full barrel of whisky and take a drink out of

the bunghole. Lincoln accepted the challenge, lifted the bar-

rel above his head, took a mouthful of the liquor, and set the

barrel down on the ground. At once the shout was raised,

""Well, Abe, you've taken a drink of whisky for once in

your life and broken your pledge!" But the sentence was

scarcely completed before he spit the liquor out of his mouth

and quietly said, " And I have not done so now."

To do and say th:it which he believed to be right was so

much the habit of Mr. Lincoln's life that he was not conscious

of temptations which with many others would require great

moral courage to resist, with perhaps weakness that would re-

sult in a fall. A more astute politician than Mr. Lincoln

America has not produced, and a greater temptation never

came to any mere politician than came to Mr. Lincoln the day

after his nomination for the presidency by tlie Republican

Xational Convention, which met in the "Wigwam" in Chi-

cago, in 1860. It occurred in connection with the visit of the

committee appointed by the convention to notify Mr. Lincoln

of his nomination. A number of the citizens of Springtield,

knowing Mr. Lincoln's total abstinence habits and believing

that he would in all probability have no liquors in the house,

called upon him and suggested that perhaps some members of

the committee would be in need of some refreshment, wine or

other liquors. " I haven't any in the house," said Mr. Lin-

coln. "We will furnish them," said the visitors. "Gentle-

men," replied Mr, Lincoln, "I cannot allow you to do what I

v,-ill not do myself." Some Democratic citizens, however,

who felt that Springfield had been honored by the nomination,

sent several baskets of wine to Mr. Lincoln's house, but he

returned them, thanking the senders for their intended kind-

Jicss. After the formal ceremonies connected with the busi-

ness of the Committee of Xotitication had passed Mr. Lincoln
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remarked that, as an appropriate conclusion to an interview so
important and interesting he supposed good manners would
require that Jie should furnish the committee somethino- to
drmk; and opening a door lie called out, '• Marv ' Mar'^v

' ''

A girl responded to the call, to whom Mr. Lincoln spoke in
an undertone. In a few minutes the maid entered bearino- a
large traj containing several glass tumblers and a large pitcher
and placed it upon the center table. Mr. Lincoln then aro^e
and, gravely addressing the distinguished oentlemcn, said
"Gentlemen, we must pledge our mutual hcafths in the' most
liealthj beverage God has given to n^an. It is the only bev-
erage I have ever used or allowed in my family, and I cannot
conscientiously depart from it on the present occasion

; it is
pure xidam's ale fi-om the spring." And, taking a tumbler
he touched it to his lips and pledged them his highest respect^
in a cup of cold water. A few months later he started on his
.lourney to Washington to take his seat as President of the
United States. In a number of cities his visit was honored
with grand banquets, at which wine was served, but of which he
never partook. On one occasion, being urged to drink a glass
of wine, he replied, " For thirty years I have been a tenrper-
ance man, and I am too old to change." It is declared tlrit
actions speak louder than words. The cause of temperance
M-ould possibly have been victorious had the action of all
temperance men been as consistent and as persistent a-ain=t
the hquor trafKc as their utterances have been. But when
men's acts and words are in accord great is their power Such
were Abraham Lincoln's. He not only abstained from the
use of intoxicating liquors, but he was bold in publicly advo-
cating total abstinence.

The iirst composition Lincoln ever wrote, at lea^t his fir^t
production to be published, was on the foolishness of liquor-
drinking and the evils that come from the habit. He became
very much interested in the Washingtonian movement which
swept over the country in the early part of the century, and
frequently addressed temi.erance meetings. On Washington's
bulhday, February 22, LS42, he delivered a memorable address
before the Springfield Washingtonian Temperance Societ^,
at the Second Presbyterian Church in Springfield, 111 This
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address should be repeatedly read in our clmrclies, Ep%vorth

Leagues, Sunday schools, and all gatherings of Christian young

j)eople. It contuins those senteuces, which close \vith a re-

markable prophecy of the overthrow of intemperance

:

The demon of intemperance ever seems to have delighted in sucking

the blood of genius and generosity. What one of us but can call to

mind some relative more promising in youth than all his fellovrs who has

fallen a sacrifice to his rapacity ? He ever seems to have gone forth like

ihe Egyptian angel of death, commissioned to slay, if not the first, the

fairest born, of every family. Shall he now be arrested in his desolating

career? In that arrest all can give aid that will, and Mho shall be ex-

cused that can and will not ? Far around as human breath has ever

blown he keeps our fathers, our brothers, our sous, and our friends

l»rostrate in the chains of moral death. To all the living everywhere we
cry: "Come, sound the moral trump, that these may rise and stand up

nn exceeding great army." " Come from the four winds, O breath, and

breathe upon these slain, that they may live." If the relative grandeur

of revolutions shall be estimated by the great amount of human misery

I hey alleviate, and the small amount they inflict, then, indeed, will this

be the grandest the world shall ever have seen.

Of our political revolution of 1776 we are all justly proud. It has

given us a degree of political freedom far exceeding that of any other

nations of the earth. In it the world has found a solution of the long-

mooted problem as to the capability of man to govern himself. In it

was the germ which has vegetated, and still is to grow and expand into

the universal liberty of mankind. But with all these glorious results,

past, present, and to come, it had its evils, too. It breathed forth famine,

swam in blood, and rode in fire ; and long, long after, the orphans' ciy and

the widows' wail continued to break the sad silence that ensued. These

were the price, the inevitable price, paid for the blessings it bought.

Turn now to the temperance revolution. In it we shall find a stronger

bondage broken, a viler slavery manumitted, a greater tyrant deposed

—

in it, more of want supplied, more disease healed, more sorrow assuaged.

By it, no orphans starving, no widows weeping; by it, none wounded in

feeling, none injured in interest. Even the drammaker and dramseller

will have glided into other occupations so gradually as never to have
felt the change, and will stand ready to join all others in the universal

song of gladness. And what a noble ally this to the cause of political

freedom! With such an aid its march cannot fail to be on and on, till

every s->n of earth shall drink in rich fruition the sorrow-quenching
draughts of perfect liberty ! Happy day, when—all ai)petites controlled,

all passions subdued, all matter subjugated—mina, all-conquering mind,
shall live and move, the monarch of the world! Gloriou consumma-
tion! Hail, fall of furv! Reinru of reason, all hail i
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And -u-hen the victoiy shall be complete—when there shall be neither

a slave nor a drunkard on the earth—how proud the title of that land

which may truly claim to be the birthplace and the cradle of both those

revolutions that t^hall have ended in that victory I IIow nobly distin-

guished that people who shall have planted and nurtured to maturity

both the political and moral freedom of their sj^ecies I

Mr. Lincoln's propliecy of the time when there should be

neither ci shive nor a drunkard on the earth was made less than

twenty years before the beginning of tlie war which within

five years blotted slavery from American soil. The person

may bo living who in some way in the providence of God
shall bring about the fulfillment of Mr. Lincoln's prophecy as

to temperance, as he liimself brought about its fulfillment as

to slavery, by his proclamation of emancipation. This may
come within the next twenty years. "When Mr. Lincoln

uttered his prophecy in lS-i2 the prospects for the abolition of

slavery were even less favorable than those for the early over-

throw of the liquor trafiic are now. But when the times are

ripe history is made very rapidly. The work of years of agi-

tation and of education culminates suddenly. This was done

by the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Dred
Scott, by which it was declared that a slave had no civil

rights, and under which slavery was legalized, not only in the

Territoi-ics, but in the free States. The decision was expected

to settle the slavery question, but instead it added fuel to the

flames, and the fires of liberty burned more brightly.

Is the temperance movement to have its Dred Scott deci-

sion ? Perhaps it will find it in the perversion of the army
post exchange from what it M'as designed to be—a store

where soldiers could purchase a variety of needful articles

—

into a saloon known as the "canteen," where soldiers can be
transformed into drunkards and barkeepers, with the result

that brewers and distillers will increase their wealth and

fasten this curse more strongly upon the people. The estab-

lishment of the canteen or saloon in connection with the

army is a danger fraught with greater peril to the nation than

any other event in connection with our career. History

shows that many battles have been lost and the fate of

nations decided bv the use of stronir drink. Eelshazzar's feast
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and its result have been repeated many times. The danger from

the use of liquor is realized by every soldier, but all who drink

think that they drink moderately, and hence think there is no

danger in their use of liquors. But Abraham Lincoln in his

warning to the young man, already quoted, declared liquor to

be an enemy that would steal away the brains. For a soldier to

sleep at his post of duty means death. Yet the government,

by its encouragement of that which steals away the brains of

its officers and men, more seriously imperils the nation than is

ever done by sleeping sentinels. Clear brains may counteract

tlie faults of sentinels, but stupefied brains only add to the

confusion. So important is a perfect body considered in a

soldier that the slightest physical defect, such as a broken

tooth or a defonned finger, will cause the rejection of an appli-

cant for admission to ATest Point. The time will come when

no boy who indulges in any intoxicating liquors will be ad-

mitted to West Point, and wdien even moderate indulgence by

any oflicer in the army or navy sluill be sufficient cause for

his dismissal from the service. And it should be a crime pun-

ishable by imprisonment to sell intoxicating liquor to anyone

in the uniform of the United States army or navy.

A serious responsiinlity rests upon those in authority in our

government. There are thousands of fathers and mothers of

soldiers whose sons have yielded to the temptations of the

army canteen wlio will feel over their boys' return, Avith

liabits formed which may wreck their cliaracters forever,

tliat the patriotism of those boys has been a curse to them-

selves and their loved ones, rather than a blessing to the

country. The ration was horrified and indignant at tlie

alleged mismanagement of the army which resulted in the

wasting sickness and death of so many brave soldiers. But
even more dreadful may be the permanent results of the delib-

erate establishment by official authority of the arm}'- saloon.

Abraham Lincoln, in closing his speech at the dedication of

the Soldiers' Cemetery at Gettysburg, called upon the people

to *' highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in

vain ; that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of

freedom
; and that government of the people, by the people,

for the people, shall not perish from the earth.*' Is there not
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appropriateness, in view of the existence of the canteen and

the evident evils it is working, for tlie nation to ponder anew
these serious words of Lineohi, and to put into practice the ex-

hortation of the great President ?

To many workers and friends the future of tlie temperance

movement is not simply dark ; it is hopeless. The liquor

ti-affic is not only strongly intrenched in America, but through-

out the civilized world, and its power seems to be increasing.

In a speech in 1S63 Mr. Lincoln characterized intemperance as

"one of the greatest, if not the greatest, of all evils among man-

kind." It is so to-day. Looking at the question from a purely

materialistic point of view, tlie situation appears to be very

much as did that of the abolition movement to Frederick

Douglass a few years before the war. So disheartened did

Douglass become that on one occasion he declared that the

friends of freedom might as well give up. Their foes were

so strong and they were so weak that they could not even

liope longer for success. Suddenly the clear, strong voice of

Sojourner Truth, the negro prophetess, who was in the audi-

ence, rang out, with the startling question, " Frederick, is God
dead ? " Douglass had forgotten to take God into the ac-

count. Instantly his tone changed, and he began his on-

slaught npon slavery with renewed vigor. God is not dead,

and the desolating liquor traffic will yet be destroyed by his

power. How it will be destroyed none of us know. We can

afford to work with him in his way. The A'ictory may come
through prohibition, or local option, or moral suasion, or by

some restrictive measure that may not appear to be destruc-

tive at all, as tlie abolition of slavery came througli measures

not having abolition for their object. Even Mr. Lincoln,

who was open in his avowal of his antislavery views, repeat-

edly declared that his first and only purpose in waging war

was to save the Union, with slavery or without it. The final

victory will be due to the cooperation of many men of many
minds, "Wc may well imitate Abraham Lincoln in the spirit

of tolerance he always displayed toward those with whom he

differed in opinion. Had he been otherwise he would have

been unfitted for the great task committed to him of .guiding

the nation through the years of the civil war. "Wliile we are
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unflagging and unflincliing in our warHire against tlie liquor

traffic, we sliould also be tolerant of those who agree with us

in purpose, though they may differ in method. We may be
tolerant even toward saloon keepers, many of whom are sin-

cerely honest in their belief that their business is as legitimate

md as righteous as any other business. We should show them
that we hate, not themselves, .but their business.

The greatest political utterance of Abraham Lincoln was
his speech delivered in Cooper Institute, I^Tew York city,

February 27, 1S60. He closed that speech with these words

:

^' Let us have faith that right makes might, and in that faith

let ns to the end dare to do our duty as we understand it."

That is the highest standard for political action ever pre-

sented by a statesman of any nation. The possibility of its

realization is to the professional politician what the former
senator, John J. Ingalls, said the hope of the adoption of the

Ooldeu Eule as a principle of political action was—"an irides-

cent dream." But it is a significant fact that John J. Ingalls

is no longer a senator, and that the President of tlie United
States is a Christian gentleman who believes in the applica-

tion of the Golden Eule in the affairs of nations and that
'' right makes might." Sometime the politicians of America
will reach Mr. Lincoln's exalted standard. To act upon it

to-day shrewd politicians think would be extremely foolish.

But Abraham Lincoln was more than a politician, and knew
that the permanent welfare of the country could not be
secured by unrighteous means. Had he been a timeserv-
ing, fearful politician, having no faith in the justice and
ptrength of his cause, he would never have become President.
Ills own faitli inspired others. May it be an inspiration to
us who seek the overthrow of the liquor traffic ! Let us in
our eilorts against the saloon " have faith that right makes
might, and in that faith let us to the end dare to do our duty
:ls we understand it."

^—a-AxuJ^ <0^ r^^^
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Art. n.—the ROMANCES OF TIIEOSOPHY.

Theosopky has ventured iuto romance. Bulwer-Lytton,

Balzac, Sinnett, Carus, Connelly, Hepworth, Ver Planck are

the best known of tlic many novelists who have written ro-

mances that have their inspiration in and are based upon one

or more of the leading principles of this weird philosophy.

These writers, however, were not all avowed theosophists.

Bulwer-Lytton made no profession of a faith in Eastern occult-

ism. But it is believed by Sinnett and others of " the Broth-

erhood " that lie believed far more than he told, and that he

deliberately chose to give his faith to the world in this veiled

and mystic shape, so as to make it intelligible to those who
were in sympathy v^-ith himself, without awakening the angi-y

opposition of others. His " Vril " in The Coming Race is the

"Akaz"of theosoph3\ The mysterious "Mejnour" of Za-

noni is identical with one of the august Mahatmas of Indian

mysticism.

It is certain that Balzac was not a theosophist in the recent

use of the term. His spiritual philosophy was more akin to

that of Swedenborg than to this cult. But he had studied

with subtle analysis oiiental occultism ; and, disengaging cer-

tain of its principles which chorded with his view, he pre-

sented them in that most profound of all psychical romances,

Sei'ajfJiita. Here the doctrine of the transmutation of physical

conditions by the unfolding life of pure spirit is imaged with

exquisite beauty and power. We doubt whether mysticism has

ever given a more luminous picture of a soul's ascension of the

mount of its transfiguration than in this most remarkable pro-

duction of modern literature. But the doctrine is not the

peculiar property of theosophy. It M-as a staple of Hebrew
thought, and without it the Hermon history of the gospels

would be unintelligible. As to Hcpworth's !!!^ we suspect

that it was designed to caricature rather than to characterize

the doctrine of metempsychosis. The other writers we have

named were ardent believers in theosophy, and wrote their

stories with the express purpose of presenting their systen.i in

a form which would be at once attractive and luminous.
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Karma^ Neilu Sen, The White Lotus, The Two Paths, Won-
der-Light are the natural flowers of the plant.

We hail this venture into romance with pleasure, because

creative imagination often illuminates a scheme of thought

which dialectics and polemics have obscured. The stupendous

and audacious claims of theosophy awaken our curiosity, if not

our faith. It professes to explore the whole realm of occult

science. It has entered the secret portals of ancient and ori-

ental mysteries, and has looked upon the image of "absolute

truth." It moves with the calm of perfect assurance in the

sphere of euperphysical nature. Hypnotism, telepathy, magic,

clairvoyance, spiritism, visions and ghosts, which lieretofore

have baffled investigation, are but simple phenomena of nature

as clearly understood as those of steam or optics. It knows
the details of a soul's evolution through the long cycles of pri-

mordial millenniums until it came into this world age. It

tracks the line of its progress in revolving circles, which pass

out of this earth life and back again through numerous incar-

nations until it is fitted for other evolutiouary eons in other

planets, and so on and on through vast stretches of immeasur-
able time and multifarious existences to its final triumph in

Nirvana, the beatific state in which all sense of individuality

is merged in the whole. This is an evolution to cause Darwin
to blush with shame ; for his knowledge is but childish igno-

rance in the presence of this " universe wisdom." Western
metaphysicians are but intellectual clouds as compared with
the Eastern psychologists, who are "the sun of spiritual

truth." Kant, Spencer, Bain, Hegel, Hobbes, Mill are but
children in the presence of Colonel Olcott, Madame Blavatsky,
and Mrs. 13esant, who have come from their conferences with
their sublime teachers, the Mahatmas, hidden from the rest of
the world in Thibet or South India or elsewhere. These
mitiatcs are dazed at the appalling ignorance of Western schol-

arship. They have found the common foundation of all re-

ligions. They have the essential root, and can tell w^ith

unerring exactness just how much of paganism. Buddhism,
Christianity, and all science is true and how much is false.

Moreover, this spiritual science discovers new faculties in man,
vhicli have existed potentially in all our history, and are
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evoked by this new-old truth as the return of spring calls the

slumbering seeds into unfolding life. "With these new facul-

ties there comes a sublimated form of spiritual energy which
does what would be miraculous to ordinary conditions, but in

the new conditions are only natural as in accord with the

subtle and uutil now unknown laws of nature. It produces a

force called " Akaz," which is described as an agent as much
more potent and subtle than electi-icity as electricity is su-

perior in subtility and variegated efiiciency to steam„ It can
transmit thought OA^er immense distances without the aid of

batteries or wires and without speech or any perceptible sig-

nal. It has antedated and surpassed the cathode ray ; for it

can look through walls into the bowels of the earth and the

depths of the sea. Its vision is both telescopic and micro-

. scopic. It can detect the seat and cause of disease and pre-

scribe infallibly suitable remedies. It can impart its own
robust vitality to a glass of water or an article of dress. It-

can photograph a face a thousand miles away, transport lettei-s

without recognizable means, and drop flowers from a blank
ceiling. It can project personal presence out of the corporeal

being, and ti-avel with the speed of thought to any distant

point. Unliappily, these marvels arc not performed before
the eyes of unbelievers, excepting in rare and very doubtful
instances. Our want of faith is a fatal disqualification for the
vision of such supernal splendors.

For this reason the uninitiated welcome the romances which
are designed to exhibit the tenets of this vast system. Unable
to see its glories in the actual, we would have them pass before
our eyes in the panorama of living story. AYorks of imaoina-
tion give the charm of reality to what would be abstruse

and difficult reading if presented as a philosophy. Komance
does not state principles. It lives them in its characters. If

the characters and incidents be true to fact we find ourselves in

its heroes and heroines. ^Yhat we have vaguely apprehended in

thought stands out in story with all the vividness and detail of
personal expeiience. A well-wrought romance is a picture of

life in which we ourselves participate. For this reason it is

also a test. There are few tests of the truth of a theoretical

system of the soul's character and life so severe as its produc-
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tion in story. "We believe it to be far more severe than ac-

curate liistory. For, in veritable life, the natural results of

one's doctrinal theory are modified, and in some instances

completely neutralized, by other forces that enter into the

mixed motive of being. The vital idiosyncrasies of character

depend less on mental than on- moral qualities. Men are

better or worse than their accepted opinions, because other

thoughts ofteiitimes intrude, the source of which they cannot

trace, and to which they do not give assent, and yet which

become the most potent in their lives. Sometimes men hold-

ing the purest doctrine display loose morals, and often loose

faith is conjoined with the most upright behavior. The high

moral character of such leading theosophists as Colonel Olcott,

A. P. Sinnett, and Professor Coues may be sufficient warrant

for us to examine their system with respect, but does not

necessarily stamp it with the seal of infallibility.

On the other hand, the philosophical romance which aims

at the picturesque representation of a doctrine in life traces that

doctrine in its natural effect on cliaracter and conduct to its

final triumph. If it be correctl}'' done, even though the out-

ward events do not tally with fact, the inner liistory is most

real and appeals to the reader with all the force of immutable

truth. In literature, as in sculpture and painting, the artist

exaggerates nature with the courage of Angelo or Rembrandt,

that he may accentuate and sustain the true. Without men-
tioning it, he places a microscope under the reader's eye.

Thus the dreadful shrinking of The Magic SJiin in which

Palzac traces the inevitable law of uncontrolled desire is as

unreal as it is grotesque. But who that reads the tale can fail

to gee the innermost reality of his own being set forth in

actual truthfulness? Stevenson's Strange Story of Dr.
JclcyJl and 2lr. Hyde is as impossible as it is-strange ; but
whose consciousness does not respond to the truth there imper-

sonated ? In this sense romance is truer than history, making
a crucible test of any theoretical scheme that may be cast into

Jts white heat. Many a reckless advocate of an hysterical idea

has sought to give it a hearing in the novel, but discovered

that his darling was as unreal as Mother Rigby's scarecro^v

vitalized by tlie smoke of her pipe kindled by old Dickon's fire.
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The test of roniauce is truer than tliat of reason. There is

liardlj a monstrosity that may not be supported by some form

of logical process, and so beguile assent. But when untruth

moves before us in the light of romance one of two things

results : either the story becomes mechanical, lacking the ele-

ments of life and awakening a suspicion of its unsoundness,

or it plunges us into conclusions that are so revolting to the

moral consciousness as to brand it false without any process of

formal refutation. We would not generalize so carelessly as

to saj that every mechanical story stamps the intellectual

scheme it would picture as necessarily untrue. That is a rare

gift that can intrude a theory into a narrative and still pre-

serve accuracy of delineation and lifelike touch. Even the

genius of George Eliot could not always hide the chisel marks
wlien she would carve a character to impersonate a theor}'.

Daniel Deronda is a splendid statue rather than a living per-

sonality. He proves neither the truth nor the falsity of the

Jewish idea. If he were as genuine a person as Dinah Morris,

commanding sympathy and retaining the magnetism of nature

to the end, that creation would have been at least a strong

presumption of the truth the authoress would impress upon
the reader. Art is close akin to life, and never more so than

when it portrays personal character. But poor art is simply

negative ; it proves nothing. By this test theosophy is con-

demned. Cast into the crucible of romance, it is not gold.

The most formidable no\'el that has issued from this cult

is Karma. It was written by A. P. Sinnett, who had long

declared his want of faith in the ''Christian superstition,"

and who became an ardent believer in the gospel of Blavatsky,

and at once consecrated his literary gifts to its propaganda.

He is the author of Esoteric JBud(fhis)n, which is the most
comprehensive popular treatise of the system that has ap-

peared in Englisli. In this and kindred works the author has

exhibited gifts of a superior order as a teacher. And it is the

spirit of the pedagogue that fills Karma. It M'as evidently

written not because Mr. Sinnett liad a story to tell, but because

he had a principle to illustrate. And it is this that makes it

ojipressively artificial. Its persons are not characters, but

fashion ligures set up to show theosophy. One familiar with
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tlic literature of magic can almost tell from whose palettes

the autlior has borrowed iiis colors and from what haberdasher

lie has procured his costumes. There is an excess of theo-

soi)hic paint, which the brush of the artist fails to blend into

the soft flesli tints of nature. The drapery, the ornament, the

perfume, the movement are as conventional and lifeless as

Madame Jarlcy's v.'ax works. The gray old castle of Heiligen-

fels, which is the scene of the greater part of the story, has

none of that witchery of character and history which genius

breathes into a building. A flat on Third Avenue or a sales-

room on Broadway would have been quite as interesting. It

is simply a showcase in which Mr. Sinnett exhibits his wares.

Think of the baron of the castle living in such a state of

spiritual exaltation as to be completely lifted out of all those

interests and passions that fill the life of the rest of mankind.

Tiiink of his coming and going, sometimes in his corporeal

bfing, sometimes in his astral body, so that you are never cer-

tain whether it be actually he or his ghost that you see.

Think of his writing letters over immense distances without

visible means; of his summoning his guests to his chamber

l>y telepathy
; of his casting from his fingers a force that

snakes delicate glasses sing and giant oaks fall. Think of

his consoling the sorrow of his stricken friends by putting

thcra in an hypnotic state with its splendid psychic visions.

Think of his reading at will the innermost thought and the

play of every passion in the heart of his companions. Think
of his tracing tlieir history back into their former earth life

Mhen ])ossibly the present beautiful Miss Yaughan was a

noble lloman youth—for, as he says, "sex is by no means
invariable throughout successive incarnations, and does not

belong in any true sense to the spiritual individuality at all."

Tliink of his reading in the present karma of souls their future

career with the inerrancy of an astronomer who tracks the

orbit of a planet. One almost feels that he is reading one of

Tiider Haggard's fantastic tales. But this was written in all

serionsness to set forth Baron von Mondstern, the central

ligui-e of the whole group, the hero of the tale, the ideal of

theosophy. And this very seriousness degrades the story

below the level of that of Haggard. "We who are jaded with
-—FIFTH SElUnS, VOL. XV.
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the coramonplaceness of a treadmill life are willing to be

amused by the extravaganzas of a wild imagination. But,

when we are ashed to accept them as trutli, their interest is

gone and we yawn.

This mechanicalism affects the very style of the vrriter's

composition, which is lacking in the lilt and measure of life.

This is not owing to a want of skill on Mr, Sinnett's part.

In his treatise on Esoteric Buddldsm he writes with an case, a

lucidity, and persuasiveness which are remarkable in a work

of such abstruse character. But his pen loses its cunning

when he tries to put his theories in the charm of living story.

His effort at scientific accuracy is made by a sacrifice of liter-

ary finish and becomes wearisomely commonplace. The rea-

son is organic. Truth alone is life, and enters into character

with a spontaneity and ease and freedom of movement that

belong to nature. It is this that gives unity and naturalness

to the most diverse and surprising relations. The author

lives in his tale and makes the reader live in it too. That is

the secret of Bunyan, Turgenieff, Thackeray, and all others-

from whom the vitality of truth exhales the breath of nature.

This is wliat we miss in Karma. We have a phrenological

chart, where the head of theosophy is all divided into parts

and labeled. The disguise of personal names is as thin as the

robe of a ghost. We see the teacher's rod pointing out Rupa,

Praua, Linga, Kama, Manas, Buddhi, Atma. We are out of

the realm of story and in the dust of the schoolroom. This

lifeless mechanism of Karma is characteristic of all the ro-

mances of theosophy whicli we have been able to study.

Bulwer-Lytton's The Coming liacc and his other studies in

transcendentalism fall far below the genius of the famous

novelist. Julian Hawthorne in a discriminating critique of

his stories echoes not only the judgment of literary scholar-

ship, but also the intuition of the unsophisticated heart, when

he says :
" The man who wrote that book had no heaven in his

soul, nor any pinions whereon to soar heavenward. It is full

of thought and ingeniiity, but the whole concoction is tainted

with the deadness of stark materialism, and we would be un-

just after all to deny Bulwer something loftier and broader

than is discoverable here." Ilepworth's I!! is but little else-
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tlian a long conversation, cliieflj monologue, on the subject of
raeteinpsycliosis, in wliicli tlie stock arguments for the doc-
trine ai-e supported by the testimony of 'a M-edded couple who
remember their marriage in tlieir former incarnation. /// is

more a sermon than a story, and one in which the argument
is rednctio ad ahsurdum. It is not surprising that the book
never had a very extensive sale, and that it is now difficult to
find a copy. Mr. Connelly's story is also fatally artificial, as
is seen in its leading character, Xeila Sen. She is only a child
of about seventeen years of age. But she speaks with the
wisdom of a Hindu sage, and her character unites the spot-
lessness of Mary of Kazareth with the maturity of a hoary
saint.

If this mechanicalism of the romances of theosophy creates
a suspicion of the system they image, that suspicion becomes
a certainty when the stories produce a shock of moral revolt.
The first is intellectual ; this is intuitional. And this is the
vital power of romance. Whatever may be its relation to an
intellectual error, it exposes a moral falsity with burnincj
intensity. However dexterously the plot may be unfolded antl

disguised by incident manifestly true, the story is so discordant
with moral feeling as to produce a galling consciousness of
untruth in the soul. Kot even the brilliant gifts of Thomas
Hardy can so portray his conception of the lawlessness of the
universe and the occasional diabolism of the soul's noblest
promptings as to conceal its primal falsity. The critical
reader who analyzes his most characteristic novels is driven to
adjudge them " exponents of a Hardy theory of life, rather
than of life itself." The judgment of the unti-ained but ab-
sorbed reader is equally accurate, but more passionate in its

protest. The moral intuitions revolt from the career of sucli
characters as Tess, Jude the Obscure, and Lady Constantino as
false to fact. The moral universe is not in such a state of
anarchy as to impel the purest motives—innocence, virtue,
nobility—into crime, wretchedness, and despair. The affinity
^vhich an unsophisticated heart feels for a purifying truth, the
keenness with which it detects a demoralizing dogma, and its

spontaneous revolt from a licentious sophism are s^ire tests of
^iijtruth. In reading the stories of theosophy our moral sense
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is repeatedly and violently shocked. Our revolt, however, is

not like that we experience in Tolstoi's Kreutzer Sonata or

Balzac's Cousin Bctte. In these stones the principles are un-

questionably correct. But it is dreadful to pick one's way

through a chamei house of depraved souls and in an atmos-

phere vile with the odors of decayed morals. Our revolt from

the romances of theosophy is deeper than that. The principles

themselves occasion the shudder of our souls.

The ethical law of the universe according to this system is

" karma." It is the law of cause and effect, by which every

act receives its exact and appropriate reward. It differs from

the Christian conception in that every judicial clement is

eliminated ; it insures eternal progress, and is altogether a law

of nature. It demands and is closely akin to the doctrine of

reincarnations. Every man to-day with the sum of his mis-

eries and blessings is the exact result of all that he has been

in the generations gone. His next incarnation will be the

perfect product of all he has been and done in this. All this

we can read with complaisance as a mere speculation. But

when it passes before us in story our being shudders as before

a moral monstrosity. For example, we have described the

following case

:

A child bom huniphacked aud very short, the head sunk between the

shoulders, the arnis long and the legs curtailed. Why is this? His

"karma " for thoughts and acts of a prior life. He reviled, persecuted,

or otherTvise injured a deformed person so persistently or violently as to

imprint his own immortal mind with the deformed picture of his victim.

The ego coming again to rebirth carries with him this picture, which

causes the newly formed astral body to assume a deformed shape through

the mother of the child.

If that be so, what a monster of iniquity must the delicate

lifelong sufferer Mrs. Elizabeth Barrett Browning have been

in her last incarnation ! Adelina Patti's beauty, wealth,

health, fame, titles reveal the splendor of her holiness when in

the flesh before. Abel, Job, David, prophets, martyrs, re-

formers—indeed, all the saviours of history, who invariably

have been sufferers nnist have rollicked with Silenus in gross

self-indulgence in their last incarnations.

Moreover, our revolt is intensified when we think of the
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entanglement of personalities and relationships wliicli this

cobweb of metaphysical speculation concerning reincarnations

makes probable. Kot only may a Imsband and wife be

\vedded again with sex reversed, but a mother may bo born

of her own child ; a son may find himself married to his own

mother ; and their daughter may once have been her own

grandfather. The passage through Devachan may obscure

the guilt of incest, but this intermingling of relationships is

none the less horrifying to the instincts of the heart. And

what a wild mixture of personalities is thus created ! How
must that mother feel when she thinks that hundreds of others

liave been mothers of her babe? The question will arise,

Who were we among the millions who were here before?

AVho knows but the fascination which many characters of

liistory have for us is due chiefly to the fact that they were

only ourselves as we were long ago ? Perhaps the grief of

Mark Twain over the grave of Adam would not have been so

bitter if he had only known that he was himself that same

Adam. The horrible becomes ludicrous.

Another thing in these romances which occasions an instinc-

tive revolt is that they present a doctrine of character that is

closely akin to fatalism. It is indeed true tliat the great

teachers deny that fatalism is a tenet of their faith. But,

working out their doctrine in story, it comes perilously near

to it. What is the soul but the product of a long period of

evolution, pursuing its way on by a resistless law till it merges

its personality in the one original all-embracing life ? The

feeling of responsibility is fatally poisoned by the belief that

the cause of our character is hidden in the secrets of the nat-

ural universe. We are what we are because of the conditions

in the Milky Way, the geological strata of the earth, the civ-

ilization of Atlantis, Egyptian and Roman history, the fed-

eral constitution, and all things else. If there be a free

human will in the play of these mighty forces it is certainly

confined within very narrow limits and will not alter the final

issue, which is fixed from the beginning. Neila Sen, the

heroine of Mr. Connelly's story, has a vague memory of Mr.

Clntchley in their former incarnations, and says: "I have an

impression that he was very bad to me then, and that without
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my intending it some terrible punishment will come to liim

through mc. I wish that I could warn him, but it would do

no good if it is his fate." Again, in speaking of karma, she

says: "The unexpected may, and the inevitable must, happen,

but the undeserved, never." Earnest Markhara in The Tioo

Paths is made to say :

Man came to believe in foreordination because lie observed the lavr of

cause and effect. This is a universal law, aud holds good in every

department of life. Throw a pebble into the pond, and the whole sur-

face is disturbed ; ripple after ripple is formed until the outer edge is

reached, and then all goes back again, recedes to the center, the dis-

turbing point, or the cause that set all the rest in motion. It is so with

the human will. Whatever it sets in motion must again return to it.

By eliminating the idea of a personal God administering law

the human will becomes a mere automatism, and virtue itself

is only a'natural effect of a natural cause ; for " we are begirt

with laws that execute themselves." The severest form of

the Calvinistic doctrine of the divine decrees is infinitely

superior, in awakening moral character, to this impersonal un-

feeling law of karma. Ethical changes are begotten by law

administered by a personal God, who is angry with the ^rieked,

merciful to the penitent, rewarding the good. And it is this

personal factor that transforms what otherwise would be a

cold and heartless principle into a warm and living affection.

It is not law but love tliat gives life to the heart. He who
has a profound sense of a holy One scrutinizing his conduct is

awed into a dread of sin such as no merely natural disasters

could inspire. When to that is added the blessed assurance

of a loving Father's care the law of righteousness becomes

something more than knotted cords binding the soul—indeed,

the genuine nerve and sinew of its being. Then holiness is

not a materialistic legalism, but the spirit's own liberated life.

Nor does theosophy make any immediate provision for the

relief of a soul writhing in the withering consciousness of its

sin. There is no pitying heart assuring it of a divine pardon,

no supernatural pov;er to cleanse it of its guilt. This Neo-

Euddhism only points the soul to another age when it will

return to mortal flesh and try again. Tliese returns maj' be

multiplied to a possible eight hundred times ; but sometime
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in the roll of many ages the soul will outgrow its sin and

escape its curse. Kature lieals itself. The way of salvation

for a desperate sinner is told in Kamna^ an attractive little

.story from the theosophical view-point, written by Dr. Cams
and highly commended by tlie Paissian philosopher Tolstoi.

Ivajidata was a great sinner who died without repentance and

was reborn as a demon in hell, where lie suffered the most

woeful agonies. He had been in hell for many eons when

liuddha appeared on the earth and attained to tlie blessed

state of enlightenment. At that moment a ray of light fell

dov.-n into hell and awakened hope in Kandiita's heart, and he

cried out for mercy. The story proceeds :

Kow there is a law of Karma that evil deeds lead to destruction ; for

absolute evil is so bad that it cannot exist. But good deeds lead to life.

Tims there is a final end to every bad deed that is done ; but there is no

end to the development of good deeds. The least act of goodness bears

fruit containing new seeds of goodness ; and they will continue to grow

and nourish the soul in its weary migrations until it reaches the final

dc:liveraDce in Nirvana.

Buddha asked Kandata if he had ever done any good deed,

but the poor suHerer could think of none. Buddha reminded

liim that there was one thing he did that might save him.

Once in walking through the woods lie saw a spider crawling

on the ground, and he thought to himself, " I will not step on

the spider, for he is a barmless creature and hurts nobody."

Tiien Buddha sent a spider weaving a web from the dome
above down into hell and told Kandata to climb up on the

web. The web was strong, and the wretched man climbed

higher and higher. Suddenly ho felt the web trembling and

t^tretching ; for other fellow-sufferers had taken hold and

were climbing after him. Kandata became frightened and

tliought, '•' How can this web bear the weight of all ? " Then
lie looked back and shouted, "Let- go the cobweb. It is

nunc." At once the threads broke. The lesson the story is

designed to carry is that a sincere desire to rise in righteous-

ness, though thin as a cobweb, is strong enough to save a

Poul ; that it will uplift others with it ; that the perfect

rigliteousness is the complete renunciation of one's own desire

and the merging of one's self into the all. " What is hell ? It
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is nothing but egotism. Nirvana is righteousness." Is this

then tlie way and end of the Gospel of our salvation ? Are

we to let go the strong arm of God in Clirist, and seize

the thin web of personal righteousness, iip which we are to

climb through weary ages to a heaven in which we are to

lose our personality ? Is this the sublime motive which is to

sustain us through the long cycles of suffering—that when it

is all over we will cease to be ? Is this the "universe wisdom"
which is to break the spell of the " superstition of the cross ?

"

O Theosophy !

The romances of theosophy have a strong affinity for psy-

chic wonders. Clairvoyance, clairaudience, necromancy, mes-

merism, nightmares, visions, and kindred phenomena are sta-

ples of their being. The incidents presented are weird and

grotesque, producing feelings like those of a lad who picks his

way alone througli a country graveyard in the deepening twi-

light of a summer evening, the air peopled with flittering

spooks and awful with sepulchral voices. These experiences,

however, are not presented as the result of an overwrought

imagination. They are not superstitious, but realities. The
" shells " or vapory forms of the dead are actually present.

The voices are not the echoes of the hearer's fears, but real

efforts of the " shells " to make their wants kno^vn. These

are the " divs," the fairies, the sylphs, the driads—actualities

that infest forests, waters, glens, old houses, and cemeteries.

Or these appirations may be the astral bodies of living persons

sent out with the express purpose of encountering others

—

sometimes with a kindly intent, as when the Baron of Heili-

genfels met Annerly grieving in London ; sometimes with base

purpose, as when Gregory Souleman forced his way into the

apartments of Eunice Fancuili. Oftentimes the ghost is the

observer's own tliought projected out into sjiace with such en-

ergy as to materialize itself.

The misfortune istliat the shades of the dead which lino-er

the longest and are the most accessible are those of people who
were the very v/orst when in mortal flesh. The good soon

escape into Devachan, while the bad linger on. The very

wicked cojitinue for centuries. Thus the whole astral sphere

that enwraps our earth is peopled Avith human demons watch-
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ing their opportunity to invade the passions and wills of mor-

tals. The effect of all this is to produce in the hearts of men

a dread similar to that that triumphed in the darkest period

of mediaivalism. Indeed, if the spirit of horror which is en-

gendered by these novels should become general in society it

would be even more intolerable than that of the Dark Ages.

For then the horrible fear was softened by the Gospel of a

heavenly Father and a loving Saviour. But here the cry for

relief is answered witli the certainty of the soul's plunging on

in the swirling vortex of repeated deaths and births.

One would suppose that these stories would produce the

eifect on the reader's mind that tljey are only idle fairy tales, as

truthful as Alice in Wonderland and as useful. But psychic

phenomena have a peculiar fascination for the minds of many
wlio have neither the time nor the gifts for a profound study

of the mystery. This fact is seen in the copiousness of the

literature ou the subject and the avidity with which it is read.

It is due in part to the rebound from the dead materialism of

physical science which resolves all intelligence and conscience

into a system of nervous action and reaction. It is due also in

part to tlie breaking down of faitli in w'ire-drawn speculative

dogmas which have failed to satisfy either conscience or reason.

But it arises chiefly out of the soul's intuition of its spirituality

and its craving for verification in actual experience. We be-

lieve that a practical return of the Christian Church to the old-

fashioned doctrine of personal experience and the testimony of

the divine life within would satisfy this craving as nothing

else possibly can.

But, as it is, the mere routine of Cliristian legalism leaves

the lieart unsatisiied ; and consequently many suffering souls

lie around this pool of theosophy where a spirit is supposed to

come down to trouble the waters and impart healing energy.

Some years ago Chief Justice Edmonds said in a London jour-

nal that there were at least ten million spiritualists in America.
As soon as the theosophical society was formed, nearly twenty-

five years ago, multitudes flocked to its standard. Organiza-

tions were formed in almost every land, and their success was

phenomenal. After the exposure of the Blavatsky frauds in

India some years later there came a ruinous reaction, and it
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seemed tLat the monstrous balloon had been effectually pricked.

But the reaction reached its limit, and the society has begun a

new cai-eer. Though not so rapid, its growth is steady, and

thousands now walk its agora seeking wisdom.

It is foreign to the purpose of this article to discuss the

philosophical literature of this system. Much less can we
speak intelligently of what is revealed only to initiates. Our
anxiety is concerning the multitudes who have not crossed the

threshold of the science, but are drawn within the mephitic

circle of its fiction. TTe believe that its influence can be only

evil In an insidious way it substitutes an intellectual system

for religious faith. Professedly absorbing the good from all

religions, it holds before the reader's heart many familiar truths

by which it is lured into a web of metaphysical congeries full

of inconsistencies and contradictions. It makes spirituality to

be " enlightenment," rather than the life of God in the souls

of men. Its holiness is "the destruction of desire." It denies

the effectiveness of prayer, but admits that of the seance. Its

worship is hardly distinguishable froin wonder-seeking. It

teaches a ''high-minded liberalism" which suffers a man to

believe almost anything he pleases so long as he is a seeker

after truth. It tempts the sin-stained souls away from "the
fount of healing waters " to the stagnant pool of a dying Hin-
duism. "We lay down these romances with the feeling that

if theosophy had deliberately purposed a career of intellectual

and moral suicide it could not have selected a surer blade.

But we are asked, " Are you willing to condemn a philo-

sophical system simply because of the failure of its few fanciful

tales? If Ben^Hur and Quo Vadis had been literary fail-

ures, would that have proven the Gospel liistory an untruth?"
We reply, AVhere else can we go ? Your vast system, with its

stupendous claims, leads us to look for corresponding results.

But where are they ? We look for the heaUng of diseases, both
of body and mind, the ameliorating of the distressing conditions

of human life, the enlarging and ennobling of manhood. But
Avhat do you give us ? Mysterious rapplngs in the air, pianos
lifted from the floor on the unbroken shell of an ego;, human
bodies floating in the air light as a feather, dishes transported

unbroken without any perceptible agency, dew-bespangled
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roses falling from an empty ceiling, and numberless things of

this character which many an untheosophical juggler can imi-

tate and expose. The very pettiness of your expositions makes

your lofty claims contemptible by the width of their contrasts.

Your achievements in the novel are nobler far than those you

liave given us in fact. We cannot go to your great teachers.

The Adepts are hidden in some far-off land. Send tliem to

us. We want to hear words from the lips of Wisdom. Who
are these Mahatmas ? Ivoot Hoomi is to us only a name. If he

be indeed Mossuir Coulomb in disguise he is only a fraud.

Otherwise, he has no history that we can examine ; and he

scorns to have intercourse with us. You tell us that the his-

toric Mahatmas are Abraham, Moses, Solomon, Paul, Socrates.

We protest. These men have been our teachers for ages, and

not a word did they give of this to ns new doctrine. You tell

lis that Jesus was one of yours. But you deny the law of

vicarious suffering ; and if we interpret the cross by your law of

karma, Jesus was there expiating some dreadful crime that he

had committed in an earlier incarnation. He suffered not

for us, but for himself. We go to India and find naked,

filthy Yogi turning staffs into serpents, causing rods to bud

like Aaron's, and doing many astounding things of magic. We
begin to suspect that we have found your Adepts. But you

deny that they are in any way related ; and we are off our

scent.

The nearest apiDroach to adeptship that has come before us

is that celebrated intermediary, Madame Blavatsky, the ac-

knowledged prophetess of thcosophy. This woman we have

seen and heard. Hers was a singularly exceptional personality.

Slie was possessed of certain psychic powers which probably

neither she nor anyone else understood. We listen to her

Jiatiently, hear an account of that wonderful mixture of in-

compatible elements—Buddhism, Parseeism, Christianity,

Positivism, and numberless other isms—and are tempted to

believe that it is all an invention of her fertile mind. We
have no fondness for the slanders of religious teachei-s. We
remember how they called Jesus " a blasphemer, a wine bib-

ber, and a glutton." When we have heard this modern teacher

<.*harged \vith unsavory things we have been slow to believe
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them. She has been accused of being an adventuress ; that
she was an adept at card-playing and in speaking falsehoods

;

that she smoked cigarettes and was given to profanity ; that
she was of tejnpestuous temper and often sulky as a spoiled
child

;
that she would call her most devoted disciples " psychol-

ogized puppets ; " that nine out of every ten of her followers
finally deserted her in disgust ; that her great book, Ms TJn-
veiM,ka. jumble of plagiarisms; that lier personal letters
written to her intimate friend, Madame Coulomb, reveal a
depravity of duplicity and insincerity

; that she deliberately
practiced fraud in her magic wonders. We have sought for
the refutation of these charges, but have come from our inves-
tigation with the sore feeling that they are in the main true.
But, suppose that they wei-e all proven false, still this psychic
wonder has not impressed the world with her spirituality.
She has not gone to and fro in the earth as an angel of bless-
ing, as did Florence Nightingale, Elizabeth Fry, and Frances
E. Willard, and as still goes Clara Earton. If the character of
a doctrine is reflected in the character of its foremost devotees
we must decline to bow at the shrine of Blavatsky. AYe return
then to the romances as the clearest, fairest, and probably the
fullest statement of the ideal of this orientalism ; and come
from our study with the conviction that theosophy is itself a
romance.
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Art. ni.—the PROVERBS OF THE SO-CALLED
DIONYSIUS CATO.

DuKD^G the Middle Ages one of the most -widely known of

the Latin classics and most generally used for teaching pur-

poses was the collection of hexameter couplets variously

entitled Dionysii Catonis Disticha de Jlorihus ad Filiuin,

Dicta Marci Catonis ad Filium Suu77i, Lihri Catonis Phi-

losoj)M, etc. The youth of those days learned here their

gnunmar, prosody, and morals ; and many a luckless birch

switch has doubtless found its Acheron, as Plautus has it, in

the effort to convince v/ayward minds that it was worth

while to pay close attention to the study of these sententious

maxims. Older heads, meanwhile, did not scorn to pore over

them and comment learnedly and piousl}' on their real or

supposed meaning.

The present generation of schoolmasters, in spite of occa-

sional manifestations of restiveness appearing now and then

in the appointment of committees "of ten," ''of twelve," " of

fifteen," seems tolerably well contented to continue assuring

the pupils of to-day of the imperishable truths that " all Gaul

is divided into three parts," that Xenophon led the ten thou-

sand for " thirty parasangs" on various occasions, that Cati-

line grievously " abused the patience " of the consul that pre-

ferred not arms but the toga, and that the bachelor bard of

Mantua deliberately put into the mouth of Jove's messenger

the immortal sentiment that ''a woman is always a fickle

thing J," What matters it? Is it not constantly reiterated

upon us that " truth is one?" Doubtless for him who can

fathom that unity of all truth there lie at no very great

depth beneath the surface of these superficially trite and

erroneous statements ethical pearls fit to adorn the diadem of

the author of Ecclcsiastcs and The Proverbs of Solomon.

I'Ut the wayfaring landsman, who is hardly prepared for

such plunges, is glad to wait long on the shore of truth till

some chance vessel maybe shall bring tidings from a hitherto

unknown or long-forgottcu region and display rare treasures

before his eager eyes. Such an opportunity has been re-
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cently afforded by the revival of interest in the collection of

proverbs which is the subject of tliis article—a critical edition

of the text having been prepared by a Hungarian scholar,

Geyza Nemethy, and learned Prolegomena having been writ-

ten by Dr. Ericli BischofP, discussing thoroughly the liistory

and present condition of the collection.

It appears that the first of the titles cpioted above, in

which the authorship of the work is attributed to a certain

Dionysius Cato, depends for its accuracy on a statement of

Scaliger that a very ancient manuscript which he had heard

of, but had never seen, was so entitled. Ko such author,

however, is known from any other source. Furthermore, the

very name bears on its face indications that it is the creation

of somebody's imagination. " Dionysius " is neither a Gen-

tile name nor a praenomen according to the Roman usage,

while, on the other hand, " Cato " belongs decidedly m tone

to the older regime when such novel combinations in names

had never been heard of. ' Among the conjectures resorted

to in attempting to explain this name are the following

—

some of which are ingenious, v.'hile others presuppose idiocy

on the part of somebody more or less remotely concerned :

(1) Some unknown author named Dionysius wrote a work en-

titled Cato^ thus imitating Cicero's habit of naming his rhe-

torical and philosophical dialogues, Brutus^ Lcdius, Cato

Maior, or Hortensius. The blending of author and title

would then be a not unnatural blunder. (2) " Cato " is to be

regarded as a dative case, referring to the person to whom
some Dionj'sius or other dedicated the work. The title then

w^ould have read something like this : Dionyshcs Cato Scrijjsit.

(3) The folly of some copyist in giving loose rein to his

imagination transformed an innocent word like dii or dia

into an abbreviation for Dionysius, so that perhaps the super-

scription Dii Catonis Disticha became Dionysii Catonis

JDisticha. (4) Ancient manuscripts often contained the

works of more than one author. In such a manuscript a

work of some Dionysius may have been followed by the

" Catonis Disticha.''^ Ycry likely the former ended at the

bottom of a page with the words, exj)licit liler Dionysii

(" Here ends the book of Dionysius "), and the next page
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l)C<.'an with the title, Catonis Fliilosopld Liber (''The book of

the philosopher Cato "). Bearing in mind the old-fashioned

custom, still to be seen in books printed a century or two

a'»-o, of adding at the bottom of the page before turning a

leaf tlie first word of the next page, we can easily imagine

liow the expression, " Liber Dionysii Catonis Philosophic''

or something of the sort, may have sprang into being.

These amusing guesses at the possible origin of the con-

nection between the names " Dionysius " and " Cato " sei-ve

only to strengthen the conviction that this connection is merely

fortuitous, and do not assist in explaining the presence of the

word "Cato" in all forms of the title. If we midertake to

refer the distichs in their present form to any of tlie known

Catos of Eoman history or Koman literature we have little

success in finding anybody that they will fit. To be sure, we

are informed by ancient writers that Cato the Censor wrote

for his son a book of precepts or practical teachings. But

that was probably written in prose, certainly not in the com-

paratively faultless hexameters of this collection. To other

suggestions similar objections arise. If the theory is ad-

vanced that " Cato " is a mere title, like Lcdius, Prnius, or

Cato 2Iaior, the reply is made that in this work Cato in per-

son figures nowhere, while the individuals referred to in sim-

ilar titles do in each case. Even when it is urged that the

name may imply that the collection was made by a later

writer out of earlier works of Cato by selecting the senti-

ments and vepsifying them, we are met with the not unreason-

able argument tliat the title Cato would be an inappropriate

one for such a diluted extract of Cato's wit and wisdom.

Nevci-theless, it seems to us a rather attractive, and not wholly

absurd, idea that tliis title may have been given to such a col-

lection of couplets, if some of them had been borrowed in

essence from certain of Cato's lost works and others had been

added from other sources. If so, the title as we have it

would mean simply that the collection is wortliy to represent

theoretically the practical wisdom and ethical teaching of such

a common-sense veteran as Cato the Censor. Certainly no
one faniiliar with the shrewd and pointed advice in the ex-

tant book of Cato on airriculture can doubt that if lie had
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cliosen to •vrrite proverbs in hexameter couplets their flavor

at least would not have been essentially different from that of

these.

In its present condition the collection seems to be but a part

of an earlier and larger work. This is indicated by the vari-

ous additions that appear in different manuscripts, by the

nature of the collection itself, and by the existence of other

matter which apparently belonged to such an earlier work, for

example, a number of single verses of similar sentiment attrib-

uted to an Irish monk of the seventh century, Columbanus

by name. (This Columbanus, by the way, is not to be con-

fused with St. Columba.) Dr. Bischoli in his Prolegomena

discusses this subject with great critical acumen.

For fear that the total results of our discussion thus far may
be compared to those achieved by the storied king who with

all his men first marched up the hill and then marched down

again, vre hasten to recapitulate and to pass to the considera-

tion of the proverbs themselves. The work then which we
possess is of unknown authorship, and is probably but a por-

tion of a more comprehensive collection. The critical edition

of Kemethy goes under the simple title. Dicta Catonis. It

comprises four books, containing respectively forty, thirty-

one, twenty-four, and forty-nine distichs, followed by an

appendix of stray distichs, or fragments, to the number of

fourteen, and preceded by a prose ^^ Projfath''^ of six lines

and a series of fifty-seven '' sententicEr These '^ sentoitia^''^

are very brief—usually two or three words each—and, despite

the learned efforts of certain scholars to prove them metrical,

are surely plain prose throughout. Kemethy explains them as

a sort of table of contents of some one of the various collec-

tions that were excerpted from the original, larger work. The

little prose '•'"

Prcpfatio^'' written by an unknown hand—evi-

dently not by Cato to his son—reads thus: " Noticing that peo-

ple are often far astray from the path of ethical truth, I have

judged it my duty to bolster up their principles and have an

eye to their reputation, particularly that they niight succeed in

living honorably and dying nobly. I have accordingly writ-

ten out in detail what one should do and what he should imi-

tate, that life may be perfected by right actions. Kow then,
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let liiiii read who understands, for to read witliont understand-
inor is ,10 better than not to read at all." Thus is a self-satis-
lied egotism worthy of Yolcatins Sedigitus relieved by a prac-
tical purpose and a sound common sense which even Horace
might have admired. In the short '^^

sententicB'' which come
next, as well as in the longer couplets M'liich make up the
body of the collection, it is doubtful if anvthing can be
found that definitely indicates Christian authorship ""or Chris-
tian teaching, great as is the similarity to Christian ethics
illustrated by many of the maxims. The last few '' sententico''
have been thouglit to be a later addition by a Christian hand
but on very slender basis. :Xo. 53, indeed, Ifhmme iudica
C; Judge not at all"), recalls the Sermon on the Mount; and
iSo. 54, Ahena no coiicujneris ('-'Thou shalt not covet an-
other s goods"), suggests the Ten Commandments. But tho^e
standmg next to these are not striking in sucli resemblances-
and even the ones already quoted seem about as natural prod-
ucts of Greek philosophy as Xo. 1, Deo s^l:lrpUca ("Worship
(^od

); ]\o. 2, Parenies ama ("Love your parents^"); Ko
11, Magistraium metue ("Eespect the powers that be")- Xo
^hJDd2gerdiam.adhile{-BQd\\\geni in business"); Ko 41

'

Maledicusne cstQ {-Hhoii shalt not malign thy nei-hbor "V
^nd many others. In fact, most of the sentiments expressed
can be easily paralleled in tlie various collections of wisdom
i.iterature from Solomon down. Occasionally we find a little
^nore liomely advice, such as Ihindu.s ^5^/("]veep clean")

Qj!<f
^atjs est dormi ("Sleep just enough"), Lihros lege

{ i^eadj30oks"), AIea7nfuge ("Avoid gambling"), Pauca
'^nc^nvivio lor^uere ("Don't talk much at a banquet")

ihe same general tone is preserved in the distichs that make
n^ tbe body of the work. One's duty to himself, his familv
i"s fellow-men, and his God is succinctly stated from vad-ous interesting standpoints, but without any easily discov-
ci-Hl.Je ]u-incij.le of arrangement. In several instance^ to^e sui-e, two couplets that might well have been derivedom the same source stand contiguous to each other; but
^'itcn the juxtaposition of sentiments makes a well-ni-^h ludi-crous contrast. Different schools of pagan philosophy vie
Mith^scnptural orthodoxy, and the noblest thought may alter-IIHH SERIIIS, VOL. XV.
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nate with a pitiful narrowness of ideals. Oecasionallj the

wise man goes out of his way to make a sly thrust at the frail-

ties of the fair sex, as in 1, 8

:

Nil temere uxor! de servis crede querent!

;

Semper euim coiiiunx servum, quem diligis, odit.

("Don't take any stock in your wife's complaints of the serv-

ants
;
your wife always hates the servant that you love.")

3, 20 : Coniugis iratse noli tu verba timere
;

Nam lacriinis struit iusidias, cum femina plorat.

(" Don't be afraid of your wife's words when she is angry

;

for when a woman weeps she is plotting by her tears.") Or,

again, the point of the moral is, " Look out for number one,"

as in 1, 11 :

Dilige sic alios, ut sis tibi carus amicus

;

Sic bonus esto bonis, ne te mala damna sequautur,

(" Love others in such a way as to be your own best friend

;

be good to good men, that serious loss may not overtake

you.") On the whole, however, it must be said that a very

uniform dignity is maintained throughout the collection.

The following maxims have the Stoic flavor

:

1, 1 : Si deus"est animus, nobis ut carmina dicunt,

Hie tibi pra^cipue sit pura mente colendus.

.(" If the soul is God, as the poets tell us, you must worship

him especially with a pure heart.")

2, 16 : Xec tc collaudes nee te culpaveris ipse
;

Hoc faciunt stulti, quos gloria vexat inanis.

(" Neither praise nor blame yourself ; fools do that, fretting

for empty glory.")

3, 2 : Cum recte vivas, ne cures verba malorum
;

Arbitrii non est nostri, quid quisque loquatur.

(" As long as you live aright, don't mind .the words of the

wicked ; we cannot control the gossip of every individual.")

4, 17 : Si famam servare cupis, dura vivis, houestam,

Fac fugias auimo, qua! sunt mala gaudia vitaj.

("If you would live a life of good report, see that you avoid

even the thought of the gay life of the wicked.") Perhaps

the cynical apathy of this one belongs in the same category :

4, 22: Mult'.im venturi ne cures tompora fati

;

Xon mctuit mortem, qui scit contemnero vitam.
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("Pay little heed to your coming destiny ; he fears not death

who knows how to scorn life.")

In many cases, on the other hand, the Epicurean tone is

equally pronounced

:

2, 2 : An di sint ca-lumque regaut, ne quaere doceri

;

Cum sis mortally, quaj sunt ruortalia, cura.

(" Seek not to know whether there be gods who rule the heav-

ens ; since you are mortal attend to the concerns of this

mortal flesh.'-)

2, 3 : Linque inetum leti, nam stultura est tempore in omni,

Dum mortem metuas, amittere gaudia vitae.

("Away with the fear of death! It is folly to lose the joys

of life through constant fear of death.")

4, 16: Utere qu;esitis opibus, fuge nomen avari;

Quid tibi divitias, si semper pauper abuudes ?

(" Use the wealth you have acquired, shun the name of being

avaricious. Why should you possess wealth if you are al-

ways to be poor in the midst of your abundance ?
")

1, 33 : Cura dubia in certis versetur vita periclis,

Pro lucro tibi pone diem, quicumque sequetur.

(" Since life is so uncertain and beset with perils, set down as

so much clear gain every day that dawns.") So sang the

Epicurean Horace {Car.^ i, 9):

Quid sit futurum eras fuge qtiterere, et

Quem fors dierum cumque dabit lucro

AJpone, nee dulcis amores

Sperne puer neque tu choreas.

("Shun to seek what is liid in tlie ftomb of the morrow;

Couut the lot of each day as clear gain in life's ledger;

Spurn not, thou, who art young, dulcet loves;

Spurn not, thou, choral dances and song.")*

Tlie likeness is so obvious, we can scarcely doubt that the

Uuratian stanza was the mine from which this nugget of

wisdom was dug. From Horace is tlic idea of the following

couplet also

:

4, 37 : Tempora louga tibi noli promittere vitie
;

Quocumque incedis, sequitur mors corporis umbra.

(" Do not promise yourself long life ; wherever you walk
death walks beside you like a shadow.") Compare Horace,

* Bulwer-Lytton.
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Car.^ i, 4 ; also tlie familiar scriptural version of the same idea

:

"Boast not thyself of to-morrow, for thou knowest not what

a day may bring forth/'

Some otlicr interesting parallels to the wisdom of Solomon

may be noted :

1, 9 : Cum moneas aliquera nee se velit ille moueri,

Si tibi sit carus, uoli desistere coeptis.

(" Though he whom you reprove desire none of your reproof,

if you love him cease not from your efforts.") Comp. Prov.

iii, 12 :
" For whom the Lord lovetli he correcteth ; even as a

father the son in whom he delighteth."

1, 10 : Contra verbosos noli contendere verbis
;

Sermo datur cunetis, animi sapicntia paucis.

(" Contend not in speech with a man of many words ; speech

is given to all, wisdom to few.") Comp. Prov. xvii, 27 :
" He

that hath knowledge spareth his words : and a man of under-

standing is of an excellent spirit,"

8, 1 : Instrue praccptis animum, ne disccre cessa

;

Nam sine doctrlua vita est quasi mortis imago.

(" Give instruction to thy soul, cease not to learn wisdom ; for

life without' wisdom is, so to speak, but the picture of

death.") Comp. Prov. iv, 13: "Take fast hold of instruc-

tion ; let her not go : keep her ; for she is thy life."

Even essentially Cliristian doctrine shines forth here and

there

:

1, 5: Si vitam inspicias hominum, si deuique mores

;

Cum culpant alios, nemo sine crimiue vivit.

("If you examine the life and character of men, while they

blame others, none of them lives a blameless life himself.")

Comp. John viii, 7: "He that is without sin among you, let

him lh"st cast a stone at her."

1, 6 : Qure nocltura tenes, quamvis pint cara, reliuquo:

Utilitas opibus praeponi tempore debet.

("Whatever you possess that is likely to harm you, no matter

how dear it may be, give it up; advantage should always be

preferred to possessions.") Comp. j\ratt. v, 29: "And if thy

right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee : for

it is profitable for thee that one of thy members should

perish," etc.
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1, 20: Exiguum muuus cum (let tibi pauper amicus,

Accipito Iffitus, plene et laudare memeuto.

(""When a friend of his poverty gives you a trifling gift, you

should accept it gladly and not forget to thaidc him heartily.'')

Compare the commendation of the widow's mite, Mark xii,

3, 7 : Alterius dictum aut factum ne carpseris umquam,

Exemplo simili ue te derideat alter.

('' Xever harshly judge another's word or deed lest another

likewise judge thee.") Comp. ]\Iatt. vii, 1 : "Judge not, that

ye be not judged." On the other hand, here is a precept at

the opposite extreme from the teaching of Him who said,

" Love your enemies :"

Ap. 5 : Dissimula Ijcsus, si nou datur ultio prffisens

;

Qui celare potest odium, pote lasdere, quern vult.

(''When an injurjM's done to you, if injmediate vengeance

cannot be had conceal your feelings ; he who can conceal his

hatred can injure whomsoever he will.")

Tiiereare a number of cases where the sentiment expressed

would be particularly worthy of the thrifty, practical Cato
;

and if he should be considered the direct or indirect author of

any portion of the work tliesc would be naturally put down
at once to his credit. Such are :

1, 2>1'. Servorum culpa cum te dolor urget in irarn,

Ipse tibi moderare, tuis ut parcerc possis.

('' When vexed at the faults of your slaves, and on the verge of

anger, restrain yourself, so as to spare yoiTr own property.")

4, 5 : Cum fueris locuples, corpus curare memento

;

^ger dives habet nummos, se uon habet ipsum.

(" Xo matter how rich you are, take care of your body ; a

f^ick rich man has cash, but he has not himself.")

't, 14 : Cum sis ipse nocens, moritur cur victima pro te ?

Stultitia est morte alterius sperare salutem.

("If you are theguilty one, why should a victim be slain for you ?

it is folly to hope for safety by the death of somebody else.")

4, 20 : Prospicito cunctos tacitus, quid quisque loquatur

;

Sermo liomiuum mores et celut et indicat idem.

('' Be silent and note what each one says ; a man's con versa-

tioji both conceals and reveals his character.")
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4, 88: Ture deum placa, vitulum sine crescat arati'o

;

Ne credas gaudere deum, cum csede litatur.

(" Let incense be tliy oSering to the gods ; let the bnllock grow
up for the plow ; do not imagine that the gods delight in the

slaughter of victims.")

Our common saying, "In time of peace prepare for war,"

is paralleled thus

:

4, 26 : Tranquillis rebus semper advei'sa timeto
;

Rursus iu adversis melius sperare memento.

("When things go well, look out for adversity; when they

go ill, hope for better days.") " Still waters run deep " is

represented by this

:

4, 31 : Demissos animo et tacitos vitare memento
;

Quod iiuraen placidum est, forsan latet altius unda.

("Avoid the shy and silent man ; the stream that flows quietly

is likely to be deep.") Yergil's famous advice, " Litus ama
. . . altum alii teueant " (^y?.., v, 163), appears in this form:

4, 33 : Quod potes, id tempta ; nam litus carpere remis

Utilius multo est, quam velum tendcre iu altum.

(" Attempt what is suited to your strength ; for it is much
better to row along the coast than to trim sail for a voyage on

the deep.")

A few more especially pointed inaxims may serve to con-

clude this list of specimens :

1, S : Yirtutem primam esse puta compesceio linguam
;

rroximus ille deo est, qui scit raiionc tacere.

(" Consider control over your tongue a cardinal virtue ; he

that can keep a rational silence stands next to the gods.")

1, ]4 : Cum te aliquis laudat, iudex tuus esse memento
;

Plus aliis de te, quam tu tibi, credere noli.

(""When one praises you be your own judge of it ; don't put

others' estimates of yourself higher than your own.")

1, 27 : Noli homines blandos niniium sermoue probare
;

Fistula dulce canit, volucrem dum decipit auceps.

(" Don't favor a man of a flattering tongue ; the pipe utters

Bweet notes while the fowler is decoying the bird.'')

2, 21 : Quffi potus peccas, iguoscere tu tibi noli

;

Nam crimen vini nullum est, sed culpa bibcntis.

(" Don't try to excuse yourself for the wrongs you did when
drunken

; the wine is not to blame, but the drinker.")
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2,26: Rem, tibi quam scieris aptam, dimittere noli

;

Froute capillata, post est Occasio calva.

(" Don't lose tlie cliance wliicli you know is yours. Opportu-

nity has a forelock, but the back of her head is bald.")

3, IS: Multa legas facito, perlectis neglege multa

;

Xain iniranda canunt, sed non credenda poetae.

C' r^cad much, but pay no attention to much that you read
;

the poets siug of marvelous things, but you need not believe

thein.")

4, 3 : Cum sis iucautus nee rem ratione gubenies,

Xoli fortunam, qus non est, dicere csecain.

(""When you carelessly steer your bark aground do not accuse

Fortune of being blind, for she isn't/')

4, 11 : Cum tibi propouas animalia cuncta timere,

Uuum priccipue tibi Bcito hominem esse timcndum.

(*' In making up your mind to fear all animals, bear in mind

tliat the human animal is most to be dreaded.")

It is surely a pity that so much sound sense as this collec-

tion contains should have been suffered so long to escape tbe

attention of the modern world. Whether or not these prov-

erbs are suitable for youth, they are certainly instructive for

niuturer years. Wliatever their origin and authorship, they

furnish a running connnentary on life—a commentary which

eecms to indicate very strongly that, notwithstanding the

)>rogress of the external world, Iniman nature has remained

essentially the same during the march of the centuries. Man
can subdue the forces of nature ; but it takes a divine revela-

tion to subdue man and free him from himself.

^J\x)uU^. Jri-ayu-^-'Kj^ ^^<-*^
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Art. IV.—exposition OF ROMANS VIII, 18-23.

For (this suffering Avith Him in order to be glorified -with him is no

casting away of toil and self-denial, seeing that) I reckon (since being

convinced, I myself htivc embraced this course) that the suflferings of

this present period are insignificant in comparison with the glory that

shall be revealed in us.

(The greatness of this glory is shown in the fact that all creation now
under the bondage of corruption shall be set free from it by the glorifi-

cation of the sous of God.) For the patient expectation (which con-

tinues till the time arrives) of the creation (uU this world except man,

both animate and inanimate) waits for the revelation of the sons of

God (because their sonship will be complete and possessed of all its

privileges and glories).

Verse 20. Explanation of the reason w-hy all creation waits. For
the creature was made subject to vanity (instability, liability to change

and decay), not willingly, but on account of Him (not Adam, but God.

He is the occasion, and his glory the end of creation's corruptibility),

because the creation itself also (not only we the sons of God, but even

the creation itself) shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption

(its subjection to the bondage of decay, Ileb. ii, lo) and be admitted

into the freedom of the glory (not glorious freedom) of the children of

God. For we know that the whole creation groans together, ajid

travails together (not with us, or with mankind) from the beginmng up

to this time. But (moreover) not only (the creation), but even our-

selves, possessing (though we possess) the first fruit of the Spirit (the

indwelling influence of the Holy Spirit here as an earnest of the full har-

vest of his complete possession of us, body, soul, and spirit hereafter),

even we ourselves groan witlun ourselves, waiting the fullness of our

adoption (which adoption is come already, verse 15, so tlu^t we do not

wait for that, but for its full manifestation) in the redemption of our

body (not rescue from). For in hope were we saved (our first ap-

prehension of and appropriation to ourselves of salvation, which is by
faith iu Christ, was eflected in the condition of hope, which hope is in

fact faith in its prospective attitude).

—

Alj'ord^s Grech Testament.

This passage is very difficult of eompreliension. So are the

stars. But the more difficult and inA'olvcd the more rich the

unfolding and tlie greater the development of mind. Heaven
M-as not meant as an asylum for feeble-minded children;

hence the \Y0)-ld and the word must be a gymnasium. The
strong and confident gymnast swings his trapezes between

the stars. Wliocver speaks for God ought to speak largely.
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lie should often speak beyond the understanding of men.

If any deem that Imnian understanding should be standard

imd measure of divine revelation he is apt to say " impossi-

hic" to many things that a revelation from God should con-

tain. For tlie things impossible to men should be possible

witii God.

The Bible often gives great sweeps of thought in few

words. That is why a thousand sermons are preached from a

few brief texts. The texts are so fundamental that, like pri-

meval granite, they underlie the whole universe of thought.

Tiiis text that seems so difficult at first contains this great

truth, namely, that all being, created and uncreated, is inti-

jnately related. It is this thought only, among the many,

tliat is expanded in this paper. "We have here presented

(lod, the uncreated Spirit, men the sons of God, children,

heirs, joint heirs with Christ, the Spirit helping our infirm-

ities—most beautiful, intimate, and intricate relations. This

tliought is familiar. But the text goes on to one less

familiar, namely, that all things, animate and inanimate

—

animal, man, and material nature-—are all bound together in

one close relation of origin, progress, and destiny. The
" whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together ;

"

we groan ; the Holy Spirit groans—all waiting for some

better consummation.

Can it bo made evident that the whole creation is so inti-

mately related in every part ? The Bible declares it to be one

in origin. In the beginning God created the heavens, the

earth, and lastly man. Science, long time after, works out its

problems to the same conclusion, xlll departments are under
many, perhaps all, of the same laws. The laws for the moon
arc the laws for Mars ; the laws for Mars, the same for Uranus
and the stai-s. Intimately related are the songs of the linnet

and the archangel. Throughout the whole vast creation one
great purpose runs. Everything is made for service. Earth
and sun feed grass

;
grass feeds a thousand forms of lowly

and lofty animal life ; animal life feeds man. Men must
«Tve one another in order to live. And God serves all.

1 iiings are so coimected that to know one thing perfectly in-

volves aknowled-e of all thmirs.
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Flower in the crannied wall,

I pluck you out of the crannies,

I hold you here, root and all, in my hand,

Little flower—but if I could understand

What you are, root and all, and all in all,

I should know what God and man is.

There is in all things a tendency to rise. Eock becomes
soil ; soil, flowers and fruit.; flowers and fruit feed flesh ; and
flesh, soul.

It is a singular proof of intimacy, sympathy, and relation-

ship that material things so largely express immaterial
thought. We say of a cheery soul that it is as bright as the
sun

; of a suspicion, that it is dark as night ; and that the
affections of an unmusical soul are black as Erebus. How
could the lover find expression without the help of material
figures ?

Those eyes, the break of day,

Lights that do mislead the morn.

All poets see this. Wordsworth says :

To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

Bryant writes

:

To him that in the love of Nature holds

Communion with her visible forms, she speaks
A various language.

Stedman highly commends the lilt and melody of Shelley
joined to precision of tliought. See his perfection of all these
qualities, especially the last, in his "A sensitive plant in a gar-
den grew :

"

Tliere was a power in this sweet place,

An Eve in this Eden, a ruling grace

^
Which to the flowers, did they waken or dream,
Was as God is to the starry scheme.

I doubt not the flowers in that garden sweet

Rejoiced in the sound of her gentle feet.

I doubt not tliey felt tlie spirit that came
From her glowing fingers through all their frame.

And when the lovely lady died, and in consequence the gar-
den died, you know not which to sorrow over most.
Everyone is poet enough to be stilled into gentle musings by

the soft and soullike sounds of the pines. The lark in the
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sky not only voices his own joy, but thrills with ecstasy every-

one who has a soul to hear with. We have all heard the mul-

titudinous laughter of old Ocean's billows. There is no state

of mind in man that does not tind a sympathetic response in

Tiatui-e. It is a glass that reflects his gladness, making it

double. His every gloom finds a chill and somber Kovember

to enhance it. Man's highest thought and finest feeling go to

material nature to find means of adequate expression. That

Godlike feeling of forgiveness finds expression in those plants

tliat batlie the ax with sweetness while it wounds them. The
resurrection of the body has an elder voice in the spiingtime

and the chrysalis, and a later one in the resurrection of Christ.

At conversion the earth and tlie stars seem changed. Brown-

ing says in " Saul :

"

The whole earth was awakened, ...

And the stars of night beat with emotion, and tingled and shot

Out in fire.

Tliis is poetry. It is therefore true.

But the Bible expresses the sympathy of nature with man
more graphically than other poets. When Adam sinned the

cartli's barrenness and thistles were not so much an inflicted

as a consequent curse. And when Christ hung on the cross

the world's shuddering earthquakes and darkened skies were

its sensitive responses to the sufferings of its Maker and Lord.

Even chaos and old niglit could respond to spiritual influences

and break into light. Tlie universe now thrills through its

M'hole extent to the power of its indwelling soul as mani-

fested in gravitation and magnetism. Our material bodies

are strong or weak, tingle with joy, or are enervated with lusts,

according to the soul within. Some call the relation of An-
taeus to his mother Earth a fable. But men who have lovingly

lain down in the lap of Mother Earth, been rested and renewed
«jn her bosom, know it is a profound truth. It was not merely
for refreshment by spiritual influences that Christ went to the

desert, the mountain, and the storm.

The Bible always represents the earth's condition of fruit-

fulness or barrenness as related to the spiritual state of man.
*' How long shall the land mourn, and the herbs of every field

^vither, for the wickedness of them that dwell therein?"' All
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creation groanetli together and travaileth together 'n-aiting for
the apocalypse of the children of God. The idea of the reno-
vation of all nature at the return of its Lord is not strange to
tlie students of many of the passages of prophetic truth.

Even animal nature shall be changed (Isa. xi, 6; Ixv, 17;
2 Pet. iii, 13 ; Acts iii, 21 ; Luke xxi, 25-2S). The new
heavens and tlie new earth are conditioned on the new man.
Kature, in all its laws and forces, was meant to serve man.
He was to have dominion over all things, the fish of the sea

and besides them "whatsoever passeth "through the paths of
the seas." This must mean, among other things, gravitation
and magnetism. Having become a sinner, man libuses his
trust, and groaning nature has a right to protest against being
in bondage to the caprices and abuses of such a niaster. The
horse is spurred and lashed for the race, and maddened for
the battle. It is subject to vanity. All the forces of nature
are subjected to unworthy uses.

But this subjection was "not willingly" received. Eman-
cipation is to come. The apostles of unbelief have no such
hope. The positivist holds to an absolute catastrophe, with-
out any providential interpositions. The rationalist expects
nothing beyond a gradual improvement in humanity and
nature. ".To modern philosophical unbelief the beginning of
the world, as well as the end, is sunk in mist and night ;\e-
cause of this unbelief the center of the world—the historical
Christ—is sunk in mist and night." How different the Chris-
tian

! How much broader his view !
" AYe, according to his

promise, look for new heavens and a new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness." When God's word shall have ac-
complished what he pleases the ])eople "shall go out with
joy, and be led forth with peace : the mountains and the hills
shall break forth . , . into singing, and all the trees of the
field shall clap their hands. Instead of the thoni shall come
up the fir tree, and instead of the brier shall come up the
myrtle tree."

_

But are not all these seenjing sympathies the mere projec-
tion of man's mind on nature, the throwing of his sunlight in
rainbows on the sky, making it glorious with evening splen-
dor, or on the black masses of a retreating storm, maldncr it
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<rlow with prophecy and hope? Our Scripture paragraph

answers the question, and shows not only a real sympathetic

relatiou, a present suffering, but also a closely linked future

destiny between material creation and man. Man cannot be

profited and glorified without nature's sharing in it. Ko peo-

ple can be peaceful and industrious but to them nature re-

sponds. Men tickle the earth with a hoe and it laughs with

the harvest. When the Lord shall judge the people right-

eously '• let the heavens rejoice, and let the earth be glad
;

let the sea roar, and the fullness thereof. Let the field be

joyful, and all that is therein : then shall all the trees of the

wood rejoice before the Lord." "Poetic imagery, personifi-

cation, fancy," says old Gradgrind; "give us facts." So he

said about the sublime fact that "the morning stars sang to-

o-other," till science proved it as clearly as that the interior

angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles. It is well

enough to believe the plain statements of God's word, even if

tliey do go a bit beyond our present comprehension. "When

it says the iron gate opened of its " own accord" to the angel

delivering Peter it is best to feel that there is sonic deep

truth in the statement. Put does this argue a consciousness

in matter? ^Ye are not concerned to answer. Let a few

facts speak for themselves. We know that in chemical com-

binations atoms seem to count and to discern the nature of

other atoms. One particle of oxygen or boron will marry

itself to a definite number of particles of one substance and to

other numbers of particles of a dozen other substances.

Plants select the materials for building the forest temples as

accurately as animal life selects material for bodies. Every

gardener knows that plants grow best for those that love

tliem. But these things do not necessitate human conscious-

ness in matter. They help us to see that matter may have

richer capabilities than we have thought, and may have capac-

ities to make it a temple fit for the Holy Ghost. Doubters

of spiritual entities are obliged to affirm that matter has a

tpirilual side.

To have a nature fit for such glorification makes it liable to

humiliation. The carl-)on that makes the London air at times

almost unbreathable has a capacity to sparkle like the Kohi-
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noor in the queen's crown in the Tower. The constituent ele-

ments of half a dozen kinds of precious stones are in common
clay. The walls of Jerusalem, trampled down by the Gentiles
in scorn, can be turned at once into the walls of Jerusalem
the golden. It is simply a question of the nature of the sub-
stance and of the power acting upon it.

The power is sufficient because we are assured that the
highest power in the universe is to be applied to this very
end. The same exceeding greatness of God's power which lie

wrought in Christ, when he raised him from tlic dead and set
him on high, is also applied to put all things under his feet.
As granitic Sinai becomes a paved work of sapphire stones as
the body of heaven for clearness, under the feet of the God of
Moses, so all matter may become glorious under its rightful
King. This King applies the same power to "subdue all

things unto himself" that lie applies to "change our vile
hody," that it may be " fasliioned like unto his glorious
body." Certainly this power is sufficient. Tliis dynamic,
Christologieal view needs empliasis in this age of doubt.
But what glorified beings shall fill the unknown realms of

glorified matter
! We liave had magnificent oratorios of tiie

"Creation" and of the " Kedemption." But John heard an
oratorio of redemption grander than that by Gounod. What
machinery of horses by the million, and armies, flying ano-els
and fiends, buried stars and rolled away heavens; ^-liat

breadth of action in earth, ocean, air, and space ; what instra-
mentation and voices hke the sound of many waters in a storm

!

But who or what takes part in the oratorio? "And every
creature [* created thing,' Eevised Yersion; 'animated crea-
ture,' Alford] ^\-hich is in heaven, and on the earth, and un-
der the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in
them, heard I saying. Blessing, and honor, and glory, and
power, be unto him that sitteth upon the throne, and unto the
Lamb forever and ever." The groaning together is ended.
The common glorification has come.
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Aet. v.—asbury as a student.

It \ras in a little house under a bridge in old England

tliat Asbury caught the first glimpse of studeut life. " When
a child," he writes, " I thought it strange my mother

should stand by a large window poring over a book for hours

together." This picture he carried with him into manhood

—

his mother reading at the window, Mrs. Asbury had lost an

only daughter, and found relief in religion and a passionate

love for books. Of his own early instruction Asbury says :

I was sent to school early, and began to read the Bible between six and
seven years of age, and greatly delighted in the historical part of it. My
schoolmaster was a great churl, and used to beat me cruelly; this drove

mc to prayer, and it appeared to me that God was near to me. My father

having but the one son greatly desired to keep me at school, he cared not

how long; but in this design he was disappointed, foriny master by his

severity had filled me with such horrible dread that with me anything

was preferable to going to school.

Going into a blacksmith's shop in his thirteenth year, he

wrought at the anvil for more than six years. As a boy of

fourteen he was deeply stirred upo)i the subject of religion,

" reading a great deal," he says, " Whitefield and Cennick's

sermons, and every good book I could meet with." He began
his ministry in his seventeenth year, while working at the

forge, but from his twentieth to his twenty-sixth year he swung
only the hammer of the word. lie made his first acquaintance

with Latin and Greek during these years.

Tbe^call to America came. Here we see him as preemi-

nently a man of works. " It has been estimated," says Dr.

Abel Stevens, " that in the forty-five years of his American
ministry he preached about sixteen thousand five hundred ser-

mons, or at least one a day, and traveled about two hundred
and seventy thousand miles, or six thousand a year ; that he
presided in no less than two hundred and twenty-four xVnnual

Conferences, and ordained more than four thousand preach-

ers." Even this marks him as a man of intellect. AVe are

only trying to show that the windows opened inward. His
interest in the cause of education, his abridgment of several
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books, his record of books read witli comments prove he had

tlie student mind and improved his opportunities well.

This student of twenty-six at work with his books as he

speeds across the great Atlantic is worthy of a place with that

greater scholar, Thomas Coke, on his first voyage to America,

in his thirty-seventh j-ear. Coke had " a little secret corner in

the ship " called his " study," where he read the lives of Xav-

ier and Brainerd, The Confessional^ Hoadley's lleasonableness

of Conformity to the Church of England^ and Augustine's

Meditations. Hours were spent with his Greek Testament,

lie would unbend now and then, he tells us, by reading the

pastorals of Yergil. Asbury is no less diligent. He read Sel-

lon's God's Sovereignty Vindicated, against Elisha Coles

with this comment: "I think no one that reads it deliber-

ately can afterward be a Calvinist," Then he read Wesley's

Ajypeal to Ileii of Reason and Beligion, De Eenty's Life,

part of Xorris's T/orks, Edwards on the Work of God in New
England, Pilgrirrb's Progress, the Bible, and Wesley's Sermons.

He afterward became the great exemplar to circuit riders,

with no side plea of " revivals " for lack of time to study.

There was not a year in his earlier ministry that he did not

read more than is required of onr younger men. If to-day

there are examiners and syllabi, his full " compends " and

comments show careful study in his day. Without noting the

many rereadings, in the space of thirty-five years we find

him averaging six large books a year. In that trying period

of ihQ Revolutionary struggle, from 1774 to 17S1, more than

one hundred volumes were mastered by him, many of them

large and weighty—an average of thirteen volunies each

year. In spite of the incessant traveling, the poor lodging,

the almost constant sickness, the carefully written though brief

outlines of sermons, the thought preparation for preaching,

his daily reading went on, while at times he mined for Greek

and Latin terms and digged for Hebrew roots.

There was good proportion in his study, and we may best

show his mind by the character of the books read. In blan-

ket fashion he covered the ground of a theological seminary.

Let us take the great departments, note some books, and mark
his comments that prove the reading more than cursory :
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1. Excgetical theology. Asbury's was a heart-study of the

Scriptures in the original lauguages. It was a searching for

the meat of the word, and not for a taste of tongues. "Ap-
j'licd myself to the Greek and Latin Testaments," "reading

the Bible and Greek Testament," "running through the He-

brew Bible," "read the first part of the Hebrew Bible"

—

fuch notes occur through the whole course of his Journal.

I'racticing Hebrew tones and points he called his "horseback

ftudy." He drilled himself in these riding through the

twamps of South Carolina with the water up to his knees.

In a trying jonr)ioy through "Virginia he noted one day, " I do

little except reading a few chapters in my Hebrew Bible."

Hebrew had better ventilation on big rides, especially through

(leorgia, than at other times. He lodged with a Jew, read

Hebrew part of the night, and said, "I should have been

pleased to have spent the night thus occupied with so good a

pcholar." He read Clarke's Commentary.^ Doddridge's Para-
])hrase, JS^otes of Wesley, Hammond, "Whitby ; Guyse's Para-
phrasc, Luther's Galatians, and Langdon on Eevelatiou. Five

of these works were read before he was thirty-three years of

:tge. Here is a sample comment :
" Dr. Doddridge's critical

notes and improvements are excellent, instructive, beautiful

—well calculated for forming the minds of young preachers,

to prevent wild and unwarranted expositions." All fonr

volumes are read ; he " admires his spirit, sense, and ingenuity."

Guyse's Pa;'<2jV/7'(25!3 afforded him " gi-eat delight ... a pity

that such a man ever imbibed the Calvinistic principles."

And again, "Eeading the Revelation, with Mr. Wesley's
A otcs, was made a particular blessing to my soul."

-. Systematic theology embraced about twenty authors

—

ainon^r tjiem Watson's Pivinity, Osterwald's Christian TJieol-

("JIJ^ Kewton's Dissertations on the Projyhecies, Flavel's and
Xoriis's Works, Prideaux's The Connection of the Ilistory of
f^-c Old and N'ew Testament, Ogdcu^s Peveal^d Pe7i(/ion, and
B;!relay's An Apologyfor the True Christian Divinity. Of
I'letcher's Checks he writes, " Ages to come will bless God
lor Jus writings, as I have done for those of Baxter and other
ancient divines." " Tliere is," says he, "a certain spirituality
Hi his [Wesley's] Works, which I can find in no other human

•}— riFTII SERIES, VOL. XV.
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compositions. And a man who has any taste for true piety

can scarce read a few pages in the writings of that great divine

without imbibing a greater relish for the pure and simple reli-

gion of Jesus Christ." We see Asbury's putting of a theo-

logical statement in his criticism of Hervey's Die

I like his philosophy better than his divinity. However, if he is in

error by leaning too much to imputed righteousness, and in danger of

superseding our evangelical works of righteousness, some are also iu

danger of setting up self-righteousness and at least of a partial neglect

of an entire dependence on Jesus Christ. Our duty and salvation lie be-

tween these extremes. "We should so work as if we were to be saved by

the proper merit of our works; and so rely on Jesus Christ, to be saved by

his merits and the divine assistance of his Holy Spirit, a? if we did no

works, nor attempted anj-thing which God hath commanded. This is

evidently the Gospel plan of salvation: " By grace are ye saved through

faith; and that not of yourselves ; it is the gift of God;" "Workout
your own salvation with fear and trembling." But some, who see the

danger of seeking to be justified by the deeds of the law, turn all their

attention to those passages of Scripture which ascribe our salvation to

the grace of God; and, to avoid the rock which they discover on the

right hand, tliey strike against that which is equally dangerous on the

left, by exclaiming against all conditions and doings on the part of man;

and so make void the law through faith—as if a beggar could not cross

the street, and open his hand (at the request of his benefactor) to receive

his bounty, without a meritorious claim to what he is about to receive.

What God hath joined together let no man put asunder. And he

having joined salvation by grace with repentance, prayer, faith, self-

denial, love, and obedience, whoever putteth them asunder will do it at

his peril. But it is likewise true that others, who see the danger of this,

in order, as they imagine, to steer clear of it, go about to establish their

own righteoiLsuess; and, although they profess to ascribe the merit of

their salvation to Jesus Christ, yet think they cannot fail of eternal liie

because they have wrought many good deeds of piety toward God and

of justice and mercy toward man; and they would think it incompatilile

with divine justice to sentence them to eternal punishment for what they

call the foibles of human nature, after having lived so moral and up-

right a life. Happy the man who so studies the Holy Scriptures, his

own heart, the plan of salvation, and daily prays with such earnest sin-

cerity to Almighty God as to see that neither faith without works nor

works without that faith which justifies the ungodly will suffice in the

awful day of universal retribution 1

This long paragrapli shows uo sign of loose thinking or ex-

tempore theology.
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3. In the department of historical theology we would for

convenience include all historical works. The twenty separate

works which Ashury mentions run through some sixty vol-

umes. He was laying the foundations for a great Church,

he was building a great Church, and, as Wilbur Fisk declares,

he had fine appreciation of histoi-y. Mosheim was " too dry

and speculative." Haweis's History of the Church was

"among the best," "but his partiaHty to good old Calvinism

is too apparent." Prince's Christian History was a "cordial"

to his soul. " It is Methodism in all its parts. I have a great

desire to reprint an abridgment of it, to show the apostate

children what their fathers were." Keading Burnet's History

ofHis Own Tiines, he is " amazed at the intrigues of courts

and the treachery of men." The list liolds such works as

Sewel's History of the QuaJcers, jSTeal's History of the Pui^
t'His, Jewish AyitiqvAties, "Whiston's Joscjjhus, sixteen volumes

of Universal History, Rollin's, Eobertson's, Eamsey's his-

tories, and Gordon's Arimrican Revolution.

4. Practical theology. Asbury was a student of sermons,

lie enjoyed, appreciated, absorbed. There was in him a vein

of wholesome criticism ; a search for knowledge and hom-
iletical training, with nerve sufficient to mount and test the

celestial trapeze of the great sermonizers. How he enjoyed

jireaching and groaned over "dumb Sabbaths!" In this

blessed employment, if the world were not his parish, the

whole heavens were (Eph. iv, 10). Out of the galaxy of ser-

monizers he read we select a few—Doddridge, Watts, Wesley,

Walker, Taylor, Blair, Sherlock, Saurin. " I delighted my-
self," said he, "' in reading Doddridge's Sermons to Yoimg
Pcoj>U.^'' " Blair's sermon on Gentleness is worthy the taste

of Queen Charlotte ; and if money were anything towai-d pay-

ing for knowledge I should think that sermon worth two hun-
'Ired pounds sterling—which some say the queen gave him."
Taylor gives " many instructing glosses on the Scriptures ;

"

Ivnox is "sublime, though not deep;" Sherlock, "a man of

great iibilities, audit is a pity but he had been a more evangel-

ical writer." Attention was also given by Asbury to such v/orks

iw Lowman's Jevnsh Government^ Potter's Church Govern-
ment^ Whiston's An Historical Preface to Primitive Chris-
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tianity J^evived, and Comber on Consecrating Bishops. As-

bnrj's reading of devotional literature included Edwards on the

"Work of God in Kew England, Bunyan's Pilgrim?s Progress

and Holy ^Var^ Tayloi-'s Rides for Holy Livhigand Pying,

Thomas a Ivenipis's Imitation of Christy and the same au-

tlior's Valley of Lilies, Doddridge's Pise and Progress of
Peligion in the Soul, Baxter's Sainfs Pest, Law's Serious

Call to a Devout and Holy Life—in fact, the whole line of

spiritual litei-ature. He made an abridgment of Baxter's

Cure for CJmrcli Divhions, and showed a fine hand at con-

densation. There were also miscellaneous works, but let two
suffice : Principles of True Politeness^ read in the swamps,

and Salmon's Grammar of five hundred pages. " Read fifty

pages in Salmon's Grammar," he says, and adds, " It is plain to

me the de%TiI will let us read always, if we will not pray ; but

prayer is the sword of the preacher, the life of the Cliristian,

the terror of hell, and the devil's plague." On that day he

had read thirteen chapters of Kevelation and one hundred

pages in Comber on the Consecrating of Bishops. All this

was on " blue Monday," after a hard day of preaching.

Now consider the man, his conditions, limitations, methods,

to get the full content of the student—"this man that rambles

through the United States," sick almost unto death six months

in the year for thirty-two years, with hereditaiy morbid tem-

perament held only by the firm grip of a consecrated will

power. He was in the tniest sense a gentleman, knew the

amenities of life, was at home in the mansions of wealth and

culture, but lived in discomfort, crowded rooms—often in

"filthy houses," as he says—and knew little solitude. Seeking

"rest" at Berkeley Springs, he writes: "The house in which

we live is not the most agreeable ; the size of it is twenty feet

by sixteen, and there are seven beds and sixteen persons there-

in, and some noisy children. So I dwell among briers and

thorns; but my soul is in peace," While here as a sick man
he says: "My present mode of conduct, is as follovrs : to read

about a hundred pages a day, usually to pray in public five

times a day, to preach in the open air every other day, and to

lecture in prayer meeting every evening." He calls these

"my little employments." Down Soutli in the fields of cotton
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lie gets " a little Indian bread and fried bacon, ... a bed set

upon forks and clapboards laid across, in an earthen-floor cabin."

The studying goes on, but there is often no candle, and the

lin-ht of the pine fire is trying on the eyes. He writes:

Kindness will not make a crowded log cabin, twelve feet by ten, agree-

able; without are cold and raiu, and within, six adults and as many

(.liiklreu, one of wliicli is all motion; the dog#, too, must sometimes be

admitted. . . . Found I had the itch; and, considering the filthy liouses

aud filthy beds, it is strange that I have not caught it twenty times. I

do not see that there is any security against it but by sleeping in a brim-

stone shirt. Poor bishop! Have written some letters and read the book

of Daniel since I have been in this house.

Add to this tlie mentioned morbid trait that became a taint,

tlic physical drawback with its accompanying darkness, which

lie gradiudly learned was "constitutional;" put upon this the

excessive toil and exposure, the work of twenty men, as Abel

Stevens declares, the incredible tours, the one-day ride of

'* eighty sand-liill miles," and then see him reading day after

clay, with relish—that man was a student.

Asbury was a student of nature, and like his ^Master loved

the solitude of the mountain and forest. " Greatly pleased,"

lie says, " I am to get into the v\"Oods, where, although alone, I

have blessed company and sometimes think, "Who so happy as

myself?" Again :
" O what sweetness I feel as I steal along

tlirough the solitary woods !
" " Blessed with the sweet gales

of God's love. Blessed breezes ! how they cheer and refresh

my drooping soul." His word-pictures are vivid and beautiful

—the visit to the seashore, and the thunderstorm in the Alle-

[,'hanies. But the bad condition of the roads forbade Asbury's
reading on horseback as Wesley did in England. Wesley had
f'i-portunities for writing and editing ; Asbury had the editor-

i^l'in't without training or advantages. Wesley in his Journal
^v^ites with the ease and fullness of a scholar; Asbury is per-

;viiul, abrupt, brief. The letters of Asbui-y show more literary

ai'ility than his Journal, and the length is surprising consider-
ing their average of three a day. Some go straight to the point

;

''>iije tell little things concerning himself and the preachers;
Eoiiie contain longings for closer communion with God.

i lie outlines of his sermons show insight into tlie spiritual

meaning of the text. His texts are not often clauses, parts of
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sentences, but "the full corn in the ear;" or, a large white sap-

pliire—a crystal inclusion—held by a master hand to the light,

revealing witliin the six-rayed stars of truth. He writes the

fuller the older he becomes, crying out that he is " bent on

^reat designs for God, for Christ, for souls." In his fifty-

ninth year lie stood one morning out of doors, fixed his blanket

to screen him from the sun and liis cap to shelter him from the

wind, and cried, in the words of his divine Master, " Let your

light so sliine before men, that they may see your good

works, and glorify your Father which is in heaven." His divi-

sions were :
" First, the light of your principles and doctrine

;

second, the light of your experience ; third, the liglit of your

tempers ; fourth, the light of your practice, that they may
see it manifested in virtue and piety, and be converted to God."

Often the common tlirecfold division is followed, large atten-

tion is given to expository preaching, and the paraplirasing is

remarkable for strength and fullness of meaning, no skim-milk

talk, but the cream of the word. Sometimes the Journal gives

a running line of thought, without formal divisions, a quaint,

picturesque treatment that could not fail to be interesting.

Take this text, " The night is far spent." He writes :

What constitutes the uatural night? Absence of light, ignorance, in-

security, uncertainty. The Gospel watcliraan crieth the hours. The

Scripture night, from Adam to Jloses. The patriarchal stars, and tliose

who preceded them as dim lights, Adam, Abel, Enoch, Noali, Abraham.

The moonlight of the law, the Sabbaths, the sacrifices. But this night

was about to pass away, although darker just before the dawn of the Gos-

pel day; and it is thus in nature. The Jews had corrupted themselves in

religion and in manners. The night of Judaism and paganism had

nearly passed away. When Paul wrote in the year sixty, the Gospel had

obtained in Europe, Lesser Asia, Greece, in the city of Rome; and had

spread from the Euphrates to the Slediterrancan. This night has returned

occasionally. It came upon the Asiatic churches because of their unfaith-

fulness; where once wore the Gospel and its martyrs are wow Greek papas

and Greek superstitions. From the third to the thirteenth century the

Church of Rome brought darkness upon Europe by prohibiting the Bible,

and by the introduction of her own mummeries and idolatries. Philoso-

phy, so called, with Voltaire for its high priest, brought night and de-

struction upon France; judicially, to avenge on the bloody house of Bour-

bon the blood of the Protestant martyrs. And would not some of our

great men, if they dared, bring a night of infidelity on this land ? Who
sees them in regular attendance on the Iiouse of God? "Let us cast
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ufT the works of darkness." Let us cast off evil tempers, desires, and

ttll'fctions. " The armor of light" (see Eph, vi, 11-17), perfect faith,

iK-rfcct hope, perfect obedience, perfect love.

These notes were written when Asbnrj was seventy years

old. He gave due proportion to the whole jSTew Testament,

])reaching from every booh except the small epistles of Phile-

mon, 2 and 3 John, and Jude.

Of his interest in education we shall not speak, for all know

his relation to Sunday scliools, to Cokesbury College, and to

the " district schools." Many were the sermons preached by

him upon the relation of religion to education. For years he

carried with him a subscription book securing contiibutions

for the cause of education. He preached the sermon at the

opening of Cokesbury College. He never forgot the \oung

j>reachers, and at the age of thirty-five wrote :
" A great part

of the day is taken up in riding, preaching, and meeting the

chisscs; and very often at night there is a large family, but

one room for all, and sometimes no candle ; so that I tliink it

would be well, under such circumstances, if the preachers

could have one spare day in every week for the purpose of

improving themselves."

But the crown of this student life was always the study of

the English Bible, with appetite keen and relish constant, a

very genius for devotion. Early in his ministry we have the

record, " I now purposed, by the grace of God, as often as

time will permit, to read six chapters everyday in my Eible."

We soon find this a minimum. He takes the book in course,

thus: " This morning I ended the reading of my Bible through
in about four months. It is hard work for me to find time

for this ; but all I read and write I owe to early rising." He
I'Cgins at Genesis and swiftly moves onward. He read the

P^.'lhnsina week, in regular reading; one morning he took the

entire book of Job ; or in the New Testament the days go
thiis

: 1 Corinthians, next day eleven chapters in 2 Corintliians,

Jtgain, 2 Thcssalonians, 1 and 2 Timothy ; another day that

lii'.nth, 2 Peter to end of Ptevelation. The next year we find

him reading, with Wesley's I\^otes, one day the Acts of the

Apostles ; the next day ho " read Wesley's u\'otes on the Epis

« to the Romans ;
'^ the next day he " read Mr. Wesley's
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Notes on 1 Corinthians, and ended the reading of the second

book of Kings, in mj reading in course the Bible through."

He adds, " Lately felt more Gweetuess and delight than ever

before in reading the Old Testament." Again, " The Study

of the Iloly Scriptures affords me great pleasure. Lord, help

me to dig into the Gospel field as for hidden treasure." "jSTo

book is equal to the Bible." The book of Kevelation becomes

a perfect delight to him. " Reading at present no other

books on the Lord's days, I have lately read the Revelation,

^vith Mr. Wesley's Kotes, three times through." He read this

book every Sabbath for nearly a year, although some days are

" dumb Sabbatb.s." One Sunday he read the law delivered

by Moses and our Lord's Sermon on the Mount, and preached

at nine o'clock and three. One Friday he writes, " I find it

of more consequence to a preacher to know his Bible well

than all lano-uao-es or books in the world—for he is not to

preach these, but the ^yord of God." "We wonder not then,

in later years, that he saved his eyes to study the old book.

This man, Asbury, of unwearied mind, to whom preachers

read in the days of failing eyes—this man had on him the care

of the churches, the criticism of men. "We can almost hear

his plaintive cry as he defended himself

:

The Methodists ackuo-wledge no superiority but what is founded on

seuiority, election, aud long and faithful services. For myself, I pity

those who caunot distinguish between a Pope of Eome aud an old -worn

man of about sixty years, who has tlie power given him of riding five

thousand miles a year, at a salary of eighty dollars, through summer's

heat and winter's cold, traveling in all weather, preaching in all

places; his best covering from rain often but a blanket; the surest sharp-

ener of his wit, hunger—from fasts, voluntary and involuntary; his best

fare, for six months of the twelve, coarse kindness; and his reward, from

too many, suspicion, envy, and murmuring all the year round.

To the end books were on his heart. He willed a Bible to

every child called after him, and hundreds of volumes were

distributed ; he ^villed his property to the Methodist Book

Concern, and then—high student of heavenly things—he com-

mitted his spirit to the Lord whom he loved and served.
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Akt. VI.—the MACHPELAH and ISRAEL'S FAITH
^YIULE IN BONDAGE (ACTS VII, 15, 10).

Every possible attempt has been made to explain tliis text from tlie

period of the oldest manuscripts down to the present time. Interpreters

have availed themselves of every resource of grammar, hermeneutics, the

laws of criticism, and the principles of lexicology without any success.

—

Lange.

Our purpose is to review some of these "attempts" and to

contribute another portion of truth to the hterature of the

subject. Any comprehensive treatment of the text in Acts

must have to do with several different theories, each liaving

seeming support from what their originators lay down as foun-

dation facts. There are those who would amend the text by

substituting O'acob for Abraham, while some v.'ould by means

of a free translation comprehend all the factors intimated by

Stephen, and in so doing give us a revised and improved version

thereof. Again, others, leaving the text as it is, read consist-

ency into it by accepting as proven Bengel's statement that " a

form of sentence in which the relation between the members
is such that they must be mutually supplied one from the other

was not at aU unusual among the Hebrews." A great name
carries weight, but in the absence of illustrative examples

gathered here and there from Hebrew literature it does not

carry persuasion. Since we believe that the circumstances

environing the speech fully explain and accoimt for the pecul-

iarities of the text, we shall first review the more prominent

attempts that liave been made to explain and amend the latter,

and, failing to find logical and grammatical consistency in these,

shall, secondly, proceed to establish what we have predicated

of the former.

I. The Text. " The word ' Abraham,' therefore, in this

place is certainly a mistake, and the word ' Jacob,' which some
have supplied, is doubtless more proper." '• This is putting

the machinery " in gear " at one place and putting it '" out of

gear" at another. Jacob paid for the Sheehem field neither

iu "money" (Authorized Version, Acts vii, 16) nor "in silver"

•Clarke's Commentary and V/ilson's Emj^hatic Diaolott.
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(Eevised Version), but "in lambs." (See Septuagint, Gen.

xxxiii, 19 ; Josh, xxiv, 32, and also margins of Revised

and Authorized Yersions of Gen. xxxiii, 19.) The right word

in this place is certainly " Abraham," for it was he who
"weighed to Ephron the silver" (Gen. xxiii, 16). "Bishop

Pearce supposes that Luke originally wrote w wvT/cro.ro rinriq

dpyvpiov, ' which he bought for a sum of money,' that is,

which Jacob bought, who is the last person of the singular

number spoken of in the preceding verse. Those who saw

that the word ojv7]oaro^ ' bought,' had no nominative case

joined to it, and did not know where to fiud the proper one,

seem to have inserted Abraham in the text for that purpose,

without sufficiently attending to the different circumstances

of his purchase from tliat of Jacob." As a rule, men who
are indifferent to their own accuracy are indifferent to the in-

accuracy of others. Such a proceeding would betray rare ig-

norance in Jews who prided themselves not only in descent

from, but also in a thorough knowledge of, the lives of Abra-

ham and Jacob. This supposition does not smooth out the

textual wrinkles. Why should Luke, having Jacob and his

purchase in his mind, use the words rinT]g dpyvplov, " a price

in silver," when the Septuagint, which he often quotes in

this chapter and book, says tKarov diivcov, "for a hundred

lambs?"

This case of barter, lambs for land—which seems so strange

to Gesenius and the great scliolars whose lives are, as a rule,

spent in old settled countries and amid dense populations, and

who have searched far and deep into ancient times and things

to find a bullion " kesitah " corresponding in value to the four-

footed "kesitah" (see Delitzsch's commentary on Gen. xxxiii,

19) that roamed the Palestine hills—is not in the least strange

to residents of Wyoming. The writer knows of two recent

cases that illustrate tliis. One was where the negotiations for

the sale of a ranch of four hundred and twenty acres sud-

denly terminated because of the withdrawal of eighteen head

of cattle from the chattels thereupon ; the other was a trade

of forty acres of land for cattle and hogs. That the sons of

Hamor had not flocks large enough to feed down the rich

pastures in their vicinity is easily proven, first, from their own
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etatement that the land is "large enough" for the sons of Jacob

(Gen. xxxiv, 21) ; and, second, because they looked upon the

acquisition of herds and flocks as a great consideration in de-

ciding upon intertribal marriage (verse 23). Had the condi-

tions at Shechem been otherwise the Bible then had surely

fnruished us a case like the following : Years ago a stockman

arrived at a ranch on the Horseshoe. After becoming well

acquainted with his host he proposed building a house on tlie

other side of the stream and " have that for his range." To

which the host replied that he " would enjoy having him for

a neighbor, but preferred that he build his house and graze

his stock sixty miles away." A condition of things the re-

verse from what Jacob found at Shecliem upon his arrival

there had caused earlier the separation of Lot from Abraham,

and later furnished the reason for the separation of Esau from

Jacob (Gen. xxxvi, 7). That Palestine had at the time of

Jacob's arrival a sparse population is proven by the fact that

where he wished to settle he did so, unmolested either by

sheik or tribesman (Gen. xxxiii, 17, 18 ; xxxv, 6, 27), and

tliat " the most beautiful spot in central Palestine " was occu-

pied only by a branch of the great Amary (Amorite) people,

60 small in numbers as to fall victims to the warlike prowess

of Jacob's family and follovring.

"We will now take into consideration the translation of a

recent able writer which in some items is similar to a transla-

tion suggested by AYesley in his JS^otts : " Jacob went down
into Egypt and died, he and our fathers, and they were trans-

ferred over into Shechem, and after a while they were depos-

ited by the sons of Hamor, then residing in Shechem, in the

tomb Abraham bought for a price in silver." This transla-

tion fails in the purpose for which it was so very ingeniously

constructed. It is at variance with the facts in that, first,

Jacob was not transferred over into Shechem. "But Joseph,
l>y the king's permission, carried his father's dead bodj^ to

Hebron and there buried it at a great expense." * The events

of his burial took place in regular consecutive order of time,

to which the words " and after a wdiile," as here intended, do
i^ot apply. Kothing is said of assistance from the- sons of

* Josepbus, Autiquifics, took ii, chap. 8.
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Ilamor. In Genesis (1, 12, 13) the work of burial is attrib-

uted to Jacob's sons. Kawlinson says :

The stoppage at CTOsen-Atad -u-as necessitated by the physical con-

ditions which forbade the Egyptians to proceed farther. Joseph, per-

ceiving that here must be the last conjoint mourning of his dead father

by the tAvo nations that honored him, made a halt of seven days at tlie

place for the completion of the ceremonies. The last rites had still to

be performed. Leaving the Egyptians at Gosen-Atad, Joseph and his

brethren bore their father's body the rest of the distance and buried it

in the cave of Machpelah, where it probably still rests.*

Secondly, the eleven sons of Jacob were not transferred

"over into Shecheni," nor "deposited by the sons of Hamor"
in tlie tomb. "At length his (Joseph's) brethren died after

they had lived happily in Egypt. [N'ow tlie posterity and

sons of these men after some time carried their bodies and

buried them at Hebron ; but as to the bones of Joseph, they

carried them into the land of Canaan afterward." f " jS^o

tradition now exists at or near Shecbem that the patriarchs

were buried there." :j:
" The eleven brethren of Joseph, we

are told by Josephus, M-ere buried in Hebron, where their

father had been buried. But, since the books of the Old

Testament say nothing about this, the authority of Stephen

(or of Luke, here) for their being buried in Shechem is at

least as good as that of Josephus for their being buried in

Hebron." § What a pity that the good bishop did not see that,

in accepting what he is pleased to term "the authority of

Stephen " for the burial of the eleven sons of Jacob in She-

chem, he also, to be consistent, must accept the same author-

ity for Jacob's burial there too ; for " Jacob . . . and our

fathers " are but parts of one and the same antecedent term to

what is predicated in verse 16. We are now prepared for Dr.

Adam Clarke's own statement, " We have the uniform consent

of the Jewish writers that all the patriarchs Avere brought out

of Egypt, and buried in Canaan ; but none, except Stephen,

mentions their being buried in Shechem."

Thirdly, we will now consider the adaptation of this trans-

* Isaac and Jacob : Their Lives and Times, pp. 1S2, 183; Life and Tiines of Joseph,
Tonikiiis, pp. U6, 117.

t Josephus, Antiquities, book ii, chap. S, section 2.

X W. C. Prime, Boat Life in. K'jtjpt, p. 4G6.

! Bishop Tearce, in Clarke's Commentary.
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lation to the transference of Joseph from Shechem to

jlcbron, to which its author makes it apply. Joseph \vas

huried in Sliechem (Josli. xxiv, 32). " Tliere is a strange
tradition that Joseph was buried at Pi-Sebek (Crocodilopolis)

in the Fajum and his body taken thence by the Jews at their

departure. The people of Israel faitlifnUy carried their great
Jicro and fatlierly friend through all their wanderings tiU in

due season they arrived in Shechem." And under the vast
echo of the blessings and curses from the hollow sides of Ger-
izim and Ebal lay the bones of Joseph in their Egyptian spic-

ery, brought to be buried in the very field of his father's pos-
session, and there in a hidden sepulcher perhaps Joseph still

awaits in the flesh his further destiny. Professor Donaldson
pays :

There is hardly any spot in Palestine which comhines as this does the
tradition of past times and the concurrent assent, as to its authenticity,
of the varied sects, whether Samaritan, Jewish, Turkish, or Christian;
and this is the more remarkable in a country where the struggles of re-
ligious strife are so prevalent and every supposed holy spot is so much
tlie object of violent contention, whether to Greek or Latin.

And another authority says on the same point

:

When we consider the pious reverence with which ]\roses and the de-
scendants of Joseph conveyed their precious relic from the land of boad-
nge, we may conceive that, although the present erection may be on the
spot of ultimate deposit, it is but reasonable to suppose they followed
the custom of the Egyptians, with whose manner of interment they were
so well acquainted. If so they must have made a considerable excava-
tion in the ground, formed a sepulchral chamber, lining it with stone,
und must therein have laid the embalmed body. Without making an
excavation it is impossible to ascertain whether any such chamber still
fxists, or to discover any further particulars of this interesting spot.*

" The Moslems jwint out his (Joseph's) tomb at the base of Ebal
m this vicinity, and this agrees well enough with Josh, xxiv,
oL.- f " A ride of five minutes over the plain directly north
(fi-om Jacob's well) brings us to Joseph's tomb, an open in-
closn re about twenty by thirty feet, containing beyond quos-

• Tomkins. Life and Times of Joseph, pp. 1C3, 170; Deane, Joshua: His Life and
''me,'!, p. C6,

+ Thomson, Land anrf the Booh, vol. ii, pp. im, 209. So also Tristram m Whorlan's
^ommcntary, Condcr's Pcdcstine, p. G3 ; and Major Wilson m Studies tn the Ta,us
<V Abraham, pp. 74 75.
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tion tlie ashes of Jacob's beloved son." * The only opposinc.
testimony to tliis that we have found is in Mujir-ed-din's Jli^-

U/t-y of J&i'usalem and Hebron, where he says, " Joshua being
come into Syria ^vith the Israelites buried it near XabliS
(Shechem), or rather at Hebron, according to a version M'idoly
spread among the people ; it is, in fact, at Hebron that his
tomb is seen and is well known."
When in 1862, under a firman from the Porte and the lead

of Suraya Pasha, governor of Jerusalem, and guarded by a
large body of troops, the Prince of "Wales with his suite, entered
the Machpelah, there were pointed out to them the tombs of
Abraham, Sarah, Isaac, Kebecca, Jacob, Leah, and Joseplh
After calling attention to the agreement of tlie Bible with the
monuments of the Hebron mosque the learned Dean Stanley,
who entered the hallowed shrine with the prince, says :

The variation [of the monuments from the Bible record] M'hich fol-

lows rests, as I am informed by Dr. Rosen, on the general tradition of the
country . . . that the body of Josepli, after having been deposited first

at Sheehem, was subsequently transported to Hebron. But the peculiar
situation of this alleged tomb agrees with the exce])tional character of
the tradition. It is in a domed chamber attached to the iuclosure from
the outside, and reached, therefore, by an aperture broken through the
massive wall itself, and thus visible on the exterior of the souther'n side
of the vs^all. It is less costly than the others, and it is remarkable that,
although the name of his wife (according to the Mussulman versiou|
'' Zuleika"; is inserted in the certificates given to pilgrims who have vis-
ited the mosque, no grave having that appellation is shown.
These are the only variations from the catalogue of tombs in the book

of Genesis. In the fourth century the Bordeaux i)ilgrim saw only the
six great patriarchal shrines. But from the seventh century downward
one or more lesser tombs seem to have been shown. . . , The tomb of
Josej^h [at Hebron] is first distinctly mentioned by Sa;wulf [A. D. llOi].
who says that " tlie bones of Joseph were buried more humbly than the
rest, as it were at the extremity of \^q castle." t

Tomkins thinks that " this attribution of Joseph's burial wa
jinated by jealousy of tlie Samaritans M'ho' possessed

rea'il sepulcher of Joseph.":]: And a reference to the plan of
the Hebron mosfjue and the position of the so-called tomb of

* I">e Ilass, JJuried Citits Recovered, pp. 173, 'JoS.

t History of the Jewish Church, vol. i, third edition.

* Life and Times of Joseph, p. 171.
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Joseph thereto attached reveals at once that not only was
*' jealous}' of the Samaritans " a sufficient cause of tlie falsehood

that originated the tradition, but also a sufficient cause for the

crecrion of the bogus tonib of Joseph, at some time later than

the visit of the Bordeaux pilgrim in A. D. 333. Dr. W. C.

Prime also writes :

I sent Abd-el-Atti into the mosque while I was witlitlie sheik, and he
returned and gave me a description ; but he could not draw me a plan that

I could understand. lie told me that in the outer court was a tomb called

that of Joseph, while v/ithiu the inner mosque were the several tombs of

the patriarchs. . . . Some have indeed supposed that Joseph was at last

CJirried to his father's resting place, but we have no authority for believ-

ing that his bones were removed from Shechem.*

We might raise the question whether there is any authority

for translating '.-apd^ with the genitive, -napa rC)v vlu>v 'E/iju^p,

as an instrumental dative, " by the sons of Hamor." But we
need not tarry here, for the fact most fatal to this translation

is that Haraor's sons died before Jacob and the patriarchs

whom they are supposed to have buried (Gen. xxxiv, 25, 26).

There is no difficulty in accounting for the words tov Ivxm, " of

Suchem." They were used to locate Emmor, not as to place
of residence, but as to his family relation. Our English ver-

pioMs and the Septuagint (see Gen. xxxiii, 19) do this by say-
ing that Emmor was the father of Shechem, the son being the
liioro prominent person. Ephron is located by means of his

tribal relation, the Hittite. The translation "in Shechem"
does violence to the Greek, and is not in accord with the his-

toric setting. The words " then residing " are supplied.

Again, " Stephen with elliptical brevity refers to six differ-

ent chapters, summing up in one sentence which none of his
hearers could misunderstand from their familiarity as to the
'^ftails the double purchase [from Ephron the Hittite by
Abraliam, and from Hamor of Shechem by Jacob (Gen.
-^>^;n', IG; xxxiii, 19)]; the double burial place [Machpelah's cave
and the ground at Shechem] ; and the double burial [Jacob in
^fachpelah's cave (Gen. 1, 13), and Joseph in the Shechem
g'^ound of Jacob (verse 25; Exod. xiii, 19; Josh, xxiv, 32)]." f

e would fain agree with this master workman, but we cau-

• Tent Zi/ein the Jlohj Land, pp. 252, 249.

1 Fausset's Bible Ci/Hopedia, art. " Stephen," p. G4; conip. Wesley's Xotes.
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not. His first words suggest too much of studied design to

suit the circumstances of Stephen, lie leaves out of view the

very important factor the eleven sons of Jacob referred to in

the text as " our father," whom Stephen kept in full and near

view. (See verses 9, 11, 12, 15.) It is plain that Stephen

is not, by intention, speaking of Joseph's burial, for Joseph is

not included in the antecedent phrase, " Jacob went down into

Egypt, and died, he, and our fathers." In the preceding verse

lie says, "Then sent Joseph, and called his father Jacob to him,

and all his kindred." The phrase " our fathers," not including

Joseph, was spoken four times (verses 11, 12, l5, 19), and

four times was Joseph's name used in contrast with " the pa-

triarchs," " his brethren," " his kindred," and " our fathers."

(See verses 9, 13, 14, 18-19.) With the i^hrase " our fathers "

thoroughly interjected into the text, its meaning emphasized

and made plain by repetition, how can we fail to understand

that the carrying over and laying in the sepulcher refers, not to

Joseph's bones, but to the bodies of Jacob and the eleven pa-

triarchs ? "We cannot tliink that Stephen would wittingly assert

as being true of twelve persons what was true of only one

—

burial in Shechem—nor assert of Joseph that which was true

only of his father and brethren—burial in Hebron. Atten-

tion has been called to the historico-prophetic combinations in

verses T and 43, where '' a prophecy uttered by ]\Ioses is joined

to a prophecy uttered by Abraham more than four hundred

years" previous (Gen. xv, 16, and Exod. iii, 12), and where a

saying of Amos, '' going into captivity beyond Damascus," is

joined to a saying of Jeremiah, "going into captivity in Bab-

ylon." These combinations are, to use a Western phrase,

" straight truths." What Moses said is not attributed to Abra-

ham, nor is what Jeremiah uttered attributed to Amos ; but

the prophecies of all are attributed, in accord with strictest

truth, to their great originator—God. Yerse 16 is of another

species.

II. The Speech. What is the basis of all these attempts to

explain this peculiar statement of St. Stephen ? The answer

is, because Ste])hen's speech has been undei-stood as having

been given to the Christian world, under direct inspiration, to

supi)lenicnt and corroborate Old Testament history. Tliis idea
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is f:ilrfe and foreign to tlie fact; there is no foundation for it.

Wa look in vain for a statement of a message " to the churches,"

as in tlic Apocalypse, or to the effect that Stephen proposed

(It)ing for Old Testament history what Luke did for the life

history of Jesus the Christ (Luke i, 1-4; Acts i, 1, 2). iSTor

was it his purpose to give " the generation " of the patriarchs,

nor of that generation which was "baptized unto Moses," but
jjiiniarily to answer the question of tlie high priest and to

vindicate himself from tlie false charge set up against him
(Acts vi, 13, 14; vii, 1). Stephen's speech is not a sermon. It

was spoken, not in the synagogue, but before the council, and
was delivered, not specifically to teach others, but for personal

(iefeuse. Its fullness of teaching facts, " facts far deeper than
the proof of his own innocence," is to bo accounted for by the
fulhiess of the man who uttered it (chap, vi, 8). We have
no hint of a divine intention to add to the Old Testament his-

tory certain omitted facts. Stephen's speech, masterful in its

delivery and array of facts, is no more than a rehearsal of the
well-known events of Jewish history. " He began, witli a
wise discretion, from the call of Abraham, and traveled histor-

ically in his argument through all the great stages of their
national existence, from Abraham to Joseph, from Joseph to

Moses, from Moses to David and Solomon, and as he went on
he selected and glanced at those points which made for his
own cause." *

But was he not inspired ? Inspired, yes ! The Holy Spirit
•iirected him in the selection of his facts (Luke xii, 11, 12), but
tiic facts he himself had learned at home, in the synagoo-ue, of
ins parents, of the rabbis, and out of the sacred books. Every
•K'wish boy learned them; Jesus, whilea boy,learned them; every
intelligent Jew was full of them. Note how many ancient facts
•'^id persoiiages are mentioned in the short epistles of Peter.
I^Iio speech was not prepared (Acts vi, 12-15

; vii, 1, 2). " It
^<-<.'ins to have been delivered on the spur of the moment." f It
•^vas never revised

; the call to die came to him as suddenly as
''le demand for a vindicatory speech. Luke has given us Ste-
phen s speech, not Stephen's speech revised and improved in

* Conylicare and Ilowson, Life and EpUUes of St. Paul, vol. i, p. TO.

^
t Farrar, Life >,f St. I'au!.

"—^'IFTH SKRIKS, VOL. XV.
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a new edition. Had Luke patched up verse 16 he miglit also

have suppHed the name " Abraham " in vei-se 8, as in our

English versions, put saving clauses in verses 9 and 12 (except

Benjamin), and another thus m verse 11, " and our fathers [ex-

cept Joseph] found no sustenance." ^Noticing the abruptness

between verses 50 and 51, he could have told us if it really

was, as Canon Farrar thinks, " something in the aspect of his-

audience, some sudden conviction that to such invincible ob-

stinacy his words were addressed in vain, which made him sud-

denly stop short in his review of history and hurl in their faces

the gatheied thunder of his scorn." But he gave us—-royal gift

—just Stephen's speech as it dropped from his lips, a priceless

gem in niartyrology bequeathed to us by the holy, early

Christian Church and the Holy Spirit. "VVe know not where

to find such another compend of Jewish historical facts, and,

when we look at what Meyer calls " a mistake made in the Iwwvj

of extemporaneous speaking," we accept the words he chose

wherewith to express his thought. Mistake, yes ! Slip of the

tongue, yes ! of the mind, yes ! But a slip to be rectified the

moment that calm attention was called to it, for who that

thoughtfully reads dou])ts Stephen's fullest knowledge of all

the facts ? Could he have slacked speed, had it been iiecessary

to do so before that audience, we have no doubt but that

'•' Hebron " would have been substituted for " Shechera," and
'' Ephron the Hittite " for " Emmor " or '•' Shechem." Call it

a temporary confusion of two incidents which became a per-

manent confusion because a hastily spoken speech was incor-

porated into the Gospel records without the speaker's knowl-

edge or revision. It is a proof of its genuineness, a disproof

of the redactor theory when applied to tliis portion of the Xew
Testament. "While telling of tlie death of Jacob and eleven

of his sons and their bui'ial at Hebron, the burial of Joseph,

the greatest son, intrudes. In accord with tlie laws that gov-

ern thought it always will, it must; but according- to the order

observed in the Old Testament narrative it does not belong

liere, but with verse 45. How Stephen's Jewish instincts re-

veal themselves! For tlie moment the event of about two

hundred years later (the burial of Joseph in Shccheui) is

conjoined to the Hebron burial of his fatiicr aTid brcthi-en.
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Tlio mind, spurred to utmost speed, suggests Sliechem-Hebrou
;

the tongue takes the first word and hastens to utter tlie next
tliought presented by the mind, the Abrahamic purchase.

Tlic mind realizes that tlie tongue has not kept pace, and re-

verts to tlie Shechem error ; the thinking of Shechem again sug-
gests Emmorof Shechem, and Emmor of Shechem is spoken.'^

On ! on ! his hearers can right it ; thej know the facts.

He is not recounting tliem for teacliing purposes, but to prove
to them how fully he knows and, knowing, accepts them. To
liave fully and intentionally interjected the burial of Joseph
would have been a glaring anticipation, for the Old Testament
docs not introduce the burial of Joseph until '' the possession"
(verse 45, aiid Josh, xxiv, 32). Stephen followed the order of
the narrative in the Old Testament (read verse 17 in connec-
tion with Gen. 1, 2-1, 25, and Exod. i, 7, 8, as proof of this) and
notice particularly that there is no hiatus.

Care must be taken here or we may lose sight of a very ini-

l)0rtiuit factor of the speech, the looking for\'rard to the fulfill-

ment of a promise (vei-ses 3, 5, 6, 7, 17). To the near poster-
ity of the patriarchs there was given a dual object lesson of
this Jacob and eleven of his sons lying buried in a laud which
1;^ to become theirs, and Joseph in a coffin waiting to be trans-
ferred for burial into a land which is to become theirs. The
tirst burial was a finished faith-task which they looked back
>ipon

;
the second was a faith-task which they looked forward

to. How the second tended to keep them in a living expect-
"iiey

! The thought would come, " Though now enslaved, per-
J';ips we ourselves shall be a part of that possession that shall
y:in-y him up to Canaan, and take possession of the promised
niheritance." Delitzsch has well said

:

1"1k- })ati-iarchal liistoiy ends in the deliverer and preserver of tlie house
' •iac(,b beiug placed in his coffin. This '

' coffin in Egy])t " is the coffin
-f an the spiritual joy of Israel in Egypt. The deep silence of history
j'^l'led like a dark night upon the succeeding centuries. During these-
^•^r'u.l bas no redemptive, but only a secular, history, until at last
'" lumr of deliverance strikes, and the dumb tongue of hi^torv an-ain

"t-uMr.s to speak. * "^

vMf,",/"i V"^
^"^*'^'' "^ Stephen, by a siu-ular variation, the tomb at Shecliem is sub-

' Wc/;,p'48o^'''^'^
''' ^''' ^'^*^>^1'«''''^ "t n,ln-onV'-^^t:xn\^y, m.tory 0/ the Jewish
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It may be ashed why Stephen intended to speak of Epliron

if he liad no connection with the burial. To which we reply

that it was because he liadto do with the purchase. But why

introducc the purchase ? First, the mention of the Abra-

haniic purchase in verse 16 is strongly confirmatory of a pre-

vious statement, "And he gave him none inheritance in it, no,

not so much as to set his foot on " (verse 5). Second, the pur-

chase proves the vital faith of Abraham in the promises of

God when lie bought " a burying place " in a land wherein he

was but " a stranger and a sojourner." Says Delitzsch :

Abram entered it as a foreign couutrj- subject to other lords and mas-

ters, without losing heart or faith. lie dwelt therein without liaving a

foot-breadth which he could call his own; and even after his purchase of

a sepulcher at Hebron (confounded witli Jacob's subsequent purchase of

a similar piece of ground at Shechem by St. Stephen under the pressure

of his rapid recapitulation, Acts vii, 16) he st:ll dwelt as a stranger and

wanderer in the land promised to him for an eternal inheritance.*

Third, the desire to be buried in a purchased tomb in a land

that was not theirs " shows the faith of the patriarchs, and

their interest in the promised land, when to the eye of sense

all seemed against the fulfillment of God's promise." How
much that boiightcn grave meant to the Jews ! What a strange

providential history had been theirs since ! Between the time

of Ephron the Hittite and the time of Jesus the Messiah what

wonders for his chosen people God had wrought

!

• Oymmentary on Hebrews, vol. ii, p. 235, Clarke's Edinburgh edition.

MU^®. ®;^.
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Art. YII.—recent PHASES OF THOUGHT IN
APOLOGETICS.

Pkobablt verj few, if any, wlio will read this article have
been converted from an attitude of disbelief in Christianity to

an attitude of faith by tlie study of Christian evidences. To
most of us Christian faith came in a very different way. It is

associated with the tenderest and most sacred memories of
childhood, memories of a father's counsels and a mother's
prayers. But, however tender and sacred the memories with
which Christian faith is associated in our luinds, we cannot, as

men of intellectual honesty, )-etain that faith unless we can
tind satisfactory reasons for it. The function of apologetics is

not so much to furnish an apology for Christianity in the
presence of its enemies as to furnish to ourselves an ajxtlogy
for our own belief in Christianity. As knowledge advances
and habits of thought change from age to age it is evident that
cacli generation must have its own apologetic. If Cliristian-

ity is to be the faith of all ages its evidences must be capable
uf being so presented as to establish for each age a fair jn-oba-
bility of its truth as viewed in the light of the knowledge
wliich that age possesses and the ideas which dominate its

tliinking. Certain it is that the mode of presentation of
Christian evidences in the eighteenth century, as illustrated
hy the classical works of Butler and Paley, is not altogether
adapted to the thought of the closing decade of the nineteenth
century. "\Ve propose to call attention to two phases in which
the apologetic work of the last century requires to be modified
m order to adapt it to the thought of our time.

I. The belief in evolution, now accepted by scientific men
with substantial unanimity, requires a modification in the form
of the argument from design. The function and the im])or-
taiice of the argument from design are recognized by all think-
<-Ts. The principle of causality forbids us to believe in an un-
»--iuscd beginning. It compels us, therefore, to believe in the
t-'Mstence of something eternal and self-existent wherein lies the
gro„„cl of all otlier existence. If there ever was a fool who
^•nd ill ])is heart, "There is no God," meaning thereby that
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there is no eternal and self-existent sometliing, tlie ground of

all other existence, it is safe to say that in the intellectual evo-

lution of humanity that particular species of fool has become
extinct. But the admission of an eternal and self-existent

something leaves unanswered the question whether that some-

thing is unintelligent or intelligent, a blind law or a free and
moral personality. The function, then, of the argument
from design is to establish the probability that the eternal

something is intelh'gcnt.

Everyone is familiar witli Paley's classical illustration of the

watch, whose mutual adjustment of parts bears testimony to

the purpose for which it was made and to the intelligence

involved in the making; and everyone has recognized

the ingenuity with which it is argued timt the conclu-

sion is not invalidated, although we may never have seen a

watch made and may have no idea how it was made, although

the watch sometimes goes wrong or seldom goes exactly right,

although there are some parts for which we can discover no

use, and although it appears, on further examination, that the

watcli contains within itself a miniature watch factory and is

capable of producing a progeny of watches. As the argument
was worked out by Paley the stress was laid chiefly upon in-

tricate and complex mutual adjustments. His illustrations

from nature were taken chiefly from the complex structures

of the animal body. Of all illustrations the one which seemed
to put the argument with the greatest cogency was that of the

eye as found in man and others of the higher vertebrates. The
functional perfection of the eye depends upon tlie precise ad-

justment of the curvatures and refractive indices of a number of

refractive media placed in front of the sensitive retina and

guarded by a variety of protective apparatus. It can hardly be

questioned that the force of the argument as pi-esentedby Paley

is seriously impaired, when we consider that the eye, like all

other animal structures, has come to be what it is by a process

of evolution carried on mai?ily under the guidance of the prin-

ciple of natural selection. Ii the eye has come to be what it is

by the "survival of the Attest "—desirable variations having

been selected out of an indeflnite multitude of variations

which have occurred, while undesirable variations liavc disa]v
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j)cared by the extinction of tlieir possessors, the evohition of

tlic organ having begun with a form so simple as to be merely

rt pigment fleck covering the termination of a nerve— it is

cei-tain that an argument based on the exquisite mutual

adaptation of the parts of the eye does not have the same

decree of cogenc}'' which it was supposed to have when the

eye in its most perfect form was looked upon as an independ-

ent and original production. A hourely illustration may per-

haps make the point a little clearer. If we should find a ves-

sel ])acked nearly or quite solidly with a variety of objects, in

ench wise that tlie small objects iillcd tlie chinks between the

large ones and every salient angle of one object fitted exactly

or approximately into a reentrant angle of another object or into

a space between two or more adjacent objects, there might be

fair ground for an inference that some one intended the ves-

sel to be full. Eut, proceeding in the manner of the Paleyan.

natural theology, we should select for special consideration

.some object of exceedingly complicated form, and infer from

tlie fact tliat its salient angles exactly corresponded with the

reentrant angles in tlie adjacent objects, and vice versiu that its

complex form was specially designed for the particular space

which it was to fill. It cannot be denied that the force of such

an argument would be seriously impaired if it could be

?liown to be highly probable that the vessel had reached its

present condition by a process of shaking, wherein the small

objects had gradually rattled into the chinks between the large

ones and the hard objects had impressed their form upon the

Jioft ones. This liomely illustration sets forth not unfairly

the manner in which the Paleyan argument is affected by the

<hK'trine of evolution, and particularly by the Darwinian theory

of natural selection.

The question is thereby suggested whether the argument
li'uiu design is invalidated or only modified in its form. We
'hiiik that the latter alternative is the truth. Stress must be

laid, not upon minute and special adaptation of particular

•structures, but upon the general aspect of law and formulable

order pervading all nature. This thought is most happily ex-

lu-essed in a phrase used by the great mathematician Benjamin
iVirce, "the intellectuality inwrought into the material
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world." The arguincnt from desigu, in the light of nineteenth

centui'y thought, may foramlate itself somewhat in this wise :

A book which we can read must have been written by an in-

telligence kindred with our own. The universe is a book

that we can read ; tlierefore the universe is the work of an in-

telligence kindred with our own. Kature has a meaning to

us, and is formulable by us, because it is the expression of a

mind of which our own minds are miniature counterparts.

It may be remarked incidentally that the Darwinian theory

of natural selection furnishes a relief from one of the difficul-

ties which troubled the natural theologians of former times.

The apparent wastefulness of nature, in the jiroduction of

countless myriads of living creatures destined to be destroyed

in the embryonic or infantile stages of their existence, has

always seemed something unaccountable, and something very

diflicult to reconcile with the conception of a wise and benev-

olent Creator. iSTatural selection sliovrs the meaning and the

purpose of this apparent waste. It shows that this overpro-

duction has been the very means by which the more advanced

forms of life have been developed from the crude simplicity

of earlier forms. "We do not mean to say that natural selec-

tion furnishes a complete theodicy. The unanswerable ques-

tion may still be asked whether there might not liave been

some better way of reaching the development of the higher

forms of life than through this process of wholesale slaughter

;

but it is at least something to have shown that the seeming

waste is not a waste, but is an effectual means of achieving a

lofty end.

II. The thought of the age requires a change in the general

order and perspective of apologetics. This cliange is required

b}' the change in the prevalent form of unbelief. In the last

century the prevalent form of unljeliet, at least in England,

was deism ; and the great defenders of Christian foith shaped

their arguments with reference to the position of their antag-

onists. The whole argument, for instance, of Butler's Anal-

ogy is that the difficulties in the way of believing in the divine

authoi'ship of Christianity are not other in kind nor greater

in degree than the difficulties in the way of believing in the

divine authorship of nature. Accordingly, prcsuining that
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his readers were ready to believe in a divine Author of nature,

ho Cidled upon them to believe in a divine Author of Cliris-

tiaiiitj. Very different is the prevalent phase of unbelief to-

day. In the thought of this age deism is thoroughly discred-

ited. Ko religious or philosophic system ever paid so poor

interest on the investment of faith required for its acceptance

as deism. If a man is able to stretch his faith so far beyond

the reach of sensuous experience or of mathematical demon-

stration as to believe in a personal God, it seems absurdlj'

fouHsh to forego the comfort and the inspiration which lie in

the belief in a heavenly Father and to make his personal God
the worthless ca2?ut mortuum. of deism. The unbelief of to-

day refuses either to predicate or to deny the personality of the

ground of all existence, maintaining that that question tran-

scends the reach of human faculty, and that the only philo-

sophical attitude is the holding of opinion in abeyance. Agnos-
ticism is tlie unbelief of to-day ; and arguments addressed to

the deist make no impression upon the agnostic.

But wliile, outside of the pale of Christianity, there is less

disj)osition now than in tlie last century to concede or accept

the existence of a personal God, there has been a wonderful
change in the attitude of non-Christian thought toward the

IK'Pson of Jesus Christ. A profound reverence for the char-

acter of Jesus is almost as characteristic of the heretical

thought as of the orthodox thought of our time. Compare the

!-cun-ilous blasphemy of Paine witli the tender sentimentalism
of l^enan, and you will find a striking ilhistration of this

change of feehng toward Jesus. The writer remembers once,

\\'ben he was younger than he is to-day, quoting in a ser-

mon tlie exquisitely beautiful sentences which form the con-
'•lu^ion of Kenan's Life of Jesus, and he remembers how some
venerable saints in the congregation shouted their rapture
''ver that tender tribute to the memory of their Lord. In
View of this twofold change in the character of ])revalent non-
^'Ijristian thought it is not strange tliat Cliristiau apologists
•ia\e come to ask themselves the question whether the evidence
"t Christianity is not stronger than the evidence of theism, and
^vhctlicr, iu assuming theism as a basis, and appending Cliris-

t!;uiity thereto as a corollary, they have not failed to show the
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real strength of the evidence of the tnith which thej have
sought to defend.

But the change in the order and perspective of apologetics
is not due alone to the change in the prevalent form of unbe-
lief. It is due chiefly to a change in the general character of
the thought of the age. Uelievers and disbelievers in Cliristian-

ity float on the same stream of the world's thought, and feel the
impulse of the same current. The thought of the eighteenth
century was bound at all hazards to be systematic ; the thought
of the nineteenth century cares not whether it is systematic
or not. Eighteenth century investigators were unwilling to

march into the territory of the unknown, except in the most
•elaborate and punctilious military order. Nineteenth century
investigators deploy as skirmishers, and are content if, by the
most irregular scientific bushwhacking, they can bring in a few
captive facts. Eighteenth century thought on every subject
iiimed to lay down first principles wliicli were axiomatic or

-capable of somewhat easy proof and then to proceed to ulte-

rior conclusions by a rigorous process of deduction. Nine-
teenth century thought is chiefly inductive. It conjures up
-an hypothesis, and tests it by its coincidence or lack of coinci-

dence with facts. Only cx'ceptionally are its hypotheses capa-
ble of verification, by some crucial experiment or observation
which absolutely excludes, all alternative opinions. In the
vast majority of cases its hypotheses find a provisional ver-

ification in that the tout ensemhle of phenomena appear to

-accord with the chosen hypothesis more fully than with any
alternative one. It is a striking illustration of this change iii

intellectual habit that those sciences whose work is largely

mathematical and deduclive attained a condition of relative

maturity much earlier than those sciences whose work is mainly
observational and inductive. Newton's Prmcijna, the epoch-
making masterpiece of deductive science, belongs to tlic close

of the seventeenth century. Darwin's Origin of Specie.?, tiic

epocli-making masterpiece of inductive science, belongs to the
middle of the nineteenth century.

This change in the general habit of thought of the times
changes natui-ally tlie oixler and perspective of apologetics.

Eighteenth century apologetics had to be systematic and con-
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tocntive. It must make tlieisui the fundamental proposition,

and proceed to bnild the evidence of Christian revelation upon

the foundation of theism. But the consecutive method,

altliough perfectly adapted for subjects in which demonstra-

tion is possible, is essentially ill adapted for snbjects in which

the reasoning can be only probable. In geometry we can start

with axioms which may be accepted as substantially certain,

hikI Proposition 1 may be deductively inferred from axioms

and definitions. In the demonstration of Proposition 2 we
may use Proposition 1, as well as the axioms and definitions,

and so on through the series. The same virtual certainty

that marks the axioms at the beginning is carried for-

ward with force essentially undiminished to the end. But this

mode of procedure is not equally effective on subjects where

demonstration is impossible. If we have two premises, the

jnobability of whose truth may be expressed in each case by

the fraction ^/, the resultant probability of the conclusion, on

tiie assumption that these premises include all the evidence for

the truth of the conclusion, has a value of only ^V- If "^^e pro-

coed to use that conclusion as a premise for further consecutive

reasoning it is evident that the force of the probability is

M'cakened at every step until the argument comes to be of

utterly insignificant value.

But the traditional presentation of Christian evidences was
not merely subject to the weakness that is inherent in a con-

toeutivc presentation of evidence on a subject which does not

admit of demonstration. The argument came to be burdened
with a gratuitous accumulation of inconsistencies. The out-

Inie of procedure in apologetics has, in fact, often been sub-

stantially as follows : Proposition 1. There is a God, because
ihc religious intuitions of humanity affirm that there is a

^>od. Proposition 2. There is need of revelation, because the

""'I'gious intuitions of humanity are so conflicting and unccr-
'iii'i that they arc good for nothing. Proposition 3. Chris-

''inity is a revelation from God, because the religious intui-

livns of humanity approve it. If the reader who has reached
I Mat ftage in the treatise has any lingering faith in either God
'' man it may be matter of thanksgiving.

'"''Mu a consecutive we must be led to a cunnilativc prefcn-
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tation of the evidence. Our apologetic must conform, not to

the consecutive and deductive model of eighteenth century

thought, but to the hypothetical and inductive model of nine-

teenth century thought. Tlie verification of belief nmst be

sought, not in a single invincible line of argument, but in the

conformity of the belief to an assemblage of multitudinous

phenomena, in the convergence of lines of evidence draM-n

from different and apparently disconnected classes of facts.

It was remarked long ago by Lord Bacon that the confirmation

of scientific tlieories depends upon the mutual coherence and

adaptation of their parts, whereby they sustain each other like

the pai'ts of an arch or dome. " No finer example of this dome
of hypothesis is afforded in the history of human thought than in

the case of that theory of evolution whose discovery and verifi-

cation has been the great intellectual achievement of the nine-

teenth century. Do we believe in evolution because organs

appropriated to different uses maintain a homology of struc-

ture? or because the bodies of animals and plants are full of

rudimentaiy organs ? or because the successive stages of

development of the embryo are in large degree aj^proxiinate

recapitulations of the series of earlier and lower species ? or

because the geological record shows in successive ages a

gradual expansion of organic types, a progressive ascent to

forms of higher grade, and a gradual approximation to the

fauna and flora of to-day ? or because successive faunas and

floras in the same region reveal a similarity which suggests

community of origin ? or because the boundary lines of all

groups recognized in zoological and botanical classification

grow more indefinite witli increasing knowledge? No. Not
one of those classes of facts would be sufiicient to establish a

reasonable probabilitj- for the doctrine of evolution. The
probability of the doctrine lies precisely in that all these

different and independent lines of argument converge to one

conclusion, in that the idea of evolution gives an intelligible

and unitary significance to all these classes of facts which are

otherv.-isc disconnected and meaningless. In like cumulative

form must be exhibited the convergence of evidence towaitl

*Thcor\arnm vires, arcla cl qunsi se mutuo sustinentt jjnrihon aclaplalionc, qvn
quasi in orbcm coJucrcnt, finnatilin:
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(!to trtitli of Christinnity. Nature, with its myriad adaptations

and its all-pervading order and law, its omnipresent aspect of

intellectuality; man, with his inextinguishable sense of re-

sponsibility and his irrepressible religious aspirations; the

liisforic Jesus, with his stainless life and his unparalleled

teaching; Christianity, with its doctrines so sublime, so com-
forting, and so ennobling ; Christendom, with its vast philan-

thropies and its new type of civilization—these constitute an
nisonUe of facts which must be rationally accounted for.

The idea of a heavenly Father revealed in Christ Jesus gives
to them all an intelligible and unitary significance.

The real evidence, then, for Christianity is not found in any
one line of argument, but in the convergence of all lines. The
dome rests, not on one pillar, but on many pillars. But,
although the dome must be supported on every side, and its

Ftrcngth is dependent upon the many-sidedness of its support,
it is not necessary that all the pillars should be equally strong
or should sustain equal proportions of the \veight of the
ttructui-e. And, while tlie strength of Christian evidence con-
sifts in the convergence of various lines of evidence, it does
not necessarily follow that those various lines of evidence are
equally important. Nor will the comparative importance of
diflerent lines of evidence be the same in different ages. Of
the various convergent lines of evidence we believe there are
two which are especially impressive to the thought of the
I'l-escnt age. One of these is found in the effects of Chris-
tianity. And here we come to formulate the nnconscious
l^gic of our childhood's faith in Christianity. The noble lives
and characters of those who in our childhood were nearest and
'Icarcst to us were a proof of the truth of that religion which
expressed itself in life and character. It is in. this view an in-
^P'ring thought that the duty of the Church is not merely to
c^i^ound, but to make, the evidence of Christianity. The
^y<'Hd beholds the daily miracle of souls dead in sin

J|>nig into the life of goodness, and, as in the ancient days,
th*^ nniltitudes glorify God, who hath given such power unto
iiien.*

^>i»t of all evidences of Christianity to modern thought the

* Matt, ix, g.
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personality of Christ is the most impressive. The most
eminent characteristic of modern rehgious thought is that it is

Christocentric. Too often has Cliristianity been thouglit of

and spoken of as the religion of the Bible. It is not the

religion of the Bible; it is the religion of Christ. The scoffos

of Antioch builded better than they knew. They gave to the

disciples a name so characteristic that the very life of the

Chnrch depends upon its fidelity to the connotation of that

name. A Christian Chnrch was living and growing, multiply-

ing in numbers, advancing in thought and in the development

of Christian institutions, for two thirds of a century before the

last book of the ]^ew Testament was written, and we know
not how much longer before the idea of a ISTew Testament

canon was developed. In the Christocentric attitude of

modern Christian thought we can regard with peaceful com-

placeiicy the critical questions which are so full of terror for a

bibliolatrous faith. It mattei's not whether the gospels are

inerrant, if only they give us a substantially true picture of the

life and character of Jesus. If the Pentatenchal legislation is

an accretion of codes belonging to different ages and more oi-

less inconsistent with each other, and if prophetic predictions

liave again and again failed of fultillment, it is yet enough for

us that the law and the prophets were a preparation for Christ

and found in him their fulfillment. Christ himself is not

merely the inspiration of Christian life and the center of

Christian dogma, but the foundation of Christian apologetics.

"Ye believe in God, believe also in me," said the Master tolas

perplexed, doubting, sorrowing disciples, while he yet waited

for the glorification which could come only through the cross

and the sepulcher. Enthroned by tiie reverent love of hu-

manity, inspiring the world's highest thought and noblest

life, Christ might say to the doubters of our age, " Ye believe

iu me, believe also in God."

%^-/L:sr(2^.
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Art. VIII.—does GOD SUFFER?

Yi:s, lie does. This is our answer to the question. To sus-

tain it we give the following reasons, which we think rise to

tlic dignity of an argument

:

I. The philosophical reason. Nature is varied enough to

buggcst that its Maker has infinite resources. Some flowers

are heantiful ; some, fragrant ; some, both. Birds have differ-

ent shapes, hues, and powers. Beasts and men differ in their

jilaces and capabilities. Through the whole realm of being

there is diversity. No part bears the impress of all. The
c-arcful observer, however, will find one capacity common to

all forms of life. The gradation of this capacity marks the

grade in the scale of being—in some places large, in others

t-iiiall. But as a principle it is the common basis of life. It

i.< the capacity to suffer.

Who shall say there is no form of pain to the seed that,

i'r«'aking the crusted earth, must burst its own skin before its

lirst leaf can be developed ? "Who can watcli the bird emerge
from its shell, the crab shed its cast, or any other form of

bursting life, without the conviction that " the whole creation

groaneth and travaileth in pain together ? " As far as obser-

vation goes the capacity for pain is nniversal. The biblical

i^tatctnent would include vegetable, as well as animal, life.

We hold it to be true that the Divine cannot impart what
ho does not possess; also, that what he possesses is held as

attribute of his nature. He has no beauty but of essence, no
wisdom but of mind, no will but of being. That he possesses

beauty few will doubt. Jesus saw more beauty in the lily than
hu had seen before. He saw no more than the lily possessed.

Since he read its message—a message beautiful as its form and
fragrant as its perfume—it has not been more beautiful, but
Its native beauty has been seen more clearly. The song of
the mocking bird is sweeter in itself than the screeching of an
o^vj. Xot all God's creation is grounded in the realm of
iitihty. "In a great house there are . . . vessels ... to

honor, and some to dishonor." Ch list's appreciation of the
'K-autiful—shown in a love for llic solitude of the mountain,
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the stormy lake, the llowers of the field, the sparrow on the

houseto]), and the cliildren dustering around him in his toil

—

all proclaim that God sees beaut}' wlicre beauty is. Yea, they

show that God is l)cautiful. Is it Ijecause a sight of the Divine

fills witli fear or with reverence that the angels cry, " Holy,

holy, holy ? " Are wo to ascribe glory to God because he

does not possess it, oi- because it is his ? Indeed, the eternal

love of equity, native to the Divine, must be surpassingly

beautiful to the spirit taking cognizance of it. No wonder

Faber, breaking into song, sings,

HoMT beautiful, how beautiful,

The sight of Thee must be !

There were no oeauty in nature unless beauty were native to

God. Man would have been without will unless the divine

Being liad possessed will. He could not give what he did not

have. TVe do not measure the will of God by that of man.

The gift can never be the measure of the giver. God has

freedom, for that he has imparted. Man is free to do right

or wrong. Docs some one suggest that this makes God free to

sin ? We are not afraid of the implication, for we believe it

to be trne, though we have no fear of his sinning. God is as

free as man. God is free to any tiling. He is as hifinitely free

as he is infinitely good. The stability of the Divine is grounded

in his purity, and not in any circumscribing of his liberty.

"We prefer to believe that God is good because he wants to be,

rather than to believe he is good because he has to be.

Why is not beauty universal? Why not wisdom? or,

even freedom? Why is suffering a universal possibility?

Does some one say because of sin ? We doubt it. It was

sorrow, and not pain, tliat came as a result of the fall. Pain

and death were before sin. The very soil of the garden was

a result of death in vegetation. The tempter was right in

that they should become as God. They came to know sorrow.

We believe the capacity to suffer is universal, because it is the

profoundest trait in the divine nature. If some grant the

ability, but deny the experience, we say no part of the divine

nature can be inactive; we are not willing to charge God with

the most selfish trait known to an intelligent mind, namely,

to refuse activity to one's nature because its working would
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linrt. As well might we expect a mother to cease loving a
cliild because he will grieve and wound her. God does not
give to nature a burden that he will not bear. He is a father
and not a Pharisee. All nature proclaims that God suffers.

IT. The analogical reason. It is more than suggestive that
accent in the scale of being means added capacity to suffer.

Not always added strength, beauty, or enjoyment follovrs

lu'gher life, but always added ability to suffer. The flower
cannot suffer like the bird or beast, nor can the latter suffer
like man. Yet nature knows sorrow as well as pain. The
bird will fret at the loss of its young. The cat will mourn a
kitten gone. Stories are numerous of dog and horse that
have died of grief at the loss of master and friend. Over the
wayward a parent will mourn for years. Beside the open
grave one stands with breaking lieart. Somewhere in the
ascent pain passes to grief, and from the muscles to the mind.
We have seen suffering that, while not of the body, has
broken the body by its weight. Beneath a heavy heart the
muscles weaken, the nervous forces waste, and tlie snows of
winter fall in June. The grave is opened at the meridian of
life. Men say, '' lie died of a broken heart," which means, of
suffering. Why should we be afraid to apply a universal
principle ? Ascent in life means added capacity to suffer, and
argues the suffering of God.

^

This reasoning, when applied on moral lines, is called the
''Christian conscience." Why have nations practiced most
revolting customs for centuries without revolution of public
opinion

? China has left her innocents in the streets. Only
Christian nations forbid cruelty to beasts. It is not a true
•«"swer to say the latter are moi-e humane. The truth is, they
•ire more divine. Altruism is no part of heathenism. \m-
J^ellcd^ by the altruistic spirit of Christianity, the missionary
-^^ raised his voice, the Church has felt, naHons have heard,
and governments have been compelled to listen. Customs of
•c'^^tlienism, hoary with age, have been prohibited, not bv the
''•^f'on enslaved, but by the nation fcelincr for thorn.

"

The
i'"h,pation felt by Christ in the temple has flamed in the
^J_»nst.an^ conscience, fining every part of the Church militant
\^:t.. feelings of sorrow. The world may know facts. Onlv
"~^"^•T^ series, vol. xv.
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Christians feel tliem. The life of tlie heart is not compre-
liended by tlie head. Kot even tlie Divine takes cognizance

of liuman sorrow, save tlirough liis sensibih'ties.

This is equally true in the life of nominally Christian nations.

There is no reformation in the State but is born of the Christian

conscience. The revolt against slavery is in evidence. The
declaration on temperance which now gleams in the heavens
like the niorning star, a prophecy of day— that " it can never
be legalized without sin"—is from the conscience of the

Church. The only philosophical answer for this fact is that

the conscience of the Church feels, the State sees. The con-

science of the State is not moral The feelings of the Chnrch
on this question are not of pleasure, but of pain. One repre-

sents the Divine in it; the other, the Divine about it. If an

awakened Christian conscience knows sorrow it argues the

grief of Him who awakens it. What causes the '' Bride-

groom" no pain can never give his "bride" grief. The
sorrow of the Church means the grief of God. In still a

narrower sense the analogical reason may be applied. The
life of the Church has expressed itself in revivals. A revival

never visits a community save tl)rough the sorrow of some
hea)-t. It may start, like a spring, in the tears of a mother for

her child, and by addition become a river of deep feeling that

sweeps a community. A divine law, written in the history of

the Church, is no salvation for any without the suffering of

some other. One of two things is true; either the activity or

the indifference of the Church expresses the life of her Lord.

Can it be that the strong crying and tears for the prosperity

of Zion is backsliding? And is the complacency we have

dubbed indifference the ideal religious state ? If God does

not feel, indifference is most like him—it never feels.

Personally, we look on those times when we were sorrowfully

interested in the salvation of men as being the times in our

religious life when we were nearest our Lord. "When with a

great longing and earnest entreaty we besought men to be

reconciled we supposed we were nearer our M.ister than when
with cold indifference we saw " the wicked come and go from
the place of the holy." Indifference cannot be sinful unless

God suff'ers. The divine in heaven and the divine in human
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hearts are one. Place never changes tlie Deity. God on liis

llirone and God in Christian impulse are one in nature and

desif>"n. Christians cannot suffer because others sin unless

(iod suffers for the same reason. Christian experience pro-

claims tiie suffei'ing of God.

III. The reason from revelation. No array of scriptural

texts is needed here. This is as much an inference, perhaps,

as a direct statement. Some things are true that God has

never orally said. It is well to note, however, that the first

expression ascribed to God is one of pleasure ; the second is of

grief. The finished creation is pronounced " very good." The

proclamation describes not only the creation, but also the

iVclings of the Creator. Anon it is said that the wickedness

of man was great, and that it grieved God " at his heart."'

Forty years Israel grieved him in the desert. Grief M'ithout

sorrow is not possible. He who has sorrow suffers. Will any

suppose that the lives of Pharaoh and Moses, Paul and Xero,

produced the same feelings in the divine nature I Will any hold

they produced none ? How can it be said Enoch " pleased

God" and Israel "grieved" him, unless there be opposite

feelings to describe ? Does some one say " figures of speech ?

"

(i ranted. But a figure of speech is filled to the brim with

truth, when God uses it, plus an unknown quantity of the

t>;une truth, which the figure will not contain. Parables teach

truth in kind, not degree. The figure falls short of the truth

in measure, but never exaggerates it. How can one follow

tlie Master in his humiliation, see him weep over the sinful

city, watch his agony in the garden, hear his cry on the cross,

remembering he is the brightness of his Fathers glory and the

image of his person—not in form but disposition—and that

^vith him the Father is ever well pleased, and yet doubt that

God suffers? Immannel is the man of sorrows and the one

i'f'«iuainted with grief. If God does not suffer Jesus is not his

iX'presentative. He is the " Son of man," but not the " Son
of CJod." The one who doubts that God suffers must wait for

H»me Christ who will know no sorrow, will not be grieved with

tlte hardness of men's hearts, or hurt by their rejection—one

^vhowill not weep over the city he could not save because they

^vuuld not. \Ye believe Christ to be the highest possible reve-
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lation to man. Yet tlie most pathetic picture drawn by pen,

the most sorro^vful life drawn by men, is the life of the God-

man. The most beautiful picture of God we have is a picture

of the most loving, most suffering, divine-human Being the

world will ever see. A Christ proclaims that God suffers.

From a loving mother, a thoughtful father, and an elegant

Lome a youth departed. Going into sin, he tarnished his name

and blighted his prospects. The home was just as lovely, but

the boy was gone. A little girl stealing into her father's room

caught him in tears. Climbing into his lap, putting her arms

around his neck, she said, "I know why you cry. 'Cause

John's a\vay. Papa, I's sorry for you, but I's mad at John.

^Naughty John !
" The home in which we live is the most

beautiful- on earth. Kindness unmeasured is the law in our

Fathers house. Yet from it there have gone so ms ny of our

Father's children that all the paths of vice are crowded by

them. "When sometimes we come near enough to get a glimpse

of bis face it is a face of sorrow that we see. Down it there

course the tears of grief. The Father hath sorrow. "We know

why Jesus suffered so much. He is the elder brother, and

knows tlie Father best. Our fellowship with the Son and with

the Father is often the fellowship of his suffering. Our

converse with God is not always joyous, though we joy in it.

We are coming to blame John and feel for the Father, to

censure the prodigal and pity the parent. AVe have pitied the

sinner and censured the Father long enough. It is time our

sympathies were touched for Hira who rejoices, as none other

can rejoice, when John comes home. In our best moments we

are sorry for God. And when he wipes all tears from our eyes

it will not be by taking away the disposition to feel and mold-

ing us in marble, but by removing all cause for grief. No tears

in heaven will be a result and not a cause. Philosophy, anal-

ogy, and revelation unitedly proclaim that the greatest sufferer

in the universe is the Father of us all. God suffers.

\^,
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.\,.,.. IX.—MODERX GERMAN LITERATURE AND ITS
TENDENCIES.

From an article by Professor Kuliiis in the lievieio for

Xoveinber-Deceuiber, 1S9T, we quote the following :
" An-

cient literature was thoroughly objective ; it flourished chiefly

in tlie epic and drama. . . . To-day a great change has taken

place; drama and epic are out of date. All literature is

.-iibjcctive, and this subjectivity finds its expression in lyrical

jujetry and tlie novel." Let the reader compare with these

words a part of a paragraph from the fourth page of Dr.

Wolffs History of the German Literature of To-day : "The
Jiama occupies by far the most important place in our literary

interest; the lyric, and particularly the epic, have taken sub-

oidinate positions. . . . The epic is practically dead. . . . The
Ivric, which in the earliest period of the various peoples was

"«> well represented, is to-day on the decline. The drama

iilouc . . . has unexhausted possibilities," The two sets of

L'oncralizations are hard to reconcile. That the latter ap-

[uoaches the more nearly the truth the following article will,

t-^ far as German literature is concerned, prove. It is ouv

j'urpose to show briefly the trend of the German lyric, novel,

•t!id drama from the Second Classic Period to the Franco-

Prupsian "War, to give a short account of tlie chief writers of

the new German empire, and to conclude with a word on

l!ic tendencies of the German literature of to-day.

Gei many has produced two really great lyric poets, Walther
ftiid Goethe, the foi-mer of the thirteenth and the latter of

iiio eighteenth century. In Goethe we iind "the ])lastic,

dramatic, and musical character of the primitive folkslied

r'^'.-tored," and, besides, " the roots of a further development
^'1 the German lyric. Born of German life and spii"it, his

IKicuis receive because of richness of form and fullness of

•tftion a classic stamp." On the other hand, the lyric of Schiller
'^

^:«'*gely didactic. "Nowhere else," we are told, "is the

Rieiitness of Germany's intellectual life so copiously revealed."

iiie Earlier Romantic Scliool, criticism tells ns, followed
^' hiller, and the Later Romantic School, Goethe.
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TJie poetry of Heine represents the highest development
attained bj the German lyric since the days of Goethe. Uhhind,
called " the classic of romanticism," " was more sincere in

sentiment and more versatile in snbject-matter, but was ex-

celled by his contemporary in plastic power and melody. Kor-
ner and Arndt were the great lyric i)oets of the AVar of Libera-

tion. If Ivorner's poems, Avhich are brimful of patriotism,

"represent the more brilliantly the war," Arndt's are "a
truer expression of the folk character." Ruckert and Platen
complete tiie list of great lyric poets before the second half

of our century. " Riickert M'rote the most melodious verse to

be found within the com])ass of German poetry," and Platen,

"whose fame rests on the beauty of his versification/' has

been called the German Pindar.

In the third quarter of our century tlie most productive

period of three great lyric poets falls. These are Geibcl,

Freiligrath, and Schcifel. Geibel, who was undoubtedly " the

most lauded lyric poet of his day," and who may be consid-

ered one of the greatest literary artists Germany has pi'o-

duced, excels particularly " in perfection of form." Freilig-

rath, the German AVhittier, the friend of England and

America, and the translator of many English and American
poems, and among others " Hiawatha," was " preeminently a

poet of nature." " With glowing phantasy he reproduces her

richness of color." Scheffel was the students' poet. Of all the

poets who have contributed to the celebrated song book used

by the German universities none has written so many or so

popular student songs.

We have reached the Franco-Prussian War and the last

period of Gei-ma]i literature. A great war inspires poots and

produces immortal poems. The War of Liberation had Xor-
ner and Arndt, whose patriotic songs will be sung as long as

patriotism endures. The German nation hoped and expected

that their struggle of 1870-71 would produce a Walther or

a Goethe. Strange to say, however, the great lyric ])oets of

the past quarter of a century are strikingly conspicuous by

their absence. Of Germany's living lyric poets we think

criticism awards the palm to Greif, j^aumbach, and Liliencron.

Greif understands well how to translate into poetic form "all
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the fffiiiigs tliat move the Imman heart." Baiuiibacli's poems
liave luanv of the characteristics possessed b}^ those of Scheffel.

Their favorite themes are, "wine, love, and deliglit in rov-

iiiiT," and they excel in '"hunior, grace, and naturalness."

He, too, has written hosts of student songs. Daring the past

decatJc Lihencron has come into so great favor that he may be
considered Germany's most popular lyric poet. One of the

c-!iiof factors in German end-of-the-century life is the German
army, and Liliencron, a retired captain, is the singer of the
Gernian army. The three lyric poets of to-day have great
•ucrit

; however, they fall so far below the lyric poets of the
Second Classic Period of the first half of our century, and even
of the generation preceding the Franco-Prussian War, that they
receive no great amount of consideration.

One of the important questions of modern criticism is, Why
the decline in the lyric? A well-known authority says that of
the various causes the two which have worked most potently
are steam and electricity, with all the myriads of inventions
I^ised ui)on tliem. They have forced the lyric "from the
magic realms of moonlit splendor into the glaring light of
Jiiodern life," and deprived it of the most beautiful motifs
'.viiich characterize the poetic gems of earlier days.

Goetlie was Germany's first preeminently great writer of the
JK.yel. His Werther, Elective Affinities, and Wilhelm 3/eis-
t-rs Apprejiticeship have exerted a powerful influence on the
reiitonic world. Again, criticism gives to Goethe the credit
<"f iiaving brought to a more perfect form the novelette, which
•''•i^^ become so popular in the nineteenth century, and which
'•His fair to become the dominant literary form of futurity,
lionianticism followed classicism. Francke tells us that the
^I'int of romanticism is best represented in three novels by
'•'fee leading romanticists: Tieck's }Yilliam Lovell, SchlegeFs
^•^^'cinde, and Xovalis's Ileinrich van Ofterdingen. Ti^eek,

I'-o
greatest of the trio, is one of the chief figures of German

'^^!:itui-e. He was dramatist, dramaturgist, translator, and
'^''jvehst. Both his novels and his novelettes belono; to the best
-'-••• "-n of his time.

^

_<^f the novelists whoso greatest literary activity falls in the
t Mid <iii:irter of our century the most prominent are Eeuter,
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Auerbacli, Keller, and Fi eitag. Renter is Germany's favorite

dialect poet. Although his ^vorks are written in Piatt Dciitsch,
which is the language spoken by the peasantry of Korth Ger-
many, they are po])ular in Q\(iv^^ part of the empire. The sage
of Mecklenbni-g is one of the few European poets in whose
honor the Kew World has erected a statue. Auerbach came
into prominence through liis Black Forest Village Stvrivs,

which we are told give an adniirably true picture of this his-

toric part of southern Germany, and which have besides been
translated into many foreign languages. This work, says
Kluge, " marked a new epoch in the field of literature." Per-
haps the greatest novelist that Switzerland has produced is

Keller, whom Koch calls one of Germany's first writers of
fiction. Keller's most pojnilar novels are considered his first

and his last, Green Henry, and Martin Salander. The first,

in its revised edition, created such a sensation that it must be
reckoned one of the literary events of recent German literature.

.Germany's Tliackeray and her "ideal novelist of the cultured

and moneyed middle class of society," is Freitag, whose greatest

novels are Debit and Credit, which gave the author an inter-

national reputation, and The Ancestors, a series of liistojical

novels that have been termed " a German national epic in tlie

form of fiction." Freitag was also a dramatist of distinction.

RkJourna.lists, which one authority calls the greatest Gerjnan
comedy of the century, certainly ranks second only to Lessing s

Minna von Barnhelm.

Germany's leading living novelists are Spielliagen, Fontane,
Heyse, and Ebers.-'- "In the year 1870," says Litzmann,
" Freitag and Spielhagen were the greatest and most exten-

sively read novelists of Germany." Freitag died a very old

man several years ago. Although Spielhagen gained his repu-

tation before the Franco-Prussian War, most of his litcrarv

work has been done since that time. His fii-st great novel v/as

ProhlcmatiG J^atures. Spielhagen is a voluminous writer,

and in all of his works of fiction, wliich discuss the many ques-

tions of the day, criticism sees a perfectly reflected image of

the present generation. In his novel entitled Frovi Night
to Lights which is considered one of the best German works of

* Ebers h:vs died since the writing of this ar{''-!f<.
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its character, we find " the idealism of the older school com-

bined with the realistic tendencies of our time." Funtane may

be considered one of the greatest realistic novelists Germany

lias produced. Born of a French refugee family, he has spent

iiKu-t of his life in the city of Berlin. He is a very versatile

u-riter. His best works, however, are his novels, which until

the beginning of last decade got their material from the past.

Sixteen years ago, when already an old man, he began to make

modern Berlin the scene and modern Berliners the characters

of his works of fiction, and the novels he has given us during

this time may be considered, in the estimate of the M'riter, his

cleverest productions. Germany has, perhaps, never had a

novelist who was so noticeably productive in his old age.

lleyse, son of the celebrated philologist, was born in Ber-

lin, but lives in Munich, whither he was called by Iving Max.

He has achieved distinction in several fields of literature.

His chief strength, however, lies in the novelette. " A favor-

ite of the fair sex," " a representative of elegant correctness,"

and the possessor of " a never-failing good taste," Heyse is

Germany's '"'undisputed master" in the short story. His

novelettes, which consist of thirteen volumes, possess "truly

aitistic perfection," Like many of his contemporaries, he

j 'refers to la}' the scenes of his novelettes in the land which

(Germany loves most of all foreign lands—Italy, Heyse is

said to be deeper than Tieck, and as a story-teller he has

lieen compared witli the almost inimitable "Wieland, His two

I'liiicipal novels are The Children of the World and In Para-
dise. Ebers is the most international of Germany's living nov-

Ciiots. Until tlie state of his health compelled him to resign

he was a Leipsic )-»rofessor. His lifework has been very pro-

J'lctive in two fields, Egyptology and fiction. A quarter of

tt century ago he found in the ruins of Thebes a papyrus
^vhich dates from the sixteenth century B. C. Of the many
f^cholarly works Ebers has published the one on this papyrus,

(":i11(k1 Papyrus El>ers, is the most important. The scene
•>' mo?t of his novels is laid in the land of .the pyramids. His
hcit novel is considered An Egyptian Daughter of a King^
fdijiough several others have no doubt been equally popular,
ll is dilhcult to tell which is Ebers's vocation and which his
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avocation. Ilis delut in the university and the literary world
occurred in successive years.

Germany lias produced few really great dramatists. Les-
sing, philosopher, theologian, philologist, dramaturgist, and
dramatist, is called the reformer of German literature.

Although he worked assiduously in many fields of intellectual

endeavor he achieved distinction in every one. It was this

many-sided man who Avrote the fii-st genuinely German com-
edy, which critics call " The best German comedy," and who
has been termed by Brander Matthews the world's greatest
-dramaturgist of the eighteenth century. -Lessing led the
way, and Goethe followed. Goethe has been dead long
enough to give criticism a sufficiently great perspective to en-

able it to fix his place among literary artists. " The proplict
of generations unborn" is the greatest poet and his " Faust"
the greatest drama the world has produced. Schiller, some
years younger than Goethe, died twenty-seven years earlier.

He is Germany's most popular dramatist, the dramas of his

great contemporary being too psychological ever to gain great
favor. Schiller was wonderfully " skilled in the craft of the
theater" and exceptionally "cunning in stage effect." The
world can boast few dramatists whose works of art contain in

such a high degree all the elements that enter into a great and
successful drama.

From the Second Classic Period to the Franco-Prussian
War Germany produced three great dramatists—Kleist, Grill-

parzer, and Ilebbel. Kleist, "the greatest dramatist of the
Ptomantic School," devoted only the last six years of his short
life to literary work. He committed suicide Avhen only
thirty-four. Several of his dramas, particularly "The Broken
Pitcher," "perhaps the best German comedy in verses," and
"The Prince of Homburg," "the most brilliant poetization
of the Prussian spirit," have gained a permanent place in the
repertoire of Germany's royal theaters. Grillparzer, "the
greatest dramatist Austria has produced," and undoubtedly
the dramatist of the century, if we except the two classics,

Goethe and Schiller, began his literary career as a member (»f

the Pomantic School. However, with his second drama,
"Sappho," of which Koch says, it is "the only German })oetic
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..fMiluction whose diction and style almost reach Goethe's

• Iplio^enie,' " tlie Austrian betran to seek his inspiration in

iho antique world, and created dramas which maj- be jihiced

.ttnong tlie few master{)ieces German literature possesses.

H'jbbel raised liiniself from the humble position of a ])easant

h-.y to the proud distinction of being one of the greatest

(ir.imatists of Germany. The two principal sources uf Heb-

Sfl's powerful dramas are the Bible and the German folksaga.

II is best work is the celebrated trilogy, " The Niebelungen,"

wliicli gained the one-thousand-thaler prize ofl'ered by the

K'ing of Prussia.

To-day Germany boasts of a trio of great dramatists
—

"\Vil-

dciibriich, Sudermann, and Hauptmann. "Wildenbruch began

writing in the seventies, and was called Germany's greatest

hving dramatist in the eighties. As soon as the celebrated

Mi'iniugers, whose tours mark an epoch in theatrical life,

recognized in Wildenbruch a poetic genius of a high order,

lic immediately sprang into great popularity. "Wildenbruch
li:i.« been named the poet of the Germar. youth. He received

tln^ name because of the charm of his diction and style, the

I'.iiriotic character of his themes, and the magic of his person-
ality. The dramatist whom Germany in 189G selected to

write a production to be given on the occasion of the dedica-

ti«)n of the magnificent monument in honor of Em])eror Wil-
liam the Great was Wildenbruch. Of all German dramatists
^\ ildenbrnch may be ranked second only to Schiller in the
•irt of using most effectively the principal dramatic elements
'^f a great theme. Sudermann and Hauptmann belong really

'0 this decade. Both began their literary careers in tlie

v!;:hlies, but the national recognition of each may be consid-
« ivd the first year of the nineties. Sudermann is a ]-oalist

!::..>st of whose dramatic cliaracters come from the upper
<-i-i.^^.s. Like Ibsen, he seems to sec only the flaws tliat exist
J'l foeicty, and deems it liis duty to give society a picture of
'''^' real self.

-"^onie of our ci-itics question whether dramatic works that
' i).v tli,> ^vorld its depravity really do anj' good. Rev. Hob-
•'*f K robs, whose little book on Ibsen, Sudermann, and Haupt-
"'•"i< IS one of the most careful and conscientious estimates
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of tlic i)ast decade's greatest realists, says: ''A dramatic pres-
entatiui. of depravity, tliough it be plioto-rai)]iically true,
neitliei- betters nor ennobles men." A realistic drama, ^ve are
fur[liu- told, should teacli a great truth. Only M-hen we leave
the theater, after having seen a realistic drama, feeling that
Nve have been truly benefited, can v,-e consider such a literary
production a genuine wo)-k of art. We have nothing to say
against realism. The first chapter of Komaus, to which we
are i-efei-red, is as realistic as any dra)na ever written. What
we criticise is the realism that teaches nothing. Haiiptmann,
in nearly all of his dramas, is thoroughly realistic, in two or
three much more so than Ibsen. It is possible, however, that
Hauptnjann lias abandoned the school of realism, as a member
of which he was faciU princejys among the Germans. In
"The Sunken Bell," his last drama, we are introduced into a
world of ideality. The drama represents a striving to realize
the highest aspirations. The life of the hero was a struggle

;

he tried to attain the unattainable and failed. His life, how-
ever, was far from a failure. Like many a striving mortal, he
never reached the promised land of his asjiirations, but death
found him among the heights.

Geruiauy's three greatest living writers are the three dra-
matists we have just briefly discussed, and the three greatest
books of the decade are the three dramas, " Henry," '' Home,"
and " The Sunken Bell," the lii-st by Wildenbruch, the second
by Sudermann, and the third by Hauptmann. The marvelous
success of " Henry " can be imagined wdien it is jnentioned that
it received the celebrated Schiller prize, and that it M-as en-
thusiastically applauded by the emperor and empress of Ger-
many on t'le occasion of its first presentation. Sudermann's
"Home" is called by Litzmann, the well-known professor of
Bonn, the masterpiece of a dramatist M-hom Eobertson calls the
most cosmopolitan of Germany's living writers. The real sen-
sation of the decade, however, is " The Sunken Bell." " This
production of genius," says Zobelitz, the critic, "was perhaps
niore enthusiastically received than any other work of our
time." Wo have seen that the lyric is somewhat on the decline.
Tlio future of German literature seems then to be a matter of the
novel and the drama. Bioadly speaking, these two rejjresent
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,.!ie li^'ld of literature. The subject of both is man. The

oiilv important dilference is the drama is written to be recited

and" the novel is written to be read.

Finally, we ask the question, What are the tendencies of

<>iul-of-tlie-centnrj German literature ? First, let us say a word

(.11 (•nd-of-the-ccntuiy German life. Tlie three factors that are

making themselves most felt in end-of-the-centu'j German

life are the university, the army and navy, and the proletariat.

The German university has always played a great role. To-

day the most impressive of the four faculties is the philosophic,

which docs more work than the other three combined, and the

J.articular work of the philosophic faculty that excites most

aitcntion concerns science and life.

Tiie past three decades have made Germany the greatest

military nation on the globe. How much a standing army of

nearly six hundred thousand men means in German life only

a residence of some time among the Germans can show. Ger-

liiany has reached the stage of her development when she

feels that to progress farther she must have colonies. The

important question is, "Will Emperor William be gratified by

;i realization of his ideals in his territorial aggrandizement '.

He has a strong army, and hopes to have a strong navy.

Whatever the end, one thing seems certain, and that is, the

twentieth century will see the map of Europe as well as that

"f the world greatly changed. The most potent factor of

Cur.'nan life is socialism, a movement of the German prole-

t-uiat. This is the opposite of raonarchism. We can do no

better in this connection than to give the thought of a para-

j.'!a]'h from Professor Erancke's admirable book, Social

J't'tccs in German Literature : To-day we find two great

'-'-•(s in German life—the one represented by Bismarck, the

otiier by Bebel; the one a wonderfully organized ruling mi-

n'-nty, the other an equally well-organized ruled majority;
t-'i"' <'ne having a glorious past, the other anticipating a glori-

"u- future; tlie one believinir in the sacredness of hei-editarv

N'vereignty, the other believing in the justice of individual

isherty; the one devoid of larger sympathies, the other in-

spired with the vague ideal of a broader and fuller humanity,

•ii'-narchism and socialism. That the twentieth century will
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witness a conflict between these two classes tiie signs of tlie

times seem to indicate. Which will conquer the future alone
can tell.

The foregoing enables us to answer our question. The
tendencies of cnd-of-the-centurj German literature indicate
that the literature of future Germany will deal preeminently
with the German university, the German army and navy, aiid

the Gerinan proletariat. To these three may be added the
question of the Gernian woman. That the litei-ature of future
Germany will therefore be more genuinely Gernian thaii in

the past present conditions show. The youngest school of
fiction, which we have given no attention because it has pro-
duced only mediocre novelists, came into existence under tlie

guidance of Zola, and the youngest dramatic school came into

existence under the guidance of Ibsen. The former, it is to

be hoped, will abandon its master. The two great members of

the latter have already forsaken the standard of the celebrated

Norwegian. Sudermann is to-day German to the core, and
Hauptmann, principally because of his incomparable drama,
"The Sunken Bell," is called "the greatest figure in German
literature—perhaps in all literature—to-day."

E.5>. ^i^-^
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AlTD DISCUSSIONS.

A ]h;vout and orthodox tlieologian, known and lionored in

:<!1 lands and Churches, said: "If it had not been for the pro-

io^ruo to St. John's Gospel 1 shouM have been an atheist." This

•iocs not persuade us that there is no proof of a divine Being

wilt side of the gospels, but it impressivel}'' emphasizes the value

-if the Gospel by John, of which some thieving critics liavc

vainly tried to deprive us.

That John Fiske is a careful and critica. historian will not

hp «jenied. That he has no sympathy with wanton and hyper-

i^ritical skepticism toward long-accepted records is quite dis-

tiriiily seen in his defense of the old tradition concerning the

^> Miie of John Smith from death by Pocahontas, when his head
i ly on tlic big stone and Indian warriors would have beaten his

i-raius out with their clubs had not the chief's young daughter

1 ushed up and embraced him and laid her head upon his to

-fii-ld liim; at sight of which her father ordered that the white

!:i:m's life be spared. For two hundred and fifty years this

'lory was universally accepted, it being found in the General
Ili-sinrij of Vh'ginia, published in London in 1624, and written

J'Wtly by Smith himself. In recent years some truth seekers of

->'Ulo retrospective powers have guessed backward, through
'\»<) centuries and a half, that John Smith was a liar, and that
!"• nivented this story for the purpose of magnifying his own
-^i't'ortance by linking his name in a romantic manner with that
'•I rocahontas, when, in later years, she visited London and was
'"niized as a princess. Some critics of high repute for scholar-

"•'il' have made this skeptical view fashionable. Islv. John Smith,
'"•iiig over two centuries dead, cannot defend his veracity in any
I vrthly court; but Professor John Fiske undertakes to show,
si'd succeeds in showing, the utter flimsiness of the attempt to

J'lipeach the loiu'' accredited storv. And he takes the trouble
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to do this in a very thorough manner, because, as he says, " In
the interests of sound historical criticism it is desirable to sliow
how skepticism, which is commonly supposed to indicate su-
perior sagacity, is quite as likely to result from imperfect
understanding."

THE SUPERVISION OF LABOR.

There is a beautiful theory that we have developed a work-
man who needs no overseer, no whip, no driver, no watchful
eyes upon him. If our workman has reached this high level of
character he is a saint, nay, something more than a saint; for the
virtue of the saint is that he realizes God's eye and works
nobly because that eye supervises him. There is, to be sure, a
patent saint who needs no divine oversight ; but the patent has
never produced any revenue of good deeds. The Northern
man, however, is apt to pride himself upon the superiority of
his white workman to the colored laborer of the South. Vhe
latter, child of a slave who worked under a hard taskmaster,
had imperious eyes on him in the field, it is complained, needs
constant supervision. The statement is true enough, but it is

very nearly as true of Northern white Avorkmen in similar
situations. Practical builders allege that skilled workmen will

do a fourth more work in a day under the eyes of his em-
ployer—on the average many Avill accomplish twice as much.
The general belief in the capacity of workmen to do time work
well without watching has grown up under our system of ma-
chinery. The steam engine is more imperious than the old

slave driver. The organization of labor in mills, on railroads,
in large stores, is of itself more effective than any whip could
be. Perhaps we are puncturing the veil of an illusion, but the
truth is always best. Many men Avork well, as Avell as they
can, because they feel the divine supervision. There is no sub-
stitute for that inspiring oversight. Nothing is changed by
calling it conscience. When a conscience does this kind of
service it is truly " that God in man." It is of no little im-
portance that the machinery of our age—moral as well as

physical enginery—does the difficult work of watching the
workmen down to fine details that remind us of the minuteness
of God's inspection. If, however, we consider the matter as it

is related to character, many facts conspire to make us doubt
the value of the machinery insjieotor. Awav from his mill
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.'iir vorkman is often as helpless as the slave without a master

<.r tlic sailor away from his ship, probably quite as often as

« ilhor. The habits produced by the engine insjiector are good

liiiliits for the special work; but, like limited railroad tickets,

ila V are "not ti'ansferable." The divine way of making a per-

fiot workn^an—perfecting liim from within, outward—works

piTfectly, when free to work, on all Avorkmen, even on sham

V. orknien; and the method is essentially a divine supervision.

A ^VORD ABOUT THE TWENTIETH CENTUliY FUXD.

The appeal of the Bishops of our Church for a Twentieth

Century thank offering calls for gifts, " over and above all or-

^liiiary contributions," to be subscribed and paid within three

VL-ars, beginning with January 1, 1899, to make up the sum of

twenty millions of dollars. Of this ten millions are to be for

tlic benefit of our universities, theological seminaries, colleges,

;iU(l other schools, and ten millions for hospitals, orphanages,

liuines for the aged, and other charitable institutions of our de-

lioniiuation. The comments of the non-Methodist press on this

<-.\\\ indicate the confident expectation of other Churches that

the call will be honored and the amount raised. Methodism's

f:»ith in itself, its resources, and capabilities, ought not to be

K-ss than the faith which others have in it. Success in tliis

noble effort is entirely feasible, if the right methods be adopted
and energetically pushed with that unity of action which our

• i'liominational organization makes possible. One of the most
<'\|ierienced and fertile minds among the chief leaders of our

Methodism offers a practical working plan which we here present

i'' tlie Church, and the adoption of which we beg leave to urge:

We cannot do our full duty in raising this money unless we
inidce for the rank and file of our members. It must be by the

L'ifl of the many that we succeed. The many cannot be reached

without thorough organization—a j^lan of organization by which
« very individual will be under the eye and subject to the per-

^-^iial a])])eal of some other individual Avith authority to ap-

proach and persuade.

If we have not wisdom and enthusiasm enough to secure this

^Tganization we shall not be able to raise a tithe of the money
>ve }»ropose to secure. I believe it practicable to devise a plan
by which all of our people

—

all of our ])Cople— old and young,
'ii — I'lITU SEKIES, VOL. XV.
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rich and poor, including every baptized child, and every other

child under our care, may be arranged into groups under the

direction of collectors.

All these persons—members of our Church and congregations

and Sunday schools—maybe divided into classes of twenty-five,

one of Avhom shall be the leader and collector.

These classes of twenty-five should be subdivided into groups

of five, and one of each group should be collector and leader for

that group of five.

Li this way the work of the individual leader of twenty-five

"would be greatly reduced, lie having the assistance of five other

persons who carry out his plan and cooperate with him.

By this plan, during the three years, v/e shall be able to reach,

quarterly, every member of the Church, and every member of

every family directly or indirectly connected with the Church,

and by use of argument and persuasion secure from everybody

somethhig tOAvard this "Twentieth Century Fund."

Six persons in every class of twenty-five, thus sharing re-

sponsibility, would be developed as workers. And just as in

the beginning the financial plan of the class meeting devel-

oped into spiritual opportunity, Ave should, by this plan, grad-

ually develop a practical and spiritual movement to do for

the new century what the old-fashioned class meeting did for

the fathers in tlie beginning.

YALE LECTURES ON PEEACHIXG.*

It is doubtless true, as President Tucker, of Dartmouth Col-

lege, remarks on opening the twenty-fifth course on the Lj-man

Beecher Foundation, that " each ncAV incumbent of this lecture-

ship can but feel the increasing stringency of the situation."

His task has not been made easier for him by the brilliant

galaxy of men who have preceded him on that platform.

Kevertheless, each new lecturer brings something which none

of the others had, namely, his own peculiar, God-invented per-

sonality, the tried and adopted convictions of his own undupli-

cated soul, the annotations of his own separate experience upon

all general truths. No bright day-daAvn is discredited b}' its

* The Malcing and Unmakijuj of the Preacher. Lectures on the Lyman Beecher
Foundation, Yale University, isos. I'.y William Jewett Tucker, President of Dart-

mouth Collegi". l2mo, pp. 2-14. Boston and New York: Houghton, W\f\\\x\ k Co.

Price, cloth, $i.50.
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inriiuncrable predecessors, for eacli new inorning- beads afresh
u,o common grass with sparkling distillation ^from its own
vivifie atmosphere. After all deductions of thijigs held in com-
i;i..ii there remains to each liis own mind and heart and the
nsiills they have shaped in the inward forge, where the heart
hoaied and the mind hammered into shape. The richness of a
Miccident and piquant nature is unanticipated and inalienable.
N'o endless cliaiu of lectures on preaching could whirl Xathaniel
J. Ihiiton dry and juiceless, or dessicate the flush vitality of
jlishop Simpson or H. W. Beecher. Each holds his own stimu-
liting content, and pours it out in his turn—a vintage never
rii..-ned before. Failure befalls the lecturer, as it does the
j'iracher, who deals in hackneyed generalities, however true
i!..l important ; and success is possible only vrhen he lets us
hv-arthe personal note sounding vrith authority from the tlirone-
r-"j!n, where truth, credcntialed by experience, sits and rules in
'-ho palace of his own soul.

If the Yale lectures for 1898 are not so affluent and effloresfent
:w i^ome others they are marked by impressive earnestness,
J.<;iture wisdom, direct fitness to present conditions, sound
•^•n«f, and- an evidently urgent desire for immediate practical
u-i-fuluess.

'J'ho lecturer holds that if there is anything which should
!ii"ve on from generation to generation in the consistency of
wilailing power it is the Christian pulpit. He repeats a remark
'••^'Ic by a friend to Justice Holmes, of the Massachusetts
>uinx'me Court, to the effect that, "After all, the only interest-
•''; thing is religion;" he affirms that the mind of this age is
^^^dy arid anxious to come under the authority of the tnith;
'.-at very few men really wish to reason God out of existence
' ' out of his world, or long to disbelieve in immortality, or
voiddwish to abolish the commandments—even though 'they
-r.-ak them—or M'ould prefer to have Christianitv proven a
'^'.vih rather than an historic fact; and he bids us^mt malignr misunderstand the temper of own age, whicli is anxious lo
^- vouvinced, however it moy search and question. He notes
^^.xv growing disposition and desire of men to come again under
t.ic sway of great intellectual beliefs, to come under an authority
^^•'!<li shall determine and rule them, and holds that tlus is no
r..tr..grade movement, no call to rest, but rather the appeal of"

'" "'^^'^^'-ct to be allowed to go out once more into the aflirma-
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live and to take the open field in behalf of ppiritual triuh; that

tliere is a popular demand for an increase in the volume of

acknowledged truth; tliat while, measured by the mere formal-

ities of creeds, there has been a shrinkage, in reality there has

been no shrinkage, but, rather, an extension, of natural and

revealed truth; the thought of God being larger, closer, more

])ervasive than ever before, Jesus Christ holding a more funda-

mental and central position than he held at the time when

Christianity begaii to be reexamined, the Bible being no less

true and commanding than when it was in bondage to verbal-

ism and ahsolute inerrancy, and the problems of human destiny

being no less serious or awful because studied in the terms of a

larger Christianity.

Dr. Tucker's conception of his theme, and the spirit in which

he treats it, are indicated in his phrase, "the responsibility and

jo}' of preaching." He insists that preaching is the one highest,

most imperative, and most inspiring duty of the ministry, and

that, when distractions multiply and duties apparently conflict,

he shouhl hear and obey the mandate of the pulpit's claims,

saying, "Enter into thy closet, and shut thy door;" although in

larger and exacting parishes the minister must cultivate the

power of concentration or of abstraction of thought in the

midst of distractions till he makes himself reasonably inde-

pendent of surroundings, so that he can work on a railway

train as resolutely as in his study and can think clearly and

calmly or clearly and passionately in the midst of alien and un-

favorable surroundings. He commends the example of Dr.

Gordon, at the Old South Church, Boston, who resolved at the

beginning of his pastorate that for three years he would make

no public addresses outside of his church. A definition of

preaching which this lecturer likes is that "it is making men

tliink, and feel as they think, and act as they feel." The min-

ister's first business is to make a man aware of his soul, and the

next is to help him save it.

Out of his own experience Dr. Tucker gives this account of

how he was brought to decide upon tlie ministry: " Near the

close of my seminary couise, Avhen I was in no little doubt

about the reality of what I had to preach, and was therefore

hesitating between the law and the ministiy, I chanced upon

the Life and Letters of L\ ^Y. Jlohcrtson. One letter which

caught my attention contained a statement of his personal feel-
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iii:^' to-ward Christ. I liad never known till tlien that a num
ooulJ feel in just that way about Christ. Here at last was

nality. It gave me what I wanted. I began at once on my
<i\v)i account the study of the life of Christ. I began with the

temptation. And from that time on I had no question about

the ministry. Robertson, with his passionate loyalty to Christ,

Ikk"" awakened the answering passion in my soul." Quite in line

with tliis is what he says of Paul's supreme message: "I think

that it was Paul's apprehension of Christ which has given him

such a place of influence in Christianity. More of the motive

of Christianity is in his writings than wo can And elsewhere,

lie never gets away, not in the furthest reaches of his logic,

from the love of Christ. In this Paul is true to his date in the

•iivine revelation. He comes into the divine thought as it be-

comes more urgent in the endeavor to save. We mistake if we
think that the Bible advances from the sacrificial to the ethical.

'J'lie advance, if the comparison is to be made at all under the

idea of progress, is from the ethical to the sacriiicia!. Tliat is,

llie motive of God comes out with a deeper ])romise ajid with

more irresistible poAver in the Xew Testament than in the Old.

^iod comes nearer to man, surrenders more, not of righteous-

ness, but of himself, to reach man; suffers more for man. The
.Sermon on the Mount holds all tlie ethics of the command-
ments; but from the Sermon on the Blount to the passion and

•leath of Jesus, what an advance there is in the motive power
of the Gospel!"

Much stress is laid on the importance of the preacher's feel-

ing toward men, his ability to come into sensitive relation to

the human soul. He says: " One of the most serious questions

a preacher can ask himself is this : What am I doing Avhen I

i!u not preaching ? Where are my thoughts, my plans, my
imperative desires and longings ? Toward what end am I push-
ing with the constant energies of my nature? Preaching is

uot an end, but it is very easy to make it au end. Most
preachers do make it a chief end, in that they make it the

climax of their energy and thought and spiritual purpose. The
'^^'ong tides of their spiritual being do not uuderrun their

pleaching, flowing out with it into the great life toward which
It points." He gives an incident from his own early ministry:
" I had prepared a sermon which had been, I doubt not, profita-

Ifle to me, but whicli was so uttcrlv ineffective as a sermon that
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I took the liberty of asking a very discerning friend -vrliat Ava-

the difficulty -with it. His reply was the best criticism I ever

received :
* You seemed to me to be more concerned about thi-

truth than about men.' Yes, that was the difficulty. I saw it

in a moment. I had no right as a jDreacher to be concerned

about the truth. I sliould have had the truth in command, so

that I could have given my whole concern to men. As it was

the sermon lacked authority." A similar illustration is taken

from the experience of another: " Dr. Pentecost was preach-

ing at one time in the presence of Dr. Bonar, enjoying, as a

man will, the luxury of proclaiming the Gospel. Dr. ]?onar

came to him at the close, touched him on the shoulder, and said,

* You love to preach, don't you ?
'

* Yes, I do.' ' Do you love

men to whom you preach ?
' That was a much deeper ques-

tion, and it is worth every man's asking when he finds himself

more in love with the truth, or with the proclamation of it,

than with men to whom, and for whom, the truth has been

revealed. ... It is the habit of some preachers to follovr the

sermon "^'ith the personal letter, others with timely conversa-

tion, others with the opportunity of the after meeting. In

some cases those personal methods rnay not be necessary.

Preaching may be so quickening as to create of itself aii office

practice for the minister. Those who have listened to his words

maybe so awakened and stimulated that they will come to him

and ask him for further help in the life of the soul."

The qualities which give force to public address are described

as follows : "Directness, the power of sti-aightforward, on-

moving speech; speech which brooks no interruption, but whicli

moves with a steadfast determination to its end, not the mere

advance of logic, but the advance of the whole man ; cojnous-

ness, the utterance of the full man, which relieves at once the

fear of mental exhaustion, and gives the assurance of power in

reserve ; nervousness of style, the characteristic of which is

that every thought is alive, that eveiy word leaps to its task;

and masslvc/iess, the weight of well-organized thought, through

"which the speaker is able to make the whole of his thought fell.

through every part."

Furthermore, the language of the pulpit must be the lan-

guage of cortainty, of sympathy, and of hopefulness—the hope-

fulness of the Gospel; these will give character to its speech.

All that preaching is cannot be put into any one stateinenl.
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For one thing it is truly said that preaching at its best is prayer

turned round and aimed at the people :
" Now then we are

ambassadors for Christ, as though God did beseech you by us:

>vo pray you in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to God." "With

c<]ual wisdom the lecturer says that " preaching at its best is

npt to be an interpretation of the Christian consciousness at its

l)c-st. As the preacher rises in the utterance of his faith men
about him are saying, ' Yes, that is what we have felt, but have

never been able to tell. Go on; speak for us, that is our faith.'

"

True, also, is Dr. Tucker's saying that humility gives the

preacher entrance into the high places of his high calling. " I

once asked Dr. Philip Schaft' to preach for me. As we passed

through the doorway, near the foot of the pulpit stairs, he

turned tome and said, 'Don't you always feel humble when
you go through this door ?

' I knew that he felt what he said,

and I knew that, though he was not distinctively a preacher, we
Rliould have that day great preaching, and we had it. The
safety of the preacher, the safeguard from himself, lies in the

growth of humility. All God's chosen ones have had it. It

i*^ the fine qualit}' which underlies their jiature. It explains

tliL'ir shrinkings from duty, their hesitations and reluctance. It

was the ground of Moses's protest, * Who am I that I should

go in unto Pharaoh?' Of Isaiah's despair, *I am undone,

Vn-cause I saw a man of unclean lips, and I dwell in the midst of

a people of unclean lips; ' of Jeremiah's shrinking, 'Ah, Lord,

God, I am but a child;' of the abasement and exaltation of

Paul, * I am the least of the apostles; I am not worthy to be

called an apostle;' but 'I can do all things through Christ

which strengtheneth me.'

"

Another word worthy of being laid to heart by every min-

isicr of the Gospel is the statement that the trutli gets its

iiighest power when it flames in the preacher's mind and warms
his heart so that it comes forth, not only radiant in its own
light, but touched with emotion: "Touched with emotion; this

IS often the touch which makes the old new and the common
frt'sh. As a quaint old commentator said, after reading Paul's

words to the Philippians—'I have told you often, and now I tell

you vceping''— ' All, Paul, that makes it a new truth. You
have not said just that before.'" We repeat that the Yale
lectures on preaching, for 1898, if not supremely brilliant, are

^^lllnbk for substance and for ^er^•ice.
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THE ARENA,

NESCIEXCK OF GOD.

There is and has becu a tendency among Arminian Methodist the-

ologians to look with favor upon the idea that the foreknowledge of

God may be limited. Two distinguished names at least will ever be as-

sociated with this thought, Dr. Adam Clarke, the great expositor, and

Dr. L. D. ;McCabc, the able and saintly teacher who has lately gone
from among us. In his Commentary on the Xew Testament, at the end

of his notes on the second chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, Dr.

Clarke argues that, " as God's omnipotence implies his power to do all

things, so God's omniscience implies his power to know all things;
"

and he concludes " that God, although omniscient, is not obliged, in

conseijueuce of this, to know all that he can know, no more than he is

obligCLl, because lie is omnipotent, to do all that he can do." On this

way of thinking it is obvious to remark:

1. It confounds knowledge and power. But knowledge is not a

power or ability to know, but the knowing. Omniscience is not a

faculty or pov>-er to know all things; it is the knowledge of all things.

2. It would seem to involve a knowledge on the part of God of what
he is unwilling to foreknow. How shall he choose or determine not to

know any conceivable future event Avithout some foreknowledge of it?

3. It involves the acquisition of knowledge through the course of the

ages on the part of God. For he cannot but know events as they come
to pass, and, if he had no perfect foresight of them beforehand, how
his knowledge must increase with time!

Dr. McCabe, however, pursues a somewhat different line of thought

from that of Clarke, and allirms as his fundamental and all-controlling

proposition that '• divine nescience of future contingencies is a necessity

in the necessities of things." On this declaration we submit the follow-

ing observatious:

1. This is not a self-evident proposition. For it lacks the nature and:

force of an axiomatic truth, such as that two and two equal four.

2. In common with Clarke's view it would involve the acquisition

of knowledge on the part of God; and, if God is thus acquiring knowl-

edge through the ages, he cannot be omniscient.

3. The proposition must needs ap[>ly to all God's future free volitions,,

as well as to those of man.

4. We may well question the competency of any finite mind to alUrm

so much about the possibilities or impossibilities of God's omniscience.

5. The proposition assumes a notion of what time must l)e with God.

But what theologian, philosopher, or prophet has ever yet determined

for us what time is even with finite minds? 3Iuch ks,? will one so easily
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^i»v %vh:it time signifies with that Being with whom Dr. Clarke declares,

••All that is ])ast, and nil that is present, and all that is future to uiau

fxist-sia one infinite, indivisible, and eternal rwio."

G. Dr. McCabe's arguments in support of his proposition arc not con-

vincing:

^1) He avers that future contingencies are nonentities; but the same

\< SIS true of future necessities as of future contingencies.

(2) Ilis argument from the divine goodness is stranded and becomes

fuiilo when applied to the existence of any and of all evil now existing.

(;}) The plea that knowledge of contingent futux'e everts impeaches

(^'xl's sincerity in exhortations and warnings might be turned to show

wiih equal force that omniscience unfits the Eternal for the creation and

ijiivcniment of the moral universe.

T. Finally, we are of opinion that this doctrine of the nescience of

• Jod involves as many insuperable difficulties as it assumes to explain;

i:ul we conclude with Dr, TVhedon {Freedom of Will, p. 374), "The
ual difficulty, which we distinctly profess to leave forever insoluble, is.

'.-) conceive liow God came by his foreknowledge."

Efa7}ito7i, III ]\IiLTON S. Terry.

ciiinicir MUSIC again'.

Tire article in the last "Arena," on "Church Music," suggests to me
i f < w thouglits on the same subject

:

1. Tlie foundation for good congregational singing must be laid in

"..' Sunday school, where all our members begin their Church life. The
' aildren and— after they cease to be children—the young people should
l"' taught the solid, strong, well-tested hymns of the Church. Too
oftirn the singing in the Sunday school is conducted in a haphazard
w:iy, without a thought of its educative influence. The children sing

the songs that are learned most easily; and the less thoughtful the songs

Kre the more readily they are caught up, and, the sooner learned, the

oner they lose their interest. Hence many Sunday schools must have
•1 new music book every year. But singing should be a part of educa-

'•••u in the Sunday school, and the children should be taught only such

J^:'nuis and tunes as are worth the learning. The wise superintendent

' r chorister will arrange the music of the session according to a plan,

'iving at least two Church hymns and as many familiar but good
'iU'ruses, and learning one new song every week.

-^. For the Sunday school, therefore, a song book is needed containing-
••'•'-' best of the standard hymns of the Church and also many good
• "liJjs of a more popular sort, yet far above the trashy melodies that fill

' uiauy of the Sunday school hymnals. I differ from your correspondent
':i 'lis estimate of the Epicotili Ilymnnl No. 1, which he says "was not

" ouccoss." In my judgment it was the best hymnal for the Sunday
H'.inol find the social meeting ever published by our house, and as good
'•s ;uiy published elsewhere. It contains the cream of our Church
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hymnal and the best also of the popxilar choruses, giving thereby just

what every Sunday school ought to have. And its sale has aggrogatc<l

a million and a half copies, and is still progressing. We know of Sun-

day schools that have used it for ten years, and are using it still. >,'n

other song book issued by our Church has obtained anything like its

popularity. The verdict of the Sunday school world is that it is not a

failure, but a pronounced success.

3. If our people are diligently taught in the Sunday school to sin^

the best Church liymns, then our congregations will sing, whether led

by a chorus choir, a precentor, or a quartette. Of tliese the chorus

ciioiris the best, but the most difficult to maintain; the precentor is

second best, and the hired quartette is least likely of all to result^ in

congregational singing, for it tends to a concert of fine music to which

the congregation listens ui enjoyment.

4. ]\Iauy of our pastors might help the cause of good congregational

singing by giving more thought to the selection of the hymns for the

church service. There are many ministers whose range of hymns is

lamentably narrow, for they announce the same ones on an average of

once a month. Let the pastor write in the hymnal that lies on his study

table a memorandum of the date when any hymn has been used, and

resolve not to repeat it for twelve months. Let him study his mjmu'<\

xc'dli Tuna, bring forth from its treasures hymns new and old, and

make his people familiar with them; let him see that on the Wednesday

evening after a new Church hymn has been practiced iu the Sunday

school it is sung iu the prayer meeting, with an interesting story told

about it {mde Xutter's Byimx Studies, or Stead's Hymns that ILaic

Helped)-, and then on the next Sunday let him have that same hymn

sung by the congregation. If three people—the pastor, the superin-

tendent, and the chorister—will plan and work togctlier we shall have

better singing in all the departments of our Church.

Nm York ilty. Jesse Lymax Huiilbut.

A STUDY.

The basis on which commercial and industrial enterprises have been

projected and operated in the United States within the last generation,

and the remarkaljle success of many of them, have astonished the whole

world. The climaj: of these operations in its highest expression, per-

haps, is the fact that within the last two years the balance of trade be-

tween ourselves and the other nations of the world stands more than

six hundreds of millions of dollars iu our favor. This fact has invited

the reflection" and inquiry of the business world of to-day, as well it

may.

The genius of these gigantic enterprises seems to be the concentra-

tion of brain and brawn on aggregated capital; the inspiration—tu

reduce the cost of iiroductiou and thereby the cost of consumption—
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h'^viiig cardinal to it, however, the maintenance of uniformly high-grade

,n;:ility in abundant supply ; the ultimate object being to supply de-

untul and control trade in given lines of manufactured product. To do

tliis thought is previously focalized on these enterprises, thoroughly

elaborating every detail in their projection and i)rosecution, until a

woll-defincd line of action is deternuaed on and as thoroughly carried

t-'it -with reference to them. Such thought vs-ould include all resources:

fis the seat of production (which would no doubt be selected on the

bnsis of low-cost real estate)
;
proximity to abundant and constant

Mipply of crude material required by the business; accessibility to im-

Muvcd machinery necessary to its prosecution; low-cost labor adapted

t;> operate all branches of it, and facility for finally distributing product

to tlie consumer when made.

It is for this reason that, whereas thousands or hundreds of thousands

of dollars have been nervously, risked in times past, millions and hun-

(iudsof millions are now unhesitatingly massed behind well-directed

energy in the manufacturing, merchandising, and transportation ven-

tures of to-day.

The necessary trend in such mammoth aggregations is to the incor-

p >r;;tion of consolidated capital and concentrated individual energy,

iij corporation eliminates individuality by absorption, but does not de-

i ;!-oy it. Its absorption secures relief frum that sort of personal element

\vhieh frequently unsettles and defeats a partnership by the attjitions of

.' lior.g personality ; whereas, if absorbed, the individuality of the corpora-

li'-'H is itself intensified. Consolidation increases the volume of capital

liitl>erto scattered among individuals; this insures to the unified interests

1,'roatcr commercial credit and purchasing power; secures low-cost crude

i:.:!trial; multiplies the quantity of product to the volume required,

ih( !<.-by again reducing the cost of distribution by increasing the volume

'.'f tonnage to the centers of consumption, and in various other ways re-

••iiicing the final cost of i^roductiou. Concentration of thought and

energy likewise secures clearness in plaus, precision in design, and fervor

ia t xecution. The final re3*^i*-ft» output of uniformly high standard

quality at the lowest possible cost in production, distributed at equally

! 'W-cost transportation, to centers of consiunption. These conditions

I listing in the very nature of things will control the markets, in a given

business, beyond the whimsical influence of a so-called personal mag-
iK-ti-^m, intrinsic or extrinsic, and will secure a good will both substantial

^'hI permanent, because based on mutuality of interests between buyers

and .''(•llers—as near as maybe; the very life and guarantee of permanent

iunness relations.

This exalted individuality of the corporation so dominates that every

"•^i'artment of its business comes to manage the individual in the com-

':i'-'ii interest, rather than be managed by him fm- any purely personal

'•'-f- Tlie imified forces of the association are thus brought to focus on
Oie final objects desired, namely, the uniformly liighest standard of prod-
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I
uct at the lowest possible cost to the consumers. It must Dot only make, t

but hold its trade ly high-grade goods at tinal low-cost to buyers. |

A corporation so organized and operated in good failh quite naturally %

finally comes to be regarded as a public benefaction, rather than a menace
\

to the public weal. It gives regular employment to labor, pays its hire >

with equal regularity, distributes its products at lowest cost to consumer, .;

and secures to labor low-cost supplies. It is itself a powerful and con- •,

stant consumer (of crude material) and, as a constant patron of trans-
;

portation, contributes to the social conditions of the community by

providing constant employment for labor. Some corporations have come

to be called by odious names, as "combines," "monopolies," "trusts,"

and so forth, im])lying gross, if not criminal, disregard for the public

interests. All corporations, however, cannot justly be thus character-
2.

ized; and with the abuse of the principles attempted to be set forth \

herein this paper has no concern. Our anxiety is with the application -

of proper modern methods to the business of the Church. i

The real problem seems to be to reduce cost of production to the
;

minimum, maintain the grade of product at maximum, provide abun-

dant supply constantly, and thus secure lowest cost to consiunption. How
can we best apply the principles stated to the manufacturing business of ;.

the Church, namely, our publishing houses? Are their present organiza-

tion and methods consistent with tliese principles as applied in similar

manufacturing ])lants conducted by the business world of to-day ? Is it

on as potential a basis for its greatest usefulness as it may be and should

be placed ?

Tlic Book Concern belongs to the preachers of the Methodist Episco-

pal Church. It is the oldest of all combines, and the most worthy—that

of all the preachers for the production and distribution of books, peri-

odicals, and denominational literature for the educational and spiritual

elevation of the membership; it has the further commendable object of

providing supplementary support for superannuated preachers and the

widows and orphans of deceased preachers. None of its appointments

should be on a scale so small as would defeat the former or diminish the

latter, and no liesitatiou should be felt in increasing them to such im-

portance and extent as will most effectively secure these original pur-

]X)ses of its organization. No such part of the prolit should be vithlield

from needed increase of working capital as would cripple the efEciency

of tiie Concern in supplying in abundance and at low-cost the literature

contemplated; and no such part of it should be so used as to diminish

the earning or the distribution of profits to the beneliciary contemplated.

The ot>ject is a dual one—the production of low-cost denominational

literature and a liberal sujiplcmental support to the worn-out preachers;

the policy rcijuired is such as will meet both these objects and thus justly

carry out the original purposes. What bearing liave these propositions,

on the conditions of the manufacturing plant, merchandise, and invest-

ment accounts of our Book Concerns—for we have more than one?
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Our first thought should be as to the location of the plaut for prodiic-

tiui). This should obviously have reference, not only to low-cost real es-

tate but to abundant and constant supply of all crude material required

jn our manufacturing, and to competent labor, mechanical appliances,

ftl.undaut fuel; and. quite as much, to facilities for easy and low-cost dis-

tiibutiou of product to centers of consumption. Full reflection might

.k.u"gest a single manufacturing plant, centrally located, on a railroad

having ramifying lines reaching all points readily, rather than two or

more sucli plants. Should it not be also near a coal center, and in

fommand, readily and cheaply, of supplies of paper and all the other

requisite material of a book publishing and manufacturing business ?

Such a happy coincidence of needed conditions seems unlikely to be

found in any of our seacoast or border cities. High-cost real estate, labor,

material, and so forth, are unfortunately the accidents of all such metro-

])olitau places. Our j^lant, being a purely manufacturing concern,

M-ould not, therefore, seem wisely located at either of these points.

lieyond all question so large a manufacturing business must needs

have distributing houses, and as many of them as the distribution of

])roduct to possible centers of consumption requires. But could not

these be also established on the same principle ? Let them be fixed at

ci-nters of Methodist population and influence, so that our literature, hav-

ing been first produced and distril)uted to them at low-cost, may be

readily and cheaply redistributed from them to the constituent territory.

In our case these depositories may have been already most wisely

located. But may they not be more wisely situated in the places in

wliichthey have been located ? In storerooms less costly and pretentious.

in streets less conspicuous, and less controlled by the demands of high

jiressure, competitive retail business ? Our objects are not those of a

gmcral, competitive business, but to supply our own people with our own

literature in acce])tablc form, at the lowest cost consistent with a bene-

ficiary profit for the "Conference claimants." Surely the operation and

tnaintenauce of expensive storehouses and display rooms are not really

necessary to this. Will our people not gladly seek out our sales rooms

at so little cost to personal convenience as is involved in their going

from conspicuous thoroughfares in our great cities to those a little more

rimote from the travel of trade ?

If now it is thought necessary our Advocates and other journals

i-hould be printed and distributed from these depositories or subcenters

direct, rather than from the central manufacturing plant, so be it. That

^vould seem, however, to be a question of accommodating a printing

estv.].1ishmeut to the depository, rather tlian the accommodating an en-

tire manufacturing plant to the printing ofiicc, or rather minor dcpart-

I'lenls of our book publishing house. We seem to be operating our

hook bnsiuess in a sort of inverted column—from the circumference to

the center, rather than from the center to the circumference of our

^'riginally proposed objects, that is» for the benefit of jilant investment,
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rather than benefit to the patrons of our literature aud the Conference

claimants.

"Would not worldly wisdom, in as great an enterprise, having in view

the same objects, speedily change all this ? Such a policy as is herein

only too poorly set forth would soon release a very large amount of un-

prolitably invested capital for more beneficent and wiser, aud perhaps

more legitimate, uses, and at the same time enable our agents to operate

the entire business at greatly reduced expense. Some such plan need

not necessitate any radical changes in the general arrangement of the

details of managing the business, nor in the personnel of the manage-

ment. But even if it should require some modification of one or both

these, and even require the sale and relocation of the present manufac-

turing plants and the resituating of some of the sales rooms in cheaper

property, is the matter not even then worthy of the careful consideration

and provision of our Church ?

No changes should, however, be hastily advised or undertaken. No
changes for change sake. Perhaps it may be better—but is it?—to

linger a decade longer under the shadows of a traditional policy than

to enter upon untried experiments, to the successful issue of which

either our methods are not yet adapted, our agencies not trained, or our

thought not clear. Kecessity only should dictate reform; reform should

suggest caution; caution command conservatism, and conservatism com-

bine with progress in this matter. But do not both conservatism and

progress both justify and demand a careful consideration of this subject?

Covington^ Ky. R. T. Milleb.

A 3IEDITATI0X.

At the present day the thought of many of our most energetic aud

progressive business men tends in the direction of gigantic enterprises.

They talk of combination of interests, consolidation of capital, and re-

duction of expenses, and claim that millions can be saved by putting a

business under one management, thereby effecting a saving to the con-

sumer and great dividends to the fortunate stockholder. If this m.ethod

should become general is it not a question as to its effect upon the public

at large ? There are many features connected with the formation of a

combine that are very attractive to tho?e wlio make it. It will be

noticed that these enterprises are capitalized for a large amount. It

could not be otherwise, for it usually means the taking of valuable prop-

erty and the creation of a surplus that can be used for o.nij emergency.

It enables an individual to dispose of a business, not only without sacri-

fice, but at a great profit—one in which he may have put the energies

of a lifetime, aud, in the extension thereof, invested a fortune. Should

he continue for a time to be a large shareholder, or possibly assume con-

trol of a new and enlarged enterprise, in the event of failure anything

he may have put aside for private investment would not lie involved.

When we consider the small percentage of men who go through life
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•,v itliout failure is it any wonder that they are willing to allow the in.

V. stor to t;ike a share of the risk ?

It must be admitted, too, that in a strictly business point of view
tiare arc many other advantages to be derived from consolidation. It
fcnietimes happens that business plants have not been worked to their
full capacity, and it i)ays to reduce their number. A writer on the in-
jluences of trusts says the trusts lessen competition in two directions
i.iHicly, buying and selling. "Without organization the units of a
tnide are fierce competitors in open market for raw material, the result
being to advance prices. They are competitors for the sale of the man-
ufactured product, and, in their eagerness for trade, cut down prolits

aud keep the industry unprofitable." It remains to be seen what the
I. suit will be v,'hen rival trusts and combinations of various kinds come
into competition; it will probably be, as with many railroads, reorgan-
i/.;\tiou. It has been charged that a director in a corporation will some-
liiiies countenance a thing he would not do as a private individual, and
ii. is a proverbial saying that "corporations have no souls." Now, ad-
:;iitling there is a saving in consolidation, are the parties uniting inllu-
<iiccd by tliat consideration, or are they aware that there is a great amount
I'f capital, both at home and abroad, seeking investment ; that first-class

'-'-•eurities are not only scarce and higli, but pay a low rate of interest ?

Therefore, is it not a good thing to put industrials on the market? A
!-:nteraent was made a few days ago that money was cheaper in Xew
^iirk than in London; a thing that has not happened before in the
v«\;rld's history.

Tiie question that interests Methodists is this: Are the agents of the
•Methodist Book Concern, together with the Book Committee, aware of
tli'-fact that, whatever may be the cause, business within the past few
.vears has undergone a great change, and that a much larger volume of
•'••'.-UK'Ss must be done to insure even a moderate amount of profit ? We
i'«.'iiove ihcy fully realize the situation and are constantly adopting plans
t" meet the present requirements. The management in New York has
1'»1m rited some things that they would not have created, and it will take
^ httle time to get everything adjusted to new conditions. The agents
a-^.'i Local Committee spent several weeks last year considering the policy
'

f
rciaoving the manufacturing plant to a cheaper location. They had

li'xier consideration sites v.ith splendid railroad facilities and other nec-
*-^iry accommodations for their manufacturing business, but, after
''iture deliberation and consultations with leading manufacturers, they
'•' cichd xinauimously that New York City offered advantages that could
«-'^'t be obtained elsewhere. There is danger that in this commercial
J-"l practical age we will lose sight of the fact that the juost prominent
••'»ture of our Book Concern work should be the production of such
•-^•< •lis and periodicals as will best contribute to the culture and srnritual
r^'-.'.tn of our membership, and at prices that will put them within the
'"'•1 of the masses. This is of the greatest importance; dividends
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.•should be a secondary consideration. AVlien \<q remember that tlie

world is our parish, and that evangelistic and educational work is

making rapid progress iu our mission fields, both at home and abroad, it

is reasonable to expect that there will be an ever-increasing demand for

our literature iu ovu- home fields, and that in the near future large con-

signments of Methodist books and periodicals will be needed in foreign

lands. "Where can we find a more convenient place for shipment to

foreign countries than in New York, the greatest commercial city on

the continent, and destined to become the greatest in the world ?

There is no place where labor, both skilled and imskilled, can be ob-

tained with greater facility than in a large city. The members of a

whole family arc often engaged in different occupations as breadwinners,

and will not be separated. Even the coal we use can be carted a few

"blocks from the river and put in our \ aults at a less price than it costs

many manufacturers on the line of coal roads and many miles nearer the

mines, owing to the competition between the comjjanies bringing tlicir

•coal to the various shipping points in the vicinity of New York harbor.

The immense quantity of paper used iu New York City enables the

manufacturer to send it iu bulk and afterward distribute it at a nominal

cost; and the same maj- be said of all other supplies.

The real estate of the Book Concern on Fifth Avenue is valuable, but

the difference between the original cost of our property and its present

valuation would buy many sites in a chea])cr location where real estate

values would not materially advance for many years, if at all. A\lien

we consider that elegant stores in the immediate vicinity of our property

"in Fifth Avenue are taking the place of private dwellings, and that re-

covery from the serious business depression of several years is now evi-

'dently beginning, may we not reasonably exi)ect that the increase in

valuation will be greater in the future than in the past? Any increased

valuation will not increase otiT taxes, as in this State the Book Concern

property is exempt from taxation.

It has been found that even the upper stories of our building are too

valuable to be used for manufacturing purposes, and this has led to the

erection of an addition on Twentieth Street. When that is completed

a large amoimt of rentable space will be availalile in the Fifth Avenue
building. It has also been found that there is no longer any profit in

"the sale of miscellaneous books from other publishers, and that part of

the business will soon be eliminated. The sale of our own publications

can then be conducted in a less expensive i)art of the building.

New presses, typesetting machines, book folders, and other labor-sav-

ing machinery of the most approved i)attern liave recently been jmr-

chased. Departments have been consolidated and new men selected for

their superintendence. The cost of printing our paj)ers and periodicals

and also that of making books Avill be greatly reduced, and as the times

improve it is to be hoped that the income from rentals in our building

-will be greatly increased.
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The change of fonn and addition of pages to our Adwcate, improved
<jua!ity of ])aper, new type, and superior illustrations entitle it to a fore
n.ost i.lace among modern newspapers-the most finished product of our
civiliz^itiou. To accomplish this a new printing press was required
vhich })rove3 to be all that was expected. As one sees the immense roU
of paper suspended on a crane at one end of the press, and the neatl'v
foUled i.apcrs deposited at the rate of five thousand an hour at the other
<.-.k1, cue looks at the ponderous but delicate machinery with min-led
wonder and delight, acd queries whicli of the two is most active-the
I.ress, or the brain of the editor ? It might be added that for neatness of
-execution neither can be excelled.

It will be observed that the quality of work in the bindery has been
greatly unproved, and the introduction of improved machinery has re-
duced the cost and greatly increased the output. We hf^ve already t^keu
at a profit extra work from one of the largest and best publishin-Hiou^e';
in the city.

o —
On August 17, 1798, John Dickins, on a caj.ital of ,%G00 borvo-.ved

from lus o^yn savings, established in the city of Philadelphia the ^reth.
o.hst Book Concern. To-day the aggregate assets amount to over tmee
nuh.ons of dollars, and the amount paid out in dividends, etc., to more
than four million dollars. In the last ten years the Eastern house alone
hiLs paid in subsidies and cash dividends to preachers over six hundred
and seventy thousand dollars.

Tlie concentration of the various interests of our Church under one
toof was a happy thought. Like a department store, you can get wha^
you want without leaving the building. To separate ^ny one of ihenxM ould be contrary to the spirit of the age. It is hardly conceivable that
^i>y one of the wise counselors of our Churcli will ete,- rele-ate our
denominational buildings in New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, an°d Pitts-
">rg to back streets, thus taking a step backward instead of forward
e oeheve it entirely compatible with the importance and magnitude ofour denomination that we have one large commodious building located in

ino yory best and most convenient part of each of our large cities for the
iui^fhcrance of the vast undertakings of the Methodist Episcopal Churci,

E. B. TUTTLE.

COULD GOD SIX?

Thk question is often a.ked whether or not it is possible for God to
•^», and n IS generally a very ur,satisfactorv answer which is -ivtn
•
oiJio Iheologums will say that ],otentially God can sin, but moraUv he

•'"'-•t- Such assertions are doubtless based on a vague and shallow
^•''•"•rstandmg of the nnture of God. If we conceive of God as a beiD-

sin 7?.
'"^'' P^-'i-^^0"^lity, and having outnard appearance, si>:e, and

. .!'r!i„
'" ^'^ '''"'^ ''^'"'^ giounds for making tlic statement that' God

'" FIFTH SKUIKS. \0\.. xv
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Before entering upon the discussion of the question of God's power to

sin let us notice briefly the limitations or definitions which we wish to

give to the terms " God " and " sin." According to the accepted defini-

tion of the term "being " we may call God a being, but to the majority

of pco])le the use of the Nvord " being," in the definition of God, would

be confusing and involve limitations. God is not a limited being, but

an unalterable law, and is not influenced by the prayer of his creatures,

nor controlled by their elTorts. This unalterable law does not act blindly

—which would be foreign to the Christian conception of God—but

operates on perfect and eternal principles. It involves the highest

conception of truth, love, justice, intelligence, and morality, but does

not involve the attribute of mercy, since it is forever inexorable and

shows no partiality to cither infant or sage, prophet or priest, saint or

sinner, atheist or Christian.

Kow, let us notice the defmitiou and nature of sin. Sin is any want

of conformity to law. It is not necessary to say^ that sin is any trans-

gression of God's law, for God and God's law are one, and when we are

not ia hai-mouious relation to this law we are in a state of sin. Through-

out this argument we sliall call this unalterable law God; and this dis-

cussion is based on three given definitions of the terms " God " and

sin."

Any violation of law by its very nature necessitates punishment,

Eveiy law, Avhether temporal or eternal, implies that there is attached a

penalty for its violation. Could the supreme law pay the penalty and

meet the satisfaction of supreme law ? Such a question is a manifest

absurdity. Were God out of harmony with himself he v/oukl cease to

be perfect, and involve himself in a contradiction which would mean
utter self-anniliilation. Philosophers and logicians may by their delusive

reasoning demonstrate that a god can sin, but such a limited god is not

God. It is utterly impossible for the human mind to conceive of an

unalterable law as potentially or morally subject to change. "We do not

contradict, but establish, the omnipotence of God when we assert that

he cannot sin, for law is only restricted in that it is confined to operate

on eternally fixed jMincIples. Thus, in the light of the above, it is easy

to understand what is meant by saying that God is not merciful or sus-

ceptible to jirayer. "We answer our own prayers, offered in faith and with

earnest desire for some coveted good, by coming into harmouv with di-

vine law. We pray in order that our minds may come into harmonious
conformity with God, and thus make us godlike by pure and perfect

thinking.

In conclusion, therefore, let us understand that above anv and everv

law which man may make there exists the unconditioned law. perfect

and eternally .changeless, which is God, and the only God, and he does

not have the power of self-annihilation—the inevitable result of the

slightest deviation or sin. Walter S. Green,
Whaitland, L„l
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METHODISM AND MISSIONS— THK TRUE DEPAItTURE.

Ix 1895, -when the writer -was on his way from India for furlough in

the United States, it was his enjoj'able privilege to attend the mis-

sionary anniversary May meeting of the Church Missionary Society in

Exeter Hall, London. The meeting vras an enthusiastic one, and when
the summing up of baptisms from the entire field in all lands occupied

hy the Society was read the announcement of a gain for the year of

11,000 baptisms was greeted with applause as a great success. In that

year the gain for the India Mission alone, of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, was about lo,000; and it was over 20,000 for all foreign fields

for the ijast 3'ear. Judged by actual success one of the youngest of the

great missionary societies was leading this older one; and, judged by
the comparative success of not one year only, we may well doubt if any
missionary society, in organization and esjprit de corps, upon the Avhole

has more to commend it. We are glad this matter is being brought

into discussion by competent authority in this Keview. Such discus-

sion is timely and valuable. As the discussion turns on the foreign

work v,-e confine it to this. Let us "ask for the old paths " and discern

if God has been leading us as a Church in our missionaiy, as well as

general, career. Something, doubtless, there is to be learned from others

;

and we must accejit every lesson, taking the best and. correcting mis-

takes. We hold no patent for infallibility, but may it not be that if a

divinity has been shaping our organization the true departure is to

execute well what we have legislated?

The parent Missionary Society of the ^lethodist Episcopal Church
consists of a Board of Managers and General Committee. The former,

which is the legal board of trustees of the corporation, and ad inierim

manages its afiairs, is subordinate to the General Committee in some
respects, and both of these branches of the Society make reports of

their work to the General Conference, to which thej- are responsible,

and by which they arc constituted. The board consists of the bisho])s

of the Church and thirty-two laymen and thirty-two traveling min-
isters, elected, as intimated, by the General Conference. These, with
fourteen representatives of the Annual Conferences, appointed for four

years by the General Conference, and fourteen representatives selected

annually by the Board of ^lanagers from their own body, with the cor-

responding secretaries, recording secretary, and treasurer of the Society,

and bishops of the Church, constitute the General Committee. This

committee meets annually to determine fields for mission work, the

number of missionaries to be employed, and the amount rcjuiicd for

the work. By a happy distribution of the body into seventeen standing

conunittees details of work are more effectually carried out. Finance,

t-^timatcs, publication, audit, etc., and various fields get special attention.

It will inspire confidence in a body like this to pause for a moment and
• tcull the mode of their appointment, which aims at securing from the
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entire Chnrch of the conuection the best possible selection. The epis-

copal element is thus chosen from the entire Church, and always by the

Gcnenil Conference, itself picked from the entire Church. The cor-

responding secretaries and clerical lay members of the board are selected

in the same way. The fourteen Annual Conference representatives

forming a part of the General Committee are also appointed by the Gen-

eral Conference, being thus also a selection from a select body of men.

The entire Church, lay and clerical, is thus scanned and sifted for the

formation of the Missionary Society. It is not a vain boast that it is

said to be the airiest and most remarkable company of men that assem-

ble in the United States. In this corporation of ninety-eiglit men, as

they now stand, are found some of the most talented, scholarly, and con-

secrated clergymen in the United States. In the lay side are found some

of the ablest statesmen, jurists, legislators, rulers, and financiers to be

found in any land. Indeed, all these are picked, as indicated, from

the entire American Union. Here are men accustomed to grappling

Avith every religious, social, and financial problem. If, as is sometimes

liinted, occasionally persons should find their way iiito this body

through motives and by means not the liighest, this liardly afliects the

statement that in this Missionary Society -\vc have a very choice selectiou

of tried, competent, godly men.

In presenting an oulliuc of our :Missionary Society, or, in other word?.

in making a kind of syllabus of the organization of the Society and legis-

lation relating to the effectual carrying out of the object of the Society,

we may approach the matter as found in our book of Discipline from two

standpoints: first, from the staudi)oint of organization ; second, from the

standpoint of individual pensons as related in any way to the aim of the

Society. Its organization and practical working can be effectively ex-

liibited at a glance in this way:

I. BY OKGA>'rZATION.

1. The General Conference.—Our Missionary Society is " duly incorpo-

rated according to law " and is "subject to such rules and regulations as

the General Conference may from time to time prescribe." As staled in

the Constitution of the Society, "This Constitution shall be subject to

alteration or amcndn\ent only by the General Conference." Said Con-

ference, as Ave have seen, selects those who make up the ])ersonnel of the

Society, which is thus the creature of the Conference, itself the highest

and most select body in the Church.

2. The Annual G^w/em^cc—The Discipline states that "Each Annual

Conference shall carefully observe the obligations laid on it in the chap-

ter on Missionary Work." The various demands of that chapter will

appear in order in the exhibit hereby made. It is sufiicient in this

]ila(e to state that it is "the duty of cacli Annin^.l Conference to f'->rm

witliin its bounds a Conference Missionary Society." with otTicers and

reu'alations for its own administration, which is to aid the parent Society
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ii) its work. "It shall f>ppoint a secretary for each Presiding Elder's

District" to forward the niissiouary eutcrprise. The officers of this Cou-

ftTCUcc Society are to arrange for the time. and place of the annual meet-

ing and also of the annual missionary sermon, "timely notice of said

sennori to be published abroad."

3. The District Conference.—This subordinate Conference is to exer-

cise scrutiny bearing on the subject of missions. Consequently one im-

poi taut item of business is "to inquire whether all the collections for

the benevolent institutions of the Church as recognized liy the Discipline

are ]>roperly attended to in all the pastoral charges, and to adopt suitable

measures for promoting their success. " This among other things means

missions, and here is a place for effective leverage. This Conference ap-

portions the amount to be raised for missions iu each charge in its

bounds. In clue time it receives from the pastor a rejjort of the amount

raised.

4. The Quarterly Conference.—Tliis Conference is "to observe care-

fully all the obligations laid ujwn it in reference to our benevolent

causes." It is to U])poiut a committee on missions. It is to inquire at

the first quarterly session what amount has been received from (a) the

church and congregation, (h) from the Sunday school.

5. The SunJay School.—This school of moral power and benevolence

i.<5 not overlooked. Each Sunday school is to be organized into a mis-

sionary society. The Discipline provides a form of constitution: "A
collection shall be tal^en for missions, as far as practicable, at least once

a month." This Sunday School Missionary Society shall provide "for

brief missionary exercises in the Sunday school on the day that the mis-

sionary collection is taken." It shall also "cause suitable literature to

be distributed in the Sunday school and to arrange for occasional mis-

sionary concerts."

This exhibit shows how thoroughly the ilethodist Episcopal Church
ia organized from top to bottom in the interest of missions. Let us

turn to our second standpoint.

II. THK INDIVIDUAL METHODIST AXD MISSIONS.

1. The Biyhops.—These chief pastors sustain a very important rela-

tion to this enterprise. The various missions are distributed among
them for special personal supervision, each being in charge of a specified

field. Then they are active members of the Missionary Society, being ex-

('.jUcio presidents of the Society and members of the Board of Control,

This gives them prominence in the organic working of the Society,

Again, " in each Annual Conference the l)ishop presiding sl'.all inquire

whether the Disciplinary plan for the support of our benevolent cause.?

is carried out in every district and pastoral charge; and of each presid-

ing cider whether he has urged iu the Quaiterly Conference the collec-

tion in full for all the benevolent causes." This inquiry is made " when
'he character of the jtresiding elder is under examination," and " when
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the character of the pastor is examined." The possible indoleuce and

carekssucss of human nature is here provided against in this annual

episcojjal inquiry. It has in view the urging, all along the line, so apt

to be needed. At each session of an Annual Conference the bishop is

to " appoint one of its members with an alternate to preach a mission-

ary sermon at its next succeeding session." ''At each Annual Confer-

ence those -who arc received on trial or admitted into full membership

shall be asked whether they are willing to do so, shall be taken and re-

ported to the corresponding secretaries of the Missionary Society." What
an opportunity this for the bishoj) to form and inspire bands of recruits!

2. The Presiding Elder.—It is the duty of this official to see that the

provisions of the Discipline ''are faithfully executed in his district."

The phraseology aims at making the jjre.siding elder a diligent friend

and helper of missions, lie perhaps can, as no other man can, put ou

effective pressure in aid of the -work, lie and the district secretary are

to cooperate "in planning and holding district missionary meetings and
disseminating missionary literature." In tlie District Conference he is

"to inquire -whether all the collections for the benevolent institutions

of the Church as recognized in the Discipline are properly attended to in

all the pastoral charges." Suitable measures are to be adopted for pro-

moting their success. He is to see that an apportionment of mission-

ary money to be raised be laid on each charge in the district, and in

due time he is to call for a report of the amount raised. In the Quar-

terly Conference he is to see that this matter again pass in review, and
that the charge receive its apportiouraeni, and in due time he is to

call for a report of the collection in the Quarterly Conference.

3. The Pastor.—If the unit of effectual work for missions is the indi-

vidual church, here we touch it. Perhaps no denomination has better

methods. The pastor is chairman of the Quarterly Conference Commit-
tee on 3lissions, the object of which is "carrying into effect the Disci-

plinary measures for the support of our missions." lie is to (a) cooper-

ate with this committee in "the diHusion of missionary intelligence

among the members of the church and congregation." (?*) He is to

"institute a monthly missionary pj'uyer meeting in each society or church

and congregation wherever practical," for prayer for missions, the diffu-

sion of missionary intelligence, and for voluntary offering for the work,

(f) He is "to appoint missionary collectors and furnish them with suit-

able books and instructions." (J) He is to report at the Annual Confer-

ence "a plain transcript" of the work of the collectors, giving the list

of the names, real or assumed, of all contributors, {c) He is to present

once a year the subject of mis.sions in each congregation and take a col-

lection for the same. Xo "omnibus " meets this case. (J) He is to see

that "each Sunday school in our churches and congregations is organ-

ized into a missionary society." The Discipline aims at making the pas-

tor an earnest, loyal supporter of missions. By some tlie core of the

business is thought to be riulit here.
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4. The Collecti/rs.
—"What are these but the so-called "gleaners" iu

otJier societies ? Aud very important they arc. They are (a) to call ou

cacli raember of the church or congregation, aud (b) make monthly re-

turns showing all contributors and amount collected. Here is the "lust

uiuu plan."

0. The IruUiii.hial Mcmler.—As indicated above here -we reach the

"last man" as contemplated in our Disciplinary plan. The individual

membership has not been overlooked. It has sometimes been stated

that at this point there is a weakness iu our system, but the weakness,

if any, is in not working the system. The departure needed is to woi-k

the Discipline thoroughly. It provides for reaching every member of

the church and congregation with (a) Instruction. It is "the duty of

the pastor, aided by the Committee ou Missions, to provide for the dillu-

sion of missionary intelligence among the members of the church and

congregation." The chm-ch. aud people are to be instructed througU-

tlie coojjeration, too, of the district secretary and presiding elder "in
planning district missionary meetings, and disseminating missionary lit-

erature." The Sunday school also is a training center with its "brief

missionary exercises," its "suitable literature to be distributed in tlie

Sunday school," and the "occasional missionary concert." To crown
all this, it is

'

' the duty of the pastor, Avith the aid of the ]\Iissionary

Cojumittee, to present once in the year to each congregation the cause of

missions." "The pastor shall preach or cause to be preached on the

occasion one or more sermons." "One Sabbath day " may be given to

the cause. Ileie is ample provision for instruction, (b) Our system

provides ample opportunity for giving to missions. The collectors,

"with suitable books," are to "call on each member of the society or

church and congregation" "for his or her annual, semiannual, quar-

terly, monthly, or weekly contribution." The entry of names of contrib-

\itors and amounts is to be made. Then we have the gleanings of the

Simday school "at least once a month." Each Sunday school scholar,

however small, may be reached with tire "mite boxes," "collection

cards," aud "occasional sales" mentioned in the Constitution of the

Sunday School ]\Iissionary Society, which, makes "all the members of

the school members of the Society." Then there is a final grand field

day, the "once in the year" in which "the pastor, with the aid of the

Committee on Missions," rallies the congregation into line for the con-
quest of the world. This is the big collection day. "\Ve thus have a

fystc-m gauged to reach the entire Church and congregation, old and
young, regularly and sy.stematically, ordinarily, and extraordinarily.

We have now inspected the missionary machinery of Methodism from
toji to bottom, looking at the organization from center to circumference
iiud in relation to everybody in the Church, clerical and lay, old and
young. Here is a maguificent, not piece, but piecemeal, of legislation,

i"r it is the gradual outcome of much revicwiu£r and Iccislatinjr, with
i^'ige experience, through many years. Here is n development of legis-
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latioa of wonderful breadth and miuutia. The first impression of a rajnd

review, such as we have made, may be that we have too much machin-

ery. But viewed in detail, and as related parts, nothing seems super-

fluous or cumbersome. Is there anywhere abetter brief for pushing tlie

missionary cause than this little book, of Discipline, which may be curried

in one's vest pocket? May we not well "ask for the old paths," and

walk more circumspectly in them? This system carried out dih'gently

would transfuse and transform the Church with enthusiasm for mis-

sions. Here are well-adjusted great wheels and small wheels, wheels

upon wheels, wheels within wheels. From the great episcopal adminis-

trator to the prattler in the Sunday school infant class there is something

for all to do. Such is the coordination and subordination of the parts

of the organization that the word of counsel and urgent exhortation

touching this cause from the bishop in Annual Conference, may echo

through District and Quarterly Conference, through mission committee

and Sunday school society, through presiding elder, preacher in charge,

subscription collector, and Sundaj' school class, till it reaches the infant

ticking a penny into the "mite box" ordered for the Sunday school.

The connection is perfect
;
pressure from the highest governing body

and from the greatest functionary of the Church can reach the entire

membership of the connection and the children of the home. The

great need is a missionary revival that will, so to speak, permeate and oil

this machinery through and through and set it iu vigorous motion. This

is the true departure, into a discussion of which we cannot enter here.

How can the Church be fired for this great work ? It is not so much the

legislaiive that is needed now as the exccutioe. Let us learn, wliere we
may, from others, but do not let us underrate what the legislative

wisdom and godly judgment of our Church, under divine guidance, we
may trust, have put in our hands. The system for pushing the mission-

ary caus'e now in existence in our Church should put two million dol-

lars into the treasury annually.

This paper has not mentioned our noble Woman's Foreign Missionary

Society which is doing so much for the work. Our thought was tlie

Discipline and the parent Society's missionary work. Nor have we en-

tered into the question of a division of the Society into home and foreign,

although perfectly convinced that the combined plan is a clumsy and un-

successful attempt to work two separate interests in one overweighted or-

ganization. Let us us have two societies; failing this, two collections

specially and separately taken for the home and foreign fields, and admin-

istered by the same board for the object to which contributed. Till all this

comes let us appreciate thoroughly and work powerfully what we have.

BnreWy, India. T, J. Scott,

"THE .\EW DEPARTURE."

It is encouraging to the overworked missionary on the field to note

how heartily the Church is taking up with Dr. Leonard's proposed
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" New Departure" in the policy of the Missionary Society, as elaborated

!!i the Jlcciew for IMay, 1898. The essential features of that proposi-

•.:(Mi are, (1) To send out all who give satisfactory evidence of being-

.iiviucly called; and, (2) to support them only as the gifts of the Church

provide for tlieir luaiuteuancc.

In thinking the matter over it occurs to one foreign missionary, at

!r:ist, that it is surprising it should have been assumed all along that

ilio salaries of the missionaries are a first lien upon the appropriations to

onch field, and that these must be paid in full, -whether any other work
was provided for or not. It is true that in not a few fields the mission-

.•;rics have generously relinquished their claim, or else have given out of

tlsrir salaries proportionately large sums to keep up the other work.

JJiit this action has failed to make any marked impression upon the

tl\urch at home, as it was done in some of the remote corners of the

x^orld, and only in isolated cases.

The reason why missionaries should be satisfied to accept what the

riujrch gives them is that that is what all other Methodist itinerants do.

The pastor in America has $1,000 one year, and perhaps $800 the next,

lie takes his chances. Besides this change of places, wh.icb may in-

volve a change of salary, a large per cent of charges do not pay the full

f laini of the pastor. Eut the ]\Iethndist preacher docs not enter into a

1 i>v?uit against the stewards for the balance due him. He looks for his

rr vv-ard hereafter. The presiding elder must share these losses p/-o rata mth
the pastors. In fact, the only Methodist preachers who, as a class, do

ni't have to run the risk of getting less than their full claim are our

i'i->hops. General Conference ofhcers, and missionaries. Dr. Leonard's

I>roposition, if it should be adopted, would place the missiouarj- bi.sh-

f'l'S, the missionary secretaries, and the missionaries of the Church in

th'' same ranks with the other ten thousand odd INIethodist itinerants

w!io arc at work in the home field. When that takes place perhaps the

ivmaining members of the episGO])al board and the handful of General

<"')nfcrence officers will feel so lonesome that they v.-ill join the army of

ihoir own accord.

However, in order that the foreign missionary may not be put at an

'•^•••air disadvantage in his new relation it will be necessary to put each

i^:--ioiiary into vital connection with some church or groups of churches

ii! tlie home land, which will feel responsible for his support, as the

l-i'^lors and presiding elders are. The present method of responsibility

i'- too generally distributed to be deeply felt anywhere. But if the

liifthod, so happily styled "living links" by Bishop Thoburu, is incor-

p' 'rated iti Dr. Leonard's plan, the missionaries would not be put at any
" rious disadvantage over their brethren in the home field. This plan is

'nuirkably successful in the Church l^Iissionary Society, is advocated
in ilic Ilttlew of July, 1898, by AV. W. Cadle, and was recently adopted.

'•' Ji'itt at least, by the I'aptist [Missionary Union.
^iin'jlua^ ChliM. "William N. Brewster.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

THE MINISTER'S NE^Y YEAR.

It seems as if the observance of tlie new year as a special epocli in life is

becoming obsolete. Hitherto it has had two forms. One was the social

practice under which Xew Year's Day became a time for friendly visits

or calls, and not infrequently excesses. Every house seemed to be open

to everybody else, whether the persons were acquainted with each other

or not. This use of the new year had its favorable and its unfavorable

side, but the practice has vanished, and the custom is gone of calling on

friends after the fashion of the days gone by. The other aspect which

was emphasized was the religious feature of the day. It was the time of

watch night, when people gathered together and two or three sermons

were preached, wlieu prayer meetings were held in succession, and all

waited on their knees for the horn- of twelve to strike and vowed to live

better lives the coming year than they had done before. This observ-

ance, too, seems to be passing away.

But there are certain things in connection with the new year vrhich

the minister should not let pass, lie should not become so accustomed

to the onward march of time thnt he does not pause to review the past

and to mal:e pledges for the future. The new year affords a fitting

time for hi in to ask himself questions and to elicit from himself candid

answers. He should ask himself what work for God and man he has

accomplished in the year past. Not merely how many sermons he has

preached, nor how many prayer meetings lie has attended, nor how
many pastoral visits he has made; but he should inquire what has been

actually accomplished, how many have been brought into the kingdom

of God through liis instrumentality, how many persons have been res-

cued from downward courses, how many young lives have been inspired

by his example or by his instructions. He should ask how much the

world would have missed had he not been at work for the past year.

The new year is a good time to strike such a balance, to make up the

account, and see whether as to the matter of usefulness his life has been

worth living. From the standpoint of his fuilui'cs thus elicited—for,

however good his past may have been, he cannot on investigation find

it entirely successful—lie should resolve that the points in which he

has erred will not be those in which he will err the coming year.

He will also do well to inquire at this stage what personal advancement

he has made during the past year, intellectual or spiritual. If he has

not grown in these respects he certainly has gone backward. How
many Ijooks has he read that were absolutely worth reading and re-

membering ? Has he sought out during the year the books that have

had to do with live questions and those of deep and significant interest,
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ui^\ has he mastered them ? The ^Yorld's progress is uoted by its books,

A.iil the year that has uot produced some vital book touching humanity
,'m1 its needs is not a successfnl year in literature, much less in relidon.

I;:,' Inisiuess of a preacher is to grow. He cannot stand still intcllec-

•.mUv. At the close of the year he has either advanced or rctroi^raded

f: lii what he was at its beginning. A review of the year ought to show
!iim exactly what progress he has made, or what losses he has 5us-

'..iincd, in his mental and moral life.

As a pastor he will also need to make inquiries concerning his cou-
•.•n-::n{ion at the beginning of the new year. He docs not live for him-
vlf. What his life has been, intellectually and spiritually, it has been
f.r others. The church is an aggregation of people bound together for
tlioKcrvicc of God and humanity. The church must grow, as well as
!!i<' minister, and it will not grow unless he grows. Ko stream can rise

l.!:,'her than its fountain. No church, on the whole, will advance any
lisorc rapidly tlian tlie minister does. He needs to inquire whether the
nnl of the year finds the church alive and with vigor going forward to
the conquest of tlie world for Christ. He should not be satisfied if the
<;.).M'ng year has not shown missionary zeal, as well as activity, for the
(hurch's immediate neighborhood. The minister, therefore, must take
S'.TOimt of the church's progress or decay, as well as of his own.
Out of the new year is then to come for the minister enlarged jilans

f-r the future. He will sit down and estimate the possibilities of work
f'-r the next year. He will set before himself a goal that is to be at-
t-iincd, and, having done this, he will take account of his forces and
tlji; instruments by Avhich he is to accomplish it. He will study the
f.ii-icitics of his people and summon all his powers to employ that
}--<>|)le in the service of Christ. He will see that they have something
t>do beside attending church and prayer meeting, and he will make
< "h one an oflicer in his army of conquest. He will at this time also
•'•rm plans for his own intellectual improvement. He will not enter the
• w year with purposes half formed and decisions concerning himself
• '•i»tcrniiued. Any plan for life is better than no plan. A mistake in
' '• 'oltctiou of books to be read and of discipline to be gone through is
• 'T i'ctter than the mistake of having no ideal, of attempting no w^ork.
' -'^ ill, therefore, select for the year a book of Scripture, perhaps, that he

'.'• nuuster it chapter by chapter, and verse by verse, and word by word.
S'- >vi!l select some work on social progress which Avill keep him abreast
Jii.iage on the movements of his time. Books of devotion for the

I

'"'-''iH of his spiritual life will not be overlooked.. He will not omit
t^yiid works on his own profession, shedding some new light on the

^

^•^'' > and privileges of the minister. Above all things, he will not enter
'. ' '^'^1 "^'^^' >'^''*^r ^\'ithout obtaining the blessing of God upon bis think-

' -'• J'ls feeling, his studies, and his labors.
''"• true minister, as he goes forward in his lifework, will not allow

* '-".ns of gi-cat interest like this to become commonplaces. When
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one stops making new plans and getting fresh inspiration and taking
enlarged views of things it is evident that his youth has passed. It is

one of the charms of young men and young women and young ministers
that they are stimulated by these occasions. It is not only a pledoc of
their usefulness, but a mark of their youth, and when a minister thus
ceases to make fresh determinations he is no longer young, whether his
age be thirty or seventy. We plead with ministers that they shall not
allow the freshness of their life to disappear, and not allow themselves
to lack interest in occasions like the new year, which afJords so much
opportunity for encouragement and inspiration. One should celebrate,

tlien, the new year in heart and iu new purposes, as well as in external
religious services.

VITALITY IX BIBLE STUDY.

All should study the Scriptures, and it is safe to assume that all

Christians do study tliem in a greater or less degree. The miuister
should study them both from a scientific and practical standpoint, but
should especially study them as the expression of the vital truths with
which his ministry has to do. "All Scripture is given by inspiration of
God," and is not therefore a mere collection of books on separate topics,

but is a collection of writings which contains God's revelation of him-
self to the world. There is a reading of the Scriptures merely as a mut-
ter of habit. We read so many verses or S0 7nany chapters from day to
day, and so anangc it that the whole Bible shall be read iu a year, and
this is well. One who breaks off the habit of reading soon loses all in-
terest in the book.

So far as one may judge from observation, ministers have studied the
Scriptures for a few years past with special reference to the critical ques-
tions involved in them. They have spent mucli time investigating the
authorship of the Pentateuch, in discussing the question of two Isaiahs
or one, and in attempting to ascertain the dates of the several books,
especially if tliere is any argument to show that it is different from the
one recognized by the Church. These critical questions have been the
absorbing ones, and they have largely determined the form of the preach-
ing of the modern pulpit. They have led to the preaching of apologet-
ics and the announcement of critical opinions. Tlie books that have
been in vogue as reference books for Bible study have largely been those
of a scientific and critical character.

Too much attention is being given to this aspect of the Scriptures. If
the preacher of the Gospel is not profoundly convinced that the book
which he proclaims is the word of God, it were well for hinrto stop tlien
and there, and determine the question finally. But he who would read
the Scriptures as a minister should read them with a high purpose. He
will find them worthy of study for their ethical teachings. What inter-
est will attach to the book if the in-eacher begins with Genesis and goes
through the whole Bible, to ascertain what ethical principles and law.5
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r.jc involved in it? Hidden these laws may be beneath general historic

itutciiu-nts, but the}- v.ill be found to underlie both the Old and the New
•r(.-st;jn.ents. If one were to take M\i some modern work on ethics and

ri;i(l it in connection with the Sermon on the Mount, the concluding por-

tiuij^ of the epistles of St. Paul, or the Epistle of James, he would enlarge

hU view of the moral dignity of Christianity and furnish for himself

U.\)\Q^ for discussion in practical life which would greatly enrich his

pulpit ministrations.

Another purpose of reading the Scriptures should be for their doctrinal

tcHohing. This involves the study of biblical theology. Books abound

oil the theology of the Scriprures, but the best text-book, after all, is the

iJiMe without note or comment. He who studies the doctrinal state-

niLiit.s of Paul in Romans and Galatians will find little additional light

vlicu he comes to read the scientific treatises on those subjects. He who
v.niiM rend these thoroughly and compare the works of the theologians

witii them will find that in the original books he has practically received

liie Christian teachings in their fullness. While the Christian doc-

trine^ arc not formulated in the Bible their roots are all there, and out

<<{ them one can develop a system of truth v^iiich will be living to his

<'v»ii thought and which will be must fruitful as a basis of expositions

fi>r tlie people.

Aiiotlicr value in the study of the Scriptures for the minister is tlieir

liivNirir examples. The Bible, especially the Old Testament, is a book
of life, of the movements of human beings as well as of nations. It i«

iiiti-nsely vital, and the old characters of the Scriptures afi"ord the

choicest field of illustration in the Christian sermon. The Church will

«iev(,T grow weary of illustrations taken from the Bible. The preacher

needs to be so familiar with them that he will not handle them in the old,

i«l(Teotyped way, Imt will employ them as apt illustrations of the point

he has in view. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Daniel, and David furnish in

tli'ir lives not merely instruction, but example and illustration which
v.iil be ever fresh to those with whom the pulpit has to do.

Ik- will be a poor student who fails to study the Scriptures for

-I'iritu-.il inspiration. Every minister needs a book of devotion. Many
>-'i'li abound, and should be kept at hand either on the table or in the

l-"kot. "What blessing has Thomas a. Kempis brought to the world !

How bis max'ims and consolations have cheered and- heli)ed the believer
in the duties of life ! But we may find richer material for the spiritual

life in the psalms of David, in the prophecy of Isaiah, in the teachings
of Christ, and in the epistles of St. Paul. These books are alive with
i-f'iritual truth, the food of the soul. A passage held in memory during
5'ie day Mill keep life sweeter and make one work better. What seems
I" My- important is that the minister should inakphis reading of the Bible
'''••h, viial. It .should not be a mere scholarly, critical, cold discussion
''' amhorfhips and language and text, but .'-hould be a study of tiiosc

*'<''p, ii:.-pirod truths which God has made known to man iu his sacred
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word, and whicli it is the duty and privilege of the preacher both to

understand and so to ])roclaim that others >vill understand and feeh

A LITUKGICAL SUGGESTION.

It is vrell known that many of our liturgical forms, such as the admin-

istration of the sacraments, the marriage ceremony, and the burial of the

dead, come to us as a heritage from the Church of England. We may
not question tlie united wisdom of the Church, for it is often assimied.

that the whole world cannot go wrong, but it is fitting to suggest that

some of the moditlcations have been for the worse and not for the better.

This is particularly true of the marriage ceremony. Our form is well

adapted to tlie uses of the people, in that it allows for a moditied cere-

mony in accordance with the wishes of the parties. At different times

modifications have been made by the Geueml Conference. In ISG-i the

part concerning the use of the ring, when the parties desired it, was in-

serted. Xot long ago a request was made of a minister of our Cliurch,

who was to })erform a wedding ceremony, concerning the giving away of

the bride, and he was asked wiiether it would be possible to liave the

question inserted in our liturgical form. The minister replied, suggest-

ijig that the question, ""Wlio giveth this woman to be raanicd to this

man ? " might be inserted at the same point which it occupies in the

Protestant Episcopal ritual. This was accordingly done, and the jiarties

were satisfied. It might be fitting for the next General Conference to

make this insertion in our ritual, leaving it optional with the parties

to employ it or omit it. This would satisfy many who would otherwise

prefer to use the ritual of the Protestant Episcopal Church.

When the minister mentioned came to look over the matter further he

found that our ritual places the benediction upon the married couple

immediately after tlie declaration of their union, whereas the Episcopal

prayer book places it at tlie close of the service. There would seem to

be a logical connection in its following the pronouncing of the parties

husband and wife, but it seems also proper that the ceremony should

not close with the Lord's Prayer. As the service now stands the ])arties

to the contract kneel down while the minister prays, and at llic conclu-

sion of the prayer tliey rise and tlie ceremony is ended. It would be bet-

ter, it seems, if the Episcopal form were kept almost intact. Ours is the

more brief, and is, in that regard, preferable, but otherwise it is a change

for the worse and not for the better. In its present form the cerei'.iouy

closes abruptly, which should bo avoided in some way.

Should this suggestion be not deemed imi)ortaut there miglit be at

least a form of benediction added which Avould meet the diihculties

above suggested. If the suggestion meets the approval of ministers

who arc engaged in the active duties of their otlice as u fiitiug one, the

attention of the General Conference might be called to the matter and

the order of the prayer-book be restored.
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ARCHS30L0GY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

THE KELIGIOX OF BABYLONIA. ,

Uabyi-Onia, now generally regarded as the cradle of the humau race,

j-.^scisscd, as the monumeute of that land clearly show, a very high de-

cree of civilizatiou at least four thousand years before our era. Pro-

fi.-*sor 3IcCurdy, an eminent authority, maintains that the Babylonian

l.uicjuage, even at that earlj' j^eriod, was in an advanced stage of denay.

T!io antiquity of tliis once great world-power and its intimate relations

with Palestine from time immemorial make it a subject of profound ia-

^rL•^:^t to the biblical student. Till recently we were dependent for our

kaowlcdge of Babylonia upon the few allusions in Herodotus and a few

fthcr ancient writers, and upon the disconnected and incidental refer-

• ticcs in the Old Testament Scriptures. Happily, however, the past

l:rdf century, with its urchceological discoveries, has opened an entirely

ii.'w field to our vision. These discoveries afford us not only direct in-

furmation regarding the earliest civilization and institutions of the

Euphrates and Tigris valleys but also light upon many an obscure pas-

vige in the Bible. 3Ia.ny a Teutonic theory has thus been exploded;

a".d now it is far less common than it was twenty-five years ago to

l.TiUid much of the Old Testament as myth and legend.

There have been no more satisfactory results in any field of archaeology

:lian in tliat of Babylonia and Assyria. Though not one twentieth of

'.!k- mounds and ruins of these two countries have been examined, even

j'urtially, yet enough has been accomplished to enable scholars to

v.rite ^A'Ca. tolerable certainty a connected history of these long-lost em-
j.ircs. We now possess the original books—clay, stone, or metal, to be

•"'lire, yet none the less valuable for that. Besides these tablets huge
I'.-ilaces and immense temples have been imearthed. These tell us not

'Hily of the greatness of the people but also of the nature of their civili-

zation, their institutions, and especially their religion.

Tlie construction and the arrangement of their temples, with their sa-

Ted utensils and mural decorations, to say nothing of the inscriptions,

v.llord us bases of comparison. The contents of the tablets or clay-books

^how the intimate relation between religion and the State, between the

j'iiestlyand the ruling classes of ancient Babylonia. Tlie temple or the

sanctuary of the local divinity was closely connected with the palace of

'!i'^ earthly ruler. Though the king was the immediate representative

of the gods yet it was the priest who interpreted their will to the ruler

find to the subject. He Avas occupied, not only in his priestly functions
f-'i a propitiator of the offended gods, but was also actively engaged in

^-nnulatiug laws, especially sucli as Avould secure the blessings of heaven.

Moreover, tiie great temples of Babylonia served as the depositories of

i''*n-s pertaining not only to religion, but also to the State.
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The religious ualuic of the B.ibylouians, as is the case with all Semitic

people, was highly developed. This is evidenced, not only by the rela-

tively large number of religious texts, pure and simple, such as Iiymns,

prayers, litanies, and penitential ])salms already discovered, but also by

the high ethical tone per\^idiug most of tlieir inscriptions. The hand

of the priest is clearly discernible in nearly all the legal contracts of

whatever nature, be they deeds of sale, transfer of property, interest-

bearing notes, inventories, or what not.

The more we study the religion of Babylonia and Assyria the more

we are forced to admit its similarity to that of Israel. This is natural,

for As^ere not the Hebrews of Babylonian origin ? "What is true of the

Hebrews is also true of the Canaanites who occupied Palestine between

the time of Abraham and the Exodus. When Abraham emigrated with

numerous followers from Ur-Oasdim, that is, modern Miigheir, in

southern Babylon, to soutliern Palestine we are not to rei^ard him as the

first Semite wlio had left the valley of the Euphrates to find a new home
on the shores of the ^Mediterranean. On the other hand, as he journeyed

north to Haran, then through Syria, south to Damascus and to the ter-

ritory immediately Avest of the Dead Sea, he doubtless found along the

entire line of his march people of the same race, language, and to a

great extent of the same religion. The Tel-el-Amarna tablets show that

"there was but very little dift'erence between the language used in

Canaan, when the tablets were written, and that of the Phcenecian in-

scriptions and of the Old Testament. According to Saycc, Babylonian

or Assyrian is more ncarl}' related to Hebrew than to any other Semitic

language. People of the same origin and tongue would, doubtless,

liave many religious ideas in common. Xow, if the cuneiform inscrip-

tions and other Assyrian monuments throw light upon the religious

institutions of the Hebrews, may we not expect some lielp from the

•Old Testament in studying the ancient religions of Mesopotamia ?

Attention has been called time and again to the similarity between

the ancient Babylonian temples and that of Jehovah at Jerusalem.

Professor Peters, in his recent volume on Nippur, points out some cf

the many coincidences between the oldest Babylonian temple yet dis-

covered and the temple of Solomon. Ti-uc, Bel was worshi-ped in one

4ind Jehovah in the other, yet the underlying principles in both may be

traced to a common orig-in. The ziggurat was built in several stories,

•€ach story even more sacred than the other. The tcmjjle at Jerusalem,

like the tabernacle, was only one story high, but the sanctity of the

several parts was just as clearly recognized as in the ancient Babylonian

ziggurat. The little shrine on the uppermost story of the ziggurat, iu

some sense the habitation of the local god, corresponded to the Holy of

Holies in the extreme end of the .lewish temple. The lower stories of

the ziggurat had their counterpart in the Holy Pltice. The altar of

burnt offerings was found on the ontside of the temple pro]ior. The
.arrangement in both cases, though diilcring iu detail, "had its origin
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ill similar ideas regarding the nature of the diviuity and tlie place

mil manner in which he should be worshiped. And to understand

t!iiirou"'hlj' the meaning of the Jewish tenij)lc and the method of its

worship we must study precisclj' such a temple as Ekur, ... at Nippur,

;Ii'' oldest temiile of which we have any record, and one which exercised

n profound influence on the religious development of Assyria and

!;:i!)ylonia, and through them of the whole Semitic world."

The furnishing of the Babylonian temples deserves our attention. The

nltar was so constructed as to present the appearance of horns, reminding

»,s of the "horns" of the Jewish altar. Near the altar were placed

huge water jars for ablutiouary purposes. The "apsu,"' or great basin

found in the temples of Chaldaja, will at once suggest the huge molten

ftca made by Ilirara for the temple of Solomon. The two pillars Jachiu

and Boaz (1 Kings vii, 31) found in the porch of the temple at Jerusa-

lem, whether purely ornamental or symbolic in their nature, were very

.'similar to those in Phceuecian sanctuaries, and were, doubtless, copied

from a Babylonian prototype. There are those who see in the ''ship
''

<;f the Babylonian temple, or the miniature vessels in which the gods, or

lather their images, were deposited and carried about on sacred occasions,

tha origin of the ark of the covenant. Similar sacred vessels were also

Known in Egypt, and are often represented on the mural decorations.

From what has been said it will be seen that the temple was regarded

in .some special sense as the dwelling place of the Deity. It is t])ercfore

'initc natural that sacrifices and offerings of various kinds should have

h'.'cn offered to the various gods in these temples. As with the Hebrews
f-o with the Babylonians, the sacrifices consisted of animal and vegeta-

ble products. Among the objects mentioned in the inscriptions are the

following: Oxen, sheep, goats, gazelles, lambs, birds, fish, milk, cream,

liutter, wine, oil, honey, dates, garlic, corn, herbs of various kinds,

apices, and sweet incense.
_
All the offerings must be of the best, abso-

lutely without blemish. It is not strange tliat fish was off'ered in sacri-

ii< e, for was not Ea a god of the sea? His temple at Eridu on the Eu-
phrates, near the head of the Persian Gulf, was one of the most sacred
'tnd ancient of sanctuaries. As might be expected there v.ere regular

-'u-rifices—presumably over and above the daily—on the seventh, four-

'•fiitii, twenty-first, and twenty-eighth days. The third, sixteenth,
a'ld nineteenth were also observed. It seems, however, that different

temples had their different days. The most sacred of Babylonian days
^^as the first day of the year. " At this festival Bel entered the holy
i-M'iiibly room, in order to fix the fates of men, especially that of the
^'»<,', for the coming year." The date of the new year's day may have
^!»ru'd in the several localities. Hommel thinks that it was the first of
-^'i*-ui, that is, March 21. According to him, "This festival of the new
>' ir and the spring was also held in remembrance of the day of creation.

•^"\vri<)ln(rists see a resemblance in this most sacred of Babylonian feasts
''• the iIcl>rewdayof atonement."

I'— FIKTII SKUIE6, VOL. XV.
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The sacred literature of the Babylouians has also much in common
with that of the Hebrews; such as the story of creation, the garden of

Eridu (Eden), and tlic account of the deluge. There is in the British

Museum a stone cylinder on which 'U\vo human figures are depicted

•with a serpent behind them having their hands stretched out toward
the fruit that hangs from a neighboring tree." There is in the Louvre a

bas-relief which recalls the cherubim of Gen. iii, 24. It is a Pha-nician

monument on which are winged griffins guarding the sacred palm tree.

Many other items jointing to a common origin could be given.

We find also many religious ideas Avhich betray a common origin.

The Babylouians were undoubtedly polytheists. However, it would
be wrong to conclude that all the different divine names found in the

inscriptions represented different gods, for, as El, Elaoh, Elshim, EU
Shaddai, El-Elyou, Jehovah, and Jah of the Hebrev,- Bible refer to one
and the same God, so also some of the gods of Babylonia passed under
several names at different times and in different localities. The religion

of ancient Babylonia, though possessing much of the grotesque and
coarse, was not devoid of noble sentiments and lofty conceptions. The
gods were not only omnipotent, but loving and merciful. True, the

doctrine of love to them was not emphasized, but was subordinated to

that of awful, not filial, reverence. Marduk, we are told, created men
out of kindness toward them. Professor Jastrow, in his recent volume
on the EeVigion of Baliylonin and Assyria, reproduces in good English

translation many of the cuneiform tablets bearing upon this subject.

The problem of suffering and evil as explained in the Babylonian texts

seems quite familiar. Suffering of every nature is the direct result of

sin. Happiness can be realized only by an unconditional surrender to

the divine will. Obedience to the gods was the source of all joy and
gladness. Such teacliing naturally elevated the standard of public

morals. That this was comparatively high is shown by the tone and

language of numberless commercial and contract tablets. The peniten-

tial psalms and prayers of the Babylonians contain passages of exquisite

beauty, showing a profound realization of the evil of sin, and a noble

ethical sentiment. The prayer of Xebucliadnezzar to Marduk, as he was
about to commence his reign, compares favorably with those of the

Hebrew rulers. We append Professor Jastrow's translation:

Eternal lUilcr ! Lord of the universe !

Grant that the nann; (life) of the king whom thou lovest,

^Vhosc name thou hast mentionetl, may flourisli as seems good to thee.

Guide him on tlif right path.

1 am the ruler who obeys thee, the creation of thy band.
It is thou who hast created me.

And thou hast intrusted to me sovereignty over manlvind.

According to thy mercy, Lord, whieli ihon bestowest upon all,

Cause me to love thy supreme rule.

Implant the fear of the divinity in my heart,

Grant to me whnisoLver )nay seem good before thee,

Since it is thou that dost control my life.
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

REFLEX BENEFITS OF IIISSIOXS.

FnoM time to time some writers in magazines or papers discuss at

some length the reflex influences of missions upon the people wlio origi-

nate them, in commerce, literature, or science. It is impossible to give

a catalogue of separate volumes of a purelj' scientific character written by

missionaries. The Roman Catliolic missionaries liave furnished a good

phfirc of these. Protestant missionaries have been the peers of any in

.some of the works they have written. Ebenezer Burgess, an American

Ikiard missionary, prepared a Text-Bool of Hindu Astronomy, which the

American Oriental Society valued so highly as to translate and publish

ill three hundred and fifty-eight pages of one of their volumes. Mis-

sionary Iloisiuglon, of Ceylon, wrote a booli, called the Oriental Astron-

omer, which the Calcutta Jievieic said "laid the scientific world under no

small obligation." Mason's Burma is known in that country as the cyclo-

l>edia of knowledge on all things Burmese. Dr. Francis Mason prepared

it himself, and it was printed by the Baptist ]\Iission Press at Rangoon.

The government adopted it for its colleges, and on Dr. Mason's death

bought it of his estate, and it is still kept in the government service,

revised from time to time. Its comprehensive character may be seen in

pru-t from the unquotably long title-page.

Scores of titles of strictly scientific works by missionaries lie before

us while we write, and that exclusive of those relating to philology.

If we include language literature we would require a large volume

merely to quote titles. The American Board missionaries alone have

converted into written languages sixteen previously unwritten tongues,

include folklore, and one would need another volume for the index of

titles only. The Spectator, of London, said, not a great while since,

that "no class of men on earth, except German professors, would attempt
to rival English missionaries in linguistic attainments. There are men
itinong them in dozens as fam.iliar with the folklore of out-of-the-way

tribes as Professor Darmsteter is with the folklore of the Semitic peo-

I'les, and others who have mastered tlioroughly the so-called ' impossible'

hmguages—learned Chinese aud popular Cingalese."

lu the department of ethnology no class has contributed more datn.

'^"lit/isonian Contrihutions to Knowledge, vol. xvii, is devoted to " Consan-
U'linity and Aflinity of the Human Family," and is by no less learned an
'luthor than Lewis H. Morgan. It is one of the very bulky and elaborate

volumes of the learned world. In making his acknowledgments of the

parties to whom he is indebted for his facts Mr. Morgan says: " With-
«'Ut intending to discriminate in the least amongst the number of those
Ciimed in the tables I desire to mention the fact that much the larf^est
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number of the foreign schedules were furnished by American mission-

aries. There is no class of men upon earth, -whether considered as

scholars, as philanthropists, or as gentlemen, Avho have earned for them-
selves a more distinguished reputation. Their labors, their self-denial,

and their endurance in the work to which they have devoted their time

and their great abilities are worthy of admiration. Their contributions

to history, to ethnology, to philologj"-, to geography, and to religion

alike form a lasting monument to their fame."

Another scientist has written: "The incidental work done by mis-

sionaries for the advancement of human knowledge would compare
favorably with all that governments have done who have made that the

sole object of national exploring expeditious." It is to Missionary

Krapfs explorations and his reports of what he found that we are in-

debted for the subsequent discovery of the sources of the Kile by Speke
and others. The Royal Geographical Society was emphatic in its

acknowledgments of its indebtedness to Livingstone for geographical

extension in South Central Africa; and even such additions to geograph-

ical knowledge as that of Missionary ]McFarlane in his ex])editions in

JSTew Guinea and along six hundred miles of coast line and up the Fly

River do not go una])preciatcd, for in McFarlaue's case the admiralty

of Great Britain warmly acknowledged indebtedness.

The writer asked a gentleman of learning familiar with the journals of

oriental and other scholarly societies what proportion of the Roval Geo-

graphical, Eoyal Asiatic, China, Japan, Bengal Asiatic, and American

oriental catalogues and specimens in museums probably came through

missionaries, and he unhesitatingly said, " three fourths." Perhaps this

estimate was too great; and yet it is quite true that there is not a

museum in Europe which has not been enriched by the thousands of

birds, animals, insects, minerals, and implements which missionaries

have gathered and brought from all parts of the world. Professor

Agassizsaid: "Few are aware how much we ov\"e the missionaries for

their intelligent observation of facts and their collecting specimens.'"

Wood's Cabinet, at Andierst College, has a collection of more than

twelve hundred minerals, chiefly from Asia, mostly sent by missionaries,

which give a tolerable idea of the geology of Syria, parts of Persia, and

India. The Xineveh Gallery, of this college, was almost wholly col-

lected by a missionary, the Rev. II. Lobdell, M.D. From Gaboon, in

Africa, the Rev. W. Walker sent a single specimen which was at the

time valued at $1,000. Dr. S. R. Brov.-n, of Japan, furnished "spun-

glass" corals and a giant crab of rare character. The Rev. J. Tyler sent

hundreds of specimens of quadru})eds from South Africa. In the de-

partment of botany and medicine it would be a difficult task to group

the knowledge which has been derived through missionaries. The con-

tributions of African missionaries alone to the knowledge of botany is of

surprising extent, though most of it is incidentally recorded. Mission-

aries have been not only reliable, but in many cases the only persons to
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licop weather records for the vise of scientists in the department of

mi'tforolojxy, as in the case of the ^Moravians iu Tibet and others in

rtiiiotest stations iu interior Africa, China, and tlie sea ishxnds. Mission-

niics have also disseminated scientific knowledge in distant parts of the

^vorld. Wheaion^ International Law, translated by a missionary; Dr.

Mi»rison's gi'cat Clunese Dictionary, medical writings, like Dr. Ilobson's,

(.f Hongkong; revisions of the calendar of the Chinese; and the dis-

winination of information upon history, geography, and general science

vMUild, the Loudon Thnes says, "alone redeem the work of the missiou-

iirif's from the stigma of failure." It is something to start whole nations

oil (he use of scientific knowledge, as it is certain to result in an increase

of .scientific observation and data from the inhabitants of these several

countries.

BIBLP] TRANSLATION INTO NON-CHKISTIAN LANGUAGES.

Thk Hindustani is a language understood by about one hundred mil-

lions of people, and hence is the most important language spoken in In-

«Iia. Several editions of the Hindustani Bible have been in circulation,

with con.siderable variation, for some time. It has been desired by many
that a thorough revision be undertaken with a view to uuilicatiou and

improvement iu idiom. Considerable change has taken place in the

Hindustani language within the ceaturj^, and the qualification of the

missionaries for the work of translation has improved. Provision was
lutcly made for this work, and a committee of si.\ translators was duly

fil.])()inted—three representing the Church of England, two the iletho-

ilistv, and one the Presbyterians, with whom fire associated two native

f^eliolars, one a Christian, the other a Mohammeclan—as referees in mat-
ters of idiom and taste. The Methodist members of this committee are

Hfv. T. J. Scott, D.D., principal of the Bareilly Theological Seminary,

!uid Kev. Robert Ilaskins, Ph.D.
A communication from Dr. Scott brings afresh to mind the great diffi-

' ulty of conveying Christian ideas of ethics and of spiritual life to non-

Christian peoples. Jlissionaries are obliged to use such words as exist,

wliich very poorly convey ideas and sometimes wholly erroneous ideas,

in the effort to give new meanings to them ; or they transfer words wholly
iiireign, and patiently wait till the people slowly come to apprehend their

Uii-aning. Either method is fraught with dangers, and yet, strange to

•"^•'V, no .serious heresy has disturbed any part of the native Church of any
'hnomination in India. But this is not the obstacle to which reference
is intended just now. It is rather to the difficulty of conveying spiritual

concepts. Dr. Scott furnishes two illustrations, which we quote. He
'ays: "Two cases may be given as illustrating the danger to be avoided
<' giving encouragement to mischievous ideas already current among
'fie {x'oplc for whom the translation is intended. In stating the true
law of divorce the Saviour met the reply from his disciples that, on such
<-on<litions, 'il is not good to marry,' by afhrming tliat 'all men cannot
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receive tliis saying save they to wliom it is giveu.' The idea prevails

largely in India that celibacy is a peculiarly holy estate, to which s})ecial

merit attaches, and our difficulty in rendering the phrase, aZ/.' d'tr 6t:6orai,

'to whom it is given,' was to avoid giving color to this idea. Again, in

3 Cor. V, 10, it said that 'we must all be made manifest before the judg-

ment seat of Christ; that each one may receive the things done in the

body.' The difficulty is in rendering the phrase cJm to'v ou/iarog so as not to

encourage the idea that the body is at fault. Hinduism holds the body

as the cause of sin. Evil is in matter. Both the old and the new Eng-

lish version render '(5ia' by 'in,' but the English revisers put 'through'

in the margin, showing what might be au alternative rendering, ' done

through the body.' After long and spirited discussion a rendering in

Hindustaiii identical with this was adopted, the committee being divided

in the final vote. A preposition that caused the committee a good deal

of perplexity was h. The difBculty often Avas to decide whether it has

an instrumental or locative meaning. In such phrases as h Xpicru

(2 Cor. V, 17), 'in Christ,' and tv Trvevfian (Rev. i, 10), 'in the spirit,' the

locative meaning seems clear, but it is difficult to convey any lucid idea

to a mind unprepared for it. To the instructed Chiistian the phrases ' in

Christ ' and ' in the spirit ' have a meaning and unfold a blessed mystic

experience, but to the Mohammedan they are unmeaning. He would

never think of being 'in' Mohammed or 'in' God; indeed, he does not

seem able to think it. As a rule in such cases no attempt by paraphrase

or circumlocution was made to avoid this difficulty, but the ability to

grasp the meaning was left to the result of exjierience and the develop-

ment of spiritual perception in the reader."

The Hindustani language differs somewhat in various localities over

the large area in which it is spoken, but hardly more than the English

language varies in Great Britain. The Delhi idiom was ado])ted as the

best type of the language. The ablest native scholars of that city were

secured to work with the committee. The Hindustani as a highly in-

flected language, having some connection with the Greek on its Sanskrit

and Persian side, and som.e kinship with the Hebrew on its Arabic side,

is an excellent medium for a translation of the Bible. Besides being the

language of peoples possessing almost all possible shades of moral feel-

ing and religious thought, often, too, coming from the Bible, it is com-

paratively well adapted to the purpose of the translator.

MONEY AND MISSIOXS.

Ik considering the opportunities and facilities afforded the Christian

Church for the evangelizaliou of the world there is one fact which

needs to 1)0 accentuated far more than it is, namely, the vast increase

in the wealth of Christendom. In an English periodical, JM/rson's

Magazine for ilarch, ISPS, are found statements which ought to attract

the attention of the Church. In treatin"- of the wealth of the world the
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writer follows Mulhall and Sir Richard Giffen in their statistical sum-
liiiiries. Setting down tlie wealth of the world at five hundred thousand

luillioii dollars, it is shown with tolerable accuracy that three hundred
and fifty thousand million dollars are in the possession of Christian

tiitlions. That is, two thirds of the entire capital of the world is in the

haods of the nominally Christian population of the glol)e. If one tliinks

i»f the power of money in war, ct)mmGrcial enterprises, and other avenues

,»f activity, and for a moment will fancy this condition reversed and the

rnaney of the world in Moslem and heathen hands, the formidable force

:o be overcome iu the advance of Christianity would at once appear
;,rn-atly augmented.

But what is still more noticeable is the fact that of the three hunclred
Hii'l fifty thousand million dollars iu the control of Christian nations

l*r.>testantism is estimated to be possessed of four sevenths of it. Or,

in other words, the Protestants of the world have an accumulated capi-

tal of two hundred thousand million dollars.

The fact that God has given this wealth forces on conscientious pos-

sessors of it the question as to the obligations of the people in its use.

The cliancellor of the exchequer of England estimates that the waste
iu cigar ends alone is just about equal to the aggregate contributed by
ihc nation for Protestant foreign missions. The common conscience
nicds elevating as to the use of surplus wealth.

THE PARIAH'S FRIEXD.

Tifi: work among tlie submerged tenth, or the fifty millions of the lower
<!aisos of India's population, has met with considerable criticism iu

some quarters. A large j)roportion of the work done by the JMethodist

Kjjiscopal Church in the territory of the Xorth and Northwest India

Conferences has been among this class of people. Dr. Jenkins, in his

••^peechat the recent Wesleyan Conference on mission work in India, said:

"The problem of the Indian pariah is beginning to be understood.
Tliose neglected millions, once deprived of all rank, driven beyond the
sliclter of law, not counted as a class of the population, the victims of an
indolent and oppressive caste, thank God, are now rising into notice,

riicir rights as citizens are not -only discussed and conceded in Hindu
•J'-bating societies and in native journals, but are demanded and justified
I'.v the growing intelligence of the pariahs themselves. This transition
—call it translation—of out-castes to the jiositiou and immunities of citi-

i'<asliip was not initiated by government; it is a brilliant missionary
f'-cord. For many years before legislation touched the condition of the
t>ut-c4iste the missionary was the pariah's friend. ^Missionaries fought
"ii'gle-handedthe pariah's battle, and there is no period iu my Indian life

--'f you will pardon a personal reference—upon which I look back with
I'lore satisfaction than the time when I joined other men in resisting the
"iiamous as3um]i(ion of Brahmauism that the pariah was not equal, and
'•"-refore was not entitled, to the privileges of education."
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FOREIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADERS OF THOCGHT.

J. Riilf. Seldom, as here, are we able to uame a rabbi as one of those

taking a leading place in the general thought of the world. Kiilf has un-

dertaken nothing less than the erection of a new system of metaphysics.

The hist of the four volumes devoted to the exposition of this sysiem has

but recently been published, Wissenschaft dei- OeisteseinJieit (Science of

Unitary Spirit). Leipzig, II. Haacke, 1898. The entire system is called

the science of the unitary idea, and is in reality a system of monism.

The single idea which includes all others is that of force. This is the

substance which, remains constant in the midst of change, and which

causes all beginnings, controls all becomings, and determines all endings.

The concluding vohime undertakes to prove tliat all force is spirit, that

all spirit is force, and that all forms of spirit and of force are one and

identical. Force and matter are one and the same; hence, body and

soul, nature and spirit, are identical. Spiritual force is nothing but con-

scious force. Spirit is either individual, distinguishing itself from other

individuals, or personal, in which case it is possessed of self-conscious-

ness, which the individual spirit lacks; or universal, which, is noth-

ing but a personal spirit—witii the consciousness that in it all spir-

itual life is congregated and unified, that as the world belongs to it

so it belongs to the world, that this world as a thing of force is also a

thing of spirit, and that all is one force and at tlie same time one spirit.

This universal spirit is God—not the world-order, but the absolute per-

sonal spirit —in whom man and every creature, organic and inorganic,

finds its significance, reality, and permanence. This is a very brief sum-
mary of an extensive and really great system. Critics have alreadv

pointed out that Riilf lias merely modified the system of Regel, and
that therefore he cannot expect to realize his hope that his system shall

regenerate philosophy and the philosophical world-view. His critics

may be right. Indeed, we have no doubt they are; but, though not all

shall be accomplished which Riilf hopes, it does not follow that nothing

shall be achieved for the solution of the great problem Avith \vliich he
has so vigorously wrestled. Monism in philosophy is not ne\v, but he
has given us some new points of view. If he has not always gone to

the depths of the problem he has at least done as much as the majority

of the best thinkers have done.

R. Schaefer. Tlie Lord's Supper, which has recently been the subject

of so much literary strife, is made the theme for a study by this student,

who reaches a good, old-fashioned, orthodox Lutheran conclusion. He
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tlisrusscs, first, the question of the origin, and, second, that of the signif-

u-ancc, of tlic supper. He reaches the conclusion that they are wrong

\\hu believe Jesus did not intend the institution of a sacrament, to be

ci'iitinued through all time; but that, in connection with the passover, he

t-tal)li.>:hed a festival which was to take the place of the old Jewish

f. :L<t. The Lord's Supper sprang from the institution of Jesus, not from

:»!iy felt need of the early Christians for such a memorial. The disciples

rrpciitcd the meal because Jesus provided for its repetitioti. They fully

understood him. Every attempt to explain the origin of the Lord's Sup-

[Kf. apart from a provision of Jesus himself, leads to insuperable diffi-

(.ulttcs. The recognition of it as his institution makes all clear. In the

second part, after a careful and extended examination of the words of

institution found in Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Paul, the author con-

cliules tliat if—as all tiie reports of the establishment of the Lord's

^upjier testify—Jesus spoke of his own nature as body and blood, it

fi)!l<j\vs that the institution has to do with realities and with a real par-

taking of the real Christ, and not with symbolic acts or a mere ideal ap-

'

j.ropriation of Christ. Schaefer thinks that the language of Paul teaches

the same thing. But this is in reality the doctrine of consubstantiatiou.

Shaking of the report in Mark he says that the words mean what they

siy, that Jesus passed around, to his disciples his real body and blood,

a;;d tliat by faith the disciples received the same. There is always a

sus])iciou in our minds, when anyone takes up a matter afresh, and comes
t't conclusions so perfectly accordant witli those of the Church or party

to which he adheres, that he was determined to reach those conclusions

Ix'fore he began. Particularly do we so suspect when, as in this case,

the orthodox opinions reached arc erroneous from our standpoint.

What necessity there is for insisting on the literalness of the Avords

" body" and "blood," unless that necessity arises from dogmatics, it is

ii!i)>ossiblc to say. When Luther and his followers so insisted, for pro-

f*->edly dogmatic reasons, they were in some measure excusable. When,
(lowi-vcr, a modern scholar, who professedly pursues a critical method,
.^!lo\vs himself to interpret as literal that which can be literal only on the

'!ipl"'sitiou of a miracle, and yet fails to point o\it how his documents
indicate any intention to record a miracle, he vitiates his entire conclu-

sion. Schaefer carried his love of oldLutherauism too far.

Paul Volz. If anyone imagines that the labors of Old Testament crit-

!' i*m are not as zealous and numerous as formerly he greatly mistakes the
I-icts. ]>liase after phase of the Old Testament is studied witli com-
':'-endablc diligence, if not always with unquestionable results. Yolz
l.\s chosen for the subject of a recent investigation the preexilic Jahweh
1 '"phecy and the ^Messiali {Die vorexilische Ja?iice?iprop hetie und der 3Ls-
'••''). Gottiugen, Vandenhoeck und Ruprccht, 1897, He states and
J' fends three propositions, (1) that the ]\ressianic idea is foreigu to
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the true character of preexilic prophecy, (2) that in the preexilic proph-
ecies, from Aruos to Ezckiel, there is not a single Messianic passage,

(3) that the jMessianic hopes uttered in Ezekiel did not spring from the

preexilic prophecy, but from an intellectual movement of an entirely

dillerent sort. "When anything seems to be said about a Messiah in the

prophecies prior to the exile the character described is not a religious,

but a political, figure. For Israel he is simply the Saviour in a tem-
poral sense, maintaining order within and compelling respect for Israel

without. Along with this went no duty relative to religion or morals.

The Messiah Avas neither a prophet, a priest, nor a teacher. His work
was not to enlarge the knowledge of God among his own people, nor to

instruct the heathen nations and convert them to the religion of Jehovah.
Preexilic prophecy is chiefly a condemnation of sin and a pronounce-
ment of judgment. By preaching the Messianic-theocratic king the

prophets would have suppressed the popular consciousness of Jahweh.
Only by a procedure which must be called hypercritical can Yolz sustain

these conclusions. Everything which contradicts his idea is carefully

eliminated from the prophetic writings and stigmatized as spurious.

Apparently there is no sufficient reason for this procedure. It is done
that nothing may interfere with his conclusions. That many passages
of the Old Testament which had no Messianic significance when origi-

nally uttered have been filled with Messianic meaning by those who knew
the life of Christ, and were anxious to make him the subject of pro-
phetic foresight, is undoubtedly true. But to decimate the religious hopes
of Israel prior to the exile by declaring all literary expressions of such
hope during that period spurious is a piece of critical legerdemain
which it is notdiflTicult to detect, and which all unprejudiced minds must
condemn. The early conception of tlie Messiah was not always clear

nor unmixed with unrevealed opinion, but they had a conception of a

Messiah as a natural result of tlicir faith in God as their Saviour and
guide.

ECENT THEOLOGICAL LITKRATUKE.

Die Religion im modernen Geistesleben (Religion in Modern Life).

By JIartin I?adc. Freiburg, i. B., J. C. B. Mohr, 1898. Bade is the editor
of Die ChvistUche Welt, and a thoroughgoing Ritschlian in theolofry.

The book here noticed is composed of lectures delivered at Frankfort-
am-Main before an audience presumably composed of men of all shades
of belief and unbelief. They evince in their make-up the fact that their
author could not courteously insist on all that \\c ])crsonally believed.

ISTevertheless, he does not lose sight of tlie fact that he is a Christian nor
«ven that he is a Ritschlian among theologians, though he makes less of
the person of Christ and relatively more of Christianity as a whole and
in its relation to otiicr religions than a Christian and a Ritschlian nat-

urally would. Besides this comparison of the great religions the book
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c.>utains valuable tlioiights on "Religion and Morality," "Religion and
Niitural Science," "Religion and Ait," and "Religion and Politics."

In his treatment of the first theme he conceives of the great religions of

the world as historical-psychological facts, giving special prominence
to tl\c specific peculiarities of each. On the subject of "Religion and
Morality" Rade takes the position that the superiority of Christianity, if

not its peculiar significance, is found in the fact that it unites the two
in the most perfect manner. The Sermon on the ^^lount is the mouu-
rii.iit at once of the identification of the two and of the superiority of
{'hristiauity to all otiicr religions. Here, perhaps, is the weakest point
in liade's book. In the first place, he gives too much prominence to the
Sermon on the Mount. Much as this discourse contains, it by no means
xhausts all there is of Christianity. Hence it cannot be the'monumcut

of the alleged identification of religion and morality. But, furthermore,
Cliristianity does not identify the two, since morality is not all there is

<.f Christianity. The two are not even diverse aspects of the same thing.
Nor is Christian morality identical and coterminous vith Christianity.
Christianity is primarily a religion; but it is a religion which includes
morality of a particular kind. Apart from each other neither the Chris-
tiftii religion nor that element of it known as Christian morality can be
liiulerstood, nor can one practice Christian morals without the forces and
aids furnished by the Christian religion. But were such a thing ])os-

sihlc it would still be true that the two are to be considered, not as one
!i:k1 the same thing, but, rather, under the idea of the relation of the
whole to the part, or of the inner to the outer life.

Genesis, erkl^ von H. Kolzinger (Genesis: A Commentary by H.
Holzingcr). Freiburg, i. B., J. C. B. Mohr, 1897. This is one'volume
ff a commentary on the Old Testament, issued under the general editor-
j>hip of Professor Marti, ^vith the assistance of several scholars, among
\vhom is Professor Budde, whose lectures at various universities in thil
<o>uitry attracted so much attention among scholars during the past
ynu-. The volume differs in some important respects from all other
coiimicntaries on Genesis hitherto published. Accepting the results of
"i'' nioderu critical investigations relative to the various sources trace-
••bloin Genesis, it treats each theme according to its representation in
•••'C individual sources. For example, the story of the flood as given by
5'-. thrn the story as given by J. ; the history of Abraham according to P.,
•'!'!\v:ud as given by J. E. This method of procedure has certain dis-
••ivatitagcs, but it certainly makes easy the task of keeping in mind the
'•^I'tient tlieraes and of comparing divergent accounts where such are
''.'. '^'•'^^''l in the text, Holzinger is very certain of the correctness of the
' yinctions made by the modern critical school as to the sources, car-
'!.'"' ""'* '"-itter, with so many others, even down to individual words.
^ '<lherhe is justified in so doing we cannot determine; but on general
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principles it is well to remember that such fiue points, made with such

appearance of infallibility, are less likely than an exhibition of greater

modesty to carry conviction to the thoughtful mind. In general Hol-

zinger is extremely radical. This is evinced in his treatment of the

patriarchal histories. It is not well to make every patriarchal story to

consist of mere legend. All legends have a basis of historical fact. It

is the business of one who attempts to estimate legendary matter to de-

termine, if possible, what is fact and what is fiction, and, if that is not

possible, at least to admit the kernel of truth in the legend. Xor is it

necessaiy to affirm that every alleged patriarchal history is intended to

be tlie history of a tribe. There may be at least some instances in which

the account has to do with a person rather than a tribe. Furthermore,

it is erroneous to allege that none of the institutions, religious and po-

litical, belong in the time in which Genesis places tlicm, but rather in

the time of the kings. The names of "Abraham" and " Jacob "Avere

given to individuals in Mesopotamia as early as 2000 B. C, as the

Babylonian discoveries of recent times show. The extremes of the

critics hinder the cause more than they help it, and will be inevitrJjly

followed by a reaction.

Het Christendom der tweede eeuw (The Christianity of the Second

Century). By Dr. H. 'M. Meyboom. Grouigen, J. B. Wolters, 1897.

The uonconscrvative camp of theologians in Holland is filled with the

idea of Loman and others that there is nothing certain with reference to

the origin of Christianity. Xeither Jesus nor Paul are certainly histor-

ical characters, it is held, and it is uncertain whether Christianity arose

before the second century. IMeyboom's work sutlers from this species of

hypercriticism. It professes, indeed, to be nothing more than a collec-

tion of material for the stndcnt, with au appendix on the Christianity of

the first century. Judged even from the standjioint of the author's pur-

pose it becomes necessary to point out that many interesting phenomena

of the period included are passed over in almost absolute neglect. But,

allowing Meyboom the right to reserve his judgment in disputed mat-

ters, it is .still a question whether he could not have accomplished his

work more successfully had he at least betrayed more definitely than he

does a sense of consistency in the movements depicted. Even a collec-

tion of data is more serviceable by being based upon some philosophy

of the subject. Biit it is just here that we come upon the interesting

fact in connection with Meyboom's book. He gives us no suggestion of

the philosophy of the history, because he has no such philosophy. It is

the peculiarity of the Dutch school that it does not know how Chris-

tianity originated. It teaches that not one single document of the New
Testament canon is genuine, and Meyboom does not give us any conclu-

sion as to the date even of the principal so-called Pauline epistles

—

whether they originated in the first or in the second century. As for

Christianity itself, he intimates that it aro.se from a Messianic agitation
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in Tulcstine, from Alexandrian Jlellenism, and from the contempora-

neous philosophy of Seneca and others combhied. Nov, all this assumes

that there is no historical basis for Christianity, and that, as a result, we

jiro driven back upon speculation for a solution of the question of its

• •riu'in. But Christianity is a historical fact. Its existence can be traced

l.ack at least to the time of Nero in tlie literatm-e of secular history.

And, furthermore, early in the second century Christianity was the sub-

jict of a decree by Trajan regulating the persecution of its adherents.

It was then a widely diffused religion. Its roots must have extended

well back into the first century. If we entirely rejected the New Testa-

ment documents, therefore, tliere would be lio excuse for the substitu-

tion of speculation for historical investigation.

Ueber die Absicht und den literarischen character der apostel

geschichte (The Purpose and Literary Character of the Acts of the

Apostles). By Johannes Weiss. Gottingen, Yaudcnhoeck, und Ru-

precht, 1897. It is pleasing, in the midst of so much relative to the

sources of the material of the Acts, to find a book which, while it does

rot neglect the question of sources, lays the stress of the inquiry upon

other points. As to the purpose of the Acts, Weiss holds that it is an

njKilogy or explanation to the heathen, designed to show how it is that

Chrifetiauity in its world-mission came to be separated from Judaism.

The starting point of Christian missionary effort was Jerusalem, and

nothing but the willful rejection of salvation by the Jews occn.sioncd the

conij)lete and permanent transfer of missionary effort to the heathen

world. The preliminai-y history of the mission to the heathen (chaps, i,

viii, ix) shows how the conversion of the Samaritans, the Ethiopian,

and Paul, and even the establishment of the first heathen congregation.

r:.-.,ulted from that persecution to which Stephen fell a victim. The
Conu'iius episode in particular brings to our attention the divine ordina-

tion of the heathen missionary movement and its sanction by the primi-

tive Christians at Jerusalem. PauFs three missionary joui-ucys are

dtslingiiished by three separate and solemn reminders to the Jews that,

fc^ they had refused Christ, the apostle must turn to the heathen ; and
this is repeated at the end of the work (See chaps, xiii, 46, /. ; xviii,

<^./.
; xix, 9; and xxviii, 25,/.). But the middle point of the entire

''^:u!nfut is the Apostolical Council with its recognition and cstablish-

t:2cat of the heathen Church. By this very act, however, Christianity
l''st Its j>rotection as a part of Judaism, and thus became liable to perse-

cution. In connection with Paul, "Weiss sees in the Acts an attempt to

liiHke it appear that the Roman authorities regarded the Christians as

innocent of any wrong of which they could take cognizance, and that
tuf-y declared they had no jurisdiction in cases of complaint by
• '-WS against Christians, since it was a question of strife among Jews
tucijisclvts. Along with this event ^o Paul's effort to show that Chris-
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tianity was the true Jurlnism, and the prominence given to the state-
ment that Paul observed the Jewish ceremonies at Jerusalem Vt the
same time the Nvriter of Acts attempts to show that, notwithstandin.r
all the opposition of the Jews, the Christian cause triumphed bv finally
being preached iu Rome. The rejection of the Gospel bv the j;ws and
the acceptance of it by heathen gave the latter the place di'vinely designed
for the former. Hence no Roman autliority should hoed Jewish denun-
ciation of Christians, but give them the protection formerly given to the
Jews. °

RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL.
The United Brethren of Germany and the Higher Criticism. For

some years the German United Brethren have been disturbed bv the
outspoken advocacy of the results of the so-called higher criticism on the
part of certain of their ministers, particularly by the facultv of the
theological seminary at Gnadenfeld. A couple of years ago the Situation
became acute, and a synod convened at Herrnhut to determine the
proper action to be taken. The vast majority of the members of the
synod, rei>resenting, doubtless, about the same proportion of the
Brethren at large were personally opposed to the theologv tauo-ht at
Gnadenfeld; and not only so, but they felt that the minority were how-
ever unintentionally, disturbers of the peace of their Zion. A o-cneral
discussion continuing between four and five days, in which perfect
freedom of speech was indulged, resulted in the conviction that neither

itC Z ''' "-''"' '' ''''''' ^P"" "'-^ S--»^ the UnitedBrethren could remain united was, therefore, a burnino- questionFortunately, the very same debate which had served to betrav the Sp"lessness of unity in opinion also developed the fact that, on the questiswhich ccno,.ed about the personal trust of each individual in JChns, and with reference to the inner religious experience of eachher was perfect unity. The question then was whether thev had no";to bind them together than to drive them asunder. This question w Ianswered in the affirmative, and the synod was thereby ab e o ^ c Ipeaceable solution of its vexing problem. The result il in no w 4 con-sidei.d a victory for the new theology. Rather was it a v'torv ofreligion over theological theory. The United Brethren have piVc,X«

him k '-r ""'1 " '^'"^*' ^"^' '''''• '' '-'^^ - «-^ -- "--ted in

ol'ion
'
Tl-

'""
i''

"""""^^^ ^'""'^ ^^ differences -of theological

cnZX "' ""' ^" 'P'"' "^ "^"^^ ^'"^'^^ ^^^ the ^lethodist Epis-copal Church seems to be following in his steps.

isfr'tf"I^^^'n^^
""""^""^ '" Hannover. In the early days of ^^larch.

1897, the Royal Consistory (ecch.ia.tical) of Hannover, Gei-many, issued
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»o order that every clergyman should, on Sunday, ]\Iarch 21, during or

• lihstHiucnt to the sermon, speak of the signilicauce of the day as the cele-

} ml ion of the centennial of the birth of Emperor Wilhelm I, call upon

\w congregation to recall with gratitude the blessings they had received

uHiler his reign, offer a prayer of thanksgiving, and cause to be sung one

t.f two hymns designated. Now some of the Hannoverians have never

lui-a reconciled to the events connected Avith the annexation of that

i-rovince to the new empire, and consequently have no great feeling of

Kindliness for the old emperor's memory. Nevertheless, all but three of

!1h' clergy managed to live' up to the letter of the cousistorial decree.

Tiiiv<;e three stated to the authorities beforehand that they could not con-

f.inn to the requirements, but were in return notified that nothing was

TKUianded of them contrary to God's word or their consciences, and that

tlndionce would be expected. When the day came all of them did

M jnclhing that was required, but none of them all. In defense they

]^k-ndcd their conscientious scruples and their well-known loyalty.

Ntvcrtheless, all of them were dismissed, though with a pension for three

years, provided they did not meantime secure new positions witli salary

^^\ni\,\ to the pension. The vast majority of the German newspapers of

al! political and ecclesiastical tendencies condemn the procedure, and

fume of them declare that the action of the consistory is in direct contra-

M-ation of the recent orders of the present emperor that the clergy shall

n>-'t meddle in i:)olitics. The instance is instructive as to the disadvan-

ta;,'ra of a connection between Church and State, and also as to the real

dc;,'rcc of religious liberty enjoyed in the Fatherland. Obedience, it

f' cms, is to be exacted according to the will of governmental author-

ities without regard to individual scruples.

Defective Application of Cliristianity to Practical Life. A German
vvritf-r. speaking of the unfavorable conditions of tlie laboring classes in

tli'.' Fatherland, brings out in striking contrast the superiority of English

to German applied Ch.ristianity. He makes the point maintained by the

C'tnsuniers' League that the so-called employers are only tlie agents of

the people, and that the conditions they make for the laboring classes

i^ie, in tlic final analysis, the conditions which the masses will have made.
H'il lie proceeds to point out that the hack drivers have no accommoda-
'I'-'iis in Germany except those furnished by the saloon keepers, thus

•r.courngiug drunkenness. He blames the Gemian people for the fact

''hal Uic waitresses in restaurants are mostly fallen women, while in

'•iiKland~and he might have added in America—n woman known to be
»»'-'r:illy astray cannot secure such a position. There is no doubt that

nrmnny is behind in these particulars, but America needs improvement
^•'^\ wlierc is there an open door for the workingmau? The insistence

'•I'"" the responsibility of each individual for the betterment of social

K^n*litions is an essential to progress.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

In the profitable retrospect \vLicli a ucw year brings it is natural to

recall the weighty incidents which have happeued to the Church, as

svell as to individuals, in the past twelve montiis. "Every now and

then," writes D. L. Leonard, D.D., in the Misdonary Eevieio of the World

for January, ''it comes to ])ass that, after many days marked by absence

of jjrogress, or even by retrogression, suddenly the kingdom begins to

move forward by leaps and bounds. . . . Who that observes and reflects

can doubt that v,-e are in the midst of just such a pregnant period ? The
claim may safely be made that the twelvemonth just ended is to be

eminent among these years of destiny. It is more than doubtful if an-

other can be named to match it as the period of occurrences so many, so

diverse, so far apart in longitude and latitude, and yet in such close

cooperation for the eilectual spread of the multitudinous good things of

the Gospel to the ends of tlie earth." Giving to liis article the title of

"Five Epochal Events of 1S93," Dr. Leonard proceeds to indicate some

conspicuous "happenings" which have a bearing upon the spread of

Christ's kingdom in the world. The first he specifies as " the Span-

ish-American War." Such opportunities has it opened for Christian

propagandism that "the Churches of America must rise at oiice, and

with energy and zeal tenfold increased, to the sublime height of these

new opportunities and obligations." The second noticeable event of

the past year is the "Anglo-American friendship." The fact signifies

much. " Here are two of the mightiest peoples on earth, numbering
already 120,000,000, and a few generations hence to be increased two-

fold, fourfold, tenfold. Tliis race is already dominant over some

16,000,000 square miles, or one tbird of the earth's laud surface, and

ruling about 500,000,000, or again not far from one third of tlie earth's

inhabitants. The Anglo-Saxon is easily the greatest civilizer and Chris-

tianizcr extant, was evidently chosen to be just this, and for this high

calling has been in training, lo, these fifteen hundred years." The
tliird epochal event of 1808 i-s "the Czar's proposal" for the disarm-

ing of the nations. "The future historian will recall that, as the

nineteenth century was closing, . . . the czar of all the Russia.s, first

of crowned lieads since the creation, published his protest against the

maintenance of liuge standing armies, and so took a step in the interest

of peace and fraternity." The fourth incident has been " the reforma-

tion in China," prci})hesyiug great results for the race. "Radical reforms

are evidently on foot in the Celestial empire which may he hindered,

but cannot be defeated.'' And the last of these epochal events has

been "the opening of the Suda)i." Xo great cliange of policy is to be

anticipated from tlic Fashoda incident. "It is far more reasonable to

expect to hear, ere long, of the proclamation of a protectorate over the
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:;0,0()0,000 of Sudanese and Egyptians, to continue till these hosts are
Ii!t.-(1 for self-rule. ... To I5ritain then ^vill belong nearly one third of
xW Dark Continent, with well-nigh one half of its 160.000 000 de
•rradcd inhabitants committed to Anglo-Saxon hands to be redeemed
;.!..! enlightened

. . Ethi.-pia shall stretch out her hands to God '"

Of these five greW events, says the author, any one "were sufficient to
.Mvc the year a unique position in the passing decades; but when thev
.11 arc found within the compass of a single twelvemonth thev stand
for more than the happenings of some entire centuries. They .how in
Nvhat a marvelous way our God is marchiu- on among the nations "

In the Expository Tunes for October, 1808, Professor J. Ao-ar 33ect
rephes to Dr. Petavel's criticisms on Dr. Beet's teaching in his book,
'I he Last Things, concerning immortality and the fate of the wicked'
In his reply Professor Beet says: "On page 193 of my book I -ive the
n-sult of my research as follows: 'To sum up, the writers of tlie New
Irstamcnt agree to describe, with more or less defiuiteness, the punish-
ment to be inflicted m tl,e day of Christ's return as actual suiTeriuc. and
.-..s final exclusion from the blessedness of the saved.' So far Dr. Pctavel
••.^roes Avith me. But he goes beyond me by asserting that the Bible
t'-ael.es, not only the final exclusion of the lost, but their final extinction •

-Mul invites me to join him in this position. This step, however I
'annot take until I find in Holy Scripture solid ground on wliich'to
J read. This, after much careful search, I have not found."' Dr Beet
does not find, either witliiu or without the Bible, any clear disproof of
or serious objection to, Dr. Petavel's doctrine. But he savs that thil
•••bsence of disproof does not justify acceptance of the tearhin- iu
V"'«tion as true and reliable; that to accept a statement as true simply
•'i^c^ause ,t cannot be dis])roved is a common and dangerous mistake-
|'"'l lie repeats: "I therefore differ both from those who assert that the'
••'St will ultunately sink into unconsciousness and from those who assert
-Kit they will continue in endless suffering. On these matters the
•
'npdues, as I read them, give no decisive judgment. Thev e-ive no^Tound for ho])e that the agony of the lost will ever cease; but they do

''^ I'hunly and categorically assert its endless continuance. In Dr
-tavel's books and open letter, and in the Bible, I cannot find anvthino-

;;"";li^ justifies one step further than this." Dr. Beet uses the word
'i^in as the best translation of (he Greek word arr^y.^a as used

•'^^>^^gliout the Xew Testament, and says "ruin " is a nearer equivalent
''"^the rendering in the Accepted and Revised Versions, "deslruc-
"".

_

perdition," "lust." "The word means neither extinction of

_

|'"soiousness nor endless conscious torments, but simplv the loss of
*' ' that iiifil-,.^- «,-;„< .., J^ 1 • .. » . .t niakes existence worth having." In his

^^' punishment of sin ])r. Beet gives^nly a small pki^eto" UieLiZ
Old Testamcnl, not for want of aulhoritv, but becau^IU—l.-irXH SERIKS, VOL. XV.
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little is found therein which adds to the plain and abundant traching of

the New Testament. After prolonged search he is unable to find in the

Bible words wliich, describing the fate of the lost, im})ly clearly their

final extinction. He says: " There are passages and groups of passages

which at first sight seem to teach the extinction of the lost or the

\iltimate extinction of evil; as there are others which describe their

continued suffering, without any hint of its cessation. But in neither

case do the words of Holy Scripture justify confident assertion. And
he who speaks in God's name is bound to go no further than the written

word clearly warrants." Dr. Beet holds that the popular doctrine of

the necessary, intrinsic and endless permanence of the human soul is not

taught in the Bible; and says that the Christian pulpit ought not to go
beyond the clear teaching of Holy Scrij^turc.

TiTE opening article of the Ncic ^Yolid for December is "Imperial

Democracy," by David Starr Jordan. Its vigorous trend may be inferred

from the following quotation : "So far as the Philippines are concerned,

the only righteous thing to do would be to recognize the independence

of the Philippines under American protection, and to lend them our

army and navy and our wisest counselors, our Dewey and our Merritt,

not our politicians, but our jurists, our teachers, with foresters, elec-

tricians, manufacturers, mining expeits, and experts in the various

industries. Then, after they have had a fair chance and shown that

they cannot care for themselves, we should turn them over quietly to

the paternalisai of peace-loving Holland or pcace-compoUing Great

Britain. "NVe should not get our money back, but we sliould save our

honor. The only sensible thing to do would be to pull out some dark

night and escape from the great problem of the Orient as suddenly and

as dramatically as wc got into it." H. M. Wenley follows with an ap-

preciative article on "John Caird." In his paper on " Peligious Ideals

and Religious Unity" J. W. Chadwick concludes with the sentiment,

" Of all unities of the spirit that is the best which gatliers into one great

family all those who try with patient minds to know Avhat things are

true, and with courageous hearts to do the best they know." "W. B. Smith
follows with an article on " Ilaruack versus Harnack," whose claim is

that in the work of the great critic somewhat recently issued "there are

two Harnacks, one speaking in the preface, one reasoning in the volume
itself, and these in no wise resemble each other." The contention of

"The Religion of 3Ir. Kipling," by W. B. Parker, is that certain feel-

ings "which make up the body of our faith" have been uttered afresh

for us by Kipling " in poems which, like the 'Recessional,' have at once

voiced the prayers and solemn hopes of our own genei-ation and given

their maker his chief title to a place ainong the greater names of English

poetry." The concluding papers of the number are " Adin Ballou and
the Ilopcdalc Community," by G. L. Cary ;

" 'Beyond Good and Evil,-'

"
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l.y C. C. Everett, or a study of the philosophy of Frederick Nietzoche-
"Naiiuk and the Faith of the Sikhs," by J. T. Bixby; and "Paul and
the Jerusalem Church," by J. Warschauer. "To recognize the greatness
of Paul," the last author argues, "it is not an indispensable c^ondition
that wc should find his opponents guilty of crass imbecility or malio-nitT
for its own sake."

°

Pkomes'ent among the articles in the North Aimrkan for Decembpris
K discussion of " Our Indian Problem," by Dr. Lyman Abbott. The '

n-sorvatioD system he declares to be " v.'hollv bad." His indictment
against it is fourfold. The Indian Bureau " is, and always has been, a
jiohtical machine, whose offices are among the spoils which belon^r'to
:bc victors;" the federal executive is peculiarly unfitted for admfnis-
tcring a paternal government "over widely scattered local communi-
ti.-.S" this paternalism "is thoroughly bad for the Indian, whose
interests it is supposed to serve; " and, lastly, it is impossible to main-
f.-iin the reservation system. Dr. Abbott's solution of existing evils is
the abolishment of the reservation system. "Apply to the solution of
the Indian problem the American method; treat the Indian as other
men are treated; set him free from his trammels; cease to coddle him;
y^ a word, in lieu of paternal protection, which does not protect, and
rre<. rations, which keep him in beggary, give him iustice and liberty
and let him take care of himself."

KOK general interest the January ChaxiUmauan maintains its hi...h
ftveragc. The opening article, by J. C. Thornley, is entitled "'J-he Old
l'aih-y,"andby its vivid illustrations emphasizes the tragedy of human
BufTcnng. T. Raleigh, D.C.L., follows with an article on " Lord Mel-
b<.^urne;" Professor L. H. Batchelder, in "The Central Element of Or-
mnrrA Matter," takes "a little excursion into the fascinating country
of the carbon compounds;" Mary H. Krout discusses "Encrlisji Jour-
'J«!.sm;" and O. F. Bianco tells of " Shooting Stars." Bishop Rowe, of
tl'C Diocese of Alaska, Avrites of the "The Yukon Country," in inter-
i-*tiDg description, and Mrs. M. Burton Williamson continues her dis-
cuss.o.) of " Some American Women in Science." The article is inter-
ftjiig lu Its portraits.

i hi; Conference Examiner continues its efficient work as a promoter of
"i:n,stenal education. The Xovember-December number includes in its
Ul.le of contents: " The Study of Shakespeare for Preachers," by Rev.
'..,,:

-^^^-^^oo; "The Revival and Its Methods," by Rev. J. ^Y. Heard;
1
iie Newer Education and the Ministry," by President W. J. Tucker'

;,;'' "^"^'•'^'ng the Conference Door," by Rev. W. H. Sbngerland,'

^

||;>- ;
"Religious Formula," by Rev. W. G. Loyd; " Special Theolod-

- ^^ncyc!oi.edia;" " Making a Sermon Grow," by the Editor- and "De-
'^^^^ Ui Pulpit Prayer." C. M. Heard, D.D., is Editor.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION', THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Encyclopedia of Sacred Theoloyy. By ABRAHAM Kuypkk, D.D. Translate.l from
the Dutch by Eev. J. Hendrik De Vries, M.A. 8vo, pp. 6S3. New York: Charles

Scribiier's Sons. Price, cloth, ft.

Professor Kuyper was directly iutroduced to our readers by his disser-

tation ou "Pautbcism's Destruction of Boundaries," which we printed

in this liCiieic in July and September, 1893. Professor Wartield, of

Princeton, writes that as a force in Church and State Dr. Kuyper is prob-

ably the most considerable figure in both political and ecclesiastical Hol-

land; that he is organizer and leader of the Autirevolutionary party,

and chief editor of its organ ; founder and developer of the Free Univer-

sity of Amsterdam, in which the people of the Netherlands have an object

lesson of the possibility and quality of higher education conducted on

Christian foundations, free from interference from the State; and is ad-

vocate in the Church of freedom of conscience, confessional rights, and

the principles of that religion to which the Dutch people owe all that

has made them great, endeavoring to bring all who love those princi-

ples together into one powerful communion, free to confess and live the

religion of their hearts. His presence in this country for three months

last autumn and his course of lectures at Princeton University on Calvin-

ism help to draw fresh attention to him and to the volume which the

Scribners lay upon our table. The whole work fills three volumes the

size of this one. The i3rst and third have not been translated. The
reason for jneferring the second volume to introduce the work to the

English-speaking public and test its desire for the rest, probably is that,

though only a fragment of his theological work, it is "i)0ssibly thus far

his most considerable contribution to theological science." The first

volume is introductory; the third treats of the several divisions of the-

ology; while this one contains the general part and discusses questions

relating to the place of theology among the sciences, and the nature of

theology as a science with a "principium" of its own. There is no

doubt that Dr. Kuyper is the most aflluent, prolific, and brilliant mind
at work to-day in the civil, educational, and ecclesiastical life of Hol-

land. He serves the State as a member of the lower chamber of the

States-general, and the Church as Professor of Dogmatics in the Free

University at Amsterdam. Dr. Kuyper regards ]\iethodism as a neces-

sary reaction against influences which threaleiu'd to petrify the life of

the Church. He thinks it vras born from Calvinism ; and it was to the

extent and in the way that abolitionism was born from slavery. He be-

lieves tliat, as a necessary reaction, Methodism had a high calling which
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it is bound to obey, and a real spiritual significauce. He admits ajjol-

<.:,'cticaliy that owing to his environment he has sjooken of Methodism
ill a way which would have been impossible cither in England or Amer-
icii. We respectfully submit that opinions which it would have been
iiiij)os.<ible for liim to utter in England or America, about <nny Church
would better have been omitted from a volume translated for the special
use of Englishmen and Americans. Still, it is satisfactory to find that
the author felt that the few slight criticisms contained in his references
to Methodism were so inapplicable to Methodism in general as to re-
.|uire a virtual retraction when he came to write the Preface to this vol-
Hine. The nature of his references to Methodism and of his misconcep-
tions thei-cof may be sampled from page 165, where he says that the
iKw life in the soul which springs from palingenesis (the new birth)
\^x^? not always been balanced and guided by scientific knowkdo-c but
has sometimes manifested a dislike or disdain for science, and then fol-
lows this sentence: "The history of mysticism has its tales to relate
und Methodism comes in for its share." He does not tell us, but we
infer that he means "its share" of criticism. The last chapter of
the hook contains a history of theology, in the closing sections of
which he describes the apparent defeat, in the eighteenth century, of
tho^ great Reformation movement, and the period of resurrection
v.hich glorifies the nineteenth. He attributes that apparent defeat
t" the eflfects worked by Deism, which spread across the Continent
fro.n England; the effects worked by the spirit of the Encyclope-
nist.s, which caused its power to be felt in France; and the' effects
worked by the Aufklarung aHumination), which asserted itself in Ger-
Jaany. These produced a low moralism which clipped every win^
blocked every form of the ideal, and weaned men from all high impul^^e"'
And the Christian Church and Christian theology in those davs lacked
tiio holy fire and the energy of heroism to withstand with righleons in-
cSig.iat.on these malign and stupefying influences. Then wa^ developed
iu the Church Rationalism, the attack upon wliich by the Supernatnral-
'^rn of the time was so clumsy, miskillful, and inadequate as to make the
'J^-icat of Christendom still more humiliating. At this point the author
Y'tc.s as If it were almost the only star of hope in a dark time, the fact
-»l Pietistic circles were maintained in Lutheran lands, and mystical

''•m Methodistical circles in Reformed lands, which hid the salt of the
^•"-^jx^l, lest it should lose its savor; "but he remarks regretfully that
^"ese spiritually attuned circles failed of exerting any savino- 'influ-

*
j'Cc upon official Churches and oflicial theologv." This expounder and

^•^^arnp.on of Calvinism correctly narrates tlie history of the latter part

^
;

the last century when he says that, in order that the salt of the

;

I>tl should not altogether lose its savor in the world, it was hid in
^^yUthodist.cal circles," circles which were "spiritually attuned."

..a statement need not be withdrawn or modified anywhere; it is as
a"le to be piinted in English as in Dutch. The author, speakiu- c f
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the niuetecutli century as tlie "Period of Resurrection" for the doc-

trinal and spiritual life which marked the Reformation, says that in this

century the mystical-religious movement rivals the eHects of the Refor-

mation. "Revivals of all sorts of tenets are the order of the day in

Europe as well as in America. In spite of its oue-sidedness Perfection-

ism has gained a mighty following. Methodist and Baptist Churches

have developed an activity which would have been inconceivable in the

eighteenth century, and which affords its masterpiece in the Salvation

Army. Missions have assumed such wide proj)ortions that now they

have a universal historical significance. New interest has been awak-

ened in religious and churchly questions, which make manifest how dif-

ferent a spirit has come to t!ie world. Even negative tendencies have

found it advisable, in their way, to sing the praises of religion. . . .

If then, after the shameful defeat of theology in the period of the ' Illu-

mination' (Aufklfirung), we may afBrm an undeniable remrrection in

the nineteenth century, let it be said that this is owing, first of all, to

the many mystical influences which, against all e.vjjectation, have re-

stored once more a current to the religious waters. A breath of wind
from above has gone out upon the nations. . . . The power of palin-

genesis (new birth) has almost suddenly revealed itself with rare force.

... It has pleased God, in almost every land and in every part of

the Church, to raise up gifted persons, who, by him 'trausfen-cd from

death into life,' as singers, as prophets, as statesnaeu, as jurists, and as

theologians, liave borne a witness for Christ such as had not been heard

of since the days of Luther and Calvin." There is on page 403 a state-

ment which, we think, cannot have even an intelligible meaning in

England or America—the statement that "the Methodistic tendency in

particular has degraded" the Holy Scripture into a mere " collection of

inspired utterances concerning the Being of God, his attributes, his will

and counsel of grace."

The Coniel for an J'jii of noitht. By Hkxrv Vax Dyke, JXD., LL.D. r2mo, pp.
329. New York : The Macmillan Company Price, cloth, $1.25.

This is the sixth edition. Revision of the book and omission of the

Appendix have reduced its size. The additional interest of this edition

is found in a new Preface of fourteen pages containing brief replies to

some critics who have misconceived the purpose of the book and misrep-

resented its meaning. Dr. Van Dyke's book is tlie substance of his

course of lectures on preaching delivered before the divinity students of

Yale University. The aim of his lectures was not to teach the art of

making sermons, but "to accentuate the truth tliat the question. What
to preach, comes fii-st, and the question, How to preach, comes after-

ward. A man mnst have a distinct message, clear and luminous to his

own soul—a message which comes to him with a joyful sense of newness

and demands utterance—he must feel the living fitness of this precise

message to the needs of the world before he can learn to deliver it with
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frfi-flom and power." Dr. Van Dyke wanlcd to tell the young men

studying for the ministry that they "must not let themselves be educated

Kilt of sympathy with the modern world; that they must understand the

iriiils and difficulties of the present age in order to serve it effectively;

that tljey must keep in touch with living men and women, outside of

tl»e circle of faith as well as within it, if they wish to help them." More

tiian this, he wanted to show that "there is a message of religion espe-

cially titled to meet the needs of our times, an aspect of Christianity

wliicli comes to the world to-day as glad tidings, a newness in the old

Ciospcl which shines out like a sunrise upon the darkness ard despond-

ency that overshadow so much of modern life. This aspect of Chris-

tianity centers in the person of Jesus Christ, as the human life of God.

Tliis newness of the Gospel lies in believing in him as a real man, in

wlioso sonship the Fatherhood of God is revealed and made certain to

all men. And the power of this message to enrich and ennoble life lies

in the fact that they who receive it are set free from a threefold bond-

iigc: first, from the heavy thought that they are creatures of necessity

wliose actions and destiny are determined by heredity and environment;

s-'cond, from the haunting fear that the world is governed by bliud

chance or brute force; and, third, from the curse of sin, wliich is selfish-

ness, To see Christ as the true Son of God and the brother of all men
is to be sure that the soul is free, and that God is good, and that the end

of life is noble service. This is the true Gospel for an age of doubt. The

l)rcsent is a doubting age, but also a hopeful age, an earnest age, an age

uf generous feeling and noble action. AVhat it needs is a clear answer

to its doubt and a powerful remedy for its sadness. Answer and remedy

arc found in the person and power of Jesus Christ. His life is a fact

which cannot be explained without God. His character is a standing

jToof of the reality of the spiritual world. A universe of matter and
force could never have produced such a person. His teaching is a direct

witness to things which are unseen and eternal. Those who will receive

it shall find his words a fountain of living waters springing up within

them uuto everlasting life." The closing paragraph of Dr. Van Dyke's

answer to his critics will arouse expectant interest in all who read it

:

"I know very well that this book is incomplete. It touches only one

S'^jioct of the greatest of all subjects. It needs a sequel to make it har-

inoni/.e more fully with the truth as it is in Jesus, and to bring it into

touch with another side of the needs of humanity. Very soon I hope to

5'<! permitted to follow this volume on The Ooq)el for an Age of Doubt
^vith another on The Gospel foj- a World of Shi.''

<,''ii'( Talks vith Earnest Pi'oplc. By CiiAKLKS Edwakd Jeffersok. Small \i\no,

I'p. ixo. Kcw York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co. Tiice, cloth, §1.

The author is the new pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle in Xew
"^ <"k city, long known as Dr. Williara ]\L Taylor's Church. The volume
I--' "affectionately dedicated to the laymen of Christendom by a minister
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who esteems and reveres them." Twenty-five frank, friendly, confidential

talks ^vith laymen about ministers and ministerial life and work, in a

style which is a model of simplicity, clearness, and directness, make
this a book of practical value, well worthy to be read by every layman

in Christendom. It might pay both ministry and laity to divide be-

tween them the expense of putting a copy of it in every Protestant pew
as well as on every minister's desk. A better understanding of mutual

rights and duties would result. The topics are these: "The Unknown
Man; " "The Maligned Man;" " The Misunderstood Man;" "The Im-

portance of linoAviug Him ;
" " The Sermon ; " " What is the Matter ?

"

"Who is to Blame? " " Why Time is Needed ; " <' Vacation, and Why ;
"

" Objections to Vacations;" "Money;" " ^Ministerial Liberty; " "Lib-

erty Defined;" "Sympathy;" "Cooperation;" " Considerateness; "

"Thoughtlessness; " "Ways of Killing a Sermon;" " Inspiringthe Min-

ister; " " Appreciatin,c:the Minister; " " Criticising the Minister; " Secur-

ing a Minister;" "Dismissing a Minister;" "The Minister's Wife;"

"The Mission of Laymen." To quote at length would be interesting

and i^rofitable, but space permits only a few brief bits. "There are

more brave men in the pulpits of Christendom than in any army which

ever followed a general to the mouths of the gnus." "The best people

in the world, so the author thinks, are laymen. The tallest and sweetest

saints whom it has been his privilege to know have been not in the

pulpit, but in the pew. There is probably no subject on which a true

minister of Christ so loves to dwell in his thought as the sacrifices which

laymen are making continually to advance God's kingdom." " A cler-

gyman, unless providentially hindered, ought to accept the leadership

of the largest church which he is capable of serving. Every man ought

to enter the largest door which Providence opens in his face." The
radical defect in much of the preaching of our time is its "lack of

spiritual passion. The tone of authority is faint. Too much of the

preaching is like that of the scribes. Clergymen are numerou.s, but

prophets few. . . . Only a prophet can achieve genuine success in these

hurried and fascinating days. . , . Woe to the preacher who in these

days .shirks the wrestlings and agonies of the prophet." E. H. Hutton

went to hear one of the afternoon sermons of the chaplain of Lincoln's

Inn, Frederick D. Mauiice. He "heard and saw and felt that day
things which lived in liis memoiy through life. He heard a prophet.

Maurice spoke for God. The intense and thrilling tones, the pathetic

emphasis, the passionate trust, the burning exultation, tlie atmosphere

of reverence and devotion, awed and subdued the worshipers. The
church became indeed a holy place. The words of the service seemed
put into the preacher's mouth, ' while he, with his whole soul bent on

their wonderful drift, uttered them as an awestruck but thankful envoy

tells the tale of danger and deliverance.' " It is known to our denomi-

nation that the Congregationalist author of this book is a ^Methodist

product, a graduate of Ohio Wesleyan l^nivcrsity.
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J At- 1. ifc and Letters of Paul the Apostle. By Lyman Abbott. 12ino, pp. 332. Xew
York aiKl Boston : Houghtoa, Miffliu & Co. Price, cloth, $1.50.

The author suys that Conybeare aud Howsou's Life and Epistles of St.

i\t>il remains, in spite of much subsequent dcvclopineut of biblical criti-

risiu, the best account of the times and civcurastauces of the apostle; he

alM> acknowledges obligation to Dr. George Mathesou's iS/ziViYuaZ Devel-

.'imaitofSt. Paul and A. Sabatier's The Apostle Pavl. With the views

of Dr. Abbott at various points most of our readers doubtless disagree,

!. lit ft mind fit for the ministry is capable of reading with discrimination

.v.ul independence, finding some profit and stimulus even from opinions

•Ahii'h must be rejected after being weighed. Perhaps a fair idea of the

j,-i.ii(.Tal drift of the book may be obtained from a passage near its close,

^^!li(•h says that "the history of actual organic Christianity through the

s;:c<! is the history of the intermingling of these three conceptions; the

]• ipui conception of God as one whose wrath must be satisfied by a

'.(crilice; the Jewish conception of God as a lawgiver who can be ap-

jiroachcd only by obedience to his laws; and the Christian conception

of God as a Father who gives life freely to all who will accept the gift.

These three ideas are still strangely intermingled in our conglomerate

ih'-nlogy. The gospel of God's infinite and u jpurchasablclove finds its

••v.'iy slowly, though surely, to the hearts of the children of men.

V/li.never we find in modern theology the doctrine that man can be

~,iv(<l only by a sacrifice offered to placate the wrath of an angry God,

vc find the relic of paganism. Wherever we find the doctrine taught

that man can trust the love of God only as he has first proved himself a

ri^'htcous man by obej'ing the law of God, we find a relic of Judaism,

Wlierover we find men putting up an altar, and a sacrifice, and a priest,

.'iiul insisting on it that only through the altar, the sacrifice, and the

{'riest can one come to God, we find a relic of paganism. Wherever we
t".!'il men putting up a law, whether ceremonial or ethical, and teaching

shut there is no way to acceptance with God except through water bap-
ti-:n—sprinkling or immersion—or that there is no acceptance with God
' xccjitby compliance with some ritual or ceremony, or insisting that the

' ''ucc of the Gospel is the Ten Commandments, or the epitome of the
'1 'II Commandments—Thou shalt love the Lord thy Goil with all thy heart
•''!''! soul, and thy neighbor as thyself—insisting, in other words, that the
•-^eiiee of the Gospel message is not what God does for man, but what
: -an should do for God, we find essential Judaism. And wherever we
fiji'l the message that God is infinite and eternal love, that the way to his

'•'^ir^ is always open, that he gives life without price, whether we find it

'•' tlic free Gospel of the Methodist, or in the large aud s}iiritual teach-
!'

;•: of such ministers as Brooks and Beecher and Jlauricc and Robert-
" '", or in such movements as the Keswick movement, so called, or such
:^'!ii!.-trii'.s iis the ministry of the so called Higher Life, or such theol-
''(^ us the misnamed New Theolo^-'v, there we find a revival of Paul's
.'ifJiJllrr."
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airistianity and the Progress of Man. A SUidy of Contemporary Evolution iu

Connection witb tlie Work of Modern Missions. By Professor W. DouGr^\s

Mackenzie. I2mn, pp. 250. New Yorlc and Cliicago: Fleming II. Revel! Com-

pany. Price, cloth, $1.25.

- Professor ^lackeuzie dedicates liis book to his fatlaer and mother,

who have labored together as missionaries of Jesus Christ iu South

Africa for the pnst forty years. The conviction underlying the book is

that the two greatest facts of the nineteenth century are the unification

of the race and the establishment of the Christian rchgion as a working

force among ne;irly all nations. Throughout this volume two matters

are kept constantly iu view: first, that practically the whole race is now

within the reacli of the Christian Church ; and, secondly, that wherever the

Churcli, through its missionaries, touches heathendom, progress at once

begins in all directions. In the concluding cha])ter the difficult problem

of what is meant by the "progress of man" is discussed and the relation

of Christianity to the various elements of progress is dc5cril>ed. The

means which the missionaries employ for reaching the heathen and the

effects produced are studied one by one. The effects of the Bible iu its

innumerable translations; the eflect and the dependence of popular

education upon the Christian faith; the moral changes wrought iu the

individual and community by faith in Christ, and the effect of this upon

social conduct and ideals; the influence exerted by the self-sacrifice alike

of the missionaries and converts and the real value of martyrdom ; the

relation of Christianity to other religions; the supreme motive for the

missionary life and labor, which is the desire to see individuals brought

to salvation through faith in Jesus Christ—these and other important

matters under these various heads supply the material and evidence for

the conviction held by the author that religion has been at the root of

all progress and that the Christian religion is the only one fitted to

secure the progress of man in the future.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

at the liiddle of Existence. By GoLDWix S>riTH. New Edition with Ad-
ditions. 12mo, pp. 295. New York : The Macmillan Company. Price, cloth,

Sl.25.

We notice this new edition only liccause of the author's " One Word
More " contained in the last forty-eight pages. He thinks nothing has

been said in answer to these essays which seriously calls for a reply, but

he adds a chapter filled mostly with reiterations of the views e.vpressed

in the essays. His concessions, though few, are more interesting than

his denials. He recognizes the unspeakable importance of religion to

each of us spiritually, and that its necessity to society, to the common-

wealth, to the home, and even to the esthetic part of our nature, to

poetry, and art, is such that nobody can think of dealing with it lightly

or consider without dread the possibility of its departure. He at!irm5
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tl.r.t tlie '^churches are still full, perhaps fuller than ever," and that
"miuistration is more active than ever." lie says that the speculations
of the critics as to the dates of Old Testament books and their specific
K.'jrccs have not yet advanced beyond hypothesis; that the people only
f.irc to be assured that these books are the inspired word of God, the
f^oiuiine manifestation of his will, and the true record of his dealinas
uith mankind; and that the religion of the many cannot be founded on
a literary criticism or j^hilosophical manipulation of the Bible, any more
tlwui it can be founded on metaphysics-it must be founded on plain
fact. He notes that Dr. H. P. Liddon, full of all theological learning,
iiiaintamed the literal interpretation of the Book of Jonah, and thatlTr'.
A. P. Stanley, a leading liberal, in his Sinai and Pale.^tine treated the
Kxodus as certainly historical. As to the blending of divine and human
clrmcuts in the Bible, he writes: "How are we to distinguish the di-
vine from the human? No test is suggested to us except the test of
reason and conscience. Dean Farrar tells u.s, as Bishop Butler had told
us, tliat reason and conscience must be supreme." It is pointed out that
"(he moral strength of the Old Testament is its preaching of righteous-
ness, which lias furnished powerful weapons to those who were protesting
a-umst injustice." In the old days of slavery John Brown used to read a°
his family altar on thanksgiving and fast days the fifty-eighth chapter of
I.^aiah, where God demands, "Is not this the fast that I have chosen ? to
undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed go free, and that ye
break every yoke? " The Bible is the arsenal where Liberty and Justice
Kft their weapons. The author says that no expedient could be more
d<-spcrate than that of identifying revelation with evolution. " If reve-
lation is in a constant state of evolution, where is the process to end ?

\N hat stage in it is denoted by the coming and the teaching of Christ ?
>Vluic did Paul mean wlicn he anathematized all whci should preach any
other gospel?" On the warrant of alleged new revelations we have
^'•^n, not in the twilight of the first or second century, but in the me-
ri.haa light of the nineteenth, the Virgin Mary declared immaculate in
iiCT conception, and infallibility, a long step toward divinity, conferred
^n-m the pope. The .^lormons also claim to be favored with various
a>:thontative new revelations. Dean Farrar's words in his book, The
'^/ Its Meaning and Sirprejuacy, are quoted: "About the miracles

5-^rrormed by our Lord and SavioTir Jesus Christ—about the Incarua-
'"-n, the Resurrection, and the Ascension, which are the most stupen-

.T,",! ^J^^^"\^^l-I can still say, with all my heart, ^ Manet immota
. < «. In his " One Word More," Professor Smith still adheres to his
••iiculous notion that the Gospel history has for its necessary postulate

J-'

i to.emaic idea that the earth is the center of the universe; a notion
-^
nih an undergraduate in theology could easilv explode. A curious

-•'-<'nc-nt, indeed, is this, "What we cannot possibly understand we can-
po.snjiy believe." Howmany things are there, we wonder, in this un-

'• -oinuble umverse which this professor really and fully understands ?
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Very few, we judge; aud we are confident that he believes, and daily

orders his life by, a great many things which he cannot understand.

He thinks that the really operative iulluences of Christianity have been

those of the Character aud the Words of Christ ; that the first disciples

were drawn to Jesus by his character and words, aud that we and all

men to whose convictions aud hearts the Character and the Words come

home should follow him all our days as did Peter and Andrew, James

and John, by the Galilean sea. Not a few queer statements, hardly in-

dicative of intellectual vigor, are iu this book ; for example, that a prac-

tical system of morality is possible iu which the ethical teachings of

Jesus, as ratified by experience, both personal experience aud that of

Christendom at large, would lie preserved, though without the theistic

basis of those teachings. Now surely a Christianity excluding theism

is au amazingly grotesque impossibility. These economical thinkers

who push the Law of Parsimony to suicidal extremes in their passion for

trying how much which mankind counts essential they can possibly do

without, provoke us to remark that we think we could possibly do

without them—the economical thinkers themselves—thus going farther

than they do iu one point at least. On page 286 this professor says,

"The universe is inconceivable aud unimaginable; " from which we infer

that the universe is a thing which he does not understand. And yet,

though he tells us he caunot believe what he caunot understand, we pre-

sume he feels compelled to believe, though with an advanced skeptic's

painful reluctance to believe anytliing, that the universe is a tolerably

obvious and even to some minds a somewhat demonstrable reality.

The yiakinri of ReU'jlon. By AxnnEW L.v>'G, M.A., LL.D. S^•o, pp. 3S0. XewYork:
Longmans, Green & Co. Price, olotb, §2.50.

These chajjters on the early history of religion represent, without re-

producing in form, the Gifl'ord lectures delivered by the author at St.

Andrew's. In our judgment the book is of unequal dignity and value in

its different parts; the chapters on "Opening the Gates of Distance,''

" Crystal Visions, Savage aud Civilized," "Hallucinations," and "De-
moniacal Possessions," being less scientific and solid than the others. The
book sets strongly against the theory of the origin of religion favored by
Herbert Spencer and Professor Tylor. lAx. Lang gives proof that belief

in a Supreme Being was found among primitive savages previous to all

traces of Animism. The rudimentary elements of religion exist iu sav-

age tribes; and tliere is no tribe anywhere wholly destitute of religious

belief. Competent scientists report to-day that the weight of evidence

proves ihat man, as man, is "incurably religious." In this j\Ir. Lang
stands with Daniel G. lirintou's Religions of Primithe Peoples. The con-

clusions of this particular anthropologist tend to make an end of the

purely anthropological viev/ of the origin of religion, and " throw us

back on the old theory that the Supreme God did not leave himself with-

out a witness in the human mind, and that it was only by a process of

degeneration and obscuration that this divine witness was lost. For the
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nst Mr. Lang by no means shuts evolution out of the history. He starts

from a divine germ, and not from a purely humanistic origin. He

i.rovides for a divine direction of the evolution, and brings it at last

to a predetermined divine end in the Christian leligion." According

to him "there are two chief sources of rehgion: (1) The belief, \\o\\

Htl.iined we know not, in a powerful, moral, eternal, omniscient Father

i.nd Judge of men
; (2) The belief (probably developed out of experiences

norma] and supernormal) in somewhat of man which may survive the

yravc." "This second belief," says Mr. Lang, " is not, logically, needed

ns given material for the first, in its apparently earliest form. It may,

for all we know, be the later of the two beliefs, chronologically. But

this belief, too, av as necessary to religion ; first, as finally supplAing a for-

UHila by which advancing intellects could conceive of the mighty Be-

ing involved in the former creed; and next as elevating man's conception

of his own nature. By the second belief he becomes the child of the

God in whom, perhaps, he already trusted, and in whom he has his be-

ing, a being not destined to perish with the death of the body. Man is

thus not only the child, but the heir of God, a ' nurseling of immortality,'

cajKible of entering into eternal life. Ou the moral influence of this

l)cliof it is superfluous to dwell." Thus concludes a scientist, an an-

thropologist, in a scientific study; no preacher, no retained advo-

cate of Christianity or of rehgion. His argument "exhibits religion

as probably beginning in a kind of Theism, which was then super-

seded, in some degree, or even corrupted, by Animism in all its

Viirieties. Finally the exclusive Theism of Israel receives its comple-

ment . . . and emerges as Christianity." Among significant sayings

he quotes Herbert Spencer's concession of " the truth that the power

wliieli manifests itself in consciousness is but a differently conditioned

form of the power which manifests itself be3"ond consciousness." (The

words are Mr. Spencer's.) The fact is also noted that " Professor Tylor

dismisses the idea that any known race of men is devoid of religious con-

ceptions. He disproves, out of their own mouths, the allegations of

Several M-riters who have made this exploded assertion about 'godless

trilics.' He says, ' The thought and principles of modern Christianity

iU'o attached to intellectual clews which run back through far pre-Chris-

irin ages to the very origin of human civilization, i)crli0.ps even of hmnan
r.rixtcnre.'''''' "We End no race whose mind, as to faith, is a talnda

raui.'" Such is the latest report of reputable ethnology and anthropol-

f'lry. It looks in the same direction as Paul's teachings.

^''J the Aiirclian Wall. T.y Bliss Cakmax. IGino, pp. 132. New York and Boston:
l.:imson, AVolfle & Co. Price, cloth, $1.

Tlic author of Loio Tide on Grand Pre, Bcldnd the Arras, Ballads of
i.ni,t Haven, etc., brings us a new budget of eighteen poems, mostly cic-

elies. "We confess to a liking for Bliss Carman's work. The poet's spirit

'•< ''II him, the sensitive, impressible, responsive soul, the wonder and the
"'\''', the deep ecstasy, the solemn joy, the winged imagination, the
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felicitous expression of genuine feeling, the fine shaping of crystalline

phrases, and over all and under all a sense of the Greatness which lies

around our incompleteness. The first poem, giving title to the volume,

is a rcjemorial to Keats, whose much-visited grave is "where the long

shadows of the centuries fall from Cuius Cestius's tomb," by the Aurelian

Wall. Of Keats this poet says that his splendid name " Spreads through

the world like autumn—who knows when?—till all the hillsides flame."

"The "White Gull" was written for the centenary of Shelley's birth.

High above the idling reef-set bell buoy, rocked by mighty tides, the

poet sees a sea gull " searching the blue dome with keening cry," and in

its wild free flight finds an emblem of the venturous poetic flight of

Shelley, to whom he writes

:

Surely thou wert a lonely one,

Gentle and wild

;

And the round snu delayed for thee

In the red moorlands by the sea,

When Tyrian Autiuun lured thee on,

A wistful child,

To rove the tranquil, vacant year,

From dale to dale;

And the great IVIother took thy face

Between her hands for oue long gaze,

And bade thee follow without fear

The endless trail.

And thy clear spirit, half forlorn,

Seeking its own,
Dwelt with the nomad tents of rain,

Marched with the gold-red ranks of gi'ain,

Or ranged the frontiers of the morn,
And was alone.

The thirteen stanzas on Phillips Brooks were wi-itteu on i\\(i white winter

day of his burial, when the town's trafllc paused at high noon as his

body was borne out from the portal of the temple he builded into the

broad open square where the grieving crowd waited, and the wealth-

moDgering city showed that it

Sets higher than gold

Just the straight manhood, clean, gentle, and fearless,

Made in God's likeness once more as of old.

In greatness of manhood he was file-leader and head of the column ; he
was the white captain who wore his life without stain, who was never

dismayed by darkness or distance, never swerved right or left from

duty's high pathway; who stayed up the courage of men with his voice,

"Stand fast, hold fast, push on, for the night wears to morning, and
our God of promise is the God who performs." In him Boston honored

its utmost in man. lie showed the possibilities of manhood when it is

strong in the Lord and in the power of his might. Faith made him; let

infidelity match him if it can, and, failing that, let it reverently uncover

in presence of the simple majesty of human nature molded and modeled
after Christ. As Bliss Carman says, the doubting world, not overspirit-

ual, not oversurc of unseen realities, when asked, "Have you seen the
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I/.nl, and do you know the Saviour?" may answer, "Phillips Brooks

w^ts his brother, and we have known Brooks." The poem entitled "The

Ct'iuitry of liar" was written for the centenary of "William Blake's

••N)i)gs of Innocence." "A Seamark" is a threnody for Robert Louis

.*^ti-vi'nson, whose grave looks off over the sea from the mountain island

i.f Samoa, where that "master of the roving kind," in whom the truant

.;vj>sy blood stirs and whom the wander-spirit leads beyond many hori-

/..iis, was last heard from by the worjd. Of him, at tidings of his death,

lliis^s Carman wrote:

Our restless loved adveutiirer,

On secret orders come to liim,

Has slipped his cable, cleared the reef,

And melted on the \Yhite sea rim.

A fond hrotherlincss beats in Carman's words in his tributes to Steven-

Mui, "the loveliest child of earth," who passed from laud to land, "the

.'•(cting migrant of a day, heart-high, outbound for otherwhere;"

whose lone grave is a seamark set for evermore, high on a peak wheeled

round by tropic birds, and at whose wave-washed rocky base the green

WH breaks its dragon teeth; and for whose soul our poet prays " that by

whatever trail he fare, he be refreshed in God's great care." One of the

tributes here is to Henry George, a man of the common people, "who
^\orked for his daily bread and loved his fellows before himself," believ-

ing that "love is the only creed and honor the only law." Fifteen

".erses arc to Raphael, "Master of adored Madonnas." Twelve are to

Pi'.il Yerlaine. Most lavish in length and tenderness is the poem to

*.'nrnian's friend, Andrew Straton, a tribute of friendship which minds
us somewhat of Tennyson's "In Memoriam " to Artliur Henry Hallam.

Straton was a " son of consolation; peace and cheer were in his hands,

hnd their secret in his will." He was steadfast as the sun, and could

y.>x\\ silence like the stars. "Fearless man and faultless comrade, a great

.'ar.rt whose beat was love." Bliss Carman, we say again, has the true

I>-X'tic spirit. This new volume makes us call him once more the poet of

".liC wind and of the rain. The one blows the other tlu-ough his pages.

H< re arc twenty-seven verses of "Wind Songs," which also are sung for

Andrew Straton's death. In pauses of wind and rain is the whip-poor-
H ill's cry by night and the thrushes' fluting by day. To the poet, life

i^!il the world are great and wonderful and beautiful.

'"'iis Xow First Collected. By EDMrNP Claiiknce Stepmax. ICmo, pp.210.
I-'-'stoii and New York: Houghton, Mifflin i Co. Price, cloth, gilt top, $1.50.

' hose are Mr. Stedman's fugitive poems of the past twenty years, left

'uttered while he has been busy with volumes of literary criticism and
;"-*ctical history. Here is his entreaty to tlie Muse whom for long periods
-t' has perforce neglected

:

Return and be thou kind, bright Spirit of song.

Thou whom I yet loved most, loved most of all

Even when I left thee— 1, now so long strayed

Krom thy beholding ! And renew, renew
Thy gift to me fain clinging to thy robe!
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A fit tlieme for a poem is "The Ilaud of Lincoln," the hand of labor

and of liberty, the hand that drove the team, and held the plow, and

poled the raft, and swung the ax, and wrote Emancipation for the

slave. More alike in nature and in nurture than is usually noted were

our two greatest Americans. "Washington's mother was unlettered;

Lincoln's father was unable to read or write. Washington had not

schooling enough to teach him spelling and grammar; Lincoln was not

over a year in school. Both were self-made men. Washington was six

feet two; Lincoln six feet three and a liulf. Both were powerful, ath-

letic men, champions at running, jumping, and wrestling; men of great

endurance and patience. And both had huge hands. Lafayette said

Washington's hands were tlic largest lie had ever seen on any human be-

ing; and the bronze cast of Lincoln's hand, which inspired Stedmau's

poem, shows its large mold, big boned, knotted with cords and veins.

Two sons of Anak held the helm of this nation with giant hands in the

two greatest crises of its history. A tribute to Grant is in the poem
" On the Death of an Invincible Soldier." Sweet and tender are the

verses to ITelen Keller, the wonderful girl whom deafness, dumbness,

and blindness all together are not able to imprison or disaljlc from linowl-

edge, intelligence, delight, and the fellowships and accomplishments of

life. In '• Mors Bencfica '' our poet seems to say that he would choose

to die without a day of .sickness, unwitting of the liour, in life's brave

heat, with senses clear, stricken at his work and on his feet, or else go

down at sea

:

"Willi no cry in vain.

No miuistraiit beside to ward and weep,

Hand upon helm, I would my quittauce gain

s In some wild turmoil of tlie waters deep,

And sink content into a di-eamless sleep

(Spared grave and shroud) below the ancient main.

In his "Proem to a Victorian Anthology" Stedman tells England, on

the death of Browning and Tennyson, that since Shakespeai'e died she

has seen no loftier day than the finish of such lives, "nor statelier exit of

heroic soul conjoined with soul heroic," nor a lay excelling theirs, the two

great singers " whose chanting large and sweet shall last luitil our

tongue's far doom." The fourth division of the volume contains fifteen

poems of the Caribbean Sea, a region not much sung by ])oets hitherto;

and the poems take us over the map which last summer's Spanisli-Ameri-

can war made familiar to us and to the keels of our warshi]>s. The

]>ocms go singing in many keys to the Bahamas, bleak San Salvador, the

Windward Passage, the Pelican Shoal, Cape Kaytien, Port-au-Prince,

the green and watered and bloomy island of Jamaica, and Porto Rique,

and Martinique. The cracked bells of Panama clanging in the two

old cathedral towers seem to the })oet to be still .saying as of yore,

"Come out ! Come out ! There's a heretic to singe to-day !" In the

Caribbean Sea, "afloat o'l tropic wave," Stedman sings in 1893 the last

poem of this volume, " Ariel," which is a tribute to the poet Shelley a
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great Elizabeth," in .vhich the names of Drake and Hawkins are vindi-
cated from the charge of being no better than buccaneers. That in old
times, as now, there were higubrious lamenters over the inevitable
progress of events, is shown by the elaborate essay which the Abbe
Genty published at Orleans in 1787, on The Influence of the Biscova-^ ofArncna, on the Ilapphuss of the Human Mace, in which Genty shows
that Columbus only opened a new chapter in the long Iliad of human
woe, the only unqualified benefit from that discovery being the introduc-
tion of quinine into Europe as a preventive of fevers. Charles FrancisAdams has recently asked whether the discovery of America was not
for at least a century, fraught with more evil than benefit to mankind
^\hen Columbus sailed westward from the Canaries his aim was not ^o
discover a new world, but to find the coast of Asia and acquire wealth
or the purpose of driving the Turk from Europe and setting free theHoly Sepulcher at Jerusalem. The first American legislatuie was theHouse o Burgesses of Old Virginia, a judicial as well as legislative^

body.
^

Its enactments dealt with many naatters, small and -reat The
authority and dignity of the ministry were cherished. Iny personfound drunk was, for the first offense, to be privately reproved L theminis er; the second offense received public reproof; the third time the
offender inust be put in irons for twelve hours and pay a fine; for any
subsequent offenses the punishment should be severely increased at the
discretion of the governor and council. Tor public contributions every

TdTv
""

^"^V""""'
"^ ''"^^^ "according to his own apparel,'-and every married man "according to his own and his wife's apparel'"

a law calculated to promote plainness of dress. Speaking against the

the pillory The minister's salary was made as .sure as possible even inthe wors times by a law that no planter could dispose of so much as a

touaid that salary. It was not prudent to speak too freely of ministersOne enactment read ;Xoe man shall disparage a mynister whereby themjudes of his parishioners may be alienated from him and his myni.trie
prove es^s effcctuall, upon payne of severe censure of the governor and
councell. An item in the history of names tells how one of the'finestof Anuncan cities preserves on the banks of the Patapseo River an old
Iri^h name. On the southwestern coast of Ireland, not far from Cape
Clear, the steamship on its way from Kew York to Liverpool passes^-uhin sight of a small promontory crowned by an ancient viUaoe berr-log the Gaelic name of Baltimore, which signifies 'large towuLands.'"
In Maryland._ under Lord Baltimore, there were statutes threatenino-Lm tanans with death and fining a man ten shillings for callin. hi°sneighbor a "Calveuist" or a "Prespiterian." The^.arly rise ^ n
abolitionist party m Virginia is referred to as follows: '-'In 1784Ihoinas Jc;fferson announced the principle upon which Abraham Lincoln
^^as elected to tl,e Presidency in ISGO, the prohibition of slavery in the
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uiitional domain; Jefferson attempted to embody this principle in an

orcUuance for establishing territorial government west of the AUe-

gh:inics. In 1787 George Slason denounced the 'infernal traffic' in

lU'sh and blood with phrases quite like those -which his grandchildren

wore to resent when thev fell from the lips of Wendell Phillips." The

book closes by telling how, in 17-15, the sixth Lord Fairfax came to

<Iieud the rest of his days in Virginia; how, there being much surveying

to be done, the lord of Greenway Court gave this work to a young man

for whom he had conceived a strong al5ection, the name of Fairfax's

voung friend being George Washington ; how, when Governor Diuwiddie,

at a perilous crisis, had need of the ablest man Virginia could afford, to

undertake a journey of unwonted difficulty through tlie Avilderness, to

negotiate with Indian tribes, and to warn the advancing Frenchmen to

trespass no further upon English territory, the shrewd old Scotchman

i-clected, as the best person to intrust with this arduous enterprise, a

a lad of one-and-twenty, Lord Fairfax's surveyor, George Washington.

a most extraordinary choice, but one completely justified by subsequent

events, many and great, and reaching on to the time when that young

laud surveyor became President of the United States.

Afptnorics of Hawthorne. By Eosi! Hawthokne Latheop. Cro^ra 8vo, pp. 4?-:.

Boston and Xew York : Houghton, Mifflin & Co. rricc, clotli, gilt top, $2.

Hawthorne's daughter, the author of this delightful book, disavows

its authorship in her Preface, which says: "It will be seen that this vol-

ume is really Avritteu by Sophia Hawthorne, whose letters from earliest

girlhood are so expressed, and so profound in thought and loveliness,

tliat some will of sterner quality than a daughter's must cast them aside.*'

As this intimates, the story of Hawthorne's hfe is here given us mostly

through the letters of his wife, a medium or mirror in which his life and

character appear with a peculiar and tender charm. The first chapter

deals largely in family ancestries ; the second, tells of the courtship and

eugagemeTit of Xathaniel Hawthorne and Sophia Pea1)ody; the third,

of their early married years; the fourtli, of their life in Salem; the nfth,

of the change from Salem to Berkshire; the sixth, of Lenox; the

seventh, of the removal to Concord ; the eighth, of his Liverpool con-

sulate; then three chapters of "English Days," and two of "Italian

l);iys;"thcn the life at "The Wayside," " The Artist at Work," and

"TliL'Leavc-Taking." Rockwood Hoar is quoted as saying that Eng-

land is " the only place fit to live in out of America." Wordsworth's

wise saying is on an early page: " He that feels contempt for any living

thing hath faculties which he has never used." j\Ir. Hosmer glorifles

Ji'hn Adams, and says that "at eighty-three (when he sat near him

fvcry Sunday at cliurch) he was a 'perfect beavily;' that his cheeks

\vfTO as unwrinkled as a girl's, and as fair and white, and his head was

ft noble crown ; and that any woman would fall in love with him.'' r>Irs.

Hawthorne writes of her luisljand, "I do not believe there is another

spirit so little disturbed bv its liody as his." Here is I\Irs. Hawthorne's
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comparison of historians: "Froude's style is wholly unlike that of the

stately but rather tiresome, unchangeable canter of ^Vlacauluy's. Macau-

lay takes care of his style, but Froude is only interested in his theme.

I do not suppose any one historian has yet climbed up to the pinnacle of

perfect impartiality, unless my darling Herodotus, who has the sim-

plicity of a child, aud no theories at all. But Macaulay's style tires me.

He is so fcrociomhj lucid that he confuses mc as with too much light.

The regular refrain of his brilliant sentences finally has the effect of a

grand jangle of musical instruments." AVhen Hawthorne had finished the

manuscript of one of his books, his wife writes: "As usual, he thinks

the book good for uotbing and based upon a very foolish idea which

nobody will like or accept. But I am used to such opinions, and un-

derstand why he feels oppressed with disgust of what has so long occu-

pied him. He has regularly despised each one of his books immediately

upon finishing it," Motley writes to Hawthorne: "Believe me, I don't

say to YOU half what I say behind your back ; I have said a dozen times

that nobody can write English but you." Oliver Wendell Holmes talks

of Hawthorne to his daughter thus: "I delighted in suggesting a

train of thought to your father. Perhaps he would not answer for some

time. Sometimes it was a long time before the answer came, like an

echo; but it was sure to come. It was as if the high mountain range,

you know!

—

The house-wall there would have rapped out a speedy bab-

bling response at once; but the moutttain! " In " Italian Days " we have

glimpses of many people, including the Brownings. No richer or more

radiant personality apjiears in the memory of the Hawthorne family

than Robert Browning. Mrs. Hawthorne's Roman diaries have such

memoranda as this: "I went with my husband to call at Miss Hosmer's

studio. Mr. Browning darted upon us across the piazza, glowing with

cordiahty;" and on another day, "I met Mr, Browning, or rather he

rushed at me from a distance, aud seemed to come through a carriage in

his way." The daughter, Mrs. Lathrop, who was then a little gin, re-

members BroAS'uing as tallying merrily, surpassing anybody she knew in

sounding gayety of voice, and full of glorious cheer. Of the influence

of Browning's strong and healthy presence on her father she writes:

" I have wondered whether the Faun would have sprung with such un-

tainted jollity into the sorrows of to-day if Mr. Browning had not

leaped so blithely before my father's eyes." Hawthorne himself wrote:

"Browning's nonsense is of a very genuine and excellent quality, the

true babble and effervescence of a bright aud powerful jnind; and he

lets it play among his friends with the faith and simplicity of a child."

Hawthorne's last years were pinched by ])Overty and made weary by ill-

ness. But this book ends with this sweet declaration by Mrs. Haw-
thorne, written in her lonely widowhood and near the end of her own
life: " I have ' enjoyed life,' and its ' hard pinches ' liave not too deeply

bitten into myheart. This is because my liopeful temperameht, together

with the silent ministry of pain, has helped me to a perfect belief in
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the instaDt providence of God, in his eternal love, patience, sweetness.

'l"o j-tand and wait after doing all that is legitimate is my instinct, my
I. est wisdom; and I always hear the still small voice at last. If man
would not babble so much we could much oftcner hear God. The les-

son of my life has been patience. It has only made me feel the more

luunble that God has been so beyond count benignant to me. . . ,

With ' lowering clouds ' I have never been long darkened, because the sun

above has been so penetrating that their tissue has directly become sil-

vered and goldened. Our own closed eyelids are too often the only

clouds between us and the ever-shining sun. I hold all as if it were not

mine, but God's, and ready to resign it."

J!Uinnrck,t}ie Man aiult/ic statesman. 2 vols., 8vo, pp. 414, 3G2. New York: Harper

i; Brothers. I'rice, clotli, gilt top, $7.50.

These are the "Reflections and Reminiscences of Otto, Prince von

Bismarck, written and dictated by himself after his retircLQeut from

cflice; translated from the German under the su])ervision of A. J. Butler,

late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge." This edition, issued by the

Harpers, is a rension, and a great improvement on the one published

iu England. It is no di.sjjaragement of Dr. Busch's valuable book to

s'ly that this has the advantage of being Bismarck's own story, told in

his own way and in his own energetic and pithy words, the chapters of

which were revised many times with great care by Bismarck himself.

This ought to be a great book—it is. The most powerful personality

on the continent of Europe iu our time records here his political thoughts,

lii.-^ recollections of persons and events, his reilectious upon the conduct

of men and the course of affairs, and his explanation of his own attitude

and action through the mighty changes in which the Man of Blood and

Iron was a dominant participant. There was no exaggeration in the

words which Lewis IT, King of Bavaria, wrote iu a letter to Bismarck

in 1870: " Great, undying is that Avhich you have done for the German
ration, and, without flattery, I may say that you hold the most eminent

l>lace among the great men of our century." There is not space here for

an adequate notice of so important and impre^y ve a piece of reality as

this book is. Its value will last as long as the gigantic figure of Bis-

marck is visible to the backward-looking student of European history

ulicn his ej-e scans the annals of the nineteenth century. This auto-

•'i"grai)hy reminds us of General Grant's—not in its style, for the styles

are as different as the men, but in being the revelation of a sturdy and
"iiieere nature, the utterance of a man of action habituated to simplicity

and directness of speech. Both books belong in the category of reality,

hiid jM-eserve for coming generations the quality as well as the opinions

of two solidly genuine and supremely memorable men, who.se immense
I'trsonal force dinted deep decisions into the history of nations—men
\^ ho made history before they wrote it. These are the stalwarts who
c«n be seen afar across the wide landscape of human history, and their

deliberate words are as well aimed and as weighty as blows.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Friendship. By ITuGn BLACK, M.A. 12nio, pp. 2-36. New York aud Chicago: Flem-
ing 11. Hevell Company. Price, decorated cloth, boxed, $1.25.

Dr. ^y. Kobertsou Nicoll says lliat Hugli Black, associate i)a?tor of

Free St. George's Church, Edinburgh, is uow "the most popular

preaclior iu Scotland," and that this book is " full of good things wiu-

ningly expressed; and though simply written is the result of real

thought and experience," for young men especially " a golden posses-

sion." Printed in two colors, with marginal decorations ou every page,

it is an excellent gift book for any occasion. The chapters are entitled,

"The ]Miracle of Friendship," "The Culture of Friendship," "The
Fruits of Friendship," "The Choice of Friendship," "The Eclipse of

Friendship," " The AVreck of Friendship," "The Renewing of Friend-

ship," "The Limits of Friendship," " Tlie Higher Friendship." llie

most beautiful lament of bereaved friendship is David's ; "I am dis-

tressed for thee, my brother Jonathan; very pleasant hast thou been unto

me: thy love to me was wonderful, passing the love of women." Friend-

ship is inexplicable, a miracle; but it hajjpens. "If a man should im-

portune )ne to give a reason why I loved him I can only answer, because

it was he, because it was I." The Book of Ecclesiasticus says: "If
thou findest a good man, rise up early in the morning to go to him,

and let thy feet wear the steps of his dooj'." When Charles Kingsley

was asked the secret of his strong, joyous life, he answered, "I had a

friend." The Persian poet Ilaliz wrote: "Thou learnest no secret till

thou knowest friendship; since to the unloving no heavenly knowledge
enters." The old Scandinavian Edda said: " Go often to the house of

thy friend, for weeds soon choke up the unused path." Carlyle wrote
in Sartor licsnrtus : "How were Friendship jiossible? In mutual de-

votedness to the Good and True. Otherwise impossible, except as

Armed Neutrality or hollow Commercial League." The ]3ook of Prov-

erbs is a sort of manual on friendship. In Shakespeare we read

:

Thy friends thou hast and their adoption tried,

Grapple tliem to thy soul with hoops of steel.

Here is a well-known bit of Bacon's Avisdom: " AYhosoevcv hatli his

mind fraught with many thotights, his wit and understanding do clarify

and break up in the communicating and discoursing wdth. another; he
tosseth his thoughts more easily; he mwihaJleth iJiem viore orderly; le

seeili how they hoh when they are turned into icords; finally he waxeth
wiser than himself; and that more by an hour's discourse than by a day's

meditation." More than once an honored white-haired friend has re-

peated to us this verse:

He that hath a thousand friends

ITath never one to spare;

And hi> that hath an enemy
Shall meet him everywhere.
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At the opening of the last chapter of the best book we have seen on

Friendsliip Hugh Black quotes Thomas it Kempis: "Love Him and

iaci) llini for thy Friend who, when all go away, will not forsake thee,

i:or saffcr thee to perish at the last."

Through Asia. By SvEN Hedix. 2 volumes, 8vo, pp. 1,2.55. New York and Lon-

don: Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth, ornamental, in a box, $10.

The travels dcscriljed in these tvro great copiously illustrated volumes

place the author in the front rank of modern explorers. Desiring to

visit some of the least known regions of Central Asia, Dr. Hediii enlisted

tlic interest of King Oscar of Sweden and one or two private individuals,

v.ho consented to support his project of exploration. In October, 1803,

he started on his far jom-neyiug and spent most of 1894 investigating

among the Pamir Mountains, which the people of High Asia call with

awe the Roof of the TTorld. From this elevated region radiate stupen-

dous mountain ranges, the Kwenluu eastward, the Himalayas southeast-

wi'.rd, Avith the Kara-korums between them stretching into Thibet, the

Tinn-shan highlands branching northeast, and the Hindu-kush Moun-

tains southwest. The loftiest peak of the Pamirs is :Mus-tagh-ata, 25,000

feet in height. Dr. Hedin attempted to scale it, but Avas forced to turn

b;ick at a height of 20,000 feet. The winter of 1894-95 was spent at the

ancient and remote city of Kashgar, studying its curious life. In 18f G

he continued his explorations of regions little known, crossing the

Tukla-makan Desert, between the Yarkand and Khotan rivers, in April,

and nearly dying of thirst before, after crawling over the sands for five

hours, he heard a wild duck splash and came upon a pool of water.

Later he made his way to Koko-nor, and through Alaskan and the

Urdos country across the Ilwang-ho Paver to Peking, and thence homo
by way of Siberia. Nearly three hundred skctclies and photographs

made by the author himself .show us the regions traveled through, the

p[oi)le and their customs, and many incidents of his adventurous years.

h.r.licfs in Gotham. A Komancc of New York. ByAnnan Dale. 12mo, pp. SO-^

Ni'w York: E:tton & Mains. Cincinnati; Ciuts & Jennings. Price, cloth, orua-

incutai, S1.50.

The authorship of this book is known to but few. It goes out upon
i'.s merits with its message. It is better than Edgar FaAvcett's, A Xeir

T'-rk Family, which some have highly praised. The reader of it is rc-

luinded of Yiuct's definition of eloqueuce,'becausc it does " make the

I'limitive chords vibrate." It touches the strings of feeling continually

an'l the fountains of tears now and then. It is incessantly interesting,

a vivid and nervous reproduction in story of the vital elements Avhich boat

and burn through human experience; with noble lessons driven in on

"fart and conscience. The meaning swings ahead without a pr.use and

' iirries the reader with it. The I^its of meditation in interjected para-

-Taphs do not interrupt the story, but illuminate tlie region through
^^"hic-h it runs. There arc no dull pages in the book, and many sparkle
^vith bright surprises of thought and expression. Xew York's social,
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commercial, and religious life is the sphere of the story, and the general

plan of the book is to show that the three phases of the temptation of

Christ—the appeal to hunger, to pride, and to ambition—are in the

life of all men, some yielding to the temptation and some overcoming

it. It vrill catch and hold a large variety of readers. It is good for

young people and old folks. The publishers have issued it in beautiful

form.

Social JAfeAii the Jiritisli Army. By "A ]>KiTisn Offio^k," 12mo, pp. 95. Kew
York and London: Harper & Erotlieis. Price, clotb, $1.

Mostly about the relaxations ajid pleasures of officers and men in her

majesty's service, but in a fuller way a picture of military life in the

great Anglo-Saxon nation, with familiar details of sports, pastimes, and

pursuits intended to foster a hardy manliness and efficiencj' in British

soldiers. Also the fact appears that in c.Tploration and adventure Brit-

ish officers have contributed to the advance of modern science and geo::-

raphy. The British army is peculiar in European countries in that it is

the only large standing army maintained ^vithout compulsory service.

This book is fully and effectively illustrated from life by R. Catou

TVoodville.

Crooked Trails. ]3y Frederic Remixgtox. 8vo, pp. 151. Kew York and Lon-
don: Harper &- Brolliers. Price, cloth, S-.

One of the unique features of Mr. Remington's books is that he is

artist as well as writer, and docs liis own illustrating. His pictures are

lifelike and jwwerful, vigor and action quiver and rush in them all.

And his letterpress description and narrative go As-ith the picture, the

two together making a living unity. This book, like Pony Tracls, deals

with wild life on the plains and mountains, experiences among the cow-

boys, "greasers," and Indians ; and also goes back to the life of tlic

Texas Rangers in the days when they fought the ]Mexicans in front,

Avith the Comanches behind and on both flanks.

Duriih Foxglove, a?id Other Stories. By A.vxiE TKUJinrLL Slosson. 12nio,

pp.218. New York: Harper & Brothers. Piice, cloth, $1. -25.

The author of Fishin' Jimmie needs only her name to commend any

new book she may write. Tales of Connecticut village life fill her

latest offering. A certain sweet, pathetic vein runs through them, and

none of them go entirely out of sight of religion. For a gift or for the

home table thej' are wholesome and engaging.

Old Chester Tales. By Makgaket Hei^Axd. 12nio, pp. SCO. New Y'oik: Harper ^-

Brothers. Price, cloth, $1.50.

There is much artistic power and dramatic feeling in these eight sto-

ries. Most, if not all of them, have proved attractive to the readers

of Harper's Mordhly Mar/asin-c. "The Promises of Dorothea," "Good
for the Soul," "Miss Maria," "The Child's Mother," "Justice and the

Judge," " Where the Laborers are Few," "Sally," " The Unexpectedness

of Mr. Horace Shields"—all have a quality which sets them above the

ordinary collections of stories.
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Aiit. I.—TTi^CLIF THE PROPHET OF PROTESTANT-
ISM yVND OF THE METHODIST ITINERAN'CY.

It was formerly thought that Wyclif reached his full posi-

tion at once. But the truth is that there was a gradualness in

his theological liistorj whicli makes him less a portent, but

more a remarkable teacher.* Take, for instance, his attitude

toward the pope. Down to 137S he recognized the papacy as

useful and, within certain limits, as a divine institution. He
alluwed it a spiritual supremacy in the Church, but only when
it was true to its spiritual ideals. It had no civil jurisdiction,

nor any right to levy taxes on the State. The greatness of the

pope stands in humility, poverty, and readiness to serve; when
he becomes degenerate and secularized he becomes an arch

heretic and must be put down. Put even in its spiritual

]>rovince the papacy is not necessary to salvation, nor has it

unconditioned plenary power ; and, moreover, one has the right

to investigate its claims to plenary power, f
Even in this early stage Wyclif had reached the point allowed

by Melanchthon, that the pope might be recognized as the

head of the Cluirch by human right, but not bv divine rirrht.

The infallibility of the pope and of the Church he stoutly

denied. Before 13TS 'Wyclif's position Nvas exactly like that

of the Gallicans and the present ultra High Churchmen of

1-ngland. It is a singular instance of historic evolution that

tiie only representatives of the moderate Romanism of the

*.S.-e hechlcr, John Wicklif and his EnrjUsh rrecursors, vol. i, translated wltti

Mdiiions by l.orlmer, cliiip. viii, sec. 11.

' Sec the two earliest and two of tlie most iiuportaut of Wyrlif's Latin treatises,
^" Cii-ili Dominio and Dc Veritate Scriptunt Sacnv, the latter written in 1378.

12— FIKTH bKRItS, VOL. XV.
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pre-Vatican times are now to be found witliin the bounds of

the Churcli of England.

The next stage of Wyclif's antijjapal progress was brought

about by the schism of 1378, when Urban YI and Clement

YII were cursing each other and using every other weapon

of hostility. He now declared that the Church would be

much better off without either, and professed himself inde-

pendent of both popes.* But this neutral position could not

be long maintained. Wyclif must either retreat or advance.

Lechler expresses this admirably:

It "was inevitable, from the nature of the case, that an ever-sharpeu-

iug antagonisDi and a ^s-arfare against papacy, growing continually more
uncompromising, .should develop itself. And to this the controversy

concerning the Lord's Supper, in which "\Yyclif began to engage in

the year 1382, essentially contributed. The more violently he was
calumniated and attacked by the friends of the papacy, on account of

his criticism of the doctrine of transubstautiation, all the more did the

papacy itself appear to him to be a limb of Antichrist. To this period

of his life—1882-84—belong all the strong assaults upon the Church

which have been heretofore known to the world from his Trialoguts

and several popular writings in English. But these attacks become

better understood, both psychologically and pragmatically, only when
we think of them as a climax gradually realized. All the usurpations

of the papacy hitherto censured and opposed by Wyclif were now seen

by him for tlie first time in the light of a corruption of Christianity of

tJie widest extent and immeasurably deep, for which he could j3nd no

more ai->propriute name than "Autichristianism." The systematic spoli-

ation of the national churches, the haughty pride, the worldly character

of the papal goverimient, the claim to hierarchical domination over the

whole world—all these features of the degenerate papacy were attacked

by "Wyclif after this date, as well as before, but were now for the first

time seen by him in their connection with what was the w^orst feature

of all—with an assumption of divine attributes and rights which seemed

to him to stamp the pope as Antichrist, f

Wyclif saw that such absolutism was the very kernel of the

papacy, and inasmuch as the pope could not be content with

the pastoral care of souls, in humility and sanctity, but must

labor for worldly greatness and dignity, and rests his claim on

the blas]-)hemous assumption that he is vicegerent of Christ on

earth, "Wyclif boldly contended that the very oflice itself is of

* See his Be Erc'.c.^ila, written iu U\e latter part ot 1378, and his Ci-^tciaia, prob.iMy
v.Titten soon after. t Lechler. pp. :;iC, 317.
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the wicked one, and did not }icsitate to use the well-known

M'ords of Paul (2 Thess. ii, 3) as characterizing this great

apostasy of the " man of sin," The veneration given to the

pope is blasphemy all the more detestable since by it divine

honor is given to a limb of Lucifer, who, because of his wick-

edness, is a more abominable idol than a painted block.*

As to the doctrine of the Church in general, Wyclif reached

a stanchly Protestant position. He abolished tlie unscriptural

distinction between the clergy and laity which is at the bottom

of the Catholic claim, both Poman and Anglican. The noble

word of Wyclif was worthy to be written in gold as the eter-

nal charter of Protestantism, " Onmem Christimium ojyporict

esse theologumP " Every Christian," he says, " ought to be a

tlieologiau, because it is necessary for every Christian to un-

derstand the faith, of the Cliurch, either b}^ an inspired knowl-

edge or a knowledge humanly acquired ; for otherwise he

could not be faithful, since faith is the highest theology." f
]Ie holds that, while the clergy may go astray in both doctrine

and life, the laity may remain faithful, and in case the forn:ier

should err from the way the laity have a right to Avithhold

from them their earthly goods, or, in other words, to repudiate

them. Wyclif nowhere uses the woi'ds " priesthood of all

believers," but he cordially accepted the idea, and thus parted

completely from the Catholic conception. A Christian lay-

man stands before God inlinitely higher than a priest or

bishop, if \\\(^, latter is only Christian in name.

Nearly one hundred and fifty years before Luther, Wyclif
restored the apostolic theory of the ministry. The hierarchical

gradation, which the Anglican Church has retained from the

Poman, he entirely repudiated. As early as 1377 Gregory
XI mentions his belief in the parity of the ministry as one of

his nineteen heretical tenets. Every priest, says Wyclif, has

the power of ordaining and administering all the sacraments.
:|:

• See all this set forlb at length in "VVyc-lif's last writings—the Trialoffus, tbe Sup-
l-'nnenfutii Trialo'ji, tlic Be /Jlasphcmiu, the Be Apostasia, the Latin Sermotis, the
l>e Christo et sno Adccrsario Antichristo, and others.

» f)r. VeriUite Script tirw Sacra, xxiv.
I J/oc croo cathoVicc crcdi debet, quod qnilihct tmccrdos rite ordlnntus habct potes-

tottni svfficienfetn fiticdibcl sacramenta confcrcndi . . . nbsolvcndi, ncc alitcr
j-dent pupa abftnherc. yam fpianttuii ad jwsicstalein ordini^ omnes saxcrdotcs sunt
mrrs.-Ve OivUl Domiiiio,i, 38.
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lie says again: "I assert boldly, first, that in the primitive

Church, from the time of Paul, two orders of clergy sufiiced,

namely, the priest and tlie deacon. I say, second, that in the

time of tlie apostle tlie pri^sbyter and the bishop were the

same. See 1 Tim. iii, and Titus i." - This ought not to

have been considered very heretical, as the canon law con-

tained the same idea and the quotation from Jerome in which
he speaks of the original identity of bishops and presbyters.f

It is, however, a singular illustration of the state of historical

knowledge in the fourteenth century that Wyclif traces the

development of the episcopate as a separate order, and all the

hierarchical assumptions of the papacy—as well, of course, as

the temporal possessions of the pope—to the pretended Dona-
tion of Constautine to Silvester I. .^^ SujMrMu, Ccesarca,'' he
says, "imperial pride has brought in these orders and grades.'' +

ISTowhere, ]>erhaps, does the originality and penetration of

Wyclif's genius shine out more than in his spiritual conception
of the Church, and in his anticipation of the modern restora-

tion of the ecclesiology of Christ.

High Church scholars—and nearly all Episcopal schola)-s are

now High Church—depreciate greatly Wyclif's work on ac-

count of his Protestantism. One of these in an able article on
"Wyclif says

:

Wyclif anticipated most of the abuses by which the extreme fanaticism
of the Puritaus was subsequently characterized. [The effort of the Puii-
tans to reform the Church on a scriptural basis is called fanaticism.] In
the first place, he lightly insisted on the supremacy and sufRciency of the
Holy Scriptures. But he held them to be supreme, not only in matters of

faith and revealed truth, but in political aifairs and in rites and cere-

monies. [This is misleading, lie held that no rites and ceremonies
were of divine obligation except such as were deduced from Scripture.]

In the second place, he entirely mistook the nature of the Church. He
regarded the iu^;titutio^ as consisting only of holy persons who were pre-

destined to salvation, and held that her sacraments were vitiated by the

imperfections of her ministers. [This is incorrect. "\Yyclif held that un-
godly men ought not to minister in the Church, but he never taught that

* Tnalogiis iv, 15. He says also, in the Sv.pplemcntun Trlalogi, vl, " Ut ohm
omncs sacerdotes vocaiifnerunt episcopi."

1 Sec Dccretl, Pars i, Jjlgiinct. 95, c. 5, and Jerome's Comuienlury on Vic FplsHc to
Titvs, i, 5. See Leehler, p. 311.

J Trialogus iv, 15. lie says again, " Tcrlia i/Uroducta est secundum ordinationcm
Casarcam prwuidcntin episcoporum."—Se7-mo7isfor Saints' JJays, No. 4G.
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the efficacy of tl)e sacrament to the recipient depended upon the holiness
of tlie priest. On the contrary, he asserted pkinly more than once that
an unworthy minister can administer the sacraments validly to the spirit-

ual health of the faithful recipient, but to condemnation to himself.*
lie maintained that God himself" worked in the sacrament and was not
dependent therefore on the character of the minister. " Thes Anti-
christ's sopbistris schulden knowe well that a cursed man doth fully the
sacramentis, though it be to his dampnyuge, for they ben not autoris of
thos sacramentis, but God kepcth that dygnyte to hymself."! Lechler
1ms fully elucidated this.J] In the third" "place, he recognized only the
tu-o orders of priests and deacons in the Church, and held that episcopal
ordination was unnecessary for the ministry. A prcdestinariau in reli-
gion, a Presbyterian in Church government, almost a Zwingllan in his
latest views of the eucharist, he was the progenitor of theExtremes of
the Puritans. By his one-sided insistence on the supremacy of the
Scriptures he fostered the unreasoning detestation of the cross iii baptism
or of the ring in man-iage, ignored the functions of the Chiuch to decree
rites and ceremonies, denied the value of apostolic tradition, and let
loose upon the interpretation of the Bible the caprice of human ingenuity.
By this misconception of the nature and constitution of the Church he
sacrificed historical continuity, founded the principles on which the reign
of the "saints "was established, distorted the true view of the cfhciency
of the sacraments, and opened the door to the multiplication of sects.

§

Tliis is a good indication of the differences between so-called
Catholicism and Protestantism.

In his idea of Clnirch and State Wjclif is also tlioronghly
Protestant. The spiritual and temporal sovereignties are kept
asunder. One has no right to interfere with the other. Each
is responsible to God. The pope has no authority in the civil
reahn. " To rule temporal possessions," says Wjclif, '' after a
civil manner, to conquer kingdoms and exact tributes, apper-
tain to earthly lordships, not to the pope ; so that, if he pass
by and set aside the ofiice of spiritual rale, and entangle him-
Sf-'lf HI those other concerns, his work is not only superfluous,
but also contrary to Holy Scripture." I| Wyclif, in fact, looks
forward to an ideal in which civil polity and law will be no
longer necessary in tlie Church. " The law of the Gospel," he

!*?r^ i^"*^^'
*^'' ^°' ^^' ^^'' £"<^f'^s'a, xix; Be VeHiale Scriphirrv f;acnf:, xii.

1 " >cl,j g .'.-eircl £n>/li,h Works, ed. by Thomas Arnold, iii, 27.

h^':*^?.'''.'''^^*"'
Wyelif," iu Church Quarterly necicw, London, Get.. l>-il. p. iro.

<or,;n<[r
,''""'"'''•

'' ^^- ^- ^- ^'•'^^^ ''^ h'^ invah.able im,slrali„n.. of the His-

Wvirr./ ""''"V"""'-""'
^^'^"^'^"' l^^-"' ^''•*J^- ^- '"'-^ fi'^en a full exposition of^>aif . views uiidor the head cf "Claiich ar.d State."
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says, "is siiificient bj itself, M'ithout tlic civil law or that called

canonica], for the perfect rule of the Church militant." * As
to lordsliip itself, it is founded on grace. The meek "shall in-

herit the earth." Righteousness is the only test of valid prop-

erty holdings. On the one hand this invalidates the claim of

the pope and bishops to their immense estates, and on the

other it puts in jeopardy the property of all ]nen and absolves

the people from allegiance to a wicked ruler. But this prin-

ciple Wyclif did not push to an extreme. It was an ideal only.

" In the perfect state," he said, " all things would be in com-

mon." f In tlie meantime men must obey their rulers.

It lias been often asserted that Wyclif's principles lierc were

revolutionary, that he taught insubordination and anarchy.

Nothing could be farther from the truth. He repeatedly in-

culcated obedience to rulers and masters. "If thou art a

laborer," he says, "live in meekness, and truly and willingly,

so tliy master, if he be a heathen man, by th}" meekness, will-

ing and true service, may not have a grudge against thee, nor

slander thy God nor thy Christian profession." And much
more he writes to the same effect. Every man ought to live

in quietness and obedience, in love and equity, according to

the estate in which Providence has placed him.:]: Wyclif had

to meet this misrepresentation in his own day. " Some men
that are not of charity slander poor priests [his itinerants] with

this error, that servants or tenants may lawfully withhold rent

and service from their lords when lords be openly wicked in

their living." His earnest scriptural character—he appealed

himself to 1 Pet. ii, IS, and Pom. xiii, 1-Y—should save him

from any cliarge of this kind. Yfyclif's great service in rela-

tion to the doctrine of Church and State was in holding that

the Church should keep to its spiritual functions purely, that

"property has its duties as well as its rights," that property is

responsibility— responsibility to the Suzc}"ain of the universe

to nse it well for God's glory and the gocxi of meii, and that

when wasted in evil ^ways God has a right to resume control. §

* De ClvUi Dominio, cap. 17. + Tbid., cap. 30.

*See Wyclil's tract, A Sliorl liulc of Life for each Man in General, for Priests,

Lords, and Laborers iti Special.

§Spe Burrows's WicUfs Place in Jfistori/, p. IC-; Jolm "WklinV: His Life and
Work," in niackwooil's K'Unhnnjli Manazinc, Dec;., IS^. pp. 750, 751.
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When "we consider his attitude toward the Bible, the com-

j)leteness with which AVj'ch'f grasped the fundamental idea of

Protestantism is apparent. In this respect nothing waa lack-

ing, lie said :

The Holy Scripture is the faultless, most true, most perfect, and most

liolv law of God, which it is the dutj- of all meu to learu, to know, to

defend, and to observe, inasmuch as they are bound to serve the Lord in

accordance with it, under the promise of an eternal reward. . . . The

Holy Scripture is the one word of God, also the whole law of Christ is

one perfect word proceeding from the mouth of God; it is therefore not

permitted to sever the Holy Scripture, but to allege it in its integrity

according to the sense of the author. If God's word is the life of the

world, every word of God is the life of the human soul; bow may any

Antichrist, for dread of God, take it away from us that be Christian

men, and thus sutler the people to die of hunger in heresy and blasphemy

of men's laws, that corrupteth and slayetli the soul ? ... It is impossi-

ble that any word or deed of the Christian should be of equal authority

with Holy ScriiDture.*

"Wyclif accepted unreservedly the principle of the sole and

buflicient authority' of the IIolj Scriptures as the only rule of

faith and practice, thus anticipating the Reformation in an-

nouncing the formal principle of Protestantism. This gave

liim among his contemporaries the title of " Doctor Evangeli-

ciis," as embodj-ing the distinctive trait of his teaching and

character, just as Adam iMarsli was called a '•' Doctor Illustris;
-'

Alexander of Ilales, "Doctor Irrefragabilis ; " Albcrtus Mag-
nus, "Doctor Universalis;" Henricus de Gandavo, "Doctor

Sulemnis ;" Bradwardine, " Doctor Profundus ; " Bacon, "Doc-
t','r Mirabilis;" Duns Scotus, "Doctor Subtilis;" and Thomas
A<|uinas, "Doctor Angelicus." He declared his faith in the

J)leiiary inspiration of Holy Scripture, which he identifies with
t!ie 'inciiniate Word, rejected tlio apocr^-j^hal writings by
which the Churcli supported her doctrines, and stigmatized

those who read the decretals as fools. Wyclif's opponents
charged him with borrowing the opinions of Occam in regard
to the Bible, but this he denied, saying that his views on this

Duitter were taken from Scripture and the writings of the

fathers. In this he M'as coi'rect. Occam appep.ls to the Bible

•S''o T)c Vi'ritate Scripfunv Sacnv, Trlaloqu?, D<; Chili Dominio, and I>e Ecde-
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constantly, but his appeal i. to the Bible and Church teaehinJeombmod and it doe., not occr to Imn that the doctrines o^ffe Church should hrst bo iMdependently judged to find on.^.hother they arc ,n accordance with Scriptmc, and thencerece.v« or ro,,ec,ed.* B,.t Wyclif with a bound sv.-ept a. a.

1 tyz::"' "'" "'"^^"'''

"
"'^ ''-' ^' «-'"-' -

In the reaction from Ullmann's excessive cn.phasis on theejangehcal ckMncnts of the pre-Ecforn,a(ion reforn,e,-s,t KaiMullerhasgonetothe other e.tren.e in denying them .,;'

evangchcal conception whatever, t lie says that the teaching

III- r"r f"'
"''™°'^' "''' ^''""<^''

"^"•'^-'""•l' depends onkeep ng God s law and not on the recognition of the hierarchyand that t „s law is in the Bible and not in the hierarcbv, do Inot leave the medneval ground, hecanse the Church as a'raean=
of grac;e wiU, clergy and sacraments is still recognized and
i.onored.s But Protestantism constantly recogni.es Churchand sacraments as a means of grace, only insisting with T\'-rclif
that evcrytlnng must be true to the nor.n, the word. If oflier-
wise It ,s not Protestantis.n, but Rationalisn, and Ihe new Unita-nanism There is a degree of truth, however, in ifidler's
t^.ought hat Wycli's doctrine of dominion is congenial withmetevahdeas. All mankind form a great complex life underGod as supreme fe„dal lord, from ,vhon, evcry'„,an receivesm ice h,s worldly posscssio.is ; and they n,ay rightly be lost bv
a breach of vassal obligations. But so nn.'ch Is conceded tothe m.mnnzmg judgment of Karl JXi.ller concerning IVyelif

s

Protcstantisnnasto say that it is not to be expected that heshould have attained lo the fullness of the evangelical ass„

"

ance of faith. He swept away all notions of mc'ua^d It-works of supererogation. lie denied utterly the idea of a treas.nre house of merits held in heaven to the Credit of the popean Klca wh>ch played such an in,portant part in the JliddleAges and on winch the doctrine of indulgences was founded.

t Ikricht nhcr den f/rr/rnicarll/icn Stinir? rJ,,- r ^^^> , ,

i t<ni. lu Client DiM'u.isions.in Thcolvjir vi 2-.U
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lie ])old to tlie necessity of repentance and conversion, and ]iis

ideas on both were qnite satisfactory ; but he do(;s not grasp
tlie simplicity and freedom of faith as taught by Paul and re-

ceived by Luther and given its riglitful place and power by
Wesley. With Wyclif faitli is still too much a belief with
the intellect and not enough a trust of the heart. In his doc-
trine of faith as a belief of i\\ii Gospel, Wyclif still stood on
niediieval ground. Every man is the product of his age ; and,
liowever far Wyclif went beyond it in many of his ideas, it was
))erliaps absolutely impossible for him to arrive at the material
])riiiciple of Protestantism—that principle which mnkes it

what it is, which forms its matter or substance—the doctrine
of justification by faith. And it was this failure which marks
the gap between Wyclif and Luther. But it was not until two
hundred years after Luther that this doctrine was made a prin-
ciple of evangelism.

Professor Shirley was the first to call attention to Wyclif s

anticipation of Wesley's itinerancy—the resemblance between
tlie ''poor priests" and -'Wesley's lay preachers, such as they
were while his strong hand was upon them." * Xotliing illus-

trates better ^Vyclifs practical genius than his determination to
sow England deep with evangelical principles by sending out
priests and laymen—for he employed botli-arined with copies
of the gospels and epistles Mdiich^he had just translated, and
witli his vigorous English ti'acts and pamphlets. They went
forth in long garments of coarse woolen cloth—barefooted.
Mith staff in han.d, as pilgrims wandering from village to vil-
lage, town to town—preachiiig, teaching, warning, wlierever
they could find hearers, in cliurch, churcliyard,''sti-ect, and
market place. The Church authorities wci-e deeply enraged by
this itinerant propagandism of heresy; and Courtenay, "Arch-
hishop of Canterbm-y, calls attention to "certain unauthorized
Itinerant preachers, who set forth erroneous, yea, heretical, as-
^^crtious in public sermons, not only in churches, biit also in
I'libhc squares and other profane places, and they do this under

W*vH?''''"?"^'-
^ '-"«'"«'"'«• I-ouclou, 18W, p. xn. Tlie first modern Diogi-apher of

Itr,.,
.\- "^''^ '^^^' '"^''itions the j.oor priests; but that euthusiastio Wycliliten -In I \ aughan, does full jii.stiec. to this aspect of the reformer's woik. See his / ife

^'?'.f
'"/'""? "-^ "'^"'''•^^^- -'I ^'1-' r"^'- London, ISol, ii, Wa, ff. Lochk-r is full and

^;->jf-'etory here, as everyu luTe. 2d ed., London, is.^l, ISO, t]\ Weslev Lunsrlf never
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tlie guise of great holiness, but without having obtiiined any

episcopal or papal authorization." '^ Tlie seniions of "Wyclif s

preachers were simple presentations of Gospel facts and ethics,

especially the latter, which they enforced with great vigor and

plainness of speech. Thej were sent out by Wyclif from Ox-

ford and from Lutterworth, their special field of activity being-

Leicestershire, though they extended beyond that ; and their

time was in the last part of Vryclif's life, perhaps 1375-82.

Wyclif wrote many tracts, both in English and Latin, in de-

fense of them, one of wliich, Be Graduationihv.s Scholas-

ticism is a support of the right to employ men not graduates

to preach the Gospel, which he proves from Scripture and the

practice of the Church.

f

In another of these tracts, TTAy Poor Priests Have I^o

Benefices, he gives a scathing picture of the state of the

Church. In order to obtain a pastoral charge a priest must

usually buy his way, presenting to the prelate firstfruits and

other unlawful contributions, or he inust combine with it some

worldly office inconsistent with the life of a priest. Vicious

and incompetent men, therefore, may obtain the care of many
thousand souls. Says IVyclif :

But if there be any simple man wlio dcsireth to live well, or to teach

truly the law of God, he shall be deemed a hypocrite, a new teacher, a

heretic, and not suffered to come to any benefice. If iu any little poor

place he shall live a poor life he shall be so persecuted and slandered that

he shall be put out by wills, extortions, frauds, or worldly violence, and

imprisoned or burnt.

Some lay patrons, "to cover their simony, will not take for

themselves, but kerchiefs for the lady, or a palfrey, or a tun of

w^ine. And when some lords would present a good man, then

some ladies are the means of having a dancer presented, or a

tripper on tapits, or a liunter, or a hawkei-, or a Avild player of

summer gambols.'" It was almost impossible, therefore, for

poor priests to accept benefices without contracting the guilt of

simony. Another reason why poor priests could not accept

benefices was the fear of being compelled to misspend poor

men's goods—misspending, tluit is, the income of the cure on

ecclesiastics, patrons, rich entertainments, and the like. "Wyclif

* Wilkins, Concilia, iii, lo?. t Tliis tract is still iuiiianuscript in Vi-'iiiia.
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here mentions a curious custom which shows the depth of in-

famy to whicli the Church had descended :

On each holy day tlicse small curates shall coinraouly have letters from
their ordinaries to summon and curse poor men [for not i)ayiug more
into the coffers of the C^hurch], and for uauglit except the covetousness
of the clerks of Antichrist; and if they refuse to summon and curse
them, though they know not why they should, they shall be injured, and
summoned from day to day, from one far place to a farther, or be ac-
cursed, or lose their benefice, or their profits.

Wyclif reprobates in the strongest language tliese "accursed
deceits."

But Wyclifs chief reason for the itinerant life for his helpers
is that in tliis manner tliey can better "help tlieir brethren
heavenward, whether by teaching, praying, or giving example."
He adds

:

By this they most surely save themselves and help their brethren ; and
they are free to fly from one city to another when they are persecuted bv
the clerks of Antichrist, as Christ biddeth and the Gosi^el. And thus
tliey may best, without any challenging of men, go and dwell among
tlie people vrhere they shall most profit; and for the time convenient!
coming and going after the moving of the Holy Ghost, and not bein?
hindered from doing what is best by the jurisdiction of sinful men. Also
they follow Christ and the apostles more in taking voluntary alms of the
people whom they teach than in taking dimes and oilerings by customs
which sinful men have ordained in the time of grace.

Parish priests who were faithful to tlieir trust are not con-
demned. On this Wyclif writes:

Nevertheless, they condemn not curates who do well their office, and
dwell where they shall most profit, and teach truly and stably the law of
God against false prophets and the accursed deceptions of the fiend.
Christ, for his endless mercy, help his priests and common people to
beware of Antichrist's deceits, and to go even the right way to heaven.
Amen, Jesus, for thy endless charity. =*

It is the glory of Wych'f that he saw that the true work of
the minister was pj-eaching. When one of his preachers,
U illiam Thorp, was examined by Archbishop Arundel, the ac-
cused itinerant made the following noble confession, fully

• Sfi- Vaiighan, Life and Opinions of JoJnidr n')/r;/;re, illustrated principally from
"IS iiiipuhlished manuscripts, ii, 184-189. Arnohl, Wydlfs English Iforks, iii, p. xx,
•assos tlie tru<-t. W/nj I'oor Prlrsfs J/are Xo Bcncliccs, as oue of the doubtnilvniK

; of Wyclif. and does uul print it.
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worthy of AYesley when experiencing like persecutions four

liundred years later

:

By the autliority of the word of God, aud also of many saints and
doctors, I have been brought to the conviction that it is the office and
duty of every priest faithfully, freely, and truly to preach God's word.

Without doubt it ])ehooves every priest, in determining to take orders,

to do so chieiiy with the object of preaching the word of God to the

people, to the best of his ability. We are accordingly bound by Christ's

command to exercise ourselves iu such wise as to fulfill this duty to the

best of our knowledge aud power. We believe that every priest is com-
manded by the word of God to make God's will known to the people by
faithful labor, and to ijublish it to them in the spirit of love, where,

when, and to whomsoever we may.*

It was formerly believed tliat "Wyclifs poor priests were

priests, but Lechler and Buddensieg have both proved b}' an

examination of the Vienna manuscripts that later in the his-

tory of this itinerancy laymen were also employed.f In one

place Wyclif insists tliat a simple unlearned preacher, "ydiota."

can do far more good for the building up of the Church than
" many graduates in schools and colleges," because he scatters

the seed of the law of Christ more hiimbly and copiously both

in woi-d and deed ; and in a sermon the reformer lays down the

scriptural and Protestant doctrine that for a ministi-y in the

Church the divine call and connnission are perfectly sufficient,

that God installs himself, even though there has been no im-

position of hands by the bisliop.:|: Wyclif is an illustration of

the oft-proved fact that whenever a reformer goes back of

Church tradition to Scripture, whenever he emphasizes the

spiritual and ethical over against the formal and ceremonial, he

is bound to return to a nonprelatic theory of the ministi-y. It

is the greatness of Wyclif tliat in the fourteenth century he

clearly grasped tins principle, and acted on it in his effort to

evangelize England by preaching. In the sixteenth century,

with the flood of new light whicli came in with the printed

Bible, it is not strange if the refoi'mers returned to the origiiial

* Foxe, Acts and 2[<,numrnts, iii. 20(); Lechler. p. 19-1.

t Lecliler, p. 105; Biuldeiisieg, WicUj\ Patriot and licformrr. p. 65.

J" Vidctur crijo, quad ad esse tails ministprii ccelcslcK rcquiritur uuctoritas ac-

ccrttationls dlriniir, ct per conseqticns poicstas ac notitia data a Deo ad tale minis-
tcrhnn pcra(fcndiii)i, quilnts habifis, lieit Episeopits sccxinduni traditiones siias non.

ijnposiiit illi mrunis, Dciispcrcc institu'tf."—Sermons for .faints' Days, No. 8, ful. 17,

col. i; I.cchlcT, p. I'.u;.
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constitution of tlie Church; but the clear and satisfying insist-

ence on a Christian theory of the ministry two hundred years

before is a proof of tlie clearness, boldness, and accuracy of

Wyclifs mind in its simple and unaided studies of the truth.

It is for this reason tliat Episcopal scholars are inclined to

belittle Wyclifs work.^ They resent his spiritual views of the

ministry and his destructive attitude, and also deny his origi-

nality. There were, indeed, noble men to protest against the

abuses of mediteval times, bat there was not one who in his

protests sought also to lay again '' the foundation of the apostles

and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner

stone," and in a large and practical way to build for Christ and
country. In ^Yyelifs emphasis on prcaclnng and on the study

of Scripture, and in his effort to use these for popular evan-

gelization, he is entirely unique in the Middle Ages. His itin-

erancy was to work Avitliin ecclesiastical limitations so far as

possible, and Shirley states that it was at first employed under
episcopal sanction ;t but, Mhere the work was needed and con-

sent was withheld, the worl: of God must not thereby be hin-

dered.
:|:

*See article "Cardiual RepjTigcIon and the Followers of Wycliffe," In aivrch
Qimrterly Jievieu; Oct., ISSi, especially pp. CO-CS.

t Fas. Jitcm., p. xl.

tSee, also, "Wiclif and his Works," in the Quarterhj Jicview, London, clsviii,
620, 627, April, 18S9.

/^̂'5^?J4'W^^
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Art. II.—the PLACE OF CHRIST IN MODERN
THOUGHT.

1. 1. OuK ago lias been the age of developing democracy.

" We must educate our masters," said the statesmen who saw

the coronatioi] of the people. The schoolmaster shall be the

saviour of our newer commonwealth. Knowledge, or what

was counted knowledge, was diffused with enthusiasm—which

went well enough until knowledge disappeared in speculation

and skepticism, leaving the startled multitudes to aumse them-

selves, if thej could, in carnivals of doubt. We in America

were slow to feel the movement, but we feel it now. We were

isolated by our situation, busy with the conquest of our frontiers,

taught chief!}' by men and women of devout faith, who rejoiced

in the traditional creeds. But the tremendous inventions of our

age reunited us to Europe. They made us sharers of Euro-

pean ideas and tendencies; they brought about an immigra-

tion of thought more potent than the immigration of people.

The doubts of learned Germany, the desperate dreams of

socialistic France, the serious skepticism of England and Scot-

land began to operate upon us. Strauss and Goethe, Fourier

and Comte, Carlyle and Spencer, Colenso and Darwin, Kenan
and Victor Hugo began their swiiy, and signs of religious dis-

solution soon appeared. Here, as in Europe, the masses began

to imbibe, often nncoiisciously, the opinion that science, phi-

losophy, history were all combined to shake and overturn the

throne of Jesus Christ. Now the people are to be the sov-

ereigns of the future, and the Christ of the future must be the

Christ of the multitude. The question to be decided is this,

Can the Christ of the New Testament satisfy the necessities

and the aspirations of the masters of the modern world ? If

he cannot satisfy them as they now ai-e, can he enlarge, trans-

figure, and then realize their expectations? The reign of

democracy may be brief, but it is inevitable; and no saviour

will be accepted, wl.iile it lasts, whose victory does not include

the triumph of the poor.

2. Coincident with the democratic movement of our cen-

tury, the movement of the masses iiito power and ijito knowl-
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edge, tliere has been another movement of an intellectual
character, the movement toward reality. This has shown
itself alike in science and in literature, in history and in art,

in i^hilosophy and in poefrj. They mistake who think that
our modern thought is enslaved to materialists and utilita-

rians. The master of our modern thought is reality. We
cai-e for microscope and telescope and spectroscope because
they are " open sesame" to reality. We care for documents
and monuments, nay, we care for logic and reason, only as
they help us to reality—the reality of the past, the reality of
the future, before and beyond all the reality of the present.
"We have grown too familiar with the potencies of the Invisible
to crave like little children only realities that we can see and
haudle. But we refuse to be cheated with ghosts and phan-
toms. If the universe is only a process, let us know it ; if it

holds a Person who demands our worship, let him bow the
heavens and come down! If we may know only the phases
of this body or that being, we are determined to know each of
these with perfect accuracy. And this is signally the case
with literature and art. The poetry of our age^nust tell us of
the^ things that are and can be. We have no time for Alad-
diu's lamp and the regions of the impossible. Poetry,
says Mr. Arnold, is a criticism of life. He means it is our
highest conception of ]'eality.

But nowhere is this dominion of reality so evident as in the
field of. history. We are not now seeking epics to thrill us
and to give us entertainment. We are seeking to recover the
actual, the forms and faces of men and women that worked
and wept, hated and schemed, failed and died, as we are going
to do. The nan-atives and documents that satisfied our
fathers no more satisfy tis than their charts of the seas and
their maps of the skies. iS^or are we content with their inter-
pretations of the ancient archives. We must read and analyze,
interpret, illuminate, and reconstruct them for ourselves'
Few escape the spell of this master. Reality. Hegel's at-
tempt wa^ the last desperate effort to dispense witliliim, to
Hib.titute a tliought for a fact. " Reality," said Hegel, <' we
can do without it. We are rational beings. Let' us live
"I'-n idoas. These are the pith and substance of the world.
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Our noblest conceptions of the past are the quintessence of

liistory. TJie liistoric process as \ve discover it by reason, this

is the veritable thought of God manifest in tlie movement of

humanity.'' But philosophy and history succumbed at last

to the hunger for reality. History followed science. Even

Strauss could not be content with Hegel's disdain of details.

The idea of Christ must have had its historic nucleus and

process. To discover these, he thought, is essential to a proper

treatment of the divine idea. And the panic that ensued

when he published his volume was the inevitable result of try-

ing to do v>Mthout reality. It was the explosion of an ill-con-

cealed dread, the horror of men at the publication of a secret

they had buried out of sight. The Hegelians had recon-

strncled Christianity, but every vestige of historj' had been

expelled in the process. And here now were men clamoring

for the actual, and crying fiercely, " Bring out the facts. Who
and what was Jesus Christ \

"

3. Another characteristic of our age is the tendency to de-

spair. This is the more surprising wdien we remember the

vast extension of human power over nature, through the dis-

coveries of science and the triumphs of inventive genius.

True, we have had our optimists, like Emerson and Yictor

Hugo. Great poets, moreover, like Tennyson and Browning,

have tried to soothe themselves and their age with lyrics of

the larger liope or lullabies of

God's in his licaveu,

All's light witli the world.

But the moan of their misery is too audible. They are sing-

ing to drive away the ghosts. All except the tranquil Emer-

son—and even he at times—were troubled with a woe that

they could neither explain nor abolish, and were tormented by
questions they could neither answer nor sileuce. Malthus de-

picted a human multitude involved in a grim struggle for ex-

istence
;
Darwin enlarged the picture until it included every

form of vegetable and animal life. And this took place just

as the full import of the teachings of Copernicus and Galileo

dawned upon the common mind. Whether the earth went

round the sun or not would matter little, after all, if the tele-

scope had not revealed the vastness of the universe, and the
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microscope liad not revealed in every clod a world beyond our

apprehension. To use an algebraic phrase, our knowledge

has been growing in arithmetical, and our ignorance in geo-

metrical, progression. We have increased in certain kinds of

power only to become more conscious of our weakness, of the

brevity of life, the certainty of pain, and tlie doubtful issue

of this universal struggle in which all engage and all succumb.

There is, indeed, something appalling in tlie thought of a

struggle that extends over spaces so immense and into worlds

so multitudinous. One staggers at such possibilities of suffer-

ing in so man}' regions crowded, perhaps, with creatures like

ourselves. "What Galileo with his demonstrations and his

telescope disclosed but fainth', seems in certain dreadful mo-

ments to the modern thinker like the pall of a dead God,

terrible in its glittering splendor, but concealing forever the

form of one that never was and never shall be. David's fir-

mament was small, flocked with a few thousand splendid

points, Qvery one of which, however, ])roclaimed the presence

and the glory of Jehovah. But the firmament of Ilerschel

and of Bessel stretches beyond the reach of human tliought,

and through the spaces roll tremendous globes and countless

systems, which to tlie modern agnostic are bereft of angels

and bereft of God. They blind the searchers eyes with mystery,

while they freeze his heart with visions of universal struggle

and universal death.

To complete now this degradation of man Ivant appeared,

and pointed out tlie narrow limits in which the human mind
was forever banned and bound. The import of his teaching

made itself felt but slowly. Indeed, not a few intoxicated

expounders of the Absolute danced about the sober sage of

Konigsbcrg and obscured his meaning. Keluctantly enough
HJen succumbed to the new doctrine—some to erect their ig-

norance into an idolatry by making a dogma of agnosticism,

and some to begin anew the search for truth with chastened

and humbled spirit.

In an age less democratic, in an age less hungrj- for reality,

the despair of which we are speaking would have been the

f^orrow of the few, and not the misery of tlie many. Or, if

the increa-c of human power over nature, if our mills and our
1.^—yirru SKRIES, VOL. XV.
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machinery had been follo"\ved by an early and vast dhninution

of poverty and an enormous increase of human liappiness, men

and women exulting in their triumphs and their joys would

liave bothered their brains bat little about the struggle for

life, or the limits of knowledge, or the possibilities of suffering

in a universe without a God. But the masses of men have

been disappointed with the outcome of science and invention.

The necessity of effort and of combat is the staple good-spel

or ill-spel of our generation. Even the children in the public

schools are taught to face their environment with deliberate

hostility, and that they must win— or, rathei", wring—from

their surroundings a living or a fortune, escape from misery,

and possibly a tiny cup of bli.-s.

II. What, then, is Jesus Christ to this democratic, realistic

age beclouded v/ith despair ?

1. "Would it be too nmch to answer, in the first ])lace, that

he is the identification of God with the people? We note

simply an obvious fact. Thousands of men and women wor-

ship as divine a poor, despised, rejected, crucified man. Tliey

worship, not a Idng, but a carpenter—not a conqueror, but a

penniless teacher, who taught the equality of men before God
in words too plain for misconstruction. And the real charm,

the divine magic of this poverty lies in the belief that it was

deliberately chosen. The Pauline letters are older, probably,

than tlie gospels. To tlio unlettered reader both agree in their

conception of Jesus Christ, and it is this conception that holds

men loyal to him. If—so their h.earts tell them—if God went

forth in this marvelous fashion foi' the salvation of the poor,

then God is forever on the side of the people. And he who
is not for the peu]ile has not the mind of Jesus Christ. As
Paul and John portray that mind it gives a sanction to democ-

rac}", an iiis]iiration to its champions, a guai-antee of its

triumph the like of which the boldest poet never dreamed.

For the only hope of democracy is the pei'fectibility of man.

AjkI the pledges of that perfection are the stained cross and

em]-)ty tomb of Jesus Christ. Degrade the crucifixion, novr,

to a merely human event, and it becomes simply a great, per-

haps the greatest, popular crime in the annals of Jerusalem.

This, at most. If, however, the cross is what Paul thouglit
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it—the symbol of divine love, tlie infinite stretcli of divine

tenderness resolved npon the salvation and perfection of hu-
manity—then the cross is also the symbol of the people's
victory, the sign of a conquering but transformed Immanity.
'Die biology of onr time, nntempered by the Christ-ideal, will

make short work of democratic visions. We shall return to

absolutism, directly the gospel for the strong supplants the
gospel for the poor. We can see, therefore, how the powerful
might look with complacency npon a vanishing Christ, ex-

pecting him to salute them humbly as he abdicates his throne,

hut we cannot see how the masses can see him discrowned
witliout a shudder of despair.

2. All the more important is it, therefore, that we reach
reality. For not even to save democracy will onr age accept
of dream-gods. It is one tliiiig to say that democracy will

perish with the idea of Christ's divinity ; it is quite another
thing to hold it fast as an imperishable reality. It is one
thing to say that the divine Christ is necessary to the progress
of the world

;
it is quite another thing to show that the divine

Christ is the actual marshal that leads the mighty column to
victory. The progress of Inimaiiity is, after all, not necessary.
"Who knows? Man may be doomed to an eternal treadmill.

We may be compelled to give up Christ and our democratic
dreams together.

. Let ns hear, then, the verdict of history.

AVhat was he—human or divine?

Well, M-hat does the retrospect of nearly a century of his-

torical criticism tell us touching him ? This criticism, begin-
ning with Gibbon, has been bold, searching, learned, ingenious.
It has attracted men of various tempers and of difierent
genius. Strauss and Ptcnan, Seely and Tolstoi are as con-
ei)ie.uous for their peculiarities as for their abilities. These,
however, were not the critical historians. A saner company
Jias explored the records of Jesus and his times with nncx-
"inpled thoroughness and illuminated his story with amazing
t-rudition and surprising subtlety. What has been the resultl

(«) It is evident that the ])ower of Jesus Christ in the world
IS inexplicable upon any theory other than that of the apostles.
^I'ark the phrase—the power of Christ in the world, not nov.-

tlse story of his life. A book is never a man. The gospels
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are not Jesus Christ; thej are only echoes and reflections of

him. From the lips and hands of Jesus himself there streamed

a potency which created an atmosphere in whicli his disciples

niiglit work their miracles. The gospels are feeble records of

that radiated power. Ko historian of our time would follow

Gibbon in his contention that Christ was a calamity, and none

would accept as complete Gibbon's explanation of the tremen-

dous miracle that he tried to argue away—the miracle of the

Christian conquest of the old society. The more it is nnder-

gtood in detail the less tenable is Gibbon's ex])lanation of it.

The wonder grov.'s with eveiy discovery. What eno'gy has

been expended by historians upon the early Christian cen-

turies ! And yet ho v.' much remains to be explored ! One
thing, however, stands out clear enough—the triumph of the

Church ! How gloriously divine, then, must have been the

momentum imparted by Jesus himself to his disciples and to

his hearers ! How mighty, too, the impulse imparted by the

Holy Spirit, the divine Companion and Comforter, to keep

liim and his truth alive and efficient in the minds of them that

believed! Given this divine momentum, given this unfailing

stream of spiritual influence, and the miracle is not so difBcult

to understand. But any other view enthrones a magniflcent

delusion as the Saviour of ancient society, and refers the

rescue of the world in the moment of extreme peril, not to an

incarnation of God and a revelation of truth, but to an eclipse

of reason and the worship of a dream.

(&) A second result seems to be this : the gospels and

the letters of Paul are ijicxplicable upon any theory but

their own. This theory is very simple. The letters of Paul

reveal the Jesus to whom he gladly gave all the energies of

liis powerful and peculiar genius. The four gospels give us

the charactei' and conduct of Jesus as he was remembered and

conceived by those who had known him, believed him, pro-

claimed him, suffered with liim, died for him, Harnack, in his

Chronology of the Early Christian- Literature^ writes as follows

:

There was a time

—

indeed, an ignorant ]ndiUc ihhds it still existing*—
in wLicIi the old Christian literature, iucludiug' the Xo\y Testament, was

regarded as a tissue of delusions and fabrications. Thiii time has passed

* The italics are the prcsPiil amlior's.
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nwiiy. For men of science it was never more than an episode, in %\hich

they learned much and after -which they have much to forget. But the

ri suhs of the following investigations carry the reaction far beyond the

middle lines of recent criticism. The oldest literature of the Church is

in its main points and in most particulars truthful and reliable. Let us

tall things by the right names. We are, in our criticism of the sources

of the earliest Christianity, beyond all question moving backward to tra-

dition.

In other words, the New Testament contains the arcliivcs

of the earlJ Christian communities in the days of their prim-

itive power. The}' tell us liow these honest people conceived

of the Jesns that they worshiped in the midst of trem.endous

influences and temptations to conceive him otherwise.

The writer has no wish to press these words, as many have

done, beyoiid their author's meaning, is'evertheless, we think,

as Ilarnack's friend, the Dutch professor, told him, that they

carry vrith them tlie implication of a supernatural Christ. For
the Xew Testament has made of Jesus the mightiest person-

ality in the world. It is not so wonderful that men like

Spinoza, and Stuart Mill, and the author of Supernatural
Religion stand \\\\\\ bowed head before liis majestic moral
being. But here is the strange thing. Eeconstruct these

records as i\\(i critics might, there resulted always a man-
miracle, a human energy divine, a being whose life would be
our condemnation and despair if he were not also our deliver-

ance and inspiration. Now, if it is asked wliich quality in the

gospels gives them this perennial Easter power, we should re-

ply, without hesitation, the proplietic quality. Men talk about
the disappearance of the miraculous element from the Nov,'

Testament, forgetting in their foolishness that prophetic power
is the divinest form of the miraculous, forgetting also that the

verification of New Testament prophecy is going on before
our eyes. These prophecies of Jesus are indelible and inde-

structible, because they relate, not to particular events, but to

the eternal energies of human progress, to his etiiics and to

his person. The former he reveals beforehand as the ultimate

]H'iiiciples of human society. These seemed to his cojitein-

poraries, and even to his disciples, absurd and ridiculous. l)Ut

the march of history has vindicated and enthroned them as

divine decrees. The carnal mind hates them noAV as it hated
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them when they were first prodaimed. For " tlie carnal

mind is eninitj ag-ainst God." But Jesus got them started in

the world, and only his total and perpetual eclipse could pre-

vent their further sway. The Son of man is already on the
judgment throne

;
men and nations are now being summoned

to his bar. Kelnctantly enough tliey come. But come they
must. Tlie code contemned and ridiculed, then evaded and
explained away, now reasserts itself in majesty, and is hailed by
the angel of the future as the harmony of the world.

But tlie prophetic forecast of his personal power is just as

manifest in the Is^'ew Testament as this foregrasping of the
ultimate 'ethical system. The judge is insepamble from the
code that he administers, and Jesus appears in the gospels and
everywhere in the JS'ew Testament as the sovereign of a re-

deemed world. When we construct in our imagiiiations the
little groups to which the letters of Paul and the gospeJs of
Matthew and of John were originally read, the contrast be-
tween these "weak things" and the majestic claims to which
they listened would make us laugh, if it did not subdue us so
quickly into solemn astonish meiit. For we are familiar with
the fulfillment of tlieir sublime expectations, of this '• foolish-

ness of God." Jesus is already in our modern world what he
predicted he would become. Wo have seen, at least, the out-
riders of the coronation columns. Pliny and Trajan might be
surprised to see the place of Jesus Christ and the nature of
liis dominion

; Matthew aiid John and Paul could only be de-
lighted. For to them he was the ruler of the repentant and
the redeemed of every age. All that rally for the rescue of
the world they knew would rally around the standard of the
Lamb of God. The dove that fluttered above him was but
the symbol of M'liat is now perpetually happening. Every
revelation of a divine purpose in human society that whitens
modern thought hovers above the head of Jesus Christ, the
voice within us proclaiming meanwhile, " This is my beloved
Son : hear him." This alone accounts for the persistence of
the New Tcstaraont Christ in our modern literature through-
out the period of radical criticism. Eveii those who rejected
him with the lips worshiped him in their hearts. Like Simon
Peter they could not escape, they could not endure his look.
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Thev knew that tJicy were grotesque!}" illogical; but the iuco-

hcrtnce was in their speech, uot in tlieir conduct. To accept

]iis etliics, to seek his raind, to long for his approval, this was

to follow and to worship him ; and they kucM' well enough

that lie who conquered their homage was not the handful of

Galilean dust left them by the destructive critics, but the Christ

of Christmas and of Easter, the Christ of Matthew and of

Paul, of Luke and of John—Christ, the Sou of the living God.

Poets tormented with doubt held to this Redeemer. Tenny-

son, "Whittier, Browning, each in his own way discerned the

rcalit}' of Jesus and his divinity, Mr. Browning chanting it

with an awe that verged toward rai^ture. This is the modern
manifestation of tlie divine momentum imj^iarted by Jesus to

liis disciples. This created the New Testament. This vibrates

eternally in its pages. This triumphs alike over stupidity

and subtlety. This is stronger than criticism and defies preju-

dice, for it is the power of an endless life. And now that

the destructive critics have yielded to saner men, now that

the New Testament is handed back to us with the assurance,

"Thus and not otherwise did the fu'st disciples conceive of him

Miiom tliey loved and worshiped," we do well to yield our-

selves unreservedly to their convincing magic, and to bow our

knees in gladness to the '\Vay, the Life, and the Truth.

(c) For a third result of this inexorable criticism has been

to restore to us the real Jesus. The writer will do the past

no injustice. The Jesus of the eighteenth century, nay, the

Jesus of the eleventh, even, was not wholly an abstraction.

Schemes of theology never could hide completeh' the Saviour

and the Son of man. Charles "Wesley's famous hymn, "Jesus,

Lover of my soul," indicates a rapturous i-ecognition of his

real nature ; and so did Bernard's

Je.=us, the very thought of thee

\A'ith sweetness tills the breast.

The cross, moreover, kept for ages the thouglit of Jesus

close to the ground. It fastened him forever to the earth

and human experience. And yet the Jesus of "Wesley, the

divine conqueror of the cross so dear to St. Bernard, was not

the Jesus of the New Testament. . lie Avas that Jesus in his

niighticst aspect, but he was not the Jesus to whom our age
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lias given a new and glorious Easter festival. When this
Jesus of the nineteenth eenturj first appeared toliisfriglitened
disciples tliej took him for a specter. But the presence the
voice, the outstretched hand, so real, so luuuan, were iievertlie-
less divine. And this recovered Clirist is just what we needed
-so serenely accordant in his speech with all our best discover-
les and all onr cherished aspirations, so free from blunder and
from blame, so tranquilizing in his revelations of God so ma-
jesty in his revelation of himself, so surprising in his reconcili-
ation ot all contradictions, so divine in his humauitv, and sohuman m his divinity that he holds us with an indicribahl
ciiarm, and explains by his influence upon ourselves what w
iiave called the divine momentum of the early disciple^
Think for a moment of the tremendous strain to which the

character of Jesus has been subjected. And yet who lias
found Inm less lovely in his majesty or less royafin his lo^•e]i-
ness

. ^ay,^more. Seen in the light of sober history, is he
not the Saviour needed for our day? The cry of "Back
to Jesus!-' IS, after all, a cry of recognition. Earnest men
cescry in this sublime figure the featm'es of One mio-hty to
save to tiie uttermost. Instinctively they exclaim, "Lord,
to whom shall we go? tliou hast the words of eternal life"
However they may differ about the details of history or of
theo ogy, they agree on this-surrender to Jesus Christ is
the hope of men and the liberation of humanity, while t])e
rejection of him as Guide and Bedeemer, as moral goal and
moral impulse, means a revolution the outcome of which would
be the mi.ery of millions. Just as the audior wrote these
words there came to hand a singular confirmation of them 1woman of South Africa, a woman of great genius, tormented
with cruel doubts and the sight of wickedness and misery ap-
peals to England in behalf of the wretched natives of Ma-
shonaland. And how does she, who hardly believes in Godhow does ^le set about it ? V^hy, she invokes tlie living Jesus
Ohnst

!
She brings him to the camp fire of the lonely British

trooper, that he may convert tlie youthful ruffian into a man
and a martyr, convert the boy forgetful of his mother's Saviou
nito the gentle and fearless benefactor who dies to set a ne-
free. O, but this is poetry, not fact ! We sav, rather, Jcv.us

V

srro
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Clirist is a living f;ict confirmed perpetually by the truth of

poetry. Let us explain our meaning by a saying of Aristotle,

quoted so fondly by Matthew Arnold. " The superiority of

]>octry over history consists," says Aristotle, " in its possessing

a higher truth and a liigher seriousness." No wonder, then,

that Tennyson and Browning and Whittier have held firmly to

a divine Christ, while the radical critics would have abolished

him from human history! Xo wonder that Olive Schreiner,

when slie pleads for the little ones of Jesus Christ, gets nearer

to him than in all her thinkings ! But M'hat shall we say when
history and poetry combine to give us the same Son of God,
the same revelation of infinite love ? What shall we say when
the radical historian, after thirty years of investigation, tells us,

" Yes, your New Testament is an honest book," and a woman
of genius in her agony urges instinctively the Jesus of the

cross, him with the pierced hands and pierced feet, to stir the

hearts of modern men and women ?

If the result of historical inquiry had been different, litera-

ture shows us how desperately n^en would have clung to Him
who was rich, yet for our sakes became poor. They would
liave clung to hiui as their last possible dream of God, personal,

tender, infinitely kind. In a kind of dumb terror they would
have watched that dream dissolve, in spite of all their frantic

efforts to detain it, as it vanislied into the eternal silence and
tlie eternal dark. But the gospels have not been taken from
us ; there the}^ are, and there they remain. Jesus has been

restored to us, his reality transcending all our traditions and
all our conceptions of him !

3. But, finally, our age is beclouded with despair, beset witii

difficulties, and faint from vanished hope. What is Christ in

such distress? The answer is obvious enough. This age must
accept Christ as the perfect and the only perfect speech of God
or resign itself to what Ibsen calls the eternal silence of the

stars. The feeling is becoming more intense as our difficulties

increase; a dumb God in bewilderments like ours were no God
at all. This found an almost frantic expression in the poem
entitled "Hope in God," M-ith which Alfred de Musset con-

cluded one of his celebrated nights. It is the cry of the propli-

ets of Israel, " Tell me thy name ! Show me tliy glory ! Bow
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the heavens and come down !
" The yearning has been inten-

sified by the comparative study of religions. For these have

shown us liow tlie whole creation groans, liow the search for

truth is universal, and tloe disappointment also, unless, perad-

venture, Jesus is the Truth, and Jehovah did reveal himself to

the prophets of Israel. In that case we can conceive the divine

splendor striving to break through everywhere and finding it

possible at last to make the glorious breach among the Jewish

people. We must indeed take our choice. It is Christ or

the eternal silence ! Speech—consoling, quickening, divine

speech—or hopeless, unbroken, implacable stillness !
" How

can God bear it?" exclaimed Dr. Holmes, in a moment of

agonized reflection. '^ This ceaseless hum of human misery I

"

"He could not bear it," said Jesus Christ, and so "he sent

me, that men might not perish but have everlasting life."

Take this away, and the story of the search and struggle for

God, the religious history of the world, is a tissue of delusions,

drenched and dyed in the bloody sweat of humanity. And in

that case we do well to be angry and to fling avray our hopes

!

Who are we to dream of immortality or even of progress ? The

universe is not a product, but a process. We are midgets only,

maddened Avith our little touch of mind

!

And what is true of the religious aspirations is true equally

of the social asi^irations of our race. When the astronomer

scoffs at my conceit and tells me it is a fragment of the worn-

out geocentric system, and when the biologist tells me that I

am a moving sepulcher of inherited tendencies lighted by a little

lamp I fondly call my soul, what shall I answer them, once you

take away my Christ ? Pascal used to say that the incarnation

reinstated man in his self-respect. It revealed at once his

meanness and his magnitude. Luther gloried in a similar

thought. Out of Christ, Dr. Martin Luther Avas a pitiful

worm ; in Christ, he felt the throbbing of eternal life. We
may strut and we may amble in the pi-esence of our modern

science after Ave give up Christ, but we dare not reflect, we

dare not ponder, ourselves, under penalty of despair. Directly

we do that we shrivel into hopeless insignificance. Hence the

interest lelt in Jesus Christ, the return to him in history and

in theology, the desperate tenacity with which the best of men
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cling to liim personally, in spite of mncli bewilderment. Ap-
plied ideas, said Walter Bagehot, require two generations to

make their consequences felt. Two generations have elapsed

almost since Mr. Darwin startled the world with his Origin

ofSj>eci€S, and we are beginning now to feel the consequences.

The world is working toward a new morality, or, rather, tlie

world is working back to tlie old morality that might makes
right. The morality of Jesus is not natural ; it is either di-

vine or absurd. It is either the outflow of his perfect biowl-
edge of God, or it is the mere dream of a Galile.an peaf-ant

who mistook his own heart-beats in the presence of human
sorrow for the throb of eto'nal love. Men are mad, it seems
to us, who expect to save the moral code of Jesus after they
have sui'rendered his divine authority. He started it. He
must sustain it. And when liis moral code has perished, what
will remain ? We are not saying that the Darwinian theories

are incompatible with the Gospel of Christ. Our point is

this, without Christ as Paul and John conceived him tlie

ethics of Jesus will soon be ground to powder by those

theories. For the ethics of Christ arc the mind of Chri^^t, and
this mind has never been dominant. It has been barely possi-

ble even to believei-s, and, as Paul declared, it would have per-

ished from their hearts but for the image of the living Christ

and the promise of his victory. And we repeat our question,

After Christ, what then? Why cheat ourselves with new
terms and fine phrases? Altruism is at best a tendency,

transient and limited. Why strive to make it universal?

AYhy not assist nature by artificial selection ? Why not
di-ive the helpless cripple to the wall? Virtus is the only
virtue. AYeakness is the only vice. The brotherhood of man
meant sometliing to a divine Kedeemer, friend, and brother, of

the poor; but what does it mean to a candid biologist who at-

tributes every existing species of life to the persistence with
which each struggled to preserve itself and its offspring ?

" In Christ Jesus," to quote Pascal once more, " all contradic-

tions are reconciled." In him we learned that God had
" chosen the weak things of the world to confound the things

Avhich are mighty." In him we learned tliat the future of hu-
manity depends, not upon the perpetuation, but the extinction,
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of the struggle. In him we learned to care for the least and

the feeblest, Icsc we lose the noblest and divinest. And there-

fore we enrich the modern world witli ministries of mercj,

therefore we go forth, like Jeliovah in llabalckuk's vision, for

the salvation of the poor.

But even if the ethical system of Jesus survived, whence

could it derive the enei'gy which it requires for its applica-

tion ? The inlluence of ideas is feebler than we imagine. They

may appeal to us as eternally true. They may entrance us

by their unearthly beauty and yet be as powerless to change

our conduct as our stature. The crest of the wave is not the

moving impulse of the billow ; the ideas that break in beauty

over the mind are not the shaping forces of the soul. The
mere thoughts of Jesus Christ cannot save the generations,

splendid as tiiey seeni. It is not the sight of his face

that lifts us from the trough of the sea. This may help to

keep us afloal-, but the strong arm of the deliverer must

snatch us from the devouring flood. Xow the pessimism of

our age, whether of a philosopher like Schopenhauer or a

dramatist like Ibsen, is rooted in the conviction that character

is not transformable. Tliis is the deadly sl^epticism. This is

the ruin of hope. This is the denial of God. We are what

we must be. The essence of man is what he eats and what

his ancestors have eaten. To educate him you must begin

with his grandparents and tlie like.

,But Jesus Christ, with that wisdom which, as Mr. Romanes
points out, prevents all conflicts with tJie discoveries of real

science, met this difliculty with triumphant candor. "Yes,

you are, without me, simply what you have inherited. The
best of you and the worst of yon must be born from above.

You are nut to be saved by your impulse, nor can you be

saved by ideas
;
you must be saved by power, by the inflow

of a diviner life." Ideas may regulate this new energy when
it arrives; but ideas will not create it. Xeither do ideas re-

move the hindrajiccs to life. The poison of sin, the slavery

of nature, the fear of men and of death, the tyraimy of the

niultitude, the greed of the carmd mind—all these nuist per-

ish in a divine cond)ustio!i, and out of the flames must
emerge a new creature in Christ Jesus.
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The wiitei-, for one, is i-cady to go with Ibsen and lielp blow

up the "world, if this deliverance is not witliin onr reach.

Paul thonght it was, Jesus Glnist dclivei'cd him from the

body of death. Jesus Christ renewed him day by day. He
was the source of conrage, he was the rejilenislnnent of

strength, he was the power of an endless life. This Jesus of

Matthew and John and Paul is clothed with eternal and

miracnlons might. And this is the only Jesus that men ever

worship. A teacher they might admire, thrilling to his utter-

ances as one thrills to sublime music or the majestic mnnnur

of the forest. A defeated and crucified enthusiast they might

love and pity, bemoaning the wasted outponr of liis ]:)recious

being. But worship him they will not. The only Christ

who can rule humanity must be at once the wisdom and

power of God. For this age is writhing in the coils of t]ie

old misery ; it stutters forth the old cry, " O wretclied men
that we are, who shall deliver us from the body of this

death?-' Only our age is more desperate tlian its predeces-

sors. "Wo are determined to know the worst and the best.

Phantom theologies may have their little day, We may
have, for a while, the Christ that wavers preached in tlie hazy

splendor of uncertain imaginings. Put we shall hear, and

that right soon, the imperative comnumd of an ago fiercely in

earnest, like tlie sharp voice of Cromwell to the preacher of

liis time, "Quit your fooling and come down!" Jesus of

Nazareth was either a human creature like ourselves, or he

was the miraculous inbreak of Almighty God into the com-

nit»n order of tliis world ! Which of the two do you say

that he was ?

The coming century will never establish any nebulous pre-

tender upon the throne of Jesus Christ. ^Men may chatter

glibly about the Christ ideal, about tlie Messianic conscious-

ness and the God-consciousness of Jesus. They will talk to

the clouds. Democracy clamoring for a leader, humanity hun-

gry for reality, yet bereft of hope and dignity by its discover-

ies, will ])ush them aside with scolfs and blows. We are

seeking, they will say, consolation and redemption. We
niiglit lind them in a risen and a living Christ, but you are

fools to mock us with vour incantations c>\'er a liandfnl of
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Galilean dnst! The revival of religion with -which our cen-

iwry began was therefore a return to sanity. It would have

been another form of madness but for the reality and divinity

of the Lord of life and glory. The noblest spirits of our time

have not been rainbow-chasers. Shaftesbury battling with

the greed of English capitalists and the prejudice of Enghsh
statesmen, Denison wasting away in the London slums, Liv-

ingstone hunting the lost sheep in the wilds of Africa, Gallau-

det thinking out speech for the dumb, Fliedner with his

rainisti'ies of mercy, Florence jSTightingale aflame for right-

eousness and liclpf Illness, Frances Willard with her vision of

the nobler ho)ne—these fought under the standaid and in the

presence of a Christ that stood, as Stephen saw him, at the

right hand of God. For them, to live was Christ. They ap-

plied to him the one conclusive test. They followed him

whithersoever he led. The one necessary requirement in-

dispensable for apprehending him they had, the faith that

works by love.

Knowledge, in the strictest sense, must be always for the

few. Faith is for the many. One discovers ; thousands can

believe. The modern world is too busy for each man to ex-

amine the foundations of his creed. But in the modern

world knowledge is power ; the supreme test of truth is ex-

periment. " Jesus lives," the first disciples said. '' Silver and

gold we have none, but. Crippled Humanity, in the name of

Jesus of jSTazareth stand up and M-alk
! " " Jesus lives," we keep

on saying. But where is our power ? If he lives, the peo-

ple answer, that can be tested easily. Bid the modern world

rise up and walk

!
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^^jjT. III.—THE OXFORD MOVEMENT AXD ITS
LEADERS.

AYiLLiA3,i Laud, Archbishop of Cantcrbuiy imder Charles

tlic First, was condemned by an ordinance of Parliament, aTid

suffered decapitation on Tower Hill on January 10, 1G45. He
met liis doom witli perfect composure and quiet dignity. His

policy as a prelate had been characterized by reckless courage

and the temeritj- with which he tlirew himself across the

religious instincts of his time. He defended tlie extreme

doctrines of the Stuart monarchy, and associated them with a

type of churchmanship which proved to be, in the sequel, the

precursor of the Oxford movement. The Laudian temper

1ms been the bane of the Anglican Church from his day until

now. Tliis unhappy defect largely caused the ruin of the

Establishment which folloM'ed his administration. In the

eighteenth centuiy it subserved the practical rejection of the

evangelical i-evival, and during our own times its prevalence

has enabled the temporary triumph of the followers of Pnsey,

Xewman, and Fronde.

The period immediately preceding the issue of Tracts for
the Times did not promise any revival of those principles for

wliicli Laud had laid down his life. The two predominant

schools of the " High Churchmen " and the " Evangelicals "

were unsatisfactory in their hold upon the life of the State

and of the universities. The High Churchmen were looked

upon as teaching a mere morality, even at the best, and, at the

Worst, as allies and servants of an unfriendly world. The

Evangelicals had insisted upon the beginnings of Christian

teaching with so much fervor that they had neglected its

higher development and, specifically, its ethics. The guaran-

tees of faithfulness to doctrine were too often found in jealous

suspicions and fierce bigotries. The religious world at large

Nvas too conventional; Jiien were afraid of principles; they

slirank from the suspicion of enthusiasm; their utterances

^vt're full of self-complacency. The great evangelists of the

Clmrcli, the "Wcsleys and their coadjutors, beneath tlic direct

guidance of God, liad built up sister Churches whose progress
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astoiiislied tlic world, and whose existence was a standing con-

tradiction of tlie basal claims of the parent body. A wave of

political liberalism swept over Europe, and was strongly felt

in England. During 1825-30 the orthodox political tradi-

tions of Anglicanism, as a State Cliurch, underwent severe

exannnation and incurred sevei'al defeats. Ten of the Irish

episcopates M'cre abolished, and the bishops of the English

Church were sternly commanded by Earl Grey to set their

house in order. This sudden onslaught greatly disconcerted

the leaders of the Church. They, as a rule, were too half-

hearted and too shallow to meet it with any vigor. The Evan-

gelical part}', whose theology and life had been profoundly

affected by the Methodist revival, v;as now in the second or

third generation, and had lost its strength and aim. In the

controversies which followed the beginning of the Oxford

movement the Evangelicals were no match for antagonists vrho

were in deadly earnest, and who put them to shame by their

zeal and courage. In the beginning of the century there was

growing, slov.dy and out of sight, a type of manhood of rare

culture and great gifts, destined to precipitate the impend

iug reconstruction. In the ultimate, as we nov/ see, the two

schools—that founded in Cambridge by Maurice, Sterling, and

other members of the Apostles' Club, and tlie one at Oxford,

led by Xewman, Pusey, and their associates—have reacted

upon each other, and with gratifying results.

Let us now consider those names which have right to be

mentioned in the Oxford movement, a movement which, not-

withstanding its deterrents—and their name is legion—is the

most remarkable religious evesit of the nineteenth century.

John Keble, the son of a rural clergj-mnn and a scholar, poet, and

saint, was born at Fairford Rectory, Gloucestei'shire. in 1792.

He left Oxford in 1 823, carrying with him the greatest honors of

the university. His retirement was voluntary and singularly

unselfish; he felt himself bound to the work of the ministry,

and for this end he cheerfully gave up the most brilliant pros-

pects of an academic career. Keble was not intended, how-

ever, to be the leader of a far-reaching and revolutionary

change. lie mistrusted popular elfoi't and excitement. His

temper enabled him to forego preferment Avith ease, and even
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j.i^'.isurc. His "soul was like a star and dwelt apart" from

((i,> haunts of the throng. But lie was peerless in liis in-

lliicjice upon men for the molding of their chai-acters and the

in-^piration of their purposes. Archbishop Wliately's pupil,

.Ni'wman, did not respond with more alacrity to his tutor's

:iia?tcrly guidance in the use of language than did the young

jiicu -whom Keble controlled in their use of life. There were

with him three Oxford students reading for tlieir degree

;u the long vacation of 1S23, Robert Wilberforce, Isaac "Wil-

!::inis, and Richard liurrell Fronde. He won for all time the

veneration and love of this little circle. But in Froude he

won more, for Froude became Keltic's disciple, taking all he

h'ld to communicate, and because of his highly tempered intel-

lect and his determination he reacted on his master, carrying

liiiii forward to still bolder enterprises and becoming their

champion and mouthpiece. K'ewman wrote of Kehle: '' He is

the first man in Oxford. Isaac Williams tells us that a short

walk with him and a few words spoken marked the turning

]M)int in his life." Hurrell Froude declared: ""Where Keble

was donnishness and humbug would be no more in college,

nor the pride of talent, nor secular ambition." But, like all

the Tractarians, Keble's willful ignorance of sister Churches

bred even in his generous nature a profound dislike for what

he calls " dissent." He shared the attitude of Newman, who
once refused to marry an unbaptized woman ; and this disposi-

tion has shown itself in so many unfortunate arrogances that

it mitigates the usefulness of these men to the Church catholic.

In it they were true children of William Laud.

The devotional poetry of Keble has been read tlie world

over, and innumerable multitudes thank God for so precious a

gift to the Churches. But who remembers Hugh James Rose '.

Vet he, more than Keble, gave shape and tendenc}'- to the

earlier phases of the Oxford movement. Dean Burgon, in

in^ Lives of Tivelve Good Men^ describes him as "the re

storer of the old paths." He was young—forty-three years of

age—when death overtook him, yet there is but one opinion

concerning his success as a public teacher. Those who have

1>esiowed attention on such matters will not be surprised that

Hugh Rose's public reading of Scripture—an act which Hooker
l-i—yii,-i-ii SERIES, VOL. xV.
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in a famous place declares to be " preaching "—partook of a

most weiglitj and impressive character. Sajs Biirgon

:

A very competeut judge once assured me that his reading of the fifty-

third of Isaiah in a village church in Sussex so affected him that, at

the end of many years, he was able to recall his grand intonation and

the solemnity with which he delivered those awful words. Something

similar the same friend related to me concerning the way he had heard

Mr. Rose read the parable of the Prodigal Sou. . . . The subject of im-

jM-essive reading having once cropped up in Exeter College common

room (we were a small party sitting round the fire after dinner), I men-

tioned the substance of what immediately precedes, when one of the fel-

lows (the Eev. Henry Low), to the surprise of us all, in the quaintest

inauner and with no little emotion thrust out his legs on the hearth rug

and, with an ejaculation expressive of his entire assent to Avhat I had

been saying, broke out somewhat as follows: "Never heard him read

but once, and shall never forget it as long as I live. It was the Ten

Commandments. Never heard anything like it. Never !"...! re-

marked to the speaker that it is difficult to read the Ten Commandments

with any special propriety, and asked him what it was that had so struck

him. "O," exclaimed Low, "it was as if Mr. Rose had been person-

ally commissioned to deliver the decalogue to the congi'cgation !

"

On July 25, 1S33, Mr. Rose called together a number

of clergymen to lladleigli Ecctory to consult upon the con-

dition of the Church. There was a great fear that the re-

created Parliament elected by the Reform bill would imperil

her political ])rivileges and prestige. The bishops were over-

whelmed \rL\\\ pamphlets demanding change and the liber-

alizing of the institutions of Anglicanism. Four men were

present at the Hadleigli conference, Rose and AYilliatn Palmer

being the leaders. Froude also was there, but Iveble and New-

man were both absent. The news of this gathering spread

far and wide, and wlien controversy assumed a bitter tone

it became customary to refer to it as the Hadleigli cons})ir-

acy. It is duul»tful, however, if any direct result justified

such an appellation. Rose died seven years later, after a long

and wearying illness; had he lived ho must have been reck-

oned v.'ith as one of the chiefs of the movement, utterly

opposed to its later Romeward tendencies, and the one man in

every way fitted to have prevented that disaster, could he have

prevailed against the logic of the case.

Dean Chui-ch, m speaking of Richard Ilurrell Froudo,
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likens him to Pascal. Certainly he was brilliant and possessed

of unusual originality and clearness. His imaginative facultv

was in itself rich, and continually exercised by a love of beauty

he vainly endeavored to repress. Beneath his irony and wit

ran a swift undercurrent or' intense sadness and a deep, over-

whelming yearning for the satisfaction of religious truth,

liis audacity both bewildered and shocked his opponents ; at

times it alarmed his friends; and his unsparing warfare re-

minds one of dashing Eupert of the Ehine, " who came

but to conquer or to die." And Fronde died, as did Rose,

while lie was yet young, cut sJiort in a careei- of unusual

strength and promise.

Li 1S2S, when writing to a friend, Froude mourned over

Xewinan's supposed liberalism and his subtle and speculative

temper. In fact, at that time Xewman had not accepted the

high Anglican theology ; he still retained a measure of

allegiance to the Evangelicals, and Froude says, " I would

give a few odd pence if he were not a heretic." Flowever, the

state of Xewraan's religious opinions rapidly nuitured, and it

is well for us to remembei" that lie who first gave shape, foun-

dation, and consistency to the claims of "Catholic Anglican-

ism " was afterward their uncompromising enemy and ruthless

destroyer. Ten years later, in 1S3S, Newman had become the

cJiampion of the extreme clerical party in the English Church
and such an avowed foe of Romanism that it is small wonder
his secession lias proved a puzzle to so many. TVe quote a

characteristic denunciation of Eome which he wrote but a

phort time befoi-e his lapse, and which could scarcely be ex-

celled by the most ardent devotee of an Orange lodge:

If As'e arc induced to believe the professions of Rome, and make ad-

vances towaid her as if a sister or a mother Church, which in theory

.^he is, we shall find too late that we are in the arms of a pitiless and un-

natural relative who will but triumph in tlie arts which have inveigled us

within her reach. . . . Let us be sure that she is our enemy and will do
^is a mischief v/hen she can. . . . We need not depart from Christian

<'harity toward her. We must deal with her as we would tovN-ard a

Irieud who is visited by derangement; in great affliction, witli all ailoc-

tionate tender thoughts, with tearful regret and a broken heart, but still

'^'•"ith a steady eye and a firm liand. For, in truth, she is a Church be-

side herself, abounding in noble gifts and rightful titles, but unable to
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use tlicm religiously; crafty, obstinate, willful, malicious, cruel, uunat-

unil as madnieii arc. Or rather slie may be said to resemble a demouiac.

. . . Thus she is her real self only iu name; and, till God vouchsafe to re-

store her, we must treat her as if she were that evil one which governs her.

For US wlio have not deserted the ancient and apostolical faith

this is a wise and comprehensive description of tlie Avorst side

of the papacy. But ISTewman had committed Iiimself to a

method of theological research and to a series of nnhistoi'ical

ecclesiastical claims which, if ]-»racticed and followed, must find

their logical sequence iir the Roman hierarch}'.

It is needless for one to argne at length upon the question

ofthe " apostolical succession," save to point out the thoroughly

inconsistent position of the English Church thereupon. She
has been formally and officially excommunicated to the ranks

of nonconfoimity by the present pope, and while upholding
the Old Catliolies of Germany in their protest against the Yat-

ican decrees she denounces John Wesley and his followers for

a similar ])rotest against her own spiritual death. Yv hat, with

her, is right in Germany is wror.g in England, and, indeed, iu

all English-speaking nations. Dr. Dollinger was as much
a dissentei- as the founder of JMethodism, but his conduct in i-e-

]uidiating Eome's authority seemed to the Anglicans a strength-

ening of their own peculiar position; and hence came tlieir

approval. Tliat ])ositior! may be likened unto Mohammed's
coffin as touching its suspended attitude.

Our admiration for Newjnan should not hold judgment in.

bonds. A certain reverent wonder, due to his great gifts

and sweetness of temper, has grown around the recluse at

Edgbaston Cjratory. The luster and grace of his style and his

continual habit of delicate discrimination in tlie use of words
arc fascinating, yet perilous; for behind them hn-ks a vast

and willful ignorance of the nobler developments of Christian-

ity, as seen in the last four hundred years, and a steady attempt
to redeliver tiio Church to the cerements she had escaped only

by the most heroieal efforts. The romances of Sii- ^Yalter

Scott exercised a significant influence upon Xcwnjan and
some of his associates. The necromancer's vivid imagination

evolved a n^edicevalism before their eyes which, as ThackeraA-'s

satire has since rcnn'nded us, was very far from being a true
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portrait of those times. But, with tiieni, poetry supplanted

facts, and especially so since it seconded their efforts for a

return to the Church of the former days. Xewman's impa-

tience with modern thouglit, his scorn, to use no liarsher

word, for the purest and best-equipped Christianity of his

own surroundings, his contempt for the scientific methods of

sacred study, his efforts to limit the soul's appropriation of

the life which is in Christ to tlie delegated authority of a

priestly hierarchy—these characteristics stain all his theolo2;y

and make it untrustwortliy. He discussed the controversy

with an acuteness of the greatest service to those his arguments
fail to convince. That he will increase as a literary light

seems as sure as that he will decrease as a theological doctor.

He fought against the stars in their courses, and small wonder
is it that where he most ho]^ed to win he should have lost.

Stanley describes an interview with him in ISGi:

What was the upshot of tlie wliole ? It left tlac impression, not of

unhappiuess or dissati.-faction, but of a totally wasted life ; unable to

read, glancing at questions which he could not handle, rejoicing in the

caution of the court at Ronae, which had kept open question after ques-

tion that he enumerated as having been brought before it; also, althouch
without the old bitterness, still the ancient piteous cry, " O my mother!
why dost thou leave as all day idle in trie market place ?" Studiously

courteous, studiously calm.

But the outcome of these ecclesinstical pretensions to wliicli

jSTewman had surrendered his very life with passionate ardor

went beyond his power to follow, and he did not receive their

last proclamation. The Yatican Council was his nightmare,

and the decree of the papal infallil^ility provoked his ])assive

resistance. Hence in Pius IX's court—thanks to the adroit

political maneuvering of Manning—he was an object of

suspicion, treated with coldness and neglect, misrepresented
and assailed with vituperation and with scorn. The scene

reminds one of Samson bound in tlie house of the Philistines,

its one redem]->tion being the magnificent spirit K"e\vman
never failed to manifest. For in hiin there was a lio-ht of tlie

Other world, ever shining and disclosing itself in every tone
J^nd look. With the accession of the present pontiff' his ene-

mies were silenced and chained, and he received the cardinal-
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ate ; but this honor was not Lestov/ed until Manning had done

his worst—and that was bad—to prevent it.

In retrospect one is saddened by the reflection tliat a great

work in constructive theology could have been accomplished

by such men as we have named. For it they were eminently

fitted, because of natural gifts of the highest order. Some of

them, notably Pusey, were scholars with large resources. All

possessed tliat culture which has made the Oxford school—of

which the late Matthew Arnold, Lord Justice Bowcn, and

others were notable examples—to be widely known and appre-

ciated. If a correct estimate of their great powers of useful-

ness had been secured and acted u]ion the natural world and

its sanctity might liave been vindicated, the Hunts within

which ecclesiastical parties confine the exclusive operations of

spiritual influences could have been broken down, the deep

basis of morality upon whicli all true theology rests could

have been shown forth, and a readjustment of our conception

of the unchanging facts of the Gospel of God might have

been attempted. But to Oxford's sister and rival, Cambridge,

English-speaking men have had to turn for the methods of his-

torical science and the knv of historical development applied

to the Christian faith with a reverent and yet fearless instinct

which rightly guards tlie great intei'csts at stake. laglitfoot,

"Westcott, Hort, and their compeers have done much to wipe

out the reproach of earlier failures, and in nothing is this more

shown than in the recent commingling of the two schools of

Oxford and Cambridge as seen in Canon Gore and men like

him, whose high churclnnanship is moderated by an active

humanism and an acceptance of the assured facts of loving-

toil and patient investigation in the sacred studies.

I]i this brief review Ilichard William Church, Dean of

St. Paul's, stands like a rock in a morass. An Oxford man,

the dearest friend Xevrinan had after he had severed so many
friendships, and his constant friend to the end. Church is

worthy of inention, since in the surging controversies of fifty

years lie never lost his balance. Indomitable love of truth,

sincerity, humility, patience, and goodness—these formed the

ethical soil in which his soul was I'ooted. "When others of a

lesser mold surrendered liope and loft the field—sonae for
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Rome, as did Xcwman, others for agnosticism, as did Xew-

inan's brother, some for weary indifi'erejitism—Churcli abated

not a jot of heart or hope. Unlike ]S^c^vman, he combined in

a rare degree the historical and critical faculties. His essay

on Dante, liis volumes on Anselm and Bacon, and his work,

The Beginnings of the Middle Ages, are ample evidences of a

{(owerful and liighly trained mind, of a stylo at once dignified

and attractive, and of a rich moral sense and balance which

are as welcome to the reader as water to a parched field. His

saintliness and self-abnegation, indeed, his whole life, diffused

a subtle fragrance which has gladdened many whose eye did

not pie]-ee the secluded retreat where lie hid from the gaze of

men. '' Dean Church," said John Morley to W. T. Stead, -'is

tlie consummate ilower of the Christian culture of England

that is passing away. We shall never look upon his like

again. He is the finest and last type of the Oxford of tlie

past. Our universities, with their examinations and theii-

modern spirit, l)ear other fruit."

Edward Eouverie Pusey was, in many respects, tlie opjKi-ite

of Dean Church, He was a lonely man, much misunderstood,

and causing much of the misunderstanding by his lack of ]>er-

ccption and his sigiial failui-e to realize an opponent's view.

He provoked what he despised, the controversial and partisan

spirit, and effectually condemned the ecclesiastical theory he

lield by tlie principles he derived from it. AVe cannot be blind

to the loftiness of his character, nor can we be blind to those

greater interests beyond the claims of any individual saint, in-

terests M'hich he continually imperiled, the interests of unity

and peace. These he sinjserely avowed but practically de-

stroyed. Pusey's ]-allying place is an unacceptable ground of.

barren differences, and it has been for others of his Churcii to

point out tlie meeting point for the deeper unity of the Spirit

under the headship of Christ our Lord.

Such were some of the men who led this remarkable and

many-sided revival. Their chief rebukers were of their own

body. Charles Ivingsley assailed the morality of the Eoman

priesthood after Xcwm.an's secession, and the xii^olocjy was a

wonderful answer to the sincere cpicstionings of Kingsley's

bonest but prejudiced judgments. Pusey and Liddon refused
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Dean Stanley's invitation to preach in tlie Abbey because

Maurice, " that spiritual splendor," was allowed tliere. Liddon

forgot liis due reverence for episcopal authority, and spoke of

Archbishop Tait, not as a clergyman at all, but only as a

shrewd Scotcli lawyer. Arnold and Keble were severed in

tlieir friendsliip, and Xewnian forsook all men count dear;

and with fortitude we reverence, however much we deploi'e

the causes of his misunderstanding, he lifted up his destruc-

tive hand against tlie house of his birth and the home in which

his divine life, liad been first received and nourislied.

What, then, are tlie deterrents of which mention was made
earlier? They evidently served to divide the Anglican house

against itself. And, first, as to excessive ritual, that was the

least of them, although empii-ical investigation has at times as-

serted it to be tlie chief offense. To the Tractarian leaders

ritual was secondary. It borrowed its importance from the

teachings it was intended to set forth. Its genesis is a curious

story, in which ^^agan rites and legendary ceremonies and

stately functions of the Renaissance are interwoven witli the

simplicity of the Cln-istian sacraments and the dignified order

of divine worship. The more sanguine temper of tlie Latin

races eagerly seized upon these excrescences as an outlet for

devotion. . The colder, more intellectual life of the Northern

races, awakening to renewed activity in the loftier ideals of

tlie Reformation, viewed them with distaste, and even hate,

in the extreme Puritan ]^arty. But it should be observed that

the spirit of individualism in Protestantism has wrought havoc

in the direction of excessive speculation, sometimes to the

elimination of the authoritative and regulative clement of all

Christian doctrine and observances. Tlie late Master of

P>alliol, Dr. Jowctt, to wliom tlie princi})les of the Oxford

movement wure repugnant, reactiojiary, and paltry, ended life

]uactiGally a deist and little more. His faith had been too

much " sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought ;
" and we

submit that candles and incense and lustrations and habili-

ments—though they are in excess the beggarly elements of

this world wliich defraud our praise and devotion of the

deeper note, though they do beset and hinder the develop-

ment of healthy religion—are not as grave a danger to the
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faith as the denial of the godhead of our Lord. The crowd
of smaller souls in Anglicanism has exaggerated the province
of ritual. TJiej have lost the sense of proportion ; in them,
as in tlieir- leaders, the Laudian tempei-—it is worthy of no
better name—has run riot. And this is so true that now,
but for the bond of State patronage, there would probably be a

schism in the English Episcopal Chui-ch.

A gj-eater deterrent is the attempt to identify the falsely

claimed " National Ciiurch " of England with tlie acceptaiice

of things impossible of belief among the majoiity of English-
men. Above the Tweed an Anglican is as much a non-
conformist as a Baptist, for Presbyterianism is the State-estab-

lished religion of Scotland. In England itself tlic Anglican
Church does not represent, upon the most liberal estimate,

more than one half the population. The claim of the Angli-
cans is a legal figment unsupported by the greater number of
those to wliom it is applied. Their Church is national in the
meaning produced by former times, when Church and State
were one confluent stream and the "divine right '• of ldno>:

and bishops stood and fell together. Grotesque as it may ap-
pcra-, tlie Book of Common Prayer is also an act of Parlia-
ment, and the nomination of bishops is in the gift of the
crown, which really means that they are nominated by the
elected representatives of the people. As we have seen, one
of the chief causes of th.e Oxford movement was an over-
weening anxiety to defend the monetary and political interesto
involved—so involved because of the grip of the dead past
npon the present govermnent of Britain. Every measure of re-
form which gave a glimpse of liglit to millions of the worthiest
eons of England wa^ viewed by some Oxfordians with fierce
resentment, and liberal measures—even those intended to an-
swer the original aims of " pious founders "—had their chief
resistance from the " shepherds '^ of the people. It is sufii-

cient to add that the relations of the State and Anglicanism
•-^i-e a most inglorious history, against which the followers of
the Oxford movement sometimes spoke witli the heat of dis-

pleasure, thougli their testimony has not led their children to
bi-eak the bon.dage. It is contrary to the spirit of our i-ace

t'lat hierarchical claims should be admitted', for, apart fr^m
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their niiscriptural nature, they have in the past undermined

the fabric of freedom ; and we know from bitter experiences

that what begins in theological statement ends in a political

despotism and a very practical tyranny-

Only a word is necessary upon the greatest deterrent of all,

namely, the method of the soul's appropriation of the life

•which is in Jesus Christ our Lord. Not the sacramentarian,

nor the legal, but the faith method, is yet the great distin-

guishing belief of Protestant churchmen ; and against this bul-

wark the tide of extreme ritual and sacramentarianism has

broken in the beginnings of its defeat. When Professor

Banks, of Wesleyan College, Leeds, stated that the high-

water mark had been reached, and the tide was receding, his

"words were denied, but they were nevertheless true.

And shall we not believe that out of this chaos and strife

there will ensue a great and permanent benefit to the whole

body of Christ ? The Oxford movement has promoted gen-

uine saintliness and popularized religion. It has crowded

empty churches and founded innumerable aids for the better-

ment of life and the relief of the poor. It exists, and its work

gains way, not because of its deterrents, but despite them

;

and it finds its strength in the life flowing out from God in

Christ to all believers. A just and lawful doctrine of the

Church has been estabhshed and maintained. Hyranology has

been enriched ; and worship no longer regards coldness, and

even outward irreverence, as the measure of its acceptance

with God. The negative position of the Free Churches has

been obliterated, and their claims to recognition and unity are

best evidenced by the gradual elimination of those purely

theological barriers which defeated the highest hopes of the

Reformation, After centuries of intestine warfare a cate-

chism of these Free Churches is now issued in England, stating

those fundamental truths the Evangelicals assuredly hold.

And the forward movement of Methodism owes much of its

aggressive and evangelizing temper to the Oxford movement.

yvSo/lAv^ /^C'ad^yyiOM/*
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Art. IV.—ax IDEALIST'S PRESCRIPTION FOR MOD-
ERN MATERI.\LISM.

After sixteen years Professor Bowne, who lias earned the

right to be heard on all philosophical questions, presents us

witli a thoroughly revised edition of his Metajyhysics. The

new book is smaller than the old. There have been some

omissions and extensive additions of great value ; the com-

pression has been chiefly accomplished, however, by the trans-

fer of psychological and epistemological matter to the author's

recently published Theory of Thought and Knowledge. The
argument is rigidly metaphysical throughout, the idealism of

the treatise being sustained by criticism of the object of knowl-

edge and our necessary thought about it, and not by psycho-

logical analysis of the process of perception. A close com-

parison of the revised with the old edition justifies the claim

of the author that the metaphysical position is more systemat-

ically set forth, with a greater wealth of detail, and unfolded

into more minute and far-reaching inferences and applica-

tions. At the same time the general doctrine remains un-

changed. Greater emphasis has been laid on the idealistic

element, which is much more profoundly and consistently de-

veloped. If the critics were offended at his idealism before,

they liave a much more pronounced case to deal with now.
In his basal positions, however, Professor Bowne remains es-

sentially an independent disciple of Hermann Lotze, whose
system is perhaps best described as that of objective idealism

or idealistic realism—terms which we presume Professor

Bowne would not reject as adequately characterizing his own
general position. He has thoroughly rethought the funda-

mental principles, and has extended their critical application

to Herbert Spencer's philosophy and other British forms of

scientific thought and speculation ignored by Lotze. Professor

Bowne is the last man in the world to appeal to authority, and
his thinking everywhere stands in its own right.

AVith the principles of this philosophy and the methods of
Its presentation the writer of this paper is in thorough accord

;

he trusts that it will not be unpardonable if he devotes more
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space to particullar criticism than to general exposition. Be-

fore entering upon the consideration of Professor Bowne's

subject-matter, however, we desire to offer a few remarks con-

cerning his style. For purely philosophical purposes it is well-

nigh perfect. It is sun-clear exposition ; that is, sun-clear for

a professional philosopher. The argumentation is continuous.

There are only four or five very brief quotations in this large

volume, and not a single footnote or reference. Moreover, as

intimated above, it is metaphysics from start to finish, the aid

of even empirical psychology being refused— as, indeed, the

author's plan required. There are occasional passages con-

cerning which formal notice is' given that they are a pedagog-

ical condescension to the nnpracticed reader. But even an

expert metaphysician would not dare to omit these if he de-

sired to hold the complete argument in mind. Indeed, Pro-

fessor Bowne has deceived himself at this point, for the form

of his argumentation is determined by the consistency of his

uniform method of defining and solving his problems rather

than by any rights of comprehension supposed to belong to

the average reader, who may justly lodge a complaint on this

score. As continuously sustained argumentation Professor

Bowne's book is very remarkable. There is not a parallel

among American philosophical writers—certainly not in Pro-

fessor James, hardly in Professor Ladd.

Another feature is the clean decapitation of an opponent

with the keen blade of single-stroke sarcasm. It is generally

both deserved and decisive ; but the crushing, if not cruel,

operation is repeated too frequently to be attractive to the

disinterested spectator, much less to the victim and his friends.

"We do not offer this criticism with the hope of provoking

amendment. Having been a diligent and profited reader or

Professor Bowne from tlie date of the appearance of his first

book, we know that this feature—trick, some might call it

—

of thought and style is part of the man, and that, with the

best intentions, he could not write otherwise. But we draw

attention to it, as well as to the severe and exclusive meta-

physics of the argument, for a purpose which will immediately

appear.

In our day there is no work more needful to be skillfully
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and thoroughly done than the rescue of a large class of intelli-

geat and educated people—physicians, scientists, and others,

readers of Spencer and Huxley and Tyndall and Darwin

—

from a crude and crass materialism which saturates all their

thought and, in some instances, degrades their lives. Kor do

we know of any man better equipped for this task than Pro-

fessor Bowne. But it is perfectly clear that he will win no
disciples for the truth from this class of readers ; first, because

he does not take the smallest pains to propitiate and attract

them ; and, secondlj', because not one in a thousand of them
could understand him if he did. "We do not know where a

neater, more decisive refutation of the ambitious Spencerian

philosophy, as it wrecks itself on the problem of error, so

beautifully solved by our author, is to be found than in Pro-

fessor Bowne's treatise." We find an analysis of it, made on
the margin of the old edition when we read it a second time,

more than eight years ago, and it came upon us with fresh-

ness and resistless force in the new. But the "ghost of

Leibnitz," which Professor Bowne discovers lurking behind
the ponderous phrases of Spencerianism, would frighten the

average'scientific reader out of his wits, and for protection he
would but cling the more closely to his beloved and intelli-

gible Spencer. We know the partly cogent answer to all this

would be that the ends sought are purely scholastic and pro-

fessional. But life is too short and the world too wide for a
man like Professor Bowne to afford to be scholastic and pro-

fessional
; besides, it is not clear that these very laudable, if

narrow, ends are incompatible with the broader ones wc have
indicated. Most surely some one must be found to do the
work of redeeming our current science from the dreary and
bitter bondage of materialism; and that work must be wisely
and kindly done, with tender condescension, if need be, to the
materialist's standpoint and methods.

Without losing sight of this desideratum we turn from
manner to matter. That the ground of the world-process is

objective, spiritual, personal, and that apart from minds phe-
nomena could have no existence, are elements alike of sound
Lotzean and of sound Berkeleyan doctrine. Professor Bowne

• Old edition, pp. 389-399; new edition, pp. 321-330.
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at times emphasizes his dissent from Bishop Berkeley—more,

we think, in the old edition than the nevr ; but to our way

of thinking Berkeley and Lotze reach essentially the same ob-

jective idealism by different routes. They approach the same

object and land at the same destination from opposite direc-

tions. Berkeley, by analysis of the process of perception,

reveals the subjective sensation of objective origin—its mani-

festation permeated by law of which there is no subjective

control—which by rational construction becomes knowledge
;

Lotze and Bowne, by solution of the problem of the causality

involved in change and the universal connection of things ac-

cording to law, reduce matter to phenomenal reality and find

its existence in the energizing of the Infinite and its locus in

human consciousness. Berkeley's doctrine is psychological:

Lotze's and Bowue's metaphysical. But they are essentially

complementary, not contradictory. One starts from minds

and the other from things, but both alike reach the phenome-

nality of matter and the true ontological reality of spirit. The

Lotzean doctrine naturally emphasizes the ceaseless energizing

•of the Infinite according to law, while the Berkeleyan doc-

trine just as naturally emphasizes conscious percipiency of the

phenomena thus projected within the sphere of intelligence

;

but both alike and in perfect harmony deny the existence of

phenomenal reality apart from mind. Berkeley is thus sub-

jective and psychological, while Lotze is objective and onto-

logical ; but united they afford the broadest and deepest basis

for idealistic realism. It is doubtless true that Berkeley has

not put the emphasis as decidedly upon the universal and un-

changing elements of experience as has Lotze ; certainly he

has not done it with the vigor and vividness with which Pro-

fessor Bowne performs this task in his Theory of Thought

and Knowledge. But, even if this truth is relatively ob-

scure in Berkeley, his subjective view-point is sufficiently ex-

planatory of it, and Lotze's objective view-point supplies most

naturally the exact correction which it needs.

This is perhaps not far from Professor Bowne's conception

of the relation of the two philosophers. But, as we see it, it

is high time for philosophy to enter upon its constructive and

universalizing stage. Instead of emphasizing insignificant
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differences—especially when their source is sufficiently evident

—it is the business of modern philosophy to search for essen-

tial identities, and to rejoice over them as over great spoil.

We do not question the rigidly scientific accuracy of Professor

Bowne's method in constantly finding the ultimate explanation

of phenomena in their metaphysical causes, in passing from

tlie inductive to the productive plane and from phenomenal

reality to ontological reality as its only sufficient ground. He
was writing a treatise on metaphysics. But, as our author

more than once acknowledges, these purely metaphysical argu-

ments are dreary stretches for even the well-equipped reader

—hardly less fatiguing, indeed, to the conscientious student

than to the able and laborious professor whose persistent pen

nobly accomplished the self-imposed task of first putting these

profound reasonings upon paper. But what are they for the

unprofessional reader, and how can the average scientific

gentleman be induced to read them ? We do not hesitate to

say that, taken in their metaph3-sical nakedness, without an

empirical shred to clothe their shivering fonns, they are often,

to such a reader, not only unconvincing but unintelligible.

If such a book as we have described above is to be written

as a breakwater against the flood of materialism that is inun-

dating the modern scientific world, it must make the approach

from the more obvious but equally true psychological side, as

well as from the profounder metaphysical side ; and the dis-

tinct effort must be deliberately put forth to dissipate the or-

dinary scientific prejudices and superstitions, and to make

connections with the average scientific ways of looking at

things. Now, such a historian of philosophy as Albert "Weber

lias recognized the analysis of Berkeley as the only antidote

that can be successfully opposed to materialism, and such a

scientist as Huxley has conceded the impregnability of Berke-

ley's position. But Berkeley and Lotze in their different ways

reach scarcely distinguishable conclusions, and it thus becomes

pedigogically expedient—or, as we should say in theology,

apologetically expedient—to unite rather than divide them

;

to treat Berkeley as the psychological complement of Lotze,

and Lotze as the metaphysical complement of Berkeley, and

thus build on the broadest and deepest foundations the wall
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that shall -withstand the oncoming assault of a deadly material-

ism, latal alike to knowledge, to morals, and to religion. The
psychological analysis of the process of perception is much
more simple and more immediately convincing than the meta-

physical proof of the merely phenomenal reality of things.

If the materialist is to be convinced and converted we believe

this is the natural avenue of approach, as it certainly is the

natural, if not necessary, introduction to the metaphysical ar-

gument. But, psychology and metaphysics united, the har-

monized conclusions of Berkeley and Lotze are invincible

;

and thus are the weapons formed to our hand for the achieve-

ment of a victory for which the whole modern world "groan-

eth and travaileth in pain together until now."

Professor Bowne is perfectly definite and clear on the merely

phenomenal reality of things and on the ontological existence

of the Infinite ; we are not sure but that he leaves the human
spirit at some impossible halfway place. Of the finite, two

conceptions are allowed to be possible. It may be either a

form of energizing on the part of the Infinite, or it may be a

real creation. In the first case its existence is phenomenal ; in

the second, it would seem, ontological. In neither case can the

finite be identified with the Infinite, and pantheism is excluded.

The decision between the two views is reached on the basis of

the facts of experience. If any finite being exists capable of

acting from itself and for itself, it has in that fact the certain

test and mark of reality as distinguished from phenomenality.

This mark occurs only in human spirits or persons. If it be

asked why the Infinite may not "posit" or create impersonal

as well as personal agents, the answer is that identity and caus-

ality are found only in the personal, while analysis reveals that

the impersonal has not even subjectivity and is simply the phe-

nomenal process of an energy not its own. Hence, while things

are but the energizing of the Infinite, persons are created, pos-

ited—not made out of some preexisting material, but caused to

be. This distinction, on the general basis of Lotzean meta-

physics, seems clear and satisfactory. Pei-sons possess " onto-

logical otherness to the Infinite." They seem to be lifted out

of the order of inductive into that of productive causality, out

of the category of phenomenal conditions of results into that
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of real causes. So Professor Bowne's chapter on " Soul and

Body " begins with the declaration that the soul abides, acts,

and is acted upon, and hence possesses the essential marks of

ontological reality. There are also passages in which Pro-

fessor Bowne seriously objects to the view of nature as a closed

system, and insists that man by his free and real agency pro-

jects results into the natural series which nature could never

have reached independently. This free causality of man in

nature which produces its results, not by the disruption of law

and continuity, but by the knowledge of law and obedience to

it, is used as a help to a proper understanding of the like free

and causal relation of the Creator to the world.

But, when the problem of the interaction of soul and body

is reached, the soul is forthwith reduced to tlie same level of

phenomenality with the body itself. The causality between

them is said to work both ways. Causality here evidently

means, not productive, but inductive causality; a volition se-

cures a " concomitant variation " of the body with a state of

the soul, while a sensation secures a " concomitant variation "

of the soul with a state of the body. Without this concomitant

variation, which is all the interaction there is, there would en-

sue hopeless confusion of both knowledge and action, for the

same stimulus might produce different sensations and the same

volitions result in different actions. Thus the interaction be-

tween the " ontologically real" personal spirit and the phenom-

enal body is precisely like, and belongs to the same order with

the interaction between two impersonal and merely phenome-

nal things.

We are not unaware of the nature of the necessary, and pos-

sibly satisfying, correction of all this, namely, that the soul has

free causal control of its own states and thus, though the men-

tal series runs along independently of the physical series, its

parallelism is not maintained solely by concomitant variation

with the bodily state, but its own independent initiative interpel-

lates personal and volitional members in the mental series,

with which the body must in turn preserve its parallelism by

responding with the appropriate concomitant variation. This

explanation, tliough it results from the general principles of

Lotzeanism, is nowhere formally stated, so far as we now re-

15—FIFTH SEEIES, VOL. XV.
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call,* in Professor Bowne's treatise. His doctrine would have

been a great deal clearer and more consistent had he been

explicit on this point ; but, in his positive discussion of the in-

teraction of soul and body, where -we should have expected con-

siderable emphasis on the free causal states volitionallj inter-

polated in the mental series, to vrhich the body must respond

in its own parallelism, we have only the repetition of the bald

statement that the concomitance is the only interaction there

is and that its determining ground must be sought in the plan

and agency of the Infinite. The plan and agency of the Infi-

nite as the determining ground of the concomitancy apparently

exclude the plan and agency of the human spirit as a determin-

ing ground ; if so, the teaching seems to us to be positively

erroneous, and goes far toward the explanation of an important

defect in Professor Bowne's philosophy, to which we shall at

once advert.

What we are now concerned with is something of much
deeper import than the interaction of soul and body, though

immediately connected with that fact. It turns out that Pro-

fessor Bowne's " ontological reality " of the human spirit still

leaves it floundering helplessly in the same class with things.

It has escaped phenomenality by the skin of its teeth, if it has

escaped. Its interaction appears to be on his account wholly

phenomenal, and we strongly suspect that in this region is to

be founed the ground of Professor Bowne's inability or un-

willingness to deal with a metaphysical problem more urgently

demanding solution than any which his brilliant analysis has so

successfully vanquished. We hasten to add that we are not

prepared to enter into a contract to specify offhand the ele-

ments or even minutely to define the necessary limits of the

solution. In his old edition Professor BoM-ne declared that

every speculator is obliged by good taste and good faith to

accept the existence of other persons like himself. But he im-

mediately proceeds to show that there is no sound metaphysi-

cal warrant in his system for this conclusion. Since the Infi-

nite mediates all interactions of the finite, including persons,

all our states or affections are directly from the Infinite. These

states of ours being given in their present variety and order,

* Tbe volume has no index.
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we construct a world of persons on the same principles we use

ill constructing a world of things. If the world of persons

gliould disappear, then we should continue to have the same

apparent interaction with persons, provided the Infinite had

;iny interest in continuing to produce in us the appropriate

^tates, and there would be no metaphysical method of detect-

iiii; th6 deception. According to Professor Bowne, the true

reason for admitting the existence of persons other than our-

selves is found neither in psychology nor in metaphysics, but

only in ethics. But the new edition contains no such declara-

tion as this. So far as a careful reading has revealed, the

problem is not stated and its solution appears to be wholly de-

clined. Thinking that the discussion might have been trans-

ferred to the Theory of Thought and KnowUdge, we turned

to that volume—which is also without an index—but the only

allusion we could discover is the assertion that the idealism

founded on analysis of the knowing process alone necessarily

falls into solipsism. The implication is that the idealism

founded on the metaphysics of the object of knowledge does

not lapse into solipsism or solitary egoism. This implication, as

well as the omission of the ethical solution propounded in the

earlier edition, involves the renunciation of the old view ; but

if Professor Bowne has substituted a metaphysical solution of

this most urgent problem in his system we have failed to

note it.

In October, 1882, Professor J. P. Gordy published in the

Methodist Quarterly Bevieio a luminous and sympathetic ex-

position and review of the first edition of Bowne's Mepz-

phy.sics, at the close of which he appended a number of criti-

cisms which, with a single exception, seem to us to have no

force or relevancy. It involves a fatal inconsistency in Pro-

fessor Bowne's philosophy, if we assume the existence of

other persons on ethical grounds, and not because their exist-

ence explains certain otherwise inexplicable phenomena of

our consciousness. As a matter of fact Professor Bowne, in

his earlier edition, squarely admits that their existence is not

necessary to furnish this explanation. To hold to the exist-

ence of other persons thus involves the sacrifice of the funda-

mental principle of the system that the essence of being is
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action, that being and action are inseparable, that to be is to

act, and that the inactive is the nonexistent. That which

does nothing, produces no phenomena in our consciousness, is

nothing for us. The alternative is plain. Either the whole

system must be given up as untrue, because it leads to the

bottomless absurdity of solipsism, or the ontological reality

wliich is granted to persons involves an essentially different

interaction of persons with other persons—and hence certainly

with the body, and, indeed, M-ith the whole physical system,

at least indirectly, so far as it may be necessary to the accom-

plishment of this end—from that interaction which suffices to

bind things together in an orderly whole. For us long study

of Lotze and Bowne, as well as some familiarity with the gen-

eral course of philosophy, has made the first branch of the

alternative impossible ; there is nothing for it but to adopt the

second.

If the concession of ontological reality to persons is more

than verbal it must be identical in kind, though of course not

in degree, with the ontological reality of the Infinite ; and,

apart from the orderly energizing of the Infinite according

to law whicli constitutes the constant world of things, they

—

God and man—must sustain similar relations to that world of

things existing in its orderliness. Man, within the limits of

his dependence on the Infinite, must be truly a creative first

cause whose orderly intelligence and efiicient will produce

otherwise nonexistent phenomena first in his own body, phe-

nomenal like other matter though it be, next in the fixed and

actual order of the external phenomenal world, and finally in

the consciousness of his fellows, through the mediation of

their bodies—thus, finally certifying to them his existence as

a rational and causal being, that is, a person. When a rational

person like Professor Bowne, for example, writes a book—

a

treatise on metaphysics, let us say—he conveys to a reader of

that book—to the writer of this paper it may be—not only a

phenomenal manifestation of the thinghood of the book in the

black characters upon" the ])aper, but a rational manifesta-

tion of his personality, because the phenomena are the bearers

of a message, invisible, indeed, but with a meaning in it which

evinces the very organism of reason itself. Of this mes-
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EJige neither the world nor the Infinite is the author, but

Professor Eowne, without wliose agency it could never have

projected itself into our consciousness. Within that orderly

and rational sphere of phenomenal manifestation which we
call the universe, as summing up the many in the one, and as

the ceaseless energizing of the Infinite according to law, there

are smaller but definitely marked circles of phenomenal mani-

festation—as architecture, manufactures, spoken and written

language—which harmonize, indeed, with the whole of which

they form a part, but which evince also in themselves an in-

dependent organism of reason and a source of power or effi-

ciency directed by reason ; and at the center of each of these

minor circles there is a person, a human spirit. "I)^o man
hath seen God at any time," nor hath any man looked upon
his fellow. But the evidence for the existence of man, as we
must put it in this connection, is of the same kind and, as far

as we can see, of the same cogency of the evidence for the

existence of God. As against the atheist and materiahst we
must add that the argument for the existence of God is of the

same kind and the same cogency as the argument for the exist-

ence of man.

It is hardly possible to specify further within the space at

our disposal the elements of the solution of the problem of

finite personality, or even to unfold all its difficulties, some of

which might give us serious trouble. I?Tor have we meant to

feign an insight we do not possess. All we have undertaken
is to indicate the broad outlines, both of the problem and of

its solution. We cannot close this paper, however, without

expressing our lasting obligations to Professor Bowne for his

light and leading these many years ; and this imperfect paper
may end with the modest concluding sentence of his latest

book, " So it seems to me ; and I have set it down in the hope
that so it may seem to others also."
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Art. v.—LAO-TSZE AND HIS SYSTEM—A STUDY IN
CHINESE PHILOSOPHY.

KoTHixG can be much more contemptible than the childish

faith in charms, elixirs, exorcisms, magic arts, dreams of al-

chemy, and other superstitious follies held bj the Chinese

Taoists. Yet they pretend to trace their origin to one of the

deepest and most spiritual thinkers of the human race. This

man, Lao-tsze. is an extremely noteworthy and significant phe-

nomenon. Neither comparative philosophy nor comparative

theology can pass him by. It is not too much to say, with

Strauss and Torney, that, outside the great stream of revealed

truth which took its rise with Abraham, no ancient system sur-

passes his in sublimity and depth of the knowledge of God, or

in inwardness and ethical earnestness.

As to his life little is known. In this he is widely contrasted

with Confucius. Of all that befell this revered sage of China
we have minute accounts. "We are taken into his study, his

dining room, even into his bedchamber. His appearance is as

familiar to us as that of Socrates or Shakespeare. We know
how he dressed, liow he acted at funerals, how he behaved to

his superiors and inferiors, how he gave and received presents,

how he conducted himself in thunderstorms, and what he ate

with his rice. But no such intimacy is allowed us with Lao-tsze.

Legend has, of course, been busy M-ith his memory. As if

anxious not to be outdone by the Buddhists in their exaltation

of Sakya-muni, Taoist writers declare Lao-tsze to have been a

great spiritual being, the embodiment of Tao, dwelling in an

abode of matchless purity; without beginning and without

cause; the ancestor of the original lireath ; without light, form,

sound, voice ; the basis of the fruitful earth and of the shining

heaven, having neither ancestors nor descendants; so ruling

heaven and earth as to bring about in stupendous cycles the

production and decay of all ci-eated forms. Before his coming
into this soiled and wretched world as Lao-tsze he had been

incarnate no less than eleven times. Other legend peddlers

state that his mother at the sight of a falling star conceived

him without a father ; that he was not born, however, until
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eighty-one years later ; that at birth he looked like an old man
with gray hair, and was hence called "old boy;" that with liis

first breath he had power of speech and was very wise ; that,

after pointing to the plum tree under which he was born, he

said,
"

' Le ' [plum] shall be my surname ; " that then he rose

into the air and, pointing with his light hand to earth and with

his left to heaven, exclaimed, " In lieaven above and on earth

beneath Tao alone is worthy of honor."

But, clearing away this tangled thicket of fable, all agree that

he was an older contemporaiy of Confucius. The date of

his birth is 601 B. C, not long before Sakya-muni first saw

the light in Kapilavastu, while Josiah was king over Israel,

while Solon flourished in Greece, and a hundred years before

the authentic history of Rome begins. It was a dismal epoch

in China. Imperial power had <leclined. The d}Tiasty of

Chou was tottering to its fall. The great feudal princes had

swallowed up the less. Husbandry was neglected, the peace of

households destroyed; disorder, lust, pillage, violence, were

rampant. The father of Lao-tsze was a peasant, who at sev-

enty had married a woman little more than half his age. His

native village bore a name which signified " oppressed benev-

olence," in the parish of " Cruelty," in the district of " Bit-

terness," in the State of "Suffering." His name, meaning

"ear," and his posthumous title, "flat-eared," together with the

tradition that his ears were of extraordinary size and each

pierced by three passages, would indicate some peculiarity in

that organ. Of his boyhood and early manhood we know

nothing. We find him in later life holding the office of keeper

of archives at the imperial court. It is probable that during

this period, "like another Aristotle, Confucius visited this

Chinese Socrates." Lao-tsze was then eighty-eight and Confu-

cius thirty-five. It is said that the younger sage poured his

pitiful tale of woe into the ears of the old philosopher. But

Lao-tsze rebuked the reforming zeal of his visitor with the

words, " If it be known that he who talks errs by excess in

arguing, and that he who hears is confused by too much talk,

the way can never be forgotten." When Confucius warmly

expressed his admiration for the ancients Lao-tsze, apparently

in a mocking mood, replied like a cynical recluse

:
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The men of whom you speak, sir, have with their bones already mold-

ered into dust, and only their words remain. Moreover, if the superior

man gets his opportunity he mounts his car and takes office ; and, if he

does not get his opportunity, he goes through life like a wisp of straw

rolling over sand. I have heard that a good merchant who has his

treasure house well stored appears devoid of resources, and that the

superior man of perfect excellence has an outward semblance of stupidity.

Put away, sir, your haughty airs and many desires, your flashy manner

and extravagant will ; these are all unprofitable unto you. This is all I

have to say to you.

In spite of tins cynical mood and these mocking reproaches of

the venerable sage Confucius appears to have been profoundly

impressed, and said to his disciples

:

I know how birds can fly, how fishes can swim, and how beasts can

run. The runner, however, may be snared, the swimmer may be hooked,

and the flyer may be shot with the arrow. But there is the dragon. I

cannot tell you how he mounts on the wing through the clouds and rises

to heaven. To-day I have seen Lao-tsze, and can only compare him to

the dragon.

After this, foreseeing the inevitable downfall of the imperial

house—a fact to which Confucius was apparently blind

—

Lao-tsze resigned his office, left the court, and went into retire-

ment to muse in solitude upon immaterial things. As he

was passing out the keeper of the gate said to him, " If the

master will go away, will he not for my sake write a book ?

"

To gratify him Lao-tsze composed a work in two parts, setting

forth his views of Tao and virtue. Then he went away.

"Where he lived after this ; what he did ; how, of what disease,

when and where he died, no one knows.

The work said to have been composed at the request of the

guardian of the pass and put into his hand by Lao-tsze, when
the sage was about to enter upon his mysterious journey,

contains the results of Lao-tsze's long years of meditation. It

is called the Tao-teh-Klng. The best scholars defend its gen-

uineness. Though Taoist writers ascribe to him nine hundred

and thirty of the current works on the superstitious follies of

modern Taoism, the Tao-teh-King is the only book really from
his hand. It is a short work of only five thousand characters,

about twice as long as the Sermon on the Mount. Owing to

its condensed style, however, in a good English translation it
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would be much longer. It is a monument of the extraordi-

nary mental power and penetration of its author, and shows

him to be infinitely higher than the mass of liis contempo-

raries and vastly superior to the greatest of his disciples.

Though the book is so brief it is very difficult to analyze and

interpret. Ldo-tsze himself felt that his words were not com-

prehended. He said, " Those who understand me are few."

Tliis is true to-day. The subjects treated are hard to eluci-

date, and the style is heavy, compressed, paradoxical, rich in

imagery. As Waters remarks, " Lao-tsze, like all other phi-

losophers who live and write in the infancy of a literary lan-

guage, had only a very imperfect medium through which to

communicate his doctrines." Douglas thinks that these short

eeutences were but the texts of the sermons which were

preached by the old philosopher to his disciples. Then we
know so little of the circumstances to which he alludes, and

are so far in all respects from the spirit of the age in which

he wrote, that the sense often eludes us. Even the Chinese

commentators are hardly able to descend into his depths or to

follow him in his lofty flight ; and even our best translations

do not escape the danger of putting into the mouth of the

venerable sage all kinds of speculations found in modem the-

osophy, with which no doubt he was in sympathy. Some
earlier scholars have seen in the words of the " old philoso-

pher " only the atrabilious utterances of a misanthrope who ad-

vocated ascetic seclusion from the cares and turmoils of the

world and even from its sights and sounds. Others declare

that he did not himself knov/ what he was saying, while the

Itoman Catholic missionaries of the last century read in his

words anticipations of some of the great truths of the Gospel.

Moutucci, for example, writing in ISOS, declared that many
things about the triune God are so clearly expressed in it that

no one who has read this book can doubt that the mystery of

the Most Holy Trinity was revealed to the Chinese five cen-

turies before the coming of Christ. Father Amiot, going still

further, declared that he had found a passage which distinctly

enunciates the three persons of the Trinity. He rendered it,

" He who is as it were visible and cannot be seen is called

' Khi ' or ' I ;
' he whom we cannot hear and w^ho does not
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speak to the ears is called ' Ibi ;
' he who is as it were tangi-

ble, but whom we cannot touch, is called ' Wei.' " Remusat,

perhaps the best Chinese scholar of his day, startled all Europe

when he elaborately tried to prove that these three characters

"I," "Ibi," and "Wei" were really the Hebrew word "Je-

hovah " that must have found its way from Syria to China.

But these fanciful speculations have fallen to the ground.

The passage upon which such startling conclusions were built

simply reads :
" We look at and do not see it, its name the

colorless ; we listen for it and do not hear it, its name the

soundless ; we try to grasp it and do not' get hold of it, its

name the incorporeal. With these qualities it cannot be in-

vestigated and defined, and hence we blend them together

and form a unity." The writer was simply speaking of his

Tao, which we will soon consider.

The TdO'teh'King, which has been translated by Julien,

Chalmers, Victor von Strauss, and E-. von Planckner, and

upon which Legge has also labored, consists of eighty-one

chapters. Most of these are brief. Three of them serve as a

sort of introduction. Then follow thirty-four in which the-

ology and metaphysics are blended ; fifteen predominantly

ethical ; twenty-eight chiefly political ; and a closing chapter

which forms a kind of appendix. But these divisions are not

rigidly carried through. The clear eye of the philosopher

saw the inner connection of these three provinces of truth.

Since he does not communicate to us the course taken by his

thought, but only its results condensed, expressed in striking,

even in paradoxical form, it has been sometimes thought that

he simply puts side by side the disjecta memhra of truth.

" Undoubtedly, at first glance, his chapters, and even parts of

the same chapter, often appear as disconnected Alpine peaks,

jutting up by the side of one another and glowing with the

same light streaming from above ; but he who descends to their

deep foundations will find there a connection, and will per-

ceive the mighty range which binds them into a unity." Tlius,

though the book as such is not rigidly systematic, the author

had in his mind a system deeply thought out, well rounded,

and thoroughly organized in all its parts.

The keyword of the system is " Tao." It was not a term
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invented by Lao-tsze. It is found in the ancient classical

books. We find expressions in the Shu King in which the

liighest being is called " Tao." One of these passages says

that Tao is not reluctant to receive the praises of men.

Another remarks that " the heart of man is unreliable, but the

heart of Tao is deep, clear, one." This antithesis between the

heart of man and the heart of Tao seems to indicate that here

Tao designates a living, personal being, while both passages

show that to it was assigned a high position. In the writings

of Confucius Tao is also mentioned. For example, in the

Doctrine of the Mean, it is said, " The ignorant man who pro-

ceeds independently, the commonplace man who yet is fond of

assuming directing power for himself, the man of to-day who
yet goes back to the Tao of antiquity—upon those who thus

act calamities will be sure to come." Even if Tao was an old

idea, it must not be wondered at that it is not found more fre-

quently in the classical books, for we have these, it must be

remembered, only in the recension of Confucius, whose whole

mode of thought was unfavorable to the Tao doctrine. Lao-tsze

did not claim to be the discoverer of his philosophical principle

or to be the first to give it the name of " Tao." On the con-

trary, he refers to the Tao of antiquity, and quotes expressions

from the ancients and passages from the hymns which relate

to it. The probabilities are that he was less a founder than a

reformer. " "When the religious experience of the time enters

with its full force into a profound, powerful, philosophical

spirit, and when, as an investigator, he penetrates into the

same, it will depend upon his personal endowments whether,

logically developing it, he will make it the basis of a rational

system of thought, or, viewing it with the eye of intuition, he

will convert it into a theosophy." Lao-tsze did the latter. In

either case he would feel himself impelled critically to test the

religious tradition by the known fundamental principle, and so

to become a reformer of the tradition itself and of every prov-

ince of life determined by it. What, then, is the meaning of

'• Tao ? " It is one of those ambiguous expressions which it is

difficult to render in a translation by a single word. Some
have rendered it by " way," '• path," " road." This is without

doubt the orisfinal meaninsr. But it is too materialistic. It
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seems to imply also a maker of the "way." Some translate

it by " reason," others by " logos^ Douglas says that if we
were compelled to adopt a single word to express its meaning

he would choose the Greek fiedodog. Legge says that the

Latin ratio comes very near to it, and if the word "rational-

ism " had not taken a particular theological significance its

adoption for the system of Lao-tsze would not be amiss ; or if

" Methodism " and " Methodist " had not assumed so specific

a meaning they would not badly apply to the Taoism of Lao-

tsze. Some sinologues have employed the word " nature " as

the best synonym of " Tao." But this is not wide enough. It

is evident that Lao-tsze uses it in a transcendental sense which

can be learned only by a study of his whole philosophy. It

denotes the primal ground of all that exists. He says, " There

is a being incomprehensible, perfect, having arisen before

heaven and earth, so quiet, so supersensible it alone abides

and changes not, it pervades all being without being endan-

gered. It may be regarded as the material of the world. I

know not its name ; if I designate it I call it ' Tao.' " Thus,

"Tao is before all being; nothing precedes it; by it all things

exist, and nothing excludes it." " It is unconditioned, having

its law in itself." Does not this remind us of Pope's soul of

the world which " lives through all life, extends through all

extent, spreads undivided, operates unspent ? " As the ulti-

mate cause of the universe, and as the rule for all creatures,

it might be called the " primal being." Douglas defines it as

" (1) The absolute totality of beings and things
; (2) the phe-

nomenal world and its order; (3) the ethical nature of the

good man and the principle of his action." But, plainly, these

suppose some underlying unity. This unity is Tao.

To know Tao is for man the most important thing. The
first condition of such knowledge is that he should recognize

his own ignorance. As to the objective possibility of the

knowledge of Tao we find a brief but significant hint. He
asks, " How do I know that Tao is the creator of the world ?

"

"With profound insight he answers, "Through it." Knowl-
edge of Tao is possible only by revelation from Tao itself.

The subjective possibility of knowledge rests upon the condi-

tion that the person, free from passion, turn himself from the
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sensible and direct his gaze inward. He will then get a vision

of the spii'itual nature of Tao, for he whose action is in accord

with Tao becomes one with it, participates in its nature. Thus,

Lao-tsze makes the highest knowledge depend upon an ethical

act. What a noble theory of knowledge ! Man knows only

as he knows in God. True knowledge is simply a reproduc-

tion in ourselves of things as God sees them. Then mark the

ethical condition. By a moral act to clear the mind of its

idols and surrender ourselves, without prejudice or selfish pas-

sion, to the rational principles within us—this is the path to

the temple of truth. Contrast this with the notion of some wise

moderns, who argue as though knowledge is simply a matter

of the intellect, in no way dependent upon the moral character.

In this sage of antiquity do we not get a hint of the great

Christian truth that in the conscious, personal fellowship of

God all the conditions, objective and subjective, of true knowl-

edge are most effectually actualized ?
'*' The Lord is my light."

'" If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine."

" He that doeth truth cometli to the light."

As the philosopher comes to study deeply Tao as the primal

being he sees in it, first, the pure potency of being, as the

" void abyss," as mere possibility in which the existent is as

yet lield back and is there nonexistent. In this form Tao is

not yet Tao. It is incomprehensible and unknowable. Nothing

can be said of it. One gazes upon it and sees nothing, listens

and hears nothing, grasps after it but seizes nothing. But
out of this mere potency proceeds the existent. Consequently

it is a duality, an upper side, as it were—unknowable, inscruta-

ble, imperceptible—and a lower side which is not obscure and

is namable as it begins to create. These two are one. Both
are creative. The two fundamental powers, heaven and eartli,

as still unformed substances indeed, are brought forth by the

upper, inscrutable, but all things of form by the lower, the

namable. Thus it is said, " The nameless is the primal ground
of heaven and earth ; the one having a name is the mother

of all thinsrs." Tao thus seems to be at bottom unconditioned

bemg, which as an abstraction is too subtle for words, but

'»vhich is in some way the primal ground of all things. Such
liinguage reminds us of the Xeoplatonists, of Jacob Boehme,
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and smacks of Hegel two thousand years and more before

Hegel's days. AYliat is it but an attempt to say that the " un-

conditioned " is higlier than any predicates we can apply, man-

ifesting itself in the universe which it brings forth out of its

own being? Whether as potential or actual existence, it is

still Tao, for existence and nonexistence, though phenomenally

two, are really one.

But Lao-tsze does not content himself with these general

phrases as to the relation of Tao to the universe. He asks

more deeply after the " how," In Tao he sees spirit, spirit as

the " highest purity." To this he assigns a share in the cre-

ation. To it he ascribes predicates which mark it out as a

mediating third between the duality. He calls it the "abys-

mal mother." The procedure of the duality from the primal

being is represented as a result of the inner, living movement

of Tao. Potential being, without giving up itself, constantly

returns into actual being and back again. The spirit as the

mediating third thus has a share both in being and not-being.

Thus, from unity we have a duality, brought into a unity

again by a triplicity. Tao is expressly described as the primal

nature before the triple unfolding. It is known as primordial

and before the world. AH this is the meaning of the expres-

sion, " Tao produced one, the first great cause ; one produced

two, the male and female principles of nature ; two produced

three ; three produced all things beginning with heaven and

earth ; and these three together are Tao, that is, Tao is behind

all, through all, and the cause of all." Xow, all this sounds

abstract and subtle, but it is no more so than many utterances

of profound minds like Porphyry and Erigena, Boehme and

Baader, Schelling and Hegel. Lao-tsze and these are kindred

spirits. Do their words not show that to the deepest minds

no abstract metaphysical unity is satisfying ; that there is not

only unity but fullness in the nature of God \ Is not the

Christian doctrine of the Trinity an answer to such dim hints \

Does not even the Gospel teach creation by the Father through

the Logos f

Is the doctrine of Lao-tsze pantheistic ? This seems to be

affirmed in the expression that the being of Tao in the world

is " like brooks and rivulets which become rivers and seas."
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I'lit th'e context shows that this refers to investigations into

I he nature of Tao. Man should not remain content with the

iicTceptible manifestation of Tao's work in the world. As
rivulets gradually become rivers and seas, so he who strives

to know Tao will see things flow together always into greater

and greater wholes. But Lao-tsze's whole treatment implies

that the primal Tao is distinct from his creation, not only im-

manent, but transcendent. He never says, or even hints, that

Tao lias formed things out of its own substance. At bottom,

fts pure potentiality, it is above the understanding of man,

vet it contains not only the archetypes of creation but also its

as yet uncreated substance. But Tao does more than create.

It produces, nourishes, changes, enlarges, feeds, ripens, cher-

islies, and governs all things. But, though all-pervading, it

works unseen. Though ever inactive, it leaves nothing un-

done. It is everything and nothing. It is the smallest possi-

ble quantity and yet the whole. But it creates, preserves, and

blesses created things, not for its own sake, but for theirs.

Tliey need it ; it does not need them. It loves them, yet not

because of longing or passion, but out of pure goodness. There-

fore in them is the innate tendency to honor it, to strive after

it. Yet this is not imposed as a command upon them. Tao

leaves them to full freedom, as though they were not his, and

he not their, master. If we ask, " How can this freedom and

independence of created things coexist with their absolute de-

jwndence upon the constant operation and power of the highest

cause of the world ? " Lao-tsze replies, " Tao is eternally w^ith-

out action and yet eternally without inaction ; but yet there is

nothing which it does not do." That is, though all that hap-

JKMis is dependent on its operation, its action as such never ap-

jH;ars. Exactly in the wonderful stability, majesty, and beauty

"f the natural as of the ethical law will be discerned by the

open eye the ever-operative will. Its activity consists in this,

that its will comes into action through the causes and events

"f the world. Thus it acts, and is yet without activity. The
poal of the whole creative process is the return of all things

^'^ Tao, their origin and root. " To be returned to the origin

means to be at rest ; to be at rest means to have fulfilled the

"u'^-ion
; to have fulfilled the mission means to be eternal."
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Does this signify that all things, man included, are to be swal-

lowed up by some abysmal soul of the world ? No. In pro-

portion as man here has become one with Tao and has entered

into sonship with it he loses nothing in death. He who knows

how to understand life goes straiglit on without fleeing before

the rhinoceros and the tiger, goes into battle without arraying

himself in coat of mail and offensive weapons. The rhinoceros

has nothing in such a man into which he can thrust his horn

;

the tiger has no place in sucli a man into which he can strike

his claws. Weapons can find no place in him into which they

can enter. Why ? Because he has no mortal spot, and cannot

be really slain. He who knows the eternal is of Tao ; therefore

he may suffer bodily injury without real harm. He who lives

for the outward, places all his interests in the external world,

and pursues such phantoms will save nothing when life is

ended. Yet even the bad are not abandoned by Tao ; it will

be found of them when they seek it.

Kow, the query naturally arises, " What is the relation of

this Tao to God?" Did Lao-tsze recognize any such being?

Douglas asserts, with some confidence, that "of a personal

God Lao-tsze knew nothing, as far as we can judge from the

Tdo-teh-King, and, indeed, such a belief would be in opposi-

tion to the wliole tenor of his philosophy." In support of this

position he quotes the expression, " Tao is empty, in operation

exhaustless. ... I do not know whose son it is. It might

appear to have been before God." But Legge says that the

point is by no means to liim so clear. The ancient Chinese,

calling the visible sky by the name of " t'ien," used the same

term to express their concept of a supreme power. Lao-tsze

does this in precisely the same way as Confucius. " The way
of heaven " occurs five or six times exactly as in the old

classics. We read in the Tdo-teh-King, also, such expressions

as "heaven saves," "governing man and serving heaven."

But, in saying that Tao, conceived as the nameless, is the be-

ginning of heaven and earth and, conceived as having a name,

is the mother of all things, does not Lao-tsze make Tao prior

to heaven ? Yes, prior to heaven and earth as they denote the

sum total of material existence, but not prior to heaven in the

higher sense. But does he not say also, " It might appear to
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have been before God ? " But surely this does not say that he

did not believe in God. Exactly the reverse. The utmost

that can be argued from this statement is that Lao-tsze makes

God posterior, and thus inferior, to Tao. Many of his posi-

tions are unthinkable unless tliere is behind the Tao the un-

exi)ressed recognition of a personal ruler and creator. Strauss

and Toruey may be going too far when they say that, "after

carefully weighing the expressions as to the Tao, one will not

hesitate to grant that our language has no better word for it

than ' God.' And what a vital idea of God, in contrast not

only with the abstract deism of the traditional Chinese faith,

but even of many moderns." But, whether this is too

strongly stated or not, certainly a comparison and synthesis of

what Lao-tsze himself says of Tao will show that he thought

of it as possessed of judgment, reason, intelligence. As a

fact, consciousness and reason are the necessary presupposi-

tions to almost all that Lao-tsze declares of Tao in relation to

the universe. When he further speaks of the " spirit " of

Tao, and calls it the "most reliable spirit," does he think

of this " spirit " as without consciousness or reason ? "When
lie says that it is through Tao that he knows that all things

are brought forth by it, was not this knowledge understood to

be first of all in Tao itself ? We believe that all Lao-tsze's

various statements about Tao can be reconciled, if we under-

stand by it the rational and moral principles in the nature of

deity which are the source of the order and reason in the

universe and in the nature of man. Lao-tsze did recognize the

existence of deity, but he was more deeply concerned with

the origin of the reason and order which he felt to be at the

root of things. The meaning of " Tao " as " method,"
" way," " ratio," perfectly accords with this view. Trying to

penetrate to the bottom of things, he grasps, though perhaps
not firmly, the great thought which the best philosophy of our
time is beginning to see, that the reason and order of the uni-

verse—the rational and moral principles in the soul of man

—

are first of all deeply hidden in the divine nature itself, and,

awed before this fact, says of Tao, " It might almost appear to

have been before God."
Ldo-tsze's ethics are noteworthy. He has been accused of
16 FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XV.
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the most extreme quietism. How justly, a study of his doc-

trine will show. His ethics root in his metaphysics. His

moral ideal, that the " holy man " is so only as he participates

in Tao, is united to it, holds it fast, walks in it. Such men
are rare. But the "holy sage" is concerned chiefly with

his inner nature, and not about things visible to the mortal

eye. Thus he attains the summit of renunciation where he

finds in Tao his mother, and recognizing his sonship returns

to her bosom, is at rest, has fulfilled his mission, is eternal.

To know the eternal is to be enlightened ; not to know it

demoralizes and makes wretched. When a man, without de-

signedly making his own person his aim, is so determined by

the vital principle, Tao, that in pure unselfishness his actions

spontaneously proceed from within, so that he imitates Tao
without specially willing it, then and only then has he unity

and simplicity of soul. As now Tao, without effort or toil,

produces, cares for, nourishes, fashions, completes, protects,

and blesses all creation, so must the holy man in love approach

all, help all, do good to all, and abandon no man, nay, not

even any creature whatever. This is so expressly stated that

the idea of quietism cannot for a moment be charged against

him. He does say, however, that " the way of the holy man
is to act, but not to strive." Since he praises this activity,

while at the same time he lauds the inaction of the holy

sage, he must necessarily distinguish between doing and
doing. One is an activity which ought to be ; for the other

there is no place. As action and inaction are bound to-

gether in Tao, so is it in the world of moral freedom. He
who truly knows God, sees him in the spirit, will be so over-

come by the greatness of his glory and the condescension of

his love that he will divest himself of all self-will, give him-

self wholly to God, and cheerfully let himself be determined

by him. Thus the activity of the holy man is pure, unselfish,

a product of the inner goodness poured into his heart by Tao;

the acti\aty which should not be is external, that which wills

itself. "We see by this exposition that the action which Lao-

tsze rejects is legality, instead of that which springs sponta-

neously from inner goodness as the river from the bubbling

fount. "Not Tipon external action, but upon being, rests the
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ethical worth of man. Being makes the action good, not the

action the being." What thought could be nobler? The dis-

tinction between the free virtue of the man who has so sur-

rendered himself to the love and life of God that he gladly,

naturally obeys, saying in his heart, '' I delight to do thy will,

O, my God," and the legality of the man who never gets out

of the pitiful circle of self, and whose virtue is mere will work

and moral drudgery. The great truth which Lao-tsze was

groping after was, " Whom the Son makes free is free in-

deed," a truth beautifully illustrated in the exquisite Story of
Gottlieb,^ who—after severe mental struggles to decide which

were best, to seek one's own perfection, to live for others, to

live for others so far as this ministry can help make one great

and perfect, or to grow, seek all possible perfection, in order

that in the end one may the better serve his needy fellows

—

comes at last to see the more excellent way, and seeks first,

not the path, but the pathmaker, God. Having found him,

Gottlieb could say

:

The solution of all details of duty and of aspiration is as simple

as, in nature, the law of gravitation. I gravitate forever toward my God.

Better than that, I am already in my God, and he in me. "We possess

a mutual life, a life in which all petty self-directions and seK-seeking

cease. By his own Spirit I am guided ever more fully, ever more bless-

edly into all truth.

In a systematic elaboration of particular duties Lao-tsze had

no interest. For rules and regulations he had little use. In-

deed, he explains the construction of such systems as symp-

toms of backsliding from Tao. He says

:

When the great Tao is abandoned men speak of humanity and right-

eousness; when there is difficulty between relatives men talk about filial

piety; when the State is tottering men chatter about loyalty. The pigeon

is not white on account of much bathing, uor does the crow paint itself

black. If the pigeon began to bathe itself and the crow to paint itself,

would it not be a sign that thBy had lost their original colors ? So will

naen. If all men were humane, filial, and loyal no one would profess

these virtues, and they would therefore never be named. . . . "When
Ta,o is lost, then comes virtue ; when virtue is lost, then comes benevo-

lence; when benevolence is lost, then comes justice; and when justice is

lost, then comes propriety, for propriety is the mere skeleton of fidelity

and faith, and the precursor of confusion.

• By W. F. Warren, LL.D.
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Bj this saying he seems to mean that the lower virtues are

included in the higher, and all of them in Tao ; so that if one

has Tao he has all, and if once Tao is abandoned man is on a

slippery incline sliding lower and lower to mere etiquette,

the mere ghost of virtue. In such utterances how Lao-tsze

towers above Confucius ! This latter teacher, so revered in

China, would cleanse the outside of the cup and platter. He
would have every rite and ceremony at court, in official life,

in the family circle, scrupulously observed, down to the num-

ber of raealgtto be eaten and the posture to be assumed in bed.

But Lao-tsze would purify the heart, out of which are the

issues of life. The holy sage is humble, free from inordinate

desire, modest, circumspect, prudent, discreet, self-possessed,

complacent, frugal that he may be benevolent, merciful with-

out ostentation. He treats the good graciously, because the

good deserves it; the bad he also treats kindly, for virtue is

essentially gracious. While living in the world the holy man
does not allow it to pollute his heart. Lao-tsze said of himself,

"As for me, I have three precious things which I hold fast

and prize, namely, compassion, economy, and humility." He
sets up also a demand which we are accustomed to regard as

one of the highest Christian precepts. Though Confucius

could not rise to so great a height, Lao-tsze says, " We should

recompense evil with good." Did he regard human nature as

naturally good ? So it is sometimes said. It is true he did

not expressly recognize the universal corruption of the moral

nature of man. Yet, since he taught that man can become

what he should be only by knowledge of Tao and union with

it, would it not seem to follow that previously the man was

something other than he ought to be ? Confusion arises from

the ambiguity in the word "nature." The nature of man may
be understood as that which he is in the creative thought of

God—that to whicli his Maker destined him, represented to

Plato by the idea of humanity, to us by Jesus Christ ; or it

may mean man as we find him actually in this wicked world.

In the former case it could be said, " Man is by nature good ;

"

in the latter, that he is bad. Lao-tsze does not express himself

clearly on the subject.

As L^o-tsze's ethics spring out of his metaphysics, so do
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his politics out of his etliics. From of old China had recog-

nized the State as the ethical form of man's social life. Lao-

t^ze knew no other form of the State than the patriarchal or

monarchical. Yet he demands that the subjects feel thera-

Bclves free and independent. The only guarantee for this

civil freedom he finds in the vohmtarv limitation of power of

which the holy man alone is capable. His political principles

are brought to a focns in his portrayal of the maxims and

methods of government which characterize the holy man.

He shows a profound knowledge of the nature of the State

when he says that it is a " growth," and not a " manufacture,"

a vessel of the spirit, a mediator of the development of the

total united life of a multiplicity of men. Hence, the best

statesman or ruler can do nothing greater than to recognize

the type historically begotten or striven after by the collective

life of the nation, and as far as possible to help this to a corre-

sponding manifestation. The whole course of history proves

the truth and depth of these words. Statesmen should take

to heart the national spirit and the national mission. The
ruler, Lao-tsze insists, should especially be free from lust

of power. " The heart of the people is his heart." The
running stream is the favorite metaphor he employs to ex-

press his ideal course of conduct for the ruler. It fertilizes,

cleanses, refreshes, but is modest enough to seek the lower

levels. So the sage sovereign is helpful but humble. Loving

the people, he will care for their life, their physical support,

their whole well-being. He will try to reform them, not by
imposing rules, forms, ceremonies, but by leading them to the

knowledge of Tao, and so back to that state of innocence,

that golden age of virtue before man was burdened with

forms and proprieties. In one sense he would adopt the

maxim, " The less government the better ;
" that is, he would

lead the people to self-government through surrender of them-

selves to Tao. The government that meddles with every

detail of the people's life falls into decay by producing the

very evils it was intended to avert, as food is spoiled by too

much cooking. " Everything for the people and everything

by the people " is the motto of his liberal politics. If the

ruler does but love kindness, avoids lawmakin":, is free from
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lust, depends more upon mildness and complacency than upon

harshness and obstinacy ; if he makes tiie people's good his

great care, then everything will cheerfully submit to him,

heaven and earth will combine to send down upon him

refreshing dews, and the people will of themselves live in

sweet concord. Lao-tsze hates the clamorous politicians who

at every street corner harangue about their own wisdom and

the wickedness of their political foes. Such glib-tougued

meddlers proclaim only their own folly and entangle the

State in the meshes of misfortune. The shame of such fac-

tious politics can be removed and the blinding glare tempered

only by modesty and self-emptiness.

Of war Lao-tsze is a strenuous opponent. He is a sage of

peace. No wonder he abhorred the clash of arms. AVar,

rapine, plunder, bloodshed were rife in his day. Princes,

with no regard for their subjects, enforced levies, seized

supplies, marched armies through the standing crops. Only a

remnant of the people, beggared by exactions and made

desperate by want, were left behind. Briers and thorns

grew where legions had been quartered, while gaunt famine

and poisonous pestilence followed in their wake. Amid such

violence and desolation Lao-tsze lifted up his voice for peace.

The superior man, he says, will make this his highest aim.

Weapons he takes up only as a last resort. He fights bravely,

but only when he must fight in a good cause. If forced

into war he mourns with bitter tears over the destruction of

property and life, and as soon as the stem necessity has passed

away he gladly lays down his arms. "When the campaign is

over he takes his place upon the right, as though he were at a

funeral, mourning over the lives he has been compelled to

destroy. When he has conquered an honorable peace he does

not needlessly irritate the vanquished by triumphing over his

fall, does not exact oppressive or shameful terms of peace,

but does what he can to mollify the wounded spirit. Would
that in these days of international troubles, when giddy

heads and thoughtless tongues prate much of war, the world

would heed these words of wisdom dropped from the lips of

a heathen sage ! May they find shining illustration in the

nations which profess to be under the sway of the " Prince of
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Peace," so that soon shall " forgotten be the bugle blast, and

battle music of the drum," that the cradle song of Christ may

not have been sung in vain for this generation.

Lao-tsze objects also to capital punishment. He held that

in a well-governed State the necessity for it would never

arise. But when men are carried headlong by passion no

penalty will hinder their rushing into crime. He says

:

WLea the people do not fear death, to what purpose is death still used

to overcome them? But if there be a man worthy of death there is

always the "great Executioner " in whose hands are the issues of life

and death. . . . Now, for any man to act the Executioner's part is to

hew out the great Architect's work for him. He who undertakes to do

this rarely fails to cut his fingers.

Such are the leading thoughts of this profound sage of

ancient China. Well might it have been for it had it learned

deeply of him, instead of from Confucius. But Confueius's

spirit was the spirit of his nation. Lao-tsze was too far in

advance to be even understood, mucli less followed. He was

a solitary genius, a great peak lifting its glittering head miles

above the little foothills about. Some have styled his ideas

Brahmanical, and seek in the Hindu philosophy, especially of

the Yedanta school, materials for the interpretation of the Tdo-

teh-King. Our exposition shows that there is no such harmony.

Brahmanism is essentially pantheistic. There is nothing to

show that the ideas of Lao-tsze were so. His system was far

more intensely ethical and personal. How little real atiinity

between his lofty thoughts and the superstitious follies of

modern Taoism ! "What a lesson here to those who argue for

the continuous advance of human thought! How far has

China in twenty-five hundred years advanced beyond Lao-tsze %

-^^. c^ . \y^^ie^-l£^(/-eA^
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Aet. VI.—the cup of sorrow.

Ko more strangely enigmatical words ever fell from the

Saviour's lips than the oft-repeated prayer in the garden, ''

O

my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from me."

They reveal a mysterious experience whose soul wistfulness

and heart . hunger overwhehn us. A brief glance at the cir-

cumstances which surrounded our Lord, that fateful night

when his quivering lips uttered this cry, will greatly aid our

study of this experience. With his disciples he has forsaken

the retreat where they had celebrated the " last supper." Si-

lent and sad they pass down the steep side of the Kedron, and

are soon on the road which leads to Bethany. But on this

occasion he will not go to Bethany, for in the distance loom

the outlines of the garden which shall witness his coming
grief. To the careless onlooker nature seems strangely out of

sympathy with the impending tragedy. " The young leaves

have already burst their buds, and are covering twig and

branch with their network of green." The light of the

" Passover moon " shimmers through the foliage, falling on a

form bent in the awfulness of a great agony. Yet when one

remembers the current of " events so rapidly hurrying toward

the Arimathean's garden it will be seen that nature's mood
well befitted the scene. Of the "garden" itself Dr. Olin

writes: "The theater of this sublime transaction impresses

itself upon the imagination in characters not to be effaced. It

was near one of the most thronged and bnsy portions of Jeru-

salem, and yet lay so low in the valley of Jehoshaphat that not

a sound from the restless hum of the city's strife could pene-

trate its profound depths. Its seclusion from the world was
complete."

It was amid the solitude and gloom of this sanctuary that

Jesus Christ, the Son of God, was to undergo an intensity of

suffering to wliich the purely human soul must ever be a

stranger. It was not strange then that he longed to be alone.

" Sit ye here, while I go and pray yonder," are his words of

loving counsel to his companions. They must not behold his

anguish, the sight of which would have produced greater stu-
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j>efactioii than the astonishment caused by his transfiguration,

^^oon thej are lost in sleep, but upon the Master the fury of

the storm descends. For four thousand years it had been gath-

ering, and now leaps forth with a fury that is almost irresistible.

And he is alone in an awful and absolute solitude. Human
sympathy could not aid him even by its dumb presence.

Heaven seemed far away. The stars had gone out. He was

walking near the valley of the shadow of death, and beneath

the shadows of the " olive garden " were fulfilled the pro-

phetic words, "I have trodden the winepress alone; and

of the people there was none with me." The sacred writers

liave almost exhausted language in their effort to convey to

our mind some impression of our Saviour's anguish. They
tell us that he " kneeled down," and " fell on his face ;

"

tliat his soul was "exceeding sorrowful unto death ; " that he
" was sore amazed," and " very heavy."

The fact of our Lord's agony is thus self-evident. TThat

was its cause ? Fortunately the answer to this question is not

a difficult one. There were two factors operative in produc-

ing his sufferings : First, he was subject, in a large sense, to

the laws of human experience. There was in him a human
consciousness. He was undoubtedly affected by its exercise.

He is now misunderstood by friend and foe alike. The very

men to whom his great heart had been freely opened lie

asleep, as much apart from him as if they did not exist. Xot
only so, but, " before the next dawn shudders in the east, and
steals over the terraced hills of Judea," they will all forsake

him and flee. Kor is this the worst. His own familiar

friend in whom he trusted " will degrade the holiest symbol
of human affection into a sign of betrayal. And the man
who with persistent vehemence had vowed eternal constancy

will soon deny his Lord with oaths and curses." The con-

templation of these facts must have contributed to the soul

agony of this royal sufferer. Second, he was the God-man.
He was the " lamb slain from the foundation of the world."

He is already bearing the burden of the world's sins. Heav-
ier and heavier does that indescribable burden grow. As he
Hears the end its' weight well-nigh crushes him. There is no
escape. He knows it. He does not seek it. He will gladly
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climb Golgotha's rugged side and finish with joy " the work

the Father had given hira to do."

"What, then, is the meaning of those strange enigmatical

words, " O my Father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from

me? " "What did our Lord mean by " this cup? " The ques-

tion has given rise to much discussion. Commentators have

given to it unusual attention. We cannot do better at this

point than cite the opinions of some of our leading exegetes :

"This cup" of- suffering; that is, those bitter sufferings which were

before him, particularly the burden of his Father's wrath.

—

Burkitt.

The cup. The present agony. If man's salvation can be obtained in

any way consistent with the claims of divine justice, "let this cup pass

from me."

—

Binney and Steele.

The cup. The conflict and agony of dying, showing that he was

brought to the point of shrinking when he called in help.

—

Jacobus.

The cup. The suffering and dying now before him. There was a

momentary longing for deliverance, which afterward yielded to uncon-

ditional submission.

—

Myer.

These opinions are fairly representative and may be accepted

as typical, and hence further citation would be a useless repe-

tition. Now, it will be seen from these opinions that the

phrase "this cup" includes the whole period of our Lord's

passion, placing special emphasis upon his ignominious death

on the cross. This conclusion is sustained with almost perfect

unanimity by the various exegetes quoted. Do they express

the true meaning of that prayer? The writer unhesitatingly

answers in the negative. Their interpretations involve incon-

sistencies and absurdities which forbid their acceptance. Let

us glance at some of those difhculties :

(1) Our Lord's sufferings and death were an integral part

of inspired prophecy. So much a part of it, indeed, that to

eliminate that factor would justify the charges made by the

most ribald infidelity against those Old Testament predictions.

His sufferings, death, and its manner, were foretold with the

circumstantiality of an eyewitness. Can we think of any

agony so intense as to cause the Saviour to lose sight of his

relation to the prophetic messages of Israel's seers? None
knew so well as he that in him all types, symbols, and predic-

tions were to find completest culmination. Could he forget

this? Was there ever a moment up to this crucial hour when
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lie eeemed to lose sight of the goal? No. Had he not re-

minded his disciples again and again, saying, "The Son of

man must suffer many things, and be rejected of the elders

and chief priests and scribes, and be slain ? " Why should he

waver now ?

(2) But these views put Christ in an attitude of shrinking

weakness that make him compare unfavorably with his own

disciples, who in latter years gladly hurried to seize the crown

of martyrdom, almost unmindful of the exquisite torture they

must endure. And, even worse than that, such a view makes

our Lord's weakness greater than the weakness of many of the

lieroes of pagan antiquity, who for love of country endured

tortures indescribable, without shrinking for a moment, or seek-

ing escape, though escape were possible. The writer will exam-

ine but one illustration, which he borrows from another.

During the first Punic war Marcus Regulus, a noble Eoman,
was captured by the Carthaginians and held as a prisoner for

five years, at the end of which time he was sent to Rome, in

company with peace envoys, to induce the Senate to consent

to terms of peace which should include an exchange of pris-

oners. Before leaving Carthage, Eegulus had given his word

of honor as a Koman that, should the Senate reject the peace

proposal, he would return to Carthage a prisoner. His presence

in the Senate chamber moved the legislators to tears. They were

ready for his sake to accept their enemies' terms and conclude

a peace. But Eegulus implored the Senate to reject the pro-

posals. His importunity prevailed, and, true to his word of

honor, he returned to Carthage a prisoner. He could have

broken faith with the Carthaginians and remained in Rome,
but honor and patriotism outweighed all else. "Well he knew
that he need expect no mercy from his enemies. On the

return of the party the rage of the disappointed Carthaginians

knew no bounds. Regulus was subjected to the most in-

human tortures. Yet not one word of regret escaped his lips.

Home first, self afterward, was the principle that sustained

him. When we remember his long imprisonment, his physi-

cal weakness, his opportunity to escape, we cannot doubt the

greatness of his sacrifice nor the nobility of soul that inspired

him. Was the Son of man less noble than the pagan Roman ?
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Was he less self-sacrificing ? Yes, if so be that he sought to

escape, even for a moment, either the sufferings of the garden

or the cross, which he so well knew led straight to human re-

demption. The supposition is revolting, and hence we reject

the theory that makes such a conclusion possible.

(3) But, more serious still, this view puts Christ in an atti-

tude of strangest inconsistency. He knew that apart from

his death there could be no remission of sins. Hear him ex-

claim :
" Now is my soul troubled ; and what shall I say ?

Father, save me from this hour : but for this cause came I unto

this hour." " And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will

draw all men unto me." " Xo man taketh it [my life] from

me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it

down, and I have power to take it again." " With desire I

have desired to eat this passover with you before I suffer."'

And he knew that the sufferings through which he must pass

were a means to the end, for to the impetuous Peter he said,

"The cup which my Father hath given me, shall I not drink

it ? " How thoroughly inconsistent are all these utterances

with the theory that he desired, even momentarily, to escape

from his sufferings ! On the contrary he longed with all desire

to reach Calvary and finish his work. For, he says, as he

converses with his disciples, " I have a baptism to be baptized

with ; and how am 1 straitened till it be accomplished." His

great soul was almost impatient at the dela3\ The word used

in the New Testament Greek for " straitened " is owixonai,

that is " pressed," " hampered," '* crowded." It is as though he

had said, " I must suffer many things, even death on the cross,

but I am eager for it. I am pressed in spirit until it come to

pass." Looking back over the period of our Lord's passion

and death the most philosophic of all the apostles says, " Who
for the joy that was set before him endured the cross, despis-

ing the shame." Surely it does not appear that there was the

slightest desire on the Saviour's part to shun any of the suf-

fenngs which awaited him. He rather waited with intense

longing for the hour to come when from Golgotha's grim

crest would ring out the words, " It is finished." It was for

this he had entered the world, and toward this consumma-
tion his whole career unswervingly converged.
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But there is another theory which has been elaborated with

considerable skill, and which we give in tlie author's own words

:

Tlicre was another agent crowding himself upon the garden scene

of sorrow and surprise. Another hand was preparing a cuj) which was

not in the redemption plan. The aspiring intruder with lies and decep-

tion had polluted the first garden and deceived and ruined the first

Adam; he now intrudes himself, with all his malicious arts and agen-

cies, into another conflict, desiring to contest the suffering Saviour's

right to universal dominion, which dominion Satan claimed as his own.

When Satan left Jesus in the wilderness, after the forty days, terrible in

the threefold temptation, it is recorded with deep significance, "He
departed from him for a season." Jesus, having completely vanquished

the enemy, Satan left the field until a future time. He left the field

only to renew the assault with greater skill and force at the most favor-

able opportunity. The onslaught was renewed in that dark and terrible

hour in the garden. Jesus recognized the presence of the devil at that

moment when he was "sore amazed," surprised, astonished, as if the

presence of something unexpected. "Stunned" is the radical idea of

the word. Dr. Whedou says: "'Sore amazed,' an expression, as it

were, of horror at some strange revelation of depths of evil unexpected

and hitherto unconceived to his soul." Tlie presence of Satan surprised

and astonished him; and he, turning to the disciples, lovingly exhorted

them to prayer and watchfulness, saying, "Lest ye enter into tempta-

tion," saying also to the intruders, "This is your hour, and the power
of darkness"—"the hour when ye Jews and the prince of darkness will

both combine and make common cause against me." There was a pos-

sibility that the humiliating experience or cup our Lord endured in the

wilderness temptation might be repeated with sevenfold force and
skill. It was possible that the spotless and immaculate soul of the

Sanour might be called to an additional experience of anguish and

humiliation, which, coming unexpectedly and entirely unauthorized, and
from a source and prompted by motives the most malicious, may prop-

erly be designated " the cup of devils." The visit of Satan to the garden
just at that central point in the world's history, and at the crisis in the

work of redemption, might well have filled the Saviour's mind with

amazement and prompted him to cry out in anguish of soul, "O my
Father, if it be possible, remove this cup from me."

What peculiar form the temptation of the devil had as-

sumed, or was about to assume, we may not know ; but we do

know that there is nothing so repulsive, nothing half so for-

bidding and hateful to a holy soul, except sin, as to be under
the dire necessity of a hand-to-hand conflict with an impure
and malignant spirit. The more holy a man is the more per-
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fectly does he see the true nature of sin. How fearful, then,

must it have been to the infinitely holy and spotless Jesus, to

have to endure any personal approach of the devil or his angels

in this, his last solemn agony before his final sufferings upon

the cross ! The near approach at any time of one so full of

evil must have been a terrible humiliation, but more so on

this solemn, sacrificial occasion. The thing prayed for was

the deliverance from the cup which Satan was preparing for

him, the removal of which was certainly contemplated by our

Lord as the possible will of his Father, which will be accepted

as supreme. After painstaking, unbiased study, we feel com-

pelled ,to discard this second theory for the following reasons :

(1) There seems to be no sufficient reason why Satan's pres-

ence in the garden should have occasioned any surprise, much

less why it should have caused the Master to be " sore amazed."

The drama in which he was chief actor could not close until

every scene was fully consummated. We have no right to

assume that at any point from inception to consummation the

presence of Satan might not be looked for. Consider for a

moment the interests at stake. Christ's advent and its suc-

cessful issue meant Satan's downfall and dethronement. The

increase of one kingdom meant the inevitable decrease of the

other. With this knowledge would Satan lose any opportunity

to thwart or defeat the establishment of the Eedeemer's reign ?

Is it conceivable that, during the closing scenes of that tragedy,

Satan would be either idle or absent? And who knew more

fully than the Master the character of his foe or the nature of

the interest it involved ? He needed none to tell him that his

enemy never knew defeat. Foiled in one direction he eagerly

seeks a new vantage ground. Tireless, vigilant, alert, per-

sistent, undaunted, he would never yield until the object of

his attack was forever beyond his reach. It was the expected

that happened when the suffering Son of God was assailed in

the garden. It seems unreasonable to urge, then, that the

assault should have occasioned any surprise.

(2) But, had our Lord expected exemption from Satan's

presence in that decisive hour such a desire would have im-

plied an incomplete scheme of redemption. The writer of

Hebrews says that Christ was "in all points tempted like as
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we are." Had Jesus shrunk from that contest, or had he

been relieved of the hateful presence, it would, in either in-

stance, have been a confession of weakness so <^rave as to leave

a weak spot in the Christian's defenses. But Christ was more

than conqueror ; he " led captivity captive." Why, then, should

lie seek exemption from Satan's presence? "We prefer to

think that the Son of God met and outwitted the soul's most

malignant enemy at every conceivable point. Our divine

exemplar craved no quarter, shrank from no onslaught, but

gladly for our sakes mot, resisted, and vanquished the hosts of

darkness. Anything less than this would seriously weaken the

provisions made for the defense and sustenance of " the flock

of God." From such a possibility the mind revolts.

(3) Kot only so, but surprise at the Satanic presence in

the garden implies ignorance of the ordinary experience of

God's servants in all ages. For where in the word of God,

or where in the multiplied experiences of his children, are

we warranted in believing that even in our best hours the

enemy of all good will be absent? When the sons of God
appear Satan appears also with them. Knowing this, and un-

derstanding the character of his foe so well, our Lord could

not have felt surprise at his presence in the garden.

(4) But the advocates of this view admit that " this cup

"

was no part of the " redemption plan." Such an admission

absolutely vitiates the theory for which they contend. Would
the Father have permitted his Son to endure such depths of

anguish had it borne no relation to the redemptive scheme ?

We think not. Let it be understood we do not assert or im-

ply that the Satanic presence in the garden was in any sense

a part of the "redemption plan." We simply call attention to

the fact that, if that presence was the bitterest drop in our

Lord's cup of agony, if it was from that he craved deliver-

ance, and if it was no part of the scheme of redemption, then

our Lord's "keenest anguish was the result of Satanic wanton-

ness and was purely gratuitous. Such a conclusion is so

monstrous that it voids the theory that gave it being. And
this theory is inconsistent with the subsequent acts in the

divine drama. It will be remembered that as our Redeemer
hung on the cross his enemies scoffed, saying, " If thou be the
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Son of God, come down from the cross. . .". He saved

others; himself he cannot save." Was such conduct the

product of human ingenuity ? It would seem not. Had the

Saviour been guilty of all they charged him with such treat-

ment was essentially devilish. There is a certain sacredness in

the closing hours of even the vilest. They are permitted to

die in peace. Bat, if the worst they said of Christ were true,

he was but a harmless enthusiast who had withal done much

good. The spirit that profaned his closing hours was Satanic

to the utmost extent. The chief agent in the wilderness

temptation was again near, and this alone will account for the

horrid profanation. If present at the crucifixion why should his

presence in the garden have occasioned surprise ? It could not

have been this from which deliverance was craved. A much

better explanation of the Satanic presence in Gethsemane is

that it was an incident growing out of our Lord's experiences,

and ought not to be magnified into undue significance. It

was incidental, just as our temptations are incidental. We
do not hold that any temptations are ordained of God. They

arise out of personal weahness and our relations to a sinful

world. Their presence at any time need not surprise us, nor

need we find it necessary to implore the Father to remove

them. We do need strength to resist, and that is freely

promised us. But our Lord prayed for the removal of " this

cup," and that fact discounts the theory that such cup was

in any sense a temptation. The thing from which he craved

deliverance must have been something besides the presence of

Satan in the garden.

What then was " this cup " to which Christ alludes ? Of

two facts we are certain :

(1) It was a present, rather than a future, experience.*

This appears from a careful examination of the original,

h 6wa~6v ion, TTapeXO^ru) d~' i\iov to -noTijpiov rovro. It will be

observed that in addition to the article rb the demonstrative

pronoun tovto is also used. We find on examination that all

three of the evangelists follow the same usage. We also dis-

• When the writer was a student in Drew Seminary Dr. James Strong mentioned
this fact, and advised investigation. The results of that investigation are here
given.
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cover that the preposition -rrapd—-wbicli means " by," " near,"

" along side of," and when used with the accusative means
'' near," " by the side of "—is used in combination with the

verb in the corresponding passages of Matthew, Mark, and

Luke, which refer to our Lord's pleas for deliverance. Such

a fact clearly shows that the phrase "this cup" must have

been something present in the garden from which Christ

eoiight deliverance.

(2) But, once more, we know that he did not drink the cup.

Ilis cry was heard, and he was delivered from the dreaded

experience. This appears from Heb. v, 7, "Who in the

days of his flesh, when he had offered up prayers and suppli-

cations with strong crying and tears unto him that was able to

save him from death, and was heard in that he feared." The
ambiguity of this passage disappears when we turn to the trans-

lation given by Moses Stuart in his commentary on Hebrews.

He renders kol eloo KovoOelg drro r^f evkafSuac; thus, " And was

heard in respect to that which he feared, or, was delivered from

that which he feared." Xow, this passage can refer to but one

person, the Lord Jesus Christ. And the experience it portrays

must have been his agony in the garden. There is no other ex-

perience that corresponds with the intensity of emotion which
this passage breathes. And the truth it contains completely

voids the commonly accepted theory that the thing our Lord
prayed to be delivered from was death on the cross.

But another answer may be given to the question consid-

ered. We must bear in mind that during the three years of

our Saviour's ministry he had been subject to a constantly

increasing nervous tension. As he neared the end mind and
heart and body were under a remorseless dominion. The
intense weight that rested upon him naturally produced
extraordinary physical depression. Li tliis condition he
entered the garden. The moment he kuelt he felt that his

physical powers were yielding. The body had borne all it

could bear. It was then that a great fear seized him. If no
relief came could he endure the strain. Might not he sink

imder the load that crushed him to the earth ? "When this

possibility flashed before him his whole nature revolted.

" Ko, no," his soul cried, " not this ; do not ask me to drink
17—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XV.
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this cup." He liad " trodden the winepress alone," and not a

mnrmur had escaped his lips. But death in the garden, with

longed-for Calvary in the near future, would indeed be a

bitter cup. It was this he feared, and it was from this he so

earnestly sought deliverance. Can this view be demonstrated ?

The answer will be found in an examination of the grounds

that in the writer's estimation sustain this theory.

As we have already seen, the Saviours physical nature was

exhausted. So intense were his emotions that the blood was

forced through the pores of his skin. It is not reasonable to

suppose that his already overburdened heart could have

endured the strain much longer. Had no relief come he

must have died of heart rupture—the actual cause of his

death a few hours later. But help did come. In Luke xxii,

43, we read, " And there appeared an angel unto him from

heaven, strengthening him." Luke here puts the celestiiil

visitant's aid between the second and the third prayer, when

our Lord's agony was greatest and his weakness most felt.

This is of the utmost importance as showing that the strength

imparted to the suffering Saviour was physical strength. And
this is further shown by the oi'iginal, for the verb eviaxvio

means " to impart vigor," " to make strong." The conclusion

is abundantly confirmed by Heb. v, 7, already quoted. It

will be seen at a glance that these two passages, Luke xxii, 43,

and Heb. v, 7, sustain the contention this article raises. Jesus

did not fear either suffering or death. He did not shrink

from the cup which his Father had given him ; but he did

crave deliverance from " this cup," and from it he was deliv-

ered. The view magnifies, rather than diminishes, his submis-

sion to the Father's will. Death in the garden would have

robbed him of the one cherished boon of his earthly life. The
only prize he had coveted is about to be snatched from his

grasp. Yet, if this be his Father's will, the quivering heart

Bobs, " Amen !
" Was ever submission like this ? Our mind

fails in its attempt to fathom so stupendous an experience.

The writer knows of no interpretation so free from difiiculty,

from the view-point of the Arrainian theology. The Calvinist

will smile at it as puerile. He finds no difficulty in this expe-

rience of our Lord. In the Calvinistic view the Son shrank.
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not from suffering or death, but from the prospect of absolute

abandonment. But the only thing that can separate from

God is sin. Christ was not a sinner ; hence he could not fear

separation from the Father. In rejecting the Calvinist inter-

pretation we have found ourselves driven to seek some extri-

cation from the difficulties that surround us. If the Son of

God did not shrink from the prospect of absolute separation

from the Father, what was it from which his soul desired

escape ? The writer has sought the best light possible, and

offers the view last named as the solution of a most delicate

and difficult question. It is not claimed that this solution is

absolutely free from objection, but we do insist that it is the

most reasonable solution yet offered. It forever does away
with the necessity of thinking that Jesus, the Son of God, the

Saviour of men, pleaded in awful earnestness of soul to be

delivered from the very thing for which he entered the world.

It clears the mental atmosphere, and is an aid to our faith to

feel that Jesus never held back from any anguish, however ex-

quisite it might be, but that he unswervingly went forward to

the end. And it does not seem extravagant to assert that the

view here urged is consistent and scriptural, and therefore

commends itself as worthy of acceptance.

^^/^.7M!^
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Art. Vn.—who WERE THE HITTITES (HETHITES)?

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that no nation of antiquity

has, in the hast few years, received more attention than the

Hittites, And it may also be said that in regard to none has

the generally accepted tradition been more completely revo-

lutionized. Though the words " Hittite " and "Hittites"

occur more than fifty times in the Old Testament, a writer

says of it, in the time of Abraham, " The tribe was evidently

as yet but small, not important enough to be noticed beside

* the Canaanite and the Perizzite.' "* Many biblical passages

indicate plainly, however, that they were neither few in number

nor politically unimportant, at this time or shortly afterward

The fact that Abraham bought a tomb from the sons of Heth
for " four hundred shekels of silver, current money with the

merchant," shows plainly enough the occupation in which

they were engaged. Another writer thinks there is no

doubt the latter were natives of Cyprus, or at least that this

was the chief seat of their power, f It seems to incline to

the opinion that they were Greeks, while the former name
may designate a different people, and that the names occurring

in the Bible may have arisen from confusing two peoples that

were in fact distinct. There is no doubt that the powerful

nation of the Cheta of the Egyptian monuments and the

Chatti of the cuneiform inscriptions dwelt north of Palestine.

It is evident from the cautious tone of Professor Kautzsch, the

author of the article just cited, that he did not feel justified, by

his study of the evidence, in holding any positive views on the

subject. Yet the origin and ethnic relations of the Pelasgi

have exercised scholars for at least half a century.

Hitzig regarded them as the ancestors of the modern Alba-

nians. This view is supported with much warmth by Yon
Halm. The most recent attempt to strengthen this hypoth-

esis is made by Benloew in his La Grece avant les Grecs.

It may be said, however, that it does not seem to be consid-

*See article under this captiou in McClintock and Strong's Cyclopccdla, voL Iv

p. 279.
'

t See the articles " Hethiter " and " Chittim " iu Kiehm's Ilatidwoerterbuch des bib-
lischeii AUerthums.
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ered tenable by any competent authority. Not a few scholars

have maintained that the Pelasgi were Semites. Among these

are Kortnem, and particularly Kiepert. Crusius contends that

they were either Semites or strongly impregnated by a Sem-

itic civilization that points to Lydia. Pauli, on the other hand,

geeks to prove that the Pelasgiuns were a pre-Semitic and pre-

Aryan people. Considering the problem from the Greek
stindpoint, we iind the fullest discussion of this mysterious

people in the second edition of Busolt's Griechische GeschicJde.

After a full citation of ancient authorities the author expresses

the opinion that the name " Pelasgi " spread from Thessaly all

over Greece. He concludes from statements in Homer that the

Pelasgi were pre-Achsean and pre-Hellenic inhabitants of this

country. But we nowhere Iind in his history a definite state-

ment regarding their original home.

Notwitlistanding the conservatism of Busolt and others who
have very recently written upon the history of the Greeks, it

is daily becoming more manifest that their early civilization is

ahnost purely an " eastern question." The primitive history

of the world is no longer divided into " sacred " and " profane,"

even by the most orthodox theologians. It has become a well-

established fact that man in his social state, from its earliest

beginnings in Egypt and Mesopotamia, but chiefly in the lat-

ter region, passed through a series of slowly changiug phases

to which many influences contributed. Traces of the Greeks

are found farther and farther back in the proto-historic period

of the human race. It has become plainly evident that they,

too, passed through the usual rude stages, but, unlike the other

peoples that swarmed about the eastern shores of the " sea that

moans with memories," they were continually profiting by
contact and intercourse with their neighbors of alien race.

The influence exerted upon them by the Phoenicians has long

been recognized, and that of other non-Aryans more than sur-

mised. It is probable that the rapid progress of archaeological

discovery will soon make it possible to mark out pretty clearly

what elements in the social and religious institutions of the

Greeks were original with themselves and what appropriated

from the older ethnic units of Asia.

Altogether the most ambitious attempt that has yet been
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inade to so.ve the much-debated question of the origin of the

Pelasgi is by De Cara in a volume of 750 pages. * It is de-

voted to a study of Siria, Asia Minore, and Ponto Eussino, and

seeks to fortify the position indicated in its title. Ancient

Greek authors are practically unanimous in the behef that all

the islands of the zEgean, together with Cyprus, Crete, and

Khodes, as well as the Greek continent and a large portion of

Italy, were first inhabited by Pelasgi. If, then, it can be shown

that the Pelasgi were the Hittites or Hethites, the Khittim of

the Bible, the Kheta or Khiti of the Egyptians, the Khatti of

the Assyrians, and if the argument from tradition accords with

that of the monuments which still bear the epithet " Pelasgic "

and with the religious symbolism peculiar to the Pelasgi in all

the countries occupied by them, nothing more can be desired

to establish the priority in time of the migration of the Heth-

ites to that of the sous of Javan. Strabo says the Syrians

seem to have once occupied all the country from Babylon,

by way of the Gulf of Issos, to the Euxine Sea. Owing to

their wide dispersion the ancients frequently confounded the

Syrians with the Assyrians, -who were, however, as is well

known, an entirely different people. The shorter name Ls noth-

ing more than an unconscious abridgment of the longer one.

In illustration of Greek names that have a Hethite basis we
have room for only a few etymologies. " Kadmos "is " Elheth-

mos " or " Kheth(i)mos." "What Kadmos stands for in Greek

legend need not detain us here. He was the reputed son of

Agenor, king of Phoenicia. But Syria embraces Phoenicia,

for as Pliny says, " Qui suhtilius dividunt circitmfundi Syria

PK(x,niceii volunt et esse oram Tnaratitnara SyrimP Kadmos
was then a Hethite. The same root also occurs in " Kythera,"

the name of a city and an island, where we have " Kyth "

with the suffix " r," the compound meaning " city of the

Hethites." By the usual extension of meaning a name at first

purely local was afterward applied to the entire island. The
same suffix appears in Hethite composites as "ar," " er," "ir,"

" or," « ur," and " al," " el," " il," " ol," " ul." It also appeai-s

in other forms and disguises. The name X'^^^l'^ or x^Blii was
* Gli IfetheUPelascri. Pdcerche di Storla e di Archoeologia Orientate, Greca ed TtaU

ica del P. Cesare l>e Caradella Compar/nia di Gesu. Roma, 18W. The argument con-
tained in this article is derived largely from this volume.
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applied to the whole island of Cyprus in the most ancient

times. This name was subsequently transformed into "Ki-

tion " and " Citium." Now %e0<jti is the Egyptian and Assyr-

ian " Hamatha," " Hemtu," or " Hemut." According to the

testimony of Pliny, the whole island was at one time called

" Amathusia." At a later period the name " Amathus " was

restricted to the single city now called " Limisso." Both the

appellation of the island and of the city are variants of Hamath,

the parent city on the Orontes. The first syllable ir^ " Pelasgi

"

is a Hamitic root signifying migrare, advenire ; as a substan-

tive its meaning h peregrinator, advena. If to the prefix we
add the ethnic or local expletive " Ati " or " Asi " we get the

meaning advena ex Asia, or Asiaticus. An earlier name of

Asia was " Khatia," whence we get an explanation of the ter-

mination aayoi or aayt.. This is aaiKoi, aaiKi, then by syncope

acKoc and aoKi. Now this Asiki is a compound signifying

*' people of Khatia or Asia." The country of the Hethites

was known as " mat Khati." The phonetic change is compared

to that occurring in Athana, Asana

—

(()aTi^ tpaat.

If we wish to know how the Greeks came to adopt a name

given to themselves by these foreigners met Vkdth in so many
places on Grecian territory we apparently have it in the an-

swer to the question as to who they were and whence they

came. To both the reply would be, " We are Pelasgi, that is,

immigrants from Asia." By this method it is not difficult to

find an explanation of such local names as " Attika," " Ithaka,"

and many more. In the first syllable we have again the word
" Heth," to wliich is added a suffix of locality, " ka." The

names "Atys," " Kotys," and "Asia" are identical, as De
Cara says, and thus he assists us in studying the origin of the

Pelasgi in all its bearings.

Comparatively few persons can contribute anything of value

to the solution of this long-debated question. It is, however,

fairly certain that the Hittites were a race of conquerors who
eubjugated the countries they overran for the purpose of lay-

ing them under tribute, and not with a view to colonization

and permanent occupancy. The chief seats' of their power

were Carcheraish on the Euphrates, Hamath, Aleppo, and

Kadesh. They were at the height of their power in the four-
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teenth and thirteenth centuries before Clirist, but traces of

their presence are found at least a century earlier and four

centuries later. Their migrations can be followed as far as

Lake Yan, but they probably started farther east. Their own
sculptures, witli which those of the Egyptians in the main

agree, represent them as short in stature and thick of limb.

They had retreating foreheads, high cheek bones, large nostrils,

and a prominent upper lip. Their skins were yellow ; theii-

hair and eyes were black. Their hair was arranged in the form

of a queue, and on their feet they wore a sort of shoe with up-

turned toes. This is taken as an indication that they came

from a cold country, as such foot-gear is well adapted for walk-

ing on snow. "The type," says Sir Charles Wilson, "while

not a beautiful one, is still found in some parts of Kappado-

kia, especially among the people living in the extraordinary

subterranean towns which I discovered beneath the great plain

west of ISTigdeh." While these people were unquestionably

an exotic among the Semites of northern Asia, they inter-

married more or less with them—a relationship into which they

could easily enter as long as they were the ruling race.

A study of the whole question in the light of accessible evi-

dence makes it well-nigh certain that the Ilittites were Tura-

nians, and that their early conquests in western Asia belong

to a list of raids made southward, eastward, and westward

from their original seats in Turkestan. The Hyksos may have

been of this race. Professor Ilommel is confident that the

Sumero-Akkadians, the mysterious people whose civilization

underlies that of the later Mesopotamians, spoke a language

that has many points of resemblance to the modern Turkish.

It seems incredible that tribes that had not advanced beyond

the half-nomadic and half-agricultural stage of social progress

should be capable of overthrowing great empires and establish-

ing on their ruins a government possessing some of the ele-

ments of permanence. But the careers of Attila, Tamerlane,

Jenghis Khan, and the Turks are sufficient evidence of what

they were capable of doing under competent leadership.

qM^cla, Ia^, 0uJ2jiy\^,
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Art. Vm.—the MENTAL CONDITION OF TIIE
CHINAMAN AS VIEWED FROM WITHIN.

The writer had a singular experience recently which he

has no doubt will strike others as peculiar, even as it did him.

fie had been engaged for some time in conversation with a

Chinese friend, Mr, Wu Ming-shih. The talk had been about

the comparative mental condition of the educated Chinaman

and the educated foreigner, and we were surprised at the in-

telligence our friend manifested and the clear distinctions he

was able to make. Often he was mistaken in his judgments,

and consequently am* ved at incorrect conclusions ; but his

mind, unlike the minds of many Chinese, was open to con-

viction that there is something worth knowing outside of

China and Chinese methods, and his eye would light up witli

intelligence whenever he got a new idea, no matter what pet

tlieories of his own it might overthrow.

After he left we sat at our desk in a deep study, with fore-

head on our hands and elbows resting on the desk. In a

short time our attention was attracted by the faintest little

sound in front, and raising our eyes we saw, sitting on the

ink bottle, one of the most peculiar little fellows it has ever

been our lot to behold. It was a man in form and figure,

face and limb. Between it and a brownie there was no com-

parison
; and a Lilliputian beside it would be a giant, though

it was by no means a d warf . It was the exact counterpart in ap-

pearance, even to the complexion and expression, of the young
man who had just left the study. Nevertheless, it was scarcely

half an inch in length, or would surely not exceed an inch.

As is natural under such circumstances, we stared at it for a
moment in blank curiosity and surprise. The little creature

noticed this surprise, for the faintest shadow of what might
Ixi designated an atomic smile began to bloom upon his

features, and in a moment he broke into a tiny laugh much
like what would be given forth by a necktie phonograph, if

each a thing were possible. As is natural, when the pressure
of surprise was taken off our organs of speech, as if to make
np for lost time, they blurted forth, all in a single breath, the
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questions, " "Who are you ? What are you ? Where did you

come from 1 What are you here for ? " " Slowly," said he,

speaking in the Chinese language, " One question at a time

;

they will not only last longer, but will be more easily an-

swered." This was said in a voice that was in perfect keeping

with his general make-up, and not until it was repeated in

his loudest tones was it ])erceptible to a dull human ear. It

made us feel less doubtful of the theory that spiders, bees,

and ants may have a method of oral communication which

is imperceptible to any organs except those fashioned on

the same diminutive pattern as the organs which utter the

sound.

" My name," said he, in his loudest and most distinct tones,

" is * Ai Ti-ah,' though I am often called ' T'ung Jen-'rh '

—

the 'pupil of the eye.' I am what my name implies, an

idea. The young man who has just left the room caught a

glimpse of me looking out of your eye, as you yourself would

look out of a window ; and I am here to answer some of the

questions which you and that young man were discussing a

few moments ago. The brain, as you know, is my home. I

live there. You have seen ant hills not larger than a human
brain, in which dwell millions of these little creatures, as you

call them. They have their cities, their storehouses, their

machinery, and their highways. But no ant hill that you have

ever seen will in any way compare in the density of its popu-

lation with an ordinary human brain ; and with a well-devel-

oped brain nothing that you have ever seen could be used as

a comparison. As one of the tendencies of a great city is to

draw men and women from every neighborhood with which

it is in touch, to increase its population, so we throng the ten

thousand nerves which lead, like so many roads, from every

square inch of territory on the surface of the body. The nerves

are the roads we travel, and the clusters of nerve cells of

which the brain is composed are the headquarters to which

we all come and from which we are all sent out.

" You, of course," he went on, " are not so familiar with

your own brain as I am. You often wonder how the knotty

problems of thought are solved. Well, now, I can tell you.

It is done by the clusters of brain cells which you call nerve
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craiiglia. These ganglia hold the same relation to thought

which your hand holds to a knot in a string. With one hand,

ahhough you have on it five fingers, you cannot easily untie

a knot in a stnng, and so you use both hands to do it. So

these clusters of nerve cells are all united, and work together

ill unraveling the knotty problems of life. "Whenever a sen-

sation strikes the nerves—whether it be color, odor, sound,

llavor, or solid—it is carried to these nerve clusters and they

^'O to work on it. If it is something with which they are

familiar they solve it in an instant and pass it on. For in-

stance, suppose a dog should bite your hand. Your sensory

nerve carries the matter to these brain clusters ; they solve the

matter, decide what to do, send one of us to pull the nmscular

roi)es of your leg, and, in common parlance, you kick the dog.

With such common afiairs the brain cells have no trouble

;

but when matters with which they are not familiar come

they have to work on them just as you work over the unrav-

eling of a knotted string, the putting together of a puzzle, or

the solving of a riddle—or, as a child puts together a block

picture or builds a block house, they first find the parts that

match. Such is the case in mathematical problems and all

problems of reasoning. Part after part is tried, to see

whether it fits, and this with you is called comparison, reason-

ing, and association ; but with us it is merely a process of

getting together the proper brain cells or combinations.

" Some brains are like some countries, certain parts of

which are thickly populated and certain parts are as barren

as deserts ; or they are like some bodies, certain parts of

which are well developed, while other parts are wholly un-

developed. You sometimes say of such heads that they have
* rooms to let unfurnished,' and the expression is more appro-

priate than is often supposed. I have been in a cluster—and I

shudder to think of it—where I have been so crowded that

I had neither breathing space nor elbow room, while just the

next cluster was wholly untenanted, or so sparsely filled that

I would have given half I was worth to have been there.

And then, again, I have been in places where I would have

K'ven the other half I was worth to have some one to com-
inunicate with, where I was as lonesome as Kobinson Crusoe

;
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and when, at last, I was sent out I was so poor and emaciated

and poorly clad that I had a diflBcult task to find a place in

respectable quarters."

" I am not sure that I understand just what you mean," we
intei-posed.

" O, yes, you do," he answered. " You have heard people

express good thoughts in such poor language that no one cared

to entertain them. Xow, language is our clothing, and what

yon call magnetism is our life ; and, so, when we are sent out un-

magnetized and half clad, no matter how beautiful we may be,

we are often woefully neglected. ' Fine feathers make fine

birds' with us, just as with you. "We depend one half on

clothing, and the other half on magnetism. Any of us are

worth having, if only we are properly clothed, magnetized, and

in proper company."

"I think I get your meaning," we said, "but I was just

about to inquire whether all ideas are as small as you."

" By no means," he hastened to reply, " though I am a fair

size at present. Some are larger, some smaller. Tlien we
vary at different times, according to the quarters we occupy.

For instance, what we call a foreign idea shrivels up greatly

when it gets into the head of a Chinaman, simply from lack of

appreciation and attention, and an opportunity to develop and

propagate itself. It is a stranger, and receives only a cold

shoulder from all other ideas with which it comes in contact,

for it seldom comes in contact with any but enemies, and only

gets out by being drawn out. Have you ever tried to intro-

duce foreign inventions into China ? " he asked, suddenly. " If

you haven't, just try it. Give your carpenter a foreign saw,

and see what he does with it." Now, as it happens, we had

given our carpenter a good foreign saw, and he hung it up to

rust. We gave him a saw-set, which would set the teeth of a

saw regularly, and he laid it away, and continued to set his

saws with a nick in a file. And so we answered, " Yes, the

carpenters do not take to our foreign saws well
;
probably be-

cause they cannot use them so well." " It is the same with

all kinds of foreign inventions," he retorted. " Axes', hatchets,

chisels, hammers, lathes, plows, cars, ships, guns, and every-

thing that takes thought and reason to make, or that takes
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tlion*'"lit and reason to understand and manipulate, shares the

fiiine fate as a saw. No matter hovr noble or useful the

tliou"-ht may have originally been, it shrivels up to almost noth-

iiin- in the Chinese mind."

" Yon spoke a moment ago about propagating yourself

;

uliat did you mean by it?"

*' Just what I said," he answered. " I have never yet been

in a brain in which I did not leave a family. But you know

this as well as I do. It has long been a proverb with you that

'you never know a thing yourself until you have taught it to

some one else.' If we have any attention -whatever we begin

to propagate as soon as we enter the^brain, and nothing that

you know of increases with anything like the ratio with which

we increase in a fertile brain, if we have half a chance. Then

there are times when we wither away to a shadow in a brain

into which we happen to have been forced and where we have

to remain until some one rescues us. In such a brain we only

leave a sort of a shadow of ourselves, which will probably

never appear on this side the grave. Tell a "Westerner some-

tiiing new, or show him some new invention that makes labor

more easy or more effective, and at once he copies and im-

proves it. Xo product of thought is too difficult for him to

understand, too intricate for him to work out, or -too compli-

cated for him to use. As soon as an idea enters his head he

furnishes it with good quarters, gives it all his attention, and

it is almost no time till he has more ideas on that one subject

than the man from whom he got it. What about the China-

niaii? He looks at it with open-mouthed wonder or self-satis-

liod indLfference, but he is without either the ability or desire

to appreciate, improve, understand, or use it. Xor is this

Confined to foreign inventions. His ' harps and lutes ' are

iittle if any better than those invented by Fu-hsi ; his wagons
little better than those of Huang-ti ; his compass no better

than that of Chou Kimg ; liis money no better than that of

two thousand years ago ; his medical science little in advance
f>t Hua T'o ; and his official gazette is printed from blocks no
better, if as good, as they were a thousand years ago. Indeed,

in all experimental and practical science, where anything like

attention, reason, imagination, or invention is required, he is
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little if any in advance of the men of the age "which gave him
•what he possesses. Yes, we propagate ourselves, but we can-

not propagate in a Chinese mind, for his mind is like his field,

worth but little unless fertilized, and the Chinese pay little at-

tention to mental fertilizing."

"You were talking a few moments ago about habit, and you

simply regarded it as the ' ordinary course of conduct of a per-

son.' Now, as you see conduct, which is about your best

method of judging, that seems to be a fairly good definition
;

but it does not explain what habit is. Habit," he repeated

—

and he heaved the tiniest little sigh—" habit is the bane of our

existence. Your highest idea of rapidity is a flash of light-

ning, but that is nothing to the rapidity with which we travel

through people's fingers and brains in some classical music.

Habit—habit is a path through the brain, a well-worn path, a

path that is so well worn through those nerve clusters that we
never have to stop for direction or turn the switch from a

sensory to a motor nerv^e. Why, if it makes your head swim

to watch the fingers of a pianist when he is keyed up to his

highest pitch in his fastest music, what would it do if you had

to go from the music to his eye, from his eye through his

brain, down into his spinal cord, and out to the tip of his

finger with every separate key he strikes, without making the

mistake of getting into the wrong finger ? That is what we
call rapid transit, and it can only be done where there is a path

worn through the brain. iNow yoa can easily see that a brain

which is crossed and recrossed by habit paths is not a good

place for generating ideas—no better than a field crossed and

recrossed by donkey paths is for growing wheat. The paths

must be dug up and the donkeys kept out if one expects a

crop of grain from such a field ; and it is jnst so with habit.

Your old proverb says, ' Man is a bundle of habits
;

' but I say,

Alas for such a man !

"

" You do not mean to say," we objected, " that all which we
study so thoroughly as to make it a part of our mental store

by this fact of its familiarity becomes useless because it is

habitual ?
"

" By no means," he hastened to answer. " Usable knowledge

is usable knowledire ; habit is habit. Matters must be familiar be-
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fore tliey are usable ; but it is when tliej become so familiar tLat

they pass through the mind without so much as your con-

sciousness—without either making or leaving an impression

—

tliat they become habit. For instance, I suppose you do not

know which sleeve of your coat or which slioe you put on first

in the morning when dressing, and yet if you will take the

trouble to notice I have no doubt you will find that you in-

variably do it exactly the same." [Since attention was thus

called to the matter we have noticed that we always begin with

the right foot and the right hand, but have found that some

of our friends as invariably begin with the left.] " I have

known persons who, having gone to a dinner party not fully

dressed and being directed upstairs to finish their toilet, from

the very habit of retiring so often at about that hour of the

evening and under such circumstances, have undressed and

gone to bed. "We simply pass tlirough that kind of a brain

without opportunity for either propagation or communication.

"We have the same old companions year after year, and there

is neither place nor desire for new ones. I do not need to tell

you that the Chinese have such a habit-encumbered mind

;

they call it huei chu. The man who is set apart for a scholar

has certain definite laws and rules, and he is a scholar onlj' as

he surpasses in these. The San Tzxt ChHug, Chien Tzu Wen,

and Po Chia Using are the first to wear their paths through

his mind. They are followed by the Four Books and Five

Classics, while at the same time he writes the standard poetry

and classical essays, and habituates himself to the standard his-

torical anecdotes and philosophical sayings in such a way that

all he has to do is to begin to speak, and it goes itself without

further attention. If he happens to be a farmer, a mechanic,

an artist, or a manufacturer he is modeled on the same plan.

His brain is so incommoded by habit-paths as to wholly inca-

pacitate him for anything like invention or originality, and he
goes on plowing with the same kind of a plow as tliat used by
Shun, writing with the same kind of a brush as that used by
Meng T'ien, on the same kind of paper as that manufactured

V T'sai Lun, and with ink similar to that used by the inventor

of that useful but inconvenient article."

""\Vhat do you mean by saying that the Chinese are in-
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capacitated for anything like invention or originality ? " \ve

asked of our little friend
; for we becaijie more interested as

he began to apply the theories he had been explaining.

" I mean exactly what I say. The nature of their education

is calculated to do nothing more than pour into them. They
simply fill the mental storehouse with material, a large part of

which is useless rubbish. Those nerve clusters which have to

do with memory are necessarily developed to such a degree,

by the committing of the various primers and classics, that be-

fore it is possible to complete these they have gotten beyond
the age for beginning on reason and imagination, even if they

had any studies prepared to begin with, which they have not.

And so, while the memory clusters are densely populated, the

reason clusters are wholly untenanted. Now, as everyone

loves to do what he can do best, by the very vis inertia they

continue to store away the accumulated ignorance and blun-

ders of the past, without any efforts at production ; and every

generation becomes less and less capable of distinguishing what

was the original fact and what the accumulated rubbish of

that which they have been learning. Yon know it to be a

fact that large people have large children ; that muscular

people tend to have muscular children
; that fleshy people have

fleshy children ; and that people with large eyes, large noses,

round faces, or curly hair tend to have children with like char-

acteristics. This is especially true in the realm of the nerves

and the brain. Children not only inherit the constitution and

disposition of their parents, but from the moment they open

their eyes and ears they begin to imbibe their parents' thoughts

and become more fixed in their parents' tendencies. You
know also the evil result of the constant intermarriage of in-

timate relations. The mixture of blood is a conditio sine qua

nan of perfect mental and physical development, and it is as

much more so in the realm of thought as the mental is more

important than the physical. This is well illustrated in the

instance of the Anglo-Saxon race. This, however, the Chi-

nese have determinedly refused to do, contenting themselves

with standing at the head of a few little half-civilized nations,

rather than take a position of equality among the nations of

the world. China has refused, in her conceit, to accept any-
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tliir.g from those above her, until the little, old ideas now

conununicated from father to son have run out, like certain

vegetable tubers, for want of a change of soil.

" How do I come to learn about brain heredity ? From the

^iInple fact that I have been so often communicated from

father to son. I see the brain as you see the face. Just as

von see the form and features of father and mother repeated

in the child, so I see the brain of father and mother reproduced

in the son, and as is the brain so, to a large extent, is the mind.

This family likeness by no means ends in face, form, and ex-

pression. It may not only be followed through centuries of

family traits, but in the same way it enters into national life

and character. This is not new to you. You have observed

it throughout all history. It was very marked in the conserv-

ative Jew, less marked in the less conservative Greek, and still

less in the much-traveled Roman, It is almost destroyed in

"Western countries at present, because of the constant inter-

change of thought, commodity, and intercourse. But it is

very marked in China. Since each country is simply a family

on a large scale, if she shuts herself out from other families,

refuses to marry into them and exchange thought and com-

modity with them, she develops generation after generation of

family traits which not only interfere with her symmetrical

growth, but become shackles upon her hands and feet. This

is the condition of China and of the Chinese brain and mind
to-day. The Chinaman's nose is almost as characteristic as his

queue, and his brain is certainly as marked as either. He has

an atmosphere about him which will require a large amount of

intercoui-se and education to neutralize. Nevertheless, just as

a reputation that is won by many acts may be lost by one, so

family traits which have required generations to develop under

proper conditions may be obliterated in a single generation, as

has been the case in Japan.
" Yon were wondering a moment ago whether much could be

done to change the mind and character of persons who are

full-grown. You know the difficulty of straightening the

bones of persons who have attained to manhood. Such per-

sons may develop bone and muscle, and add to both their

beauty and efficiency, but as a tree grows it remains. What a
18—FIFTU SERIES, VOL. XV.
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man is when he attains his growth, except under extraordinary

circumstances, he remains all his life. What is put into the

first of life is put into the whole of life, and, other things being

equal, men get the trend of their mental life bj the time they

have finished their physical growth. The world has known
some very startling exceptions to this rule, but a careful ex-

amination will show that they are exceptions, and not the rule.

You know the difiiculty," he said, looking at us with a minute

twinkle in his tiny black eye, as if he was about to offer an un-

answerable argument, "you know the difficulty of trying to

make preachers of the Gospel out of men who have grown to

manhood with no education except that of the Chinese classics,

no matter how good that education may be. Indeed, the

better it is, the more difiiculty you find in making them into

preachers of the Gospel. Even a change of heart, though

this is the greatest change that can come to a man, will scarcely

counterbalance the tendencies of youth and education in the

atmosphere with which he is surrounded. This change must
come in youth ; he must bo educated in a difi'erent direction

;

the atmosphere about hini must be changed by the introduc-

tion of the products of the reason and imagination of other

lands ; ideas of a kind to which he has never been accustomed

must strike nerves which have lain dormant in him and his

ancestors for generations, and excite to action and stimulate to

growth nerve clusters which have thus far never been an in-

tegral part of his constitution, before he can be made to feel

that the world without is greater than the world within, and

that his ignorance is greater than his knoM'ledge.

"The condition of his afl''ections is little, if any, different

from that of his intellect. I was impressed very much with

this, not long since. I was sent to the bruin of a Chinaman a

few days ago, and while there I met a little idea that was dif-

ferent from most Chinese ideas and somewhat similar to the

representatives of conjugal affection I have constantly met in

t!ie brains of foreigners. I thought I recognized him as one

of the affections, but was not certain ; and so I asked him who
he was. x\nd I give you his own words, which I assure you

were uttered with a doleful sigh :
' I belong to the family of

Affections, and to that branch called Conjugal Affection. In
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otlier branches of our family, that is, Filial Affection and

Parental Affection, I have known some very robust represent-

atives ; but we of the conjugal branch are all as undersized

and undeveloped as jou see I am. Indeed, though I am not

a hundredth part as large as jou are, I am still one of the

largest and best developed I have ever known in our branch of

the family. You see I am both deformed and dwarfed. This

was caused by the unfortunate method of conjugal selection

when I was born ; and, since then, I have always been more

than half starved for the benefit of others. Those who

inifiht develop us to a fair size are so hampered by custom

that they dare not allow us to exercise except indoors.'

"

The little fellow ended up with a sigh, as if deploring the lot

of the little companion whose unfortunate condition he had been

relating, and then continued :
" The religious nature of the

Chinaman is quite as unevenly developed as his intellectual

and affectional. We have just seen how his brain is injured

by habit-paths ; how his memory is developed at the expense

of his reason ; and his filial, at the expense of his conjugal,

affection. In the same way his moral nature is developed at

tlie expense of his religions nature. He is a moral monstros-

ity, so far as theory goes. From Lao Tzu he learned that

man should 'love his enemies;' from Confucius, that man
' should not do to others what he would not have them do to

him ;
' by Mo Tzu he was taught the lesson of ' universal

love ;

' and he learned to repeat them all. There have been

those from the beginning, no doubt, who have tiied not to do

to others what they would not have others do to them

;

and, because of the moral character thus attained, they

have merited and received the praise of succeeding genera-

tions. But how far short they have fallen of those who, in

addition to their moral maxims, have had the help of revela-

tion, will be readily seen by even a superficial view of the

teachings of their best men. Confucius denied that you
should love your enemies. 'Love your friends,' said he,

'and treat your enemies justly.' He praised the liar who
came in late from the battlefield, because his lies savored of

humility, thereby putting humility above truth ; and what he
taught he practiced, for he was not loath to deceive those
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who came to call on him whom he did not wish to see. He
was imitated in this by Mencius, when the disciples of Mo Tzu
came to call on him

; for Mo Tzu's ' universal love,' said

Mencius, would bring men into ' the state of a beast.' From
the time of these sages until the present in the matter of

veracity the Chinaman has lost all shame. He loves morality

and moral maxims, but he lacks that subtle power which only
God's Spirit can give, and is thus incapable of putting his

moral maxims to a practical use. Of God he knows nothing.

His religious nature—that part of his nature which should
lead him to reach out after God and heaven and immortality
—is almost, if not wholly, undeveloped. ' Living, he lives

;

dead, he is dead,' is a proverb that is in the mouth of men
and women alike ; and while in theory he refuses to adopt the

sentiments of the ancient Epicurean philosopher, Yang Chu,
yet he indicates by his life and talk that he believes what
that philosopher taught, that • a man may live as a Yao or a

Slum, or as a Chieh or a Cbou, but when he dies he is noth-

ing but rotten bones in either case. In fact, there is no dif-

ference between the bones of a dead saint or a dead rascal.

Wherefore, in life let us attend to the things of life ; why
should we trouble our heads about what is to take place after

death ?
' That is as far as he has gone in his philosophy of a

futijre life. ' Alive he is alive, dead he is dead.'

"

Just here the little creature took on that frightened look

which is often seen on a squirrel when he sees a man ap-

proaching with a gun, jumped down from the ink bottle, and
scrambled up over the writer's shoulder and into his ear as

quick as a flash of lightning. And, as we turned our head to

8ee who shook us, our wife, with a candle in her hand, said in

a playful tone, " Don't you know it is twelve o'clock, and
you have been sleeping at your desk ? I can see my image in

your eye." But we did not tell her what we now record, that

the little fellow who had just run into our ear had perhaps
climbed up to look out of the window.
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Aet. IX.—the true method of missionary
PROGRESS.

It will be found, in comparing the great existing religions,

that each of them has some marked point of divergence which

when closely interrogated is seen to be an abnormally devel-

oped phase of some of the miiversal bases of religious think-

iuo- or fragments of primal revelation, as the case may be,

upon which all religions are built. Each faith has brought a

fragment into dominating boldness, and builds itself around

this as a central proposition. Admitted by all, but slurred

over by the others, this fragment becomes for the particular

faith its great central truth, often overaccented, and even by

its disproportion so destroying symmetry as to seemingly work

harm rather than good. The reason for the religion's being

and sway, however, is the fragment of truth at its core, and

here is the key to its power over the hearts of men.

When any such system comes in contact with Christianity

the first disposition is to insolently reject any affiliation with

Christianity, because of the obtrusion upon the vision of the

alien faith of the points wherein there is disagreement. Chris-

tianity is a doughty adversary, and in the conflict of ideas that

ensues it is not long before the central feature of the non-

Christian faith with its disproportion and abnormal accent is

seen to be a kindred truth to some essential teaching of Chris-

tianity. The effect is to produce at once a mutual feeling of

kinship, and, rightly used, it is a bridge over which the adher-

ents of the alien faith easily pass as individuals to Christianity.

Still more important, however, it is the point of contact

through which Christianity most profoundly affects, and ulti-

mately promises to control, the alien faith. It is the place in

the wild olive where the graft takes place which will change

the nature of the tree and the fruit it is to bear.

For illustration—%vhich in some cases approaches demon-

stration—of how Christianity, when thus it understands and is

nnderstood by any alien faitli, begins to fraternize in the line

wliere kinship of truth appears, and through this contact of

fraternity profoundly modifies and promises wholly to recon-
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sti-uct the other faiths, vitalizing what is best in them and
putting them to extruding the weak and the base in them,
let us briefly examine some of the great non-Christian faiths

of the world. If, in the case of many of them, it should be
found that they have scarcely, if at all, felt the impact of

Christianity, it must be remembered that political Christianity

has not been exactly fashioned after the pattern of the Ser-

mon on the Mount. That the alien religionists of Europe and
Asia have had but small opportunity to iearn the real teach-

ing and spirit of Jesus, and have not therefore been best sit-

uated to illustrate the molding power of Christian truth, will

be admitted. Indeed, the wonder will deepen in the observ-

ant mind that under such unfavorable conditions such vast

results have already been achieved.

There are eight great religions—Christianity and seven

others which have some degree of kinship with her. For

we pcrhaj^s all recognize that what in any measure tends to

create in men an other-worldliness and keeps alive a spirit of

religious dependence and a sense, however vague, of some-

thing without us that is greater than we, cannot be begotten

wholly of evil, however much it may be deformed by evil.

Religion, any religion, is primarily of God and is in the main

helpful. There are seven chief non-Christian religions, each

of them in a sense begotten of some truth, though deformed

by error—three Aryan faiths, Brahmanism, Zoroastrianism,

and Buddhism ; two j\[ongolian, Taoism and Confucianism
;

and two Semitic, Judaism and Mohammedanism. Of these

the writer selects Confucianism, Brahmanism, Buddhism, and

Mohammedanism, for with these Christian missions are in the

main concerned. "Where we examine these systems closely

and sympathetically we find that each of them is built around

one foundation truth, which it holds in common with Chris-

tianity, though it has so accented and abnormally developed

some particular phase of this truth as to obscure it and, what

is more, to cause it to work moral harm. Friendly acquaint-

ance with Christianity, wherever there have been opportunity

and time for it, begins at this spot to develop a point of con-

tact. Underneath all verbal oppositions, national and race

rivalries, the alien faith and Christianity draw together.
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Through the point of contact the vitalizing force of Chris-

tianity passes into the alien faith. However long it may be

before this neighborly contact begins, once it is had the most

astonishing changes are immediately set in motion. These

changes, however, call for close observation because they are

disguised by the fact that the old vocabulary of the non-

Christian faith does not alter. Long after the ideas them-

selves have changed the old vocabulary will be retained,

partly because the changes come almost unconsciously and

partly because national and race prejudices prevent frank ac-

knowledgment. But the old terms have new contents, and,

•what is more, the people who use them will sometimes be

found to earnestly agree—and perhaps without conscious dis-

honesty—that the terms always held these new contents. It

matters not; the facts bear out the assertion that through

some one point of contact the whole religious thinking of

alien faiths is being steadily brought more and more to Chns-

tian standards and ideals. Nor are the people of these faiths

on the one hand, and the active missionaries of Christianity

on the other, the best judges of what is transpiring. Their

very nearness to the contest in which they are engaged forbids

that theirs should be the clearest vision.

But let the facts be examined sympathetically. Take Con-

fucianism. The heart of its teachings is, perhaps, the value of

external morality for purposes of stable and good government.

What Confucius impressed upon China was the ethics of gov-

ernment. To secure these ethics for stable government he

sought to found them on a deep veneration of the past and

to multiply ceremony so to invest government, both in the

family and State, with the dignity and awe that elaborate

ceremonials, gravely discharged, create. Confucius was not a

mere formalist. His thought at bottom is the value of re-

ligion as a basis for government, the value of patent morality

as the reality of religion, the value of ceremonies in adding

dignity and impressiveness and in hedging about all outward

conduct. And the proof of the vitality of his teaching he

demonstrated as a chief magistrate, for in the town he gov-

erned property became absolutely safe and public virtue was

conspicuous. Kor does the solidarity and vitality of the Chi-
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nese empire fail yet to proclaim the value of the essential

truths around which the sage builded. When neighborliness

shall have given them opportunity to get closer together

Confucianism will find that Christianity agrees with her in

teaching the value of religion as a basis for good government

;

for, though this idea may have been overlooked by Chris-

tianity, there is no thoughtful Christian of our day but sees

the teaching is there and that the time has fully come for re-

asserting this truth. The recent annals of our great cities may
not be those to which we would invite the gaze of China, but

they only the more deeply • stir us to remember that Luther's

work was an " epic and a tragedy "—an epic in the liberation

of the individual, a tragedy in the sacrifice of the comnmnity
good to a hyper-development of indi\'idualism. Tiiis, how-

ever, is not the teaching of Christianity. " Look not every

man on his own things, but every man also on the things of

others." '• Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the

law of Christ." To do her best work in China, Christianity

must recover the teachings of her Founder in Christendom,

must see and emphasize his whole truth—the truth of the

kingdom as well as the truth of the individual What Con-

fucianism will then learn, nay, what she is already learning, is

the value of the individual below, whose voluntary self-sur-

render makes the stability of the community and the infinite

value of the God above—whose will the individual first yields

to, in self-surrender, that he may there get the motive and

strength for the voluntary yielding of himself when the com-

munity good calls for it. And all this, in some small measui-e,

is -what is happening to-day in China.

We turn to an Asiatic faith which is assuredly widely diver-

gent from Confucianism—Hinduism. What is the central

thought of Hinduism ? Is it not the immanence of the gods

—whether tlie worshiper shall philosophically hold these

many to be but varying forms of the One, or, as is more usual

in fact, the many appear as each one ruling in his own depart-

ment of life ? India is oppressed and overladen with gods.

Every high hill and every green tree, the rivers, streams, the

fields and jungles, the dawn of morning, the dusk of evening,

the very circumambient air are all peopled with gods, and all
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life grows to be one long burdensome ritual whereby rever-

ence is paid to the gods, their anger deprecated, their favor

won. "Where in Christianity is the allied truth with which

we would expect to attract the Hindu and form the point of

contact ? Will it not be in the immanence of God, in the

communion of the Holy Spirit, in whom we " live, and move,

and have our being ? " May there not be wisdom in the ad-

vice of our advanced Hindu friends who say to us, " Make
your religion more spiritual and less rigidly dogmatic. Present

to us the Gospel of John, rather than the Epistle to the

Romans ; " and, if we have not put this feature of Christianity

in the foreground, has not Hinduism found the presence of a

mystical spirit in Christ, and have there not been a fraterniz-

ing of the faiths and a very marked effect upon the alien faith

from this intercourse ? In estimating the outcomes we must

be careful to make allowance for sti-ong national prejudice.

India begins to feel acutely the fact of her subject condition.

There is a growing spirit of nationalism. This leads, and

rightly, to the putting of large values on all things " Indian."

The more difficult it is to maintain the realities of these values

in other domains the more ardent the attempts to assert them
in the realms of philosophy and religion. And yet, even in

these realms, while stoutly denying in word how largely in

fact Hinduism has been affected by contact with Christianity,

let the various reforming cults of Hinduism bear witness.

What, for instance, is the meaning of the Brahmo-Somaj ? Is

it not an attempt of the Hindu mind to retain the vocabu-

lary and outer forms, in part, of Indian religious worship and
yet import the spiritual teachings of Jesus ? Whence comes
the sloughing of idolatry, the struggle to escape the bonds of

caste, the disesteem of mere ritual, the high values put upon
prayer as communing with the divine ? Are not all these the

tribute of the Hindu mind to the presence of Christian

thought, which has reached it through the bond of sympathy
which each has discovered in the other, even though the ardent
A'

' C5

aisputants of both may not have clearly recognized this bond ?

Bwt, if it be said that the Brahmo-Somaj is a small and power-
less cult which has practically died in its birth, it may be re-

plied that its concessions to Christianity were not large
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enough, and that its efforts to grant similar concessions to

other faiths all around made it too variegated a system to be

understood by the common peopl-e or to exert much influence

where understood. Besides, let it be remembered that there

is a vast variety of reforming schools in Hinduism, that in a

single phrase there is a widespread attempt to present to all

inquirers from without a " resuscitated Yedism." The Yedic

literature of earliest Hinduism is being carefully scanned, and

all that is best is eagerly produced, while the effort to put

new ethical and spiritual meanings into the old poetry is

clearly to be seen. Hinduism feels itself put upon the de-

fensive, grows apologetic, and there is even some attempt to

ascribe morals to the gods. In a word, through her thirst for

companionship with tlie divine, Hinduism has grown toward

Christianity, and in the contact is beginning to grow con-

scious of sin and to long for holiness ; for Christianity is hold-

ing before her the vision of Isaiah, " I saw also the Lord sit-

ting upon a throne, high and lifted up, and his train filled the

temple. Above it stood the seraphim: each one had six

wings ; with twain he covered his face, and with twain he cov-

ered his feet, and with twain he did fly. And one cried unto

another, and said, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of hosts : the

whole earth is full of his glory." It is this growing vision of

a personal, holy God that is causing India with troubled heart

and disquieted spirit to listen eagerly as the Christian preacher

in her midst cries, " Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh

away the sins of the world !

"

Buddhism, again, has been desciibed as a Protestant Hin-

duism. Its central problem is that of evil. Inherent evil

spreads a pall of darkness over all life. Its chief doctrine is

the impossibility of escapmg the moral responsibility of previ-

ous being (karma) without the destruction of selfhood. Per-

plexed and baffled by the dark problem of sin Buddha sought

relief in soul suicide. Does not Christianity also address itself

to the dark problem of sin ? In the two systems " sin " may
mean different things, but in both it is a dark, brooding evil,

and has as a consequence torment and disaster; and just here

they stand together. And from tlieir community of belief

and feeling here Christianity has already begun to strangely
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affect Buddhism, for intelligent Buddliism is beginning to

j-cad into " karma " the fact of personality and to find more

definitely in " Amitabha Buddha," the " immeasurable light,"

the counterpart of Jehovah. To-day in Jaf>an—the only

country where any considerable Buddhism is in neighborly

contact with Christianity—the system is particularly active,

again finds use for pulpits from which to preach Buddhist ser-

mons, and creates Buddhist Young Men's Associations, Bud-

dhist Sunday schools, and a literature which dismisses the

original follies and the accretions of Buddhism, while it sets

forth what is holiest and best in the faith. Shall this be put

down to the mere exigencies of necessary defense, and not, in

part at least, be attributed to a new life being infused by

Christianity into the old faith, extruding the weak and foolish

and reinvigorating the worthy and the true in it ?

The least hopeful of the religions, because the least disposed

to be neigliborly, is Mohammedanism. " The Moslem," says

Mohammed, " is the true worshiper of God. "When men dis-

pute with you, say ' I am a Moslem.' " To hear atten-

tively the other side is not a Moslem virtue, and yet, more

than any of the alien faiths, Mohammedanism holds com-

munity with Christianity. Born of Judaism and tinged with

Christianity, this Arab daughter holds the unity of God and

the central doctrines of prayer, providence, resurrection, and

retribution. Repelled, however, by the gross idolatry of the

Eastern Clmrch, which alone he knew, Mohammed conceived

of God more austerely than the Jew. " Allah-il-Allah," he

cried, " Akbar Allahu," " God is God, gi-eat is God, the sov-

ereign, majestic, mighty ruler." Of all the ninety-nine names
by which the devout Moslem addresses God, while he counts

his beads, no one of them is " Father." TThat result, if any,

has accrued from contact with Christianity % In Europe prac-

tically none, and this for two reasons : first, the Christianity

in and around the Ottoman empire is itself so vitiated and
corrupt as to prejudice rather than win; and, second, the

Moslem in Europe is an armed invader who needs to keep his

feword at hand, if he is to stay at all. His unquiet Christian

subjects, his hungry-eyed neighbors have not exactly assaulted

him with arsjuments theolofrical. There has been a lack of
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neighborly contact. The only way the Turk feels Christen-

dom is as a goad at the end of a longer or shorter stick. But

in British India, where a vast section of jMohammedanism is

in more or less peaceful subjection to a Christian power, there

has been afforded for the iirst time an opportunity for friendly

contact with a pure type of Christianity, as represented by

the teachings of the Protestant missionaries. Even here the

circumstances have not been the most favorable. The

Mohammedan has not yet forgotten that he is a dispossessed

ruler and that the white Christian is not only a " Kaffir," an

infidel, but also a victorious rival. Even under such unfavor-

able conditions Christianity has begun to affect Mohammedan-

ism favorably. Under the leadership of the late Syed

Mohammed there is a growing reform in Indian Moham-

medanism. The seat of this reform is in a college at Aligarh.

in Northwest India. The literature of the movement is as

yet scant ; but it has already secured a following, and seems

to dismiss polygamy and many of the objectionable features

of the Koran. It also repudiates the legendary miracles at-

tributed to Mohammed, while it receives him as a prophet,

nor does it meanwhile stint admiration for Jesus Christ. Un-

orthodox, solemnly repudiated by the more bigoted ]\Ioham-

medans, this sect increases in influence and may yet profoundly

affect Mohammedanism. True to its theory this reform repud-

iates any connection with Christianity, and its advocates call

themselves " Naturees," professing to be guided in their re-

form largely by the light of natural religion. The fact is,

however, that with a growing horizon the fierce edge of Mo-

hammedanism is softened among the " Naturees " by the un-

consciously appropriated spirit and teaching of Jesus.

If, on close examination, this briefly outlined theory prove

to have any degree of truth, it will lead us to conclusions

which should hold in them largest inspiration, both for deep-

ening of life in the home Church and for our missionary en-

couragement in foreign lands. (1) Contact with other re-

ligions will force us out of any partial experiences and state-

ments of Christianity born of our own race or national sub-

jectivity. In seeking for community of truth and bonds of

sympathy the other religions force upon our attention the
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need for a rounded system of faith. We shall learn that our

religion holds wider universality of truth than we ourselves

have apprehended. A world-wide missionary Christianity

will therefore be a whole Christianity, and in teaching we

shall ourselves be instructed.

(2) "NYe shall more hopefully forecast the outcomes of Chrisr

tian missionary effort. The battle is joined. The task before

us is stupendous ; the difficulties are very great. The results

have not been altogether encouraging. Nor need we wonder

at this. Theological argument, to which we have been largely

confined, is, as we know, of little avail. When the theological

argument is between peoples who differ in early training, in

the cast of their thought, and in their point of view the value

is exceedingly smaU. But there is, and there must in the end

be, this final method whereby victory shall be gained. When
two religions, each containing some common truth—the one

professing to have all truth, the other granted to have some

measure of truth—when two such religions come together

and live together in peace, whether one shall make much in-

road upon the other by calm temperate argument or not, the

very presence of the one will and must leaven the other.

Side by side, unconsciously, the nobler spirits of the one will

be attracted to the purer, nobler, and more spiritual forms of

truth held by the other. We believe profoundly that there is

in the heart of man, when unstirred by prejudice and not

blinded by passion, a longing for the best God has for him.

Remove from men as far as possible all provocations of re-

ligious strife and all race and national contradictions. Let

him who holds the larger truth deal lovingly and forbear-

ingly with his brother man. He 'can afford to wait ; let him
not then seek to force his weaker brother to travel more
rapidly than his weakness will allow. Then, while he in

i^pirit, in temper, in conduct illustrates the larger truth he
holds, the Holy Spirit will create in his weaker brother a

lunging for the knowledge and the strength he sees in his

more enlightened neighbor, and thus almost unobserved works
the most valuable missionary propagandism. Let the matter
not be misunderstood. • While the largest hope for the spread
<>i Christianity is in its indirect, rather than in its direct, proi>
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agandism she must ceaselessly endeavor to create in all the

lands of the world indigenous native churches ; for it will be

through the native churches, taken from among the peoples

of the various lands, that Christianity will most readily find

the point of contact, the bond of sympathy, and ^vill best illus-

trate the superiority of Christ's personality and teaching.

"While at the beginning the reproach of foreignism may be

brought against the missionary camp, after a native Church

has been formed and begins in its own movement to add to or

subtract from the missionary's statement of Christianity there

will be evolved in each land a native Christian Church which,

in sympathy with its surroundings and in touch with those

mysterious but very real inward tendencies that differentiate

each race from the other, will produce a type of Christianity

which will best commend the Gospel to the nation at large
;

there will be seen a world-wide Christianity with unity in

essentials and widest variations in all else.

And, (3) there should be hung up over the portals of every

missionary society, " "Wanted, men and women of largest

caliber and wai-ni hearts, with passionate love for Jesus Christ,

and with great hospitality of mind and heart for the opinions

and behefs of those whose training differ by a world's diame-

ter—men and ^\'omen who can be trusted to have an insistent

fidelity in essentials, emphasizing conduct, breathing the

spirit of largest love, and at leisure from themselves in all

nonessentials." "With such men and women leading the in-

fant churches in all the lands of the earth Christianity could

not but make large and direct gains, and still more largely

influence the nations of the world, indirectly, by leavening

their religious thought. In a measure all three of these prop-

ositions are already working facts, and the future is rosy

with hope. All the thinking and living of this world is

being swept up into the teaching and life of Jesus.
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

Professor Johx Ty:nt)all, in his essay on " The Scientific

Use of the Imagination," expressed his admiration for the cour-

age of the clergy because they show a manful willingness to

engage in open contest with fair weapons over the conclusions

and theories of science. Speaking as a scientist he says

:

The clergy of England have nerve enough to listen to the strongest views which

anyone amongst us would care to utter ; and they invite, if they do not challenge, men

of the most decided opinions to state and stand by those opinions in open court.

Xo theory upsets them. Let the most destructive hypothesis be stated only in the

language current among gentlemen, and they look it in the face. They forego alike

the thunders of heaven and the terrors of the other place, smiting the theory, if

they do not like it, simply with honest secular strength. In fact, the greatest cow-

ards of the present day are not to be found among the clergy, but within the pale of

science itself.

Whatevee theories men may formulate of the nature, mode,

and extent of inspiration, the fact will remain manifest, and we
may say self-demonstrated, that the Bible is a divinely and
supernaturally inspired book. It is simply impossible that its

authority should ever be set aside, because its contents are of such

quality as to force uj^on men the conviction of its divineness. The
sinful and disobedient feel the sword of its truth, piercing even

to the dividing of the joints and the marrow; and the upright
and pure feel that it satisfies the highest ideals conceivable by
the best man at his best. This heart-searching quality, this

ethical pungency, and this unequaled spiritual loftiness prove it

divine. An authority not to be contemned or resisted resides

m this manifest divineness of the Holy Scriptures. The Re-
formers held that impregnable position, and in agreement with
this the Westminster divines wisely defined inspiration as that

quality of Holy Scripture which proves it to be the word of God.

The following words from so eminent and competent a scholar
as Sir Monier-Williams are timely, weighty, and authoritative:
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Only one name is given among men whereby we may be saved. No other name,

no other Saviour, more suited to India, to Persia, to China, to Arabia, is ever men-

tioned—is ever hinted at. " What," says the enthusiastic student of the science

of religion, " do you seriously mean to sweep away as so much worthless waste

paper all these thirty stately volumes of sacred books of the East just published

by the University of Oxford ? " No, not at all ; nothing of the kind. On the

contrary, we welcome these books. We ask every missionary to study their con-

tents and thankfully lay hold of whatsoever things are true and of good report in

them. But we warn him that there can be no greater mistake than to force these

non-Christian Bibles into confsrmity with some scientific theory of development

and then point to the Christian's Holy Bible as the crowning product of religious

evolution. So far from this, these non-Christian Bibles are all developments in

the wrong direction. They all begin with some flashes of true light and end in

utter darkness. Pile them, if you will, on the left side of your study table, but

place jour own Holy Bible on the right side—all by itself, all alone, and with a

wide gap between.

LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY.

Few things are more misleading and injurious than misno-

mers, vhich are a source of endless mental confusion and moral

depravation. Liberal Christianity is such a misnomer—fre-

quently a mere alias to conceal the identity of infidelity and

rationalism. Much so-called Free Thinking reminds Tenny-

son's readers of his expressive line :

Freedom free to slay itself, and dying whiie they shout her name.

The liberality of liberal Christianity consists chiefly in giving

clean away for nothing much, and sometimes all, that is really

Christian. The teaching of its various apostles varies in form,

but is uniform in its direction and drift as well as in its essen-

tially skeptical quality. The Bible is denied to be exception-

ally inspired. The miraculous is ruled out as forbidden on

grounds metaphysical, scientific, and, some say, even on moral

grounds, being therefore, for manifold reasons, too absurd to

be entertained for one moment by enlightened minds. Judg-

ment is pronounced a priori against the possibility of super-

natural revelation or a superhuman Christ; and it is declared,

in defiance or disregard of all evidence, that no amount of proof

can make such things credible. Undesired evidence is shut out

with much the same spirit as controlled the juror who in the

middle of a case asked the court to excuse him from further lis-

tening, inasmuch as he had already made up his mind and wished

to protect it from being influenced by subsequent testimony.

No evidence of divine communications, interventions, or mani-
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fostations is regarded as having any weight. No explanation

of the existence of anything is found except by going back

aloiif the order of nature, as through a closed and buried con-

duit, to one inconceivably remote hypothetical fountain-head.

Nothing has come from the hand of Deity, unless, perchance,

tlie primal germ or germs hid in the original fire-mist from

which the universe is imagined to have developed. Since that

Iti'fjinning all on earth is unbroken and unaided natural evolu-

tion; and if in heaven or elsewhere there be any God he is re-

tired, reticent, unknown, and unknowable. Monad, mollusk,

mammal, man, by purely natural derivation, is reported to be

tbf history of ascending vital order. Adam is declared to be

an impossibility. The Bible account of the fall of man is abso-

lutely false; it cannot be even allegorically true, for man's

lowest condition was his primitive state. Original righteous-

ness was rudimentary and infinitesimal. The human race began

as beastly savages, scarcely distinguishable from brutes. Reve-

lation is impossible. No message comes from above. The
voice of the Lord was never heard among the trees of any
garden. No law was given to Moses on the quaking mount.

No prophet was ever commissioned to announce, " Thus saith

the Lord." Heaven never " peeps through the curtain of the

dark " to say anything articulate or audible, either to warn the

sinner or to encourage the saint. No divine Son of God has

come to earth to take upon himself our nature. Bethlehem

shepherds never saw and heard a company of angels overhead.

John baptizing at the fords of the Jordan saw no dove descend

upon a holy head. No voice from the unseen was heard on
any mount of transfiguration, nor did Moses and Elias show
themselves. No angel ever sat in an abandoned tomb and said,

"lie is not here, he is risen." All that man knows is what he

has discovered solely by his own efforts. All that he has be-

come is by a merely natural unfolding of innate, inherited po-

tentialities. Positive authentic knowledge of God is nowhere
to be found. The original germ which possibly came from his

hand knew him not, for it did not know how to know any-
thing; and since then he has not been seen or heard of, so that

the atheist knows as much about him as anybody does. The
theories favored, or at least tolerated, by many " liberal Chris-

tian " teachers incline more and more to treat all supernatural
history as legendary. And if at present they stop somewhere

1^—FIFTH SKUIES, VOL. KX.
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short of such sweeping, blunt, and brutal denials of the super-
natural as we have above put into words, nevertheless the drift
IS unmistakably toward comprehensive and remorseless ne^ra-
tion. Doctrines not essentially unlike those which we have
quoted plow their way like glaciers into the Happv Vallev of
our Christian faith, chilling and clay-coloring the streams which
make it glad, freezing and crushing all life and beauty whicli
they touch, and threatening not to leave one bluebell, spear of
wheat, or blade of grass, but to render that sweet, peaceful, an-l
fruitful vale forever uninhabitable for the human soul.
The most deadly assaults upon evangelical Christianity are

those made with studious deliberation, scientific coolness* an,l
the calm dignity of learned self-assurance. It is not the noi^v
crackling tail-end of the infidel crotalus, shaking its rattles, stiV-
ring the gravel, raising the dust, and attracting casual publir
attention, that does the damage; rather it is the quiet scholarly
end, where the brain is and the fangs are, secreting venom anil
injecting a fatal poison into the human circulation; not the
glib-tongued vociferation of a blatant blasphemer, fillino- hi.
pockets by making gaping groundlings laugh with his coarse
and lying caricature of Christian doctrine, but grave, dio-nifie.l
and erudite rationalists with their subtle and mischievoifs theo-
ries and naturalistic interpretations undermining the founda-
tions of our religion.

One of the weapons of the rationalism with which liberal
Christianity consorts is a destructive biblical criticism. So far
as rationalizing critics are intelligent and use the resources an.l
methods of scholarship, they can be suitablv and adequatelv
dealt with and defeated only by superior or k least equal in-
foi-mation and acumen. The battle must, in the nature of the
case, be fought in the cUrection and on the ground whence the
assault is made. This can be done only by faithful and trustv
as well as thoroughly trained and practiced Christian scholars.
studying the Bible along precisely the same lines as the hostile
critics pursue, asking the same questions, weighing the same
materials, traversing the same fields, but repelling the assault bv
disproving the conclusions reached and afiirmed bv such critics.
and showing that the materials used to discredit'the Bible do
rather confirm and strengthen it. The situation does not pre-
clude but imperatively enjoins upon Christian scholars the most
exhaustive study of all questions under discussion touchin-
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itlace of origin, date of composition, authorship, and character

of the books of the Bible, their divine and human elements, their

iiisi)iration and authority, considering in reference to each book

its particular purpose and method, the ideas and circumstances

'of the period of its origin, its unity or compositeness, and all

similar inquiries which can possibly contribute to a full and

correct knowledge of the Holy Scriptures. An enormous re-

sponsibility rests upon evangelical biblical critics. The search-

ing study of the Bible by the friendly and the hostile, ever

keener and more nearly exhaustive, engaging the intelligence of

the Avorld more and more, will go in all centuries to come as for

centuries past. On the part of Christian scholars it needs to be

conducted with caution as well as with thoroughness; with ex-

treme care to be led into no error which may be as a little rift

within the lute that by and by will make the music of the Gos-

pel mute, to make no mistake which shall fracture, rupture, or

fray out the supernaturalness of Christianity. The critics who
handle the Bible should remember that they are handling the

hope of the world, the very life of the human race. The janitor

of a New York hospital submitted to an operation for the re-

moval of a splintered and diseased rib; the surgeon's knife

slipped a little, enough to puncture certain tissues, with the

result that in a few minutes the patient on the operating table

was dead. It is delicate and dangerous business where a single

slip may prove fatal. Biblical criticism is that sort of business.

The shape of the emergency created by destructive biblical

criticism is such as to make evangelical Christendom prize its

loyal, devout, and capable scholars, allowing them freedom to

nse, unhindered by dictation from the unscholarly and in such

manner as they may judge to be most telling and strategic,

the materials, knowledge, and skill now possessed by scholai--

f^hip abreast of the times and familiar with the changing move-
ments of learned thought.

An ever-present peril lies in the possibility of prematurely

accepting proffered theories, reported revolutionizing discoveries,

or rash and excessive inferences. Lord Salisbury, Chancellor of

the Universitv of Oxford, Prime ^Minister of England, and Presi-

'lent of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

warned that association that the greatest danger which besets

scientific research at the present day is " the acceptance of mere
conjecture in the name and place of knowledge." The peril in
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the region of theological and biblical investigation could hardly
be more precisely described than in those identical words. Not
infrequently undemonstrated hypotheses are urged for accept-
ance, and an effort is made to persuade the Church that in defer-
ence to the latest opinions of progressive scholars and in vindi-
cation of its OAs-n intelligence it must at once proceed to modifv
its interpretations and reconstruct its system of doctrine so
as to adjust harmoniously with recent theories and opinions.
Naturally the cautious Church, foster-mother of learning in all

ages, anxious and bound to be always the pillar and ground of
the truth, having in trust the oracles of God, and holding in its

hands as its own peculiar property the fruits of long centuries
of ardent, assiduous, and prayerful Bible study, is slow to tear

down and rebuild its theological house at the bidding of inno-
vational conclusions. Not until an opinion is supported by a

strong consensus of the loyal scholarship of Christendom, so* as

to be generally and steadily accepted, need the Church think of

changing its formula and standards of belief.

THE HARLEQUIN BIBLE.

Motley was the dress of the professional jester. It has re-

cently been put on the Holy Scriptures, in a way which would
be droll were the subject less serious, by costumers whose pas-
sion for colors seems as aboriginal and fantastic as the garb of
the buffoon in early Italian comedy. The reception which the
Polychrome Bible has met must be disappointing if not mortify-
ing to the enterprising and ardent devotees who have produced
it at great cost of labor and money. Even in quarters where it

expected to be hailed with enthusiasm its welcome has lacked
heartiness, and approbation has been meted out sparingly.
One editorial utterance, quoted by Professor Bowne in Tlie

Christian Revelation, p. 67, is a sample:

The examples of polychrome work exhibited thus far do not inspire high hopes.

To see on one page of the book we have been accustomed to call the Bible prinr

in five, eight, ten, and sometimes fourteen different colors is bewildering. To
turn page after page and behold these iridescent and curiously intermingled

shades of the rainbow, is to have an overpowering sense of the inextricable confu-

sion of the text as deciphered by the critics. If we may judge the effect on the

minds of nonprofessional Bible readers by its effect ou our own we are warrante.i

in saying that the polychrome edition will not increase either the better knowledge
of the book or reverence for it among the people.
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Even the most lax of religious journals making any claim to

orthodoxy, a paper which belongs to the left wing of the so-

called New Theology and goes with the forefront of advanced

criticism, says :

The Polychrome Bible tells the studeut what scholars have discovered, or think

tbcy have, concerning the original sources of the Bible, and concerning the nature

of its composition and the material of which it is composed; but it also tells him

what they have guessed ; and he is left to judge as to what is certainly known,

what is reasonably concluded, and what is only shrewdly guessed.

When the readers of the Polychrome Bible have superadded

their guessing to the guesses of the makers of it the result will

be patchwork resembling a crazy quilt. TS'hen literary critics

take a short verse of the Old Testament, divide it into three

or four parts, and assign them to as many different sources, then

would-be learning takes on a likeness to the fortune teller's pre-

tense of knowledge, and criticism can scarcely be distinguished

from charlatanism. The voluble knowingness of the cocksure

dogmatic gnesser invites the remark that he would better tiot

know so much than to know so many things that nobody
knows and that are quite likely not so. The works of advanced

biblical critics call for some such comment as was made on a

small book entitled Religion and (Jonscience in Ancient Egypt:
"Professor Flinders Petrie has contrived to pack into this little

volume an extraordinary amount of interesting, suggestive, and

debatable matter. . . . There are few archaeologists so fertile

in ingenious hypotheses, so tantalizing in the brevity of their

proofs."

Andrew Lang, LL.D., fellow of Merton College, Oxford, and

sometime Gifford Lecturer in the University of St. Andrews,

Scotland, is a scientist of repute in anthropology and cognate

branches, a scholar of wide study and critical ability, a littera-

teur of versatility and genius, author of some twenty volumes, a

thinker of trained faculty, ample culture, varied experience,

and judicial temper. The impression made on such a man
by any offering of scholarship or product of literary criticism

cannot be regarded as of no significance ; his deliberate and

distinct condemnation cannot be tossed aside as ignorant and

imcompetent. His judgment, as printed in Longmans' Maga-
^ne, is not unworthy of reproduction here:

We are to have a new Bible, the " Polychrome Bible." " If the people are to

get the most possible from the Bible they must have it in modern idiomatic Eng-
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lish." I hope they will like it in modern English, say newspaper English. The
type will be in lots of colors. "lu answer to the cry of the people for more
light upon the literary history of the Bible the distinctive polychrome feature

was devised. . . . The people have a right to know the result.s of these studies "

(Biblical Studies, Advertisement). Certainly the people have a right to know, but

the people can only know in one way, and that is by reading a great mauv books

of a tedious character, full of arguments which, for the most part, the people, not

being oriental scholars or logically minded, cannot possibly estimate at their true

value. There is no more a people's path than there is a royal road to learning.

The translators are men of learning, I gladly admit, and the Joseph's coat of many
colors and bright up-to-date English may attract the people. The people may buy

a Polychrome Bible in twenty parts, at from five to' ten shillings a part—and I

hope the spelling is not to be American. But if the people, or anyone, thinks that

the riddle of biblical criticism is mastered, I congratulate them or him on inexperi-

ence of misfortune. It hath been my lot lately to read a good deal of biblical criti-

cism, made in Germany. The method is simple and Teutonic. You have a theory,

you accept the evidence of the sacred writers as far as it suits your theory, and

when it does not suit you say that the inconvenient passage is an " interpolation."

It rnH>it be, for if not, what becomes of your theory ? So you print the inconvenient

passage in green, I suppose, or what not, and then the people know all about it.

Anyone who wishes to see examples may find them in Professor Robertson's Early

Religion of Israel, pp. 146-1-lS, 205. I know this game well. The Germans

have played it with Homer till it would be difficult to find a passage in the " Iliad
"

which has not been denounced as an " interpolation," because it does not fit some-

body's theory. This may be "criticism," but it is not business—no, not if it is

printed in all the colors of the rainbow. If the people really " want to know," if

" the cry of the people is for more light," let the people begin by reading Professor

Robertson's book, where they will find common sense, regard for evidence and for

logic, and a disconcerting sense of humor. Then they can go on to Siade, and I

hope they will find him as comic a logician as I do.

A reader who is not an oriental scholar (as I am none) has no locus stajidi as a

critic of biblical critics where questions of language arise. But when the Teutonic

judges of the Old Testament wander into anthropology, as they often do, then one

knows where to have them. The people of course do not know where to have

them, and are likely to swallow their statements about "animism " and "fetich-

ism," and so on. For instance, they dispute as to Jehovah's name being

Indc>-Germanic,

( Assyrian,

} Babylonian,

Egyptian,

Kenite,

Canaanite.

Is it " the Indo-Germanic root, div ;
"

or Armenian, Astrat

;

or Babylonian, Ja-h.

;

Job. (Moon God !

)

or Egyptian •

Xulc pH link (translated) ;
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or, is the name of Hebrew origin ? *' The people have a right to know." But no-

body knows.

This pastime has long been played with names like Athene or Artemis. " The

people have a right to know the results of these studies." There are no results.

Xobody is one whit the wiser. Of course I do not mean that there should be no

biblical criticism. But if the people think it safe to swallow the variegated the-

ories made in Germany, France, England, or America, the people are wrong, and

oae can only say populm vult decipi. What can we make of criticism when one

leader (Stade) says that Israel was never in Egypt, and another leader (Well-

hausen) says that Israel was in Egypt ? It is as if Principal Rhys vowed that the

English came from Caithness, or never came at all, while Mr. Freeman maintains

that the English came from the Continent. The Eg}-ptian bondage was the comer

stone of Hebrew history. One famous critic takes it away, and another leaves it

standing, and the people may toss up for it. These are the " results " for which

the people are supposed to be yelling. I have actually observed a critic maintain-

ing that the ideas of the decalogue must be much later than Moses. They are

the ideas of the untutored Australian black fellow, who is certainly not a marvel

of moderniie.

This is not written in the interests of orthodoxy, but in the interests of ordinary

common sense. It is just as provoking to see Homer or Herodotus pulled about

by German "ingenuity" as to see the Bible treated in the same way. But the

people are not " a-hollering and a-bellering" for a Polychrome Iliad. They let the

criticism of Homer go by ; they do not care for Homer. For the Bible they do

care, and one can only repeat, " Do not swallow theories because they are German."

Polychrome print is no argument.

I take from Professor Robertson an example of the critical method. Amos the

prophet lived, I presume, in the eighth century before our era. He, according to

criticism, was one of the earliest writers in Israel. Not to dwell on the problem

of the date of the introduction of writing, Amos says som€tJd7ig (chap, v, 2.5).

What he means ' the people have aright to know," but, as far as the translation

goes, it is impossible to tell what he means. In fact, nobody can make any sense

<"'f the passage. However, some critics suppose it to imply that the Israelites, dur-

ing the forty years in the wilderness, were convinced idolaters. This they accept

ns an historical statement of fact. But by their own theory the affair of forty

years in the wilderness, if ever there was such an affair at all, which they doubt,

occurred some five years before Amos, his time, and there was no writing wherein
to record the circumstances. Yet, as the idea that the Israelites were steady idola-

ters in these remote ages is pleasant to the critics, they decide, first, that tfiis is

*hat Amos means, and, next, that on this point Amos is a competent authority.

This is as if I were to say that the Venerable Bede was a good authority for some
event that occurred, or did not occur, in Kintyre about 300 A. D. " It is somewhat
peculiar," says Professor Robertson, " to find writers who tell us that there was no
forty years' wandering in the desert at all, accepting the testimony of Amos in

regard to the religious practices of a time which he so precisely defines "—that is,

t':e said apocryphal forty years. The joke is that critics differ even as to whether
-\mos is talking in the past or future tense. The poor prophet is also supposed to
be speaking both unhistorically and also as a good historical authority at one and
the same time. We would all like to understand the Old Testament better than we
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do, but we shall not understand it at all if we go blindly after criticism of this
highly consistent and logical description. However, the Polychrome editors may
do better. What makes an Englishman ill is the obviously American advertise-
ment about the cry of the people and the people's right to know what nobody
knows. This kind of thing is not knowledge, but opinion, and very polychrome
opinion it is. Xo color box would contain pigments enough to print the contend-
ing opinions of critics withal, if one offered a polychrome manual of criticism.

In the Rainbow Bible, as some call it, criticism offers in com-
pletest possible form its alleged results, according to latest re-

turns from accessible counties of the critical mind up to the hour
when the book went to press ; but, whatever is uncertain, it is

certain that these results will be modified by still later returns.
Indeed, before this rainbow was finished at its latter end, the
colors, not being fast colors, had run together at its beginnino-.
By the time the last chapter was printed, the most progressive
of the critics who made it would declare the book out of date
in parts. In a procedure which, spite of pretensions to be
scientific, is so largely speculative as overzealous innovational
"biblical criticism is, the conclusions are impermanent and un-
stable. As opinion upon each detail is likely to be affected by
the accidental prepossessions, proclivities, supposed interests,

or personal idiosyncrasies of the individual critic, so also is

opinion liable to change even between sundown and daylight,
without any alteration in known facts, simply by the peristal-

tic working of the critic's own mind, forcing its contents for-

ward. The revolution of the earth gives the kaleidoscopic Poly-
chrome a fresh turn daily, the mosaiced fragments tumble apart
and fall into new-arrangement. The intellectual world has more
confidence in the Bible than in the iconoclasts who attempt to
destroy its integrity and discredit its authority. The catalytic
critics who are bent on dissolving its vital unity by means of
conjecture into piecemeal original elements are guilty of a disso-
lute performance. Mr. Lang has written, as he says, not in the
interests of orthodoxy, but in the interests of practical common
sense which listens attentively, ponders cautioush', judges fairly,

and then utters its verdict frankly. This virile good sense has
been heard to remark reflectively that, when a professedly and
properly serious business has made itself ridiculous by absurd
excesses and lost its reputation for sobriety and sanity, it has
committed hari-kari on the doorstep of its enemies, where its in-

creasingly objectionable remains lie entirely at their disposal.
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THE ARENA.

THE ADJUSTMENT OF CHRISTIAN APOLOGETICS TO SCIENTIFIC
HYPOTHESES.

There are certain theological vrriters to-day who seem to think that
the exponents of Christian faith should hasten to adjust their lines of
defense to the latest hypotheses of science and criticism, assuming that
these hypotheses have come to stay, and that th'ey are incontrovertible.
This new system of apologetics is largely a surrender to distrust of the
old defenses of Christianity and a retreat to grounds not nearly so de-
fensible as those of the fathers. In this case apologetics have indeed
become apologies, using the term in the common signification.
At what demand is this retreat made ? At the demand of indisputable

facts that find no other explanation ! No one except a materialist of the
stamp of a Karl Vogt or Ernst Haeckel would dare assume such a position.
We speak the truth when we say it is at the demand of hypotheses that
had their birth in a purpose to get rid of the supernatural in the entire
universe. The idea of the Creator has been repugnant to a certain class
of thinkers, and hence they have sought to push him as far back as pos-
sible from any interposition in the ordering of the cosmos. And thus
was bom evolution of the genetic development type, the transmutation
hypothesis, which has for its support the "natural selection" and "sur-
vival of the fittest " hypotheses of Dartvin. In other words, hypotheses
are built upon hypotheses; and this we are told is the latest and grandest
generalization of science, and the theologian with his immanent God
must change his lines of defense and beat a retreat.

An otherwise excellent article in the January Reroieio on "Recent
Phases of Thought in Apologetics " is written from this standpoint of
surrender. We are given to understand that evolution is "now accepted
by scientific men with substantial unanimity," and that it "requires a
modification in the form of the argument from design." We question it.

When the terni "evolution" is carefully defined it will be found that
many scientific men do not accept the genetic development hypothesis of
Darwin, with its subsidiary hypotheses of " natural selection " and " siu--
Vival of the fittest." Either nature shows design or it does not. That
It does is cleariy manifest in the perusal of Darwin's works, to say noth-
ing of other writers who have accepted his views. Throughout their
writings one will find the words "contrivance," "purpose," "adapta-
tion," -'end" in the teleological sense. So design forces itself on the
very language of the men who seek to get rid of it. Take the eye, for
example. We are told that "a pigment fleck covering the termination
of a nerve" might have begun the evolution of an eye. ^Tio cannot
s^ that, however it may have begun, design is not eliminated from the
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perfect eye ? A contrivance so perfect, so carefully adjusted to the use

of the body, to light and its laws, shows design far more perfectly than

any mechanism of human contrivance. Relations, adaptation of means to

ends, adjustments, selection of materials that must have been intellective

show design, or else the word has no meaning. But a moment's glance

at this hypothesis of a pigment cell on the end of a nerve. Is there one

fact out of which such an hypothesis can be made, to say nothing of the

innumerable steps between this hypothetical cell and a perfect eye?

Has anyone ever watched a pigment cell at the end of a nerve on the

journey to an eye ? And is it for suppositions like this that we are asked

to change our defense of Christianity ? No accumulative amount of this

kind of supposition can make a very convincing argument.

But, further along in this article we are told that the hypothesis of

genetic development is built upon a series of proofs, no one of which

is conclusive as an argument, but all of which taken together estab-

lish the hypothesis and make it "the great intellectual achievement

of the nineteenth century." What are these cumulative proofs ? Ho-

mology of structure, rudimentary organs, successive developments in

embryo from a simple and lower type of structure to the more complex,

the geological record showing an increasing complexity in the order in

which life appeared upon this earth, the similarity of successive faunas

and floras in the same region, and the fact that " the boundary lines of all

groups recognized in zoological and botanical classification grow more

indefinite with increasing knowledge." The writer is right in saying

that no one of these furnishes a sufiicient reason for the hypothesis.

There is no one of them but admits of a rational explanation outside of

the hypothesis. There is no one of them that makes a peremptoiy

demand for such an hypothesis. The geological record is against it. If

the hypothesis were true the transitional types would, beyond all compu-

tation, outnumber the fixed types. What are the facts ? Clearly defined

specific boundary lines in every geological eon, as we find them to-day.

Some of us remember how Professor Huxley handled the little Eohippus

to develop the modern horse, and we conclude that had there been a few

more constructively transitional types they would have reached equal

renown with Eohippus. No, we decline to admit that the Darwinian

form of evolution is to-day of such scientific authority that we will

recede from our teleological defense of theism.

Des Moines, la. T. McK. Stuakt.

"THE SIGXIFICAXCE OF CURRENT RELIGIOUS UNREST."

The article in the Review for July, 1898, bearing above title, has many
excellences, as is always the case with what its author writes. But this

utterance is not like most of those which fall from his pen or Kps; it lacks

definiteness or completeness of statement, so that one is frequently under
the necessity of raising the question, "What does the author mean ?

"
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1. In liis eulogy of evolution it would have been a gratification had he

iuformed us whether, in his opinion, evolution is in itself an ascertained

fact, or a series of settled axioms based on indisputable facts, or merely

'•an hypothesis not true in itself ... for working purposes, one from

which we can reach the firm ground of knowledge." Or is it something

otberthaueitherof these which justifies such extravagant praise and such

complete abandonment of all preconceived theories ?

2. Are we compelled either, on the one hand, to "fight the men who
are exploring for facts " along this line, or, on the other, to accept

without challenge all which by them in their enthusiasm is declared

proved ? Is it to be attributed to "stupidity and stubbornness " if one

waits till sufficient proof has been set forth to demonstrate the truth of

new philosophies ? Does the exercise of the charity for which the

article pleads necessitate the abandonment of all past faiths ?

3. Does this age really demand a new God, since we are informed that

"the God of Moses is not our God ?" Is it necessary to the adequate

explanation of the slaughter of Midian, according to the recent and ap-

proved methods of Bible interpretation, that we should discredit the

statement of I\um. sxv, 17, ''Vex the Midianites, and smite them," by
saying, " Our God would not have allowed Moses, as the God of Moses did

—so he thought—to slaughter to extinction the lilidianites ? " Are there

literary or other reasons for accepting the history of the avenging of Israel's

bcguilement and rejecting its divine authorization, when the same narra-

tive asserts, " The Lord spake imto ^Moses, saying, Yex the Midianites,

and smite them : For they vex you with their wiles, wherewith they

have beguiled you in the matter of Peor," and when elsewhere the Lord
says to Moses, " Avenge the children of Israel of the ^Midianites: after-

ward shalt thou be gathered uuto thy people ? " Is the God of modern
times incapable of punishing a nation ? Is divine vengeance never just ?

Do men never become so vile that to extirpate them is the kindest

for them and the likeliest to secure the benefit of the survivors ? How
did Sodom and Gomorrah perish ? Were Nadab and Abihu buried with

national honors ? Did Korah and his company die in battle ? How
much of biblical history is to be relegated to the domain of myth ?

4. Are we at this date compelled to explain all "progress by means
of resident forces in nature" because of the "ever-widening guK be-

tween naturalism and supernaturalism ? " Is supernaturalism to be aban-

doned because "the supernaturalism of religion is becoming more and
more obnoxious to the naturalism of science ? " Because "supernatural-

ism is separable from religion " does it follow that the supernatural

should be altogether, eliminated from our creed ? Is Sinai a myth ? Did
Moses originate the Ten Commandments ? Was either the Red Sea or

the Jordan divided ? Did anything out of the sphere of the natural

occur in Egypt to secure the emancipation of Israel from the yoke of the

Egyptians ? Or, what mean the words of Christ: " For had ye believed

Moses, ye would have believed me : for he wrote of me. But if ye believe
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not his writings, how shall ye believe my words ? " "Was the Master

mistaken when he affirmed, "Your fathers did eat manna in the wilder-

ness," or was manna a natural product of the desert ? Surely no less is

implied in the words of our author, "What we have called the super-

natural is nothing more than the creation of ignorance and supersti.

tion; " or in these, " There is no manifestation of the supernatural which
does not find its expression in and through the natural."

Again, Dr. Chaffee writes: " New facts, always disquieting to the un-

learned, but the delight of scholars and investigators, came pouring in

upon us from a study of all the natural sciences, whose teaching is that

the world is ruled, not by caprice, but by law ; not through miracles,

but through the agency of natural forces." This statement seems to be

sufficiently definite to preclude mistake as to its meaning. A little before

the place of this quotation charity seemed to require that the author

should be interpreted as meaning that " law " should be so defined as to

include that which is supernatural, that God had made it a law of his

imiverse that he should be expected to arrest the operation of natural

laws when the defense or enlightenment or welfare of his creatures so

required; but in tliis quotation the antithesis of "natm-al forces" with

"caprice" aud "miracles" appears to amount to an.absolute and un-

equivocal denial of miracles under any definition. Does the author

mean that when "the Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit that

we are the children of God " this testimony to our inner self is by a "nat-

ural force " like gravitation ? Are regeneration, sanctification, glorifica-

tion successive steps in a process in which we may see the operation of

law—"the same law throughout infinite space, a natural law which is

measurable and can be formulated ... a substitute for the anthropo-

morphic arm, the arm of the Almighty which upholds all ? " Is this

measurable law the author's substitute for that arm?

Or, was Christ's birth from a virgin a result of the operation of a

"natural force?" Did he cleanse the lepers, cure the blind, raise the

dead, and comfort the heart of the disciples by revealing the nature of

the " place " which he should " go to prepare " for them by the processes

of "law V And, being at last " dead and buried," was it "natural law"
which raised him from the dead to eternal triumph and a seat at the

right hand of the Father ? Or, if these things cannot be referred to the

operation of " natural law," are they also to l)e relegated to the domain of

exploded myths, because, forsooth, science has neither microscope, nor

solvent, nor scalpel with which to analyze these mysteries ?

If this scientific process is the only way to escape "the scorn of intel-

ligence while we indulge in the feat of verifying all the myths aud mira-

cles of the Jewish Church and people," we might choose "rather to

suffer affliction with the people of God, than to enjoy the pleasures of"

science "for a season." For the "scorn of intelligence" and the "re-

proach o€ Christ" are " greater riches than the treasures" of such science

as robs us of the supernatural, of a personal God who is unfettered by the
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laws of his own origination, and of a plan of salvation which makes light

not merely of earthly potentates seeking the destruction of the Lord's
anointed, but also of stars and systems and sciences which impede their
normal development. Of all such scientific processes it is written by the
psalmist, "He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the Lord shall
have them in derision."

O^atoixna, Minn. H. G. Bilbie.

DEPRAVITY.

Two articles appeared in dL^erent issues of the "Arena" for 1898 which,
if not misunderstood, seem to the writer to be unscriptural, uumetho^
distic, illogical, and dangerous. The first declares that, " as to man's
total depravity, it is nonexistent, save in the imagination of the most
cast-iron Calvinist. It is impossible among finite creatures, and is no-
where taught in the Scriptures." If not to"tal, then it must have been
somewhat, or partial. If partial, then some degree, some trace, some
germ of moral goodness or righteousness must have remained in man's
moral constitution. If so, that moiety would be rewardable and pos-
sible of growth, and to that extent would supersede the necessity of an
atonement. Such an increase in moral excellence might progress to per-
fection of character under favorable and possible conditions, and thus
make the tragic scene on Calvary a cruel, needless spectacular mockery.
Is not the following, rather, the true view ? The depravity resulting from
man's fall was entire, " total," it was as completely so as that of angels
that fell, leaving no trace of moral excellence remaining; but simulta-
neous with the fall the benefits of the atonement through "the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the worid " provisionally and prospectively
took effect, thus extending the probation of the first pair, so that what-
ever of good may be discoverable in man is wholly due to the measure of
" the free gift " that has come " upon all men unto [in order to] justifi-
cation of life." Thus is salvation all of grace.
The second article teaches that "all depravity arises out of actual

transgressions. Each one's personal sin is what brings it [depravity] to
him, not that of an ancestor, near or remote." To this I reply that
Adam and Eve became depraved by willfully and knowingly yielding
to temptation. Infants, before they are capable of temptation and in°
telligent action, manifest unmistakable evidence of depravity in selfish-
"ess, anger, resentment, and other ways. And in some form or manner
tins manifestation is universal. Whence comes it ? "The wicked are
estranged from the womb: they go astray as soon as they be born, speak-
ing lies." Nevertheless, everyone, from his birth to the end of his pro-
bation, is every moment under the remediable provisions of the atone-
iK-nt of Christ, and all who die before they become accountable are
Kaved in virtue of the same.

Jctclsontille, III. W. F. Short.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

REPLENISH THE SOURCES.

There is constant waste everywhere. The physical system tends to

decay, and must have proper nourishment in order to perform its func-

tions. A physician giving advice for the preservation of health insists

_
on the taking of sufHcient food, and -that of the best character, as ab-

solutely essential. Attention to the quality and amount of sustenance

is the modern method for the retention and recovery of bodily vigor.

Tliis observatioQ applies equally to the person who is constantly per-

forming mental or spiritual labor. There is a tendency to exhaust

resources which we have without replenishing the sources.

This is evidently the case with the Gospel minister. He is persistently

drawing upon the reservoir of mental and spiritual strength which has

been accumulated in his previous studies and experiences. His years of

training in academy, college, and theological seminary have not only

disciplined his faculties, but have given him experiences and supplies

of information which are of great value in meeting the responsibilities

of his early ministry. He brings to his duties not only physical, but

mental freshness, which causes him to be heard with pleasure, so that

often he is preferred to those of greater maturity of thought and wisdom.

He is drawing on his accumulated materials, and is in danger of think-

ing that the well of his knowledge and experience is fathomless, and of

ceasing to replenish the sources which are, unconsciously to himself,

diminishing. It is against this unconscious loss that the young
preacher needs to be warned. Just as the man with impaired physical

strength goes forward, boasting that he was never so well or so vigorous

in his life, while his failing power is well known to others, so the min-

ister goes forward, often completely unaware that his resources are

giving out, although the fact is quite apparent to those who receive

his ministrations.

There is a remedy within the reach of everyone if not deferred until

the case has become chronic, and that is to replenish the sources. He
should secure abundant supplies and continue to do so imtil the time

comes in the order of nature when it is at once a duty and privilege

to rest. He should replenish the sources of spiritual supply. "We have

recently called attention to the Holy Scriptures as the fountain of spiritual

truth, but we are now considering the inner life, the secret place of the

soul, where God dwells by his Spirit as the Comforter and the Sanctifier.

There is danger that the professional performance of spiritual functions

may lead one to forget his own need of spiritual counsel and of fresh

spiritual experiences. There must be new experiences of divine things,

new repentance for transgressions, new baptisms of power, if one would
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keep from decay in spiritual life. . These results may be secured by

mingling in the society of the more saintly members of the congrega-

tion, especially those who have a deep consciousness of God in the soul.

They are often unschooled in worldly lore, but they are profoundly read

in the things of the Spirit; they have not tasted to any great extent of the

springs of human wisdom, but they have drunk deeply from the river

that flows " hard by the throne of God." Many preachers have found their

visits to the afflicted to be seasons of great spiritual refreshing, and they

have received from their pastoral visits more than they have imparted.

It is not, however, to urge the method of replenishing the supplies of

spiritual grace that this is written. With this the minister of the Gospel

is acquainted, both theoretically and experimentally. But our purpose

is to impress upon the young minister the great necessity of keeping the

spiritual life ever fresh and vigorous by a constant replenishing from the

great fountain which is constantly open and from which all may freely

draw at their pleasure.

This will not, however, be sufficient. The minister must also replen-

ish his intellectual sources. If one will study himself with care he will

often discover that his thoughts revolve ih a circle and that his realm of

thinking is in reality very small. He has by habit placed himself within

certain limitations beyond which, after a while, it becomes difficult to

pass. In fact, he becomes pleased with the boundaries of his intel-

lectual movements, and neither sees nor cares to see the great world of

truth pertaining to his own chosen profession which lies within easy

reach. The minister is, indeed, a man of one book, but how manifold

are the realms of thought and action which that book unfolds and with

which it is associated in the thought of men ! The Christian literature

which is related to the life and work of the ministry is marvelous, both

as to its quantity and quality. He should give his attention to the

choice works which have been placed within his reach. Some are old

and some are new. The great mass of literature neither his time nor

his necessities will allow him to study, but the choice thoughts of the

choice thinkers must not be passed by. The Review and other period-

icals contain notices of the new books which are most worthy of study

and reading, and from those the minister may readily select those most

suitable to his own modes of thinking and his conscious mental needs.

We are not at this time emphasizing what the minister shall read, but

are saying that he should read the choice productions which are calcu-

lated to give fullness and freshness to his intellectual life. *' Reading

makes a full man." Let the minister keep the fountain full, replenish

the sources, and then, as often as he comes to draw water from the wells

of salvation, he will find abundant resources, both spiritual and intel-

lectual, and there will be no mental or spiritual decadence in his pulpit

or pastoral ministrations.

If he would keep the sources replenished it must be done steadily,

not spasmodically. To preserve our bodies in physical vigor it is in-
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sisted upon that we take our food regularly. Irregular eating, even of
proper food, cannot build up the human body to its best conditions for

work. No more can the intellectual and spiritual life be kept vigorous
by irregularity in the times of reading and study. Growth, to be genu-
ine, must be by normal, not by abnormal, processes. It is true one may
by setting aside a part of a year for study lay up a supply that may be
useful afterward, but the surest way is by the constant employment of
spare moments or tlie regular use of regular times for special subjects.

This, however, is apart from the present purpose, which is to impress
upon younger ministers the importance of constantly repleaishing the
sources of spiritual and mental power.

THE SPIRIT OF THE PULPIT.

The modem newspaper prides itself on its timeliness. It represents
not only the spirit of the age or the period, but even the spirit of the
precise time in which it is issued. One needs only to examine any first-

class newspaper, to gather what men are thinking about. At present
and for mouths past the chief subject of interest has been the recent
war and the probable results. The pervading spirit of the time is that
of militarism and governmental responsibilities.

So, too, there is a religious spirit, wliich is expressed largely by the
utterances of the pulpit. In this respect a marked change has come over
the spirit of preaching, especially in our large cities. There was a time
when the form of preaching was mostly textual and exegetical, and the
current topics were the fundamentals of Christian doctrine, such as re-

pentance and faith, regeneration, adoption and sanctification, and the
duties of life as founded upon texts of Holy Scripture, While these
topics are not omitted it is clear that they do not constitute the current
form of presenting truth in the centers of influence, where tides of
opinion meet and whence they diverge,

,
The spirit of the pulpit is shown, in part at least, by the announce-

ments of the topics for any given Sabbath, The writer has before him
a great metropolitan newspaper containing a list of the subjects on which
many of the pastors proposed to preach on a recent Sabbath. It shows
that out of about eighty announcements of religious services fiftv-five

did not contain the topics of discourses. A number indicated the na-
ture of the exercises, such as " Sunday School and Bible Classes," the " Ser-
vice of Song," "Classes in the Present-day Problems," the "Bible
Class," and " Studies in the Life of Jloses," assigning the hour for each.
These, with the preaching services, constituted a full day. Some of the
notices did not give the preacher's subject, but announced the special

music that would be rendered at the service. If we turn to the topics
announced they are of great variety. There were some which
might be designated as evangelical, that is, as touching the vital truths
of spiritual life, such as *' Jesus Christ, Son of God, and Son of man,"
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"His Gracious "Words," "John with Jesus hastening to Calvary,"

"Faith and Courage," and " Christ Seeking Entrance into the Individual

Life." Others were of the religious ethical type and calculated in their

fViiugelical teaching to develop Christian character, as: "The Character

uf Samuel," "' An Earnest Life," "Moralizing and Christianizing Men,"

and "A Review of Methods." Some of the topics were of vital Chris-

tian truth, leaving something uncertain, however, as to the precise form

of the message to be expected, as " Open Windows," " Peace on Earth,"
•' The Faith of Khoda," " The Story of a Sin," " Climbing Mount Gera-

zim," "The God tliat Answers by Fire," "Christ's Captivity of the World's

Thought," " Sold Out at a Sacrifice," " An Old Man's Song in the Tem-
ple," "Signs of the Times," and "The Gospel for New York City."

Tlien there were topics of an ethical or scientific character, which

might serve as the basis of a lecture or a sermon, as: " The Protestant

Hero of Canada," "The Responsibility of the Individual," "The Edu-
cational Development of our Native Americans in our Southern Moun-
tains," "What the Bible Says about Laughter," "The Fire and the

Calf," " Scenes of the Long Ago," " The Huguenot Churches of France,"

and " What do the Stars Teach ?
"

In the list to which reference is made there were a number of

services by societies or individuals, not under the organization of the

Churches, whose topics are worthy of study, as: "The Seventh Chapter

of Revelation," "Spirit," "Water of Life," " Keely, the Fakir,"

"Outline Statement— Scientific Religion," and " Conditions of the Hap-

l>iness of Homes." Such is a general summary of the announcements of

topics in a newspaper for one Sabbath, as they appeared under the gen-

eral head of "Religious Notices."

It has already been stated that more than half the announcements of

religious services did not state the topics of the preachers. This

seems to be a large number relatively, and may indicate a tendency to

omit the public announcement of pulpit topics. The subjects adver-

tised seem, as a whole, both healthful in tone and also instructive. A
good while ago the writer had occasion to call attention in the "Itin-

erants' Club " to the trivial character of many of the subjects of sermons

announced in the pulpit notices, and it appears that the present list is a

decided improvement on the one he then reviewed. If a criticism were

suggested it would be that the number in the first class is not large

enough. It is to be presumed, however, that the majority of those who
did not announce their subjects intended to preach on texts which do

not yield readily to topical treatment. No exception can be taken to

purely ethical subjects, unless they are divorced from the ethics of

Christianity, which we fear is the case in a few instances. Altogether,

a careful study of the list of topics will show a profound interest in the

great problems of life and destiny. And we may not despair of the

Church or the nation so long as the teachings of the pulpit are in har-

luony with those of the great Teacher.
20 I'lFTH SERIES, VOL. XT.
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AROILfflOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

THE HEBREW ECCLESIASTICUS,

There is no portion of tlie Old Testament Apocrypha that, for varions^

'reasons, has presented more difficulties or has been more productive of

discussion than the book called, from its name in the Vulgate, '

' Ecclesias-

ticus." The title of this apocryplion in the Septnagint, thi'ough which it

has come to us, is "The "Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach." The origin

of the book is far from clear. Nothing except the name is positively

known of the author. But that the book was originally written in

Hebrew seems to be founded on a reliable tradition, accepted by the

best Jewish and Christian authorities. Several rabbis in various ages

quote from Sira (now written Sirach) ; but though they write in the

Arama-au, that is, rabbinical Hebrew, the citations are invariably in

pure classical Hebrew—a clear proof of the language of the original.

Jerome also distinctly states that he liimself had seen the Hebrew orig-

inal of this book.

The short prologue to Ecclesiasticus, like that of Job, is in prose,

though the book itself is cast in a poetical mold. It is written in

Greek, and is e-sidently from the pen of the translator of Ecclesiasticus.

The following words from this Greek introduction are self-explanatory:

"Ye are intreated to read with favor and attention, and to pardon us if

in any parts of what we have labored to interpret [that is, translated] we
may seem to fail in some of the phrases. For tilings originally spoken

in Hebrew have not the same force in them when they are translated

into another tongue." This citation shows plainly that the translator

had some misapprehension regarding the merits of his efforts, and hence

this semiapologetic tone. That Ecclesiasticus in its Greek dress is a

poor piece of work is universally admitted. This being true of the

Greek, how much more so must it be of the later versions based

upon so imperfect a translation ! The violent transpositions, the many
disconnected passages, the omission of one or more parallels, the many
clumsy circumlocutions and evident interpolations all betray poor work.

It was no easier two thousand years ago than now for a novice to make

a translation having the combined merits of elegance and accuracy. To
render the idiomatic expressions of one language into those of another

was never easy, especially when these phrases are popular proverbs

and such short, idiomatic expressions as abound in the writings of Jesus

ben Sirach. The translator of Ecclesiasticus may have been proficient

in Greek or Hebrew, but certainly not in both. This accounts for the

many deficiencies in his version. It has been common for less conscien-

tious translators in all ages to omit what defied translation, and to mis-

translate or paraphrase what v.as imperfectly understood by them.
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In view of these facts the discovery of a single leaf of Simch's work
in tlie original Hebrew was liailed witLi delight by biblical students

everywhere. This stray leaf was brought from Egyj>t to England by ilis.

Lewis and Jlrs. Gibson, and along with a large number of other ancient

documents was submitted to Dr. Schechter, the eminent reader in Tal-

nuidic at the University of Cambridge, who ideutitied it as a part of

Sira's apocrj-phou, namely, cap, 39, 15; 40, 7. The discovery and iden-

tification of this single leaf led to the identifitcaion of some other simi-

lar leaves at the Bodleian library. At any rate the discovery at Oxford
was made public just about the same time as that at Cambridge. The
Bodleian manuscript is without doubt a part of the same book to wliich

the leaf brought from Egypt belonged. They connect directly. Only one
verse is missing. The Oxford leaves contain cap. 40, 9; 49,11. Thus we
have now about one fifth of the entire book. As there are yet a very

large number of manuscripts and papyri to be examined, may we not

hope that the remaining leaves may yet be found ?

In order that the reader may form some idea of the inaccuracies of the

Greek version, let us now place the tradition of cap. 40, 8-11, in parallel

columns with the original Hebrew :

Picmsed English Yerdonfrom the Grctk. T7ic onr/uwl ITehrew by Dr. SchcchU:

.

8. It is thus with all flesh, from 8

man to beast, and upon sin-

ners sevenfold more.

9. Death, and bloodshed, and 9. [Pestilejuce and bloodshed,

strife, and sword, calamities, fever and drought, devasta-

famiue, tribulation, and the tion and destruction, evil

scourge

:

and death.

10. All these things were created 10. Against the wicked evil is cre-

for the wicked, and because ated, and because of him ruin

of them came the flood. departeth [not?]

11. All things tliat are from the 11. All things that are from the

earth turn to the earth again: earth return to the earth: and

and all tltings that are of the that which is from the

waters return into the sea. height returneth to the height.

The exact time when Sirach wrote his book is not known; even the

one reference for fixing the date is confusing. Sirach's grandson, who
translated the book into Greek, iufonns us that he went into Egyjit

during the reign of Euergctes. There were two kings of that name, Eu-
orgetes I, who reigned from 24G-S-23 B. C, and Euergetes IT, called also

Ptolemy ^^[I who reigned from 145-1 IG B. C. Unfortunately, we have
110 means 'of deciding which of these two ruled over Egypt at the time
111 question. Thus it is impossible to determine with absolute precision

the date of either the original work or the Greek translation. But
whether Sirach wrote, in the fmn-th or third century B. C, the discovery
is an important one. For, as Dr. Schechter well says, "Apart from their
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semisacrcd character the Siracli discourses restore to us the ouly gcuu-

ine docuiucQts of the Grecian-Greek period (from about 450 until about

160 B. C), the most obscure in the whole of Jewisli liistory."

The discovery of the fragment shows also that classic Hebrew was writ-

ten long after the captivity. It is, moreover, a source of great eucouragf-

ment to the archa-ologist who is patiently toiling among the bulled

treasures of the ancient world ; for who can doubt that more than cue

Hebrew Gcuizah has yet surprises in store for the biblical student who

patiently prosecutes his investigations ?

KESEARCH IX PALESTINE.

Palestine very naturally continues to attract the eyes and hearts of

biblical scholars the world over. The study of antiquities in this

ancient laud is at present receiving unusual attention. The various re-

ligious orders in Jerusalem are Avakiug up as from a long lethargy,

intent on becoming better acquainted with the archa;ology of the Holy

City and th.e land made sacred by the saints of old. Among these the

Dominican Lrotliers, especially the French, deserve special mention.

They .show great zeal in identifying ancient sacred places in and around

tiie city. Then there is " Der Deutsche Verein zur Erforscliung Pal-

SEstina's." This society is under the control of a large number of emi-

nent German scholars, among them Professoi-s Kautzsch, Socin, Bickell,

Buhl, Kicpert, and many otliers in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

There are also several distinguished Germans in Palestine who belong to

the society and take active part in its work, such as Dr. Conrad Schick,

of Jerusalem, and Dr. Schumacher, of Haifa. Of late years this society

has been paying especial attention to the country " beyond Jordan." It

has already made important discoveries in the Hamvan and southern

Bashan. The jnaps and charts prepared under its direction are very

accurate. Dr. Schick is an enthusiastic archa'oloo-ist, and watches

every excavation of whatever nature in and around Jerusalem. Prince

Rupprecht, of Bavaria, during his recent trans-Jordanic travels was

greatly impressed with many extensive ruins, and more especially with

those of Jerash, which he very fitly denominated as " a second Pom-
peii." He will undoubtedly sec to it that a scientific and thorough ex-

ploration will be made by some competent persons among these ruins.

The still more recent visit of Emperor William, who is naturally of a

religious turn of mind, and who is on excellent terms with the author-

ities at Constantinople, will aid materially in stirring German scholars

to a more thorough work in Palestine.

One of the chief agencies, hoM'ever, in this field is the Palestine Ex-

ploration Fund, having its headquarters at London. This society has

been more or less actively at work for more than a generation. It has

enlisted the sympathy of many distinguished men of letters and influ-

ence in all Englisli-sjjeakiug countries. One of its principal workers is
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Dr. Bliss, who, though bora in Syria, is yet in pusli and sympathy an

American and an alumnus of Amherst College. His work in Palestine

may be compared to that of Professor Flinders Petric in Egypt. His

efforts during the past few years have been rewarded with considerable

success. The results of his excavations at Lachish were all that could

be expected. Not so, however, the three years' work at Jerusalem.

This is not difficult to explain. It is no easy matter to carry on excava-

tions in or near a city so densely populated as Jerusalem. The Moham-
medans always regard work of this kind, if conducted by Christians, with

more or less suspicion. Very few ignorant peasants care to see their gar-

dens dug up, or even a miserable old stable torn down, in the interests of

archaeology. Dr. Bliss's work at Jerusalem, hov.'ever, was not entirely

without profit, as may be seen from his recently published volume, en-

titled E<rcavations at Jerusalem, 1S94-1S97. Two entire chapters are

devoted to the discussion of the objects found. One is entitled

" Minor Discoveries," and another, "Various Discoveries on the "West-

ern Hill." Perhaps the most interesting chapter of the book is that

which contains a very full sketch of the Avails of the Holy City, bat-

tered down and rebuilt, as they have been, no less than a score of times.

Dr. Bliss thinks that liis three years' work has brought some facts to

light that will facilitate the study of Jerusalem in the following periods

of history : the Jebusite, the Solomonic, the late Jewish kingdom, the

Herodian, and the Latin.

But, judging from the actual number of the articles found during the

recent excavations, the results are indeed meager when compared with

the achievements at Nippur, Nineveh, or some of the Egyptian sites.

Nevertheless, these tireless workers are not discouraged; for, no sooner

had the time granted by the Ottoman government for excavating ex-

pired than another appeal w^as made to the sultan for a new firman, so

that operations might be commenced in other localities. After the

usual delays in obtaining such permits the Palestine Exploration Fund
is once more at work, this time in ancient Philistia. Dr. Bliss is full of

hope, as may be seen from the following words written by him in

the last "Quarterly Statement." "We quote at some length, so as to

give our readers the exact location of the new field of operations:

"Now a word in regard to what we may hope for in the next two

years. Our work at Tell el Hesy showed that Palestine is a very impor-

tant center, and that a site where the ruins are of mud brick is ex-

ceedingly important, because mud brick is a wonderful conservator of

antiquities. We have applied for an area including ten square kilo-

metres, in which area may be found four important sites. Tell es Sail,

Tell ej Judeidoh, Zakariya. and Khurbet Ddikerin. All of these

sites, with the possible exception of the last, show signs of being Israel-

itish, or certainly pre-Roman. Tell es Safi was the Blanche Garde of

the Crusaders, and therefore we may have to work our way througli

niodern remains before we come to the more ancient site."
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

WORLD'S 5IISSI0NARY CONFERENCE.

The vreekly religious j)ress will sufficiently advertise the fact that there

is to be held in New York City, the last eleven days of April, nest year,

a General Missionary Conference similar to that held in Loudon in 18S8.

It is not to give a notiticatiou of the Conference that this paragraph is

written, but that all emphasis possible in tliese pages shall be laid upon

the great dignity and importance of the proposed convention. The

plans for the Conference have been maturing for tlu-ce years. A com-

mittee appointed at the Annual Conference in 189G has been in communi-

cation with the different Protestant missionary societies of the w^orld, and

has met with most gratifying responses from all of those bodies. There

seems to be a very general appreciation of the plan for rounding out the

century with a survey of the work which has been accomplished in the

past and with a discussion of the outlook lor future success.

Some conception of the Conference may be obtained from the fact that

while in 1888, at the Conference in London, there were 1,759 delegates

in attendance, it is hoped to double that number next year. There are

about two hundred societies whose Avork is to be represented, and it is

hoped to have missionaries present from every part of the world. The
plan of the Conference is to have a few general sessions and a number of

sectional meetings where specific topics can be discussed. Papers will

be presented by experts on the different topics, and these will be fol-

lowed by short addresses. It is also planned to secure the attendance of

the delegates in different cities of the country; and it is hoped that

miniature conferences may thus be held, and that the presence in those

centers of so large a body of men who are directly interested in mis-

sionary work and closely connected with it may arouse a still greater

interest in the great cause.

The gravity of the occasion must be realized. A great movement of

the century is to be passed in review. Tlic Churches have contributed

millions of money for the spread of the Christian religion among non-

Christian peoples, and the operations have covered wide-extended and
remote districts. There is no region so difncult of access, whether in

mountain fastness or tioj^ical nioiass, that the evangelist has not planted

his foot there. There is no tribe, however debased and brutal, however
bruised with the slave yoke or broken in s])irit by other forms of cruelty,

but some one has made clTort to reach it. Does it all pay ? The wealth,

intellect, and culture exjiended by noble men and women must all be

accounted for. If tliorc is to be girding for the future there is need of in-

telligent concert. And doubtless all this will be realized, for this Confer-

once is not confined to any one Church or country, every foreign missionary
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society of Christeudora, ns well as all societies in tlie United States,

having been invited to send delegates.

The prositeclive topics arc analytical and broad. "VVe may name only

the chief, but these will suffice to indicate the scope of the proposed dis-

cussions. They include the essential elements of foreign missions; the

present duty of Protestant Christendom to foreign missions; the results

of one hundred years of mission work; missionary agencies; the Bible

and Christian literature in mission fields; the relations of foreign mis-

sions to home churches; missionary methods; the division of the foreign

field; missionary comity; the relations of foreign missions to politics and

diplomacy and the peace of the world ; woman's work for women ; lit-

ererary work ; the special providential demands of foreign missionary

enterprise; the relation of students and other young people to foreign

missions; the relation of missions to particular evils; the relation of

Christian missions to other religions; the support of missions by home
churches; the possible power of the pastor in awakening and sustain-

ing the missionary spirit; the present crisis in missions; and the out-

look for the coming centurv.

THE VITALITY OF ISLAM.

"We have more than once taken occasion to j;>oiut out the decline in

the territorial extent of tlie political power of Mohammedanism, but

that by no means signifies the decline of its vigor. Besides, it has re-

cently ])een fortified politically at several points. The visit of the Em-
peror of Germany to Jerusalem, as the guest of the Sultan of Turkey,

has had the cfi'ect among ^Moslems to add greatly to the prestige of the

Sublime Porte, if it has not also assured Ahmed II of the support of

Germany in an emergency. This, as diplomacy goes, is a warrantable

assumption. In the Egyptian section of Islam the triumph of the Brit-

ish in the Upper Soudan leaves Mohammedanism more firmly established

than it has been for a long time. The overthrow of the Mahdi as an

erratic and fanatical revolutionist might seem to be a check to Islam,

but in truth it reestablishes the regular organization of Moslem society,

>vith a guarantee of stability that nothing else could do. Everybody
knows the triumph which has been won by Islam, also, in the failure of

the European powers to call the sultan to book in the matter of the

Armenian massacres.

Besides all this there has been of late a rapid extension of Moham-
medan propagandism in Central Africa, the Western Soudan, Northwest
and Southeast India, China, and all the Malaysian Islands, especially

Java and Borneo, Dr. Ilartmann, a member of the famous Oriental

Seminary faculty in Berlin and a recognized authority on Eastern affairs,

Bays: *'The iMahdistic iufluence h;'s affected a vast number of peoples

throughout Korthern Africa; and the European protagonists of Moham-
uiedauism, the empire of tlic Turks, have inaugurated movemehts on
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a grand scale to spread the teachings and tenets of their religion. The

sultan himself is under the absolute control of fanatical dervishes, and

is filled v-'ith the ambition of establishing Moslem ideas everywhere.

Immense sums go everj' year for missionary purposes to the Cape, to

China, to Liverpool, to Isew York, although a goodly portion of this

money never leaves the ' pious ' hands to which it is intrusted. But

the movement which has its headquarters in the Yildiz-Kiosk is by no

means of insignificant proportions, and all the more so since the self-

consciousness of the Moslems and their self-confidence have been mate-

rially increased through recent political events. In all corners of the

earth Christianity and Mohammedanism arc coming into collision, and

the indications are that a struggle for the mastery is inevitable. The
Moslems are burning Avith anxiety to see such a crisis and conflict; hut

Christianity does not seem to be in a condition to welcome the struggle,

as, especially in Europe, it would be almost absolutely impossible to

enthuse the masses for a religious contest to the same degree as is pos-

sible among the Mohammedan peoples."

The explanation which Dr. llartmanu gives of the inability of the

Christian world to meet this impact is suggestive. The kernel of orig-

inal Christianity has in the course of time been covered with a shell of

political and other interests, and beneath these externals it is often dif-

ficult to rediscover that winch is genuine Christianity. It strikes us

that Dr. Hartraann is less analytical, liowever, when he says that "the

teachings of the prophet of ]\[ccca have not been dimmed or changed

by later development." Surely anyone familiar with Islam ought to

know better than that. In truth, the Koran and its teachings are not

apprehended by millions of modern converts in India, Malaysia, and

Africa. They know enough to say, " There is no God but God, and

Mohammed is his prophet," but otherwise they are the same heathen as

before, or have made a composite faith of their own, as in Java, where

Mohammedanism, which is distinct from any other religious system, is

known as " Javanism." Nevertheless, Dr. Hartmann's caution is timely.

" At any rate the peoples of Europe should never forget that the spread

of Mohammedanism is a great danger to Christian civilization and
culture, and that cooperation among themselves against tlie extension

of its influence and power is one of the crying needs of the hour."

OUR COXTEXTIOX WITH TURKEY.

The claims made by missionaries against Turkey arc not for damages
done to property by the Koords and others in Armenia. It is true that

the only parties demanding redress are missionaries, but it is not as

missionaries that they aj^pt-ar in the political and diplomatic arena.

They had business establi^ihments, in the fonn of schools, where fees

were received ; they conducted the manufacture and sale of books and
carried on tlic priictice of nu-diciue; and these occupations were dis-
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tinctly sanctioned by tlie sultiiu as business enterprises. It is more tlian

three quarters of a century since American missionanes first entered

Turkey under a well-established law of the Turkish government formu-

lated over three hundred years ago. Under this general concession,

which dominates all Asia far more than any legislators or conquerors,

American missionaries have for several decades successfully prosecuted

their distinctly professional business in various parts of the Turkish

empire. They were conceded by this law the rights of worship, of

publication, and of education, not as missionaries, but in common with

all other resident non-]Moslems. No professions were excepted, any

more than were merchants, uor })ave these Christian workers claimed any

other immunity.

It is not as missionaries conducting a propaganda that any claim is

instituted for damages, but as foreigners resident in tlie empire and

entitled to the protection of life and property. By the burning and

sacking of a mission station at Harput one hundred thousand dollars

worth of property was destroyed in 1895-96. Secretary Olney said

there Avas satisfactory evidence tliat this destruction was to be attributed

to the neglect of t'ne native officials to prevent or check these depreda-

tions, and to the fact that the soldiers of the Turkish empire took an

active part in the robberies. The missionaries asked for a guard in

time to have been furnished with protection. This w^as not sent till the

rioting was at its height, Avhen the Turkish soldiers joined with the

mob. It thus appears that the army, if not the officials, was in com-

plicity with the rioters.

An editorial of the Observer thus puts the case: " Our claim for in-

demnity is thus not merely for injury done by mobs, as in the' case of

the British, French, and Italian governments, which are also demanding

damages from the porte for losses sustained at the same time, but for

injury done by the direct agents and representatives of Turkey. Isow,

it is a sound rule of international law that aliens are entitled to protec-

tion in life and property as fully as citizens of the State in which thoy

reside, and that when they suffer losses reparation should be made.

Even though its soldiers did not share in the pillage of the mission

buildings the poiie would thus be responsible for the acts of the mob
within its jurisdiction, and so should recognize the obligation to reim-

burse the sufferers which civilized nations everywhere assume, and

which this government has fulfiHed in cases of mob violence to citizens

of China. Xevertheless, it has persistently refused to do so, though it

is explained that there is no intention to discriminate against the United

States, the European governments having leceived no promise of set-

tlement of their claims, or even recognition of them. If this refusal

indicates a fixed purpose on the part of the porte to evade a plain inter-

national obligation, and Minister Strauss yji'oves no more successful than

his predecessors in effecting an adjustment, a very critical situation will

iiavc been reached."
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Samuel Eck.

SOME LEADERS OF THOUGnT.

The resurrection of Jesus is a theological problem that
Will not dowu. Ou the one baud many are unwilling to accept it as an
historical fact; on the other, it is felt by all German thinkers except the
most supcrlieial that the belief of the primitive disciples demands expla-
nation. In October, 1898, a company of theologians, all of ^vhom ad-
here more or less consciously to the liberal school of Albrecht Ritschl
met in Eisenach, Gennany, noted as the home of Luther for four years
of his schoolboy life, to discuss the signillcance of the resurrection of
Jesus for the early Christians and for those of our day. One of the
prmcipal speakers ^Yas Samuel Eck. His address as now printed in
pamphlet form, under the title, Ucler die Bedeutung der Ai,ferstehung
Jem far die Vrgemeiade und fur tens (Leipzig, J. C. B. Mo'hr, 1898)
really adds nothing to the considerations long advanced by the so-called
liberals. Tet, because he puts these considerations in'their modern
form, we here give Ins views. A .sign of the modernness of his
theory is that he refuses to ground faith in the resurrection on the
liypothcsis of mere subjective visions. No psychological explanation of
these visions, whether supposedly seen by people of sound or of unsound
nund, has ever proved satisfactory to careful and exact thought. An-
other .«ign is that he really projioses no theory as to the ori'^in of the
belief of the early disciples that Jesus was risen and that they had seen
him. Directly connected with this is a third sign, namely, that he lays
the chief emphasis upon the fact that those disciples believed Jesus
lived. To this fact he ascribes immeasurable significance. He adopts
the saying of Straus that but for the belief in the resurrection of their
Lord the words and deeds of Jesus would have been lost to the memory
of mankind. It was his resurrection which gave them their permanent
value and which prompted his disciples to treasure and record them A
fourtli .sign is that he distinctly makes whatever happened by which the
disciples came to believe in the resurrection to be the work of God. While
he evidently has no .sympathy ^.x\th the doctrine of the bodily re^^-
urrectiou, he nevertheless believes that in some way the belief of the
disciples was a result of a divine revelation by means of which the con-
tinuance of the i>ersonal life of Jesus Christ^ became with them a well-
grounded con%-ictiom This is at the farthest conceivable remove from
the atheistic aod infidel tlieories which made the assertion of the resurrec-
tion of Jesus a deliberate falsehood or a product of the tendency to
legend, or which based that resurrection u]iou a deception of which the
disciples were the victims. It is but a step to the belief that what God
<bd was to raise Jesus fiom the dead.
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Paul Ohapuis. Commenciug ^vitb the puljlicatiou of Menegoz's La
notion UUique du viiracle (ISDi), ahe;iJy noticed in this departmeat, a

dispute has beeu going ou among French Protestant theologians as to the

possibility and actuality, as \Yell as the nature, of miracles. ChapuLs has

come out recently with a strong work on the subject, entitled Du Surnatu-

rcl. Etudes de philosophie et d'fiistohr I'eligieuses {The Supernatural. Stud-

ies in Religious Philosophy and History). Lausanne, Payot, 1898. He
takes the position that physical science cannot possibly recognize the mi-

raculous, because it has to do with the causes, results, and conditions

of the world-process. When the scientist cannot find the cause of any

phenomenon he is not at libeily to resoii to supernatural causation, but

must confess his ignorance of the cause, must regard the event, not as

supernatural, but as inexplicable. There can be no question of the truth

of this position, taking, as we must, physical science to pertain, as its

name indicates, to purely physical existences and forces. But then,

also, he should have brought out clearly the fact that while physical

science cannot recognize a miracle it cannot, on the other hand, deny

the possibility of the same. That realm in which the causes known to

physical science are inadequate for the explanation of events may be

the realm of miracle or of divine intervention. He is right, again,

when he says that religious faith sees in all events of the natural world,

€ven where the causal connection i? perfectly plain, the purpose of. God.

But he is not as strong as could be wished in the exhibition of the intel-

lectual justification of tliis faith. True, he does not admit that the only

form of certainty is that which rests u])on theoretical investigation; but

the impression is left that the assertions of the faith relative to the in-

tervention of the supernatural in the natural world are dependent upon

their own inherent right to be and upon their utility in the ethical and

religious life. In fact, apart from all this, and even if we could see no

good reason why this faith should be preserved, we have the best of

reasons for niainlaining that we know, in the same sense in which we
know any causal connection at all, the causal connection of God with

the operations of the physical world and his intervention in at least

some instances in the ordinary course of natural processes. There is

nothing in science or philosophy to forbid this doctrine, and a sound

l>liilosophy demands it. This is itself almost a sufficient foundation.

Historical considerations which cannot be now given make certain mir-

acles as sure as any other facts of history.

RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

Der Materialismu.s vor dem Richtorstuhl der Wissenschaft. Deu
Oebildeten aller Staude dargeboten (!\Iaterialism Before the Judgment
Seat of Science. For the Educated of All Piank.s). By Theodor Menzi.

J'-urich, F. Schulthess, 1S08. Although materialistu is held to-day by
but few thoughtful jjcople, this book has its place for the reason that many
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belated individuals still cherish all the theories of the materialistic phi-

losophy, and especially do they eudangcr the general moral and religious

welfare by applying or proposing to apply those theories to everyday

life. Menzi discusses materialism in its relation to the inorganic, the or-

ganic, and the intellectual world. Under the first he makes the point

that matter, from which materialism starts, is not an object of experi-

ence, but something superseusuous. We have certain sense phenomena

to account for, and our reason posits matter as the explanatory cause.

He calls attention to the fact that no one ever saw an atom and that atoms

are strictly a metaphysical fiction ; also that the most prominent represent-

atives of the mechanical theory of nature have declined to class them-

selves as materialists. Coming to the relation between materialism and

the organic world, he holds that all attempts to cxjilaiu life ou mechan-

ical principles have proved fnihucs. Life is the same mys-tcry it has

alvvays been. In the intellectual Avorld, also, materialism \3, a failure.

The attempt of Carl Vogt and others to regard thought as a secretion of

the brain overlooks the incommensurability of material and mental phe-

nomena. Nor has monism succeeded in abolishing the dualism between

these two classes of phenomena. The most it has done is to raise the

question in a new form. Least of all can materialism explain the facts

of self-consciousness and of free will. jSrenzi admits that the existence

of God is not capable of mathematically certain proof. The best proof

of the highest truths of life is their power to satisfy us. But since we
all have a consciousness of God, he says that it is an original feeling of

the human soul, a fact which both extensively and intensively rises

above all other energies of the mind, and is best explained, like law and
order in nature, on the theory that it is produced by an infinite, almighty,

and omnipresent Being. In very brief form Menzi has contrived to ex-

hibit the hnllowuess, shallowness, and untenability of the materialistic

theory. The present writer often asks himself why this country does

not produce more works of this kind. Materialism in all its aspects is

rampant among the masses of our people. It is a question whether we
do well to trust it to wear itself out.

Kelchversagnng unci Kelchspendung in der abpndlandischen Kiache

(The Refusal and the Permission of the Cuj) in the "Western Church).

By Julius Smcnd. Gottingcn, Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1808. This

is a most interesting account of a doctrine and practice of the Roman
Catholic Church which is but little understood by Protestants. Accord-

ing to Smcnd, the practice first arose and later received ecclesiastical sanc-

tion. He mentions several causes which aided in the movement to with-

hold the cup from the laity. The first is theological speculation. The
doctrine arose that the whole Christ is in each of the elements of the

communion. Such was the teaching of Anselm of Canterbury. A little

later Alexander Hales held that the doctrine of Anselm can be preserved
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only by refusing tlie cup to the laity. Still later Thomas Aquiaas de-

clared that the permission of the cup to the laity tended to perpetuate

the denial of Anselm's doctrine that the cup is not necessary, since

Jesus gave food, but not drink, to the five thousand, and that its refusal

to the laity is necessary to give the priests a more distinguished privi-

lege. The second cause Avas the influence of great personalities and
ecclesiastical counsels. Smend thinks that Pope Gregory II (715-7 ol)

introduced the practice of using but one cuj) in the communion.
At any rate, fronr the eighth century onward but one cup vras in

use, and it was often so large or otherwise inconvenient to handle

that instead of drinking from the rim of the cup a tube was used. But
this ^\a3 exceedingly impractical^le on occasions when many com-

muned ; and, besides, one cup would not hold enough for a large num-
ber. The Ordo Komauus made no provision for a second consecration.

Hence unconsecnited wine had to be added to the consecrated, the eilect

not being to make the whole sacred. As a consequence it was felt neces-

sary to withdraw the cup entirely from the laity. Little by little the

practice and the doctrine grew side by side, until in the councils of

Constance and. Basel the decree went forth that the communion of the

laity should be in "one kind," that is, of the bread only. Still, it was

not until thxee centuries later that Benedict XIV (1740-58) was able

completely to put the custom into execution. Smend also gives mimy
interesting facts relative to the former practices of the Church. As
early as the fifth century it was recommended that the communicant

should take something to eat immediately after the Lord's Supper, lest in

some way he might expectorate some of the sacred elements. Ilcuce

many churches hit upon the plan to furnish to all coumiuuicants bread

and wine to be used immediately after the sacrament. Granted the doc-

trine of transubstautiatioa and the doctrine promulgated by Anselm,

the Roman Catholic practice is at lea'^t allowable. Theological specula-

tion generally leads to folly in practice and should be wholly abandoned.

Dogmatik (Dogmatic Theology). By Julius Kaftan. Freiburg i. B.,

J. C. B. Mohr, 1897. The name of Kaftan is one which needs only

to be mentioned to arouse interest in the mind of the intelligent theo-

logian. His work on dogmatic theology is destined to increase his fame
and usefulness. It is impossible here to do more than merely indicate

some of his points of view. One of the most important is characteristic

of the entire Ritschlian theology, namely, the principle that every prop-

osition in a system of Christian doctrine must be brought into connec-

tion with the life of the individual and receive from the same its

convincing force. "With reference to the relation of faith and Scripture

he teaches that faith has for its immediate object the revelation contained
m the Scripture, while, on the other httud, only when one has a personal
faith can he be as.-iured of the truth of that revelation. It is to lie
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observed here that the word faith is used, as by so many writei^, in thesetwo proposifcos n. two different senses. But he proceeds to sly t}.at ifthe above-mentioned relation between Christian faith and the historica
revelation actually exists, then the idea of inspiration is foreign ndsecondare- On the other hand, the peculiarity^f Christian fa!th dem nd that the Scnptnre shall be conceived of as simplv and solely horecord of the historical revelat ion of God. From this k follows that heScnp ure must be understood historically. Concerning the deUy ofChns It IS held by Kaftan that this deity signifies that in\is per ^ohave the perfect and complete revelation of God to man. This howeverhas to do with the risen and glorified Christ, since the faith of the d!ciples pnor to the ascension was not Christian faith, which w

'
produced by the appearances of the risen Lord and by ti:e bapdsnT"fZ

who w-ir. ^^^'^^^^^^^r-
^^-^ ---d^<l Christ is no other'than the one

.^ ho .^ as among men m the flesh, who was the historical Saviour As tohis oneness with God it is mysterious and incomprehensible Yet th s

l^^^T '^"' ""^^^ ^' '^-^ consciousness of himself; and it htthe ^v
1

of God was executed, and the spirit and life of cid were im

torn all _e en ity. We cannot get on without the thought of a real asd sanguished from an ideal, preexistencc of Christ, though it is ne e saryto bear ,n mmd the inadequacy of the expression. Je^.s would h"I
si^nned. As to he manner of the incarnation, it can only be said that it

wo^ r iSr '• rr
'''' ''-' ^^--elopment as ordiiLily seen ii^ h

rutfon. and -^^f
--^tsshow that, though accompanied by manycaut ons and provisos. Kaftan is in reality orthodox on the main points

RELIGIOUS ^iX-l) EDUOATIOXAL.
Modern Preaehiug from German PrJpiu. The German idea of modn preachm, docs „„t de.nand .h.. so-called up-to-date topics employedB Amcnca. 0„e will seldo.n hear any refer^ce in the irn^rpuW

'StitMo: " t," „!r'o:i':t:™::iUr '^:7 *"- -'-.' --«"°-

^^™ i-chn., is that it ;ho.dd zrtr'del':,":;;;:.:: .'"^i -i
ie :;°'°":r';"""'°"

" '""'' '" '""' ' '"" «'»' thee it

"

1
Itle at.empt to be modern in this or in any other sense. The ave a^^e

"
c'a, f I ""f.";;^--'

—P™<l">ce „-ith the needs of his'con:

pretend to Kno-.. the hnnrediatc need, of their tloek,. The ,'„, h „

„

.00 large for such l.newlcdge. Any ..fonnation hearie, :„',;;: X^a
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tTluiT'"''^
from literary sources, rather than from personal cob-tact .vith the people. This would be. under given conditions, a distinctadvantage over the methods employed m America. The pr;aehev3 areprevented from emphasizing unduly the merely local, temporary ardsensahonal an current thought and activity. They are in a positi'on toadapt then- preaehmg only to the profounder and more permanent as-pects of the hfe about them. Both they and their cong^regations arcthereby saved from the distractions which American churchgoers .. r

at the hands of many of the clergy. But, while there is verv little effort
to adapt preaehmg to the needs of the times, there are thosJ who believe
there ought to be niore of such effort. It is claimed bv them that oneof the charac enstics of modern German church life is a disposition toget on smoothly with one's own conscience. Modern preachinr. ..
cordmg to their view, ought to make the unconsecrated or moraliv
depraved m the congregations feel uncomfortable, and thus lead theJi
to feel a need of pardon, regeneration, and a holy life. More o^ .urhmodern preaehmg is needed in America also.

* ^
"

Ultramontarusm m Alsace and Lorraine. lu September, 1897, Pa.torG rbert, B.ebnch, Alsace-Lorraine, delivered an address in Berlin in
^^h.ch he described a Roman Catholic procession, one of whose feature^

of gnls, fifteen or sixteen years old, kneeling before lum. Thi. W^ de
scribed as a shameful profanation of that which is most sacred in Cliri^
tianity. The Ultramontane press at first denied in toto the truth of his
allegations, and even high ecclesiastics, having professed to invcti^.te
the matter pronounced the story false. Gerbcrt was brought to Trillunder the laws protecting the religious sentiments and practices from
insult. He was found guilty and fined fifty marks, while his accusers
Avere reqmred to pay the costs. The court held, however, that in th-mam the story as told by Gerbert was true, or at least had not beenproved fa se by his accusers. It was brought out in the trial that theDames of the accusers, who numbered one hundred and sixtv-.iv were at
least^ m some cases secured by misrepresentation. But what is mc-tstriking of all is that such high ofilcials in the Church as a bishop and"'a
general_ vicar did not know that the use of " living pictures " in such
processions is strictly forbidden by the authorities of the Roman Cath-
olic 'huroh that the attorney for the accusers had the effrontery to
asse,t tnat Alsace-Lorraine was not a country in whicli rebVious equalitv
'between Romanists and Protestants exists, and that as the German em"-
pire was founded by Pope Leo III the rightful emperor n.ust always bea boman Catholic. If we add to this the statement of the court in the
v^eibert case that in Lorraine the priesthood often combines national
nnguistic, and confessional enmity to Germanv, we see something of
ttJe spu-it of Ullramoutanism in Alsace and Lorraine.
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SUMMARY OP THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES.

The centralization of wealtli in the hands of a few is a feature of

American life to which no student of social science can be indifferent.

In the Ch-istian Quartcrhj for January, 1899, its editor, W. T. Moore,

regards the fact as ominous, and discusses with vigor the question,

"How Shall "We Save the Rich ?" As an illustration of the centraliza-

tion of property he writes: " It has been stated that recently twenty-one

railroad magnates met in Xew York to discuss the question of railroad

competition, and thai these gentlemen repn'sented the enormous sum of

three billions of dollars. This is undoubtedly a startling fact, and ought

to call veiy earnest attention to two exceedingly dangerous tendencies,

namely, the rapid increase of wealth and the absorption of that wealth

by comparatively a few individuals. Let us take a few facts from a very

conservative calculation with respect to the wealth of New York City.

We find the surprising number of 1,157 individuals and estates that are

each worth not less than $1,000,000. That is, there are in New York
City over 1,100 millionaires, while in Brooklyn there are 1G3 million-

aires, making 1,319 in the two cities, or what is now called Greater

New York. The nine wealthiest estates in the United States are said

to be as follows : William AYaldorf Astor, $150,000,000; J. Gould,

§100,000,000; John D. Rockefeller, ?;90,000,000; Cornelius Yauderbilt,

$90,000,000; William K. Vandcrbilt, $80,000,000; Henry E. Flagler,

$00,000,000; John L. Blair, $50,000,000; Russell Sage, $50,000,000;

CoUis P. Huntington, $50,000,000; making the grand total of $720,000,-

000. . . . Nor is this all. Eight members of the Vanderbilt family are

estimated to be worth $354,000,000: while the Standard Oil Company,
composed of nine (specially wealthy) persons, is reckoned to be worth

$825,000,000. It must be remembered also that this immense sura has

been accumulated within twenty years." Of the danger which this con-

dition implies the author further writes: " AVho docs not know that

wealth begets profligacy, and that the downfall of nations has usually

started from the temple of fortune ? The historian, Rollins, tells us that

the opulence of Sybaris was soon followed by luxury and such a disso-

luteness of manners as is scarcely credible. The citizens employed them-
selves in nothing but banquets, games, and carousals. Public rewards

and marks of distinction were bestowed on those who gave the most
magnijicent entertainments, and even to such cooks as were best skilled

in the important art of making new discoveries in dressing dishes and in-

venting new refinements to please the palate. . . . When we hear of

dinner parties costing $50,000 in the liouses of some of our rich men,
surely we are not in a position to speak contemptuously of the Sybarites;

and, when Mr?. Brown is determined by hook or crook to make her party
' outshine ' that of Mrs. Smith, it is evident we are already passing
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through the zpdiae of danger to at least republican iustitutions." But
how does the writer propose to "save the rich?" First, he replies,

the "strong arm of the law ought to be used in bringing about a more
equal distribution of wealth.'' While realizing the delicacy of pressing

such a point he suggests: "Let there be laws passed which will make
labor and capital coordinates in every enterprise where they are called

upon to assist each other. Let the cooperative system be compulsory in

all cases where capital employs labor or where labor seeks to employ

capital." Secondly, much "might be done through our colleges, the

public press, churches, etc., in creating a ])ublic conscience that will so

severely condemn excessive money-getting as will make it. impossible

for selfish millionaires to live at peace in any well-educated community."

And, lastly, the author is persuaded that "it is possible by faithful

preaching through all the instrumentalities . . . mentioned to create a

better conception of what success is than is now held by tjie average

millionaire. . . . Christ's success is wholly owing to the fact that he

taught and lived in direct opposition to everything that now makes it

possible for a man to be a millionaire in this life. Can we not make the

rich see this ? Can we not make them feel it ? Can we not make them
act upon it ? " The author's closing ])osition as to the laying up of eartlily

treasures is the extieme view whose observance would render great riches

impossible: "Every Chiistian is here to do good. Of course this in-

volves a proper care for himself and his family; but beyond providing

for these what is needful for education and reasonable comfort no Chris-

tian man has a right to lay up a dollar. As has already been intimated,

he may retain enough means for a reasonable capital on which to do busi-

ness for the Lord ; but whatever is beyond this is sin, and the sooner he

learns this fact the sooner our plea for the return to primitive Christianity

will be understood and respected."

In two foreign periodicals for January the existing controversy in

the English Church receives consideration. The article in the Edin-

hurgh Rcdeic is entitled "The Unrest in the Church of England," and

niakes six recent publications on the subject the basis of its discussion.

The first of these is the Archbishop of Canterbury's "Charge Delivered

at his finst Visitation," in which he states that "among the modern
ckrgy the doctrine of Hooker as to the real presence in the sacrament of

the Lord's Supper is giving place to a doctrine akin to consubstautia-

tion." Sir William llarcourt, as a participant in the discussion, has

^vritton " a series of vigorous letters " to the Tivies, in which he "has
f-et himself at the head of the more distinctly Protestant section of

Church feeling. He alleges that a vast conspiracy exists among the

clci-o-y to ' Romanize ' the National Church. By means of ' special serv-

it*s
' and the gradual introduction of Roman forms and practices the

'it ualistie clergy are atternpling, he says, to undermine the triumphs of
-1—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XV.
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the Reformation and to bring about tlie return of Englishmen to Kon)un
doctrine and ultimately to the Rouiau fold." In Canon Gore's recent
volume is expressed the dissatisfaction of different writers with " a con-
stitution which makes Parliaraeut virtually the sole legislative autborify
for the Church of England. The authority of Parliament, it is urged, is
more and more centered in the House of Commons, an assembly consist-
ing, not merely of Churchmen or even of Christians, but Iiaving also among
its members, in greater or less number, Jews, infidels, and heretics. Yet
Parliament, and only Parliament, can alter a paragraph, or article, or
single line of a single rubric of a book which was framed in substance more
than three and a quarter centuries ago." The three other publications on
which comment is made are by Drs. Maitlaud, Ball, and Warren respect-
ively, the conclusion of the whole article being the belief that " the gen-
eral desire of the English lay worid is to uphold in Church and Statt- on
its main lines the system which, with occasional modifications, has existed
since the Reformation." The second article on the same general subject
IS found in Wii I^udon Quarterly I^etiew, mid is entitled "The Pres^^nt
Crisis in the Church of England." Besides its notice of the publica-
tions of the Archbishop of Canterbury and Canon Gore already men-
tioned it gives a large consideration to the results of the Oxford
movement as suggested by the recent history of Walter Walsh. Three
" evil features" of this movement have been " the thinly veiled spirit of
msubordinadon to the rightful authority of the bishops;" the " adop-
tion of a position which requires the constant exercise of a faculty for
drawing oversubtle distinctions and for skillfully evadino- actual ille-
gality," and which "must of necessity undermine the habit of robust
ruthfdness which is, above all else, vital to moral integrity;" and

lastly, the secrecy of the movement," "the multiplication of societies
whose objects, proceedings, and members are hidden from the Ih-ht of
day, and the " deliberate and ostentatious adoption of the priuci^)le of
reserve in communicating religious knowledge.' " The conclusion of

the whole, according to the reviewer, J. Scott Lidgett, is that dises-
tablishment is "the- probable issue of the present situation; and the
programme of the reformers shows that disestablishment might proba-
bly brmg a great accession both of vigor and of wisdom to the Church
itself."

_

IHE I?,riew ofJRevie,rs for February is largely devoted to topics relat-
ing to the late war with Spain or to its results. Among its papers one
of much interest is entitled "Aguinaldo: A Character ^Sketch." The
writer exalts its hero to a lofty rank among leaders-too lofty it may b-
to meet the best judgment of many. The notable company in which he
places Aguinaldo is indicated as follows: " When any man holdin^^ a
high position is praised on the one side and abused on the other he -"cn-
erally ,s a jktsou of more than average alnlity. When the praise tand
inc abu^e divide the reading public of a dozen civilized countries he
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may be justly regarded as a character of considerable historical irnpor-

tauce. The persouages who Iiave passed through this ordeal in the pres-

ent century include Napoleon Bonaparte, Disraeli, Gladstone, Louis

Napoleon, and—greatest of all—Bismarck. To this list ma}' now bo

added the name of the great Filipino insurgent, Aguinaldo." "While

this estimate seems extravagant regarding one who has not yet won
his rank by any great achievement in war or statecraft, it nevertheless ap-

pears from the sketch that Aguinaldo ranks far above his fellows in na-

tive gifts. Such opportunities, furthermore, as fortune has brought

him for study and improvement he h;is diligently improved. Belonging

also to "a community which for more than three hundred years has un-

dergone a political, civil, and ecclesiastical tyranny of the most pro-

nounced type," he has shown a skill in leadership v.hich for the islands

of the far East is remaikable. So that we can at least accept the con-

clusion of this biogra])bical sketch as a moderate estimate of the case,

" He has done better than anyone possibly believed, a year ago, and he

has shown the world that the Filipino is capable of that solf-coutrol upon

which all good government must be based." And v.ith a measure of

generous regret we may also contemplate Aguinaldo's latest reverses in

war and the probable disappearance of his star below the horizon.

To the mention of the London Quarterly in a previous paragraph a

fuller reference may now be added. The January number appears in a

new dress ai^d begins a new series. Besides its article on "The Present

Crisis in the Church of England" its table of contents has: "The

Effect of the Recent War upon American Character," by C. J. Little,

D.D. ; "The Historical and Spiritual Christ," by R. M. Pope; "Vacation

Piambles of a Naturalist," by L. C. Miall, F.R.S.; "David Hill," by S.

R. Hodge; "Palestinian Syriac Lectionaries of the Bible," by Agnes

SmithLewis; " The Wound Dresser," by R. C. Cowell; "Egyptand the

Soudan," by U. A. Forbes; "Sport in the Caucasus," by H. D. Lowry;

"Methodism and the Age," by the Editor. The number is a strong is-

sue, and does honor to English Methodism,

In the Prcslyterkm and Reformed JReticic for Januarj- is found the

following table of contents: 1. " Christianity and the Cosmic Philos-

ophy," by Professor II. C. Minton, D.D. ; 2. " The Metaphysics of

Christian Apologetics: Y. Immortality," by Professor W. B. Greene,

Jr., D.D. ;3. " Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermachcr, The Representa-

tive Theologian of the Nineteenth Century," by Rev. James Lindsay; 4.

"The Modern Hypothesis and Recent Criticism of the Early Prophets:

Isaiah," by Professor Geerhardus Yos, D.D. ; 5. "Herbert Spencer, ' Our

C.reat Philosopher,' versus The Known God," by D. S. Gregory, D.D. ; G.

"John of Barnevcldt, ]\Iartyr or Traitor," by Professor H. E. Dosker,

D.D. ; 7. Critical and Historical Notes; S. Review of Recent Theolog-

ical Literature.
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BOOK NOTICES.

RELIGION, THEOLOGY, AND BIBLICAL LITERATURE.

Freedom and Mediation. V.y Rev. Alkekt J. Lymax, D.D. Tamplilet, jip. 23.

Boston: Alfred Mudge. k Sou, Printers, 24 Franklin Street. Price, paper, 20 ceuts.

This is tlie sermon })reaclied by appointment before the National

Council of Congregational Churches, at Porthxud, Ore., on Sunday, July

10, 189S. The text is Eph. ii, 14: " He is our peace." The Introduc-

tion is in part as follo\Ys: "Whether the letter to the Ephesiaus vere

^vritten, as some assert, in the year 59 or 60, Y.-heu Paul Avas a prisoner

at Ciesarea, or two or three years later from the period of the early im-

prisonment at Rome; whether it were definitely addressed to the Ephe-

sian Churcli, which Paul peculiarly loved, or was intended rather as an

encyclical, and sent to Ephesus because that city was the capital of pro-

consular Asia—in either case the document has, on the whole, held its

own against the storm of critical assault, and vindicates itself as being

the authentic product of Paul's mind at the full maturity of its power.

Its so-called 'insipidities of diction' are insipid only to uiispiritual

critics, w-ho fail to discern in the noble carelessness and even redundance

of phrase, which a more self-conscious art might prune away, the natu-

ral expression of a man writing at white heat and pouring out his whole

soul to men whom lie perfectly trusts. The letter, in truth, for spirit

and substance, is on the very highest Pauline level, ' exceedingly full,'

to use Chrysostom's noble eulogy of this epistle; ' exceedingly full of

thoughts and lofty things, so tlrat what Paul nowhere else even utters, that

he here explains.' " Speaking of the cleavage of present religious tliought

in every Christian communion between "conservative" and "liberal"

tendencies, Dr. Lyman says: "Would any man dare to say that each

side, upon tliis issue, does not ])osscss a trutli, though the truth may be

more conspicuously manifest on one side than on the other ? "Would any

man dare to say that the irenic creeds, articulating the common faith of

the Church universal, do not express also much of the very mind of

Christ? ^Yox Ecdcs'ux, vox Chridi.^ From my soul I beUeve it. And,

on the other hand, is it not possiJjle that the Protestant axiom of

the right of private judgment reaches the verj* point of its both

legitimate and logical fulrillment and finish in the critical methods of

the present hour ? But what can mediate between .sentiments which

seem so far asuuder as these, except intelligence, perfectly free and

fair, and inspired, moreover, with the supreme energy of the Christ-

like luvc ? Now, the perfect typo of such liberty of intelligence is

found in Jesus himself, and only by means of it could he 'abolish'

the 'enmity' to which the apostle refers. IBiit, perhaps, we liave not

been accustomed to regard our Master as incarnating liberty as well
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as love. Our Christologj- must be finer. It must discover in Jesus the

typical freeman, in Christ the divine incarnation of freedom itself.

Let us dare to surmise that only God's free self in man's free self can be,

in the perfect sense, our 'peace.' Begin, if you will, down on the firm

ground floor of undoubted historical data. See how free Jesus stands as

a man, in relation to the human life of his time—this beautiful young
Stranger of thirty-three—in the midst of the crowd. Who was he? Ev-

erybody's Free Friend; so that the rigorisls found fault with this very

thing, namely, the genial freedom of the way he had. This spirit of

freedom in Jesus was, indeed, most reverent and delicate, but not less

daring than it was delicate. Into it entered no drop> of selfishness or

disdain or haughty pride, and it was pervaded with a most sweet

acquiescence with the Father's law. It was the freedom of a Christ,

yet it was freedom. And he followed this free spirit so far that in

outward forms he broke loose both from the civic aml'itions and the

religious customs of his times, while perfectly fulfilling, indeed, the

deeper spirit of both. lie loved not lawless, but unfettered things.

lie loved nature, and he loved little children, and he moved about Pal-

estine as free as the wind, and as law-abiding. And when we carry tlie

analysis as far as we dare toward the profounder and diviner mysteries

of that God-man, we yet never lose the note of liberty in connection with

that of love. 'I lay down my life,' he inurmurs. 'No man taketh it

from me, but I lay it down of myself. I have power to lay it down and

I have power to take it again. This commandment have I received of my
Father.' Under God and his law Jesus Christ surely stood for liberty as

well as love. The incomparable charm of his matchless grace was the

be.auty of love in its freedom to serve. And this liberty which Jesus

Christ displayed was an intellectual liberty. "What large, free play of

mental faculty in the responses, the maxims, the discourses of Jesus

!

Indeed, there can be no true liberty without liberty of intelligence.

Thought and freedom are correlatives. Let us insist upon that when it

is the fad to assume the contrary. Against the pseudo-science which

flaunts the philosophy of fatalism; against the current fatalistic litera-

ture—the literature of the iron chain, the literature of Ibsen and Maeter-

linck and Hardy and Hall Caine, which plays the dead march in front

of the jail, which invokes upon its art the benediction of despair—let us

dare, with a sober gayety and faith, still to maintain that the ultimate

force is a force, not of fate, but of free will and love. God is not pas-

sionless and relentless— a Matterhornat midnight—somuchas ho is Cal-

vary, with the resurrection coming on. Freedom is a part of reason and

a part of love, and, together with reason and love, is incarnate in the

Christ. Wide, fair, fluent, delicate, Christ's intelligence commanded

both sides of every 'partition wall.' With sweetest grace and steady

poise, it could disentangle the good from the evil, the true from the

false, and unite the partial excellences on both sides in one ' new man,

so making peace.' Mediation between men, therefore, might we dare
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to say, becomes an intellectual phase of redemption itself. Christ

is the supreme Mediator, the supreme ' Peace,' because he stands

as truly for the fine freedom of rational justice as he stands for love."

Referring also to the conditiou of conflict in religious thought, the

preacher says that it is conflict in the interest of a wider freedom and a

nobler peace: "For is not this very relation of initial controversies to

final harmonies the distinguishing mark of the time in the fields of re-

ligious thought ? Our debates are as strenuous as ever, but something

new is underneath them. Gladstone lies sleeping at last 'under the

wings of renown ' in the venerable abbey which Macaulay, you remem-

ber, called ' That temi)lc of reconciliation, where the enmities of twenty

generations lie buried.' Are we not beginning to see the rising walls of

a temple of reconciliation for the living, wherein Christ stands at the

open door?" The questions in controversy are, it is true, imminent and

wide. Old 'enmities' which arc in the domain of 'ordinances' still

divide even Christian men. Not only the supreme question of the age

confronts us, What is the relation of the world of nature and scientific

truth to the field of faith?—but sharper issues are urged. A critical iu-

tellectualism, on the one hand, restating the origin and content of the

biblical literature, meets on the other hand a profound renaissance of

faith in the authority of the irenic creeds, as articulating something of

that Spirit of Christ which was promised to be always with his people;

wljile, on the arena of practical allairs, in the Church and out of it, the

field to the horizon is tumultuous with the stimulating though rather

bewilderiiig claims of the new sociology. Then, too, there are questions,

more specific still, already enunciated in the papers to which this coun-

cil has listened. The relation of our Churches, for example, to current

ethical and public reforms; the question, than which none other is more

imperative, of more practical federation of interests in our denomina-

tional field, as well as that magnificent and prophetic question of the

closer federation of all our Protestant communions, in common Christian

work and even worship. Questions such as these, instant and insistent,

are at our doors, and concerning them our best and wisest men are not

all agreed. But although the century is thus closing in our religious

arena w^ith such tumult of interrogation and debate, everywhere be-

neath the surface one feels the straining muscles of a double passion, not

only that passion for intellectual -liberty whicli was the bequest of the

eighteenth century to the nineteenth, but the still deeper passion for a

more spiritual and practical fraternity which is to be the bequest of the

nineteenth century to the twentieth. And this deeper impulse toward

fellowship is associated with a freshened and loftier sense of Christ.

A n\ore spiritual alliance is discoverable between freedom and faith.

Men 'loom'' are yet walking iogether in the intellectual furnace of the

time because with them walks the 'form like the Son of God.'"

Dr. Lyman holds that the spirit of mediation is increasing in all our great

Protestant bodies; that it is more and more illustrated in the actual
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temper, the personal endeavor and achievement of representative Chris-

tian men and schools. lie thinks, for example, that Principal Fair-

bairn's temper is expressed in his -words, "The society of the Son of

God is a family of brothers." He says there arc many men of similar

temper on both . sides of the sea. To Professor George P. Fisher, of

Yale, this is his fitting reference; "If this were the fitting moment, one

would quickly speak the name, for example, of our own noble scholar

and Church historian, the enthusiasm of forty classes of students in yon-

der Divinity Hall beneath the elms, Avho, in the environment of a great

univei*sity and fearlessly sympathetic with its spirit of literary and scien-

tific criticism, has yet illustrated with singular breadth and constancy

the spirit of fidelity to the ancient faith." Referring to Dr. Richard S.

Storrs and his great mediating, reconciling, unifying work in the Amer-

ican Board, during his eiglit years' presidency over it, are these just

words: "One would speak that other name, which seems to shine

across the land with a certain serene splendor, of him who sits crowned

in our Congregational fellowship, about whose honored head the shadow

of a supreme bereavement fell with last winter's snows; who, for more

than fifty lustrous and devoted years, has proclaimed the pilgrim's

faith; who, while inheriting and maintaining the traditions of a con-

servative ministry, yet stretched his two hands to the tips of both

'wings' of our American Board, interpreting each to the other, and

steadily uniting them, until the threat of division passed away, and he

was able to lay in the hands of a successor of kindred spirit, ' suovUer in

modo fort iter ill re,' the tested precedent and accomplished authority of a

policy of Christian mediation, of union and of progress. In such instances

and offices speaks the genuine and typical Mediator—the Peacemaker."

TTv3 follovN'iug appeal to the ministry of his own Church is equally suited

to other denominations than his own: "Let every Congregationalist,

then, resolve to be himself plus something of his antagonist, in the spirit

of that phrase of Burke, ' Our antagonist is our helper.' It is a peculiar

attitude and temper which we need, I imagine, a certain air of intellec-

tual and Christian chivalry. Let us especially avoid partisan polemics in

Church councils, as well as in preaching, in writing-, in denominational

discussions. In a word, let ns not carry the cudgel in front of the lan-

tern, but the lantern in front of the cudgel. Let us be genial in little

matters and fair in big ones. Polemics may speak the truth, yet not

speak it * in love.' Let us strain toward the common centers of things.

Why should it be thought hopeless to practically unite a conservative

liberalism and a liberal conservatism ? I love the magnificent, manly

splendor of that double thickness, suggested in such mutual extension

and overlapping of complementary sentiments." Dr. Lyman's sermon

closes in the same noble wisdom of spirit which warms and sweetens its

^vhole course: "Christianity on its human side is comradeship rnised to

the level of consecration. Let us not fling stones at fossils; we have

other work to do. Let us be marching men, not sitting too long by last
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night's camp fires. With a ccrfain buoyancy of purpose let us carry tlie

flag of Christ, the double flag of liljcrty aud faith, through the si)lJndid
opening twentieth ceutujy doors. And if the hands must ache and even
bleed which hold tliat standard steady, let them ache, let thern bleed.
God is with us in the rocking time. If he were not, it would not rock
so nobly. God is with us, because Christ is with us. Things are mov-
ing, on the whole, not from good to bad, not from bad to worse, not
from bad to good, but from good to better. This is the creed of the
reverent evolutionist and the Christian ; it is the inspired optimism of St.

Paul: 'Foriftliat which is done away was glorious, much more that
which remaineth is glorious.' I plead for a definite and supreme en-
deavor everywhere among us to illustrate with an utter gallantry the
spirit of -the Christian mediation. I plead that freedom shall count
itself bound under Christ's law of service. I j^lead that if any man or
body of men dares to assume the awful and splendid role of freedom at
the foot of the cross, that man or body of men shall be mediatorial as
well as free, that so ' speaking truth in love [we] may grow up in all

things into him, which is the head, even Christ, from vrhom all the body
fitly framed and knit together through that which every joint supplieth,
according to the working in due nieasure of each several part, maketh
the increase of the body unto the building up of itself in love.' "

Uixury and Sacrifice. By Chakt.ks F. Dot.k, author of llw ComUw People, The
Golden Tiulc in. Pntsiness, The American Citizen, etc. IL'mo, pii. C3. Xew York
and Boston: T.Y.Crowell& Co. Trice, clotb, 35 cents.

Luxury is a relative term. Some may think the author's remonstrance
against some degrees and forms of luxury not strenuous enough. His
own view is put with clearness and consistency. His definition and doc-
trine of sacrifice are clear, wholesome, and practicable. We quote:
"From all our experiences we read a profound law of life. The law of
man's life is to march erect, witli his face to the front. To look back-
ward, to live regretful over the past, to contemplate its disappointments
and reverses, and to stay in the evil company of one's mistakes and sins,

is to thwart and spoil life. If a man were his own master he might
have a right thus to live in the past, to beat his breast as much as he
pleased, to .shut himself up in the grim castle of his egotism. The truth
is, he is not his own master. He is like a soldier under orders to hasten
forward. Lame, wounded, beaten, blinded, he is still in the service; he
must add his little to the help of the re?t. While life lasts, it is all'for
the sake of the great cause. Pleasure and personal success become,
therefore, incidental. The man's work is larger than to get pleasure or

success for himself. His work is to put Ids whole life out in the service
of the beneficent powers. He may seem, like William the Silent, never
to win success in his immediate undertakings. It is enough that God's
life flows in him. If God's life is hi.s, joy is his too. He takes it as the
soldier takes his rations, his rest, or his furlough, or, on occasion, (he

tremendous venlures of battle. 'March on,' is the voice of the :siaster.
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Trust him for more joy and new life as you go. Real life is here and
now; it meets you as you move on. As Browning says:

Was it for mere fool's play, Mutke-believo and nniuiiiihig,

So wf battled it like men, not boylikc, svilkcd or whined?
Each of lis heard clang God's ' Come! ' and each was coming:
Soldiers all, to forward-face, not sneaks to hig behind!

How of the field's fortune? That concerned onr Leader!
Led, we struck our stroke nor cared for doings left and right:

Each as on his sole head, failer or succeeder.

Lay the blame or lit the praise: no care for cowards: figlit! "

Of sacrifice the author writes as follows: "We ought by this time to

have taken the word 'sacrifice' entirely out of the class of dreadful aud
negative things, and to have placed it forever where it belongs, among
the great positive and inspiring watchwords. What every chivalrous

soul really wants is the opportunity of sacrifice, in other words, the op-

portunity of growth and life. Jesus expressed this fact when he said

that the kingdom of God was ' like unto a merchantman seeking goodly

pearls, who, when he had found the pearl of gTeat price, went and sold

all that he had, and bought it.' What should we say if this man began

to tell us of the terrible loss that he had undergone! The fact is, the

man was never so rich before. His sacrifice was simply the process of

translation from lower values into higher and more precious terms. The
child gives up his own way to obey his mother; in tluit act he grows

toward manhood. The youth gives up time and money to secure an ed-

ucation. It is not loss, but wise investment. The bridegroom says,

'With all my worldly goods I thee endow;' the words of seeming renun-

ciation are the fulfillment of all the lover's hopes. The mother forgets

herself in her children; Nathan Ilale, the patriot boy, gives his life.

John Bright, the stalwart English I'cformer, with his young wife lying

dead in his house, puts away his own personal sorrow at the thought of

the needs of the poor, to do immediate public service for his country.

You do not altogether pity the suffering mother, the martyred patriot,

the burdened statesman and reformer. You glory in them; all men are

richer for them; they opened the way for more life to come into the

world. The hope of immortality itself stands in such lives. There is no

difficulty now in \mderstanding what has seemed to many one of the

most difficult in the stories of the New Testament. It is the story of

Jesus's treatment of the rich young man, earnest and lovable, who came

asking what he must do to possess eternal life. Jesus's treatment of liiui

seems alinost harsh. Why should a man who had kept all the laws fail

of winning eternal life ? The fact is the young man had not yet caught

the idea of what the quality of ' eternal life 'is. He knew what a re-

spectable personal life was, but he did not yet see that larger and liighcr

thing, the social and universal life—the life of God's sons. Eternal life

is the life of sacrifice. We can imagine that some fine young man had

come to Washington at Valley Forge with the question, what he needed
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to do to enter into the life of a patriot. Would Wasliington have

siinjily told liiiu to go on keeping the laws of bis country ? But the

times demauded, as they always demand, something more vital than to

keep the laws of decent society. 'If you want to be a patriot,' we can

hear Washington say ;
' if you wish to be one of my men, do what I am

doing; \>\ii your fortune and life at risk, come with us and serve the ut-

most needs of the people.' As a matter of fact, Washington lost neither

his life nor his f(>rtune, but he sacrificed them, that is, he held them
utterly at the disposal of his country. Aud we all truly see the gulf of

dilTerence between such patriots as Washington aud the men at Valley

Forge, and men who merely kept the laws and looked after their prop-

erty in New York aud Philadelphia. So we all see the difference be-

tween the rich young ruler and Jesus. It is the world-wide difference

between the narrow or selfish life and tlie social, the universal, the 'eter-

nal 'life, which holds all things as from God and for man. , . , Chris-

tianity has hitherto only partially, feebly, and waveriugly taught its

great doctrine. Christendom has not believed its own gospel. For-

saking the vital leligion of Jesus and of all the heroes aud saints as im-

practicable, men have put up with a sort of conventional Christianity,

from Avhich the great ideas of the Golden Rule and the real presence of

God were dropped out. We are only beginning to find that tliese majes-

tic ideas may be trusted aud followed to their splendid conclusions, as

surely as the law of gravitation or the fact of the sunshine. The funda-

mental duty of sacrifice is not a sad, repellent, negative rule, to scare the

hearts of youth, to minimize life, to check man's eager desire for joy. It

is a grand highway, where life may run to its fullest accomplishment and
realization. It is a word to stir the chivalry of ardent and noble souls.

We cannot repeat to tliis generation too clearly its stirring gospel—as

sure as the universe—that it is safe and beautiful, to live as if in the

presence of God •, that it is safe and beautiful to trust the voices of con-

science aud love—God's testimony within us; that this is to make all life

sacred, to bring life to its highest efficiency. All details aud conditions

fall under the one compreheusivc law. To sacrifice luxuries is to handle

them efficiently for love's sake. How shall they do the most human
service? To sacrifice money is to consecrate it to its largest opportuni-

ties in making men wise, free, virtuous, happy. To sacrifice time, so far

from wasting it, is to sjjcnd it in the noblest way. Livingstone and
Armstrong, men say, sacrificed their chances for making a fortune. In

other words, they gave up a lower and smaller kind of life to take a

higher and richer career. Shaw and Winthrop and many another young
man in the time of the civil war died at the outset of their career.

Jesus died a young man. Was this loss of life ? Did Herod or Caiaphas

or Ca'sar begin to have life as Jesus enjoyed it ? In the eyes of clear in-

telligence, then, to make a sacrifice is to be doing precisely the thing

which is best aud most fruitful. To live a life of sacrifice is to be doing

at every moiueut the most useful thing possible; it is to be constantly
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using the whole of one's power; it is, therefore, to be most alive. "Wliat

can any man want more and better than this ? Is not this the religion

for tlie tweutietli century ?
"

The Modern Header's Bihlc. A Series of Works from the Sacred Scriptures Pre-
soiited in Modern Literary Form. [In Twenty-two Volumes.] By Kich.vku G.
MouLTOX, M.A. (Camb.), Ph.D. (Penn.), Professor of Literature in Eu^ili.sh in

the University of Chicago. Small ISmo. New York: The Macmillan Co. Price,

cloth, 50 cents each ; flexible leather, 00 cents each.

In this age of indifference to the Scriptures on the part of many all

volumes are to be welcomed which tend to foster an increased reverence

for the word and a dis2"»ositiou to rend with frequency its sacred pages.

Measured by this standard the present series of Bible handbooks compels

attention and is deserving of unqualified commendation. It must be

regarded as a fortunate circumstance that Professor ]Moulton was led to

its ])reparation. The impairment of interest arising from the artificial

division of the Scripture text into verses seems to have been an impel-

ling motive in his authorship, as in his Introduction to Genesis he writes

:

"To read is easy; but to read Avith full appreciation is made difficult

by certain differences in the form in which books are presented to the

eye in ancient and in modern literatures. The differences, it is true, in-

volve no great mystery; they arc such as an intelligent reader can cor-

rect for himself. But it is also true that such mental checking hamj^ers

the faculty of appreciation; books under such circumstances will be

read, but not read with a zest. The constant necessity of mentally

allowing for diflference of literary form makes such reading resemble the

use of a microscope with an imperfectly adjusted focus. By thinking, it

is possible to make out what the blurred picture should be ; but the

observer's attention wearies, and all the while a turn or two of a wheel

Avould give clear vision. To assist such mental adjustment to the form

of biblical literature is the aiiu of the MotUrn Iieader''s Bible.'''' The

method in which Dr. Moulton has sought this desirable result is by the

elimination of the verse divisions found in the King James Version and

the arrangement into sections, with appropriate headings, of the different

topics of the Scripture text. The throwing into poetical form of those

portions of the Bible which call for versification is moreover a feature

which must be delightful to every reader. To each of the uvimbers of

the series the editor has added an Introduction, Notes, and Index

—

«U of these departments contributing to the completeness of each book

and making each in some sense a substitute for the formal commentaiy.

Of the author's classificatio]i of the books of Scripture into various

groups there is no particular necessity to speak. The twenty-second

volume is entitled " Bible Stories," and is announced to be a " Children's

Number." In text the professor lias followed the Revised Version,

" with marginal alternatives often adopted ; " and in easy print and sniall-

nes3 of volume he has sought the convenience of the user. Altogether

he lias given a new charm to the pages of the Scripture. We know of
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one Cliristian home whose members are reading with ncAv zeal the mes-

sage of Ood in this modern dress. The number of such readers should

be greatly muUi])!ied.

riiiLOSorriY, scikxce, and general literature.

Metaphyiiics. By BoiiuKX 1'. Bow>,e, LL.D., Brofessor of I'hilosophy in Boston
University. Revised Edition fioni new ii]at<;s. 8vo, pp. 423. New York and
London: Harper & Brothers. Brice, cloth, $1.G0.

This is the book, in noticing the first edition of Avhich Dr. Daniel

Curry wrote, "Professor Bowne is the greatest metaphysician of this

nge, perhaps of any age—the greatest because the clearest." Not often

does the average man find metaphysics enticing and exhilarating, but

the keenness and brilliance of this book make it fascinating. For om-

nipreseut and sustained intellectual mastery, for piercing criticism, for

flawless continuity of reasoning, for unerring precision of thought, for

translucence of expression, for simplification, intelligibility, illumination,

and convincingness, this volume is unmatched in the literature of meta-

physics. It will enable the common man to feel at home, and will give

him a sense of getting on in regions where, because of mists or his own
lack of vision, he has seen no pathway. The autlior keeps so steadily

in touch with, familiar realities and makes the way so clear and solid

from them to others unfamiliar and rccoudite that the reader never feels

lost or far from home, but is apt to say to himself that a new kind of

metaphysician has found him and taken him by the hand. This iuipre.s-

siou will be made on most readers at the outset by the Preface to this

revised edition. The first statement is: "The most marked feature of

the revision is the greater emphasis laid on the idealistic element. This

has been made more prominent and more consistently developed. . . .

It is shown that on the traditional realistic view both thought and being

are impossible. ... I have sought to save idealism from the misunder-

standings which arc the great source of popular objections to it, and

also to make a place for inductive science." Tiie Preface proceeds:

" The method pursued in the discussion depends on pedagogical reasons.

A direct abstract discussion would be shorter and, for the practiced

reader, more satisfactory. But it would be intelligible to only a few,

and they would not need it. For the sake of being understood, to say

nothing of producing conviction, it is necessary to start from the stand-

point of popular thought and to return to it at each new start. In this

way it l;ecomcs possible to show the thuikcr on the sense plane the dia-

lectic which is implicit in his own position, and which compels him to

move on if thought is to reach anything sure and steadfast. Unless this

method is borne in mind it would be easy to find the discussion in con-

stant contradiction with itself. A great deal of the argument is carried

on on the basis of tlic jiopular realism, but only for the sake of showing"

the popular speculator the im])ossibiIity of reaching anything final on-

hat basis, and thus preparing him to ajjpreciute the more excellent way..
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Tliis method involves much rcpetilioa, but it is pedagogically necessary in

the present stage of specuhitive development." In cosmology there is

need of a searching criticism of fundamental notions in order that we
may emerge out of speculative chaos, but the necessity for such criti-

cism is most marked in psychology. Of this Professor Bowne says:
"Current psychology, especially of the 'synthetic' sort, has erred and
strayed from the way beyond anything p;>ssible to lost sheep, because of
the unclear and inadmissible metajmysical uotions with which it oper-
ates. "We have, first, an attempt to construe the mental life in terms of
mechanism or of the lower categcries. This has led to the most extraor-
dinary mythology, iu which mental states are hypostasized, impossible
dynamic relations feigned, logical identities mistaken for objective tem-
poral identities, and then the entire Jictiou, which exists only in and
through thought, is mistaken for the generator of thought. Here
again nothing but criticism can aid us. TTe must inquire v.hat our
'synthesis' is to mean, and what the factors are which are to bo ' syu-

tliesized,' and what are the logical conditions of such a synthesis. This
inquiry cannot be dispensed with by issuing cards of questions to nurses

and young mothers, or by rediscovering world-old items of knowledge
by the easy piocessof constructing new names for them. The dictionary

may be enriched iu this way, and charming stories gathered concerning
the age at which 'our little one began to take notice,' but this journal-

istic method is more likely to contribute to the ' gayety of nations' than
to i^sychological iusiglit. Neither can we long dispense with the inquiry

by the severities of quotation marlcs, or by assuming a superior manner
and claiming for the new psychology everything iu sight," The Preface
goes on in its practical way :

" The mechanical psychology of scusebound
thought has overflowed, with no small damage, into the field of i)0])ular

education. In many cases sheer fictions and illusions are taught for

truth, or are made the basis of .educational procedure. . . , Much of

the information given seems to be on a level with that wliich M. Jour-

dain received from his teaclier in philosophy. He learned that there are

two kinds of letters, vowels and cousonnnts, and two kinds of compo-
sition, prose and poetry, and tliat he liad been talking prose all his life

without knowing it, and that when he ]Mouounced the vowel O he
pursed his lips into a circular form, and elongated them when pronoun-
cing A. He also learned how to tell by the almanac when the moon is

s'hining. JI. Jourdain was so enchanted with this information that he
thought hardly of his parents for neglecting his instruction iu his youth,

and also gave himself great airs on the strength of the new education,

«'heu he met Madame Jourdain and Nicole the domestic. Not a little

of popular pedagogics is of this barren and inflating sort. Knowledge
still pufloth lip. And sometimes the matter is even worse. This thing
having become the fad, the intellectually defenseless among teachers and
those who would l)e thought wise are intimidated into accepting it.

Hans Christian Andersen's storv a little modified illustrates the situa-
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tioD. Two knaves set up a loom iu the market place and gave out that

they were weaving fabrics of wondrous beauty and value. To be sure,

nothing could be seen; but they set forth tliat whoever failed to see the

goods w:is thereby shown to be unfit for his place. Accordingly every-

body, from the king down, saw the things and praised them, and no-

body dared to let on for fear of being thought unfit for his place. And
they bought the goods, to the knaves' great profit, and arrayed them-

selves, and marched in procession in their imaginary attire. And still

nobody dared to let on, until a small boy of unsophisticated vision called

out: 'Why, they haven't got their clothes on!' This broke the spell.

Intimidations of this sort are all too common in the pedagogical world

at present. And they will remain until an era of criticism sets in. Then

we may hope to be freed from the mythologies of the mechanical and

synthetical psychology and from the misleading or sterile formulas of

popular pedagogics. For this desirable pedagogical reform it is neces-

sary that we distinguish more carefully between theoretical and practical

psychology}'. Most theoretical psychology is practically barren. If

necessary as a suflacieut reason for the facts, it nevertheless often leads

to nothing. Power over the facts, whether in education or in society, is

not gained by studying psychological theories, but by observation and

practice, and by experience of life and men." The habitually and se-

verely practical purpose of this metaphysician are partially manifested

in the above quotations. We regret lack of sjjace to give further

samples of it from the body of the book.

The Blhliotaph and Other People. By Leox H. VI^-CE^T. IL'mo, pp. 233. Boston
and Xew York: Houghton, IMifflin & Co. Price, cloth, §1.25.

These ten ]iapers are reprinted mostly from the Atlantic MontJdy, the

Sprinqfidd liejiuhlican^ and Poet Lore. The first eighty pages contain

portraiture and history of the bibliotaph, with spicy chat about his queer

ways, his friends, his scrapbooks, and his "bins." The various kinds

of book-hunters are classified by their peculiarities. " One man buys

books to read, another buj's them to gloat over, a third that he may for-

tify them behind glass doors and keep the key in his pocket. Learned

words have been devised to express the varieties of motive and taste.

These words begin with hlhlioy Two interesting types of maniac arc

known as the biblioclast and the biV^liotaph. The first of these is one

who mutilates books. Such a one was John Bagford, who mutilated ten

thousand volumes to form his vast collection of title-pages. He died au

unrepentant sinner, lamenting that he could not live long enough to get

hold of a genuine Caxton and rip the initial ]jagc out of it. The lihliotaph

buries books; not literally, but sometimes as elTectually as if he had put

them underground. One sort lioards and hides them like a miser, not

tising them himself nor allowing anybody else to use them. Another

because he is homeless, a bachelor, a wanderer, gathers books only to store

them here, there, nnd yonder. This particular bibliotaph used the garret
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of a farmhouse and a village store as storing places for his ever-growing

collection. In New York he sometimes frequented the " Diner's 0^vn

Home," where scriptural advice and practical suggestions were oddly

mingled in placards on the walls. One juxtaposition was this: the fir^t

sign read, " The very God of peace sanctify you wholly," and the next

one, "Lookout for your Hat and Coat." To a gentleman, who would

be sixty j-ears of age the following day and who had taken life heartily,

he suggested that this message be sent: "You don't look it, but you've

lived like it." A certain book-hunter, we are told, found in Mon-

tana a Fourth Folio of Shakespeare, with the autograph of William

Shakespeare pasted in it, and since then, when he hears some one

express a desire for a copy of Greene's Groatsicorth of TT/?, or any

other rare book of Elizabeth's time, he smiles and says, "If I could

get away I'd run out to Montana and try to pick up a copy for

you." Here is a part description given of this bibliotaph: "He
was a kind of gigantic and Olympian schoolboy, loving-hearted,

bountiful, wholesome, and sterling to the core." Mr. Vincent de-

scribes felicitously certain authors who write books but do not make
literature; who are authors by their own will and not by gift or

grace of God; and whose labored writing is so manifestly done v.ith

sweat of brow^ that one may say of them, as Augustine Birrell said of

Professor Freeman and the Bishop of Chester, that they arc horny-

handed sous of toil and worthy of their wage. In the essay on Thomas
Hardy is this: "Ask a man of average morals and attainments why he

doesn't go to church. You won't know any better after he has given

you his answer. But ask Nat Chapman (a character in one of Hardy's

books), and you will not be troubled with ambiguities. He doesn't like

to go because Mr. Torkingham's sermons make him think of soul-saving

and other uncomfortable topics. So when the son of Torkingham's

predecessor asks Nat how it goes with him, that tiller of the soil

promptly answers: " Pa'son Tarkenham do tease a feller's conscience

that much, that church is no holler-day at all to the limbs as it was in

yer reverent fathers time." This reminds us of an Episcopalian minister

iu Connecticut of whose faithful prophesying a somewhat bibulous law-

yer said, "I like to hear preaching, I enjoy it for its intellectual interest

and stimulus. But that man makes things so hot for aie that I declare

I can't stand it." At the same place and about the same time a colored

hack driver, who was a communicant in that church, said one Monday
morning to a vestrj'man whom he drove to the railway station, "How'd
ye like de sermon yist'd'y mornin', Mr. De Z. ?" "Yes, sah, yes, sah !

Putty plain preachin', sah. De cushins in dat church is putty comfable,

hut I tell ye, dar was a good many folks dar yist'cl'y dat couldn't keep

f^'ill. Dey kcp a squirmin' and a squinnin' and a squirmin'. Yes, sah;

dey did." Of the note of melancholy in Hardy's writings our author

^ays: "No man can apprehend life aright and still look upon it as a car-

"iviil. He may attain serenity in respect to it, but he can never be jaunty
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and flip2)ant. He cau never slap life on the back and call it by familiar
names. He may hold that the uorld is Indisputably growing better, but
he will need to admit that it is having a hard time iu so doing." In the
essay on "Letters of John Keats" is Keats's statement concerning tlie

daring of his most ambitious eft'orts: "I was never afraid of failure; for
I would sooner fail than not be among the greatest." Tlie essay, "An
Elizabethan Novelist," informs us that Ruskin said tliat ]Miss Edge-
worth had made virtue so obnoxious that since her time one had hardly
dared ex-press the slightest bias in favor of the Ten Commandments. Vlx.

Vincent offers us an offhand test with which to determine wliether or
no a given book is literature. "'::au you imagine Charles Lamb in the
act of reading that book ? If yc i can, it's literature; if you can't, it

isn't." The essay, "A Fairmindel itau," has for its subject Dr. Joseph
Priestley, the discoverer of oxygt i, wlio says that the only person iu
Leeds who took any interest iu the ,=. n'outific experiments he wj.s carrying
on with vials and tubes and retorts ud mice and plants was Jlr. Hey, a
sui'geou and a zealous Jlethodist, ^vha encouraged Priestley's science but
combated his theology. Benjamin Franklin wrote to Priestley: "There
is one improvement which I wish to see, the discovery of a plan that
would induce and oblige nations to settle their disputes without fust
cutting one another's throats." A resident of the present "Wide-open "

Xew York suspects a vein of humor in the Tammany Society on reading
its description of itself as " a numerous body of freemen, who associate
to cultivate among tliemselves the love of liberty and the enjoyment of
the happy republican government under which they live." Priestley was
distressed at the widespread infidelity in America at the time of his visit
here in 1794, and wondered to find the "lawyers almost universally unbe-
lievers. Getting hold of Paine's Age of lleason, he said : " It is the weak-
est and most absurd as well as the most arrogant of anything I have yet
seeu." The extracts we have made show that Mr. Vincent has given us
an extremely racy and vivacious book, which he dedicates with love and
admiiation to his father. Rev. Dr. B. T. Vincent. The bright volume
closes with two charming chapters on " Stevenson: The Vagabond and
the Philosopher," and " Stevenson's St. Ives."

Amove, the Forcrs. P.y nKNKV Whitk Waisken, LL.D., one of the Bishoi^s of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, author of Hecrcations in AMronomi/, The Bible
in the World's JC'/ucafion, etc. ii'mo, pp. 107. A'ew York: Katoa & Maiii<^
CIncimiati: Curts&- Jennings. Price, cloth, $1.

A sober judge s:iys correctly that "natural philosophy in its larger
features was never more attractively set before the young njind tliairin
these sketches." 'J'hese stories about the forces of nature and their
operation in accordance with natural laws, while scientitically correct
and instructive, are as Avondcrful and fascinating as 77ic Arahian Nights'
EnUriainment. But the book is not a juvenile, nlbcit it .shimld be in
every Epworth League or Sunday scliool library and in every home
circle of young pe.ji)le; nor is its puipose limited to expositions of uat-
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ural philosophy. Its sublimity, sweep, and splendor will give to the
noblest minds elevation, expansion, and exhilaration. To Bishop War
ren always things visible, however exquisite, magniiicent, stupendous
are intimations of, and ladders up to, the greater wonders of the unseen
universe. Watching with awe and ecstasy the play of mi-hty forces
he sees and shows that all this power and infinitely more belongeth unto
God. His unfailing intellectual and spiritual jubilance imparts a
healthy buoyancy of soul and sends uj, a perpetual Alleluia to Him who
sitteth on the throne of power and glory and dominion. ^Vliatcver path
his thought pursues through the wide creatio)i, he goes ovuUin<r on liisway woth a robust, athletic, masculine joyousness. These brillia°nt ch.p-
tei-steliofTheMauwhoXeeded452,G96Barrelsof Water, The Bun'sGreU
Horses, Moon Helps, Star Helps, Helps from Insensible Seas. The Fairv
Gravitation, The Help of Inertia, Plant Help, Gas Help, Natural AfTectiou
of Metals for Liquids and Gases and for One Another, Creations Now in
Progress, Some Curious Behaviors of Atoms, Mobilitv of Secmiuo- Solids
The Next World to Conquer, Sea Sculpture, and The Power of Vege-
table Life. Then there are mountaineering experiences in the Alps whfch
take the reader to Zermatt, the Riffelberg, the Corner Grat, up' Monte
Rosa, up and down the Matterhorn, with all the zest of an enthusiast in
mountam clmibing, all the knowledge of a natural scientist, and all the
vision of an intellectual seer. In the chapters on the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado River and the Yellowstone Park Geysers the wonders of
American scenery are described in a style which would delirrht thr. ^oul
of John Ruskin. The volume closes with what one hardly knows
whether to call a .scientific discussion or a sublime sermon on Spiritual
Dynamics, and M'ith that uplifted argument, projected into eternity
which we iirinted first in the Methodht Eeview in November 1896'
entitled -When this World is Not." An impressive scientific 'experi-
ment Illustrative of the enormous po^ver of vegetable life is described
as follows: "In the Agricultural College at Amherst, Mass., a squash of
the yellow Chih variety was put in harness in 1874 to see how much it
^^ould lift by its power of growth. It was not an oak or mahogany tree
but a soft, jmlpy, squashy squash that one could poke his finirer into'
nourished through a soft succulent vine that one could mash between
finger and thumb. The growing squash was confiTied in an open harness
of iron and wood, and the amount lifted by the expanding squash was in-
dicated by weights on the lever over the top. There were, including
seventy nodal roots, more than eighty thousand feet of roots and rootlets!
Ihese roots increased one thousand feet in twenty-four hours. They
were afforded every advantage by being grown in a hot-bed. On August
21 the squash lifted sixty pounds. By September it lifted a ton. °0u
October 24 it carried over two tons. It grew gnarled like an oak, aud its
substance was almost as compact as mahogany. Its inner cavitv was very
small, but it perfectly elaborated its seeds, as usual. The lever which
in^beat,,.] the weight had to be changed for stronger ones from time .

FIFTH SEKIKS;, VOL. XY.
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to time More weights were sou^d.t. They scurried through the townand got an anvil and pieces of railroad iron and hung then! at varvino-
distances on the lever to measure the lifting force. ]3y October 3l' thesquash was carrying a weight of five thousand pounds. Then, owin^ todefects in the new contrivance, the rind was broken through Mitirout
showing what might have been done under better condition. Everv
jmrticle of the squash had to be added and find itself elbow room unde'r
this tremendous pressure. Such is the power of vegetable life. Lifewil always assert itself." The account of this experiment is follov.cd
jvrth a characteristic reflection

:
'^ Xo wonder that the Lord, seekinc son,form of speech to represent his power in human souls, suvs, ' I am the vineye are the branches.' The tremendous strength of infmite life sur-^es udhrough ^le vine and out into all the branches that are reallv vitaUv at'-tached ISO wonder that much fruit is expected, and that on; who knew

most, of this impnrtea power said, 'I can do all things thi-ou-di Christwhich strengtheneth me.'" An informing and illuminating book BishopWarren has given us. Let everybody read it

!

HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGRAPHY.
A Constitutional History of the American People, 177G-1S50 By FR-vvrr^ V^^.... .-

Jss^narrssirsu^tirr-- --"-^^
These volumes suggest to the reader that tliere are different methods

of ^^•nt.Ing history. The author who prepares text-books in this depart-ment for elementary schools and academies must dwell, from the necessi-
ties of the case, upon the stirring incidents of exploration, settlementand warfare; he must describe in graphic words the personality and th^deeds of great leaders; and he must linger at length upon all the other
concrete incidents which go to make up early national records. Butthere are other iistonans-and their work is none the less necessarv-who
write for the advanced students of great historical movements, and who)n this service are untrammeled by the necessity of the pictorial or ri^^idlv
chronological method of treatment. To this latter class Mr. Thorpl be-longs and in the volumes now under notice he has evidentlv made avaluable contribution to the historical literature of his times. His work
as he informs us, "contains the evidence of changes-and, it is believed'
01 progress-in the ideas and opinions which the American people haveheld respc-cting the principles, the organization, and the administration
of their civil institutions. It is a record of the evolution of government
in this country since the Revolution, and it rests upon authorities hith-

tLTl ""^"^ 'I'-^^g'^rded." Of the genesis of government uponthese Western shores and the practical necessities which influenced the
ii.iture of that government he has much to say at the outset, some of hi^words being as follows: "Democracy in America is the resultant ofHoman, Celtic, and Teutonic ideas. It is a civil composite. Its evolu-
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tion is recorded in a scries of political adjustments. . . . No American
colouY broke -vvliolly with the past. The uecessitj- for unrestricted labor

compelled a democracy. Ilad the vast area now comprised within the

United States been occupied at the time of its discovery by Europeans
by a wealth-accumulating peojile, however civilized, Avho permitted
European conquest, the conquerors would not have set up a democracy;
the :Mississippi valley would have repeated the story of jMexico and
Peru. Uad gold or silver abounded in Xew England, Tcnnsylvania, or

Virginia, the evolution of democracy on the Atlantic seaboard would
have been retarded for centuries. Had tlie mechanical devices familiar

now in lumbering, in mining, in manufacturing, a)id in agriculture been

familiar to the world at the opening of the seventeenth century, democ-
racy in America would still be a matter of political speculation." The
relative value of the agriculturist and the manufacturer was furthermore

a determining factor in the evolution of democracy. Tiie views of

Tliomas Jefferson on this value received wide acceptance in the earlier

years of our national life. "Accepted without modification they would
have held America in a purely agricultural condition. Agriculture and

manufactures together have determined the evolution of our institu-

tions. With agricultural institutions slavery was identified, but it could

never be identified with manufactures. . . . The most eloquent de-

fenders of slavery were fond of describing the agricultural condition as

the ideal state of society. ... The slaveholding States steadily and

successfully resisted all efforts to introduce manufactures among them,

and as steadily sought to maintain an agricultural homogeneity which, it

must be admitted, was economically as inconsistent as it was unnatural.

The economic variations determined by the conflicting interests of city

and country, of highland regions and lowland regions, explain many pro-

visions in the constitutions of the commonwealths." The mention of Jef-

ferson suggests his views, expressed in the second volume, upon the value

of frequent rotation in the judicial oilice. He says: '' In England, where

judges were named and were removed by the will of the hereditary execu-

tive, from which branch most was feared and had flowed, it was a great

point gained by fixing them for life, by making them independent of that

executive ; but in a government founded on the popular will this principle

operates in a different direction, and against that will we have made them

independent of the nation itself. . . . Let the ollice of judges be for four

or for six years; this will bring their conduct at regular periods under re-

viL>ion and probation. We have erred on that point by copying England,

where certainly it is a great thing to have judges independent of the

government. That there shoidd be public functionaries independent of

the nation is an aphorism of the repul)lic." The deej) philosophy in this

reasoning is no less impressive in these last days, and certainly has its

apijlication to short terms of service in other departments besides the

legal. The origin of local self-government is traced by Mr, Thorpe as

follows: "Local government was passed over by the eighteenth century
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constitutions, and was but slightly touched on by those made during the
fii-st half of the nineteenth. It Avas largely a matter of custom or o? leg-
islation. In the older States local orgaui/atiou had already been estab-
lished when their first con'stitutious were in process of formation. lu
the North the organization was of the town or township tyjje; in the
South, of the county. Town or county goverumcut was not' an issue at
the time of the Kevolution. That affected local government only indi-
rectly. The issue was popular government vcri^m monarchy, the civil
w.rms the military idea in government. America was then a democracy
of farmers." The contrast between the Northern and the Southern bar is
told as follows: "At the North, although there was less learning at the
bar, yet there was a larger practice. Economic conditions there°tended
to foster the eloquence of abbreviated speech. In Kentucky most of tlie
white men of the county gathered at the courthouses to hear the lawyers
discuss an exciting case; in New York the people were too seriously en-
gaged in working their farms, in attending their stores, or in managing
their factories to spend their time in listening to the trial of causes. °rhe
legal profession was less influential in the North than in the South."
Immigration before the year 1820 was but imperfectly tabulated ; in ISoO
"less than one tenth of the population was foreign born." With the
close of (he first half of the century "the foreign-born population of the
country was not sufficient in numbers to cause any marked cha:oge in the
organization of local government, or to influencJ constitutionarconveu-
tions to introduce provisions in the supreme law afl[ect.ing the status of
persons of foreign birth. To this, however, there is one exception of
great moment—the extension of the suffrage. By the modification of
s^jiTrage qualifications persons of foreign birth were enabled in some
States to vote as soon as they had declared their intention to become
citizens." Of the national growth to 1850 Mr. Thorpe concludes as fol-
lows: "It was a half century of improvement; of increase of domestic
comforts; of more humane treatment of the insane, the deaf, the dumb,
the blind, the criminal classes. Legislation in restraint of crime, too
long vindictive in its purposes, was becoming remedial. Legislatures
were compelled to provide educational opportunities for the poor. Slav-
ery was losing its grasp; freedom was pervading the Territories and
overspreading the States. Public sentiment, conscience-stricken, wa.
turning helpfully toward the fugidve slave and the free net,u-o. but it
was in defiance of custom, laws, and constitution. Seventf-five year^
bad passed since the great Declaration. They were years 'of hopeful
effort to reahze its principles." From these fragmentary quotations mav
be learned the nature of Mr. Thorpe's work. As a philosophical analy.i'.
of our history to 1850 it is at once strong and clear. The groupino-" of
topics in some of his chapters is sometimes inconsistent with the caption
of those chapters. Yet this is a defect that does not greatly mar the
sterlmg excellence of his work. The indications of patient research are
upon every page, and the r^^ader can but wish for tlie speedr i^.-oe of a
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supplemental volume tracing tiie further developments in our national

life from 1850 to the close of the century,

Jerusalem the Holy. A Brief History of Ancient Jerusalem ; v,ith an Account of the

Modern City and its Conditions, Political, Eellgious, and Social. Witli fifteen il-

lustrations from photographs, and four maps. By ED^YI^• Sukkm.vx Wali.ace,
Late United States Consul for Palestine. Crown svo, pp. 3J9. New York, etc.:

Fleming H. lieveil Company. Price, cloth, §1.50.

The author of this work rightly assumes that Jerusalem is a city of

vrorld-wide interest. "How many times," says he, "has it been de-

scribed I How many volumes of travel by the amateur and professional

toiu'ists make a specialty of the Jerusalem chapter! How manj- letters

to religious aud other papers in every Christian land tell the story of the

city as it now is! The number of such ptiblications proves that the

reading public has been interested in the subject." Nor does the present

volume lessen the feeling as to the unique place of the city among the

famous centers of human i)opulation. As there has been but one Pales-

tine there can be but one Jerusalem in the history of mortal existence

until the new Jerusalem descends out of heaven, "prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband." Conceding in the spirit of his volume this

exalted rank to Jerusalem, ]\Ir. Wallace writes as an eyewitness of its

present life. For five years, in the exercise of his official duties as

United States Consul, he was favored with the privilege of permanent

residence in the Holy City and the consequent opportunity for full scrip-

tural aud antiquarian research. That he put to such a diligent use this

rare advantage will be to his many readers a cause for satisfaction. His

volume, as a consequence of this long residence in Jerusalem, has the

quality of vivid description which makes for interest and instruction.

The traditions, topography, customs, aud outlook of the Holy City are

all included within the compass of his treatment. Its streets and gates,

its walls and suiTounding hills, its industries and its motley population

are all so concreted before the reader that, had he no other book of ref-

erence, he would gain no inadequate idea of modern Jerusalem fronr this

painstaking work. Nor does the author write in a spirit of undue

subseiwieuce to the traditions of Palestine. He thinJxS for himself, and

has a reason for his conclusions, if they are not in harmony with local

beliefs. For illustration, his caution in the identification of the locali-

ties of famous scriptural events on the testimony of tradition is expressed

in his chapter on " The New, or Gordon's, Calvary." A single quotation

will sufiice to show this disposition. HewTites: " Concerning tlie holy

sites of the Holy City anyone has the right to ask why this one is located

here or that one there. If the answer given is not satisfactoiy he has

the right to doubt or disbelieve. For instance, when one sees htmdreds

of Russian pilgrims kneeling devoutly and kissing reverently a spot on

the rock on the eastern slope of Mount Moriah, just near where the Jcri-

fho road turns to cross the brook Kedron, and is informed that here is

^vhere St. Stephen was stoned, he has a right to question the reason for
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this localization. The evidence of au old tradition ])roves nothing. "Hie
place of Jewish capital puuislnucnt being known and St. Steplien Lav-
ing suffered that puuisliment, there is no reason to seek another place
for his death than the one used commonly in his day. How or when
the tradition assigned the event to the spot outside of the present St.

Stephen Gate is a matter of no moment. The tradition is groundless.
A tradition just as groundless has for fifteen centuries afErmed that the
two most momentous facts in Christian history took place on the site
now occupied by tlie Church of the Holy Sepulcher. To the one whom
tradition satisfies this is enough. Tlie one who accepts the dkin of the
Church without dispute reasons that, as the Church has maintained these
two sites during these centuries, he has no right to doubt their genuine-
ness. Plad the Church never been mistaken, had she never been com-
pelled to change her position, such acquiescence might be ^vj^m liy even
a greater number tlian now. But, so long as the Churcli is made up of
human creatures dependent upon human judgment, there are those who
will refuse absolutely to acknowledge her infallibility. This will be so
especially in matters unessential to salvation, to Avhich class certainly be-
longs the localization of any event connected with the life or deat"li of
our Lord."' The glimpse of modern Jerusalem which Islx. Wallace gives
in his chapter, "The City as it Is To-day," is full of quaint instruction.
The reader is impressed, among all else, with the lack of nineteenth
century appliances among tliose Eastern Jews and the general spij-it of
media-val conservatism that obtains as to the introduction of the newer
i nventious. "Street illumination, " for instance, "is still ia its infancy.
In the entire city there are twenty-eight small oil lamps stuck up ])e"re

and there on the sides of the houses. They are uncared for, and on a
dark night do nothing more than indicate that they are lighted. To
believe that they do anything in the way of lessening the gloom is a
freak of imagination. American companies wish to put in electric lights
if the way is clear. But it is not; several insurmountable barriers inter-
vene." And among these hindrances are Turkish oijposition and the
fact that the investment would not ]iay. Kor has the Turk, in his fear
of electricity in all forms, any need for the telephone. An American
missionary having had a telephone sent to him was forbidden by the
authorities to put it in service. " Such au innovation could nut be al-
lowed unless he had an order from the sultan. He had no such order,
and was in no mood to pay the sum necessary to obtain it. The tele-
]ihone has been lying unused for several years." The concluding chap-
ters of Mr. Wallac(i's boolv are important to those v/ho are concerned as
to the outlook for Jerusnlem and Palestine. They are entitled : "The
Jews in Jerusalem," "The Christians in Jerusalem," "The 3Ioslcms,"
and finally, "Tlie Futmc of Jerusalem." In the last chapter the author
commits himself to ll.e belief iu tiie return of the Jews to Palestine.
"The land is waiting," he writes, "the people are ready to come, and
will come as soon as protection to life and property is assured. I am
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ready to go further and say that the coming inhabitants will be Jews.
This must be accepted, or the numerous prophecies that assert it so posi-
tively must be thrown out as worthless. ... The present movements
among Jews in many parts of the world indicate their belief in the pro-
phetic assertions. Their eyes are turning toward the land that once was
theirs, and their hearts are longing for the day when they, as a people,
cau dwell securely in it. . . . Anyone desiring to know the millennial
future of Jerusalem can find it described on many images of the inspired
word. The only legiliraate method for the interpretation of the various
allusions to that future city is the natural one, that is, to take just what
is there said as it is said, and attempt neither to add to nor detract from
the statements." This outline will sufiice to give a general impression
as to the scope and purpose of Mr. Wallace's volume. It is not a com-
pilation of hasty and inadequate generalizations by some tourist so-

journing in Jerusalem for a day and thence departing to talk with orac-
ular utterance of the Holy City. Xor is it too voluminous for easy use.
But the author has rather aimed " to combine completeness with bievily,
and thus to place in the hands of those who are interested in this city of
sacred memories and holy sites a book of such facts as arc ascertainable."

JITSCELLAXEOUS.
Embifrd Missionary Women. By :\Ins. J. T. Gkacev. Introductory notes by Jlrs.

Joseph Cook and ilvs. S. L. Keen. 12riio, rp. 2io. New Yurk: Eaton & :\Iains.
Cincinnati: Curt5 & Jennings. Price, cloth, S5 cents.

jSTo history of Christian missions is fully written that does not include
the story of the sacrifices made by consecrated womanhood for the sake
of the Gospeh ISIrs. Gracey's volmno of biographical sketches is a just
tribute of praise to the workers she enumerates. In number they are
twenty-eight. In location some of them labored for the great cause on
this side of the ocean, but were no less truly missionaiy in spirit than
others who went as torchbearers into the darkness of India, Africa, and
China. In denomination they belonged to dififerent faiths, Ann AVil-
kins, Mary Reed, Beuhdi "VYoolstou, and Clara A. Swain, M.D., being
the representatives of the Methodist Episcopal Church whose life-storie°

are outlined. The book " represents the several classes of work which
women have been able to conduct on the field—educational, evangelistic,

hterary, medical, or eleemosynary "—and is calculated to meet a felt

need in missionary information. The stories of "toil, danger, loneli-

Jiess, endurance, patience" which it contains, ])lace a new crown upon
the brow of Christian wonjian. As in the past she is to continue an in-

tegral and successful factor in Gospel work—until the kingdom comes.

- f Memorial of a True Life. A Biograiiliy of Hugh McAllister Beaver. By Eorkkt
>-'. SiM:r.}:. l^iuo, pp. SOS. Kew Yoik, t'tc; Fleming II. llevell Company. I'riee
cloth, $1.

The sxibjcct of tliis memoir was descended from an honored family in

I'eimsylvania, was the son of a recent governor of the State, and was
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surrounded by those rare home and school influences which are enriching
the age -with noble illustrations of i\jiiericau mimhood. Responsive to
his opportunities he grew into an unusual symmetry and perfection. As
a college student he was of pronounced Christian usefulness, and in his
short years as a graduate was the means of help and blessing to many.
His yearning for the deep things of God, his deadness to the world, his
sweetness of life, and his expressions of rare intimacy with his Lord gave
him rank with those serajjliic spirits that no^v and then live on the earth
to show stumbling and sordid men the possibilities of grace. A memo-
rial service was held for him in Northfield, vrhere he had been a worker,
at which meeting Mr. Moody said that no 'other visitors among them
had left such impressions as Hugh Beaver and Professor Drummond.
His early departure is another of those mysteries over which many Chris-
tian workers grieve and which they may not understand.

Ulustrath-c Kotcs. A Guide to the Study of the International Sunday Scliool Lessons
for is.'tD. By Jesse Lvmax Huklp.ut and Kobert Kemln-gtox Doherxv.
8vo,.pp. 30.?. New York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. IMce.
cloth, $l.'J5.

We believe it to be the plain unexaggerated tnilh that this book is

the best of all helps to the study of the lessons for the year. With the
rich abundance of its original and selected comments, methods of teach-
ing, illustrative stories, practical applications, notes on Eastern life,

library references, maps, tables, pictures, and diagrams, nothing seems
lacking that anyone could need or desire.

Om Thousand Questimis and Anmvers Conceraing the Methodist Episcopal Church,
its Historj-, Government, Doctrines, and Usages, including the Origin, Polity, and
Progress of All Otlier Methodist Bodies. By ILexrv Wheeler, D.D., author of
Methodism and the Temperance lieformaiion, etc. 12mo, pp. 2.39. New York:
Eaton & JIains. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. Price, cloth, 90 cents.

It is often easier to ask than to answer questions. Dr. "V^liecler is not
one, however, who has perpetrated a series of conundrums for the delec-
tation of the reader in an idle hour. In serious purpose, if in an
unusual manner, he has here prepared a worthy outline of our denomi-
national history, doctrines, and polity. No volume of its kind can be
edited ^\-ithout a most patient and long-continued gathering of informa-
tion from many sources; and because of its encyclopedic character it is

the more deserving of notice. As a handbook of information for such
organizations as our Sunday schools and Epworth Leagues it should go
forth upon a large mission of usefulness.

The Wondrous Cross and Other Semioiis. By David J.^ies Bureell, D.D., Pas-
tor of the CoUegiate Church at Fifth Avenue and Twentj--niuth Street, New York.
12010, pp. 351. New York: V/ill)nr B. Ketcham. Price, cloth, $1.50.

Dr. Burrell ranks among the most influential preachers of his city.

These discourses are scholarly and strong, and ring with evangelistic
appeals to men. The Vv-orld needs more of such earnest iM-eachiug as the
new century opens.
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Art. I.—the COXSTRUCTIVE VALUE OF HISTORY
a:^d science.

The most evident cliai-actcristic of tlie present age, consid-

ered as an era in the history of tlionglit, is its transitional

ciiaracter. Following the stormy close of the eighteenth cen-
tury, and sliaring as vs-ell in the questions fundamental to all

modern thought, tlie period in which the men of to-day are
living Jias inherited from the past a burden of unsolved prob-
lems heavy enough to form the entire load of any single age.

T3ut the decades that have intervened since the end of the
revolutionary epoch have bred new questions of their ov.m

; so

that, in an especial sense, our time has become one of those

periods of ferment in Av])ich old forms of thought, no Ion o-er

able to satisfy the spirit of the age, give place to nevr ones, or
pass gradually over into these.

Nevertheless, it would be serious error to conclude that the
forces now at woi-lc in the thought of the world are exclu-

sively destructix^e. Probably there has never been an era of
transition, of which such a statement would hold good. For
not only are elements of positive thinking presentin every ao-e

when negation appears to be in control, but skeptical move-
nicnts are comparatively powerless unless the tendencies which
niake for the rejection of accepted opinions have in them the
vigor proceeding from new constructive jirinciples. This is

especially true of the revolutions xvhich have taken place in
human thinking since the wane of the medi;\ival systems.*

* See " Tji^lcal Eras of Skepticism," by the writer, Methodist lievietc, September-
October, 1S117, pp. 770, 771, 774, 775.

9.3—riFTu snitiHs, vol. xv.
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The leaders of the licfoniKitloM advanced with rapid strides

from tlieir denial of allegiance to the pope to the fonuation of

a new religious body ; the founders of modern science and

modern philosophy, fj-ee for the most part from the agnostic

despair of later times, believed that thej' were substituting

more stable and fruitful forms of thought for those whose

lack of value had at length become patent. A conspicuous

feature of the skepticism of the eighteenth century in France

is the potenc}' of modern science and the mechanical view of

the world, when carried out in all their implications by a peo-

25le whose logic does not shrink back from even the most

extreme conclusions. And the same principle will be found

to apply to the present age. The f;ict, indeed, is obscured by the

imique relation existing between the positive and the negative

tendencies of the forces by which the thought of our time is

molded. Kever in the history of human thinking have prin-

ciples of constructive value in their ovrn sphej-e been applied

with £0 destructive purpose in other departmcints of reflection
;

never, for instance, have men been so confident that they

possess settled truth within the region of sense-experience

and so doubtful whether truth is even attainable in the region

of transcendent speculation. Yet, as the age passes on from

its earlier to its later stages, it becomes less possible either

to ignore the existence of fruitful positive forces beneath

and behind the negative movements, or to confine the effect

of these witliin the limits of the region where their work

began. Science still leads on to philosophy as of old; the

exigencies of social and political, as well as of individual,

life continue to demand an etliic, albeit certain dominant de-

velopments of contemporary o])inion have little of an ethical

sort to offer ; religion refuses to accept the sentence of con-

demnation passed upon it, or even to stay dead i]i hearts where

it lias been crushed down.

Prominent among the forces cfl'cctive in the production of

contemporary foj-rns of thought has been the historical spirit.

The nineteenth century is preeminently an historical age—an

age in Avhieh historical studies haN'C engrossed the attention of

scholars, and, more notably still, a period marked by the appli-

cation of the principles of historical development in explain-
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ing the genesis of tlic most various human institutions. Tlie

beginnings of this interest in historical investigation go fartlier

back, indeed, than the opening of tlie present age. There is a

sense in Avhich it might with truth 1)0 urged that the eight-

eenth century, also, was characterized by interest in the experi-

ence of the past, and even tliat the leaders of that age made

use of the lessons of history, as they understood them, in

their endeavors to jneet the needs of their thne. Illustrations

of these positions are easy to cite fiovn among the i-anks of

the destructive schools themselves. Voltaire wrote histories,

as well as satires and lampoons. Montesquieu based his

Spirit of Lav;s on the historical parallels of national life, as

well as on the current conceptions of nature and of man.

Rosseau winged his sliafts with comparisons drawn from the de-

mocracies of antiquity. The revolutionary assemblies pi-ated

of Greece and Home in their headlong debates, and sought to

dignify the government of reason by aping pagan festivals. In

Britain, Hume would be remembered for his History of Eng-

land^ though we did not have liis essays and his philosophical

writings to keep his fame alive ; and it is but a short time

since that the whole English-speaking world was busy in cel-

ebrating the centenary of the appearance of the Memoirs of

the author of the Decline and Fall. Thus, though the liis-

toric spirit is rightly counted a special characteristic of the

present age, it must not be supposed that the current devo-

tion to historical methods of thought sprung up without prep-

aration in the century that preceded our own.

There are two points, however, which serve to distingnisli

the historical spirit of tliis age from that of earlier times. The
first of these is the better development of tlie methods of his-

torical investigation. The methods of minute research which
have shown themselves so fruitful in other fields of inquiry

have been welcomed by historical scholai-s as potent instru-

ments in the solution of their peculiar problems. Xever before

has the inquiry into the facts of histor}' been pursued with so

l>ersistent determination, and never have the facts when ascer-

tained been utilized so sacredly in the formation of historical

^conclusions. As the physical scientist observes and experiments
in his laboratory or in tlie fields, as he tests and measures and
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weif^'lis, so the productive leaders of historical study in this age

go back to the primary sources of information. Animated by

a spirit of exact investigation, they make long journeys in order

to become eyewitnesses of the scenes of historic events ; they

study the monuments to recover the annals of early civiliza-

tions; they ransack old libraries and bring the facts to light

which lie hidden in the time-stained records of the past ; tbey

burrow in official arcliives that original State papers uu\v be

made to 3aeld their secrets; and they apply the criteria of crit-

ical interpretation to the data when they have thus been gath-

ered, in order that the ^j>?v'//2«/aa<? hearing of the evidence

may be sifted by the strictest tests. In short, the, historian

of to-day differs from the annahst of the j^ast as much by his

patient investigation of the phenomena of history as by his

endeavor to view his D'csults in those larger connections which

the mind of the annalist was entirely unjitted to grasp.

If the inllueijce of liistorical inquiry on the progress of nine-

teenth-century opinion stopped here, however, its importance

would scarcely be sufficient to compel its enumeration among
the controlling forces of tiie age. It is not because history has

interested us for its owji sake that it has gained a foremost

place in our thinking, or even—though here its effect has

been very great— because, like history in every age, it enforces

lessons bearing on the questions of political and civil society.

The strongest attraction that it presents to the minds of con-

temporary thinlcers is to be found in the proffer of itself as a

means for the solution of the most varied and most pressing

problems. This conception vras for the most part foreign to the

thought of the eighteenth century. Heflective minds were then

too often governed by the same delusion that had misled their

Athenian predecessors of the fifth century before the Christian

era. As the latter believed that government was the invention

of tyrants for the Ix'ttcr oj^pression of the subject, and religion

and morals devices of the ruler, abetted by the priest, for the

further exploitation of his people, so the former proceeded on

the assum]:ition thnt institutions could be created at a stroke, or

that at least tliey M'cre possible products of artificial making.

The State was held to be the result of a compact. In social

life, as well as in individual conduct, a return must be made to
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the state of nature. Eeligion Avas to bo pniifiod from tlic cor-

rupting additions which liad been engrafted on the primitive

rational faith. In general, on the basis of the new ideas, a com-

plete reform of human institutions was to be undertaken, in the

unhesitating belief that the world stood on the threshold of a

second golden age. It is the result, in part, of the failure of

these brilliant dreams that the thinking of our later age rejects

the assumptions on which the work of its predecessor was

founded. oSTo longer do we believe that institutions are created

out of hand; and at least the calmer heads among us. are doubt-

ful concerning man's capacity to better his condition bymaking

all things new. In place of the conviction that institutions

have sprung from single deeds, on the part of leading individ-

uals, or on the part of society as a whole, there has been sub-

stituted the belief that, like all things else, they are the out-

come of a process of growth. In this way the point of view

is essentially changed, the method of historical inquiry issu-

ing in the method of genetic explanation. This first watch-

word of tlie new time has been well phrased in the title of a

work by a well-known American historian and philosopher.-

Not merely the destiny of men, but the nature and destiny of

all things, are now studied in the light of their origin. Biolog-

ical science has been revolutionized by a theorj^ of the genesis

of species. The final origin of law and custom is sought in

the habits of the tribe. The source, if not alwn^ys the sanction,

of moral principles is discovered in the conditions of social

health and progress. The great debate concerning religion

and theology takes on new forms ; for assailant and apologist

alike view the subject from a more reasonable position than

that which formed the vantage ground of the old antagonists,

the questions at issue being discussed no longer as disconnected

phenomena to be considered in detail, but in' connection with

the principle of growth, ultimately in connection with the de-

velopment of impulses deeply embedded in man's essential

nature. Societ}- as a whole is looked on as an organism, sub-

ject, like organisms at laige, to the laws of evolution. In fine,

if the method ofgenetic explanation was undervalued or ignored

in the last age, in this it has become a foremost factor.

* Fiske, The JJe.'livy of .Van licvyt in the LUjM of his Ongin.
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To the exaggerations of tlie genetic method obvious objec-

tion may be taken. First, when it is said tliat the method of

historical or genetic explanation constitutes a constrncti%'e force

in recent thinking it may be rejoined that, so far from restor-

ing the principles of intellectual and religious bcHef which of

late have been called in question, it raises certain of these dif-

ficulties in an acute form. Secondly, in opposition to the

confident reliance on the method as tlie weapon for a success-

ful attack on all kinds of problems, it has often been urged

that, after all, the question of origin is one thing and the ques-

tion of nature and meaning other and dift'erent from this. And
it must be admitted that these criticisms have considerable

weight. In fact, they might be stated still more forcibly and

retain their cogency ; for it is undeniable tliat the results of

the historical method, especially vrhen it has been made a sort

of universal instrument, .have contributed as few things else

to the transitional cliaracter of the age in which we live. The
generation is but just 2'assing, for instance, to which Darwin-

ian evolution appeared to undermine the foundations of all re-

ligious, if not of all ethical, trutlj ; while the idea of develop-

ment in general holds so prominent a place in present opinion

that the men of the day are liable to forget that, quite before

Darwin or Spencer had begun his work, Hegel, among others,

announced the principle of contiiniity with such distinctness

and power that many of the questions which it affects—for

example, the questiuu of the natural and the superiiatural

—

received a formulation decisive for their critical discussion

ever since.

In estimating the force of this objection, however, it is im-

portant to consider the question of relative values. Xo one

who understands tlie history of the tin:ics can ignore the de-

structive influence of the principle under consideration. But

when inquirj' takes a broader sweep it is clear that in thought,

as elsewhere, nothing can be gained without the payment of the

purchase p]'ice ; and that, in times of doubt, especially, all for-

ward movements are lial>lc to iiivoh-e a hea\-y outlay. The

point at issue is not whether the historical spirit of the age has

been one source cf the perplexities under which our thinking

labors, nor even, when its constructive influence is recoijnized,
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wlicther it tends to reluiild the intelloctual edifice in strict ac-

cordance with the old designs ; for it needs but sliglit acquaint-

ance with the progress of Ininiau thinlcing to I'eveal tlie truth

that exact reconstruction is in the matters of the spii'it an im-

possible dream. Whatever advantages may accrue to thought

from the new mctliod of inquiry, it is implied in the very

etatement of the princi]~»le tliat neitiier its recasting of old

problems nor the fresh solutions wliich it oilers for. them can

carry ns back to the positions occujfied before our searching,

doubting age began. The sole question to be answered is

whether in this case, also, as in the olden time. Out of the eater

shall come forth meat ? And to this question there can be but

one reply. The historical spirit of the century and tlie method

of genetic explanation ha^-e not only introduced a radical

change in the premises from which reflective thought proceeds,

and from which in the future it must continue to take its de-

parture, but, in spite of the furtherance given to negative move-

ments, they constitute an intellectual force of distinct construc-

tive worth in an age wlieii- constructive principles are few and

far to seek.

Concerning the second of tlic objections mentioned, a still

clearer answer is possible, although it is one which will en-

counter more dissent. In brief, it may be said that the move-

ment in question is one of the highest importance, but that,

like others of a similar kind, it lends itself to grave exaggera-

tion v\'hen it is made exclusive. After a considerable period of

controversy and confusion it has become plain that in the ge-

netic inethod and the principle of development the thinking of

this age has gained a notal)le and permnncnt addition to the

intellectual possessions of the race. Denial of tlieir value or

resistance to their influence in the large means opposition to

tlie onward progress of thought—an attitude, it need scarcely

be remarked, certain in the end to bring disaster on the indi-

viduals and institutions that adopt it. Moreover, the claim of

the ardent advocates of these ]jianciples, that a readjustment of

accepted conclusions is iieeessaiy in view of the new discover-

ies, is also to be admitted ; iiay, further, it is to be recognized

that this revision has for some time been actually going on in

Various departmcjits of thought, for no new movement of such
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scope and bearing can fail greatly to alter the course of himian
thinking so soon as its trutli begins to be apparent. It is just
this success of these views, however, that in large measnrehas
conditioned tlieir inisapplication Their essential noveltv, iu
spite of manifold anticipations since reflective thought began,
their marvelous triumphs, and their great fruitfulness M^hen
properly employed have so impressed the thinkers of the age
tliat not a fev.- seem to act as though they \vere exclusive and
universal truth. But, if this be so, our age will indeed be
memorable as a revolutionary epoch in the history of thought.
For up to the present time, at least, no one principle or group
of principles has proven of so preeminent importance that it

has deserved to be made the sole criterion of truth to the en-
tire transformation or rejection of the intellectual achievements
of preceding ages. Happily the error is one ^vhich brings its

own corrective. The buoyant optimism which extends a new
tlieory beyond the limits of its legitimate application itself

supplies the opportunity for the restriction of the doctrine
within due bounds. Thus it is in the case before us. As
plamly as the student of coiitemporary opinion discerns the in-

fluence and the value of the principles under discussion, so
plamly does he perceive that the hour of their first acceptance
is to be followed, or rather is already beginning to be followed,
by that inevitable process of criticism which graduallv sepa-
rates the elements of permanent worth in new systems from
the elements of error and incompleteness that they are sure to

contain until man's thinking shall have reached its final goal.
In this way, it may well be believed, the thought of later

times will reap the benefits from these discoveries of our own.
while esca])ing the various dangers which for us have entered
in their train.

A second formative influence in recent thinkmg lias pro-
ceeded from natural science. It is acoumion opinion that the
nineteenth century is beyond all others a century of science.

But, altliough this conclusion is for the most part certainly

true, in two respects it is open to limitation. In the first

place, the early decades of the century were distinguished by
perhaps the boldest and, iV.!- the time, the most successful de-

velopment of speculative philosophy that the world has ever
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known ; and, secondly, altliongh this \s'as replaced by the dom-

inant scientific moveincnt of the time, our age is not the only

one in which abstract thought has felt the weight of scientitic

control. It would be an idle task to balance tlje rekitive im-

portance of modern German thought from Kant to Llegel with

that of other leading schools of philosophy, especially the

school of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle in Greece, with which

it is most natural to compare the later movement ; but, in

order to understand the trend of nineteenth-century tliinking

at all, it is essentia.! to recognize the prominence of the Ivan-

tio-Hegelian specuLation alike in the order of time and by any

of its effects. Even the gulf which intervenes between tlie

view of the world wijich prevailed in tlie days of the Hege-

lian snpremacj and the favorite opinions of the present time

should not be allowed to conceal the lines of connection that

joined the earlier mode of thinking with the new. History

arid science—the t^^o formative forces which liave come into

view in this inquiry—united, it is true, to precipitate the down-

fall of the Hegelian system. But history, as ^ve have already

noted, and the historical method drew much of the inspiration

for their larger achievements from the metaphysics against

Avliich their polemic directed its attack ; while, if the relation

between idealism and natural science was in the main a rela-

tion of misunderstanding and contempt on both sides, it is at

least to be noted that more than one German scientist of the

succeeding period received his early intellectual quickening

through, the influence of the school which his developed scien-

tific consciousness compelled him to abandon. In the case of

the precursors of other intellectual movements prominent in this

age the truth is still ]nore clear. With singular shortsighted-

ness we discuss many burning questions of the day as though

they never before h.ad crossed the threshold of liuman tl link-

ing
; believing, for example, that the problems of biblical crit-

icism are a new and portentous product of our own time, in

forgetfulness alike of the development of rationalistic criticism

during the second half of the eighteenth century and the tre-

iiicndous reinforcement which criticism received from the anti-

''>l)crnaturalistic tendency inherent in the idealistic principles.

'I'lnis, in particular, we examine tlie Pentateuch and the pro-
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phetical books as our fatlicrs examined the Xe^v Testament

writings ; or we argue j!,>;'C' and con about the views of Kuenen
and Wellhausen and Chevne and Driver and their fellow-critics,

half unconscious of Strauss and Baur and the TiOnngp}\2i9, well

as of tlie speculative genius who furnished the abstract back-

ground for many of their critical theories.

On the other hand, the scientific coloring of contcmporary

thouglit is not unique in the history of opinion. Our century

is no doubt the greatest scientific century, but it is not the

only one. The sciejitiiic influence which has culminated in

this age has been characteristic of the modern period as a

whole. The revolt from Scholasticism was in large measure

due to a demand for the study of the natural world. The
leaders of speculation in the seventeenth century felt the in-

fluence of the same movement, even when they did not devote

themselves specifically to its service. On the border line be-

tween tlie seventeenth century and the eighteenth Locke, for

all his underestimation of the cei-titude of inductive conclu-

sions, echoed the Baconian spirit in its application to mind,

and escaped the skeptical consequences of his empiricism by

assuming as metaphysical reality the world which physical

science had revealed. In the eighteenth century deism de-

rived one motive for its existence from the great discoyeries

of British science, while the 2>hUnsojdi':-s of France found

therein the remedy for all sorts of individual and social mala-

dies. In the present ccntuiy, it is true, the scientific move-

ment has greatly enlarged its boundaries and consolidated its

poAver, In France it has continued to give the keynote to

thought. In Germany it first served as the chief agent in

undermining the a jprwrl systems, and then filled the void by

investigations and speculations conducted under its ovni

auspices. In Britain and America it has numbered great

names among its votaries, lias led to results amazing at once

by the insight into nature which they reveal and by the scope

of their infiuence on contemporary opinion, and, allying itself

or being allied with the traditional English metaphysics, has

given the hitter a new lease of power in the world. Kevcr-

theless, this success is a development, not a new creation. The
movement has been oatherinir force since modern thouahi
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began ;
if, in our time, its triuniplis surpass those it has enjoyed

in any previous age, this is simply an evidence of accumu-

lated power which is now asserting itself under especially

favorable conditions.

This account of scientific progress accepted, hovrever, it

may still be said that in all the victories of the new manner of

regarding the world and the new method of prying into its

secrets there is much of negation involved ; but to such objec-

tions the answer lies that in any estimate of natural science

two things are always to be distinguished. On the one side

are the crucial problems which have been forced upon the

modern mind by the outcome of this, its lavorite and most

successful, form of intellectual endeavor. These few will seek

to ignore, but they have been exploited often enough, and

they need no repetition here. It is a pleasanter task to turn to

the tendencies in scientific thinking which already have

reached a happier issue, or that give promise of positive

results to come.

Clearly, then, science has created a view of the world which

by its certainty, accuracy, and precision, by its fertility in the

production of discoveries and its utility in the service of man-

kind, is entitled to claim the successful reulizution of the ideals

proposed for it by its leaders in the dawning modern age. It

has proved successful, also, in the investigation of internal na-

ture, although the mental sciences remain, as pcrha]")? they

nmst continue to remain, inferior i]i point of completeness

and of certitude to the sciences of material fact. Bacon de-

manded knowledge which should be both certain and useful.

That the results of inductive inquiry into natural phenomena

approximate the first of these requirements is shown by the

fact that the term " science" is often diverted from its etymo-

logical and historical significance to denote this speci;d form of

research and the conclusions to which it leads. Further, ih:it

Hie has been prolonged and made more valuable tlirough the

labors of scientific inquirers ; that earth, ali', and sea have been

hrought more fully under man's control ; that the material con-

ditiuns of individual existence have been made less arduous,

'"^nd the material progress of society aided—these are facts

evident to all. The world, scientitic and unscientific alike,
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recognizes once more the marvelous expansion of thouglit

wliicli has been gained since the promulgation and adoption

of tlie inductive method of inquiry ; while some are more or

less clearly aware that the body of accepted scientific princi-

ples constitutes a systematic view of the world which, though

in itself and strictly interpreted it be no more than a system

of correlated truths concerning phenomena, easily passes over

into a metaphysical doctrine.

This last item in the success of science has its dangers, as

well as its beneficent promise. These deserve greater atten-

tion than is commonly devoted to them. But for the present

purpose it is more important to notice that science exerts a

reflex influence on human thinking, which, as it appears to the

writer, is to be reckoned among its greatest achievements.

For, in the broad sense of the term, science is a true ]:)iiiloso-

phy ; that is to say, its method is based on thought processes

and its results lead on to principiant conclusions, even when in

themselves they do not amount to definite principles. It is an

old error, though one which certain so-called scientists have

done their best to keep alive, that scientific work depends

upon the exercise of the observational rather than of the

rational faculties. The popular nund too often thinks of the

scientist as o]:ie who peers up through telescopes or down
through microscopes, who manufactui'cs queer odors in places

called laboratories, or cuts up unfortunate beasts in laboratories

of a different sort and nan:io, and who then gives himself to

the exact recording of the facts he has observed—the whole

process in some mysterious way at times producing practical

results of a useful kind, at times tending to subvert the foun-

dations of religious faith. But to the student of scientific

method the matter assumes a different aspect. The factors in

Ecientiijc inquiry which most appeal to his appreciation do not

consist in the patient oli^crvation and experimentation and the

exact recording of the data thns obtained, however much he

may be disposed to admi]-e the successful devotiori with which

these necessary operations are performed; rather does lie

dwell with pleasure on the scientific imagination which strikes

out hypotheses fi'uitful because of their very simplicity and

audacity as well as because of the basis of ascertained fact
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forming their point of departiiro ; and most of all lie is im-

pressed by the scope, by the brilliancy, by the precision in

thinking—thinking in the narrower meaning of the term

—

exhibited by the scientists whose discoveries have made the

modern age illustrious. Copernicus and Kepler and Galileo and

Kewton—to choose a few names from the standpoint of a lay-

man in science—Linneeus and Cuvier and IIumboldt,Dalton and

Kirchhoff and Bunsen, Ilelmholtz and Clerk Maxwell, Dar-

win and Wallace, and the later developers of biological evo-

lution—no mere empirics these, but intellectual leaders in

whom patience in research was well mated with the highest

powers of correlating thought, synthetic thinkers in the strict-

est sense, pliilosophers, if the term be understood to include

thinkers of compreliensive grasp and combining faculty, as

well as those who give themselves especially to speculative

reflection. The case is evident, again, if the results of science

be considered, instead of its exponents. The heliocentric

astronomy, the theory of gravitation, the atomic analysis of

matter, the conservation and correlation of energy, the evolu-

tionary origin of species, the discoveries of solar physics, the

germ theory of disease—scientific conclusions like these are

principles which bring into connection great masses of facts

previously isolated, and which render inference possible to

other phenomena distant in time or I'omote in place.

In consequence of tliese triumphant labors there has been

developed a new ground of confidence in' the pov/ers of the

human mind. Xever before in the history of thought has

there been given so impressive an illustration of the capacity

of the mind for tlie discovery of truth. It is especially note-

worthy that in no previous era of doubt—tlie eighteenth cen-

tury, when also science exerted a constructive effect, alone ap-

proximates the present age i)i this respect—has mankind been

ni possession of so large and so impo-tant a body of accepted

conclusions. Thus, amid all tlie critical cpicstionings of the

time, science has exercised a potent steadying influence.

Though it has brought into question principles in other depart-

ments of thought wliere our inferences, since they take a

wider sweep, are less susceptible of demonstration and less

pormanently accepted—just as by the rigorous accuracy of its
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method it lias created standards wliich tliesc other disciplines

are unable to attain—within the limits of its own field it has

furnished so striking an instance of the power of thouglit

that the age has been delivered from some uf the worst mis-

eries which have beset mankind in other skeptical eras. For,

as tlie writer has remarked elsewliere, tlie difference between

certain forms of ancient skepticism and the agnosticism of to-

day is measured by the extent of the imposing edifice of pre-

dictable fact and verifiable law in which our science consists.

Therefore, whatever be held to be true concerning the possi-

bility of knowledge in the ]-egions of metapliysics and theol-

ogy, few henceforward will have the hardihood to refuse

credence to the conclusions of the sciences of jihenomena wlien

they are taken in their strict and proper meaning. Seldom,

again, unless science itself should fail, are we likely to hear

the wail of the old Greek sophist, "Nothing is," and " If any-

thing Avere, it would be unknowable," and '• If anything were,

and were knowable, the knowledge could not be communi-

cated ; " for such cries of despair do not go up in times when
men are busj^ in seeking and in finding the secrets which na-

ture has hitherto kept hidden since the world began.

And this element in the thought of the time is great gain.

If prophesying were at all in place, one might venture the

prediction that later ages will look back with surprise on the

failure of so many thinkers of the present time to recognize

these positive implications of natural science. Misled, these

historians of tlie future will sa}', by the conflict between tlie

newly discovered principles and their. cherished beliefs, many

of the choicest minds of the iiineteenth century were blinded

to the services which science rendered in saving their age fro^n

utter mental despair, in contrast to the votiiries of the new

learning who, too often, with equal misapprehension of tlie

truth supposed that all man's sjfiritual need was to be supplied

by nourishing his soul on a diet of general laws. Moreover,

in addition to their value as a preservative of general mental

health, the conclusions of science bear in a positive sense on

certain abstract problems which have perplexed modern

thought. Berkeley's paradox concerning the external world,

fur instance, no longer finds its chief non-philosophical antag-
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ouist in popular oj^inioii, fur the rcnli.stic assuinptions implicit

iiifccientific theory have not merely reinforced the metaphysics

of naive consciousness, but, as science progresses, have made
their influence felt in abstract philosophy as well. In a similar

way the postulate of a world-order has become intrenched in

recent thinking to a ver}^ remarkable degree. If lliime him-

self abated somewhat of his skepticism in favor of everyday

life and inductive inquiries, the many thinkers of this later age

who have inherited largely of his negative spirit have gone
beyond their master, including the principle of uniformity

among their someAvhat scanty stock of dogmatic l^cliefs. It is

true tliat philosophy is forced to consider the subject in an-

other aspect, since the question of tlie world-order for it forms

a central and critical problem—a problem, moreover, in whose
solution any evidence of an experimental kind is of doubtful

validity'. J3ut it, too, docs not escape the positive impulse

vdiich differentiates the agnosticism of the close of the nine-

teenth century from the skepticism of a liundred and fifty

years ago. The argument might be continued furtlier in con-

nection with the recoil from tlie unbelief of the mid-century

to the renewal of interest in philosophical and religious ques-

tions which has been characteristic of recent decades. In this

movement, also, it would be found that the scientific impulse

and the outcome of scientific inquir}'- have played their impor-

tant parts. But the discussion, thus developed, would trans-

gress the limits of the present opportunity. Enough has been

said, perhaps, to defend the conclusion which to the etudent

of contemporary opinion is abundantly evident. On the one

hand, it is clear that natural science, like history, has been a

chief instrument in the development of tlie critical problems

of the age and in the genesis of recent doubt ; on the other,

and like history again, it recoups us in measure for the loss,

furnishing a residuunr of undoubted value and su])plying al-

ways an impulse, sometimes a basis, for fresh constructive work.

c^yV-^ <^^j^V?w7Vg--yy « ^/7f
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Akt. II.—carlyle, texxysox, and BROAVXIXG
ON THE FUTURE LIFE.

Peeexxially interesting are qnestioiis concerning death.

Does the coffin hold all tliat there is of man after the pulse is

still, or does the redeemed soul go to be forever with the

Lord? The Old Testament makes incomplete answer, but

the Xew Testament reveals a glorious life hereafter. Mauj'

able men, even at the pi'csent day, have not emerged from the

<3imuess and confusion of the Old Testament into the bright

sunshine of Corinthians and the clear gospel of John.

Carlyle, Tennyson, and Browning were all religious ; not as

manifestly so as Milton and Dante, but more so than Keats.

"Without religion our tliree contemporaries could not have been

nearly all that they were. AYe do not here discuss the gen-

eral subject of tijclr religion, but only their attitude tov/ard

belief in the future life. The Christian should not be indif-

ferent to the service rendered b}' imaginative genius to his

cause, any more than he should surrender tiie grounds of his

faith in subservience to great names. Every intelligent be-

liever in spiritual things must rejoice that the three men

whose names stand above this article did not train in the camp

of materialism. Carlyle, Tennyson, and Browning, great in

literature, are not, tu be sure, authorities on theology any

more than Darwin, lluxley, and Tyndall, who are eminent in

physical science
;
yet the Church is not indifferent to the

scorn of materialists or the friendliness of literary masters.

The position of Carlyle toward immortality is not satisfac-

tory. This man, who claimed that a miracle was mathematic-

ally impossible, naturally never ap]x;ars to accept the miracle

of the resnri-ection of Jesus. So much the worse for Carlyle,

for the ]iroof of the resurrection is so adequate that the ac-

ceptance of the testimony is more reasonable thrai the attitude

of incredulity. Beyond question Carlyle was a religious man,

but he is almost willful in the way in which he alludes to any

attempt to define his faith, or even to afford data for a clear

surmise of his faith. The idea of God engages much of his

thoughts, and (this bears particularly upon the subject in hand)
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frequently the thought of man's comino- from God and going

to God linds solemn expression in liis works. But his belief

did not bloom into the fullness of the Christian faith. Ballam
Tennyson, the son and biograplier of the poet, narrates that

the Scotchman once put his hand upon the head of the

"golden-haired All}^" and blessed him for this world and the

next. But many of Carlyle's readers would doubt whether

his blessing for the next world meant very much. We are

not to look in Carlyle for the precision of a dogmatic theolo-

gian, and his independent mind would be the last to attempt

to lieclge in the indefinable, but the trend of liis ^vi'itings shows

that, whatever he thought of the future life, it was not what

the Christian thinks. What has he to say of a close fellow-

shiji in heaven with the Lord Jesus Christ ? A retrogression

with his days, moreover, a]~)pears in his belief in immortality.

The reader of Sarto'i' Ilcsurlus can find passages that remirid

one of the fourteenth of John. ^Nevertheless, there is evi-

dence that Carlyle's faith in the future life never was clear,

and grew diinmer with years. Cheerless indeed were the

lines that he wrote to Emerson in 1867: "lam as good as

without hope and without fear; a gloomily serious, silent, and

sad old man, gazing into the fi.nal chasm of things in mute

dialogue with 'Death, Judgment, and Eternity' (dialogue

mute on both sides), not caring to discourse with poor articu-

late-speaking mortals on their sorts of topics—disgusted with

the world and its roaring nonsense, which I have no further

thought of lifting a finger to help, and only try to keep out

of the vray of, and shut ray door against." It is matter for

a thousand regrets that Carlyle did not come out of his surly

gloom into the light of Christian faith and joy with Tennyson

and Browning, his contemporai-y brothers in greatness.

Tennyson was truly a Christian ])oet, and his treatment of

the future life has made him a helper of Christianity. It

^vould appear that he was so alive and favorable to the scien-

tific spirit of his time that ho had to pay the cost of sorrow

and doubt before he emerged into the restful hope of the

eours undying future. Like every high-souled man, he gave

innch thought to the subject. But the death of his noble

^-li'-ud, Arthur ITallam, was' particularly a ministry of grief
24—riFTii si:iuj:s, vol. xv.
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that deepened and made more human tlie poet who had fallen

too much into the love of art for art's sake. The artist had

been more particular about the dress of the thought than the

thought itself. '' Lancelot and Elaine," foreshadowed in the

" Ladj of Shalott," excels tlie foreshadow in strong thought,

wide knowledge of human nature, and a tenderness such as is

found in Browning's '•' A Blot in tlic ' Scutcheon," or Shakes-

peare's " Romeo and Juliet," " In Memoriam " was the fruit

of Tennyson's great sorrow. For seventeen years, from the

death of his friend to the publication in 1S50, he dwelt no

more on turn of phrase and beauty of expression than upon

the sentiments themselves in regard to the problem, "What is

the future of a noble man whose breast now heaves no more ?

To that question we knovr no better answer in literature out of

the Bible than "In Memoriam."

The superficial reader judges wrongly that the poem is a

congeries of fragments, but the cai'cful reader sees that it is

more than
Short swallow flights of song, that dip

Tbeir ivings iu teacs, and skim away

;

and whoever takc-i the trouble to stud_y the mastei'piece will

find a progress of thought and coniidence to the westering

joy, the effulgent gloiy of immortality. The Christmas lyrics

mark the advance. The death of his dear friend is a blow-

that stuns the author at the first of his poem. Far and dark

and deep is the fall from the inspired Christian hopefulness of

the proena into this depth of root-entwined skull and stony

deadness. The reader almost feels that he has come near the

grsvediggcr's scene in Hamlet

:

C.i.hu and deep peace iii this wide air,

These leaves that redden to the fal!

;

And iu my heart, if calm at all,

If any calm, a calm despair.

The author rises dazed from this Ictliargy into the conafort of

the memory of the opening life of this friend, the earnest of

his intellectual greatness and largeness of souL Gladstone

declared in an article of his that i\ rthur Ilallam was without a

peer at Cambridge in promise of greatiiess. The backward

loolc does not satisfy the yearning heart of the poet. A mystic
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communion witli tlie dead man gives more comfort, though

the poet held himself unworthy of such converse.

So -.void by uord, and \m: by line,

Tlie dead uiuu touch'd me from the past,

Aud all at oiioc it secm'd at last

The Ihiiig soul was flasL"d on miuc.

Think what one may of the extravagance and frauds of S])ir-

itualists, Tennyson found in this undelined spiritual comnum-
ion a congenial mysticism. And who that has been tlirilled by
Browning's masterpiece, "The Eing and the Book," vrill ever

forget, after the long and bewilderiiig journey over a wilder-

ness of words, the invocation to his " lyric Love " to stoop to

help from the realms of light?

The despondency vvhich is almost despair in the first of Ten-

nyson's great elegy Ijas given way in tlie last to confident faith

in the immoitality of the soul. The poet has become a great

man by his struggle. lie is fully iiei'suaded now that trans-

planted human worth Mill blossom otherwhere. That faith

rests Ujion the eternal nature of goodness: sin kills, goodness

gives life. Therefore we must needs turn to the last of " In

Memoriam " to find the highest and best faith of Tennyson on

the future life, and we find him there, like Browning, a veri-

table Great Heart in assurance.

But the ^' Idylls of the King " are a retrogression f]'om " In

Memoriam " in respect to the doctrine of the future life.

The inspiration from the immortality of the sou] does not have

such poAver there as we might well look for in the legends of

a Christian king. The poet's faitli appem-s to have suffered

eclipse. Even Arthur, not defying, Browning-like, the " arch-

fear," death, passes, after a life of sad ineffectiveness, to the

liappy valley of AviJion with all his mind "clouded with a

doubt." Was thci'c not here a loss of faith in the poet him-

self ? Dramatic requirenient does not call for so faint-hearted

a close to a righteous life. '\V^as tlie only crown for tlie nol)le

Arthur's brow a ci'own of thorns ? The ipoet has not been

dramatically successful Mith the king, as he was vritli Elaine,

»nd Arthur's pfissing is r.ot fortunate, save for liie rare

excellence of literary expression. Can we not discover in

the "Idylls" that a nuiteriali/.ing philosojdiy laid dinnned tlie
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spiritual liglit of the poet-propliet ? Darwin and Huxley had

upon tlie writer, by their friendship and intellectual force, the

beneficial effect of making him favor, unlike Euskin, the ad-

vance of physical research and material progress ; but a glow

of religious cxperionce was not among the effects of friendship

with the eminent scientists, Huxley's materialism—" I should

expect to be a witness of the evolution of living protoplasm

from not living matter"—deadens the soul. Vogt is w^orse:

" Every student of nature must, if he think at all consistently,

arrive at the conclusion that all those capacities which we

comprehend under the name of the souFs activities are only

functions of the brain substance ; or, to express myself some-

^vhat coarsely, that thought stands in the same relation to the

brain as the gall to the hver." Was Tennyson successful in

freeing his mind from the weight of this earthy teaching?

It would appear not. The words of Professor AY. i!s. Rice,

favorably quoted by Professor George P. Fisher in his Ilis-

tory of Christicui Doctrine^ are sound to the core: "The
opinions of a scientific man on philosophy or theology are ]'io

more a part of science than are his opinions on politics or

poetry." The cheerless darkness of such loss of fiiith as hangs,

like a pall, over Matthew Arnold's " Dover Beach," does not

cover the "Idylls of the King." The hope of heaven, hov.--

ever dim, is theii' one gleam of light, and keeps Tennyson a

Christian poet. The words of the beautiful song, "'Late, late,

so late," fell like a knell on the ears of Queen Guinevere, for

it was too late to avert the woe wrought by her sin. Put she,

after her life so wild and disastrous, passed the evening of her

day at the nunnery of Almesbury in holy peace, expecting

reunion Nvith tlie husband whom she loved at last. Her story

is a sad one, but lighted at the end by a ray of heaven :

I think there was a hope,

Except he inock'd me when he spake of hope

;

Ilis hope he call'd it; hut lie never mocks,

For mockery is the fume of httle hearts.

And blessed be the king, who hath forgiven

3Iy wickedness to liini, and left mo hope

That hi mine own heart I can live down sin

And be his mate hereafter in the heavens

Leforc liigh God.
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However the poet may liave wrestled witli doubt, lie threw

it eventually. His later poem, " Yastness," gives no uncertain

sound in its hopeful sentiment, "The dead arc not dead but

alive." Calmly, peacefully, he faced the end, not hopeless like

Carlyle. Has the reader of Tenjiyson noticed that those lines,

no less faultless in art than full of comfort, " Crosshig the

Bar," though the poem was not his last, close the recent editions .

of his works ? This placing is not a chance. He bade his son

see to it that it be put there, and well may they stand as the

last words of one so conlident of immortality

:

For tlio' from out oiu' bourne of Time and I'lace

The flood n:ay bear me far,

I hope to see my Pilot face to face

"When I have crost the bar.

"We come now to mighty-soulcd Kobert Browning, v,-hoso

absolute confidence of immortality has naught of doubt or

cloud. So sure is he of the soul's great future that for him
the present, not the hereafter, is " life's dream." The great

fault to find with him, in fact, is that his faith is so exuberant

that he is too impatient to give its grounds. ."In Memoriam"
reasons, where "A Grammarian's Funeral" sentimentahzes.

This nnreasoning enthusiasm seems strange in so intellectual

a man. But the outstanding fact remains that one of the

greatest brained men in England has given heart_y indorse-

ment to the doctrine of the future life. When Darwin and

Hnxley bring sorrow. Browning will bring peace and comfort

to the Christian who will take the pains to know him. This

]ioet averred, while he blessed them, that the English public

liked him not, and although his fame and influence have

gained greatly since he wrote those woixls a generation ago,

it is impossible to sec how so deep a ^\-ritcr, indifferent to

beauty and music, can ever win popular favor. But it is

equally impossible to see how the best minds in the Clun-ch,

luinds yearning for the future life and the best for the soul,

can ever fail to read him v\'ith an electric glow, and love him,

too, for the noblest of his religious poetry. His view of

^Icath had nothing of the d.arkness of Bryant's "Tlianatopsis;"

for him death was no pale realm of shade, or heaven a pleas-

='"t dream, bnt the future a fuller, larger life than tlie pres-
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ent. However it bo witli the British public, a thoughtful

band of Christiaus w\\\ love him well, and that band will not

grow less in the years to couje. Browning's great faith in

the future gives elevation to life. His " Grammarian's Fu-

neral " is one with Wordsworth's " Character of the Hap]\y

"Warrior" in elevated thought, and this means that both have

touclied the higli-vrater mark of literature. Except the words

of Paul and John nothing is more inspiring for the soul's

future than the lines:

That low mau goes ou adding ouc to one,

His hundred's soon Lit

;

This high man, aimiug at a million,

Misses au unit.

That, has his world here—should he need the uozt,

Let the world mind hiiii

!

This, throws himself on God, and uupcrplexed

Seeking shall find hira.

This high thought finds expression again and again in his

writings: man needs heaven to make life complete. Tlie

soul is eternal, and noble endeavor is never losfc through all

tlie ages to come. God, watching over mau and working in

him, makes all self-control, self-denial, and suliering work for

the good of tlie soul. Browning is altogether religious.

Earth changes, but thy soul and God stand sure;

What entered into ihce,

That was, is, and shall be
;

Time's wheel runs back or slops ; Potter and clay endure.

jSTothing short of personal immortality, in short, was satis-

factor}'- to him.

Neither Bobcrt Browning jior Elizabeth Barrett Browning

wrote anything so beautiful as the .-tory of their own wedded

life. Against her father's \\ill she married, leaving an in-

valid's couch fur the marriage vows. The obtusely willful

father would ne\'er become reconciled ; would never thej'C-

after even read a letter from his daughter. But husband and

"wife loved with a love that wtis stronger than death. In one

of those lovely '' Sonnets from the Portuguese " she says to

her lover

:

I yield tlie gr.ivc for thy s.ike, and exchange

My near, sweet view of heaven for earth with thee

!
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And Las he not rewarded lier well bj his own poem, " Pros-

pice ? " He wrote it when her death in Florence was fresh

in his mind. That death is thns described by his biogra])her,

Mr. Sharpe: "With the first light of the new day she leaned

against her lover. A while she lay thus in silence, then softly

sigln'ng, 'It is beautiful,' passed like the windy fragrance of

a flower." From the fadeless memoiy of that picture Brown-
ing bids his defiance to the '' arch-fear,*' death

:

I would bate that death bandaged m\ eyes, and forborCj

And bade me creep past.

No! let Die taste the whole of it, fr.ce, lilce my peers,

The heroes of old,

Bear the brunt, iu a minute pay glad life's aneais

Of pain, darkness, and cold.

For sudden the worst turns the best to the lirave,

The black minute's at end,

And the elements' rage, the fiend voices that rave,

Shall dwindle, shall blend,

Shall change, shall become first a ijeace out of paiii,

Then a light, then thy breast,

0, thou soul of my soul ! I shall clasp thee again,

And with God be the rest

!

Some verse appears and blooms and has its day, and falls to

the ground Uke autumn leaves. Other poetry is like the ever-

greens that cheer the eye with their life when the cover of the

earth is not grass or flowers, but only snow and ice. The

Church will let die without regret Carlyle's gloomy words on

approach to the g]-;)ve. But the lovers of the best literature

will nut let die "Grossing the Bar," " Prospice," or "A
Grammarian's Funeral," but will cherish the comfort of them

as long as the heart clings to hope itself.

C^r^^^^^^^-'^-'^^-^-
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Art. III.—current BIBLICAL DISCLTSSIONS—THE
PKOPEJl ATTITUDE OF THEOLOGICAL FACUL-
TIES WITH RESPECT TO THE]M.

The discussions here meant are preeminently tliose Avliich

relate to the authorship of certain biblical books and to the age

or historic order of certain institutions, codes, and rites re-

ferred to in said books. AYJio gave us the Pentateuch in it3

present form ? Have ^re in the cauou the proiDhecics of two
Isaiahs or only of one ? AVhat books, if any, show clear traces

of compilation or of composite authorship? What inspired

Scriptures had the Jews in the days of Jesus, Ezra, Josiah,

Solomon, David \ Has the careful study of these points led

to any conclusions Avhich ought to modify in any degree tradi-

tional views of the history of God's ancient people ? These

and sucli as these are the main questions.

Who arc the debaters? Xo one can say that they are in-

significant in numbers or in scholarship. It is difficult to

name any great Hebrew teacher in anj- part of the world who
has not felt called upon to choose his ground and to take part.

A few are perhaps actuated by a spirit of hostility to evangel-

ical religion as at present organized and administered, but by
far the larger part impress candid readers as sincere and in

their way devout seekers after the truth. Some of the de-

baters take an extrcmcl}' conservatiA-e position ; others, an ex-

tremely revolutionary oiie. Still, they do not constitute two
thoroughly separate and distinct camps. It is hard to find any

two conservati^'es of \\\f:i last iive years who agree as to every

point involved in their main contention, and equally hard, or

harder, to find any t^^'o radicals who reach idejitical results.

Mediating schemes abound. Often the radical on one cpiestion

is conservative on anotlier, and vice versa. Meantime, and as

a result of all this earnest and sometimes heated discussion, an-

cient maimscrijtts and monuments and literatures and institu-

tions arc being searched as never before, and Old Testament

study develops an intcn.-^ity of interest it otherwise could not

comn-iand. Moreover, if wo survey the countries where bib-

lical studies are most cultivated, it is manifest that inodiiicd
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views of the Old Testamcut have made great progress. Most
striking of all is the fact that, while not a few representatives

of traditional views have hi mature life gone over to more or

less revolutionary positions touching the date of the present

form of the Pentateuch and similar questions, no biblical

scholar once fairly committed to the newer views has to our

knowledge been led by riper studies to the old.

"What novv' should be the attitude of a theological faculty of

the Methodist Episcopal Church with respect to these contem-

poraneous debates ? It will, the writer hopes, add to the value

and interest of the answer about to be given if, right here, as

a preliminary, lie frankly states that his own personal sym-

pathies are, and always have been, with the conservatives in

these discussions, and that he has as little confidence in the

greater part of the minute critical dissections presented in the

Polychrome Bible now appearing under learned auspices in

this country as he has in the Baconian authorship of Hamlet

or in tlie learned argument just now urged by an able English

student of Plomer in support of the theory that the " Odyssey "

v;as written .by a woman. Of course there are but two gen-

eral policies which a faculty' can pursue, or rather attempt to

])ursue. First, it can choose and attempt to carry out the

policy of silence with respect to all these matters under dis-

cussion ; or, second, it can choose and attempt to carry out the

policy of introducing the students to the discussions and of

encouraging them to form intelligent and conscientious opin-

ions of their own on these questions, as they are expected to

do on other points of theological and religious controvers}'.

The one is the policy of deliberate and total silence ; the other,

that of intelligent and critical participation. For brevity's

sake let us designate the lirst as policy A, the secojid as

policy B.

Xow. there are three sets of considei'ations ^vhich go to show

that our theological faculties and those of other evangelical

Churches would do Avisely to adopt and to the utmost to carry

out policy A. The first set is based upon the nature of the

discussions. For the most part these arc eminently technical,

^loreover, it seems plain that many of the questions raised can

never be answered, any more than we can ever hope to know
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what lines and words and paragra])hs in Sir Roger dc Covcrlcy

we OM'e to Steele, wliat to BudgcJl, and wliat to Addison pri-

marily, as autlior and, secondarily, as redactor of tlje wliule

composite work. AVhy waste precious time upon ini possible

tasks ? Finally, grautiiiLi; that some assured new knowledge of

generally admitted value is likely some time to result from these

lifelong investigations of the erudite radical and conservative

critics, it will be time enough to include it in our curricuhim

when it shall have been attained. Tlie second set is based on

the character of the students under instruction. Obviously

those young men wlio, when they e]itc;r tlie theolugie;d school,

do not know the Hebrew alphabet are in no eondiiion ade-

quately to appreciate nice ]-)ersonal characteristics of style in

Hebrew authors, or to distinguish archaic or obsolescent terms

from tliose in custorjiaiy use at a particular period. Quite as

little can they personally judge of the cogency of any argu-

ment the force of which depends upon a thorough knowledge
of Ass_yriai], Arabic, or the other constituents of the Senjitic

grou}) of languages. AVhy bring before immature sciioolboys

questions not only confessedly uncertain, but also so recondite

that not one in a thousand among mature Christian ministers

in any country is equipped with tlie learning desirable, if not

necessary, for their tJiorough discussion? The third set is

based upon the ijractical perils to which any different policy

is believed to expose both the ministry and the Church. AEany

sincerely believe tliat tlie authorit}' of Christ and of his apostles

stands or falls with the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch

in its exact present forju. TLey further believe that the minds

of young ministers cannot even be familiarized with such dis-

cussions as that relating to a '' Deutero-Isaiah " without a cer-

tain serious unsettlement of faith in prophecy and a certain

serious lots of reverence for the Holy Scri])turcs as a whole.

Moreover, a ministry unsettled in faith is of course the sure

forerunner of a Chui'ch unsettled and of a universal reign of

unbelief. "What wonder that multitudes hope and pray that

the sacred ju-ecincts of our theological seminaries may long be

preserved from the admission of investigations the mere i>re-

suppositions of which seem so manifestly inimical to faith.

But let us look farther and see Mhat is to be thouirht of
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policy B. Are there „ot here, .-.I.o, tl.roo Sfb of consider-,*io,„
ulnol,gotosho..that policy 1! sl.ould be adopt"

"
A. bfore le «s look at "the naU.re of tho discu..ioL.- TWbli.gl.ly techmcal, are they „ot aUo bio-bly i,„-oorta.,t ? F

.f so.„e of the q„estio.,s "can .ever be°a,.i. Td L
a! if ^e grea vah.o to the student to ,ear„ ,vhieh of the.L 1 g

... th,» cafegoi-y, and why? Just ho«- th.-ce divine pe.-l.!
s..bs,st .none divine essence, or hou- tho divine a dT , „.atnre. of Christ snbsist in his one ado.-able pc-son, o Zhn,„anfreedon. aceo.-ds with the divine forelLwle

°
-T"!

Bot these also quest.ons which our hu.nan theolosy cam.ot Zwer! And ,s not their difficulty precisely oue^f the h rf.^easons why thoy ought to he discussed i„ the theological st ,h
..-.es, rather than a reason why thoy ought to be delibe.nt •

:;;:'
^^^^^^ 71^^, -^ ? 0„,it fro™ the cun-ic. „ s,elg.o„s and eth.eal and histo.-ieal questio.,s that appar-

s.de.ed by the coiinng preachc.-.

oflhfs'tn™T "It"
"'°*''"' "'"^ " ^™"'="'"'" '''«<=>•<'"' -i"^

b d va
'

.

^™'™""-<^" "='-'3' certainly a..e. But no-

Ihe e was a f,n,e when eve St. Paul did not yet "know
.0 Hebrew alphabet." In a se..se they are " sehoo'lbovs," fo
.ey a.-e s ,1! n, attend.anee o., a school ; but in anothcr'rc'sp.e
.ey a,-e already public religious teachers holding wrilten co.n-
. s,„„s to act as snch, eonnnissions so signed a.Kl sealed as to

K.olho,alyrecogn,.ed and hono.-ed by n.ore than two .nillio.,sof Clnast.an^ people. Uany of t],e.n a.-e ,iea.-lv thirtv years of
•'ge, so.ac ot then are still olde.-, and sco.-os "of the;, a.-c al-encly ... pasto,-ates. Fo.- years they have bee,, nnde.- a h-aiaino-
<.

a
developed the.r love for the t,a.th and their fahh in the

CO r
""' "t

'^'^'^ oi' "= '">tl.. Their teache.-s have
....de,-ed then n.aturo enough to .naster the .nost important
»u^..o.,s ass„eK,tecl wnth the na,nes of Cope.-nicus, and Bacon,

:-"lDesCa,-es and Jv.ant, and La Place, and Sewtou. and-^chh,-, and Darwin. In their eollegia.e eo,n-se in Ihei.n

r-'their'n r'
'"

";T"'"'
''" '"'""''-'^ ...g..».ents of (he

'-t. fl.e de.st, „„d tho i,anthei,st. In their collegiate course
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in the evidences of Christiaruty tlicy liave liad to form opinions

of their own touching the " iiistoricity " of prophecy and the

possibihty of miracles. Wli_y, tlien, on tlieir reaching tlie one

place in all the world Avhcre they can be cifectually aided in

the thorough study of the Bible and of Bible teaching, should

they suddenly be pronounced too juvenile and unlearned to be

able to follow M'ith profit an investigation into the present

state of expert opinion touching the age and authorship of

Old Testament books ? If they are old enougli to read Arius

on the Trinity, and Hume on miracles, and Herbert Spencer on

evolution, may they not be trusted to test the hyjjothes'es of

"Wellhausen or Ivuenen as to Israel's histor_y ?

Eight here we come agaiii to the considerations based upon

the perils to Avlrlch any other than policy A might be thought

to expose both the ministry and the Church. Let lis look at

these again. And let us ask, Are there no perils inseparable

from policy A? Cause it to be understood that no student in

any theological school of the Methodist Episcopal Church can

henceforth receive instruction as to any currently debated

question relating to the authorship or historical order of the

Old Testament books, and what would bo the effect ? Whut
impression v\'Ould it inakeu])on tlie best young men now look-

ing toward the woik of a Christian minister in our Church?

What would the young Matthew Simpsons, and John Mc-

Clintocks, and D. 1). Whedons, and Daniel Currys, and Gil-

bert Havens think of such schools ? "Who could blame them

if, with the indignation of contempt, they turned aside from

such falsely styled schools of biblical learning and sought out

other and braver teachers, who' at least seemed not to be

afraid of scholarly research and who seemed to have knowl-

edge of tiieir times to know" what Israel ought to do?

The perils of policy A are really graver than those of tlie

alternative })lan. If it were possible to introduce it, and to

live up to it, it would quickly give us a ministry far less intel-

ligent and less trustworthy, apart from the surveillance and

direction of superioi's, than are the priests of Home. The cow-

ardly plan would repel all candidates that were not coM'ardly.

Intelligent laynicn would find it impossible to extend their

confidence to the new religious teachers v:ho by a deliberate
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conspiracy of ecclesiastical authorities liad been kept in igno-

rance of tlie most vital religious discussions of their genera-
tion. The Chui-ch would lose the respect not only of all

scholars, but also of all sister Churches. Worse than that, slie

vrould at once cease to train up men capable of defending her
own conservative views of biblical histor^^, the views M-hich she

desires to see maintained against the new critics. In this re-

spect policy A would be simply suicidal. But why argue

either for or against the impossible ? In our Church in our day
the policj' of silence is simply impossible. AYere the profess-

ors ever so anxious to keep the student ignorant of the current

discussions, it -would not be in their power' to do so. The
young man would not be safe in any respectable reading room
or library. Kot only would the theological journals of Chris-

tendom at large have to be kept from his eyes, but also the

most familiar literary and scientific magazines of the people.

He could not be permitted to consult the MicyclojKedia

Britannica. The journals of our own Church would have to

be placed in the new Index Exjrurgatorius. The Conference

course of study would have to be revised and expurgated of

such books as Harman's Introduction. The zealous pastors

and revivalists and bishops who from the pulpit objurgate, and

€0 d'jing gratuitously advertise, the " higher critics" and their

" rainbow Eibles " would have to be silenced. JManifestly the

plan is as impossible of execution as it is traitorous in princi-

ple. The inevitable conclusion is that the current biblical

discussions will have the attention of the students preparing

for our niinisrry, and that they ought to have it.

Here, however, present tliemsolvcs for our consideration

certain new questions. For example, in carrying out policy

Ij would it be Aviso, and in tlie interest of scientific fairness

a)id honesty best, to appoint on each theological faculty two

professors of Old Testament studies—the one representing

strongly conservative opinions, the other strongly radical ones.

tlius enabling the student to ''hear both sides? "' In reply to

tliis the writer may perhaps be allowed to cjuote from what
he has elsewhere said, but never printed:

In Europe in not a few theolopjical faculties this plan (Iho ouc just .sug-

i^'-itcd) lias beou deliberately adopted by iho authorities iu charge, just





^''^
Mcfhodisi P.evicio.

[;^a^.

tried o7nn''*""
"^^^'^ "^ '^" country the experiment has beeutried of oilcnng ,u pchlical econon.y t.vo cour.es of instruction one 1 va reprcsentatu-c of the free trade theory and one by a repr e" ^t v o^protect.on.vu. In support of both rhese arrangeints q^ p ^,^arguments have been olfered. Experience, however, has tau h th

'

the. practrcal tendency is more adapted to produce' naori^ti.;:

done L 1 Tl "'". """'''•^'^' "'^"^-'"^^^ ^^^^^-^ -' «- -«-^t b

omv if l.^ °"" "° "'" '^^ ^'' '' ^' ^ i^^-^<^-- °f political econ-om If he IS not competent to point out the social and political condit onsunder .vhich free trade would be a fatal policy and also the condunder ..hich protection would be equally fatal. In like manner no m "a^athisdayisfiuo be a professor of Old Testament studies if dsknoTedge IS so imited, or his mental attitude so partisan, that he is run

"

on the one hand, to see that thenumber of Davidic psalms in the lb ;

admttht Tennyson's "In Memoriam," with its contrasting mood, itsbreaks Its obscurities, its archaisms and modernisms, its ftr-sep r-ltcd

mo e hopeful .subject for literary analysis on some theorv of compo. toauthorship than many a biblical document on which the critic has t"ed hi
.

scalpel. Vhat students need in a teacher is a man of widest i:,""of his subject and of absolute candor in the interpretation of al 1 n vnor kuowable facts. The manifest partisan they will alwavs distru..t Iateacher is a violent pra-tisan, never losing a chance to argue for a oiv.^view or se. of viev.s, the student soon concludes that the man's^wnconfidence is not profound, and that he feels a certain need of ince^^an"
reinforcement. Present-day students of the Old Testanient can ^.Slyfi^^lnun he books and reviews what the opposing partisan position!

;;•.,' '
';°V"r^'"^

" '^"l^l^^''-^ ^'^'^'^^ I--ofessors to give them the.e.^Miattne student needs is to be aided in finding something which he

S .ndt : 'T '^'l

''' ''''-'' *^"^ ^^^"^ ^I-" - -^^^ving him.
s f and the souls to whom he is to minister. In finding his wav to this

'r f r t' 1

"^'''"'^^ "'' ''^'^'^ ^^^"^- ^"^ l-b- life can^id r g.,ater_he p than any t^vo orten oflicial protagonists of con-
tro^elSlally organized groups of dissentient Christian scholars
The lAan undcT consideration is not haj,py in its infiuence on the p-o-

fessors themselves. Xo man can pledge himself to a lifelong advocacv
of any mere op.nion touching a matter which God has not revealed and
escape the penl of one-sidedness. The more a bod v of teachers are locked
upon as the paid professional champions-some of this partv, and so.no
of the opposed-tbe more they lose the judic'-al attitude o'f mind and
gradually come under the influence of motives nof favorable to candor and
cioc.lity. Lven m an advocate of most sacred truths Inst for d^al.ctic
victory and fur the plaudits of partisan backers is not e<lilvinr. Ontlic
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other hand, few thiugs can so apj^cal to the best and most truth-loviui'

elements in a man as a position in v,hich he daily realizes tliat by virtue

of his office he is bound to ascertain all that is true and just in the con-

tentious of two or more mutually opposing parties and to rc])re»ont it to

pupils whose future influence and power for good are to be profoundly

affected tliercby.

Another interesting question raises at this point. Granting

the expediency and tlio necessity of accepting policy B, must

^ve conservatives in the ]\Iethodist Episcopal comrjinnion on

this account share all the niisgiviiigs and fears of conservatives

in the older Protestant Churches I Is Methodism's relation

to the Old Testament and to the questions of the age and au-

thorship of the Old Testament ^vritings identical Avilh that of

historic Calvinism ? Or -u-ith that of confessional Lutheran-

ism ? Or, again, vrith tliat of such a Unitarianism as Clian-

ning'Sj or of such a Universalism as Hosea Eallou's, both of

v>-hom aimed to build on the divinely given groundwork of the

Bible as it is ? The limits of this article will not permit a suit-

able discussion of these inquiries, but we cannot close wirhont

expressing our lirm belief that no great doctrinal system in the

Christian Churcli has so little to fear from the ciitical study of

the Old Testament as has Methodism. Indeed, we somerimcs

take comfort in the thought that, if ever satisfactory evidence

shall demonstrate tlie composite authorship of everyone of the

Old Testament books, the ministers and members of our own
Church will Und that they have in tiieir hands and homes one

of the best possible aids to a right understanding of that fact,

an aid which will go far toward relieving their faith in the

Bible of au}^ perilous strain.

Let us illustrate our meaning by a single example. ^Vhat

does the average Puritan theok'giau writing in explanation or

defense of the Bible mean by the term "genuine" as applied

to a biblical book .^ "VTe all know. ''A genuine book or doc-

ument,'' he says over and over, "is one written by the person

v/liosc uame it bears, A\-lict]ier it bo tiaitliful or not." x\ccord-

iugly, if Job, the nnm of Uz, wrote the Book of Job, it is gen-

uine
; if, on the other hand, it was written by some poet of a

different name and residence, it is spurious. So of Jeremiah,

iuid Daniel, and Ezra, and the rest. It would seem as if the

l*uritan mind was so steeped and centered in individualism tljat
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any form of anthorsliip other than the personal and strictly au-

tographic had never so liiuch as occurred to it. Xow we have

before us as we write a somewhat suggestive document. It

was printed as recently as the year ISOS. It is an open letter

addressed to nioi-e than a million of people residing in the

United States. It is signed by eleven men, each of whom is

personally knoNvn to thousands in the communities where

they live. "\Ye have ourselves seen a majority of them, and

esteem them all as nncommonly high-minded men. In the

whole letter there is not a word which, in view of their

known convictions and in view of Mieir relations to the per-

sons addressed, they liad not a perfect right to say, ajid in-

deed a call to say. A7ere this signed docmncnt to bediscuvered

one or two th.ousands of years hence, and proof, also, tiiat the

signers were well-known public men in this country and were

alive in the year of our Lord 1S9S, tlie discoverer would cer-

tainly hold that he was in possession of a document of thor-

oughly attested genuineness and of singular historic value.

But suppose the excavator wcvq to proceed with his work and

were to bring forth from the same vault another document

which also lies before us as we write. This, also, is a personally

signed letter, but the pei-sons addressed are not the same. It

wa.s printed fort3'-six yeaj-s before the other. Its seven sign-

ers are all dead, but the present writer M'as acquainted with

all but one of tliem. This letter is a little more than twice as

long as the one first described, but the puzzling thing about it

is that every sentence in the letter of the eleven men seems to

have been stolen xerljathn. out of the ojie signed b}' the seven

men. Suppose, now, that the discoverer could find no clew by

which to determine which was tlie older of his two documents
;

immediately two schools of critics would arise. The one would

hold that tlic manifestly plagiai'i/ed document must be more

recent than tlie original from which it was taken. The other,

reasoning from tlic nnture of tlie mattci" not common to the

two, would be able to give plausible reasons for considering the

short letter, the original one and the longer one the re.-ult of

one or more editorial enlargements, or a result of explanatory

niarginal notes creeping into the original text in the process

of copying, generation after gcrseration. "Winch school would
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Tliat original was printed in 17S9, and even, then was a piece
of composite authorship.

By this time we must suppose that every sln-cwd reader
recognizes t]io tliree documents. For tlie benefit of any
slower wits we M'ill state that they are merely three of the
more than fifty existing recensions and versioiis of Coke and
Asbury's letter commending the Book of Discii-)line to the
laity of the Church. D is that letter'in the form lately signed
by the eleven bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, and prefixed to tlieir jicw Discipline of 1S9S ; Dl is

the same in the form signed and prefixed to our own Book of
Discipline for the year 1853 ; D2 is the form found in om- Dis-
cipline for 1S9G. They strikingly show us how easily the
acutest critic studying isolated and undated documents two or
three thousand years after their production may be led to mis-
take younger texts for older, copies for originals, and honest
men for forgers or tliieves. Like ^x^dvy page of the book to •

which they are prefixed, they remind us that in sacred texts

authorship is as likely to be cori)oiate and cooperative as it is

to be individual and autographic. Tlicy illustrate the fact

that holy vrritiiigs may be ascrilx^d to holy men who never
wrote a line of tliem, and yet witliout the slightest tliouglit of
fraud, pious or impious. TJie fact tliat the law book to which
this oft-redacted letter was originally prefixed has itself been
redacted in every chapter every four years for juore than a
century, becoming every time decidedly other than it was, jet
through it all losing for no moment of time one iota of its

supreme autliority, goes far to assure the writer's mind that if

ever he shall be com])elled to believe that the law of Moses,
undergoing like redactions, gre^- slowly through centuries to

its present form, it will still have for him all tlie significance it

ever had, both as respects its content and as respects its place
in the providential govermnent of the world and in the drama
of divine revelation.

Conservative in his sympathies, the writer has always been
anxious to make the most of Christ's apparent testimony to

the Mosaic autliorship of the Pentateuch. At the same time
he has not been able to conceal f)-om himself the prccarious-

ness of the argument. Because Jesus spoke of Moses as hav-
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ing " given " the Jews their law, we Jiave been told that

Moses wrote the fii-st live books of the Bible and in the exact

form in which we have thera to-daj. It is a large coiichision

to draw from such a premise. Many a liistoviaii of Meth-

odism has in like manner, and truthfully, said that John
Wesley " gave " to our Church its Articles of Religion ; but it

is equally true that not one line of tlicm was written by John
Wesley. It is perfectly proper to say that the founder of

Metliodisni wrote the " General Rules of onr United Socie-

ties;" yet when we turn to them in onr Discipline we find

some things therein which "Weslej^ never wrote. In nearly all

modern hymnals poetic or unpoctie redactors present over the

authors' names famous hymns in forms to which those authors

would have raised strenuous objection, and this is often done

without tlie slightest warning to tlie innocent reader. In

justiiication it is said that when a hymn has become the

possession and the voice of the Christian world the Christian

^vorld has the right to improve it and to make it the most per-

fect possible expression of the common faith. The operation

illustrates the profound law according to whicli in the sphere

of rehgion all high forms of personal and antogniphic autlior-

ship tend ever more to pass over into an authorship that is,

first, vicarious and representative, then composite, and finally

more corporate than individual. The Methodist, with his quad-

rennially redacted law book, and with his occasionally redacted

hymnal, is exceptionally well qualiticd to understand liow the

])salms of David and of the other inspired singers of ancient

Israel may have been long in reaching the form and compass
of the historically completed Psalter, and how the laws of

-Moses and of the otlicr inspired leaders of the nation may have

'''^'on long in reaching the form a)id compass of the existing

c<.)iJe completed and forever fixed by tlie de>truction of the

uoly city and of the thcoci'aey which was there centered.

After more than twenty-five years largely devoted to the

J^Uuly of the sacred books of all nations tlie writer ha-; i-cached

three decidedly firm convictions. The first is that, if a na-

^•''irs traditions are trustworthy with respect to anything,

^ley are preeminently so with respect to its own sacred rites

''•'d the laws under vvdiich those rites are perpetuated and safe-
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guarded. In 7io other matters is a tribe or people so con-

servative as in these. As a consequence the traditional view

of the origin and age and purpose of any religious rite or

code, particularly in a nation employing the art of writing,

must be assumed to be the true one until the clear evidence of

error can be j^-oduccd. The second conviction referred to is

that, granting tlie composite authorship of Genesis or of the

Book of Joshua or of the Book of Isaiali, no critic's analysis at

this date, if based solely on vcj-bal or stylistic peculiarities or

on what that particular critic thinks the M'riter ought to have

said, will ever satisfy all other critical analyzers or attain such

a recognition in the world of sober scholarship as to justify the

historian in changing the date of the document by centuries

and in then employing it as authority for reconstructing the

historv of a nation in square contradiction of its own imme-

morial traditions. The third of the three convictions is tliot

whatever may have been the time-order or the time-pei'iod in

which the law and the prophets and the Ketulwi slowly grew

to the compass and form in Avliich we lind them in the present

Hebrew canon, the right understanding of tlic total process

and of the significance of the whole for the Christian Church

is likely to come less from the ingenious conjectural hypothe-

ses of 'isolated closet philologists than from that cver-grow-

ino- iusiidit of the living Clmi-ch into lier own continuous life-

processes which normally accompanies her own supernatural,

her own theopneustic, life. Anchored in these firm convic-

tions we feel no anxiety whatsoever as to the outcome of the

critical study of the Old Testament. We decline to be scared

by anybod}'*! And any Glnnch that will thoroughly anchor

herself in' thee firm CMUvictioiis may blandly dismiss the

shuddering alarmist, Wo believe our own Church is so

anchored. By her dco]x>st and most characteristic principles

and teachir.gs she is entitled to a serene confidence in the re-

sult of the current biblical discussions. It is Jier duty not to

borrow tlie panics and blind terrors of theologies alien to ht.r

own, but intelligently and bravely and increasingly to train up

preachers and l;eaclior3 vrho can allay those panics and banish

those terrors wherever found.

If the thoughts above expressed are true, in pleading for tho
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study of current biblical discussions in our tlicological sem-
inaries the writer pleads for the young men who feel them-
selves called to the work of the ministry, but have been
staggered and perplexed by what they hear and read rcsjiect-
ing the higher criticism. He pleads in behalf of the older
ministry who increasingly feel that, in the most intelligent
circles ^they are called upon to influence, their competence to
deal with the new pliases of the question of the authority of
the Bible is more and more discredited. He pleads 'in behalf
of the laity who are calling for .pastors to wliom tliey can
carry any problem that is agitating the public mind and dis-

turbing their own religious faith. He pleads in behalf of the
Holy Scriptures themselves, all of which deserve to be
searched and studied in the light of their actual authorship.
He i^leads in belialf of the Spirit of truth who, far fi-om clos-

ing the gate to any knowledge, is evermore striving to lead us
into all truth.
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Art. Iv.—the ORIGIN AND NATURE OF LAW.

In seeking the origin of law, wlietbor in morals or in pliysic?,

we must first of all discriminate between laws and distinguish

them by their speeiiic difl'crences. We shall then be able to

classify them, and so avoid confusion. Laws are legion, yet

they may be classified under three general heads: (1) tlie

modes of being, (2) tJie modes of action, and (3) tlie modes of

relation.

1. Let us consider the laws of being. "God is a person-

ality." This is a law of being. It is the mode of his eternal

being; it is grounded in the necessities of his eternal nature;

hence it is uncaused, it is eternal. " Man is a personality'' is

also a law of being. This law existed subjectively in tlie

thought of God before it existed objectively in the world ; but

it had no )uoro existence apart from man subjective!}' in God's

thought than it has apart from )nan objectively in the Avorld.

This law of being is not objectively eternal, for man and the

universe had a beginning. If this law is eternal at all, it is

eternal subjectively in the thought of the eternal mind. It

cannot be eternal in space, apart from mind. But we do not

think it necessary to regard the law of man's being as eternal

subjectively in God's thought. We may say it M'as a creation

of the divine mind operating accordijig to the laws of divine

thought when the occasion for it was reached. We do not

conceive that the infinite mind had the universe, with all its

laws fully elaborated, eternally in subjective thought, but (hat

they unfolded according to the laws of divine thought as the

occasion required. This does not mean, however, that God
increases in knowledge, but that he is infinite because he is

the grouiid of all knov.-ledge. It is not necessary to suppose

that God has forever carried all science, fully elaborated, in

his mind, but that he possesses the ground of infinite knowl-

edge \\\ his infinite mind forever. The unfolding and elabora-

tion of knowledge is com]->]cte and perfect in the infinite mind,

but is imperfect and incomj^lete in tlie finite mind. Tlie laws

of being, then, of all that is not God, whether matter or spirit,

have their oj'igin iri God. their ultimate cause.
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2. Kotice the laws of action. In morals action always has

reference to just aatlioritj. " Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God " is such a law of action. It supposes at least two person-

alities, the actor and the acted upon. It has no existence,

either subjective or objective, ajxirt from the actor and the

acted upon. "We may say it did not exist even subjectivelx- in

the divine thought until it was there elaborated according to

the laws of divine thought, when the occasion for it was

reached. As a mode of action it is not eternal, except as hav-

ing its ground in the inherent qualities of the infinite mind.

There is a law of action in physics. In this department ac-

tion always has reference to cause. " Light varies inversely as

the square of thedistance" is a physical law of action. Time
and space are involved in it, and so are the four "causes" of

Aristotle. In this law of action something is acting. Change

is M rought by it. This change occurs in time. We may call

this " something " energy or *•' efficient cause." In this law

sometliing is being acted upon. "We may call it substance or

" material cause." "We also find another factor here. Let it

be called " mathematical truth," if you wish. It is a mode of

relation or " formal cause." It is the relation of quantity io

s]xice expres.^ed in the ratio, " iuvei'sejy as the square of the

distance." Yr^e also notice intelligibility here, for in this mode

of action change ahvays proceeds according to this same mode

of relation. This intelligibility points to intelhgence as its

origin, and intelligence points to personality as its seat. Intel-

ligible action of an intelligent person indicates motive or end.

Here, then, is '• final cause." This law is not self-made. Final

cause points unmistakably to an '' ultin:iate cause " back of all

as the origin of the law. God is the ultimote cause of this

law and of all otiier laws of action in physics. Now, thi::^ is

not saying that God inade the formal cause or *' mathematical

truth" found in tliis law; but it is saying thai, he formulated

the law of liglit. Some scientists confound the modes of action

with the modes of relation in physics. They are widely dif-

ferent in nature and origin. Having now torn the law of

light to pieces, let us put -it together, and what do we have?

We have the law of action, " Light varies inversely as the

pquare of the distance"—a law involving eflicieni, material,
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formal, final, and ultimate causes, time, and space. "We would

say the law of light and other laws of action in physics are not

eternal, except as having their ground in the inherent powers

of tlie eternal mind. "We do not think tliey existed even sub-

jectively in the thonght of God until they were there suggested

and elaborated, when the occasion for them was reached. If

the laws or modes of action in physics are necessary, and could

not have been otherwise than they are, it would seem that they

are so only as considered in their relation to the grand scheme

or plan of the universe, which was adopted b}^ the Creator in

the beginning. We are not competent to say tlie Creator

might not have adopted some otlier plan, and so have elabo-

rated some other laws of physical action. This also holds true

of the modes of being, of all that is not God. But it is not

true of tlie modes of action in morals, for they are what they

are by the iiecessities of the divine nature itself, and not by an

act of the divine will.

3. Let us now turn briefly to the laws of relation. "Ti'ans-

gression of tlie lav/ is sin" is sucli a law. It is a truth. It

supposes personality and just authority. Just authority in-

heres in God's natui-c and is eternal. As an act, considered

either objectively or subjectively, transgression originates in

the will of a rational cause. But transgression is also a mode
of elation. It is the relation between the transgressor and just

authority. Obedience is the relation of the obedient to just

authority. Kow, why is obedience good and transgression

evil? God's will cannot be the ultimate ground of difference,

for, if so, there could be no essential dill'crence between the

two acts. Tv' c hnow there is an essential difference. To illus-

trate, man commits two acts—obedieiice and transgression.

God's nature is what it is; lience obedience is good and trans-

gression evil. If God's nature were not what it is, obedience

would not be good nor would transgression be evil, yet an

essential difference would exist between the two acts. The

moral quality of the act and the moral relation of the actor

are therefore determined by the moral nature of God. Hence

evil and good are such by the necessities of the divine nature,

and the mode of relation between the transgressor raicl just

authority is what it is by necessity. But that is not saying the
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mode of relation is eterual. iN'o such relation existed even

siibjectivelj in God's tliougbt until brought forth by the en-

ergies of his mind when the occasion for it -was reached. It

could not exist anywhere in thought—and much less in space

—apart from its owji terms, or from the things tliemselves.

"Vrhat is true of modes of relation in morals is true of modes
of relation or "mathematical truths" in physics. They are

what they are by necessity, but they are not eternal, except as

they may exist in the thought of the eternal mind. Such is

the law of the circumference of a circle. The relation of the

circumference to the diameter of a circle is what it is by ne-

cessity. 2Now, in samining up, it is evident tliat,

(c) The modes of action and of being, in pliysics, and the

modes of l>eing in nsorals—of all that is not God—are what they

are by the will of God. They arc necessary laws only as they

are related to the plan of the unircrse—a relative neccssit}^.

Qj) The modes of action and of relation in morals are what

they are, being determined by attributes of the divine nature

and not l;>y act of God's will—an absolute necessity.

(c) Tlie modes of relation in physics are what they are, being

determined by the qualities of tlie things themselves or of their

terms—an absolute necessity.

But these relative necessities are not eternal, nor are all ab-

solute necessities eternal. They have no existence apart from

the things themselves or their terms. They may be said to

exist, properly, first, subjectively in the divine thought. The

thoughts of God have their ground in the inherent powers of

his infinite mind; hence these relative and absolute necessities

are eternal only as they have their ground in the infinite mind.

But since person;ility is the ultimate form of being, and since

thought is the ultimate form of action, it follows that the law

of divine being and tlie law of divine thought only may prop-

erly be said to be both necessary and eternal.

In conclusion, therefore, we would say that the position of

those scientists who hold natural law to exist independently of

God, as being both necessary and eternal, is untenable.
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Art. v.—-WILLIAjM IMORRIS—POET, SOCIATJST, AKD
MASTER OF MANY CRAFTS.

Could tliat blitlie old singer of the " breatliiug mom " from

liis pleasant ''lodge within a park" come stepping briskly

along our noisy nineteentli-contu)-y ways, bringing with him
the scent of English fields, and notes of mavis and of merle

—

conld Geoffrey Chaucer with ruddy checks, kindly eyes, and

pointed beard, his flowing locks surmounted by a sheepskin

ca]3, appear sudtlenly to our Aveary eyes with idl the buoyancy

of his own fresli da}'—even ontwardl}' he might not differ

greatly from that virile and stui-dy figure which, to tlie present

generation, has been known as "William Morris. As story-

tellers Geoili'ey Cliaucer and "William Morris are akin. An-
cient Wood?teck and modern E!elmscott meet where these

minstrels chant. Although in art Chaucer and Morris are

closely related, in the products of their pens they are notably

dissimilar.

William M'^orris was of Welsh extraction. He was tlie eldest

eon of his parents, and was l)orn in the village of "Waltham-

stow, Essex, on March 24, 1S3J-. He himself says in JS'eics

from JYoivhere : ''I was born and bred on the edge of Epping
Forest, Walthamstow and Woodford, to wit. ... A pretty

place, too, a very jolly place, now that the trees have had time to

gu-ow agai]! since the great clearing of houses in 1S55." In the

same work he speaks of the lovely river Lee, '' where old Izaak

Walton used to fish about the places called Stratford and Old
Ford." In a letter to T/te Daily Chronicle lie says of Epping
Forest :

" Wlien I was a boy and young man I knew it yard

by yard from W anstcad to the Theydons, and from Hale End
io Fairlop Cak. In those days it had no worse foes than the

gravel steah-r and the robbing fence-maker, and was always in-

teresting and often very betuUiful."

Morris's artistic sense developed early. It is recorded that

as a boy of nine years, with a pony of his ov/n, he rode half

Essex over in search of old churches. So deep an im]-)res-

sion did the results of these researches make n.pon his mind
that, after an interval of many years, he cuuld remember the
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details of a building whieli lie had not seen since his boyhood.

It was from Sir Walter Scott that Morris imbibed his first

taste for art and romance. At the early age of seven he had

read nearly, if not quite, all of Scott's works ; and it ^ras the

" Wizard of the Korth " who taught him the love of Gothic

arcliitecture. He says :

Ho^v veil I remember as a boy my first acquaintance witb a room hung
witli faded greenery at Queeu Elizabeth's Lodge, by CLingford Hatch,

in Epping Forest, and the impression of romance that it made upon me!
A feeling that ahsays comes back on me Avhen I read, as 1 often do, Sir

Walter Scott's Antiquary, and come to the description of the green room
at jMoukbarns, amongst which the novelist has ^ith such exquisite cun-

ning of art imbedded the fresh and glittering verses of the summer poet

Chaucer,

Morris was educated at Marlborough under clerical masters,

against whom, he remarhs, he naturally rebelled. The loose

discipline of the place allowed him full scope for tha cultiva-

tion of his individual tastes and pursuits. He was not more

than fourteen years of age when the first general appearance

took place, before the public, of the Preraphaelites, the radical

doctrine of whom was naturalism as distinguished from real-

ism. But the time %vas not yet ripe for Morris to come under

their influence, nor was lie ever formally enrolled in their

ranks. Says Aymer A^allance

:

It is, therefore, a supreme achievement of William Morris to have

brought art, through the medium of the handicrafts, Avithiu reach of

thousands vrlio could never hope to obtain but a transitory vie\v of Pre-

raphaelite pictures; Ms distinction, by decorating the less pretending,

but not less necessary, articles of household furnishing, to have done more

than any other man in the present century to beautify the plain, everyday

home life of the people.

On the second of June, 1852, Morris matriculated at Exeter

College, Oxford. This was an event of first-rate importance

in his life. Edward Burne-Jones 7natriculated on the same

day at the same college. The t\vo freshmen were drawn to-

gether b}' ties of sympathy and friendship that remained

nubroken until tlic day of Morris's death. x\t this time

Morris began to be conscious of the poise and strength of his

ov/n life, and to become intensely interested in the origin and

C'haracterisHcs of medifeval art. JSTow, also, began to grow up
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within his soul that uncompromising protest against tlie vulo-ar

and tasteless commercialism ruling the present century. He
thus expresses himself

:

It is a grievous thing to have to say, but say it I must, that the one
most beautiful city iu England, the city of Oxford, has been ravaged for

raauy years past, uot only by ignorant tradesmen, but by the university
and college authorities. Those Avliose special business it is to direct the
culture of the nation have treated the beauty of Oxford as if it -were a
matter of no moment, as if their commercial interests might thrust it

aside vrithout consideration.

While still an undergraduate at Oxford he " first saw the city

of Eouen, then still in its outward aspect a piece of the Middle
Ages : no words can tell you how its mingled beauty, history,

and romance took hold on me." And he further adds :
" I can

only say that, looking back on my past life, I find it v:as the

greatest pleasure I liave ever had; and now it is a pleasure

which no one can ever have again ; it is lost to the world for-

ever ; " that is, because of the injurious and ignorant restoration.

Morris had come to Oxford with a warm admiration for the
writings of Mrs. Browning. While in college he became ac-

quainted, not only with the works of Brov/ning and Tennyson,
but also with certain older writers, ^vith the Chronicles of

Froissart, and with a book destined to exercise a far-reaching

influence upon him and his circle, the Morie cVArtJmr of Sir

Thomas Malory. About the time of Christmas, 1S55, Burnc-
Jon-es relinquished his intention of entering the ministry, and
proceeded to find Eossetti in London witli the purpose of be-

coming his pupil. Ere long he presented his friend Morris to

his chosen master, wliom he then regarded as the greatest man
in Europe. Without waiting to take his degree Eurne-Jones
began at once the systematic study and practice of painting.

Morris, on the coutrarj-, preferred to complete his university
course, which he did, takiiig his degree of B.A. in 1S56.
The first step in William Morris's artistic career was when

he articled himself to George Edmund Street, then located in

the university town as an architect to the diocese of Oxford.
As fundamental to all art lie elected an architcct'c training.

He says of this pursuit

:

I have spoken of the popular arts, but they might all be sunmiod up
in that one v.-ord "architecture;" they are all parts of tluit great whole,
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and the art of house-building begins it all. If ,ve did not know bow to
dye or to weave; if we bad neiLber gold, nor silver, nor silk, and no pio-.
ments to paiut with, but half a dozen ochers and umbers, we mi-l,t vet
frame a worthy art that would lead to everything, if we had but dmber
stone, and lime, and a few cunning tools to make these common thin4
not only shelter us from wind and weather, but also express the thourrh's
and aspirations that stir in us. Architecture would lead us to all'the
arts, as it did with earlier men; but if we despise it and take no note ofhow we are housed, the other arts will have a hard time of it indeed.

'

lloii-is was possessed of a remarkable facnltj of concentra-
tion, bein- able to wreak his whole soul without disti-action
upon the subject in hand, so that he mastered easily and quickly
the things learned by others with difficulty or not at all. In
1856 Mr. Morris settled in lodgings with his friend Enrne-
Jones, at 17 Eed Lion Square, where they shared a studio in
common. In tliis same year appeared The Oxford and Cairv
bridge Magazine, which continued exactly twelve months.
Among such contributors as Yernon Lushington, Jex-Blake'
Burne-Jones, and D. G. Eossetti, Morris was not the least
figure, being, indeed, Wxq largest contributor, and causing his
friends to prophesy for him a brilliant future in the world of
letters. Eossetti introduced Morris to Euskin and other noted
artists and literary men. Early in 1857 Eossetti thus writes
to Bell Scott

:

Two young men, projectors of The Oxford and Gamlndoe Magazine
have recently come to town from Oxford, and are no^v very intimate
friends of mine. Their names are Morris and Jones. They have turned
artists, instead of taking up any other career to which the university
generally leads, and both are men of real genius. Jones's desic^us are
marvels of liuish and imaginative detail, uuequaled by anythiiK.°unle=s
perhaps, Albert Diirer's finest works; and Jlonis, though without prac-
tice as yet, has no less power^ I fancy. He has written some really won-
derful poetry, too.

In 1S5S Morris published his fii-st volume of poems, The
Defense of Guinevere. It was a remarkable woi-k for a young
man twenty-four years of age. At that time Tennyson's IdylU
of the King had not yet appeared; nor had the published
poems of Eossetti been other than a few occasional pieces con-
tributed to periodicals. Mr. Arthur Symons writes thus of
^^rxh'9, Defense (f Guinevere: "His fir.st book—which ia-
vcntc:d a new movement, doing easily, with a certain appro-
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priate quaintness, ^\-llat Tennyson all liis life liad been trying
to do—has all the exquisite tronble of his first awakening to
the love of romance."

Burue-Jones deliglited to portray upon canvas the identical

subjects which Moj-ris chose for his poems ; these bi-eathe a
mediaeval atmosplierc, and are full of archaisms and quaintaesses
which might easily have declined into mannerisms and as easily

lent themselves to parody. To illustrate ;

Across the empty garden beds,

Wlicii tJce Sword went out to secty

I scarcely saw my sisters' heads

Bowed each beside a tree.

I could not see the castle leads,

When the Sword uxfit out to sea.

0, russet brown and scarlet bright,

Wheii the Sword wad out to sea,

My sisters wore ; I wore but white

:

Ked, brown, and white, are three;
Three damozels ; each liad a knight

When, the Sirord went out to sea.

A golden gilliflower to-day

I wore upon my helm away,

And von the prize of this tourney.
Hah! hah I la hellc jaunc girofiee.

Iso one goes there now;
For what is left to fetch away

From the desolate battlements all arow,
And the lead roof heavy and irray ?

'

."
^^'f'"^/"-^'-^."

•^'^'V//.„> YolmuUf'tlic flowe,-^,
Tins IS the time of Seven Tottxrs."

There was a lady lived in a hall,

Large in the eyes, and slim and 'tall;

And ever she sung from noon to ncion.

Two red roses across the moon.

Yet the Defense of Guinemre was a notable production, and
lovers of true poetry found in this vohnne much to impress
and delight them. Anent the poems contained in this first
venture Algernon Cltarles Swinburne says

:

The figures Lore given luve the blood and hn-atb, the shape and step,
of life; they cau move and suffer; theh repentance is as real as thek
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desire; their shame lies as deep as their love. They are at once reaiorse-

ful for their sin and regretful of the pleasure that is past. Tlie retro-

spective vision of Lancelot and Guinevere is as passionate and profound

as life. . . . Such verses are not forgettable. They'are not indeed—as the

IJi/Us of the King—the work of a dextrous craftsman in full pi-actice.

Little beyond dexterity, a rare eloquence, and a laborious patience of

hand has been given to the one or denied to the other. Tliese are good
gifts and great ; but it is better to want clothes than limbs.

Despite this favorable judgment it is said that the g-eneral

reception of his first work was so discouraging to the young
author that he had little heart to continue writing, and so

turned his hand to other and inore grateful occupations. Not
until repeated volumes had attracted public favor did a de-

mand arise for lloriis's earliest volume, and it then liad to be

reprinted, the stock of ''tlio original injpression having been

returned to the paper mill.-'

In the autumn of 1S5T, duriiig a temporary residence at Ox-

ford, "William Morris was introduced to the lady who after-

M'ard became his wife. She it was whose features Dante

Gabriel Eossetti delighted to portraj- upon canvas, and whom
the artist has immortalized in numerous drawings and paint-

ings. The marriage rendered it necessary that Morris should

])rovide a suitable liome for the young bride, and so was begun

the erection of tlie "lied House," a structure after the bride-

groom's own design, and which was mainly responsible for the

revival of that style of architecture termed " Queen Anne."

The firm of '"'Morris & Co., Decorators," is closel}' connected

with the devolopment of artistic house furnishings and deco-

rations during the past twentj' years and more in England. In

the furnishing of the " Eed House," at Bexley Ilcatli, Morris

had exercised his ingenuity in embroidery design, in ceiling

and mural omanientation, and in numerous other ways had be-

come possessed of practical ex})ericnce in various branches of

domestic art. It is recorded that neither " love nor money
t'Duld procure beautiful objects of contcnj])orary manufacture

f'>r nny purpose of household furnishing or adornment when
'^'^'illiam Morris undertook the herculean and seemingly hope-

^'''^s task of decorative reform and wrought and brought deliv-

c-rance from the thraldom of the ugly, which oppressed all tlic

^'"called arts " of this century. That bi-ancli of the ceramic
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art wJiich is represented by the decoration of tiles owes its res-

cue from vulgarity and degradation to William Morris. "All
nations, however barbarous," said he in his lecture on " The
Lesser Arts of Life," '• have made pottery ; but none have

ever failed to make it on true principles, none have ever made
shapes ugly or base till quite modern times. ... As to the

surface decoration on pottery, it is clear it must never be

printed." When, at the beginning of 18G2, tiles were required

fertile "Red House," there were no hand-painted tiles in

England, so Morris found it necessary' to begin at the founda-

tion. Plain white tiles were imported from Holland, and

after various experiments with glazes and enamels the desired

results were obtained.

Of the many industries related to the skill of William Mor-
ris none has wider celebrity than that of wall paper hangings.

It was he v>-ho lifted this branch of domestic ornamentation

above the level of a mere crude expedient into a sphere of

genuine art. His wall paper designs were models of beauty

and simplicity, and in this particular field he was little short of

a creator. Two or three years after the establishment of the

firm of "Morris, Marshall, Faulkner & Co." Morris conceived

the purpose of adding weaving to their other enterprises.

Concerning tliis art Morris says:

As the designing of Troveu stuffs fell into degradation in the latter

days, the designers got lidgeting after trivial novelties—change for the

sake of change; they must needs strive to make their Avoven flowers look

as if they were i^ainted ^vith a brush, or even sometimes as if they were
drawn by the engraver's burin. This gave them plenty of trouble and
exercised their ingenuity in the tormenting of their web with spots and
stripes and ribs and the rest of it, but quite destroyed the seriousness of

the vrorkimd even its rakoit, d'etre.

It is averred that the attention of Morris was drav/n to the in-

dustry of weaving by obsoi'ving a man in the street selling toy

niodels of weaving machines, when it occurred to him to pur-

chase one and pi-actice upon it for himself. After a series of

experiments he endeavored to secure a full-size old-style liand

loom, with hand shuttle, but it was not until well on toward

the eighties that a Jacquard loom was cj-ectcd in Ormond
Yard, when l^Iorris was enabled systematically to carry on

weaving as a part of the work of his firm.
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About 1ST5 Morris happened to need some special sliades of

&ilk for embroidery. Unable to 2:»rocure what lie desired, lie

determined to undertake djeing on liis own account. Morris

began by djeing skeins of silk for embroidery, and then pro-

ceeded to dye wool for tapestry and carpets. Morris was

strongly of the opinion that certain results effected by chemi-

cal science had proved extremely injurious to the art of dye-

ing, lie says

:

No change at all l^cfoll the art cither in the East or the North till after

the discovery of America; this gave ihe djers one ne-n' material in itself

good, and one that was doubtful or bad. The good one was the new
insect dye, cochineal, which at first was used only for dyeing crimson.

. . . The bad new material was logwood, so fugitive a dye as to be quite

worthless as a color by itself (as it was first used) and to my mind of

very little use otherwise. No other new dycstufE of importance was

found in America, although the discoverers came across such abundance

of red-dyeing wood growing there that a huge country of South America

has thence taken its name of "Brazil."

Among the domestic arts taken up by this versatile man were

printing on textile fiibrics, embroidery, dyeing, carpet and arras

weaving, glass painting, and cabinet making.

After the volume. Defense of Guinevere, the poems of Mor-

ris dealt no more with the Arthurian legends. Tliis first book

was followed by The Life and Death of Jason, one of the

longest narrative poems in the language. The plot of the story

differs little fi'om the classical one, though the setting and

elaboration are the poet's own. "It was all more or -less ex-

quisite," says Mr. Saintsbury, " it was all more or less novel."

Here we come u])on such rememberable lines as

Dusk gro\v3 the world, and day is Avc.iry-faced.

Tho slira-lcaved, tboinv pomegranate

That flung its unstrung rubies on the grass.

Darksome night is well-nigh done,

And earth is v.-aiting silent for the sim.

And so began short love and long decay,

Borrow that bides, and joy that fleets away.

And one hour

Ripened the deadly fruit of that fell flower.

2(3—FlFTII Sl^PaES, VOL. XV.
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Concerning this book S^Yinbllrne says, "In all tlie noble roll

of our poets there has been since Chaucer no second teller of

tales, no second rhapsode comparable to the first, till the ad-

Yent of this one." And he adds to this word of eulogy :
" Ko

higher school has brought forth rarer poets than this. . . .

Here is a poem sown of itself, sprung from no alien seed, cut

after no alien model, fresh as wind, bright as light, full of the

spring and the sun."

Ten years intervened between the appearance of The Defense

of Guinevere and the first part of The Earthly Pamdise.
The latter work reveals a complete departure from his earlier

manner and methods. It is one of the richest and sweetest

productions in any language. It is a recital of old legends and

traditions from many sources, but all so molded and interfused

with the poet's own genius and personality as to vender them
in all essential respects quite original. The prevailing tone of

the work is one of gentle sadness at the om.nipresencc and in-

evitability of death, but there is nowhere anything weak or

maundering. The amazing fecundity of the poet is well illus-

trated by ]n-escnting the bare titles of the tales contained in

The Earthly Paradise. They are as follows: "Atalanta's

Eace," " The Man I^orn to be King," " The Doom of King
Acrisius," " The Proud King," '^Thc Story of Cupid and

Psyche," "The T\^riting on the Image," "The Love of Alces-

tis," "Tlic Lady of the Land," "The Son of Cra?su5," "The
Watching of the Falcon," " Pygmalion and the Image," "Ogier
the Dane," "' The Death of Paris," " The Land East of the

Sun and West of the Moon," " The Story of Acco-ntins and

Cydippe," " The Man Wlio Kever Laughed Again," " The
Story of Phodope," "The Lovers of Gudrun." "The Golden
Apples," "The Fostering of Aslaug," " Bellerophon at Ar-
gos," "The Ping Gi\en to Yenus," "' Bellei-ophon in Lycia,''

"The Hill of Yenus." It is almost ini]X)Ssible to adequately

represent the work of Morris by any selections from the?c

tales, so interwoven with the context arc his most beautiful

lines. However, liere is a song under the title month " July
: "'

F.iir was the mom to-da_y, the blo?Jom's sceut

Floated acro-.-^ tlie frc.-h grass, and the bees

With low vexed song from rose to lily went,
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A gentle wind was in the heavy trees,

And thine eyes shone witli joyous memories

;

Fair was the early nion), nud fair wert thou,

And I was happy—Ah, be hap|iy now !

Peace and content without us, love within.

That hour there was, now thunder and wild rain

Have wrapped the cowering world, and foolish sin

And nameless pride have made us wise in vain

;

Ah, love ! although the morn shall come again.

And on new rosebuds the new sun shall smile.

Can we regain what we have lost meanwhile ?

E'en now the west grows clear of storm and threat,

But midst the lightning did the fair sun die

—

Ah ! he shall rise again for ages yet.

He cannot waste his life—but thou and I

—

Who knov.-s if next morn this felicity

My lips may feel, or if thou still shalt live

This seal of love renewed onec more to give ?

The poet's skill in portraying scenes of nature is well indi-

cated by tlicsG lines from " Pygmalion and the Image."

Fair was the day, the honeyed beanfield's scent

The west wind bore unto him; o'er the way

The glittering noisy poplar leaves did play.

All things were moving ; as his hurried feet

Passed by, within the flowery swath he heard

The sweeping of the scythe, the swallow fleet

Rose over him, the sitting partridge stirred

On the field's edge ; the brown bee by him whirred,

Or murmured in the clover flowers below,

But he with bowed-down head failed not to go.

Mr. John Morley has written thus of the poetical art of

"William Morris :

Mr. Morris's central quality is a vigorous and liealtliy objectiviLv;

I'Cople Avho titlk conventional cant talk abotit \vord-paintiug' should

turn to a page of Jason or The Eartldy Paradise nnd watch liow the most

delicious pictures are produced by the simplest and directcst means.

Mr. Morris's descriptions, condensed, simple, absolutely free from all

tli-d is strained and all tliat is artificial, enter the reader's mind -svith

the direct and vivid force of impressions coming straight from tlic

p-anicr's canvas. There is no English poet of this time, nor pcrliaps of

•my other, %s-]io has possessed this excellent gift of looking freshly and
^iinjily on eternal nature iu all her many colors, and of re])roducing vhat
'•< sues Avith such effective precision and truthfulness.
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The following lines from "Love is Enough " emphasize at

least a part of what ]\[r. Morley has so finely said

;

And \vhat do yc say then ? that spring long departed

Has brought forth no child to the softness and showers
;

That we slept and we dreamed througlj the summer of flowers
;

We dreamed of the winter, and waking dead-hearted

Found winter upon us and v.'aste of dull hours.

In the year 1S71 William Morris and D. G-. Eossetti en-

tered into the joint occupation of Kclmscott Manor, a name
which for five and twenty years thereafter was associated

with some of i\Iorris's most remarkable work. Prior to this

time Morris had become an enthusiastic student of Icelandic

literature, his studies in this field resulting in tlie translation

of The Saga of Gunnlo.ug ike Wo'rm.-tonguc and Rofn the

Slcald^ a volume entitled TJie Story of Grttllr the Strong,

and the Yolsinig Saga. Of this latter work Buxton Forjuan

says: "Here the reader will find sentiment enough and ro-

mance enougli—flashes of a weird magnificence that all the hills

of the Laud of Ice have not been able to overreach with their

long dusk shadows, and that all the 'cold gray sea' that rings

the Island of Thule has not washed free of its color and lient."

"The Story of Trithiof the Bold," "The Story of Yirvhmd

the Fair," "The Tale of Hogni and Hedinn," "The Tale of

Koi the Fool," " The Tale of Thorstein Stail'smltten," " The
Story of Howard the Halt," " The Story of the Banded Men,"
"The Stojy of Hen Thorir," "The Story of the Ere Dwell-

ers," and " The Story of the Heath Slayings " followed. That
many of these works were in collaboi-ation with Mr. Eirikr

Magnusson does not detract from the immense industry and
fertihty of Morris. His translations. The Aeneid of Virgil

and of The Odyssey of Homer, jnust also be regarded as tri-

umphs of literary workn:iui]s]iip.

In 1877 Morris published his colossal work. The Story of
Sigurd the Tolsung, and the Fcdl of the JS'iUungs. This ex-

tended poem is written in anapestic rhyming couplets. The
following quotation will convey but a slight impression of this

noble and splendid poem :

All hail, Day and thy Pons, and thy kiu of the colored things

!

Hall, following Night and thy Daughter that leadeth thy wavering wings I
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Look down with unangry eves on us to-d:iy alive,

And give us the hearts victorious, and the gain for which wo strive'
All hail, ye Lords of God-hume, and Queeus of the House of Gold '

Uail, thou dear earth that bearest, and thou Wealth of 6cld and fold f
Give us, your noble children, the glory of wisdom and speech
And the hearts and the hands of healing, and the mouths and 'the hands that teach

!

In 1891 appeared Foems ly the Wmj, a collection of the
poets xugitive verse. During the last eight years of Ins life,
that IS, from ISSS to 1896, .Morris produced little poetry
Lut during this interval he was intensely alive to the world
of humankind and to the great questions which are every-
.vhcre clamoring for solution. Ho seemed to feel that thei-e
could be nothmg in common between modern social conditions
and the spirit of poesy.

Morris's revolt against so much that is unlovely and grossly
utilitarian m our present "unexampled progress" is reveale-^m the following lines from ne EariJily Paradise :

Forget six counties overlumg with sn:oke,
Forget the snorting steam and piston sfrJke,
Forget the spreading of the hideous town

;

Think rather of the pack-horse on tlie down,
And dream of London, small, and white, and clean,
The clear Thames bordered by its gardens grcou.'

The root of Morris's socialism is to be found in the "
ter-

rible contrast presented by the life of the workmen of s:^
past and the life of the workmen of to-day;" hence "the
more profound grew his sense of dissatisfaction with the
present conditions of society." His yearning for the better
time V7as thus ex])resscd

:

Ah ! good ajid ill,

"WTien will your strife the fated measure fill ?

When will the tangled veil be drawn away
To show us all that luiiiuagined day?

_

The poet was constantly moved by his overmastering devo-
tion to art and his clear perception that, if labor and art are
:i?;ain to go hand in hand, man must love his labor ; he saw,
further, that in the midst of modern social conditions man
^'ill not and cannot love his work. The distinct proposition
^••iHch Morris formulated was this: "It is right and necessary
*i-it all men should liave work to do which shall be worth
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doing, and be of itself pleasant to do, aud which should be

done under such conditions as ^A'ould make it neither over-

wearisome nor overanxious." lie says again :

Wliat I meau by socialism is a conditiou of society in vrhich there

should be neither rich nor poor, ncitlier master nor master's man, neither

idle nor overworked, neither brain-sick brain workers nor heart-sick

hand workers—in a word, in wliich all men Avould be living in equality

of condition, and avouUI manage their alTairs unwastefully, and with the

full consciousness that, harm to one would mean harm to all—the realiza-

tion at last of the meanii\g of the -word " Commonwealth."

In further explanation of his ])osiLion he said that lie was

compelled

Once to hope that the ugly disgraces of civilization might be got rid

of by the conscious ^vill of intelligent persons; yet, as 1 strove to stir

up people to this reform, I found that the vulgarities of civilization lay

deeper than I had thought, and little by little I was driven to the con-

clusion that all these uglinesses are but the outward expression of the

innate moral baseness into which we arc forced by our present form of

society, and that it is futile to attempt to deal with them from the out-

side.

The unhappy condition of the modern workiiigman, as com-

pared with the workingman of the ]-)ast, was a theme to which
Morris returned again and again. He says :

Now, they work consciously for a livelihood and blindly for a mere
abstraction of a world-marlcct which they do not know of, but with no
thought of the work passing through their hands. Then, they worked
to produce wares and to earn their livelihood by means of them; and
their only market they had close at hand, aud they knew it well. Now,
the result of their vrork j.asses through the hands of half a dozen mid-
dlemen. Tlien, they worked directly for their neighbors, understand-
ing their wants, and with no one coming between them. Huckstering
which Avas then illegal, has now become the main business of life, and
of course those who practice it most successfully are better rewarded
than anyone else in the community. Now. people work under the

direction of an absolute master whose power is restrained by a trade's

union, in absolute hostility to that master. Then, they worked under
the direction of their ov/u collective wills by means of trade guilds.

Now, the factory hand, the townsman is a diflerent animal from the

countryman. Tlicn, every man was interested in agriculture, and lived

with the green Ik-lds cming close to his own doors. In short, the dif-

ference between the two maybe told very much in these Avords: "lu
those days daily life as a wliole was i)leasant, although iis accidents

might be rough and tragic. Now, daily life is dreary, stupid, wooden,
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and the ouly pleasure is in excitement, even if that pleasure should be
more or less painful or terrible."

In his Utopian romance, J^eios from Nowhere, Morris pre-
sents ns witli a condition of liuman society in which there are
no laws nor lawyers, no judges, no govcrinnent. He aims at
escaping wholly from tlie complex relations of modem life,

and seeks to enter into a state of primal, uiitrammeled sim'
phcity. According to Mr. Lionel Johnson, he shows a "lov-
ing and personal regard foi- the very earth itself, . . . that
sense of the motherhood of the earth which makes a man love
the smell of the fields after rain, or the look of running
water." The leading thoughts which the author seeks to im°-

press upon iha reader are that '''pleasure in work is the secret
of art and content," and that ^' dehght in physical life upon
the earth is the natural state of man."
The year ISSS saw the beginning of that cycle of prose

romance:, upon which ]\Ion-is contimied to work until the end
of his life. A Tale of the Bouse of the Wolf7ig8 appeared in
December, ISSS. In 1890 was published The Foots of the
Mountains. In this year, also, The Story of the GUUering
Plain was printed as a serial in Macmillan's English Illus-
trated 2[aga-ine. Then followed News from Nowhere,
which i)) turn was followed by The Wood Beyond the World.
In 1S05 appeared the voliune entitled Of Child Chridojyher
and Goldllind the Fair, M'hich was succeeded, in 1S96, by
TheWell at the World's End, the last work which Mr. Morris
published before his death. The Water of the Wondrous
Isles and The Sundering Flood are posthumous works in
character not unlike their predecessors.

Morris took up the M'ork of printing and book decoration
in the same spirit in which he engaged m other arts. All the
volumes which have come from the Kelmscott press are
models of beauty and design, and show a return to the eai-lier

styles of printing and binding when tliought and individu-
ality went into the making of eadi book. Superadded to this
IS an originality of detail and execution which set the Kelm-
scott publications quite apart from the usual modern pj-uducts
of the press.

In the month of February, 1S9G, :Mori-is's health ga\e wav
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and ]i}s friends begau to entertain for him serious alarm.
Afterward lie seemed to rallj a little. But on the third of
October, 1S96, the end came, and he tranquilly passed a\ray
at Kelmscott House, Hammersmith. 1'he funeral was un-
ostentatious, as he would have desired. At Lechlade station

the remains were placed on a harvest cart, instead of a hearse.

The body of this cart was painted yellow, the wheels red, and
the framework had been festooned with vines, willow branches,
flowers, and berries. " The roan mare in the shafts had vine
leaves in its blinkers, and strings of vines were festooned across

the top of the wain. T]ie bottom of the cart was lined with
moss." Thus the body of William Morris was conveyed to

the church)'ard of his beloved Kelmscott. The grave lies

shadowed by tall trees and buried in long grass, close to the
wall of t!ie little churchyard where it is skirted by the coun-
try road—a remote and quiet resting place for one who,
throughout his busy and strenuous days, dreamed of that

happy bourne " where beyond these voices there is peace."

Says a certain waiter of tlie Ijenefits wdiich resulted for the
age from his artistic service:

His ^vhcle life vras a vivid and in many respects a successful i:irote5t

against the squalor of modern industrialism. To him, more than to any
other man, we owe our emancipation from the hideous vulgarity of
middle-Victoriau house decoration and upholstery. Othcr.s preached,
but William Morris, in "whom a keen artistic sense was liappiiy allied to
skilled workmanship, was able to supplement precept by practice and
visibly demon-strate the superiority of his methods. ... He w8iTed
with brilliant success against the tyranny of ugliness . . . surely ro
mean actdevement iu a mechanical and utilitarian afje.

C^fd^^s^u^O /cj. hsyx^^^yi^xf-tn-i^ .
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Akt. yl—must syntax die that the sabbath
MAY LIYE?

Ix the coiitest with tlie tireless soventli-day Sabhotariaus in-

creasingly arc certain Methodist writers insisting that the res-

urrection of Christ upon the first da}- of the week recovered

and reenacted the original, creational, and true Sabbath,*

AYith hearty sympathy docs the writer view their e^'ery legiti-

mate argument to establisli the sanctity and foster the liallow-

ing of the Lord's Day. But when a claim on its behalf is

distincth- based upon, or forcibly corroborated by, a gross wrest-

ing of the Holy Scripture, suspicion as to its validity instinct-

ively sets in, to say nothing of mortifica,tion and repugnance.

Each of the works named, and two of them with the pleas-

ing consciousness of having brought to light that which was

hid from the wise and prudent from the foundation of the

world, assert that the words in Matt, xxviii, 1, niav oajjlBdruv^

are falsely translated "the first da}' of the week." One avers

that it can only be rendered "the first of the Sabbaths.'' Tiius

to him Christ's resurrection was so tinicd as to mark for all

mankind througli ages to come the very day of the week which

was the original "first of the Sabbaths," to the abrogation of

all other later, transitory, and inferior Sabbaths, such as that

of the Jews on the seventh day. With slightly less grammati-

cal violence another will read it, " [Number] one of the Sab-

baths," declaring the Holy Ghost uniquely thus to have num-
bered it as the first of the new scries of Christian Sabbaths.

These are the general afiirmations : (1) Nothing in the Hebrew
Old Testament justifies the " day-of-thc-wcok " rendering of

Matt, xxviii, 1, and its sinnlar parallels. (2) Both the LXX
and the current Greek had a phrase for " tlie first day of the

week," had any New Testament writer wished to speak there-

of.f (3) The Greek of the LXX, in constant use by Christ

and the ai)ost]es, never used tlie Greek word for " Sabbath" to

*"Satiirdarianism: A Brief Kp.vicw," ^^cihodist ncvlcw, Novcuiljei-, 1^07. The
Trnr. Sahbath. Cinciunati; Cranston & Curts, 1602. Tho Sabbath. Xfw York:
I'liiHips & Hunt, 1S8S.

1 Apart from the form to bo considered later tbe prescat writer fails to rocall the
use of such phrase by tlie LXX.
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express " weelv " or " daj of the week." (4) Is^o Greek ^vo}•d
for ''day-"' occurs in any of the passages, (o) There is no
Greek Avord for '' %reek " or ''"day of the M-eck '"

in the Greek
IS^ew Testament. Forcing this last assertion even in Luke

.

xviii, 12, ^vllere the Pharisee says, v^oTtvi.^ 6ig rov oaf^f^drov,
they flinch not, one valiantly rendering it, '' I fa.t twice on tlie
Sabbath," while anotlior, vAth more or less tenderness of o-ram-
niatical conscience, liunts up two yearly fasts and tJien renders
It, - I last twice (a year) on the Sabbath !

" Characterized has
been the action whereby one will strahi out a " week " or "day "
and then swallow a whole "year," with a wipe of the mouth
denying all inequity. Of tliis more anon. But this widely
heralded Klondike discovery as to fuav oaPfSdrun' turns out to
be only the glitter of fool's gold. It rests upon the profound-
est Ignoring or ignorance of a law of syntax fundamental to
niflected speech, and especially of the usage and influence of
tJie Aramaic tungue which was the vci-nacular of Jesus and
his apostles. Must syntax die that the Sabb^.th may live ?

Let tliese aflirniations be traversed : "4. Xo Greek word for
'day ' occurs in any of the passages." Made for simple readers
of English, tliat statement lacks candor. Said word is tlicre,
latent, to a much greater degree than it is in our phrase, " The
25th of the month." Upon being asked, ''The 25th what?"
the veriest child instantly replies, "day." But stronger yet"is
the case in liand. The adjectival word fuav is in the feminine
gender, and an immutable law requires adjective modifiers to
i^gree with their nouns in gender. ^df^fSarov is of the neuter
gender (^[ark ii, 27, to odPiSarov- iii, 2, roic cdpf^ami>\ and
out of the question. What feminine Gi-cck word is latent in
tills phrase, and yet so patent as to reflect upon this adjective
numeral its feminine hue ? Plainly the feminine word 7///.>a,

"day," as analogously it is found in Afarl; xiv, 12, "pwr.; i.i,ypn.

Twr ci^vncn; though latent in Matthew's paralk-l (xxvi,'lV).
-pyry rCov r;:<y/a.r, "(he first day of unleavened bread." Baldly
to aver that -'no Gi-eek wonl for ' day ' occurs in any of tlio

passages," is to blind the simjjle English reader to (he fiu3t that
au inflected language, by its Jiumei-ons gendei-s and cases, can
indicate the presence and force of latent woi-ds to an extent
undreamed in English. Of every candid Greek scholar it is
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properly demaiKled wli^t feminine Greek word it is which
compels the numeral adjective to don its feminine dress.

Until a more suitable word is proved we insist that it is iniipa.

"day."

But difficulties thicken fast. Only a tyro would render that

phrase as "' the iirst (or one) of the Sabbaths." Sucli a render-

ing could arise only from a construction knowji as that of

"the part and the whole.'' Amplified it would be " the first

[or one] Sabbath [the part] of the Sabbaths [tlie whole]."

Elsewhere, however, the Holy Ghost has invariably taught

that the numeral adjective goveriiing the word for the part

must agree in gender wnth the word for the whole. Thus,

with masculine nouns of the whole, the form of the numeral
governing the latent noun of the part is ever in the masculine

also. The following are exaray^les of this rule : Matt, xviii,

2S, tva \jnasc.^ avvdov/.ov, r/uisc] rCJv ovr6ov?u.)v [r/tasc], ''one

of his fellow-servauts ;
" Mark xii, 2S, elg [??i. ypa^uarevg, ?/?,.]

Tojv ypaiiiiarecjv^ [jyi.'}, "one of the scribes;" Luke xi, 46, ht
[m., daKTvAU)^ m.'] rtov daKrvXoiv \ra.'\ vjmv, " one of your fin-

gers." The same holds good with neuter nouns of the whole :

Matt. V, 29, 'iv [ncui., fMe/^og, neut.'] tgjv ij,eX(bv[ne(d.^ aov^ "one
of thy members;" Matt, vi, 28, 'iv [jt., npcvov, ?;.] rovrcjv

[Kpivo)v, n.l " one of these [lilies"]; Rev. xv, 7, ev [n., ^6ov,

n.] SK rCdv TxepdooLov ^uxov [«.], "one of the four beasts." i^Tor

is it otherwise witli feminine nouns: Matt, v, 19, t-tav [fe?n.,

lvTo?.7]v^fem.'] ro)v Ivto?mv [fein.'\ rovrcov, "one of these com-
mandments ; " Mark xiv, 06, pia [/., naidioKT}, /.] tcov rraLdioKcov

[/.], "one of the maids;" Luke v, 12, pa [/. rro/.et, /.] ro)v

TToXem' [/.], "one of the cities," [R.Y.] ; Lukexiii, 10,p> [/.,
Gvvayuyi], /.] riov ovvayuyCiv [/.], " one of the synagogues ;

"

and notably, Luke xx, 1, fxla [/., y/z/f-pa, /.] rm> vaepCJv [/.],
"one of those days." 'According to this law, had the IToly

Ghost seen fit to write either TvpCorov or tv tCjv oa,33dT0)v we
could and must have rendered his phrase "the first [or one]
of the Sabbaths." Or, were ord;3^'?firov feminine in gender, /«'q7'

Ga!3,3dTO)v should be rendered as alleged. But, as neither of

these conditions is real, the Holy Ghost evidently declined
thus to speak, and he may be trusted exactly to have said what
he irieant, and meant what ho said.
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Cousider affinnation 1, " JS^othing in the Hebrew Old Tes-

tament justifies tJic ' daj-of-tbe-week ' rendering of Mott. xxviii,

1, and its similar parallels." Tliis is another bluif. For cen-

turies Hebrew had so ceased to be the vernacular of the people

that the masses could not understand the reading of the He-

brew Old Testament in the synagogue. Thus the cxtra-Pal-

cstiniau Jews had to have the same translated for them into

that modiiication of Greek Avhich was current in the native

land of each. Thus arose the Alexandrian Greek version

known as the " Septuagint," and designated the '; LXX." But

the Palestinian Jews received the same carefully translated sen-

tence by sentence by the '^ metliurgcman'^'' (modern dragoman)

into their Aramaic vernacular, Tlie result of such translation

is the " Targum." This it is which furnishes the ke}' to un-

lock the present mjstery, as presently will be shown. To
affirm, therefore, that a certain phrase is not justified in aver-

sion of the Greek jSTew Testament because absent from the

Hebrew Old Testament is about as forcible as to aver that our

present English lacks some idiom because the Latin ancestor of

the Korman French knows nothing of it. Alas ! Into the gulf

between the Testaments how many have plunged headlong.

Consider affirmation 3. "The Greek of the LXX, in con-

stant use by Christ and the apostles, never used the Greek

word for 'Sabbath ' to express 'week,' or ' day of the week.' "

Unfortunately this is in " head-end " collision with the facts.

The Septuagint Greek is that of the Greek-speaking Alexan-

driim Jews, and is tinctured with Egyptian forms. It gives

no liint as to the form of Greek used in Palestine, measurably

perhaps b}"^ Christ and the apostles, and tinctured by their Ar-

amaic vernaculai", its words, and idioms. But even the Alex-

andrian LXX of 275 B. C. shows that the Jews had begun to

understand, the Hebrew word ^?'>^, " Sabbath," woi only of a

single day, but also of tlie period following each Sabbath which

we call the week. In certain cases they actually so render it.

For instance: In Lev. xxiii, 15, are the words *''-"'"r'7 "^^^^p.

"59, or " seven full Sabbaths." This the LXX unhesitatingly

render as kr:ra ii36ofid6ag bXanXripov^^ or " seven full weeks." In

verse IG the Hebrew says, " Until the morrow after the seventh

[rfw'] Sabbath shall ye number fifty days." Tliis the LXX
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give thus, " Until the morrow \ioxO'r7]g l(3doim6og'] of tlie last

week shall ye count the fifty days." In Lev. xxv, 8, the

Hebrew ^'?f r* J^i^^iP "?9, " the seven sabbaths of years,"' is

given by tlie LXX as Inrd tiSSofiddeg tro>v^ " seven weeks of

years."

These eases, however, are but as the little finger compared

to what stands out in the titles to some of the Psalms, as given

by the LXX. Thereby is most manifest that they did use the

Greek word for '*' Sabbath," cdp(3aTov^ for the '"' day of the

week." It gives : Psalm xcii, as for ri]v t'l^iipav rov aaj3i3d-ot\

JTel)., r.^o- uTj (Jerome's Vulgate, " In clei Sahhaii ")y Psalm

xxiv,a3 for rT>g j^uag oa(3[SdTov, (Jer. Vnlg., ^' Prima Salhati")
;

Psalm xlviii,"' as for devre.pa ca^jidrov, (Jer. Vulg., '^ Sec inula

Salhcti.'^) / Psalm Ixxxii, "According to the Talmud it was

the psalm for Tuesday," (Delitzsch), that is, for the third

day of the week ; Psalm xciv, as for rerpaSc oafSfSdrov (.Jer.

Vuly., " Quarta Sahhati''-) ; Psalm Ixxxi, '"'In the liturgy- of

the temple for the days of the week it was the psalm for

Thursday," (Delitzsch), that is, for the fifth day of the week
;

Psalm xciiijf as for r^v rjiispav rov rrpooa(3i3drov, (Jer. Yt'hj.

" Die ante Salhai^im "). Bere the combined testimony of the

LXX, the Talmud, and the Yulgate shows that in the time of

the second temple seven psalms were used in the daily serv-

ice. :|; There is one for each day in the week. '^iVhat was the

force of the word oa(3i3drov, as well as the Latin forjn of the

same, we beg our discoverers to say. They are tabulated as

follows

:

xcii for tlic day of the Sal^batli

;

xxiv for (day) one caj3,3dToi\ = ?
;

xlviii for (day) second cappurov= ?;

Ixxxii for (day) third of the -week

;

xciv for (day) fourth aa{i3arov — ?;

Ixxxi for (day) fifth of the vreek;

xciii for the day of the fore-sabhaih.

In the first and last cases the word '"day" is expressed. As in

* So Codex E. ami others. t So Codex B.

+ Says Clieyne, in the Bauipton Lectures for lSs.9, pp. 72 and 83: "Simday's psalai
s Ps. xxiv; Monday's, I's. xlviii; Tuesday's, ps. Ixxxii; ^Vednesday's, xoiv; Tl'.-ars-

lay's. I's. Ixxxi : Frid.-iv's, I's. xciii : Srir.urd;i v's. xrii."
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are feminine tliey must be controlled by a nonn of that gender,

iinauimoiisly and analogously indicated as 4'^t'pa, ^' day." ATill

our fi-iends give ns the translation of the word oa,3i3dTov

therein ?

But, behind all this growing usage of the LXX was that of

tlie speakers of the West Aramaic—often falsely called " Chal-

dee" and even '*' ITebrcWj" as in Acts xxi, 40—the vernacular

of Jesus and tlie apostles. Through the Greek Testament and

even into the English shine certain of the actual precious

words of Jesus in liis Aramaic tongue. They are found iu

Mark v, 41; vii, 34; x, 9, 10; xv, 34. Another word there-

froni in 1 Cor. xvi, 20. In that language we have the

names of the days of tlie weelc - as Mary taught them to her son

Jesus. The allied ancient East Aramaic, or Syriac, liad exactly

the same.f It should be noted in the con-espondences made
that "day" is masculine in Hebrew, but feminine in Greek:

Fi)>t day, i^^ln-^S inj^; (CrVC clay " w.),"oiie [y/^] in the Sbahba"| —

?

{iuqxi)/. fua(^f.)7<:a>cap,3arC,v, {"day'' f.) " cue § [/.] of the V
Second day, wSr^'n •'^,if! (ZTj, (" day ")" second iu the Shabba=?"

(yitqja) cmriija caSSariJv, (" day ") '' second of tlie ? "
IJ

Third day, rz'^;;'? "d-Vc (zry (" d ay "' ) " third in the Sabbath '' = ?

(v/jlpa) rpWt] caSpi'ir.j)', (" day "'
)
' third of the ? "'

Fourth day, r^'d-2 ^"''~'} (ZVy ("day'") "fourth in the Sab-

bath " ^ ? {'/u£fja) rirpaq cu,3 3a7on; (" day "
) fourth of the V "

jj

Fifth dav, (exactly the same formation). See TcacMng, etc.

Sixth day, r2'.^'n "zyj ,
"eve of the Sab])ath." Mark xv, 42, "prep-

aration " =7:af>aaKti'>i = r:pnca[j3ttrin> = the " fore-sal)bath."

Seventh day, r2"4ir; "ZT "the Sabbath." Joscphns, Ant. '6. 6. G; t/>

ifJddiiTjv cdj^iSara Ko/.r/vuer, ''the seventh [day] wc call Sabbath."

After examining this tal)le who is there M-itli tlie temerity

to deny that in the di:doct of Jesus and his companions the

*See Lipliffoofs //->n/' nihrniar. \£,?v,, vol. ii, p. SSO. Ac-forcling to hifi. also, the

Jews were wont to sjn ak ot the first driy of tliy week as '"li"" u"r, or thf "day of

the Xazarenes."
+ Sec Xestle's Syria'- Grammar, isSO, p. 132.

% At various times ih.; T.'iaiaidists spelled the word r^w" as ind and •^'^'d^ They

also used the Aramaic form NPtn'J =r Sliahhetha,whic]itho Greeks transliterated now

as a singular neuter noun ca.i,^)0.rvv, and now as a plural neuter noun caP,3a7a,
with like singnhir si^niricanci-. See Gesenins's Ifaudnurtcrluch, Elite Aufl.

g The philosr)i>!n- >>f this nirdinal number will be later set forth.

C See Tkr Tcaclu 'jofth<: Tirilct: for this form, whieh will be uiseussed hereafter.
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word odjS^aroi' or od[3(3ara meant not onlj a day, but also tlie

period following that day until the next, which wo call

a week ?

One of the writers dcmanus a case in Greek literature out-

side the ]New Testament in which ad/3/3aro3' is used for " week."

It is close at hand, and occurs in coimection y\-\t]i the Pharisaic

fasting mentioned in Luke xviii, 12, which was later baptized

into the Cliristian Church and morals. Abundantly establisljcd

is it" that the Pharisees fasted twice a week,j- namely, ''on

the fifth day of the week, on which Moses ascended to the top

of Sinai [Thursday'];" and "on the second day, on which lie

came down [Monday]. This biweekly [sic] fasting has also

been adopted in tlie Cliristian Ciinrch; but ]\ronday and Thurs-

day were changed' to Wednesday and Fridaj/ i^feria (piarta ct

sc:cta\ as commemorative of the betrayal and ci-ncifixio]i of

Clirist." X TliG process of weaning the eaidy Christians flum
these Jewish twice-a-week fasts, and that by the ingenious

substitution of two other days in the week, is laid bare in tlie

lately found Teaching of the Ticelve^ which was published not

much more then twenty years after the death of the apostle

John and cites principles long settled at that time. In viii, 1,

are found these words : Kl 61 vrjorelat v[iCjv fiij ^arMaav jierd rCov

irrxoKpLTibv • vrjareTJOvan' yap devri'pa oa(3j3dro)v, icai Ttt'/trrr?; • viiug

61 vi-jorevGare rtrpdda nal TTupaafcevrjV. The writer dares render

* See Taanitli ija, aud McClintock and Strong, vol. iii, p. -iSO, col. 1.

f Grouudlessly does tlie article in this i.'ci/fi'' (November, 1897) deuy this, alleging

that " the riiarisoe.s came into existence to revive the literal teachings of Moses. He
never taught weekly fasts. There is no intiiuatiou of anything of the kind in the Old
Testament or anyvrhere in the Xcw, except by misrepresenting this i)assage of Scrii>-

ture," that is, Luke xviii, 12. A tissue of raisrepre.sentatious is this entire passage.
How strange that Jesus so sadly nsisjudged this animus of the Pharisees, but con-
stantly cried against them, " Woo 'unto you, hypocrites! AVhy do ye make the word
of God of none eaect by your traditions?" Strange that the evangelists should so

have misrepresented them as "'fasting oft" and "washing their hands oft, holding
the tradition of the elders," since Moses said as htUe abo'.it eating with "unwashed
hands " as about " v.cekly fasts !

" Fir/o, they gave no heed, forsooth, to such things

!

In addition to a fuller and unbiased study of the Bible very informing woiddbe a
greater familiarity v.ith snch"works as those of Schiirer, Edersheim, Delitzsch. Weber,
and Stapfer. Juditli (.viii. C> religiously feasted (not fasted) all the Sabbaths.

+ John Wesley's Journal shows how, in the days of his legal struggling, he adojited
these two days of fasting as ' kept by the ancient Church." It was done in Uie .same
'spirit iu which OH March 2S. 1738, just eight weeks and one day before his heart's
strange warming at Aldersgate Street, he resolved "not willingly to indulge" him-
self " in laughter, no. not for a moment." The Friday fast he never outgrew, but
sought to enforce it among "the people called Methodis'ts." The hist<u-y and fate of
the attempt may be instructively studied in the varioiis editions of the Discipline.
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\\\)& exhortation onl}^ thus: "Let not your fasts be in conjunc-

tion witli the hypocrites ;
- for they do fast on the second day

of the week and the fifth ; but do ye adopt fasting during

the fourth and Preparation !
" Tliat last was the sixth day of

the week. What V\-cre the others by number referred to in

the passage ?

But the most delicate point of all remains. It clearly reveals

that we have here to deal with a Hebraism and Aramaism which

has clothed itself in Greek words. The keen eye has noted

that {i'lav is a cardinal numeral, not an ordinal, as in the other

cases. Elsewhere we have had " second," " third '' (Luke xviii,

33), "fourth," etc. But in all these seven passages alone,

wliieh are rendered " the first day of the week," the numeral

is really the cardinal " one." Thereby hangs a true tale, not a

pious fiction. The fact is that the Hebrew, and after it the

Aramaic, had no ordinal corresponding to "one." \ It there-

foj'c used the cardinal, not only as a cardinal, but as an ordinal

also. The Eevised Version now shows this peculiarity at the

end of the first creative day. We have in Genesis i, S,

"second day;" 13, "third day;" and so on to 31, "sixth

day." In verse 5, however, it is
"' one day,'' or, following

the exact Hebrew order, " day one."

With all the delicacy of the Bertillon system of identifica-

tion this mysterious cardinal \.dav^ " one," exceptionally used

in just these seven cases of the day of the week \ where

Greeks, Latins, Germans, and English would use their ordinal,

"first," reveals the fact that we have here nothing but the

slavish Greek woixling of the Hebrew Aramaic phrase

N^u-2 "t-.i^ (^i--)^ or, " (day) one in the week," which in Matt,

xxviii, 1, and parallels is Grecized as \dav rZiv oa!3,3driov. In

* Observe Low tliis chaiacterization ol the rbarisces by Jesus appears a"; the

staiuling term for tliem, even a liiuulred years later.

tTlie Hebrew v-ord ^rJX"" mcaiiiiut "liead," '• chief," not a numeral at all, is

often used, and is usually rendered by tlie LXX by T7/)wroc and by the A. Y. as

"first."

t Strangely cc>rroboratory is the fact that in sj^eaking of "the first day of" other

periods tlian the week, as the '• days of unleavened bread," Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark
xiv, 12, the ordinal rr/,f,')7v is invariably used. The classical and anomalous use of

TTpdjTTi (followed loo by the singular, ca!i/iarov) i" ^lark xvi, 0, astonishingly credits

the stiitement huely discovered th;it, as long suspected, the last twelve verses of that

book are not Mark's, but were written by the 'Tresbyter Ariston, a disciple of the

Lord."
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the light of its history and syntax it can be intelligently and

honestly rendered other than " the first day of the week.''
'•'

As a vital or corroboratory part, of an}- argument for the

sanctifying of tlie LoriFs Da}' this traversed exegesis, instead

of being a monnjnental discovery, is but a inonumental

blunder. Thereby our foes will have us in derision.

Tell it not iu Gath,

Publish, it not in the streets of Battle Creek;

Lest the daughters of the Sabbatarians rejoice,

Lest the daughters of the Saturdarians triumph.

*Trans!ating the Xev; Testament into the most idiomatic Hebrew for the Je\vs,

Delitzscli hesitates not to reudtr Matt, xxviii, 1, as V\'Z'd'Z InN "One imasc.'] in

the Sabbath," after the Hcbrev.- Aramaic usage. Born a Jew, and for the larger part

of a century a devout and scholarly Christian, he maybe trusted to have known
something about the Holy Scriptr.res. In order to prevent a misimderstandinp;,

however, he renders Luke xviii, 12, by y^'Z'Cii llie word customary for "week,"

•when the order of its davs is not iu mind.

27—FIFTH SERIES, VOL. XV.
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Akt. VIL—JOHN WESLEY'S SCHOOL AT KINGS-
WOOD.

Methodism owes more tlian it knows to tlie fact that its

foinider was a gentleman and a scholar. The rector of Epworth

gloried in the knowledge that he had given his three sons "the

best education Aviiich England could afford," yet he little

dreamed that the tiaining received by John and Charles Wes-

ley at Charterhouse and Westminster schools and at Christ

Church and Lincoln colleges in Oxford would become a lever

for raising the v.diole tone of education throughout the Eng-

lish-speaking world. Charles Wesley's poetry was itself an

education for tlje early Methodists. All his classical learning,

all his reading, all his studies of the English poets were brought

to bear on his work as tlie hymn M'riter of tlie evangelical re-

vival. Doors were thus opened into literature, and a tincture

of scholarship given to the colliers, weavers, tiTiners, and com-

mon folk who sang the ]\Iethodist hymns at Moorfields, Gvren-

nap, Tvingswood, Bolton, and iN'ewcastle. John Wesley's in-

fluence was not less decisive. He had to deal with common
people and early mastered the art of simplicity, but never for-

got the words of John Ricliard Green in his exquisite volume

of Stray Studies^ "I must confess that niy own experience

among the poor agrees pretty much with Edward Denison's,

and that I believe 'high thinking' put into plain Englisli to be

more likely to tell on a dockyard laborer than all the ' simple

Gospel sermons' in the world."

Wesley's zeal for education found notable expression in tho

founding of his famous school at Kingswood, which celebrated

its third jubilee in June. 1S9S. It lias long since left its first

home in the colliers' villoge near Jh-istol for a splendid site

near Eatli, but tho third jubilee carries us back to the homely
beginning of a scheme which might not unaptly be descriljed,

with all due regard to his wife, as Wesley's " thorn in the

flesh." ISTone of his schemes tried his faith and patience more
than this institution at Kingswood. In the spring of 1730

George Whitelicld had laid the foundation of a school for the

colliers' children tlicre. Wesley had to take over this unfln-
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islied work, and for months he begged subscriptions for it

^vherever he went. One of the iir.st nuisters was John Cen-

nick, author of the well-known hymn, " Thou dear Ecdecuier,

dying Lamb.*' Afterward Cenniek became a Calviiiist.

The colliers' school was a happy success, and \n 1716, Mdien

Wesley's plans for what would no-\r be called secondary- educa-

tion had ripened, lie selected a site in the same villfige for his

new institution. It was a peaceful spot, remote from high-

roads and with abundant room for large gardens. In a con-

versation at the Conference of 1713 AVcsle}- said, " "We design

to train ujt cliildren there, if God permit, in every branch of

useful learning, from the very alphabet till they are fit as to

all acquired qualifications for the work of the ministi-y." The
great evangelist sketched his scheme before his friends and

helpers. The time-table was so full that a natural objection

was made that it left no op])ortunity for the boys to play.

"jSTo," rejoined Wesley, '*he that plays when he is a child

will play vslien he is a man." The master of logic was be-

trayed into a gross fallacy here, and it vitiated much of his

work at Kingswood. But his heart was in his task. He con-

tritnited largely to the funds from the proceeds of his fellow-

ship, and found a noble benefactor mIio sympathized with his

desire to establish a school wortliy of the apostolic age, and

gave him first £500 and then £300 for liis building.

Tlio school was opened on June 21, 171S, by the Wcsleys.

John preached from the text, " Train up a child in the way he

should go : and when he is old, he will not depart from it."

After the communion service the brothers retired to draw up

the rules for their new institution. Provision was made for

recei\ing fifty children, and on the front of the building was

inscribed its famous motto, ^' I/i GJoriario Dei Ojyilm'i Mavi-

mi, Til TJ'sv-rti Ecclcsice et Reijndtlk'n:.^' Below was written,

"Jehovah Jireh"in Hebrew characters. Wesley's rules for

his model school were very strict. Parents handed over their

lK)ys to the entire control of the master Avitli an agreement

tbat they should observe all the rules of the house. Ko boy

^vas to be taken "from school, no, not a day, till they take him
for good and all." The children had to rise at four, both in

"winter aiid summer, and after an hour given to ])rivatc reading
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and ])raycr tliej met for jjiiblic worship. ^'Froin six," say

tho rules, " tliey work till breakfast; for as \xq have no pla^y-

days (the school being- taught every day in the year but Sun-

day), so neither do v.-e allow any time for pla}' on any day.

He that J^lays when he is a child will pla}- wheu he is a man.''

Tills was a German proverb which Wesley fondly calls *• wise,"

and to which he adds the question, " If not, why should he

learn now what he must unlearn by and by ? " But, if the

boys were not allowed to play, they were encouraged to work

in the garden, to chop M'ood, to di-aw water, and to engage in

other useful exercise. Despite its hard rules Kingswood was

not unpopular. "Within a few months after it was opened

there were twenty-eight ])upils, each of whom paid fourteen

pounds for board, teaching, and books. Wesle^^ set his heart

on securing masters " who were truly devoted to God, who
sought nothing on earth, neither pleasure, nor ease, nor profit,

nor the j^raise of men." These were high qualilications, but

some of the masters possessed them in no small degree. One
of them was William Spencer, of whom John Cennick wrote

to Wesley on August 16, lT-10, as follows:

Dr.Brothet?—I write now to ask youv mind about letting TTm. Spen-

cer be a sort of Usher to y" school at Eingswood under me, so might
fifteen or twenty Boys more be brouglit up, to y" Good of them, and to

y satisfying y" inquisitive people, who arc always asking for more
Masters. You are perswaidcd I cannot alway be there. Yet so often as

I cou'd an Hour or more of a day pcrhap's I might, and in that I miijht

show him what to do. He can v.ritc and cast account well, and wou'd
be content with Food tt Raymeut. This, I believe, we (that is, our Socie(v)

cou'd afford. Yet, dr Sir, if it be not according to j'our will, speak and
I have done. He is tcMs'd at Plomr-, and to get from them looks to Ja-

maica. I think 'tis better to abide here.

Mr. Spencer did good service in the colliers' school and was
transferred to the boarding school. The whole liousehold

shared the same temper. Mary Davcy, the housekeeper wrote

to Wesley

:

The spirit of this family is a rc=:cmblancc of the household above.

As far as I can discern they are given up to GJod, and pursue but the one

great end. If any is afraid this school will eclipse and darken others, or

that it will train up soldiers to proclaim open wnr against the god of this

world, T believe it is not a groundless fenr. For if God continue to
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bless us, "one of these little ones shall chase a thousand." I doubt not

but there -will arise ambassadors for the King of kings froia this oljscure

spot, that shall spread His glory all abroad, and bring rn;:.uj souls unto

the knowledge of the truth.

At first tilings went well, but wlien Wesley visited Kino-s-

wood in July, 1710, he found that the rules had not been
observed. The maids were divided into two parties, and tlie

flames were studiously famied by tlie constant vi^hispering of a

tale-bearing manservant. Mary Davey Iiersclf was found
wanting. ''The children were not properly attended, nor

were things done with due care and exactness.'- xVll this

might have been remedied, but tlie masters were not faithful.

Eichard Moss '' was grave and weighty in his belu:,vior, and
did much good," Wesley says, until Walter Sellon "' set the

children against him, and, instead of restraining them from
play, played with them himself." The following year Wesley
was so troubled that he expressed surprise that he was with-

held from dropping a design attended by such continual diffi-

culty. Changes and expulsions cleared the atniosphere, and

in June, 1751, Wesley writes of his diminished but jmrified

establisliment, "'I believe all in the house are at length of one

mind, and trust God will bless us in the latter end inorc than

in the beginning." Two years later he has to p])cak again

of his struggles. '' Surely," ho says, '•' the importance of this

design is apparent, even from the difficulties that attend it. I

have spent more money and time and care on this than al-

most any design I ever had, jmd still it exercises all the pa-

tience I have. But it is worth all the labor."

In 175G the Conference in Bristol agreed that a short ac-

count of i:\\Q design and present state of the school should be

read in every society and annual subscri|)tions and collections

niade for its sup]:)ort. This raised it to the dignity of a con-

nectional institution, though the financial i-esults were modest.

A few preachers' boys were admitted free, but Kingswood was

still a boarding school for the sons of tlie laity. An old ac-

count book for 1761 to 1770, preserved at the school, shows
that a " sute of cloathes" cost about £2. G. 0. The long coat

w;ts of broadcloth ; thei'e was a vest and a pair of knee-

breeches. Stockings Avere from eightcenpcnce to two shil-
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lings and fonrpcnce a pair. One boy indnlges in a new wig

at a cost of ?ix shillings, a pair of gloves at teupence. His

great coat is tnrncd into a straight one, with new trim-

mings, for three shillings and sixpence. This same hoy fig-

ures again in the records :
" To pocket money for a yeai- and a

Ilatt and A Bottle for his head 3s. 3d., to ye Doctor for sore

head 10s. 6d., to doctor's bill for sore breast 16$. Gd." Of

^Villie Darney, a preacher's lad, there is this brief but touch-

ing record, '' Physic 2s., to doctor's bill £1. os. 9d., to coffin,

shroud, etc., 19s."

In April, 1708, when Joseph }3enson and James Ilind-

marsh were masters at K ingswood, a great revival broke out.

Hindmarsh wrote to tell Wesley the good news. "' We have

no need to exhort them to pray," he said, " for that spirit runs

through the whole school; so tho.t this house may well be

called ' a house of prayer.' " Eight boys found peace whilst

he was writing, and he opened his letter to report that two

more were rejoicing in God, their Saviour. " Tliis," he adds,

'' is the day we have wished for so long ; the day yon have had

in view, Avhich has made you go through so much opposition

for the good of these poor children." Wesley's heart v/as

gladdened in September Avhen he visited Kingswood. " All

behave in such a manner," he wrote, " that I have seen no

other schoolboys like them." The numbers rose till there were

nearly fifty boarders. The masters were now overburdened,

and the exact order possible in a smaller school could not be

maintained. '' However," says Wesley, " this still comes

nearer a Christian school than any I know in the kingdom."

In 17Y0 there wore thirteen days of spiritual tension which

could not fail to be injurious to excitable boys. Wesley found

next year that the effects of this upheaval had disajipeared.

" I spent an hour," he says, " among our children at Ivings-

wood. It is strange. How long shall we be constrained to

weave Penelope's web? Wliat is become of the wonderful

work of grace which God v^•]•ought in them last September ?

It is gone ! It i.> lost ! It is vanished away ! There is scarce

any trace of it remaining! Tlicn we must begin again; and

in due time we shall reap, if we faint not."

Ten years later Wesley again complains of the state of
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things: ''I found some of the rules had not been observed at

all, particularly that of rising in the morning. Surelj' Satan has

a peculiar spite at this school ! AYliat trouble has it cost me for

above these thirty years ! I can plan
; but Nvho will execute ?

I know not ; God help me !
" iJesides the boys "Wesley made

provision for the training of more advanced students. It was

in this capacity that Adam Clarke made his nnfortunate ac-

quaintance with Ivingswood in August, 1782. He was sent

here by "Wesley to prej^are for the ministry, but Mi". Simpson,

the head master, received him very coolly. Re advised the

Irish youth to go to Bristol and await Wesley's instructions.

But this v.-as idle talk for a mau who had only three half-

pence in his pocket. Clarke had to stay, but he was made as

uncomfortable as possible. lie was confined to his room,

where the maid brought him his solitary meals. Mrs. Simp-

son, whom Clarke described as the " Bengal Tiger," suspected

that he had the itch, and he was coinpelled to rub himself

vrith Jackson's ointment, a ceremony which introduced him
to the only fire lie saw at Ivingswood. A change of sheets

was refused him, ;ind for about ten days his box was left lying

at the iim in Bristol, so that he had no change of clothes and

was forced to bear about him b}" daj- and night the " infernal

unguent." He had bread and milk for breakfast, for dinner,

and for supper ; he was left to malce his own bed, sweep his own
room, and perform all the other duties of a chambermaid.

His durance lasted for three Aveeks. His fingers were be-

numbed with cold, but ]\ir. Simpson would not allow him to

have a fire. He advised him to try some form of physical ex-

ertion fi'om which, however, he was forced away by the re-

doubtable ''Bengal Tiger,", who never seemed happy unless

she was driving everything before her. Working m tlic

garden here Clarke found half a guinea. iSTo owner could be

discovered, and Mr. Simpson j'efused to accept it for the

school. It tliu? remained in Adam's hands. It enabled him

to subscribe for a Hebrew grammar published by the second

master. The foundations of his scholarship were thus laid

in the uncongenial atmosphere of Ivingswood. Wesley's re-

turn brought sunshine for Clarke. He was differently treated

when it was found that he enioyed the favor of the founder.
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He now discovered that Mrs. Simpson Avas the real liead of

the scliool. All stood in awe of this redoubtable woman, and

Clarke says, " I feared her more than I fcai'od Satan himself.''

Tiie following indicates the disorganization of the school :

lu several respects each did ^v]lat ^vas right in liis ot\-n eyes. There

was no efficient plan pu.rsued ; they mocked at religion, and tnnnpled

under foot all the laws. The little children of the preachei-s suli'ered

great indignities; and, it is to be feared, their treatment there gave m;iny

of them a rooted enmity against religion for life. The parlor boarders

had every kind of respect paid to them, and the othejs were shamefully

neglected. Scarcely any care was taken either of their bodies of souls.

Clarke's verdict probably influenced Wesley, who clianged

the masters and was able at last to rejoice that all thu rules

were observed and the childrou in good order. In 17S6 he

says: "I walked over to Kingswood school, now one of the

pleasantest spots in England. I found all things just according

to my desire, the rules being well observed, and the whole be-

havior of the children showing that they were now managed
with the wnsdom that cometh from above.''

The preachers' sons Avere now beginning to push out the

lay boarders. The Conference of 17SS resolved to raise the

number of the first to forty and to reduce tlie boai'ders to ten.

About six years later Kingswood became exclusivelv a school

for preachers' sons. Joseph Tiradford, TVesley's former trav-

eling companion—who had niu'sed the old evanc'-ejist w-ith

filial tenderness, and repeated the words, '-'Lift ud your heads,

O ye gates ; and be ye lift up, ye evcrlasthig doors ; and this

heir of glory shall come in," as \\\q founder of Methodism es-

caped to the skies—was governor of Kingswood from. 1795 to

1802. An " old boy" use^l to dcsci-ibc how the tali and flaunt

governor stalked into tlie dormitory in the early mornings and
with one stroke of his oaken stiiff on the floor routed tlie

youthful sleepers. Then, v.atch in hand, he marked off three

minutes, at tlic q.\\(\ of wliicli all the boys were espccted to

be sufficiently dressed to bieel down for their devotions.

They washed in a long, low gallery open to the raw air, so tliat:

the old prayer was not offered in vain,

Train up tliy Imrdy PoMiorp, Lord,

In al! their Captain's steps to tiv;'.'l'.
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Pocket money, one finds from the aecomits, was given to tlie

little fellows, and wlien he left tlie school each boy had pix

new shirts, six new pairs of stockings, two ]iairs of shoes, two
hats, pocket-handkerchiefs, and other articles.

Ivingswood sometimes fnrnislicd a welcome sh.elter for a

broken-down preacher such as ^Villiam Stevens, who was ap-

pointed writing and English m;istcr in 1S02. A small dirty

cottage was all that could bo provided for him at short notice,

and here he had to begin life again without a spoon or a single

article of furniture. Besides his scholastic duties he opened a

druggist and stationery shop and did duty as a medical prac-

titioner in the district. He afterward started a boarding aiid

day school in Ivingswood, toward ^^hich the Conference gave

him a grant from the Preachers'' Merciful Fund.

The first prize list that has been preserved—that for Janu-

ary, 1S19—contains the name of James Moulton, who received

Homer's Iliad as his prize. H is father was a AY csleyan minister,

and he himself entered the ranks in 1S2S, and left four sons

—

William Fiddian, who became head master of the Leys ; Janies

Egan, President of ISTew South Wales Conference in ^1893;

John Fletcho]-, the distinguished Q. C, who was senior wrinig-

ler in 18GS ; and Pichard Green, professor at Chicago Uni-

versity. Another prize wimiei- v.-as William ]\laclardie Bunt-

ing, son of the famous Dr. Bunting, Avho becamx one of tlie

most accomplislied men in the Methodist ministry.

The Rev. John Lomas became a junior assistant at Kings-

wood in 1S13, vrith a salary of sixteen guineas. Three years

later it was resolved by the connuittee that he should be ex-

amined by Dr. Clurke, Joseph Benson, and Mcirorner, with a

view to testing his fitness for the post of classical master. xVn-

other was preferred before him, but in 1S19 he was ap]X)inted.

He was a " universal favorite, an admirable scholar, and, if not

a strict disciplinarian, on(i who allowed no liberties to be taken

with his authority," When he left Kingswood the chapel

choir sang an anthem in which the refrain, " Farewell, Lomas,"

occurred again and again. To stand in the pul])it facing the

boys during this ])erformance nnist have been one of the try-

ing passages of Jolm Lomas's life. xVnother worthy of a dif-

ferent stamp was the Pcv. PoberL Smith, governor from 1S20
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to 1S43. Dame Smith was a wouderful liousekeeper, of Arliom

cue old scholar wrote

:

Her horror at auy misbcliavior of the boys iu regnrd to the property

of the school was one of the features of the place. The lads ofteu tried

for fun, from the bedroom windows overlooking the garden, how far

their nightcaps would be blown—everyone wore nightcaps in those days.

When recovered from the trees and cabbages of the garden Dame's in-

variable exclamation came dolefully ringing out, '"G, those wicked

lads ! they'll ruin the institution !

"

With the Ivev. Jonathan Crowther, appointed head master in

1823, "came the rod of iron, fear, indignation, and finally i-e-

bellion." lie seems to have acted like a tyrant. One boy

whose red and swollen face caused some merriment among his

schoolfellows was flogged there and then for making a dis-

turbarjce. He was found to be suffering from erysipelas, and
" when the nurse and Mrs. Smith and her daugliters heard " of

the lad's punishment they all wept. On a later occasion the

same boy stumbled in his Cassar, and was goaded into rudeness

by j\Ir. Cruwther's taunts. He was put across a desk and

beaten so severely that for several days he could hardly walk

or sit. Some yeai-s later, wheji the boy became a minister,

Mr. Crowthcr remarked, '' All ! I ga\-e that young gentleman

as fine a flogging as any boy at school ever received, and one

that I have no doubt he M'ill remember to the very end of his

days." Yet even under this rule of terror the preachers' boys

were not covvcd. One merry lad w^as challenged to defy the

head master. " Charlie, I'll give you a penny if you'll go up

to his desk and offer to fight him." The offer was promptly ac-

cepted, and of course secu]-ed a sound thrashing.

There was a famine of love at Kingswood, and the small

fellow who had left inotlier and sisters often felt himself ut-

terly desolate. Says one of the former boys

:

True there was Dame Smith ; but she seemed centuries off, and never

spoke to us unless, in true shopkeeper fashion, she sold us sweets once a

week. There was ]\Iiss Smith, too, but her duties did not lie our way.

I reraembw' how we little boys yearned for a look from her, and if she

ever smiled on one of us the favored one ran off with raptures to boast

of it to the rest.

The rule forbidding play had been rescinded after "Wesley's

death, but a strange incapacity for understanding a boy's na-
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ture still lingered. One lad was publicly expelled because he

had twice visited ins M'idowed mother without leave. She lived

close bj- in Bristol, so that the offense was not heinous, yet tlie

chairman of the school committee in pronouncing sentence

angrily addressed the culprit as " you dastardly coward."

Wesley's school had been enlarged in 1S28, at a cost of

£2,194, so as to take one hundred boys. But the laymen of

Methodism felt that it was pitifully inadequate for a great

connection, and in June, 1S50, the foundation stone of Xew
Kiugswood was laid by Mr. James Ileald, M. P., at Bath. It

was hard to leave a spot that was laden with associations. It

was found, however, that it would cost six or eight thousand

pounds to patch up the old place, and even then the long-stand-

ing difficulty of the water supply would have to be faced. It

was a wise decision to spend £16,000 on a new scliool, and

Kingswood has enjoyed rare success in its present splendid po-

sition on Lansdown Hill. Generous benefactors, like John

Cannington, of Liverpool, have added many a happ}' finishing

touch. Mr. Cannington's right foot, hand, aiid eye had been

touched by paralysis, and he was for fort}- years a crippled

man, but he was never more at home than among the Kings-

wood boys, and became their most popular visitor. He always

left a ten-pound note to provide them with bacon for brcalc-

fast ; he gave £1,000 to provide a ten-acre playing field, and

£420 to build another story over the kitchen for the better

liousing of the servants, " He liked no part of his visits bet-

ter than the daily prayers in the hall; his favorite tunes were

sung, and all sang their best. As the boys passed out their

names M-ere whispered to him. ' It is like reading the stations,'

he would say," the preachers he had long known through the

list of appointments being represented in their sons.

The Eev. Theophilns TToohnor, who became governor in

1857, is gratefully remembered for many gracious measures

"which tempered the old legime. He distributed apples from

his own garden, and opened that enchanted realm on Sunday

afrcrnoons to the boys. Ho allowed unlimited suiiplies of

hread, and substituted hash for the Saturday dinner of bread

and cheese. To this last reform he devoted liis entire salary of

one hundred pounds a year, and it was found impossible to
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revert to the bread and clieese after his dcpartni-e. Tlie fame of
Mr. T. G. Osborii as Jiead master has become part of tlie olorJcs
of Kingswood. lie was tenth wrangler and a fellow of Tiinity
Hall. Mr. Fawcett, the postmaster general, once said of him to
Sir Heiirj Fowlei-, " You Methodist people have an enormons
advantage in having such a man to train jour ministers' sons."'

Dr. Jowett, the great master of Balliol, once expressed In's

pleasure at receiving Kingswood boys at his college in Oxford,
because " they Averc not all cut to one pattern." Dr. Eio-g was
here as boy and master.. Dr. AroulXou was trained at Wood-
house Grove, as also was Sir Ilcnry Fov.der, but his tln'ce

bi-others, oiie of whom was a brilliant senior wrander, were
all Kingswood boys. The present head master, W. W. W.
Workman, v.-as second wrangler and Smith's prizeman ; the
three sons of the present governor, the Eev. "Wesley Brunyale,
were oi-naments of Kingswood, and one of them was second
wrangler in ISSS. One of the most successful scholars ever
tunied out by Kingswood was Alfred Gardew Dixon, who in

1878, at the age of thirteen, took the first place in the first

class at the Junior Oxford Local
; next year he held the same

position in the Senior Oxford, and tlie following year in the
Senior Cambridge. In January, 1SS2, he headed the London
matriculation list, securing in other examinations there the
mathematical exhibition, the scholarship and the gold medal
in the mathematical branch of the M. A. examination. In
1SS3 he won the iirst open scholarship at Trinity College.
Cambridge, and in ISSG was senior wrangler. He is now ]jro-

fessor of mathematics in Gahvay.
This brief survey will show that John Wesley's zeal for

education has been nobly rewarded. Kingswood* school had
to face many a sfoi-m, but it has ^vcathered^hem all. and was
neve)- moi-e solidly j.rospcrous or more full of promise than it

is to-day, when it has just celebrated its third jubilee. " Three
Old Boys" have just written the history of their school, and
from it are dravrji the facts here given.

/
u
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At:t. VIIL—MARTHA AND MARY—LOVE GREATER
THAN ACI1IEVE:MENT—A CHARACTER STUDY.

In- all literaturo there is nowhere presented a character

stud}" more beautiful or more instructive than that given in

tlie three pictures of the Bethany home by Matthew, Mark,

Luke, and John. The first two pictures are given by Luke
and Johii respectivelj', neither one being mentioned b}' any

other Avriter. But the third and last scene—the supper—is

the united work of these four old masters.

It should be noted at the beginning that our attention is

directed and linntcd to thecliaracter of the two sisters. Their

ages or states in life are not given. As to Lazarus, their

brother, we shall find onl}^ his name and that Jesus loved

him, tliat he was "sick and died when the Lord was absent,

and that lie was raised from the dead by Jesus upon his re-

turn to Bethany. It is remarkable that about all which is

current in literatui'c concerning Mai'tha and jMary has been

dravrn from Luke's brief account of a conversation in their

home. Commentators and preachei'S, seemingly without due
consideration of the fuller description of these sisters in the

other three gospels, have commonly exhibited Martha as a

type of those persons v\'ho bestow too much attention upon
temporal affairs, permitting the cares of the woild to choke
the growth of the implanted word of God, so that their lives

become unfruitful. This error seems to us to be unjust to Martha,
whom Jesus loved, and unfortunate for those who embrace it;

for it causes them to lose a very practical lesson taught in

Luke's story. "\Ve see very clearly, from the study of the
I'eal Martha and ilary, that a very high attainment in grace
may be acquired by eminently practical persons, of whom
Martlia was surely a type. But we see, also, that the highest

state of grace may be reached by those persons also who, through
some physical or mentrd infirmity, arc so emotional as to be
^'niinently unpractical. It is also made pretty clear that the

i^hutlias and Marys who arc to that "manner born" are not
changed in their distinctive characteristics by conversion.
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Take two instances of tlie common interpretation of tlie char-

acter of the two sisters. One comment says :

Martha T>-as doubtless a beliovt-r, but a worryiug, restless believer,

giving quite as much thought to the things she could not do as to those

she could, and never limiting her thought or TS'ork for the time to one

thing above all others. ]Mary, on the contrar}', could center her whole
being on one thing that for the time demanded her chief attention.

Martha's method of vrork and her worrying spirit were such as our Lord
could not ai:)prove. Jlary's spirit and method were approved by him.

. . . ]\r:utha could not be so good a housekeeper as Mary. Martha
must be always worrying. Mary would never woriy.*

Tiie foregoing follows in the current drift of depreciation of

Martha. TThedon also says, " We venture to believe that

Mary, who limited one duty by another, and gave each its

just proportion, could, in her calmness and clearness, accom-

plish more even of secnlar duty than her older sister with all

her fiuste]-." This appears to be a pretty large and free

" venture," inasmuch as there is nothing related of Mary in

the Scriptui'es to show that she had any ability whatever as a

housekeeper, or that slie ever did anything in " calmness and

clearness." We see the ver}^ opposite of this in Mary's be-

havior wherever she is presented to us. Martha in every

scene is shown to be the one capable and responsible house-

keeper in that home, and not the foolish woinan who " pluck-

eth it [her house] down with her hands."

The picture is one of real life. It happens in many homes

that one or more members of the fa.mily by reason of some

physical or mental iniirmily find themselves unable to do an

equal share of labor. Such persons add somewhat to the

ordinary burdens resting upon some other member of the fam-

ily. ]\Iary appears to have been one of tin's kind, and Laza-

rus may have been another. In such a home a woman of

capacity for affairs finds that exercise which gives superb de-

velopme7tt to such aljilitics. In Proverbs, chapter xxxi, we

have the description of a model woman at the head of a

model ho]nc. She is a good buyer of real estate; ''she per-

ceiveth that her merchandise is good ; " she has aesthetic

taste, wears fine clothing, and has tapestries in her dwelling;

she dispenses charity near and fur ; is an early riser and a.

* T/ie Sunday School Times, August 15, 1S9I.
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pattern of i„d,..try. The last state.nent i. a sun^nary of aU-'she luoke h ,vel to tl,e way. of iu-r l>o„sehold "-hat i. tosay she is "careful and troubled about uumy things." ^xl
prefer to behove that the h.t chapter of Proverbs comesrnueh nearer a true description of Martha of Bethany thau

Thattner^ are nujny and perplexing details in liouseheepin.
ecogn,.ed „. the Lord's reply to Martha; but these a °etulongly Ignored by the interpreters who tell us she was "I«orryu,g" and "restless" ,voman-as if forsooth ucl,

ir^^^r'''-'^' '-- - ^^^^"^^llu»tc
,

that Jesns would make it his favorite resort forecin^ratrou after his day's encounters with the nrnlt ude

iJ t . r T
""

""'f'"'
*'"'' '''=^"" '"-^"^ -^^--'l'^^'^ ho-e

«. stop „g place so often, and established such tem'er relat.ons v.-,tli ,s n,„ates, we see that our Lord paid tletIh

t

o..ble coniphnient to Martha's achievement as a l^onW.pcr. It appears more reasonahle to suppose her apped.-
^

e guest would put infinite tenderness, ather than whatWhedon calls a "solemn reproof," in h'is wo.l, "Marth

ilnCl rT"-^""^
"""""' ""' *'-"""^'^ a'«nt maLv thing^;Adam Clarke !in,ls no reproof in those words. The text does

cref'l ,

" '
'"''"''" *° -^'"-''""^

'"^ awarnin. to ove.'-
,

ful housekeepers
? It is safe ,0 say that the explana ons

t '^' ~»"-^'d«=to>-J, and confusing than those which

We' tTl T "'•''/"'" '=™"^°''^" '- nmch-bnrdened
iiostets by Ins gentle words.

•<c.u»s feet and hstcmng to his ,vords, while her sisterWas
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left to " serve alone ? "' Wc answer, jes. It is not however,

neccssarj to condemn Martha, in order to justify Marj ; for,

whatever merit there is in exalted service, either in house-

keeping or in statecraft, tlicre is one thing still more exalted,

namelj, love to God. This is the "one thing . . . needful."

Comjjetent Marthas maj' exiribit their love by eminent works
;

emotional Marjs ma_y show their love witliout doing, or hav-

ing ability to do, any works that the world appieciates or

applauds. Great service is the privilege of the few
;
great

love is the privilege of all men. Why has it not occnrred to

some one to suppose that Martha, in comii}g to the Master

with her burden of service, was comforted by the Lord's an-

nouncement that her sister, who " also sat at Jesus's feet, and

heard his word," had " chosen " Christ that ver}- day and

hour? It seenis to ns that sncli suppositio]) is warranted by

the words in Lnke's gos2:>el, and that it furnishes ample justi-

fication for JMary's leaving her sister to serve alone. It would

also account for her appearance and actions after Lazarus died

and when she afterward anointed the Saviour's feet at the

supjier. It would be a good lesson for some of the foremost

doers in the Church to note how the Lord accepts those who
appear to have little faculty for accomplishing practical

things, but who, nevertheless, love the ordinances of God's

house and delight in the songs of Zion, whose attitude is well

expressed by the words " sitting " and " hearing,"

From childhood we have doubtless been misled, here, as

elsewhere, by pictures. Artists show Jesus o]dy with Mary
and Martha, By such pictures, and also by what expounders

have written or have omitted to write, we have been led to

think Jesus was the only, guest in Martha's house. But it

would seem, unless stated otherwise, that many, peiliaps all, of

his disciples were entertained in Martha's house, for it was

their custom to question him at night about his addresses to the

people during the day. In ]\Iatthew, chapter xxi, and in Mark xi

we read of his going out of Jerusalem to Bethany in t];e even-

ing, and of his return the following morning. This he did on

three successive days during the Aveek of the crucifixion, and

in every instance it is stated that his disciples accomjianied

him. That some of them, or all of them, were entertained at
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Martlia's liouse witli Jesus must be concluded in the absence
of any stntomeut of liis being separated f]-om tlicni. The
number of her guests, tlierefore, would be sufficient to account
for Martha's care and trouble, witliout attributing them to
restlessness, ^YorrJ, or " fluster."

In the second picture, gi^-cu by John in the eleventh chap-
ter, the bi-otJier, Lazarus, is introduced, togethe)- with several cir-

cumstances tliat sliow the prominent social standing of tiie

family. The raising of Lazarus is not given in any other
gospel Cut all the four writei's show that a remarkable
turnmg of the Jews to Jesus made a great excitement in
Jerusalem about this time. When Lazarus was sick tlie

Luiguage of the message sent from the Bethany home to Jesus
iii BetJiabara discloses the intimate relations subsisting l)e-

tween Jesus and the members of Martha's home, " Lord, be-
hold, he whom thou lovcst is sick." Yery tender are Christ's
words to his disciples, two days after that message was
received, ''Our friend Laztirus sleepeth. ; but I go^ that I
may awake him out of slc^.ep." Correcting their misapprehen-
sion of liis nieaning by telling them plainly that Lazarus Avas
dead, he also tells them the purpose of the miracle, '-'I am
glad for your sakes tliat I was not there, to tlic intent ye may
believe." While the Lord is journeying ^vith his disciples
toward Bethany John gives us a view of the house of mourn-
nig. Many Jews are there from Jerusalem, which pi'oves the
home of the sisters to have been of some distinction. Some
messenger tells the sisters privately that Jesus is coming, and
IS not f;n- away. We see no reason to believe that Ma?y did
not get the vrord when Martha " heard," for tlie language clearly
]Jomts out a contrast in the behavior of the sisters. As Mary
Pits -still in the house," ]\Jartha quietly withdraws from the
coni].any of guests, and goes to meet the Lord on liis wav to
her home. Tltough her heart is broken by tlie greatest "sor-
row of her life, she is able to go about her accustomed duties
^'|th an exterior calmncs:^, while her sister Mary, overwlielmed
v.|tl. sorrow, is in. a slate of physical collaj^se. The meeting
^^;ith^ Jc-sus that day was a most trying ordeal for iMarthat
f^wding would be at flood tide when shJ' looked into the eyes
t-Hmn whose loving presence had so often blessed her home,
2S—virm series, vol. xv.
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and whose recent absence had cost lier so much. We can

hardly come near enough to Martha in her sorrow to raeasui-e

the power of tlie woman vdio—after her burdened soul is

poured out in the cry, " Lord, if thou hadst been here, raj

brother liad not died "—went right on, her utterance un-

checked by sobs, and added, " I know, that even now, what-

soever thou wilt ask of God, God will give it thee." It vras

worth burden-bearing for many years to have acquired power

to bear up like that in a tempest of the soul, for it brought

the Lord's reply, " Thy brother shall live again." Whedon,
with fine discrimination, remarks, upon Martha's rejoinder,

" Martlia puts this unhoping construction upon the Lord's

words, as if to draw out a more explicit assurance of present

aid. Llitlc did she anticipate in what a burst of grandeur tlie

assurance vrould come fortli." The Lord's final challenge of

her faith, " Eelievest thou this?" brings out Martha's clear

and sublime confession, ''Yea, Lord: I believe thou art the

Christ, the Son of God, wliich should come into the world."

I^ov>- Martha returiis to her sister sitting in the liouse, and

tells her, privatel}-, " The Master is come, and callcth for

thee." '•' As soon as she heard that, she arose quickly, and came

unto him." That ]iervous haste is as like Mary's manner as it

is unlike ^ilartha's. The language, " She arose," would lead

us to suppose she had remained sitting while her sister had

been absent. Tlie ready conclusion of the Jews, " Slie goeth

luito the grave to weep thei-e," would seem to show that she

spent most of her time weeping. Her movement at this time

was merely a change of place, not of occupation. "When she

met Jesus she uttei-ed her cry of distress in the same words

her sister had used. But, overcome by lier emotion, she fell

weeping at his feet, while s])caking. John directs particular

attention to her tears and the elTect of her grief upon the

bystanders. It does not appear that Mary had any hope her

brother wonld be raised at this time, for Martha's faith alojie

is mentioned. After the account of the coming forth ol

Lazarus, John tells us of the effect of this miracle: "Tlien

many of the Jews which came to Mary, and had seen . . •

believed on him. But some of them went their ways to the

Pharisees and told them what thino's Jesus had done."'
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We arc told in verse nineteen that many of the friends who
came to Bethany to comfort the sisters were Jews, and find in

the following verses a very remarkable confirmation of the

statement : Yerse 31, the Jews ^^•ere in the houf,e ; verse 33,

Jesus saw many weeping, and tlie Jews also weeping; verse

36, the Jews said, '' Behold how he loved him ;

" verse 45,

Many of the Jews wliich had seen, believed ; verses 37 and

40 mention the Jews by the pronoun. This repeated state-

ment that many of the visitors were Jews seems superfluous

on the supposition that Martha's house was Jewish, for tlie

place was nigh to Jerusalem, and one would not think of tlie

friends being Gentiles unless it were so mentioned. But it is

not st-ated that the sisters were Jews. If we take the assump-

tion that these Bethany sisters were Gentiles, we shall see

i-eason for the repetition above noted, and in many passages

find a profound significance not otherwise manifest. But is it

a mere assumption? Luke tells us that the woman who
anointed Jesus was a Gentile, for that is the meaning of the

word "sinner" in Simon's thought. But this anointing has

been held to have been at some other time and place, and by

soine other Avor)]an tlian Mary, notwithstanding the foct that

Luke's description of the woman is more like John's Mary as

seen at the feast and in time of mourning than that of Luke

xi, 3S, which many liold to be a scene in the Betliany home.

It may be observed, also, that j\[art]ia's faith is very like that

of the centurion of which Jesus said, "I have not found so

great faith, no not in Israel." The words of the expounders

concei-ning the woman whom Luke describes, their claim that

slic was not Mary of Bethany, and their attempt to explain

how anotlier anointing like that of Marty's should have

occurred at some other ])lace and time are very unsatisfactory

to the reader, and ore doubtless so to the writers also. Tlie

Ciiicf if not the only reason for ruling out the woman described

by Luke is that Simon calls her a Gentile. But why not ac-

cept this statement as applicable to Mary, and admit Luke's

;iccount to be a part of that scene at the great supjier? Mak-
ing himself so intimate with a Gentile family would not be a

strange thing for Jesus to do. It would, of course, attract the

iiMention and stir up the wrath of the Je^dsh I'ulers, as some-
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thing did affect tliem about this time. The Jews whom we see

ill Martha's house were not. caviling, hostile Jews. Their pres-

ence at the home in Bethany and their remarks at the grave

of Lazarus prove tliat they believed Jesus to be a prophet having

miraculous power.

It is agreed that Simon had been healed of lepros}'. In that

case he would desire, naturally, to show his benefactor some

token of gratitude. The people of the village having deter-

mined to give a great supper to the Lord and his disciples upon
his next return to Bethany after the raising of Lazarus, this

Pharisee could ofTer them his house, doubtless a large one ; and

in intrusting the feast to Martha as the most com])etent person

in the village he would make sure that everything would move
smoothly, while he himself by this arrangement would be

somewhat relieved from the duties of host, so that he could

show the scant courtesy to Jesus which Christ points out.

Simon, if very rich, could venture so much and still retain his

standing among his fellow-egotists, the Pharisees. If Luke's

account of the anointing had not l)ecn mailed out as a part of

the supper at Ijcthany, that ancient and groundless error which

holds that the woman described by Luke was a ''common

woman of the town " would not have been started on its world-

w^ide journey. But it has been sent out past recall. Misguided

people v.-ill go on singing,

To the hall of tho feast came the sinful and fair;

She heard in tl;e city that Jesus was tliere

:

The frown and the murmur went round thro' tlieni all,

That Olio so unhallowed should tread in that hall.

Luke's account is needed to complete tlie picture of that supper

at Simon's house in Bethany. It has no- more omissions of

important details than the others. j\[attliew and j\Lark mention

neither the feast nor tlie place. They name only Simon the

leper and " a woman." John says they made him a supper in

Bethaiiy six days before the juissover, but states nothing about

Simon or the liouse. He tells us why Martha was present,

how Lazarus sat at the table, and h.ow that fact drew many
from Jerusalem to see him who had been i-aipcd from the dead.

John's statement, "Then took ]\rary a pound of ointment of
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epikenard, very costly, and anointed the feet of Jesus," har-

monizes with the description of the manner of her coming un-

expectedly as given b}^ each of the other three writers. All

fonr mention the costly ointment of spikenard. Only John

omits the mention of the alabaster box. Luke only tells us of

lier continued v»'eeping, which so exactly shows Mary's man-

ner under strong emotion, as John shows it at the time her

brother Lazarus died. Mark says she bi'oke the alabaster box.

This also shows Mary's nervous manner. It is by these touches

that we see how her abrupt coming was so far an intrusion as

to draw the attention of the whole company and to excite in

them pique enough to make them hard critics of her act.

" She hath wrought a good work," as given by Matthew, and
" She hath done what she could," by Mark, do not declare any

ability to do great things or small. The words by Mark would

rather imply that she could not do practical things. She could

passionately show her love for her Lord. The swift censure

of the disturbed fcasters who saw only the " waste " ;md con-

demned the act was hushed by the Lord ^^ hen he said, " Why
trouble ye the woman ? . . . she did it for my burial."' Pie

lifted that act of Mary's to the dignit}^ of prophecy, and made
it a perpetual memorial of the woinan. Adam Clarke says,

" The act, though unconsciously to the actor, was prophetical."

The feast was given in honor of Jesus. " They made him a

supper." Mary, therefore, would give some expression of her

adoration. In her natural abandon con]es the intrusion, and

the " waste," the broken vase, and the costly ointment. The
objectors were inconsiderate, for the supjK'r itself was a

" waste ; " the cost of it would have fed a hundred poor people

who were hungry in Jorusaleui that night. These feasters

were in no need of that supper. The cost of the supper n:iight

"have been given to the poor." It was "waste" when the

multitude stripped the branches from the trees the next day,

threw them in the road, and cast their best mantles in th.e

dust to be trampled by the feet ,of the beast that Jesus rode

into Jerusaleni while they hailed him king of the Jews. It

was "waste" when Alnjah, the prophet, tore Jeroboam's new
mantle into twelve ])ieees and gave \v^\ of them to him as he

prophesied about the rending c>f Solomon's kingdom. It was
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" waste » M-hen Sir Walter Ealeigh threw Jiis gor-eous rol.e
into a mudhole that the hoof of the horse his kino- wa.s ridiDo-
might not be soiled before the face of a loyal subject. Such
*' waste" is more than justified, it is sacrifice—5«.j^r/m;u
Marv sliowed her love itnd homage as best she could. The

nuspoken coui].Iaiut of Simon, the Pharisee, which dispara-ed
both the Lord and Marj, would naturally have been made afLer
he had seen all Marj did, and had heard tjie complaint of tl^e
guests and the Lord's high commendation of her act. Ecply-
ing to the unspoken criticism of his host, Jesus puts in sharp
contrast the scant courtesy Simon had shown him as a guest in
his house and the splendid exhibition of loviug gratitude dis-
])layed in Alary^s act. He proves to Simon that his small ex-
pression of regard for Jesus was a correct measure of the little

he had received, as Mary's greater expression was of the greater
blessing she had obtained by her greater faith. Heie the
Lord institutes the comparison between the Pharisee and the
woman, as he did ^K'\\^'^\ tlic Samaritan leper was healed, and
also i]i the case of the centurion, and pointed out the fact' that
the Jew was slower to believe than the Gentile. It is in
Luke's account of the feast at Simon's house that we see the
completion of the lesson of those Bethany sisters—Martha's
works honored by Jesus tarrying often in her house, her faith
rewarded when Lazarus vras raised from the dead, and Mary's
love, the " one thing . . . needful," crowned above all iin-

niortal.
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Art IX.-METHODS OF APPROACH TO THE STUDY
OF PHH^OSOPHY.

Thfjie is an intensely dramatic aspect to the struggle of

the human mind after a rational view of the world. The

nai've solutions of the h.vlozoists seemed at first entirely satis-

factory. But immediately a contradiction v/as noticed between,

the concepts of change and identity. One school demon-

strated with apparent cogency that change was impossible

and illusory, another that nothing was changeless except the

law of cha}ige. Then followed the compromise measures of

the atomists. But these in turn seemed to complicate rather

tlian resolve, the puz/lc. The skcjnic had an easy time bal-

ancing one view against another, thus showing to his own sat-

isfaction that knowledge is hopelessly involved in contradic-

tions. The tvro great intellectual giants of the ancient world,

riaro and Aristotle, undertook to harmonize conflicting views.

They certainly made invaluable contributions to the solution

of the general problem of knowledge, 3'et many fundamental

difficulties remained, among them the one that had proved

fatal to hylozoism. This one in fact has continued to the

present time, while others innumerable have been added.

The old problems still call for solution. One philosophical

system after another has been elaborated, each in turn seem-

ing to be final. But in every case the hard-headed critic has

found little diliiculty in pointing to fatal shortcomings. These

systems were each born of a crisis in which the liuman m.ind

seemed driven back on itself in utter confusion. But new
light or a new point of view would bring new courage and in

time a new system. Never since the beginning has the skep-

tic been silent. "With each succeeding failure he has become
the more insistent. He can now apparently make out a strong

case against the presumptuous speculato]'. All history seems
^0 reinforce his jiosition. The course of the centuries is

marked by the debris of once auibitious world-systems.
* Leave this barren theorizing," he cries, "and be content

^vith the facts of nature just as they report themselves. "Wc
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can get a working Icnowlcdgc of nature by means of obser-

vation and cxpcrinicnt, but the ultimate problems are quite

beyond our powers." Yet, tin's excellent advice is entirely

gratuitous, for as long as man is rational lie must continue to

probe and tost and wrestle till reason has conquered the £eld.

Moreover, it is not true that the old problems remain un-

changed, nor ()iat we are as far as ever fi-om a stitisfactory so-

lution. There lias been substantial progress. This is shown
in maiiy ways. Fundamoital concepts have been clarified,

the secret of many a failure has come to light, and the pi-ob-

lems themselves have been carried immeasurably deejier.

Some issues seem to be settled for all time. Popular speech

is full of general concepts, each of which embodies the net

result of some great intellectual struggle of the past. For in-

stance, the philosopliical labors of many generations were nec-

essary to give us such common notions as substance, identity,

subjectivity, objectivity, individuality, mechanism, personality,

nature, freedom.

But, in spite of evident progress in this world-old struggle,

the curious fact remains that nearly every great philosophical

system of the past has survived till the present time. The

most overwhelming refutation has not been sufficient to de-

stroy them. Hence the bewildei'ing variety of divergent, or

even contradictory, theories of reality. "We have atomistic

and monistic materialists, pantheists of every shade of opinion,

theists more or less thoroughgoing, and agnostics who, notvriih-

standing their confession of ignorance, hold comprehensive,

principles of explanation. The effort of science to-day is to

3-id itself of metaphysics, but in the nature of the case every

scientist is more or less of a metaphysician ; his fundamental

concepts are all metaphysical. Even experimental psychology,

that new and most vigorous science of the senses, escapes such

a refei-encc only by the use of figurative language. If, then,

we are in a sense metaphysicians, whether we will or not,

cveiy consldei'ation of intellectual thoroughness urges on to a

ceaseless clTorl to make our juctaphysical world-view consist-

ent throughout.

But liow shall we go about our task, in view of conflicting

theories? DitTerent methods are in actual use. One may b^^
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termed the scientific, tliongli jiot so mncli because of its

cogency and freedom from prejudice as from the fact that it

is the^ one naturally employed by those trained in scientific

pursuits. It is the method of successive generalizations. Xow
that the invenioiy of nature is so extensive, and there are
multitudinous hypotheses put forward to explain special classes
of phenomena, the time has come for the synthetic M-ork to
begin. If this were done with critical care^he largest possi-
ble generalization would give us ultimate trutli. It^Avould be
ultimate because all-inclusive. A number of such generaliza-
tions have been attempted of recent years, resulting^in various
synthetic philosophies and seientilic confessioiis of faith. In
each case the special sciences form the point of departure. The
laws of physics and chemistry are extended to the organic
world

;
the more complex is explained by the simple, the hig-hcr

by the lower
;
and mechanism, or dynamism, or more recently

vitalism, becomes the deepest principle of explanation. Such
a principle leads directly to some form of monism which is

materialistic in fact, if not in name. The outcome, whatever
it may be, cloims \\\(i prestige of being scientific and the only
admissible conclusion in view of the facts. This method has
been a most fruitful one for science. By means of it we have
pdready gained an extensive practical mastcjy of nature. TTe
are able to trace, in outline at least, the slow-moving and iufi-
nitely varied development of present conditions out of the
past, to connect natui-al events in the chain of cause and effect
and thus reach valuable insight. As we look into the future
M-e see the prospect of indefinite progress along the same line,
When so much has been accomplished by this method, as com-
pared with tJie indecisive and often barren dialectic of pure
philosophy, may we not cxpcet it to lead us at last to the deep-
est possible explanation of n.ature ? We should put our trust
in the scientist. lie alone can ever solve those o-reat world
problems witli which the professional philosoplfcr has so
long struggled in vain.

_

"Why should all such attempts in tlie realm of seieiice, as dis-
tinguished from philoso])]iy, be deenu-d unsatisfactory? Win-
do they inevitably fall short ? The reason lies in the nature of
the problems which the sciences undertake to solve. They
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seek primarily tlie laws of coexistence and sequence among
phenomena. Their task is iinished Avhen tliey have shoM'n

how each fact coming within their special fields can be referred

to some general law. Hence they feel no need of such a

thoroughgoing critical examination of their data as philoso25hy

demands. Or rather, wc should say, the examination is made
from a different point of view and for a different purpose.

Science asks. Plave wc tlie actual facts? Have the observa-

tions been made witli every possible precaution against error?

Philosophy, Avhile interested in the accuracy of the observa-

tions, wants to know, first of all, ITow did we come by the

facts ? How must we think of them in the liglit of their double

origin ? What is the ultimate reality winch cxjjlains them all ?

For instance, take that brilliant and inmiensely fruitful gener-

aii^cation of present-day science known as evolution. As a prin-

ciple it was enunciated by the eaidy Greeks and has since then

often been revived, but ojily ^v•ithin the last lialf century has

it received genei-al recognition as a scientific explanation of

nature. Scici^ce as such is content to trace the historical order

of development. When cacli species of animal or plant life

finds its appropriate place in the series, and the whole reveals

an orderly ]jrogression toward the highest forms, the strictly

scientific work is done. Xature is seen in the light of a single

j^rinciple. Philosophy acknowledges the wonderful success

alread}- attained, but sees her own problems practically un-

touched. The same scruples, the same uncertainties and contra-

dictions, the same old questions remain. Philosophy must in-

sist on a reconciliation of tlie conflicting presuppositions of snch

a theory when employed as a final explanation of reality. The
simplest fact recognized contains a nest of dilficulties, and every

advance but adds to the list. The tlieory of evolution as an

ontological explanation of nature contradicts itself at every

point. A striking illustratio)i of this is found in Professor

Haeckel's little pamphlet on Monism^ a Scfcnfisfs Confession

of Faith. He is not content with evolution as a scientific the-

ory, but ventures on tlie warj'ant of its teachings interpreted

as philosophy to formulate a theory of reality. He would trace

all phenomena v.-jthout excej)tion back to the mechanics of

atoms. In lieu of scientific evidence we are asked to believe
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that llie seventy or more elements recognized by cliemistrj arc

in realiiv but dillerent arrangements of the '' nratome." lie

su.-pects t])at perlians these original atoms are only " points of

condensation" in a fnndamenta] substance wliicli pervades all

space and is known to science as the world-ether. This sur-

mise must indeed be elevated to the rank of a cardinal doc-

trine if lie is to make out a case for monism. Wluitever this

original substance might be, whether atomic or continuous, it

contains the secret of all existences, organic and inorganic.

Eacli atom is endowed with a soul, and when in combination

with oilier atoms under certain conditions its activities are what

we call self-consciousness and intelligence. Human life is

animal life more highly organized, animal life is the developed

stages of.lower forms of life ; these in turn are explained by the

still lower, and so on. In this way lie works back to the orig-

inal substance whose nature is simple. To the world-ether

then we must look as the source of all tilings, ^Ulas vjalte

Gott^ der Geist des Gute/i, des SGhoiien, und der Waltrhcit.''^

This outcome, is of course, pliilosophically grotesque.

Ilaeckel seems to liave donned the ''seven-leagued boots of a

colossal ignoring," and sinned witli utter indifference against tlie

fundamental laws of sound thinking. The simple is given to

explain the complex, the lower to explain the higher, the less

to explain the greater, and we have only darkness instead of

light. His whole procedure is a succession of fallacies of abstrac-

tion. The simple explains the comj^lex only when thought of

as being equally complex. From the standpoint of philosophy,

then, Haeckel's method is wrong. The difficulty seems to arise

from the fact that he studied his data for scientific purposes and

then made use of them without further criticism as a basis for

ontological conclusions. His science was not primarily at fault.

He had unconsciously but fundamentally shifted his point of

view, turning tlie historical order of development into a dy-

namic order witli the resulting fallacies. This same fallacy of

abstraction also vitiates much of Herbert Spencer's reasoning.

His formula of evolution and the various pi-incipies enun-

ciated to support it, especially his persistence of force and tlie

instability of the homogeneous, are examples in point. With
him, too, scientilic facts and hypoiheses witliout readjustment
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are made to do service in a field quite distinct from tliat of the

sciences. Fortunately the thinking public are reeogniziijg

more and moi-e the essential diU'erence betvrecn science and

j)hilosophy, both as regards aim and method. The business of

the one is to classify phenomena and discover the laws of their

activities, while that of the other is to penetrate beneath the

phenomenal order and reveal the essential nature of reality.

Science therefore touches philosophy only so far as the latter

may deal with methods of activity, that is, ''efficient causes,"

while philosophy invades tlie special fields of science only to

point out that scientific data pertain to the phenomenal, as dis-

tinguished from the real, order of causation. All theories con-

cerning the nature of force are philosophical, as is also the

fundamental assumption of a causal connection among things.

All descriptions of the manner in which the forces of nature

manifest thetnselves are scientific, if correct. Science is stead-

ily becoming more philosophical in its conclusions. This is

inevitable, for the final vievv- of nature must be philosophically

sound. But the scientist in passing over into the other field

must either borrow largely from philosophy or do the philo-

sophical work over again. lie often adoptb the latter alterna-

tive, but not always to liis own advantage.

The scientific mind, though trained to exact observation and

painstaking care in its investigations, labors under a peculiar

diflicult}' when dealing with philosophical problems. The
natural sciences treat entirclj^ of space-filling objects; hence

the prime importance to the student of a disci])lined imagina-

tion. The plant or animal is studied first of all for the pur-

pose of forming an accurate image of it in all its details of

structure ;
then afiinities between it and other plants or animals

are noted. Science weighs and measures, observes and ana-

lyzes, ]naterial objects, and in tliis work the imagination is in-

dispensable. Th.e scientist so forms the habit of embodying
the facts he has to consider that he will often attempt to do

this with such things as he himself recognizes are not spatial.

They seem to him somehow more intelligible when joresented

under a figure vrliich can be grasped by the imagination.

Eowhere is this more emlKirrassingly true than in the attempt

to treat seientilically the unpicturaule activities of the mental
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life. The material figures nsed and the macliinery invented to

make these processes intelligible are a trinmph of ingenuit}'.

The mental life is represented as a double stream of faint and

vivid manifestations with various lateral and longitudinal con-

nections, or as an arena on which ideas jostle one anotlier ac-

cording to subtle affinities or oppositions—some being crowded

below an imaginarv line called the threshold and thus for tlie

time passing out of consciousness, others siicceeding bv com-

binations in passing from below upward across this line into

consciousness, all active, helping or inhibiting one another,

none ever totally destroyed. We read of ideas whose rela-

tions are fringes ; of one, two, and three dimensional sensations;

of perception masses ; of the storage of mental states in brain

cells ; of tliouglits that are nerve discharges and emotioiis that

are muscuhar. This is all figurative language, of course. It

would seem that only the careless or untrained could be mis-

led by it. Yet some of tlie most widely heralded, scientiiic

theories of the mental life. are apparentl^^ based on the tacit

assumption tliat these figu^'cs express the essential nature of

thought. They are treated as literally tj'ue. Ouly bring the

psychical activities under spatial conditions, and a mechanical

explanation follows as a matter of course.

That all materialistic explanations of the universe claim to

be distinctly scientific and to dispense with traditional meta-

physics is another illustration of the same fact. Few scientists

to-day are avowed materialists, yet the materialistic cast of

current scientific monism and pantheism is scarcely disguised.

Tiiey are generally attempts at compromise b}' j^ielding the

cruder properties of matter and appealing to the unknown
]jroperties, hi order to rescue a modicum to the imagination.

To talk of the Inscrutable, iho, ultimate Substance which is

neither mind nor matter, is to appeal to the imagination,

for the reason will have notlii])g to do with such ragaries.

Kow, tliis extensive use of the imagination by science is far

from being a fault; it is essential in the fields which science

chooses to culiivate. The work of science can best be done by

ignoring in large measure philosojjhical issues and dealing ex-

clusively with observed phenomena. But when the scientist

W'ould tui'n philosoi^her a decided modification in his methods
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of procedure is required. The one thiug that a studeut of

philosopliy must learn is to think iu concepts which in no way
concern the imagination. lie must be at home amid the ac-

tivities of thoug]it. His task is to detect inconsistencies, to

trace out implications, to apply principles. He begins, to be

sure, with facts of observation, but soon his quest carries him

back of tliese to the dynamic realities of which they are the

special manifestation.

How then shall we appi'oach the problems of philosophy ?

Shall it be through the scientific study of nature ? In view of

the foregoing we must answer that science gives us the facts

purged of inaccuracies of observation, that it alone tells us

how we are to think of nature as phenomenal, and thus throws

important light on the ])hilosophical problems, but that the two

fields are distinct and each must pursue its investigations in its

own way. But, in recognizing this, two courses are open to

us. We ma}' Ijcgin with its history and defer the systematic

study of its problems until the post is made to give up its phil-

osophical treasui'cs, till the great historic systems have been

mastered, the truth in them assimilated, the unclear purged,

the false eliminated. Or we may enter immediately upon the

critical study of the facts of nature and only after the elabora-

tion of a provisional world-viev/, or at least the working out of

our fundamental concepts, turn to the history of philosophy for

its lessons and enrichments. It is not a matter of indifference

which of these courses we pursue. Those that would advocate

the historical method contend rightly that a vast deal has already

been done, tL-at philosophy can be understood only in its his-

tory. There is )io preparation, say they, for an independent

study of these world-old problems like a study of the various

attempts at a solution that have already been made. Thus the

fundamental concepts can be traced in their history through

the successive stages of their development, and the systems

based upon them can be understood in their relation to this de-

velopment. Each philosopher's point of view should be mas-

tered and the secret of both his insight and his limitations dis-

covered. Thus we would advance by the assimilation of the

critically siiied results till, \vheM our historical worlc v\'as fin-

ished, we should have iu hand abundant mateiial for the con-
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struction of our own pliilosopliical world-view. This is cer-

tainlj an excellent method vrlien pursued with thorougliness

and critical acumen. But the practical difficulties of carrying

out such a stu])endon3 undertaking make it of doubtful feasi-

bility. The infinite manifoldness of detail, tlie ambiguities and

endless shiftings, the wilderness of irrelevant discussions and

misunderstood issues can only confuse and discourage the be-

ginner. He is tossed about by every wijid of doctrine, not

only because his critical powers are as yet undeveloped, but

more especially because he hicks the criteria for testing ]-e-

sults. That mind is strong indeed M'hich succeeds in finding

its w\ay through this infinite maze of conflicting opinion and

gains in the process an insight commensurate with the outlay

of eil'ort. Hence a want of clearness and consistency is often

remarked in those trained by the historical method. Their in-

decisiveness becomes chronic. Though versed in the particu-

lar views of many thinkers thc}- yet fail to peneti-ate to the

center and gras]) tlie system in its principle. Hence a halt-

ing, hesitating, timid manner, seldom sure of anytliing, seldom

getting beyond the conflicting authorities. This result is, of

course, avoided to some extent by a teachers expositions, which

do for the student what he ouglit to do for himself. But, even

then, unless he has already mastered theprincijflosof criticism

involved, he will be little benefited. It will still be a question

of authority.

In the alternative method the student begins at once tlie sys-

tematic study of the subject under the guidance of a compe-

tent thinker, one vrho has himself canvassed the field and

worked up to an independent grasp of philosophical issues.

The student advances in his critical work by cogent i-easoning,

which commands his assent irrespective of authority, till a

body of fundamental concepts is inastered, and then the con-

structive work begins. He thus can feel at every step tlie

immense satisfaction of assured results. He accepts nothing

on authority, is always critical and independent in sjfite of his

being only a novitiate. The ovci-confl.dencc born of a convic-

tion that lie has on some points at least touclied bottom will not

hurt liim. It is an element of real strength. In a compara-

tivelv short while he has a)i outline world-view and can aive
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clear-cut reasons for his positions. If raistaken, as he more
than likely uill be on many points, his very deiiniteness of

statement will fuj-nisli the readiest means of revealing the fact

to him. lie is now prepared to profit by the study of the his-

tory. His mind has received the indispensable discipline to

wrestle with the incoherent material which the liistory pre-

sents, and he has likewise an easy command of the principles

for testing the theories studied. He is able to assimilate new
matcrlalj to road off the implications of principles, and tell

where a theorizer must land, if consistent. From tlic start of

his liistorical vv'ork he is master of tlic situation, and all tliat he
does will be of abiding value. He will not iose his way nor

scatter and waste his energies on false issues and m.important
details. !Moreover, he will be saved from the pernicious super-

ficial notion in tlie minds of so many that philosophy is merely

a fashion of the intellectual world and has no firm ground
on which to stand, that it leads to no real insight, but is sijnply

a question of hitting upon something ncvr in theory, or so an-

cient as to seem ncvr. On the other liand, he will not become
a victim of tlie self-satisfied and voluble speculator who lays

hold of certain scientific hypotheses, valuable in their place,

and tries to make them explain the deepest m3-stcries of the

universe. He will be on his guard against the easy-going

empirical methods of recent popular pliilosophy. The proper

order tlien would seem to be first a critical and systematic study

of philosophical problems as they now lie before the trained

thinker, and tlK'U a ci'itical study of the history of thought.

Herbart has given us the best statement of the general prob-

lem, and lias indicated also tlie right method of procedure.

Our first task is to ascertain just what the senses report con-

cerning the objective world. Tliis would be the whole of the

problem but for the various, contradictions that emerge. Phi-

losophy deals with these contradictions and endeavors to adjust

them. With a systematic statement of results its aim is real-

ized. In view of the contradictions and the i-esultant doubt
our only recou}-sc is a thoroughgoing analysis of the process of

cognition, in order to separate wliat the senses actually give

from what is conlributed by the thought activity. If knowl-

edge is possible tlic senses themselves must be trusted and all
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vain and confusing studies about wliat lies back of the observed

dai<i. This is good general advice, but when we become

entangled in our effort to understand our dat-a and insist on

having all the facts, the iiecessity of the analysis becomes evi-

dent. Materialism seems forever doomed to oscillate between

the horns of the fatal dilemma which its defective theory of

cognition involves, or it must move in a vicious circle when

trying to undei'stand itself. This is true even of the refined

materialism which has repudiated the name. But wlicn the

analysis is complete the work of philosophy has just begun.

It has come into possession of its empirical data j all depends

on the way it handles them. The questions immediately pre-

sent themselves, How are we to understand those general con-

cepts, such as substance, quality, relation, cause, identity, change,

time, space, which make a knowledge of nature possible ? "W'^hat

is the final test of knowledge? What of the fundamental

power manifesting itself in nature? And thus one after

another the distiiictive problems of philoso})hy unfold them-

selves to the student.

In the ])rosecution of such a study a few suggestions arc in

place. We must bo willing to trust reason, that is, must

assume that nature is knowable. Infinite patience and a hard-

headed insistence upon clearness of meaning are indispensable.

We must have the courage to follow where reason leads, though

it be "into the dark depths of a wild and tangled forest.''

Nor should we be content to remain in this hopeless confusion.

There is "anolher side" to the forest which we may reach, if

we persist. The contradictions must be overcome. Our fail-

ure at this jioint argues either that the preliminary work ha?

not been thorough or that the principle of explanation which

will resolve tlie puzzles has not yet been discovered. T)ie

first shortcoming is evident, for instance, in Professor Huxley's

brilliant attcmjHs at philosophizing which resulted in agnosti-

cism. He had scarcely gotten beyond the Humian theory of

perception. His was not an '-'ignorarnus^'' but an '•'ignorahhnv.s''

The second difficulty is illii.-trated in tliat excellent work bv

Professor Bradley on .A2'>j»?arancc and Reality. In tJiis work

the reader is presented with an array of contradictions tliot is

quite" overv\-helming. All m.eaning drops out of our funda-
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EDITORIAL DEPARTA'lENTS.

NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS.

There arc two general classes of Biljlical critics ; one ex-

plains the Holy Scriptures and the other explains them aM^iy.

The recent remarkable proclamation of Frank W. Rollins,

Governor of Xew Ilampsliire, appointing April IStli as Fast

Day, contains these wise words :

No matter what our belief may be in religious matters, every good citizen

kuows that when the restraining influences of religion are withdrawn fioni a com-

munity its decay, moral, mental, and financial, is swift and sure. To me this is

one of the strongest evidences of the fundamental truth of Christianity.

THE INNER LIEE OF TIIE PREACHER.

In very many respects the inner life of the preacher is exactly

the same as that of other Christian men and wonien. In the

m.aiu he has the same teinptations to be resisted, the same yir-

tiies to be cultivated, the same helps to growth in grace.

But in some particulars the preacher's inner life deserves a

separate treatment, both on account of its special importance

and on account of the peculiarities, favorable and unfavorable,

pertaining to it. There are certain hindrances to the minister's

spiritual progress which do not in the same waj-, or to the same

degree, affect the sjniitual growth of other people, and wliich

call therefore for jtnrticular attention. Four of these hin-

drances may be specified :

1. Officlalisin. To have to do with sacred things is his busi-

ness, that whereby he earns his bread and supports his family.

Hence the temptation to look upon his Avork chiefly froni a busi-

ness i^oint of view is l)y no me.'ins small. He is a})t to read the

Bible with Iris congr.^.g.ition in mind rather than the needs of

his ov\-n soul, hunting for ti'Xts to preach from instead of truths

to live by, or investigating the higher criticism instead of the

higher ranges of Christian experience. He has so niuch pray-
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ing to do in juiblic that it is natural for hi)n to think he may be

excused from praying much in private. In personal work for

the people around liini professional motives are liable to intrude

their ugly heads and stain the purity of his purpose. When he

urges the careless or lukewarm to come to church he is well av,\are

that an enlarged congregation is an iuijiortant item in his suc-

cess and has a pretty close connection with his salary. And
even when he pleads with men to come to Christ and labors

hard to promote a genuine reviAal of religion Satan v.'hispers

that if there a]-e many converts under his miinstry he will be

sought for by larger churches. And so it is in every direction.

His private religious life is so mixed u]) with his public work

that a dangerous complication ensues. It is peculiarly easy for

him to substitute multiplied ecclesiastical activities for vigorous

wrestling witli his individual inlirmitics and the insistence on a

close personal walk with God. It is, of course, not necessary

that he yield to this temptation, but it is there and makes itself

felt every hour of the day.

2. 27ie Strain of^'^o)/fraternal Competitioa. The minister's in-

timate relatiou to his brother ministers brings him peculiar trials

as well as peculiar joys. While he has in their society very much
of comfort, of stimulation, and of help, there is no denying that

he needs to vratch closely against certain evil feelings vrhich

have a tendency to arise as he contemplates their su]:)erior pros-

perity, or what appears to liim to be sucli. lie sees those that

he thinks are no better and no abler than himself preferred be-

fore him. lie inu^gines—it is all imagination—that faithful-

ness has not so mueli to do Avith pi-oniotion as favoritism. Tie

observes how readily the populace are im]rosed upon by a few
shining and shallov.- traits and tricks, while more solid but less

showy excellence that has not the knack to push it.-elf into

])rominence is carelessly and continuously passed by. lie is

considerably stumbled by ihese things. It is hard for him to l)e

reconciled to th^' ijijustice v/ith wjiich he thinks he has bcjn

treated, at the failure of the authorities to properly ajijircciate

h:s worth. The scliemes of those less scrupulous, or the quali-

ties of those less conscientious but. ]nore brilliant, have ]ii\'vailed

over his more modest or less attractive gifts. It is dililenlt f<u-

him. to l)e perfectly contenled. Jealousy and envy lurl. l)eside

nis door and endea^'or to sli]"* in as he o])cns it to look out upon

tV.e eu^.'ious cona'lou'.eration tliat conies within his vision. If he
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does not ^v^ltc]l clost'ly lie will begin to grumble and complain,

will indulge a s[>irit of acerbity and censoriousncss, will becouie

pessimistic, morose, and mi<anthro])ie. lie will fall a sad-faced

victim, not to ''revelries," but to rivalries, and siuk into a crab-

bed old age that sulks and gluwers iu sullen gloom.

3. Zove of Approbation. Every preacher is strongly tempted

to lower his standard for the sake of popularity. The ]naise of

men is sweet to him. Like his blaster he shrinks from the cross

that inevitably awaits those who deal strenuously and unflinch-

ingly with the sins of their age. But unlike his blaster he does

not always go for^vard unfalteringly in the ])athway of duty.

Smiles, he can hardly help feeling, are preferable to frowns,

dollars to dimes, deference to denials and dismissals. If he

caters to the v.-orldliness of leading church members he is hailed

as a royal good fellow, if he smites it with plain-spoken rebuke

he is denounced as a meddlesome and impracticable fanatic.

Shall he deliver his message and be true to his conscience, or

shall he palter and falter that he may sit in the high places of

the synagogue ? It is a test that will search him through and

through whether lie be in a prominent pulpit or a less conspicuous

one, for he will tiieet pretly much the same human nature every-

where, a human nature that likes to be patted on the back but

resents much interference Avitli its foibles and deHnquencies.

"Like people like priest," said the old Israelite prophet. And

this is ever the danger that the people, by their very mass and

multitude, holding, moreover, the mighty power of the purse,

being well able, and often quite willing, to nuake it uncomfort-

ble for him who annoys them by unj^alatable truth-telling, will

cause that truth-tdling to be so dlllicult and unprofitable that

the preacher will compromise and confine himself to speaking

smooth things under tlie pk-u that he must preserve his influence

and not driVe fulks away fi-om him if he is to do them good.

The evil one snught again and again, in this very way, to in-

duce Jesus to dciKU-t in some little degree from the path of suf-

fering and dealh. lie failed there, but he has too often suc-

ceede'cl with Christ's re})resentatives. It is probably then-

subtlest peiil, the sort of attack liefore which more go down

than Tiefore any other one thing.

4. Adulation. This is not so large or general a hindrance a?

the other three, and is, in most cases, pretty fully counteracted

by the comi-laiiit< ami detractions that commonly go along witii
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jnoved lo use a little s])aeo in the ciKleav(»r to state wliat, in

our opinion, the jireacher ehieily needs in order to make the

most of himself for Go<l in this extremely important depart-

ment of his heing. His hindrances heing sueh as have l>een

above described how can he best overcome them?
1. lie needs, above all, to maintain constant commvnlon fltJi

God. These words, perhaps, are often on his li]")s, but is their

deep signification fully realized ? The attainment they indi-

cate is a very great thing, not to be lightly secured, and a very

precious thing, well worth all it costs. What does it meaii,

this sacred fellowship divine ? It means that the presence of

Him who is at once oxiv glorious Master and our liosom Friend

has become so profound a reality that it is distinctly recognized

each hour, almost each moment, of every day. It means that

Ave take everything to him, do everything for him, enjoy every-

thing with hiju, accom]:)lish eveiything by him, receive every-

thing from him, look ever toward Jiim, lean at all times upon
him, and, in short, live, move, and h;ive our being in him. It

means that ho is the sum and substance, the coiter and circum-

ference of our inmost existence, of our truest life, and that

without hijii—apart from his realized help, his conscious ap-

proval, his imparted power— v\-e will not even attempt to do

aught; we sh.ould not dare to, we could not bear to. It ]~iolnts

to so close and confidential a]) intercourse tliat we take hold of

nothing, however small, on which we do not first ask his bless-

ino-, and that we feel perfectly free to consult him in regard to

all tlie minute events of all the days. The association is so

intimate tliat thoughts and feelings are communicated both

ways, from l-irn to us and from us to hint, without restraint or

hindrance. From long companionship we come to know by a

sort of instijK't ^hat will please him, and Ave quickly shrink

from anything that would ol:)struct the flow of mutual sym-

pathy. The commanily of int'.'rest is complete. Prayer is

turned into a sort of convci-sation, and the conversation, often

goes on wJlhout the ])assiiig of A\ords. So inimcdiate is the

touch of sjiirits that silence conveys often more tha)i language,

that Avliicb no language can express.

The jn-eacher A\-ho has gained a large degi'ee of this oneness

Avitli his Loid will certainly b:,' delivered from rJ.l undue su'^cep-

libility to tlie })raise and IhUlery of liis fel!ow-men. He Avil! b'>.'

verv little t^MUiitcd to sr.bstitute their stand.ard of right foi- \h\\i
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"svitli which ]u^ is suj)plic'd by liis divine companion. ''J''heir

\vcak AVOrJs a\ ill not weigli much with liim Nvhile uu listens so

constantly to the mind of the ^i-eat Leader hy v» hose side he

is permitted to walk, lie will he careless concurniug any so-

called success which is on a lower plane than his Friend can

fully sanction. Hov\- to attain tin's indispensable communion?

It can he secured in no way that stops short of the utmost con-

centration of purpose, and the resolute thrusting away of what-

eA-er practices arc inconsistent with its single-eyed pursuit.

The spirit of frivolity that stores the mind Avith trashy triiies

does not conduce to the most vivid realization of the presence

of God. And those popular ministrations to the flesh Avhich

are so generally indulged in by worldly society certainly du

not ])redispose to prayer or further the habit of mind which

makes the things of the soul ])aramount. 0)ily wiih a great

sum can this citizenship be obtained. Tlalf-hearted eftorts

will avail notliing. Deep desire and patioit faith hold the

keys of the situation.

2. The preaciier also needs, to combat his special trials, a

cast-iron fait II in, divin.e p'^ovidence. That is, a faith inflexible

and unv.'avering, on the truth that God does, or sufl'ers to be

done, all things that come to pass on the realm of external

events. The preacher needs this to i;roteet him from the

inru.sh of uncomfortalde thoiights and feelings in regard to his

appointments, and his lot in life as compared with that of

others whom he is tempted to envy. lie needs it to keep him

happy and peaceful Avhen things do not go to his liking, Avhen

God appears to have forgotten lam, and evil seems to have the

upper hand. He must, when these perplexities and conflicts

throng iu upon him, say, God reigns, and therein Avill I rejoice.

He must say, in every smallest thing as Avell as in the large,

in the events that ajipear to come through the malice or mis-

takes of men, or even through his own foolish blunders, infirm-

ities, and sins, the gracious hand of God is to be seen, the wise,

loving, purpose of the Father is to be recognized, the helpful

chastisement is to be welcomed, the blessing in disguise is to

be gladly accepted. He must say this, and hcJlcve it. There is

no other path to jierfeet ])eace. He riiay wonder and be amazed,

may admit his ignorance and Avait for future e\]ilanution, but

if he gives way in tlie smallest degree to rcjMuing he docs him-

self a harn\, he displcnses the Lord, he becomes an injui'y to
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others. He cannot afford to take, even temporarily, this posi-

tion. Serenity, tranquillity, contentment, victory over circum-

stances, are essential to the best doing of his work, and to his

exemplification before tlic people of the principles of New
Testament salvation. ]x't him cultivate, then, this faitli, train

himself into the habit of it, cause it to g)-o\v by constant exer-

cise, this faith wliich receives all results as from God. Thus,

having done in his own behalf or in behalf of those for whom
he labors, whatever seems right, wliatever he can without in-

fringing u])on true hnmilily, genuine self-respect, and cordial

love for others, having d')iie all things v\'hich the occasion

seems to call for and conscic^ice to approve, he will heartily

accept the outcome as that wliich is going to prove to l)e the

very best for his highest good. He who can do this has dis-

covered a secret better than that of perpetual youth or unlim-

ited gold, aud has solved the chief problem of life.

3. The preacher's special peril of ollicialism can be helpfully

guarded against by participation, as frequent as possible, in

gatherings where he will not be an oflicial but a mere private

member, where he will meet others wlio are his equals or supe-

riors, without responsibility except for his own personal good.

If he can join some little eii'cle that meets weekly or monthly

for spiritual research and religious stimulation he will be

likely to receive aid in the sustenance of his inner life that

ordinary meetings do not furnish. If two million souls ai'C to

be gained for the Methodist Episcopal Church during the next

three years its ministers must walk very close with God, cherish

an overcoming faith, and often get together to help oue another

to higher degrees of faith, consecration, and concentration.

ROBERT BROWNING IX KIS WIFE'S LETTERS.*

Ox September 12, 1.840, when Robert Bi-owning was thirty-

six and Elizabeth Ixarrett was forty, they were married in

St. Marylebone Church, London. On Jnne 29, 1861, in Casa

Guidi, on the Via Maggio, Florence, Italy, she died, smiling, in

his arms, her head resting on his cheek; and of the peaceful-

ness of her departure the husband, whose strong arms held her

fragile form against his heart, wrote to a friend: ''God took

* Tho Lotti-.s of Eli/;i))oth r.arr.lt drowning. Tvo volur.i?s. New York: Th*^

Maciuillaii Cuui]):iiiy. I'l-Jce, elolii, S4.
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her to himself as jou would lift a sleeping child from a dark,
uneasy hed into your arms and the light." "So ended on
earth," says Frederick G. Kenyon, "the most perfect example
of T\-edded happiness in the history of literature, ]jerfect in the
inner life and in poetical expression."

Our most intimate and coinplete knowledge of their life

together is recently ^ecei^^d from the publication of her K-tters

written to various friends. One value of the volumes is that in

them we have a n.ew, m-c will not say a different, presentment
of Kohert Browning, who is silhouetted in many attitudes. In
her unstudied references, as in a mirror, we see the reflection of
him as he conies and goes in the privacy of home and in his

intercourse with the outside vrorld, at times when he had no
thought of sitting for his picture and she no intention of
sketching him for the public eye. To read these lettei's is

almost like looking into her eyes and seeing that image of him
which her retina carried. That Mrs. Browning's letters to her
friends sliould ever disparage her husband would not be. ex-
pected, and doubtless all her words about him are "truth
told lovingly;" yet also probably they are the truth, though
written by so fond a hand. That she saw dee].er into him than
anybody else did and knew him absolutely gives to her oixa-
sional and incidental testimonies an exceptional and final sio--

nificance. Nowhere will these letters be more valued than in
America, vchem both her genius and his first found appreeiative
recognition and received due appraisement long before England
could perceive the greatness of her own cluldrcn.

The attaclmient of these two poet souls had its beginning by
telepathy. They contracted mutual admiration from one^ aii-

other's early i.ublished writiiigs. Without knowledge to make
intention possible they interchanged intellectual samples of
themselves as one royal pabn tree sends off its vital dust upon
the wayward wind to find an unknown other of its kind. Meet-
ing after a while, they discovered that they had been born inti-

niate fncnrls. It is interesting to note his first arrival within
her mind's horizon. Iti 181-3 she prints in the Athe.7ireum a series
of p.Tpers on the Greek C])i-istian poets, and is told by somebody
that they are read and approved by <n^\v. l^rowning, the poet,"
^yho, slie hears, "is lenrne.l in Greek, especially in the drama-
tists." In 1843 she is vexed and indignnntat the harsh comments
of liteniry critics on Browning's "Blot on the 'Scutcheon," the
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Ath€77(eiwi charging hita with taking pleasure in being enig-

matical, which it declared to Lc a sign of Aveakness; and she

writes to a frieiitl: "I do assure you I never saw him in my
life—do not know him even by correspondence—and yet,

A^-hether through fellow-feeling for Eleusinian mysteries, or

through appreciation of liis ])Ov,"ers, I am ver}' sensitive to the

thotisand and one strijjes with whicli the assemhly of critics-

doth expound its vocation over iiim: the AtJienojwn, for in-

stance, made jne quite cross and misanthropical la^t Aveek."

And then follows a most discerning statement, as correct now

as it was fifty years ago: "Tlie truth is—and the world should

know the trutJi—it is easier to find a more faultless writer than

a poet uf equal geinus." In January, 1845, she closes a note

to a fi'iend witii this im]>ortant intelligence: "I had a letter

from Bi-owning, the poet, last night—Browning, the author of

'Paracelsus' and King of the ]\rystics;" and a few weeks later

there is this: "I am getting decjK^- and deeper into corre-

spondence with Robert Browning, and we are groAving to be

the truest of friends." In ^ilay of that year she writes Mr.

Westwood: ''I^id you persevere with ' Sordello ' ? I hope so.

"We may all learn (as poets) much and deeply from it. "When you

have read it tl) rough, then read for relaxation and recompense

'Colombe's Birthday,' which is exquisite. Only ' Pippa Piisses'

I lean to, or kneel to, with deepest reverence."

In that same ]May Robert Browning and Eli;':abeth Barrett mt-t

for the first time, and before many months he offered himself and

his life to an apparently hopeless invalid, and asked her to be ids

wife. Of th.e dcb.Ue vrhich eiisued she herself vrrites: " 1 showed

him how he was throwing into the ashes his best affections—how

the common gifts of youth and cheerfulness vrere bcldnd me

—howl had not strength, even of heart, for tlie ordinary duties

of ]li\.—cvtrydiing I told him and sbowed liim. 'Louk at th.is

—and this—anil this,' throwing down all my disadvantages

before him. To which he did not answer by a single com})]i-

ment, but simjdy tliat he had not then to choose, and that I

miirht be right m- he might be right—he was not there to de-

cide, liut that he loved me and should to his last hour. He said

that the fresliiiv.-s of youth had passed with him also, and that he

liad studied the world out of books and seen many v,-onn?n, yet

bad never loved one until Ik- ]i;;d seen me; that he knevr him-

si.-]f and knvw tli.it, if ever so re])ulsed, lie slioulil love me to
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Lis last hour—it sliould be first and last." Xo wonder she felt

that of her own knowledge she could affirm the truth of Mr.
Kenyon'.s words, "Robert Browning is great in everything."
Xo A\'onder she wrote, after marriage, to a frioid: "His geuTus
and almost miraculous attainments are the least tliino-s in hira
the moral nature being of the very noblest, as all Avho ever
knew him admit. lie has had that wide experience of men
which ends by throwing the mind back on itself and God.
There is nothing incomplete in him, except as all humanity is

incomplete. ... If it were not that 1 look up to him we should
be too alike to be together, perhaps, but I know my place better
than he does, Avho is too humble." In 1850, four years after
marriage, she writes Miss Mitford: " Ah, you Avouhfsoon love
Robert. You couldn't help it, I'm sure. Do you remember
once telling me that ' all men are tyrants?'—as sweeping an
opinion as that 'all men are liars.' Well, if you k))ew^Robert
you VN-ouId make an exception surely." Similarly, years later,

to Miss Blagden: "I am glad Robert vras good last night. lie
tells mi' he defended Swedenl.org, which suggested lo'me some
notion of superhuman virtue o)i his pnrt. Yes, love him. He
is my riglit 'glory,' and the 'lute and harn ' would go for
nothing beside him.'"' Also, later, to :\rrs. Jameson: "Ah, yes.
You appreciate Roljert; you kiiow wliat is in his poetry, 'cer-
tainly there is no pretension in nre toward his profoiind sug-
gestiveness, and I thank you for knowing and saying it."

Gifted as she was herself she yet knew that her^poetry did
not match his in origiiiallty, vitality, intensity, sublimity, pro-
fundity, or force

;
and her sense of justice as well as her affec-

tion caused her to rejoice with joy unspealcable at every valu-
able recognition of his extraordinary genius. Within "a year
after marriage she tells a friend: " I heard ofCarlvle's sayin-
the other day that he hoped more from Roljert Bi-owning fo!-
the people of England than from any other livinij v>-ritor.

He loves my husband, I am j^roud to sav." Li 18.5.5^ froni
Pans, slie answers Mr. Rnskin: "You ])iease me—O, so much—
by the words about my husband, -^rhen you wrote to praise
my poems' of course I had to bear it. I couldn't turn round
and say, 'Well, and why don't yon pr:u^e him, Avho is woith
twenty of me? Praise my second :\Fe as well as my IMe
I'roper, if you please.' One's forced to be rather decent and
modest for one's husband as well as for one's self, even if it's
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Larder. I couldn't pull at your coat to read ' Pippa Passes,'

for instance. I can't now. But you have put liim on your
shelf, so we have taken courage to send you his new volume,
'3Ien and Women.' ... I consider thera on tlie whole an ad-
vance upon his former poems, and am ready to die at the stake
for my faith in them." Commensurate with this proud faith

Avas her indignation at every failure of the British press and
public to do him justice. To her sister-in-law. Miss Browning,
she writes from Kome as late as 1860, when Robert Browning
had been nearly thirty years in print : "Dear Sarianna, \ don't

complain for myseLf of an unappreciative public—I have no
reason. But, just for that cause, 1 complain more for ixobert,

only he does not lioar me complain. The blindness, deafness,

and stupidity of the Englisli public to Robert are amazing. Of
course JMilsand had 'heard his name!' Well, the contrary
would have been strange. Robert U. All England can't pre-

vent his existence, I suppose. But nobody there, except a

small knot of pre-Raffaelite njen, pretends to do him justice;

while in America he's a power, a writer, a poet—he is read—he
lives in the hearts of the people." And again from Rome to

the same relative: "Ilis treatment in England I set down as an
infamy—no other vford. . . . An English lady of rank here,

an acqualrdance of ours (observe that!) asked the other day the

American Minister to Italy whether Robert was not an Ameri-

can. The Minister answered, 'Is it possible that yoic ask me
tJtu ? Why, there is not so poor a village in the United States

where they would not tell you that Robert Browning is an

Englishman, and that they are very sorry he is not an Ameri-

can.' Very pretty of the American Minister—was it not?

—

and literally true besides."

These letters show us some of the reasons why she honors

and reveres him. In ojie of her letters to Miss Mitford Ave see

that this happy AV'ife, sheltering safe under the shadoAvof his

strong fidelity, is proud of him because he "is faultless and

]mre in his life," "lives like a Avoman in abstemiousness,"

"never touches a ci.i^^ar cAen." His uprightness stands tall and

erect. His moral integrity is flawless. His honcssty uses a mi-

croscope and deals scrupulously Avith life's least items and

atoms. Though a poet of lofty level and sublime A'ision, he

Avalked flat -footed on common, everychiy ground, maintaining

tlie alert busin<'ss habits and careful economies which Avere nec-
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essaiy to protect their slender means from -svaste and avoid

debt. In the early years of their married life they had so little

to live upon that debt ^vollld have been easy to fall into, and
might, in the eyes of some, have been excusable in poets. But
of debt he had aii intense abhorrence. In various Florentine

letters written by her to familiar friends we catch glimpses of

his watchful hoiiesty in practical operation. " We are still," she

writes, " in the slow agonies of furnishing our apartment. You
see, being the poorest and most prudent of possible poets, we
had to solve the problem of taking our furniture out of our
year's income (proceeds of poems and the like), and of not get-

ting into debt. O, I take no credit to myself ; I Avas always in

debt in my little way (^smalI «/nmorals', as Dr. Bowring
might call it) before I married; but Robert, though a poet and
dramatist by profession, being descended from the blood of all

the Puritans, and educated by the strictest of dissenters, has a

sort of horror about the dreadful fact of o^s'ing five shillings

five days, which I call quite morltid in its degree and extent,

and which is altogether unjioetical according to the traditions

of the world. So we have been dragging in by inches our
chairs and tables throughout the summer, and by no means look
furnished at this late moment. . . . Robert wouldn't slee]),

I think, if an unpaid bill dragged itself by any chance into an-
other week. lie says that when people get into 'pecuniary
difliculties' his sympathies alv.ays go with the butchers and
bakers who are waiting for their pay. So we keep out of
scrapes, you see." It seems the Tuscan publishers of a paper
called the Monitore sent Browning the second time a bill

which he had proinptly paid when they first rendered it. " Xow
join me," she breaks out, <' in admiration of the husband
Browning. Isn't he a miracle, wlioever else may be? The
wife Browning, not to name most other human beings, would
certainly have put the Jlonitorc receipt into the fire, or, at best,

lost it. But up rises the husband Browning and with eyes all

fire holds up the receipt like an heroic English rifleman looking
ahead to a possible Freneh invasion at the end of a hundred
years. Blessed be they Avho keep receipts. It is a beatitude
beyond my reach."

Shnple an.d frugal as their Florentine life for the most part
^vns, it was favorable to her health, had much pleasure and
sonic fruitful work, and Avas measurablv ideal. One of her
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letters from the seclnsioii in wliiclj tliey lived has at its end a

brief postscrijit appended by him: '•' AVe arc as hap)\v as two

owls in a I'.olc, two toads nnder a tree-stump, or any other

queer two poking ereatures that we let live." And slie writes:

"I am quite well and stronir, and Robert and I go out after

tea in a vv-andering walk to sit in the Loggia and look at the

Perseus, or better f-till at tlie sunsets on the Arno, turning it to

pure gold und(.-r the bridges. O, that Arno in the sunset, with

tlie moon and evening star standing by. How divine it is!"

In industrious periods they woi-ked lit poetry from breakfast

nnlil 4 v. ^i., not together Init always apart, s]ie in her pri^-ate

study upstairs, Ije in his below. Onee she said in a letter,

''liobert is working at a volume of l^-ries. We neither of us

show our vroi-k to eaeh other mitil it is tinislied. An artist

must, 1 faiicy, either find or malce. a solitude to work in if it is

to be good Avoj'k at all." Oi^.e of his recreations A^'as drawing:

"'After thirteen days' application Robert has produced some

quite startling copies of heads. He can't rest from serious work,

as I can, in light literature; it wearies him, and there arc hours

Avhioh are on his hands, wLieli is bad both for them and for

him. The secret of life is in full occupation, isn't it? This

^-orld is not tenable on other terms. So while I rest by lying

on the sofa aijd reading fiction he has a resource in liis draw-

ing;." At Rome, in the last winter of her life, he takes to mod-

eling in clay, to the temporary neglect of his OAvn particular

art. Tills she regrets but caimot oppose. She says, " Robert

is peculiar in his ways of work as a poet. I have struggled a

little Avitli him on this point, for 1 don't think him right—that

is to say, it wouldn't be right for me, and I heard the other day

that it vrouldn't be i-iglit for Tennyson. Tennyson is a regular

svorker, sljuts himself up daily for so many hours. And Ave

are geno-ally so made that a regular hour is good, even for so

uncertain an ruljuence as mesmerism. But Robert waits for

inclinatio])—can't do otherwise, he says," (This, it is certain,

Avas onlv a temjiorary phase in Browning's life.) "Then read-

ing hurls him. As long as I h.ave known him he has not been

able to reail h-iig at a time. The consequeiu-e is that he wants

occupatidii, and active occupation is salvation to him, saves hiui

from ruminating bitter cud, and from the ]iroe.ess which I

call beating his dear h.ead against the wall till it is bruised,

simply because he sees a ily there, niagnilied l»y his oavu tw"
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eyes almost indefinitely into some Saurian monster. He has an

enormous superfluity of vital encruy, and if it isn't employed

it strikes its fangs into him. He gets out of si)irits as he was

at Havre. Nobody understands exactly why—except me "who

am inside of him and hear him breathe. For the peculiarity of

our relation is that, even when he is displeased with me, he

thinks aloud with mo and can't stop himself. . . . The mod-

eling combines body-work and soul-work, and the more tired

he has been, the n^ore his back ached, poor fellow, the more he

has exulted and been happy;—says * No, nothing ever made
him so happy before,'—and also the stouter he has grown and

the better he has looked."

Mrs. Browning looked up to her husband because she knew
him to be her superior in strength, equipoise, and steadiness.

She called herself " one of those weak women who reverence

strong men," and seems fully aware that she had gained "some-

thing of force and freedom by living near the oak." His

sound-mindedness, sturdy common sense, and robust earnest-

ness continually appear in his dealing with persons, subjects,

and affairs. Frequently his sagacity and health}^ Avisdom oper-

ate to correct the vagaries of her mysticism and morbidness,

and to moderate, as far as possible,, her excessive enthusiasms.

In the home, as elsewhere, his good sense stood stoutly to its

guns in every necessary contention for sanity of views and of

morals. ]Ic suppoi'ts his o-wn opinion strongly. The second

year after marriage she writes jMiss Mitford about some French

books which husband and wife have been reading together, and
then says: '"'You ought to hear how wo goto single combat,

ever and anon, with shield and lance. The greatest quarrel we
have had since our mari'iage, by the way (always excepting my
crying conjugal wrong of not eating enough) was brought up
by Masson's pamphlet on the Iron Mask and Fouquet. I

wouldn't be persuaded that Fouquet was ' in it,' and so the

* anger of my lord waxed hot.' To this day he says sometimes,

'Don't be cross, Ba! l^ouquet wasn^t the Iron 3Iask after alV^
On two subjects, both of which fill much space in her letters,

they strenuously and always disagreed. These were Louis Na-

I'oloon and sjjiritualism. He ne^'<r shared her fnith in and ad-

I'liration for the president who destroyed the French republic

and made himself emperor. A letter in 1S51 from Faris, where
they saw the coup (Tetat, says: "Robert and I have had some

30 FIFTH SKUTI^S, VOL. XV,
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domestic 'cmcntcs, because ho hates some imperial nnnies, . . .

He y\\\\ tell you that he hates all Buoiiai>artes, past, i)resent, or

to come; hut then he says that in his self-willed -way as a

manner of di^iuissing a subject he vron't thmh about—and
knowing very well that ho doesn't think about, not mistaking a

feeling for a reason, not for a moment. Tliat's the difference

betv>'een women and men/' Tliis difference she herself illus-

trated by sometimes mistaking lier feelings for valid reasons, so

falling into irrationality against Avhieh always his clear intelli-

gence stood firmly remonstrant. " Prince Ilohenstiel Schwangau,
Savior of Society" written in Scotland in ISVl, ten years after

his wife's death, contains his retrospective analysis of Louis

Napoleon when that audacious career had closed in overwhelm-
ing disaster and the emjnre with all its tarnished tinsel had
" gone glimmering through the dream of things that were." But
the one subject on which husband and wife differed most sharply

was spirituali.-ni, as to which he was a disgusted and vehement
disbeliever. The wave of spiritualistic infatuation and experi-

mentation which swept througli Europe and America in tlM-

fifties alTected IMrs. Jbowning, as well as ]Mrs. Stowe aii<l othei-s,

so that for several years she v>-as of those who, witliout feeling

sure C)f tlic honesty and sanity of individual spiritualists, yet

thought it possible that some alleged spirit communications

might be genuine, and who therefore mingled curiously, \\o\>Q-

fully, and more or less credulously with the circles where evi-

dence of the reality of such communicatiou was affirmed to lie

given. In a manner half explanatory and apologetic for her-

self Mrs. Browning Avrote Miss Mitford : "You know I am
rather a visionary, and inclined to knock roiuid at all the doors

of the present Avorld to try to get out, so that I listen with

interest to every goblin story of the kind ; and, indeed, I hear

enough of them just now." AVhen a circle in Florence tried to

make tables tip and sjiirits i-ap, but failed, Lytton said their

failure was because Robert Browning was playing ]N[ephisto}>h-

eles and the spirits disdained to perform in the hostile pres-

ence of an arch-skei)tic. In 1S53 we have in one of her letter-:

the follov,-ing glimpse of Iiom" things were going then and there:

"Mr. Lytton gave a reception on tlie terrace of his villa ni

Bello^giiarilo one evening, and v.-e were all bacheloi's t"getlu'r

there, ainl I made tea, and we ale slra\\bi,'i-rins and cream, and

talked spiritualism. Frederick Tennyson was there, Ilirani
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Powers, and ]Mr. Villari, an accomplished Sicilian, besides our

young host and ourselves. How ^se 'set down ' Faraday for

his 'arrogant and insolent letter' against spiritualism, and what

miracles Ave swore to ! O, we arc believers here, except Robert,

wlio persists in wearing a coat of respectable skepticism, though

I think it is out at elbows and ragged about the skirts. If I

am right, none of you will l>e able to disbelieve much longer.

A new lav,', or a new develojunent of the law, is making way
everywhere." Spiritualists swarmed on every side, and Brown-

ing, pretty mucli idune in his circle, " had to hold them all at

bay," which he did with his accustomed decision, energy, and

directness. ]Sovr and then he exploded and stormed furiously

up and down the house in wrath because of deceivers and de-

ceived who were fooling his Avife with lies and illusions. To
this conflict Ave owe that rare piece of shrcAvd dissection and

analysis, " Sludge the Medium," the real subject of Avhicli Avas

D. D. numc, tlic arch-impost or.

"Husband, lover, nurse, Robert has been to me," wrote this

delicate Avoman after five years of married life, and Avilh equal

truth might have repeated the same Avords to the angels Avheii at

the end she passed from his arms to the heavens. Riclily en-

dovvcd Avith quick and generous sympathies this gentle, healthy

man Avas the eA'er-ready natural nurs.e of Aveakness and suffering.

Often in their fifteen years together he carried her, like a baby,

in his arms in and out of the house, upstairs and doAvn, from

carriages to raihvay stations, and elscAvhere. Inher letters her ]iliy-

sical Aveakness, often affecting her spirits,is a prominent feature of

most of her years, as Avhen she Avrites to Miss llaworth: "I knOAV

how foolish and morbid I must seem to j'ou. So I am made,

and I can't hel]) my idiosyncrasies. . . „ ForgiA'e my ])Oor brittle

body Avhicli shakes and breaks." At the Baths of Lucca in 1^5 7,

in hot exhausting August Aveather, Ave sec Rol:)ert BroAvning

Avatching many days and sitting up eight nights to nurse young

Robert Lytton, Avho is very ill Avith fever, and, expecting to die,

is "inclined to talk of divine things, of the state of his soul and

God's love, and to hold this life but slackly." For several years

at Florence and Siena, BroAvning Avatches Avith patient affection

over Walter Savage Landor, past eighty years of age, unreason-

ahle, irritable, and ditlicult to manage. Mrs. Browning tells tlie

story in various letters. "The poor old lion, Landor, appeared

one. dav at our door of Casa Gul<li to take re'fuo-e Avith us, being
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sorely bufTetccl by his family at Ficsolo, broken-hearted and in

\vrath, Avitli an oath on his soul never to return to them," To
this crotchety old man, who had "quarreled with nearly every-

body in and out of England," Robert Browning became a sort

of guardian, attending to all his wants and comforts. Landor
"has excellent, genennis, affectionate impulses, but the impulses

of a tiger now ajid then." At times he throws a dinner that

doesn't suit hhu out of the window, or dashes a plate ou the

iloor when he dislikes what is on it. He "has the most beauti-

ful sea-foara of a beard, all in a curl and white bubblement of

beauty," "Robert amuses me by talking of Landor's 'gentle-

ness and sweetness.' A most courteous and refined gentleman
he is, of course, and very affectionate to Robert (as ao, surely

ought to be), but of self-restraint he has not a grain, and of

suspiciousness man}" grains. The contadini at whose house he is

now lodging Jiave been already accused of opening his desk.

Still, on that occasion, as on others, Robert succeeded in sooth-

ing him, and the poor old lion is quiet, on the whole, roaring

softly to beguile the time, in Latin alcaics against his wife and
Louis Napoleon. He laughs carnivorously wheii I tell him that

one of these days he will have to write an ode in honor of the

emperor, to ph-n^^o me." "'I call him our ado]>ted son. You
did)i't know I had a son eighty-si y and more." "His genius

gives him a claiiu to gratitude frojn al] artists at least, and I

nnist say my Robert, who says he owes more to Landor as a

writer tlaan to any other contemjjorary, has gc^nerously paid the

debt. Roljert's goodness to Ijim has been quite apostolical.

And think of tlie efi'ect of a goodness which can quote at every

turn to an author something from that author's own book I Isn't

tliat more bewitching than other goodnesses? At present Lan-
dor is ver}' fond of him, but 1 am quite prepared to liave tlie

old lion turn against us as he has turned against Forster, who
has been so devoted for years and years. . , . Robert's ofhce is

diilicult, and I tell him he must be prepared for an outbreak and
a printed statement that he (Robert), instigated by his wicked

wife, has attem]>ted to poison him (Landor) slowly. Such an

extraordijiary imion of great literary gifts and incaixaeity of

will has seldom surprised the Avorld."

Twenty years of his wife's letters show Robert Browning to

have been, as Av.no. Thackeray Ritchie writes with almost wor-

shi]»ful atfeetion, '-'above all a I'Oet, a good man, a great f-enius."
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THE ARE3NA.

THE SIGXIFICAXCK OF CUKREXT KELIGIOUS UNKEST.

Ix his suggestive article in tbe Rcmew^ for July, 1808, Dr. Chailee

savs, ''The unrest and discussion must go on until there be, in respect

to nonessentials, liberty, and in respect to essentials, charity." This is

certainly in harmony with the spirit of the Gospel, if we do not carry

our crude and improved theories into the Christian pulpit. And there

is doubtless some need of the Avriter's caution, for too many people have

perhaps been unduly alarmed over recent developments in tlieology.

Yet the most serious assault upon the long received forms of theology

are not the direct assault upon their truthfulness, but an indirect attack,

taking issue v.-ith the commonly received exegesis of Isolated portions of

Scripture, the logical outcome of which criticism is not stated ; and,

tlie premises appearing very plausible, many are led to accept them,

which they could not be persuaded to do, if the outcome of the criti-

cism were plainly stated. Dr. Stuart in the same number of the li^view

puts the matter very strongly, possibly a little too strongly, when he

says of the iiigher criticism, "It is a scheme that makes a fraud of the

whole history as it appears in the Bible." So that it becomes a very

practical and a very important question, as to the logical attitude wo
would occvipy tOAvard some of the fundamental questions of theology,

if we were forced to accept the views of som.e of the so-called conserva-

tive higher critics ?

1. It would seem that we would l^e forced to reject much of the so-

called supernaturalism of the Bible. Dr. Chaffee says, "For out-worn

theologies which have made it [the Christian religion] artificial and

mechanical, and especially for the excessive supernaturalism which has

been made both its foundation and its defense, they [unconverted men]

have little respect, and, if possible, less use." " Supernaturalism is

separable," he affirms, "from religion;" and he mu.st include in that

term true religion, for he goes on to say that "'supernaturalism has

been so mixed up with religion, lias been so much exploited bv the

theologies in its behalf, that we have come too much to feel that it is

the basis of religion and that if sujx'rnatural suffer religion also must

suffer v.ith Ji." This is a sweeping but a very indefinite charge,

plainly imjilying that true religion will survive, yea flourish all the 1 let-

ter, if we eliminate some of the so-called miracles from Bible history.

But why should not some of these scholars relieve our sus]iense by tell-

ing us what particular miracles of the Old and New Testament we must
reject as spurious, lest we of the common people may be tempted, in our

uncertainty, to throw overboard all so-called miracles? Why does Dr.

<^'haff'ee .say, "It is in vain for us to attempt to lau^-h out of court the
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myths and miracles of all other nations and religious, and then hope to

escape the scorn of intelligence while we indulge in the feat of verify-

ing all the myths and miracles of the Jewish Church and people," unless
lie means to include in that statement some of the miracles of the Old
Testament at least ? For it is wlU known that Protestant Christianity
indignantly rejects the fables of tlie Talmud as unsupported fancies. And
if he does include in his statement some of the so-called Old Testament
miracles, why should not he or some one relieve our ignorance, so that
our faith may be well founded ?

2. We would have to enlarge the ordinary conception of inspiration so
us to put the great thiukers of the past and the present into the same <'en-

eral category with the teachers and prophets of the Bible, though like

them, doubtless, with varying degrees of inspiration. Dr. Chaffee alErms:
" The necessity is ujion us either to broaden our doctrine of inspiration or

to abandon it ; for with such conceptions of God as we now have we can-
not have in him a resj)ecter of persons or of nations, . . . nor limited

inspirations and revelations, eitiier as to peoples or as to times, but we
must have an administration of tlie All-Fatlier which, while it gives the
divine Jesus of Xazareth to be the '' light of the world,' also gave Gau-
tama, the gentle ' ascetic of Kapilavastu ' to be for a time the ' light of

Asia.'" And if Gautama, why not Plato, Socrates, Cicero, ]Mohammed,
and an unlimited number of lesser lights ? So it seems that we have
already an unlimited number of God-inspired Bibles, all insjiired in the

£:;amc sense, if not to the same degree, as our old-fashioned Bilde. Are
we also to understand that some future council of the Church, or of

scholars possibly, may decide to add to the i)resent canon of Scripture,

as they are now calling for a subtraction from the contents of th« pres-

ent Bible ? It would seem so, for our writer makes haste to s.iy that

tlie men who closed the present canon of Holy Scripture "had no more
right to close it than we have to open it. For one thing, chieHy : they

were not so well qualified to judge as we are." It is true that our fears

of a new brand of Scripture are a little relieved by the added remark,
" What might be lawful for us might not be expedient, and especially

since the Bible as we now have it, contains ' all things necessary for

salvation.' " But suppose the sviccessors of the present race of scholars

should conclude that some new, latter-day revelation must go into our

old family Bibles!

3. On the other hand v,-e v.ould have to narrow the limits of inspira-

tion so as to reject from the Bible all that which does not seem to appeal

to reason. Accordingly we must hold that God never directed the un-

known (?) editor who put into its present form the history of Israel and

wrote dov,n llie direction of Moses to slay all but the virgin Midian-

ites; nor did he approve of Jioses's command to utterly destroy the C\!-

naanites and other tribes (Deut. xx, lG-18), because it is so much
worse, you kiiov,-, for God to command men to kill anybody, as for in-

stance, to hang anuMi for murder, than it is to slay wicked men by earth-
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quake as he did Korali and his band, or by lightning, as he often does
to-day! Of coiu-se Psa. cix and many other portions of the iminrca-

tory psalms could never have been inspired by Jchovali ; they must have

been the -work of bigoted, -wicked men, and we ought to expunge them
from the Bible as positively immoral

!

deferring for a moment to Professor ^litchclPs effort in the same Ilsvuio

to explain what he regards as two quite different versions of the flood,

given in Genesis, as taken from different histories or traditions, we read
as his words, "In tlie [proposed] process of reconstruction, the diflicul-

ties which previously confronted the reader have entirely disappeared."'

It would seem that a worse result, or at least an entirely different one,

would follow. The two supposed accounts are, on his theory, irrecon-

cilable, and therefore one must be false. Moreover, we have no means
of knowing which one is true; and the Holy Ghost could not by any
possibility have directed the writer to put in both accounts, one of
them being false and no intimation being given as to which was false

and which was true. By parity of reasoning we must look upon quite a
poition of the Pentateuch as being destitute of any divine supervision
or inspiration.

Dr. Chaffee also assures us that Christ never spoke the words found
in Mark xvi, 9-20. Though it were so—altliough the authors of the
Ixevised Version, after intimating their doubts, do nevertheless print
tlie section—notice the doctor's reason. Ue says, ''Itw^as never true
that good men and women could drink any deadly thing and be in no
uTse hurt thereby."' And so, perforce, we must also reject Luke's
account of Paul's escape from death, when the viper fastened upon him,
as the vaporiugs of a disordered and falsifying imagination.

4. We would also be compelled to reject the doctrine of "original
sin," and remand the Scripture account of man's original innocence and
purity and his fall therefrom through Satan's influence to the realm of

fable. Dr. Chaffee evidently leans to the doctrine of evolution (to ac-

count) for man's spiritual nature, as well as for his body. For he says,

in speaking of the origin of man's soul: "There remains, therefore, only
tliat unknown middle, the genesis of life, about which, perhaps, we can
know nothing ; but it will be scientific to assume that God has liad but one
method, and that is the method of evolution, about which we do know
something." And he evidently foresees no special embarrassment,
"should we feel obliged to substitute for the doctrine of original sin

the great law of lieredity."

Well, if the body and soul of the race are in each case the outcome of

evolution, then there never was a sinless and perfect progenitor of the
iTcce, there never was an Adam, and there never vras an Eve. They
'^''ere siniply the creations of some man's wild and disordered fancy,
•"^'id the race has been slowly climbing up through countless ages
f!(">m the unconscious life of the primordial cell. And Paul evidently
quoicd an untrue old legend, supposing it to be veritable history, when
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he said, referring to the fall, " Adam was not deceived, but the woman
being deceived v,-as iu the transgression; " and also when he wrote to the

Corinthians, "I fear, lest by any mean^, as the serpent begmled Eve
through his subtilty, so your minds should be corrupted from the sim-

plicity that is in Clirist." It seems that Paul was born eighteen hundred
years too early ! But let us not be too eager to pull up our anchor and
launch out upon this shoreless sea of speculation. "Whatever is truth must
prevail; but error will soon go the way of past exploded theories.

Waiertown, K. Y. S. O. Bakkes.

"NESCIENCE OF GOD."

Ix discussing Dr. Adam Clarke's theory of "God's omniscience " in the

J-duua.iy li-eoiew Dr. Milton S. Terry says: ''^It involves the acquisition

of knov\-lcdge through the course of the ages on the ])art of God, For
lie cannot but know events as they come to pass, and, if he had no per-

fect foresight of them beforehand, how his knowledge must increase

with time!" Thnt is, "If God is thus acquiring knowledge thj-ough

the ages, he cannot be omniscient." Dr. Terry seems to imply Ihat God
cannot acquire knowledge. Caunot God think a new thought? If he
cannot now, it is logical to say he never could. A house that has al-

ways stood has never been built. Knowledge that has from all eternity

been in the divine miod was never formed iu concept. So of intuitions.

If God does not now and never did think new thoughts, he is not a

tliinker. If not a thinker, how chu he l^e intelligent? If God cannot

iucT'case his own knowledge, i* h* • omiiijMjteBt-^ fei4<^ -iimitations

border very closely on the verge of pantheism.

Our writer also holds that Dr. McCabe's statement, " Divine nescience

of future contingencies is a necessity in the necessities of tilings," is

"not a self-evident proposition; " that it " lacks the nature and force

of an axiomatic truth, such as that two and two equal four." But is

not this self-evident in the nature of God and things ? (1) Whatever
is contingent is not a fixed fact. (2) If not a fixed fact, God cannot

know it or foreknow it us such. (3j If God has foreknown all things

that come to pass as fixed facts from everlasting, then most assuredly

they have been fixed facts. (4) If they have been fixed facts from all

eternity, who fixed them ? It could not have been man. It must have

been God himself. (-5) If all things have been eternally so fixed in fact

and knowledge, there is no place for contingency, human freedom, or

even divine freedom. I'he appearance of it as such is only an illusion

or a delusion. Evidently God does not foreknow nonentities as certain-

ties. Then Ihtiy are uncertain, and the fact of their uncertainty he

knows as a fact. He foreknows all the possibilities and possible con-

tingencies. This i^ all he can foreknow, for it is all that is true. The
unreal cannot be true. Wlien facts change God's knowledge of them
must also change. To say his knowledge of a thing glides right over

the line between uncerlaintv and fixedness and is iust the same on botli
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sides is imwarrantable. In Dr. Terry's own language, "Wc may -well

question the competency of any finite mind to affirm so much about the

possibilities or impossibilities of God's omniscience." God is omniscient

—because he knows all things. But tu know a thing as a thing which

is not a thing is a first-class absurdity. As soon as a contingency be-

comes an actuality God knows it as sucli, and not before. Then it is re-

duced to tins that the " nescience of God " simply means that he does

not know things out of their realities, as if they were really something

else. God cannot know a thing to be in existence which is not, never

has been, and perhaps never will be. This is no impeachment of his

omniseence. To affirm that the divine mind plays such triclcs as Dr.

Terry's theory of foreknowledge implies is to impeach God"s sanity.

This psychology of the Infinite l)uilds a nest for fatalism, from which a

most pestilent and destructive brood swarms forth.

Dr. Terry says also, " The proposition must needs apply to all God's

future free volitions, as well as those of man." But cannot God put forth

new volitions? If they have all existed from "all eternity," then he

tiever willed at all. More, he cannot Avill; hence he does not possess

free will in any sense whatever. Then he has no personality, which in-

cludes self-consciousness and self-direction. But there was a time when

God had not given his only Son to die for man, and then there was a period

iu his own experience when he had willed and actually done that thing.

If God ever willed or thought, there must have been succession in his

own consciousness, and tliis partakes of the nature of our time. To say

that all is " one eternal now " with him, and that he never had succes-

sion of volition or cognition, is beyond " the competency of any finite

mind to affirm." The great truth after which the human mind reaches

iu such a statement is not an " eternal now," but doubtless the fact of an

infinite power or state of mind by which God holds all knowledge in

his consciousness at one and the same time, and that continuously,

without the possibility of forgetting as we do.

"The real diflicult.y " is not "to conceive how God came by his

foreknowledge," but how he can foreknosv things as such which are not

things. What he predetermines for himself he is fully able out of his

resources to accompUsh. He does uot need to foreknow from everlast-

ing whatever will come to pass, in order to govern the universe, much

less to know conditions as actual which are not. Evidently there are

other constellations of truth in this direction which Dr. Terry's telescope

has uot found. J. "Wallace '\Ykj3b.

Cana-ndaigua, X. T.

"TOR CIim?T'S SAKE," OR "GOD IN CnUlPT."

In the ncrieic for November-December, 1898, appeared a paper from

the pun of Dr. Fiske entitled, "The Atonement." He takes the correct

iini! truly biblical ]iosition when he says, iu sul)stuncp, that our blessed

Lord did not sv.llcr and die iu our Hviid, to vindicate and satisfy the
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broken law, but that he did do all this for us. The idea that "Jesus

]>aid it all," and "in our stead," would be the very opposite from mend-

ing or satisfying a broken law; it would be equal to saving us in our

sins, instead of saving us "from " our sins; it would go far beyond the

teaching of Universalism. The correction of this kind of tradition, by
Dr. Fiske and otlicrs, will necessarily be followed by other corrections

of unbiblical traditions and phrases, because a truth will in course of

development refute all ideas that do not agree with it.

The traditional phrase, "for Christ's sake," so often appended to

l)rayerp, is not biblical, and is also contradictory to the article on the

atonement above referred to. In the last verse of Ephesians iv, we read

the following in the King James translation, "Forgiving one another,

even as God for Cluist's sake hath forgiven you." But this is mistrans-

lation. The revised translation reads correctly, "As God also in Christ

forgave you." The original text is very plain, Gcdc hv Xpicr(J.

The ])hrase, "for Clirist's sake," is the only one of this kind in the

whole Bible; and the fact that it destroys the sense of the original

proves it to be a human invention. Moreover, this traditional phrase

rests on the glaring error that the Lord Jesus Christ by his suffering

and death did reconcile God, the Fatlier. The Father never needed

reconciliation: "For God so loved the world, that he gave his only be-

gotten Son ; " " God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto himself.''

Here it is plainly shown that God does not require to be reconciled to

.sinning men, but that the unreconciled world which Avas and is in enmity

God did and does need reconciliation. God in Christ was and is the

reconciling party.

To pray to God to hear us, for Christ's sake, implies the erroneous

idea that Christ is used as a shield to receive upon himself the Al-

mighty's displeasure, instead of its striking us. Can we not see that

in u=ing the Lord thus as a mere shield, he is not at all made an object

of prayer ? Is the one " who is over all God blessed forever " not v.orthy

to be approached directly in prayer ?

What then does it mean, to pray in the " name of the Lord ?" By

the "name of the Lord Jesus Christ" we must not understand an

empty title, but by that "name "we arc to understand the cliaractcr

and being of our glorified Lord, because he is the "Alpha and Omega,

the beginning and the ending, . . , which was and which is to come,

the Almighty." Therefore, to pray in the name of Christ is, to approach.

God in Christ; because we do not know anything of the eternal Father,

as he is in himself, since the finite cannot comprehend the lujiuite. "What

we know of the Tnfinile is through Jesus Chri.st the Lord. "No man

hath seen God at any time; the only begotten Son, which is in the

bosom of the Father, ho hath declared [i^r/yf/aaro] him." Therefore to

pray in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, or to God in Christ, is cor-

rect and biblical, but "for Christ's sake" is not.

lonffmont, Col Gvstave Rr.iCKE.
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THE ITINERANTS' CLUB.

RITUALISTIC TEXI)]<:NCIES OF OUR TIME.

Ea'erythixg that affects the advauce of the Gospel is a matter of

interest to the Christian ministi^. In the New York Observer, some

little time siuce, it was stated that the Rev. Abraham Kuyper, D.D.,

member of the States General of the Netherlands, and professor in the

Free University of Amsterdam, had delivered a lecture upon "A New
Development of Calvinism Needed," in the lecture room of the Collegi-

ate Church, Fifth Avenue and Forty-eighth Street. The paper states

that Dr. Kuyper has been lecturing at Princeton and elsev.-here, and

comes to ns as a representative of the scholarship and piety of a great

branch of the Clmrch of Christ.

The point of his address to which we call attention is this: "The
symbolical tide of our day is dangerously undermining the foimdatious

of our Calviuistic Churches. True, neither ritualism nor symbolism has

noticeably intruded into our Calvinistic services. But is not confes-

sional indifference slipping in? Symbolism begins by instilling aversion

for dogma, and so digs the bed for the flow of its glittering rituahstic

stream. . . . Ritschel's antidogmatical school, the new school of Sab-

baticr in Paris, Rome's withholding the Bible, as well as its dethrone-

ment by the higher criticism, and so also the confessional indifference,

are all moving on the same line, and the terminus of that line is no

other than sensual worsliip and dim symbolical adoration."

It is not our purpose either to affirm or to deny the statements of Dr.

Kuyper. He is evidently an authority of the branch of the Church for

which he speaks. One cannot be blind, however, to the ritualistic de-

velopment going on at the present time in the uonepiscopal Churches.

The time was when the sermon was the chief feature of Protestantism.

It may well be questioned whether it is such in many of the leading

Churches at the present time. Years ago the services of all Protestant

Churclies were so simjjle that one had no difficulty in adjusting himself

to the situation when exchanging pulpits. But it is now quite impor-

tant for a minister who undertakes to conduct the service of any of our

Churches to study beforehand the forms observed in that particular

Church. Sometimes they are exceedingly complex. Not only is it

necessary to understand the arrangement, but there is also an evident

tendency to conformity to the E])iscopal ritual. The language of the

Prayer Book has become more or less incorporated in the language of

Protestant Christendom. This is not a matter for complaint, for the

Prayer Book and liturgy are the growth of ages of ])ious devotion, and
are a fitting expression of the sjnritual life of God's peojile. The fact,

however, servos to cmphasi/.e a growing tendency toward formalism
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iiiid ritualism. One cannot fail to observe, also, that the tones of voice

and modes of utterance adopted by some ministers is quite similar to

that found in the Protestant Episcopal Chnrch, where there is great

uniformity in tliis particular. The writer was in a prominent church

quite recently, and in the reading of the Psalter, if his eyes had been

closed, he -\\ ould liave believed that the minister conducticg the service

was au Episcopal clergyman.

The Jlethodist Episcopal Church has adopted through its General

Conference a form of service which is quite simple and certainly uuex-

ceptional, but it is a tendency hi tlic same direction. Certainly the

repetition of the Apostles' Creed by tlie congregation and the alter-

nate reading of the Psalter by the pastor and people are a fittiniJ- part of

Christian service, but they are another indication of tendency. Twenty

years ago the minister who had done tliis would have greatly surprised

his congregation. Now it has the authority of the Church. It may be

that the usages which grew up at an early period of the Church, com-

bining with the preaching an extended form of devotion, is in liarmony

with the instincts of our religious nature and therefore should Ije

ado]ited. It is a sign, however, of a tendency which the writer of tliis

thinks is growing, and which should receive thoughtful attention on

the part of tlie Church. The Prayer Book as revised by John "Wesley

aiid publislied liy our Book Concern is not employed very largely, but

its use in our churches would be in harmony v.'ith the present tenden-

cies of most of the churches. One who has visitxjd England and at-

tended the Wesleyau services there has found at Old City lioad Chapel

and Great Queen Street the preaching preceded by a liturgical service

closely resembling that which he finds in the Church of England. In-

deed, the writer recalls a visit to City Road Chapel when the late Dr.

Pope, author of the well-knovv-n Sijstematic Theology, preached, and he

could observe no difference between that service and the one in West-

minster Abbey other than the fact that in the Abbey the preacher

prayed for "bishops, jjriests, and deacons," whereas in City Road

Chapel he prayed for "all Chrihtiau ministers." The writer also had

the privilege at one lime of preaching at City Road Chapel, and was

permitted to remain in a room adjoining while the preliminary services

were conducted, going to the pulpit only when it became his duty to

preach. The statement with vrhich this article begins is important to

us sim]ily because it seems to be a part of a universal tendency in Prot-

estant Clirlslcndom.

DIVERSITY IN SCRIPTUrJ: TRANSLATIOX—ITS NECESSITY AND
VALUE.

AssYOST. who will com])a7-c the successive translations of the Scrip-

tures, espcciaily of the New 'j'cslament, will be led to inquire as to tlie

uecessitv and v.tilitv of the varied and sometimes diverse rendering of
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the same passage. An illustration of this statement will be found in an

examination of the Revised Version. There were two companies, the

British and the American, at work upon the English translation. This

group of scholars, representing the foremost men in this work, were

unable to agree in the rendering of many passages after the most care-

ful scholastic discussion, and so it came to pass that the translation

which the majority favored is in the text, while the expression of the

minority is in the margin. Then, too, there were a number of })laces in

wliich the American revisers differed from the conclusions of the English

cooipauy. In the case of individual translators this is apparent also. A
comparison of Wjclif with Tyndale and otliers will show marked dif-

ferences.

There are various methods of accounting for tl)is fact. The nature of

language makes great demands on the skill and patience of a translator.

Words in the original have diverse significations, growing out of the

constant development of language. The same diversity in the meaning

of words appears in the language into which the translation takes place.

Our English version sliou's many instances in which words have a diflfer-

ent meaning now from tliat whicli they Jiad when they were first em-

ployed. Such changes belong to the very nature of language. There is

no possible ^^ ay to avoid the modifications grov/ing out of them. Differ-

ences of rendering growing out of diverse conceptions of the meaning of

the words are therefore necessary. Further, these variants sometimes

are due to ignorance of the precise conditions of the times with which
the passage under consideration has to do. Language expresses itself

with perfect accuracy to the interpreter only as he appreciates the cir-

cumstances that called it forth. To catch the precise meaning of the

old prophets is exceedingly difficult for the modern reader, because he

is unacquainted with the exact conditions of the ^mter. The ac-

curacy of the rendering will depend upon the measure with which the

scholar gi-asps the environments in their entii-ety. If the words are

viewed in relation to modern ideas they often seem infelicitous. Here is

the field in which modern criticism finds such abundant scope, and we
see at once tlio uncertainty which attends criticism based on so manv
subjective cnnsideratious. Of course it is the business of scholarsojp to

ascertain from the writings themselves and from contemporaneous litera-

ture what the conditions of the times were, but at best the conclusions

are exceedingly precarious and give room for large diversities of opinion.

Ti)e point which we are now considering, however, is to show that this

difference in the conception of the environments of a passage will nec-

cssi^irily constitute variations in translation. There is a further reason

for the matter v,-e are considering, namely, the difficulty of gras]nng the

train of thought. This is akin to the former consideration. One may
know the circumstances, but not be able to detect those delicate shades

of tliought which were in the author's mind, and hence the language

is not perfectly transparent. A tn:e tiuiudator must have a capacity for
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apprehending the modes of tliinking of individual writers. One scholar

may be amply fitted to translate historical books who would be unable

to render accurately the more philosophical portions. We may notice,

further, that there are diilerenccs growing out of the complexities, and

even the uucertaintiesi, of grammatical laws. There are principles of

syntax which are still matters of discussion among scholars, and tliey

cannot fail to exert their influence. Men will be swayed by their ac-

cepted conclusions, and it is not possible to secure absolute uniformity

since there is yet incertitude in regard to the laws of language.

"Wiiile these various diU'erences may at first sight seem to be evils, on

the whole they serve very useful purposes. They are not of a character

to disturb our confidence in the word of God. They are all on the

liuman side, and are tlie result of conditions which are inherent iu our

nature and environments. God's word stands firm, and the sacred

oracles give no uncertain sound. Those parts whose rendering admits of

no doubtful sen.^e so far outnumber the kind we have been considering

that tlie latter serve as exceptions only, and not as constant factors in

the unfolding of the sacred oracles. Xo doctrinal differences need re-

sult, because all the fundamental doctrines of our holy religion are

clearly established by passages concerning whose meaning there is almost

entire unanimity. These variances also broaden our vision of the won-

dei's of sacred truth. We see so many" passages of Scripture which,

v.hntever rendering may be given, furnish rich meanings to the careful

inquirer. Hence it occurs that one may take each statement as an ex-

pression of another side of sacred truth. Each form of translation may
constitute a fitting division of a sermon. It is not affirmed that each is

equally correct, but that each may carry for the reader a great moral

or spiritual truth.

Further, these changes afford scope for profound mental application,

and thus deepen the intellectual life of God's people. The quickening

of the intellect is greatly promoted by the discussions which arise in the

world of scliolars and also iu the Sunday school aud by the fireside.

The mental life of tlie Church is chiefly due to the great teachings of

the Scripture, is stimulated by the efforts to reach the fine gold which

often lies hidden beneath the surface, and the finder often rejoices iu

his prize in proportion to the labor required in securing it.

We have thus attempted to remove some of the difficidtics in the way

of tliose who cannot understand why all passages should not be put in

precisely the same form when rendered iu a different lauguage. Tlie

very nature of the human mind and of human conditions makes it im-

possible. The harmonies, however, are so marvelous that we cannot

escape the conviction that a watchful providence has been over those

udblc scholars who have done so much to make the sacred word clear to

the nnnds of men. Tn tho "Itinerants' Club " we liave urged upon the

ministers the importance of studying the versions of the Scrijjtures in

tlu' various lanuuaLTcs as a means of understanding them. Wc mav add
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to that tlie importance of close attentiou to the various translations in

the same language as one of the best methods of securing a knowledge

effective for private study and for pulpit ministrations.

PAUL'S VISION OF CHRIST, 1 COK. XV, 8.

Tniii passage of Scripture has been usually supposed to refer to

our Lord's appearance to Saul Avheu he "was on the way to Damascus.

This view has been controverted by some who question any objective

appearance of our Lord to Paul, and who maintain that the whole move-

ment involved in the conversion of Paul was subjective atd internal,

and that the appearance here set fortli was a manifestation to his spirit

only. A recent work on Paul (Cone, p. 59), says: "The probability

that he refers here to the same experience mentioned in Gid. i, 16, as

God's revelation of his Sou in him is so great that it is not worth while

to argue the case. Yet uo one would assume on the ground of this latter

passage that he had in mind anything but an iuAvard manifestation, a

conviction which left the matter beyond all question that Jesus was the

Son of God and the Saviour, in the .sense peculiar to his Gospel, the

Gospel of the cross and of the uncircumcision. For it was on this rev-

elation that he grounded his apostleship to the Gentiles."

The writer then proceeds to interpret the passage now under consider-

ation (1 Cor. XV, 8) by a reference to 1 Cor. xv, 40, 44, where Paul dis-

tinguishes between the natural and the spiritual body, and coucludes

that Paul "did not think of the resurrected Jesus as possessing a body
of corruptible flesh Avhich 'cannot inherit the kingdom of God,' but as

clothed with a spiritual corporeity.'' It is difficult to see any definite

relation between the latter passage and the former one by which the

author reaches the conclusion that the vision of Christ on his way to

Damascus was not an objective view of his personality, for there is no

statement of the form under Avhich he saw him; but it is clearly indi-

cated that he saw his Lord so as to know him, and that he heard his

words. In answer to Paul's question, " Vrho art thou, Lord?" the an-

swer v.'as returned, "I ana Jesus whom thou persecutest."

The proper view of our passage is clearly shown by its immediate con-

text, "He was seen of Cephas, then of the twelve: after that, he was

seen of above five hundred brethren at once; of whom the greater part

remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep. After that, he was

seen of James; then of all the ajiostles." Paul then adds, "And last of

all he was seen of me also." This is a part of a continuous narrative of

historical proofs of a single fact, namely, that Jesus Christ who had been

crucified, had been raised from the dead "the third day according to

the Scriptures." In each case the appearance to these witnesses is de-

scribed by the word wpf';/, "What tlien was the character of the appear-

ance to Ce])has, to .Tames, to the five hundred? Was it the .spiritual ap-

prehension of Jesus as the Saviour of men? What could it huve been,
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judgl!)g from ths apo?Hc's language, i)ut that he "who had been crucified

had rjscu frora the dead, and that they had seen him "alive after his

passion?" The same personality that had been put to death had risen

from the dead; and this fact was verified by credible witnesses, among

whom were Peter and James. The precise natvu-e of the resurrection

body was not involved in this part of the apostle's argument. He dis-

cusses that subject in general terms in answer to objections in the latter

part of the chapter.

Another passage in Paul's writings advanced to shovr that the appear-

ance of Jesus to Paul in 1 Cor. xv, 8, was merely a manifestation to his

spirit is Gal. i, 15, IG, " But when it pleased God ... to reveal his Son

in me." Ir is clear that there is no exact indication in this passage as to

the precipe point in Paul's life when this revelation took j^lace. The

natural reference is to the call which took place at the time of his con-

version on the way to Dama-^cus. This passage has been regarded as

decisive against the accepted doctrine of the visible appearance of our

Lord to Paul. If it were granted that this revelation was an inward

manifestation only, there is no necessary contradiction. An external ap-

pearance and an internal spiritual influence to the soul at the same time

are perfectly consistent with each other. Similar instances of double

manifestation are not wanting in the New Testament. Assuming the

spiritual character of this revelation exclusively does not overthrow the

general reference of our passage.

A more exact examination of the clause, " reveal his Son in me" {iv

tuo}), shows that it need not be confined to an internal naauifestation to

Paul. The language is not "to me," but "in me." It is not strictly

rendered "within me." The "in" jnarks the sphere within which the

revelation -took place. It indicates that it was a personal revelation in

his ov.-n case, one of which he was perfectly assured because it was per-

sonal to himself. Lightfoot's comment is worthy of citation here: "It

does not speak of a revelation mode imcnrJly to khmelf, but of a revela-

tion made thrau(]h him to others. The preposition h is used in preference

to (Im', because St. Paul was not only the instrument in preaching the

Gospel, but also in liis own person bore the strongest testimony to its

pov.cr." The declaration of Paul that he received his apostlcship "not

of man. neither by man, but by Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who

raised Viira from the dead" (Gal. i, 1), indicates that the revelation was

made to Paul after Christ's resurrection, and thus incidentally proves

that the reference is to an objective appearance of Chiist to Paul,

That Paul had passed through a scries of experiences which prepared

the way in part for the influence of this supernatural manifestation of

his risen Lord may well be conceded as in h;irmony with the expressions

of Paul in his letters; but to set aside his visible appearance to Paul on

the wav to Damascus, as recorded in the Acts of the Apostles and as

referred to in the passage now before us, cannot be safely accepted as in

harmonv with a sound exetresis.

.
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AROHiEJOLOGY AND BIBLICAL RESEARCH.

SOUTH AKABIAX IXSCJlirilOXS.

Theke is a grovring belief among scholars—and tLis is made so much
the more probable by recent discoveries in the Hadraraant and Kataban

—that the original home of the Semitic people must be sought in Arabia,

and that the mother tongue of the several Semitic nations was Arabic.

This is the theory of Professor Fritz Hommel, of the University of !Mu-

nich, who with much erudition argues that when Abrahain (in Arabic

Ali'Varau) left his native land he spoke pure Arabic, as did his numerous

descendants down to the conquest of Canaan under Joshua. The Israel-

ites did not speak Hebrew till the various tribes had settled in the prom-

ised land. Wc have instances, though not common, of a victorious

people adopting the language of the country conquered by them. The
ISforthraeu who invaded that part of France called Normandy niust have

done something of that kind. It is not maintained, however, that Abra-

ham emigrated from Arabia to Canaan, but rather from Ur of the Chal-

dees, and that his ancestors had left southern Arabia and settled in Baby-

lonia. Hommel further maintains that the Khammurabi dynasty was of

Arabian origin. This supposition has much in its favor. Xo one can

study the names of the kings descending from Khammurabi without at

once noticing their Arabic coloring. This is equally true of common
names, or those of private individuals as found in the contract tablets of

the same period. Such names, as "Ya'zar-ilu," " Samasriyumt,'''' " Jak-

hzim," and n:\auy others are, as Hommel has pointed out, of pure Arabic

origin. If, as it .seems very probable, the Arabic origin of Khammurabi
and Abraham can also be fully established, much additional light will

be thrown upon some CjuestioiiS of importance to the student of early

Hebrew history.

Both Pliny and Ptolemy, in .speaking of the most important Arabian

States and peoples, mention regions inhabited l)y the Mineans and Sabcans.

The term "Mineans" will be comparatively new to most of our readers;

not so, however, the word "Sabeaus." " Saba'" or "Shcba,"as Avritten

in our English versions, is a name (juite familiar to all biblical students.

This land was made famous by the visit of the Sabeau queen to the court

of Solomon at Jerusalem. There are also various references to Sheba as

a country of some importance, both in the ]>oetical and prophetical books

of the Old Testament. Some scholars believe that the ilineans are men-
tioned in three or four passages in the Hebrew Scriptures, as in Judg.

X, 12, Avhere the IMaonites (that is, !Mineans) are said to have oppressed

the Israelites during the unsettled times of the Judges. The monuments
of Arabia favor such a deduction, for it is clear from south Arabian in-

scriptions that the Minean empire was one of great extent, "strc<cliing
31 FIFTH .SERIF,S, A'OL, XV.
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northward to tlie peniusulii, of Siiuii, eveu Gaza iu Palestine for a time

haviDg bt-eu its tributary." The term " Mcunim " iu Xeh. vii, 52, is

also believed In- some to be the same as ^^liueans. It must also be ob-

served that the Septuagint version iu renderiug Job ii, 11, makes Zophar

the Kiuo- of theMineaus (Swou/j Mnfl/ov ^aoiktvi;). Yet it is far from clear

that thu IlebrL-w writers of auy of these passages had the Miueans iu

raind. These incidental references to the South Arabian empires in the

Bible and in the Greek and Latin geographers are provokingly meager,

and yet they are all the ancient testimony bearing upon the subject.

It was left, for modern times to discover additional data^ which com-

pletely established the greatness of one or two more bmied and all but

forgotten empires. It was iu 1837 that two olficei-s of the British uavy,

who happened to be stationed near Aden, called the attention of the

learned world to extensive ruins and a number of strange inscriptions in

characters unknown to them at Sau'a, the capital of Yemen. Tlicir dis-

coveries were pubhshed in tlae Jaurnal of the Bayal Geographical Society,

in 183S. We next find a learned article in the Journal Asiaiiquc, from

the pen of Fulgence Fresnel, who wrote a history of the Arabs in pre-

Islamitic times. These letters of Fresnel called the attention of the

learned philologists of Europe to what they styled Himyaritic inscrip-

tions, and it was not long till Gesenius, Ewald, and Rodiger had deci-

phered several of Ihcm. A few years later (1813-40) Arnaud, a French

scholar, succeeded in finding fifty-six more inscriptions. These were

again discussed and deciphered, but without important results, so that

the matter wa-s allowed to drop and the interest iu south Arabian monu-

ments was all but dead. And it was not till 18G9 that Hal6vy of Paris

was sent by the French Academy of Inscriptions and Belles-lettres to

Yemen, where after untold toil, great suffering, and danger frojn hostile

Arabs he succeeded in copying or obtaining squeezes of some six hun-

dred and eighty-six inscriptions Avhich for the most part were new. More

than a decade after, that veteran Austrian explorer, Dr. Glaser, visited

southern Arabia on a mission of discovery. He and Dr. Langer went

over much the same ground as Hal6vy, some dozen years eai'lier. Xever-

theless, many new facts were gathered, and' Dr. Glaser was so encouraged

that he made three more visits between 1882-94, all in the interest of

archfcology. He traveled over a large part of the Hadramant and Na-

batan, and brought back no less than two thousand and five hundred

inscriptions of all kinds and ages, on w-hich he is still working.

But, although Arabia has long lieen a promising field for arch;Lologists,

yet most of the efforts so far have lacked organization and thorough

equipment. 3Iany of the inscriptions already discovered are in the jios-

session of Dr. Glaser, who seems in no haste to give them to the public.

It is. therefore, a matter of great interest to know that a thoroughly

organized expedition is now being sent out under the patronage of

the Emperor of Austria. But, though his majesty has furnished the

bulk of ihc money to carry on a systematic exploration in the Arabian
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Peninsula, yet it is gratifying to know that the work partakes of
an international character and that both the English and Swedish
governiiicuts have promised a helping hand. From a note of Pro-
fessor Hilprecht in the Sunday School Tu,ic3 we learn tlial Count
Landberg, the great Swedish Ai-abic scholar, who has spent much of
his^ life in the regions to be explored, will have charge of the party.
This is fortunate, for a man possessing not only such emment scholarly
qualities for the prosecution of the work, but also having such iuJlucnce
witli those high in authority as well as with the petty governors of the
warlike people within whose territory inscriptions are found, will have
unexcelled opportunities for thorough investigation, One of his chief
assistants is Professor D. H. Mueller, of Vienna, well known as one of the
best Semitic scholars of Europe, and one well versed in Semitic epi-
graphy. These two men are accompanied by several distinguished scien-
tists and a large body of intelligent servants. The first work of the ex-
j^editiouAyill be "the exploration of the ii:ins of Shabwa (Sabola), the an-
cient capital of Iladramant, which, according to communications from
a shaykh of that region, abound in temples, palaces, sculpture^ and
inscribed marble slabs." We sliall e.gerly wait for reports from the
l^arty, for we have every right to expect new light, not only upon the
Sabeans, but also regarding the more obscure Mineaus.
As already stated, south Arabian monuments or inscription? were

grouped together as Himyaritic. This is too vague, for the monuments
discovered and studied by Dr. Glaser and others during the past few
ycai-s clearly show- that there are at least two kinds of inscriptions con-

'

taiuing two vrell-delined dialects, the one, according to Dr. C41;iicr, bc-
longuig to the .^liueans and the other to the Sabeans. Let us then keepm mind that "Ma'an" and "Seba" are not convertible terras. The
two peoples did not speak the sajne dialect, nor indeed is it at all ],rol>-
able that both em]iires flourished during the same period. This may ac-
count for the paucity of reference to the Mineans in the Old Testament
and other sources. The Sabeans, on the other hand, are known to the
Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions as early at least a,s 783 B. C, for v;q read
that they were tributary to both Saigon and Tiglath-pileser'lII.

^

But now a word as to the Snbean inscnptions. These, according to
C41a<er and llommel, may be divided into three groups, (1) TnrZ m
which the rulers of Seba are called "Mukanib" or^ "Makrub " tint is
priest-kings, lOOO-SOO B. C.

; (2) Those in which the rulers r.re st^]cd
"kings of Seba," 700-200 B. C.

; (3) The ^^eo-Sabcan inscriptions wjueh
come down to about (iOO A. D. In the earlier of this third group the
ruler IS called "King of Saba and Dhu-llardan," while in those after
300 A. D. he is styled "King of Saba, Dhu-Bardan, Iladramant, and
i emnat. " The longest of the Sabean monuments is what is known as the
Sirwah inscription, written about 700 B. C. This long documt..., .,

turning no less than one thousand words, was copied by Dr. Gla'<i.-r

1W8. He also took an excellent scjuccze of the same, so that it can

con-
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studied with greatest accuracy. It was probably composed by or for

one of the priest-kiugs to celebrate liis victory over several allied cue-

mies. The regions invaded, the towns destroyed, and the number of

those captured or killed in the battle are all given in detail.

Now the question may be a.skcd, How does the Old Testament know
so much of Seba and have so little or nothing to say of Ha'an or the

Micean kingdom ? If the answer proposed by Glaser and Homrael be
correct another important argumeut is adduced in favor of the great

antiquity of Hebrew literature and the early date of some of the Old
Testament writings. Glaser r^rgues that the Sabcrm line of kings were
preceded by a ?rliueau dynasty which was overthrown by the Sabeaus.

He contends, and so docs Honjmel, that the empire of the Mineans was
completely swallowed up by tlie Sabeaus. Dr. Margoliouth in comment-
ing upon the arguments of Glaser says: "Besides the greater antiquity

of the Jlineau character and dirdect may be noticed the fact that most of

the names occurring in the Minean inscriptions are j)rehistorical, while
those in the Sabean inscriptions can frequently be identi.fied; that the

Mineans are not mentioned in tlie Assyrian inscriptions, and must there-

fore have been powerful before the intervention of the Assyrians in the

affairs of Arabia; that, whereas Saba is meutiojied in some Miuean in-

scriptions, the Mineans are never mentioned in those of Saba." There
are many reasons for believing that the Min'ean empire was as old as

the Exodus, or, as Sayce puts it, that "Ma'an -was a prosperous ancl cul-

tured realm" while Moses was leading the Hebrews from Egypt to

Canaan. Indeed, Glaser believes that the oldest Mincan inscriptions

belong to the close of the Hyksos dynasty. It is evident that the Min-
eans ruled for a long period, and that their empire was exteusive.

TVhat bearing has all this upon Old Testament criticism ? Much in

every way. The modern destructive critic seems to believe that the

Hebrews were at the time of the Exodus and for centuries later semi-

barbarous nomads, without culture and thoroughly incapable of the re-

ligious thought presented in the Pentateuch. The Tel-el-Amarua
letters have already clearly established the extent of Babylonian aud
Egyptian civilizations, which reached from the Euphrates through Syria,

along the Mediterranean coast, into the interior of Palestine, down into

Egypt, and even several liundrcd miles up the Nile. If, now, it can

be shown that there was an empire of power and intclligeuce in the

Arabian Peninsula, extending from the Gulf of Aden beyond the wilder-

ness through which the Israelites jwssed, it will indeed be difficult to

think that the seed of Abraham was less civilized than the neighboring

nations. The Hebrews, account for it as we may, have left us purer lit-

erature, loftier tlioughts, sublimer poetry, and more equitable laws than

any other people of antiquity. This is true, even if we admit—which we
do not—that not a syllable of the Old Testament was written before the

Babylonian ca])tivity. AVhat people possessed anything comparable to

the Old Te-^Uimcnt, even as earlv as the lime of Alexander the Great ?
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MISSIONARY REVIEW.

COOPERATION L\ MISSION FIELDS.

A GREAT deal is being said and vrritteii in these davs about the eco-

nomic necessity of cooperation by missionary organizations in the same

or adjoining fields of occupancy. It is an old subject, and there has not

been much progress in its discussion for many years. The spirit of fra-

ternity has strengthened, and there has been some practical advance ia

consequence of that and of the common sense of Anglo-Saxons who oc-

cupy the Protestant mission fields of nou-Christian lands, While there

is Utile disposition on the part of the home Churches to give up v.hat

might be tenucd even nonessentials in doctrine, yet, during receat years,

the feeling of charity toward those of differing conviction has been

growing among the denominations.

There are at present some difficulties which seem hisuperable for com-
bined, action in lines where its benefits are conceded. Among these is

that of separate treasuries. Whenever a denomination is asked to join,

others in the support of educational institutions wliicli they might sus-

tain in common there arises at once the question of proportion in the

contributions which they should make. Their treasuries are of unequal

strength and the benefits which will accrue to them arc quite as varied. If

Presbyterian or Methodist societies desire to unite in sustaining a theo-

logical seminary these same questions arise. They may not be insuper-

able, but they require thought and nice adjustment if they continue to

be harmoniously administered. Then, where there is joint responsibility,

the special interest is liable to be weaker than in those featiu-es of mis-

sionary work for which the several societies are separately responsible.

If the issue arise as to whether moneys shall be appropriated to a union

educational institution or to some essential work of the individual soci-

ety, the latter claim Avill naturally be given the preference.

The Rev. Dr. A. Sutherland's paper before the missionary ofiicers'

meeting in January, 1899, was as strong a plea for comity aud coopera-

tion as could well be comjiacted. He thought the aim of the societies

should be the establishment of a Christian Church, not the reproduction

of denominational churches. He quoted a missionary of Amoy to the

efi'cet that the hindrance to this policy did not come from the mission

fields, but from the home Churches. '• It is you foreigners that keep us

apart," was the formula put in the mouth of Chinese Christians by
another missionary. This is iu a .sense tnie, but the homo organizations

are couductcd ou separate financial bases, aud these control the practical

opuratiou of union missions iu foreign fields. Besides, the experience of

the denominations at home with union missions and union churches ha.s

not been satisfactory.
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Dr. Sutherland's proposition to observe strict geographical bouudaries

iu uiissious has been us a rule observed wherever established, but expe-

rience is forcing to the front the question whether territorial lines are

always the best boundaries. In our India w'ork it lias proven far more

cilective to follow the lines of race and tribe. We secured access to cer-

tain castes, and the work followed these lines, through missions with

established geographical bouudaries—a course which made it possible

for us to reach the people when the mission to which was allotted that

tenntory could not. Nor has there been serious objection to our pene-

trating the territory of a sister mi'^siou for this particular work. The

question of boundaries is, iu fact, not yet determined on practical bases,

and Christian brotherliness can alone ultimately decide what modilica-

tions of territorial boundaries Avill accomplish the largest results. But

missions fis a rule have come "to a friendly understanding with each

other witli regard to their respective s])bcres of influence."

Cooperation in respect to acts of administration and discipline is

largely possible, more so than the practice of some luissionHrles would

indicate. It is a shame for one missiou to take the members which

another has ejected ou moral grounds, unless in very unu^-ual circum-

stances. Missions, too, might at least try to adopt some nearly uniform

scale of. payment to native agents, though after full debate upon the

subject there are instances where the missions have thought this course

to be impracticable. In the matter of publishing houses and hospitals,

also, to which Dr. Sutherland alludes iu liis paper, it seems far more

practicable to secure comtnon action among tlie missions than in the case

of educational institutions, the financial difficulty iu the way of whose

joint management has been already noticed.

The societies of Xortii America are seeking to exemplify this spirit of

comity in regard to the new territory presumably opened to Protestant

missionary work in rlie inlands lost to Spain. Committees have been

appointed to consider the fraternal distributiou of territory, and delega-

tions have been ai)poiuted to visit Porto Piico, Cuba, and the Philippines,

to report to their respective boards. This is a hopeful indication of in-

creasing economy in missionary matters. Xo less than eight boards are

contemplating w^ork in Cuba, or have actually begun it—the Home Mis-

sion Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, the Methodist Episcopal

"Missionary Society, the ^fethodist Ej)iscopal Church, South, the General

Conference of Free Baptists, tlie United Brethren in Christ, the American

Church r^Iissionary Society, tlie Protestant Pjnscopal Church, and the

New York and Indiana Ycariy Jleetiugs of the Friends. The :Methodist

Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and the

Southern Ba])tists propose work in Porto Bico, The Presbyterian ]\ris-

sionary Society and the American Baptist ZMissiouary Union contemplate

operations iu the Philipjiines. The Protestant Episcopalians have been

cond'K ting vrork in Cuba for twenty-live years past. The ^Icthodist

Episco]j:d Cliurcli has a puccc--sful mission, in I\[alaysia, and the proximity
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of their work at Siugapore and other portions of the Archipelago has

ficemcd to make it incumbent on them to take up work in the Philippiue

Islands. It is delightful, at least, to note the spirit of fraternity which

obtains at this juncture among the various missionary societies of the

general Church in the United States and their determination to avoid

mischievous rivalry and to study tlie broadest economics of energy, as

well as of iinance.

IX PALESTINE AN]-) SYRIA.

Of the great numbers of travelers who are visiting Palestiue in these

times one wonders that so few show any interest in the existing religious

forces of the country. The large proportion of tourists go, of course,

to transport themselves, as much as possible, by the study of topography,

geography, and archa-ology, into Bible times, and to rehabilitate the

scenes which gave birth to the sacred text that is the ground of their

hopes and the guide of their conduct. But a small proportion of these

casual visitors learn anything of the present religious conditions of the

population or of the enterprises which make for their advancement or

retrogression. Yet there is scarcely a spot of similar size in the world

where so many contending forces meet as in this small tract of country.

It has ever been thus through all the history of Palestine. It is the

smallest country iu the world, and yet every foot of it has been fouglit

over and every foot of it is subject to strife to-day. The political in-

terests of the laud are involved in the religious. There are five forces in

fierce contest for the supremacy of SjTia and Palestine, and these ant ago-

nistic powers are watching each other's direct and indirect movements

in hottest jealousy—the Jews of several sects, the jMoslem, the orthodo.v

Greek, tlie Roman Catholic, or papal, Church, and the several sects of

Protestants.

The Zionist movement, which looks to the gathering and settlement

of Jews in Palestine, has resulted in the establishment of several agri-

cultiu'al Hebrew colonies. Singularly enough this lias become a source

of disturbance among Jews themselves, the fellahin stoutly opi)Osing

these immigrations, even to violence, driving them in some instances

from their settlements. The .sultan himself has antagonized this move-

ment by prohibiting outside Jews entering the land except on a ]iermit

extending over thirty days. As the oppression of the Jews in Russia

has been a largo factor in tliis movement toward Palestine, and as the

czar does not Avish them to emigrate, it is not improbable that the sultan

has made these restrictions at the czar's suggestion or dictation. The

recently arrived Jews from Europe are under tlic protection of the con-

suls of the countries from which tlicy came, but there is no cfiitralized

protection for them as a whole. ^Sleanwhile tlie Jews, themselves iuhab-

itauts of Palestine, are intensely bitter toward Cliristians of every name,

and even fuhninate their anathenias against Chrisfian schools, hospitals,

and every (jlhor form of Christian benevolence. Their animosity is so
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silly or insane and suicidal that tlicy liave actually forbidden tlieir kins-

men to accept treatment at the new hospital of the London Jews' So-

ciety in Jerusalem or to receive charitable aid from auv Christian source

whatsoever.

The Mohaiumedans thrive under the patronage of tlie sultan. Ac-
cording to the statement of Dr. Henry H. Jessup, in The Mission World,
not less than eleven emirs in ]\Iouut Lebanon, whose families have been
Maronites and Greek Catholics for a hundred years, have recently become
Moslems and have been appointed to lucrative and responsible posts in

the Turkish civil service.

Dr. Jessup says the Roman Catholics, under Ihe patronage of France,

are everywhere aggressive, and are buying laud and erecting buildings

in towns and small villages, and, furthermore that, v.'hile France expels

the Jesuits from France, that country expends millions of francs an-

nually in supporting them as political agents, educators, and intriguers

in Turkey. lie declares tliat they have orders to open schools, under
the direction of Catholic teachers, on land adjoining Protestant and
Greek schools, when it is possible.

The Russians have shown latterly the iutensest interest in the work of

saving the Greek Church in Pidestiue and Syria. Within a few years

tliey have opened one hundred and thirty schools. They are aiming at

securing Syrian bishops and patriarchs, in opposition to tlie Brother-

hood of the Holy Sepulcher, a section of the Church which has great

wealth. In Syria this conflict as carried on by the Greek Church has
been specially fierce during recent years. In Palestine the Greek Rus-
sians are active in political intrigue, and are erecting buildings wherever
it is possible so to do. This, too, vre karn from Dr. Jessup's article, to

which allusion has been made.

The Protestants, of which there are five nationalities, have some
ten thousand adherent;:. Of course the recent German demonstration,

under the patronage of the sultan, over the emperor's visit, and the

concessions obtained on that occasion, liave placed the German emperor

on the highest Protestant pedestal. But it lias, according to Dr. Jessup,

given dignity to Protestantism in the eyes of the Moslems and has se-

riously damaged the Roman Catholic or French prestige. Tie thinks it

has given the German emperor the chance to exercise an influence

throughout the entire Turkisli empire in favor of liberty of conscience

for all the people, whether he will so exercise it or not.

This is a brief notice of the contending forces in that "land, the

smallest of all lands." It may serve the purpose of an outline if persons

interested in the Holy Land will note facts as they learji them, and clas-

sify them according to this bold scheme. The jioor land deserves bet-

ter things of Christendoni than to bo the center of the jealousies of a

half dozen Christian powers and as many sections of nominal Christians.

"I came )iot io send peace, but a sword," seems to find a strange ful-

filhnent iu Palestine and Syria.
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PORBIGN OUTLOOK.

SOME LEADEKS OF TnOUGIIT.

A. Berthovid. Among Frencli-sj^eaking Protestants this autlior is

cue of the foremost ChristiuG apologists, haviDg -vNTitten uo less tLan

five apologetic works siuce 18«G. His latest work on this subject is his

greatest, and is entitled Apologie d'X, chriitianisme (Christian Apology),

Lausanne, Bridel, and Paris, Fischhachcr, 1808. The work is devoted

to Avhat Berthoud calls the " Christian fact," that is, the Gospel or the in-

tervention of God through Christ for the redemption of man. In the first

part he shows the demand of the human soul for this Christian fact; in

the second p;irt, under "Christianity and Science," the possibility of the

Christian fact; and in the third part, under "Christianity and History,"

the reality of the fact. There is nothing particularly new in his de-

velopment of the subject in hand, although it is well done. He is inter-

esting, however, as njarking a stage of change in theological thought.

No man can wisely write apology to-day as it could have been and wji.s

written even twenty-five years ago. Works on apology must vary with

the needs of the age for which they are written. But, in addition to this,

there are few who would venture to defend positions which twenty-five

years ago were almost universally held by evangehcal Christians. Ber-

thoud is professor in the Ecole de theologie de I'Oratoire, in Geneva.

Among his predecessors were d'Aubigne and Gaussen, the latter of whom
defended the verbal inspiration of the Bible. From this jjosition Ber-

thoud has receded. He makes a clear distinction between revelation and

Scri]5f ure, which he holds to be a record of revelation. He recognizes the

right of historical criticism in the investigation of these records, and ad-

mits that the Bible lays no claims to authority outside the realm of re-

ligion. He does not hesitate to acknowledge errors and irreconcilable

divergencies in the biblical traditions. His conception of the miraculous

is also quite modern, since he characterizes that coucej'jtion of miracle

which makes it a violation of the laws of nature as senseless and godless.

When it is remembered that this school in which Berthoud is professor

was founded as a result of a religious revival, and that it stands for the

most strenuous conservatism of our time, the concessions which he makes

to modern thought are the more remarkable. It may almost be t.;ud

that they arc to-day theological commonplaces.

Chxistiau Rogge. It is one of the striking features of German theol-

ogy that so much of the most scholarly and valuable of it emanates from

]iastors. The fact is a splendid commentary on the excellence of the

(•ourte of prcparaiion required for the ministry in Germany and also on
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the possibility of uniting accurate and con-iprelieusive learning with the

details -uhich devolve ujjon the pastor. Rogge has recently illustrated

afresh the?e facts. In a work entitled Dcr irdisrlie Be,^itz im. Ncuen Tes-

tament: Seine BeHriheiluvg vnd WerthschCdzung durch Christus v.ml der

Apostd (Worldly Possessions in the New Testament: Their estimate by
Christ and the Apostles) Gottiugen, Vanderhoeck und Ruprecht, 1897, he

has given to the student w orld a monograph of much value on the sub-

ject of Christian sociology. Rogge liolds with many others tlint the

Gospel of Luke is distinctly opposed to riches and favorable to poverty.

But this he regards as in part due to its failure to reproduce the exact

spirit of the teachings of Jesus relative to worldly possessions. He
thinks the gospels, properlj" understood, show that Jesus lived as much
with the rich as with the poor. Although Jesus demanded that his

apostles shotild leave all to follow him, he did not make this forsaking

of wealth a universal condition of discipieship. He thinks that while

the later Jews vigorously op])osed the pov\'erful au<l the rich, Jesus took

a different course, confining himself strictly to the domain of religion

and making no difference between the rich and the jjoor, but holding

such distinctions as having no relation whatever to the kingdom of God.

The attitude of Jesus toward wealth was settled by his law of love, and

when the rich showed no comjuissiou for their poorer neighbors he was

driven by his love to denounce them. At most riches are a hindrance to

genuine participation in the labors and ble^ssings of the kingdom. Jesus

Avarned against wealth, not out of considerations connected with the sal-

vation of its possessor, but on account of its uncertainty and its tend-

ency to choke out the good that is in the heart. He was not opposed to

wealth, but to covetousucss. Rogge even goes as far as to say that Jesus

taught a beneficent use of money, which was well pleasing in God's sight.

Many of these positions are not new. Yet they are well argued and

drawn from the text itself. The principal difficulty with Rogge's views

is founded on their separation from the more general consideration of the

ethical tcachiDirs of Jesus.

RECENT TIIEOLOGiaiL LITERATURE.

Erlauterungen und Erganzuugeu zu Janssen'.s Geschichte des deut-

schen Volkes. Luther'.s Lebensende. Eine kritische Uniersuchuug

(Elucidations and Supplen^ents to Janssen's History of the German People,

Luther's Last Days, A Critical Investigation). By Dr. Nikolaus Paulus.

Freiburg i. B., Herder, 1808. The excitement caused in Germany by
the original publication of Janssen's volume dealing wilh the effect of

the Reformation under Luther u]Xin the German people has even now
scarcely died away. Jansseu took the position that the Reformation

brought to an end the golden period of the ]\liddle Ages in Germany.

He spared no pains to nnsrepreseut everything and everyliody connected

with tlie Reformation, if therein- he could !4;!orifv the Roman Catholic
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3Iiddle Ages aud show the alk-ged evils of Protestantism. Already

Koraauists themselves are beginuiug to letract some of the sluudors

published 1:)y Jaussen. In Paulus's book we have an instance of how
Roman Catholics j3rst slander the dead, and are thereafter com}K'lled by

the most imequivocai t-estimony to confess their wrong. So with refer-

ence to the manner in which Luther came to his death. He did not die

by his own hand. He did not die cursing God and man. He did not

die iu a drunken revel. All these things are now demonstrated by this

work of a Homan Catholic and by others equally unassailable. Still,

whether intentionally or not, Paulus has not escaped the Romanist pre-

judice in dealing with Luther. He calls attention to the custom of the

later Z^Iiddle Ages, according to wliich all manner of evil was spoken of

the dying hours of theological opponents. There can be no doubt that

such was the case, and Protestants were by no means guiltless, They

told the most fearful tales of the death-bed scenes of Jesuits and other

champions of Romanism, and attempted to show that the judgment of

God was upon Roman dignitaries, clergy, princes, and statesmen. The
Lutherans told such storits of the Zwinglians aud the Cah^nists of

the Lutherans. Forty pages of the book are given up to the illus-

tration of the sins of Protestants in this direction, and but eleven to

that of Romanists. This is a wholly perverted proportion. But the

worst feature of Paulus's book iu this direction is that he appears to

make Lutherans responsible for this execrable custom. A careful ex-

amination of Luther's works shows that he vras, considering his times,

almost a model in this direction, though censurably violent iu the use of

denunciatory language regarding the living. The time Avill come when
this slander of Paulus also against Luther Avill be taken back.

Martiji Luther in kultrLrgoschichtlicher Dar.stellung. 2. Teil 1.

Hiilfte, lo25-1533. (Martin Luther Portrayed in Relation to his Times,

Second Part, First Half, 1525-1532.) By Arnold E. Berger. Berlin, E.

Hoflmaua it Co., 1S98. The greatness of Luther is aj^parent from the

fact that the literature relating to him continues to grovr. Three mon-
umental biographies of Luther have been undertaken iu very recent

years—those of Kostlin, Ivolde, and Berger—to say nothing of the works
on his personal opinions, his relations to various interests and the like.

The v.'orld never forgets tliose who have done it a real service. The
]iortion of the Berger biography of Luther here noticed has some vir-

tues which distinguish it from all others. True to the general title of

the work the author omits nothing Avhich seems to him necessary to shed

light on the events and spirit of Luther's times. For example, we
have eighteen pages devoted to an account of the beginning and prog-

ress of the Reformation under Zwingli. Ho gives us twenty-seven pages

on the differences between the emperor (Charles Y) and the pope on

the tendencies of the Rcfonnation.in Spain, aud on the policy of the
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emperor -with reference to the world at large. These are sj^eciinens of
the fullness of the material allordedthe reader for the estimate of the-

times iu which Luther lived and of Luther's relation to them. P.erger
has been criticised for the introduction of so much matter apparently
aside from the puqioses of a biography. It has been claimed that one
forgets he is reading a life of Luther, in the midst of so much which
has uo direct bearing on the subject. The justice of such a criticism
must be judged differently, according as the standpoints of readers dif-
fer. If one Avishes ple^isant reading, the sense of a continuous story of
thrilling interest, this Iwok will hardly answer. If one wishes to study
the life of Luther in its conditions, its naauifestations, and its wide-reach-
ing eiiects, the work is unsurpassed. Judged also by the intention of
the author, this peculiarity of his work must be commended, since it is

exactly what he proposed. Xor can he be justly criticised for not
always consciously and clearly pointing out the connection of the mate-
rial he sup>plics with the purpose he has in view. Something may safely

be trusted to the intelligence of the reader. It must be reckoned a de-

cided advantage from the standpoint of the study of Luther in connection
with liis times that abundant material for the illustration of his times is

furnished. The only criticism of moment that we offer is that Bero-er

makes Luther too much a representative, an offspring, and not suffi-

ciently a molder of, his times, as he preeminently was.

EinJeitung in das Neune Testament (Introduction to the Kew Testa-

ment. Two volumes). By Theodor Zahn. Leipzig, A. Deichert,

Xachf., 1897-1809. Zahn's vast learning iu the field of history of the

canon of the New Testament, and his decidedly conservative attitude on
all questions of biblical criticism, lend to this work a singular impor-

tance. It is doubtful whether it would be too much to say that it is the

greatest work on the conservative side yet produced. Zahn defends the

genuineness of all the New Testament writings. In this, indeed, he
does not differ so greatly from Uarnack, his great rival, 'who savs that

there is probably in all the New Testament but one truly pseudonymous
document, namely, 3 Peter. According to Zahn all the gospels were
written after CO A. D., and in the order in wliich they stand in our New
Testament. He thinks that Matthew was written originally in Aramaic,

before tlie year 03. and 7\Iark in Greek about 04, while the Greek Mat-

thew originated about So. Concerning the relation of Mark to Z\ratthew

he saj-s: " Since we know^ nothing of the date of Matthew's gospel, ex-

cept that it was written before Mark, and that Mark began his gospel

at the earliest in 04, and since tliere is nothing iu the two gospels to

sliow that the gospel of 3Latthew was written before or after 01-63 and
that of Mark before or after 04-70, it is not improbable that Mark,
during his journey in Palestine in G2, 03, Ix'came acquainted with the

newly-wriUcn g().-;]K'l of r\lutthcw, took a copy of it with him to Rome,.
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and soon thereafter employed it in the vrritiiig of his own gospel." He
thinks it also probable that tlie Greek traus];itor of Matthew's Aramaic
gospel employed the gospel of Mark to aid him in his difficult task.

These suppositions Zahn proceeds to substantiate by a comparison of the
text of Matthew and Mark. As to the third gos])el, Zahn thinks it

probable that in its composition Luke employed Mark but not Matthew.
This also he confirms by a coiiiparison of the taxi. Zahn is very strong,

as far as his use of tradition is concerned, but his treatment of the
synoptic problem is, nevertheless, somewhat unsatisfactory. For exam-
ple, he dismisses the relationship of Matthew and Luke with two pages,
though the many points of difference, on tlie one side, and of similarity
on the other, make the problem one of the most difficult known to
biblical criticism. The source of this weakness is, undoubtedly, due to
Zahn's dependence upon early tradition. This dependenc(>, unfortu-
nately, is dangerous. For most of the early writers who speak unques-
tionably on this subject lived a hundred years or more after the gospels
are supposed to have been written. More attention should, therefore,
have been given to the critical method.

EELIGIOrS AXn EDUCATIONAL.

Cremation and the Chm-cli in Wiirtemberg. In 1894 the Consistory-
issued a decree permitting the clergy to conduct certain exercises in the
home of the deceased, but forbade any participation by them at the time
when the ashes of a cremated person are deposited in their final resting
place. This many of the clergy feel to be a hardship, since they are
thus deprived of their accustomed privilege even in the case of honored
and beloved members both of the Church and community, while the
exercises at the grave have to be turned over to uuconsecrated pei-ons.
Recently, however, it has been decreed that, if the friends of a person
about to be cremated request the privilege, the church bell may be
sounded during the exercises in the home. It is believed by" many
acquainted \Nith the circumstances that this must lead at length to the
lecognition of cremation as a legitimate Christian method of dispos-
mg of the bodies of the dead. The friends of this new ])ractice claim
that the clergy are not now permitted to show as much respect to the
memory of the most honorable person who is creuiatcd as to the most
depraved whose body is regulaily buried.

A New Departure in Gonevan Church Life. The churches of Geneva
are composed of two princii)al parties, distinguished by their adherence
or opposition to the newer theories relative to the Bible and theolorry in
general. 1^'or a long time this condition of affairs has led to M-hat all
recognize as unseemly results. In the choice of new pastors one party
or the other is defeated, or else tlie eh'ction is a compromise which suits
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ueither party. As there are two or more pastors in each cliurch who
aUcrnatc iu the preaclung, the congregation is liable to be treated to

divergent, if not contradictory, tcacluDg at successive services. Tliis is

not only confusing to the mind but distracting to the spiritual life. To
remedy some or all of these defects the conservative party propose to

erect a building centrally located T.-herc only that kind of preachers and
preaching shall be afforded which they can approve. Here all the con-

servatives will gatlier from all the churches iu Geneva. The peculiarity

of the plan consists in the fact that these conservatives do not propose
to sever their connection with the churches to Avhich they helonf.

Hence the orgaui.'ation is not to be called a "church," but an "asso-
ciation," and it does not contemplate the administration of the sacra-

ments, for which the members of the association are still to be depend-
ent upon their regular pastors. The association purposes to carry on
the work of evangehzatiou in fitting places, and to employ to this end
as many laymen a.? are adapted and disposed to ent.er upon that im-

portant work. At this distance from the city of Geneva it looks as

though the plan could not be carried out without such modification as

to result in a strictly separatist movement.

The Effect cf Confirmation in the German Church. Perhaps it would
be more correct to si)eak of tlic inetloctivencss of confirmation. For it

is acknowledged that, while all favor confirmation as a solemn and beau-

tiful custom, few of those coufinned ever enter the Church afterward,

except on very especial occasions. It is claimed that confirmation, for

the vast majority, marks the period when neglect of the Church begins.

The causes of this state of things are numerous. The character of the

instruction previously given is in part to blame. It consists too much in

a mere memorizing and repetition of the catechism. The classes are too

large, and too liltle efl!ort is made to interest the catechumens in the

Church and in a life of devotion to God. Then, it is felt that the par-

ents do not fully appreciate the nature of confirmation. Often they

make confirmation day the occasion for gifts which minister, not to relig-

ious thoughtfulness, but to personal vanity. It l? made a gala day,

and is chjscd with festivities at night which serve to oblitei'ate com-

]>letely any serious thoughts confirmation might have aroused. As a

result it is looked forv/ard to as a day of worldly plc^isure, rather than as

the beginning of a religious life. How little reh'gious imj)ression is

often made by catecliization and confirmation the writer infers from th(.

knowledge he has of a boy who, after his first communion immediately

following confirmation, left the cliurch, saying, " That is one good job

off my hnnds." 'Methodists give too little attention to religious instruc-

tion. But any who feci that instruction can take the place of a divine

v.cirk in tlie heart should consider what the effect of such instruction is

whenever it is relied Uiion.
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SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWS AND MAGAZINES,

The brazen defiance of public opinion now shown bj- MoiTuonisra is a

feature of present national life to which many witnesses bear testimony.

One of these confirmatory proofs is found in the words of Eugene Young,

who writes in the iTc^/YA American for April upon the "Ilevival of the

Mormon Problem." He finds '* a subtle vonnection " between our na-

tional disturbances and the growth of Morraouisni. "The war with

Mexico," he writes, "found the so-called Latter Day Saints leaving our

Rejjublic, embittered against all things American, and determined to

find in the unexplored West a haven where they could be free from in-

terference, . . . The beginning of the Civil War found ibis same

people restrained from open sedition only by the presence among them

of a strong military force that v,-as woefully needed for stamping out

the first flames of rebellion in the South. . . . Such, indeed, was their

disloyfiliy to their country in its time of peril that the troops, when

called away for service against the forces of secession, destroyed cannon

and ammunition rather than leave these stores where thuy might fall

into Mormon hands. . . . The contest, begun with the Civil War, lasted

for thirty years; and, after they had exhausted every resource in their

efforts to defend themselves, the Mormons declared they had surren-

dered to overwhelming power." This surrender, however, meant only a

sus])eusion of the practice of polygamy ; and, by the showing of ifr.

Young, a return to their former practices, renounced for the privilege of

admission to the Union, has now been made. "It is not strange," he
continues, "that, at a time when the nation is preoccupied with great

world i)roblems, this people, whose one idea is that they are to over-

turn all worldly government, should have found their opportunity of

presenting again to Congress those princijiles .for whicli th,-y had sacri-

ficed so 'much. That they have never really abandoned the idea of one
day maldng these principles triumphant, and that their pretended sur-

render was only a ruse to gain the protection of statehood, are thoughts
tlmt are now impressing the minds of those who liave followed the

course of Morraonism since the supposed revolution in theu- faith."

The manifesto of Wilford Woodruff, late i\rormou "prophet," in 1690,

""as, in fact, not "a formal abandonment " of polygamy. " There is'not

one syllable in authoritative Mormon utterances to show that the obli-

gation to 'do the works of Abraham' has been lessened in the theology
''f the Church. There is nothing to show for wliat time the doctrine
is suspended, and the inference is obvious that, whenever the ^^lormon

i>riesthood shall decide to end the period of suspension, the revelation

<^f Joseph Smith— still tlireatening damnation to those who refuse obedi-

ence—will have all its old force in ;Mormon tlieolog}\" xis to the " other

•objectionable T'hasc of Morn}onism "—the fact of churelilv interference
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ill political matters—Mr. Young holds that the doctrine " has not been

modified, but at best merely altered in its application." The "revela-

tions of secret manipulations made witliiu the last three years demon-

strate that at no time have the Church leaders lost their control of poli-

tics. , . . At present the control of affairs in Utah lies -wholly vrith the

priesthood. It has spread its influence from Lethbridge, in Canada, to

the center of Chihuahua, in :Mexico. Mormons have eleven members of

the legislature in Idaho; their settlements are spreading thro\igh Colo-

rado, AVyoming, Montana, "Washington, and Nevada. Their ambition is to

control the nations of the world. . . . They gained C3, 000 in member-

ship last year, exceeding all other Churches in their success in missionary

\vork. Aggressive, devoted, determined, they present again a problem

that vreli merits the attention of our wisest statesmen." The article, as a

whole, is a strenuous appeal to American patriotism and Christian princi-

ple. A foe to republican institutions is in our ovru household. Mr.

Ptoberts, the polygamist, should not retain his seat in Congress, and his

expulsion .should bo but the first of a series of drastic measures looking

to the suppression of Mormouism in the interest of the body politic.

The opening article in the Bihliotheca Sacra for April, by Professor W.

J. Beecher, D.D., is entitled "The Books of the Old Testament versus

Their Sources." The autliors "main contention" is that "the study of

the books themselves" is more important than that of their origin.

""\Ye ought to note," he concludes, "that many of our recent works on

Old Testament introduction, the history of Israel, the history of religions,

apologetics, Old Testament criticism, are mainly not proper treatments

of these subjects, but discussions as to the readjustments required in

them in view of the ojjinions that have become current concerning tlie

sources of the Old Testament. . . . "\Ye ought to be aware that these are

large and fertile fields of Old Testament study which have for some dec-

ades mainly lain fallow. And some of us ought to try to raise crops

from some of these fields." The second paper, by the Honorable F. J.

Lamb, treats of "The Trial of Jesus: Its Value iu the Foundation of

Faith." The position taken is. in a word, as follows: "The result of the

evidence of the trial of Jcs^us ... is as glorious and perfect a triumph

over the logical and legal presumption of guilt ... as his resurrection

was over death and the grave. But that evidence and the record of it

vras, and must ever be, indispensable to justify that result; nothing else

to rational minds could or can take its place or produce that result."

The Eev. C. C. :\ri rrill, continuing his discussion of "The Christian

Conception of AVcalth," concludes that a man is to handle his possessions

on " the principle of stewardship, as a trustee," and that he is to expend

his wealth " for the v.eifare of otlier men, cither as individuals or in so-

ciety." In the fourth article the Kev. Noah Lathrop writes vigorously

of "The IIulv Scriiiture,, and Divorce." One of his conclusion? in-
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-The subject of divorce is not exhaustively treated by any teacher orvnter of Holy Scripture; but t^vo specific sins are mentioned which viti-
ate and dassolve the marriage bond-one by Jesus, shoeing the scope of
the statute of Moses, another by Paul, indicating Christian libcrtv in
cases of desertion-and these evidently are examples .vhich show'the
application of a great general truth, tliat he ^N'ho presumptuously de^pi.^-.
tramples on la^v, forfeits the benefits and protection of law The prin'
ciple IS indicated in many places in Scripture." Professor E I Bosworth in the fiftli article considers "The Influence of the Dama^scus
Vision upon Paul's Theology," and shows that the apostle, after Ixis con
version, -gained his idea of the purpose of the law," reached -the con-
clusion that faith constitutes a man righteous," realized that "the death
Of the Messiah was a colossal sacrifice offered for the whole world " andcame to see that there was - absolutely no distinction to be made be-

7!^lZT^ ^'"'''' ^"^ *^' presentation of the Gospel." Article siv^ . P '?'/"^'' ^'''''^'''' Anniversary, with Letters fromPup.l. and Friends." contains expressions of esteem for the aged theo-

hfhnf'^TT''
"'

"^T"''
conspicuous Christian leaders throughout

nc-fjc .%.'•?•" • "f"''
""' '''' S^^l^-^-cusses "The Influ-ence of Jc.u. Christ an Civxhzation," and shows that "the waxing fame

fa ftle' '^i^'^^f ''"'"^"' '''' ^'''' Great English Poet," andcalls the subject of its sketch "the chief representative of the earliesEnglish attempts at literary expression." In the next article z"w^
Ibrook writes of

< The Future of Trusts." Some indication of theiphenomenal growth" is found in the fact that "thirty-two trusts in

^r^st ^^'r'r'^^^^^ ''''''-''' ^- aggregate capi^;^;S^^f
vsl 208,b0G.o00.'; After showing that the alternative of trusts cannot be

"mtt I""""':!
'''"'''" '^' ''''''' ^°°^^^^- ''^-^' ^^-- futuremu.t be along the same line of evolution that gave them birth." but

hat, hey may pa.ss out of the hands of the few into the control ;f then^-3. fron. under the dominion of selfish men into the power of men

f

-----:
.

The final article, by G. F. Wright, shows the errors

ri .hf
/'';'

^^r''^'''"'
'''°^ "^'^'^ '^' Church responsible for alight presentation of truth to unsatisfied men.

At no time in the history of the modem pulpit have the literary de-

whi^b ^I 7^' '" ^^ ''''''^' "^ "The Minister as a Student."

utiTl •"
V

?"''"''^ "^'"""'^ ''' ^^P"l- ''The time his

HI WV vT '''''t'''''''
America," he writes," when a phvsicianan buy his diploma, begin the practice of medicine, and depend uponhe graveyard to hide his ignorance. A higher standard is require of- rs and druggists than in former years. Missionaries musl take a

ho n ""T "" •'"'" ''''''' ^'"''^''^ t^-' f-^-is'^ fi^^i^^- ^^^^v
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souls nnd are to lead the religious thought iu the most culighteued com-
muuities, not be expected to be -vn-cII equipped for their -u-ork ? . , . It

was said a fe%v years since of one of our great preachers that he could
present the old truths with a freshness scarcely ever seen in the sermons
of others. The reason lie wiis able to thus present the old themes was
that he studied continually, and the older he grew the more he studied."
The lines of investigation, as shown by the writer, are to be the Scripture,
logic, elocution, science, history, Hebrew and Greek, English literature'

the tendency of religious thought, illustrations, and the people them-
selves. Of the right use of history he says: "A superintendent of
the public schools in an Illinois town was lamenting the fact that his
pastor was not a student, and said, among other things, ' I never knew
him to allude to any historical statement except once, and that time he
misquoted the history.' . . , Much of the Bible cannot be understood
without some knowledge of history." And of the preacher's study of men
Mr. Berry says: " Last, but not least, he should study the people. He can
never successfully jireach for a church any length of time without know-
ing the peculiarities of those to whom he is to preach. A good sermon
may be shorn of all its power by being preached at the wrong time, or
in the wrong way." Altogether, the paper is a wholesome discussion of
important traths bearing upon miidstcrial success. Other articles in the
same issue are: "The Three Churches," by Dean W. T. Moore; "God,"
by Dean H. T7. Everest; "Christian Endeavor from a Scriptural Yiew,"
by J, J.Morgan; "Comparative Value of Long and Short Pastorates,

andWliy So Many Changes ?" by Levi Marshall; and "The Meaning of
Heresy in Theological Development," by Mrs. Albertiua A. Forrest.

"

In the iV^cTTorZcZ for March, Professor A. C. McGiJTert, of Union Theo-
logical Seminary, writes the opening article, his subject being "The
Study of Early Church Histor\\" Among his deductions is : " Into the
life of modern Christendom are woven the now inextricable and ahuost
indistinguishable threads of the life of ancient Syria and Egypt and
Palesrine and Greece and Rome, and the study of Christianity is the
study, not of a simple and isolated faith, which has interest only to its

adherents, but of the most complex institution the world has seen, a

product of the rich and varied civilization of antiquity and the medium
through whieh tiiat civilization has entered into and dominated the life

of the modern world." Other articlL-.s are, " Archsx'ology and the Higher
Criticism," by J. P. Peters; "The Peorganization of the Faith," by
Prosldem W. De W. Hyde; "The Poconstitutcd Church," by C. F.

L)ole; "Pronutlipus" by Henrietta M. Selby; " How Gods are Made in

India," by E. W. llupkins, of Tale University; "Religion and Modern
Culture," by Auguste Sabatier,.of the University of Paris; "The Spir-

itual Development of Paul," by G. A.Barton; and " Tlie Growth of the

Propbclic Literature, by G. Buchanan Gray, of Oxford.
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BOOK NOTICES.

REIJGIOrS AND EDUCATIONAL.

Jlistoi-y o/I>o^ma. By Dr. AnoLrii Hauxack, Orcliruuy Trofessor of Cburch His-

tory in the Uuiversity, and i-'cliow of tlio lloyal Academy of Sciuuce, Berlin.

Translated from the Third German Edition by Nkil BnoiLV>-A>-, vol. v, p]). xx,

331. Boston : Little, Brown & Co. 1S90. Price, cloth, .jl'.GO.

Au eminent Congregational historical scholar in Massachusetts used

to tell his classes that the tliree greatest theological works of this cen-

tury were Rothc's Theohgisclie Ethik, Miillcrs Christian Doctrine of Sin,

and Dorner's System of Christian Doctrine. It is singular that no impor-

tant v,-oi'k of Pvothe, cue of the most vital and fertilizing thinkers of

this age, has ever been translated into English. As the century is clos-

ing the juilgmeut of the professor hardly needs revision. Many great

and a])Ie books have seen the Light within the lust twenty years, but

])erhaps none more important th;m the above three. (For a list of the

best recent books in systematic theology, Avith penetrating comments,

see Professor Curtis, of Drev,' Theological Seminary, in The Christian

Adtoctite, March IG, 1S90,) But in historical theology Ilarnack's Dog-

mengescJcichie, the first volume of which appeared in 1886, is a work of

immense interest and importance. It atteuijited to revolutionize the

conception of the theological development in the ancient Church which

had hitherto prevailed by showing the working of extraneous influences,

and by a bold but reverent criticism to show wherein that development

was faulty, Haruack is a moderate Ilitschlian, as are so many of the

men who hold the field in Germany, and in history that means that the

inquiry' must be, What do the original sotn-ces sliow were the actual

facts in the case ? as over jigaiust the Hegelian method, "What do our

philosophical jmnciples and jDresuppositions require us to believe to

liave been the historical development ? As a believer in this sound

method, a method which has created the modern school of history, it is

interesting to know that ITarnack holds that the result reached at 2\ica'a

was in the main sound and true.' He tells his pupils that the Xiceue

Christology is the only hope of the Church, and in his History cf Dogma
in various ]>laces he says or implies the same thing. The essence of

Christianity he sums up in this proposition (iii, 104): "The salvation

presented in Christianity consists in the I'cdemption of the human race

Irom the state of mortality and the sin involved in it, that men might
attain divine life, that is, have the everlasting contemplation of God,

this rodciii|itiou luning been already constmtraated in the incarnation of

ili<> Son of God, and being conferred on men by their close tuiinn with
'iim.'" 7110 fifth volume, however, is largely out of the region of con-

troversy. It deals almost cntirelv with AuguVcine, his system, his infiu-
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ciicc, and his various coufiicts with heretics and others. Harnack dots

right in recognizing him as, after St. Paul, the creator of Christendom,

and his tribute to his piety and Christian earnestness, vfhile it is most

enthusiastic, can haidly be truthfully said to be essentially exaggerated,

but rather is an appreciation which does credit to his own heart. He

sums up his profound and world-wide iuliuence in a notable passage

which we cannot forbear to quote (p. 103) : " Augustine would not have

been the teacher of the future if he had not stood before it as a Chris-

tian personality who lent force and weight to every word, no matter in

what direction it led. As a preacher of faith, love, and the dispensation

of grace he has dominated Catholic piety up to the present day. By his

fundamental sentiment, ' Mihi adhfcrere deo bonum est,' as also by his

distinction between law and gospel, letter and spirit; and his preaching

that God creates faith an<l a good will in us, he called forth the evan-

gelical Reformation. By his doctrine of the authority and means of

grace of the Church he carried forviard the con.struction of Bomau

Catholicism; nay, we may say that he first created the hierarchal and

sacramental institution. By his bibhcism he prepared the way for

the so-called pre-reformatiou movements and the criticism of all extra-

biblical ecclesiastical traditions. By the force of his speculation, the

acuteness of his intellect, the .sulitlciy of his observation and experience,

lie incited, indeed, we might not improperly say that he partly created,

schola,?ticism in all its branches, including the nomiualistic, and, therefore,

also the modern theory of knowledge and psychology. By his neopla-

tonism and entl)u>iasm for predestination he evoked the mysticism a.s

well as the anticlerical opposition of the Middle Ages. By the form of

his ideal of the Church and of felicity he strengthened the popular Cath-

olic, the monarchist, stato of feeling, domesticating it, moreover, in the

Church, and thereby rousing and capacitating it to overcome and dom-

inate the world as contrasted with the Church. Finally, by his unique

power of portraying himself, of expressing the wealth of his genius,^ and

giving every word^au indi^^dual impress, by his gift of indi%-idualizing

and s°elf-observation, he contributed to the rise of the Keuaissance and

the modern spirit." The whole volume is luminous and most interestmg.

. Harnack has not the dry, dead, involved, metaphysical style of so mnny

German writers, but his work is instinct %\-ith life, and to on earnest slu-

dcnt of history cannot but be fascinating. Of course it need not bo

taken up as recreation after a hearty dinner. Is there any reason v!j}

the graduates of ourtlieological .seminaries and other studious men should

not "brace themselves %dth strength and feed their blood with iron hy

mastering great book.^. like; this ? On the contrary there is much reason

why they should. Xo man, perhaps, should read Harnack's ///s^^".v

of Dogma until he has gone through the first volume atleastof Professor

Sheldon's admirable Uidory of ChrhiUm Doctrine and the ancient ana

medieval sections of Professor Fisher's. But when he is ready Harnaclc

will give hira a delectable feast.
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The Divine Drarna. TlieMaiii^stationof God in thr- Universe. ByGKANViLLKKoss
PuiE. 12mo, pp. STS. >cw York: The M;icmillauCoiDpany. Price, cloth, $1.50.

"To the Glory of God" the author dedicates his book, -which is an

effort to set forth "the metliod of the Immanent God's gradual unfold-

ing in the Drama of Life." The preface says: "The Avorst infidelity is

to be afraid for the truth. When the recouitruction now going on is

completed it will be found that in the cliangc of view-point nothing

has been lost to religious faith, but that all the great spiritual verities

that are so dear to the devout heart liave l.^een enlarged and euridied

correspondingly with the grander conceptions upon which they rest. A
system of thought, based ujKjn the Divine Immanency, and finding in

God's progressive manifestation of himself the method by which the

xcorld and all thdt in it is has come to be, interprets God's relations to

man and the relations of men to each other in the light of these tniths.

The entire sweep of life is brought under its sway, and theology be-

comes social and univci-sal instead of individual only—a doctrine of

society no less than a doctrine of God." It is truly said that all knowl-

edge of the objective world and all activities of the human mind are

organized by and included in the idea of God. "All metaphysics re-

turns at last to him who is conceived as absolute being ; all physical

science grounds itself ultimately in him Avho is conceived as absolute

force; all moral science derives its authority from liim who is con-

ceived as absolute good." True monotheism contemplates God as

neither absorbed in the universe nor excluded from it, but consciously

comprehending the whole vrithin himself as the unfolding of his own

thoughts and energies. This is the new doctrine of the Divine Imma-

nence. "With it, in the new system of thought, goes a changed view of

the process by which all things are produced, this being a process of

development and of growth rather than a sudden and complete creation

by divine fiat. With it also goes a diHereut understanding of the way

in which God may be known, that way being indicated as follows: "In

the beginning the apprehension of God is subjective. The human mind

can know nothing in immediate consciousness beyond its own being and

states. But God, a^ the ground of our being and the eternal co.n?cious-

ness whose reality is continuously individualizing itself in our minds, is

in truth the very 'light of all our seeing,' and in our consciousness of

ourselves we are also conscious of God. Hence, while in the physical

realm in history we only know God's manifest-ations, in knowing him

as manifested in ourselves we know his essence also, and we interpret

him by our highest category of thought, and are p)ersuaded that while

he may be more, he certainly is not less, personal and spiritual than our-

f^elves." The author thinks the new conception of God disposes of that

"baleful illusion" called the Devil, certifying, as it does, that God is

always man's friend, piid that for his own wickedness man himself

is alone responsible. The new interjjretation also dismisses the old

i'lca of one historic "Fall" wliicli modified tlie relations of God and
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mau to the ecd of time, and regards that experience as continuous

and personal, enacted or enactable in every njan. The ''Fall" of

man is taken out of the category of historical events, and transferred

into the realms of the spiritual life, and "original sin" becomes more

than a figment of the theological consciousness. Not only did our an-

cestors sin, but ^s•e also sin. Our common tendency is to follow our

own inclinations, to gratify our jiassions and natural impulses in the

easiest way, unmindful of the grrntcr good that waits upon a subordina-

tion of these to the higher faculties of our being. Another item of this

'system of thought is its view of the Bible, which is regarded not as an

external dogmatic revelation, but, as a reflection of God's communion
with men, as a record of the gradual revelation of God in man and the

progressive unfolding of man's knowledge of God and apprehension of

spiritual things; a record of a subjective experience in which God and.

man are inextricably mingled—sacred to man because it embodies man's

truest communings with God. The Scriptin-es being, in this view, not

so much an objective revelation in themselves as the subjective response

of man's spirit to inward divine revelations, is yet held to be unmistak-

ably the Vv'ord of God toman, God having spoken directly, clearly, and

authoritatively to man in the experiences of faith, and hope, and pa-

tience, and jjurity, and love, and joy, therein recorded. It is contended

that removing tiic scat of authority from the Bible, conceived of as an

objective divine revelation, and conferring it upon the moral conscious--

ness of humanity at its highest, implies nothing more than has all along

been involved in the asserted right of private interpretation of the uni-

versal rule. The words of F. D. JIaurice to Charles Kiugsley are

quoted: "The Bil»le os a means of attaining to the knowledge of the

living God is precious beyond all expression or conception; but when

made a substitute for that knowledge it may become a greater deadener

to the human spirit than all other books." The Scriptures infallibly

bring the honest seeker after truth into the presence and power of the

Most High, and so their infallibility is demonstrated. They are the

only rule, because tliey are the liighest rule, of faith and practice, and

exercise the riglit of tlie highest known moral standard to convince

the reason and bind the conscience. The author regards any and every

creed as a report of progress, and not a finality. This book will be re-

garded by some as an exceptionally successful attempt, in which no man
has completely succeeded, to shov.' that the new views and the recon-

tructions they necessitate make religion more reasonable, the Bibles

more intelligible and authoritative, the universe more explicable, and

God more near and glorious. By others it will be held up as an illus.

tration of the difliculty, or a demonstration of the impossibility, of

adjusting the new ideas with the fundamentals and essentials of Christi-

anity. But both of these classes may find an equal, though ditiei-ing,

interest in a studiou-; reading of the volume; and both v%-ill find it })to-

vocativo of d(H-)i and earnest thought. Certainly many passages of Scrij)-
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ture quoted iu its pages are set by it in a fresh and suggestive liglit. A
Ciiaracteristic sayiug is this: " The teaching of history is that not un-

til men arc able to despise the comforts of a material prosperity are

they worthy to be intrusted %\-ith it. The welfare of mankiud consists

not in the growth of happiness, but in an approximation to moral per-

fection." Another is: " Keligiou is not an extraneoiLS rcTclatiou, un-

natural and hostile to reason; religion is the outcropping of the Imma-
nent God in man. So far from antagonizing reason, religion is rcmon

itsdf conscious of the soi/rceof its ownIi{/Id.'''' Another is this: "The con-

stitutional impulse to worship is the sada sancta by which men have

gone up to speak with God face to face." And another this: "After
nineteen centuiies Christ remains the one prophet of the ]\Ioral Order
whose declaration of its principles and applications is unchallenged and
authoritatire. It is as impossible to explain the true ethical sy.stem of

the modern world, without taking into account the new light which
Chri?t has brought to benr upon all questions pertaining to rights and
duties, as to describe the motions of the planets without reference to

the sun." The book falls into four divisions—God, The Sons of God,
The Family of God, and God All in All. Social ideals and problems,

as vrell as strictly theological matters, are discussed.

Sin and Holiness. By P. TV. C. ITcyxrN-GTOX, D.D. l2mo, pp. 2i?S. Cinniunati :

Cnrt5 & Jennings. Kew York: Eaton & Mains. Price, cloth, $i.eo.

In this most recent of many Methodist books on this subject Dr.
Huntington discusses with much thoroughness and with profound earnest-

ness the question, What it is to be holy; and presents his mature con-
clusions resulting from many years of prayerful, anxious, and intense
study and experimental testing. He is moved to publish these con-
clusions by a strong conviction that the Church greatly needs them at

the present time. The ability, usefulness, and established character of
the author give dignity and weight to his book. Much of it has the
force which belongs to intelligent personal testimony concerning per-
sonal experience. A sample of .such testimony is as follows: " At the
time of my conversion and connection w ith the Church I assumed the
correctness of the teachings upon the subject of entire sanctification

^vhich I then received. I was taught that tliey were scriptural and ac-

cording to the standards of Methodism. Guided by those who received
them in a similar way I was led at two different periods of my Christian
life to believe that I liad ' experienced the blessing of sanctification,' un-
derstanding by that terra, as I did, the removal or destruction of what I

was instructed to regard as 'inbred sin.' That I did realize at each of
these seasons a gracious uplift in spiritual life I shall never doubt. Christ
v.-as revealed to mc and in me as he had not been revealed before. For
weeks following not a movement in my nature disturbed the deep calm
of my spirit. I could say with another, 'I souglit God in everything, and
found him everywhere.' Tliat I experienced just wliat I thmigM I did I do
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not now believe." "In tlie work of a pastor since that time I have found

many whose experiences in connection with this subject have boon simi-

lar to my own, and I have evidence that tlie views presented in the fol-

lowing page? have, in the hand of God, been helpful to a considerable

number of sincere but distressed children of God." Dr. Huntington

says modestly that "no literary merit has been sought iu tliis produc-

tion, and none is claimed." Nevertheless, it deserves to be said (hat the

qualities of .simplicity, lucidity, orderliness, directness, and vigor give

to his book a strong and effective style. The views therein presented,

expounded, and defended, include the following particulars enumerated

in the author's concluding chapter: 1. Sin is voluntary transgression of

known lav,-. 2. In order to the beginning of an experience of salvation

there must be a renmiciatiou and ])urposcd abandonment of all which is

known to be sin, and, by all to whom Ue is made known, Christ must be

accepted as a sin-atoning Saviour. 3. These conditions met, the repent-

ant sinner receives forgiveness of all his sin, and the Holy Spirit takes

possession of his being, from which lie had been excluded by sin. The

Siivcd soul is pardoned and regenerated. 4. Regeneration is sanctifica-

tiou begun—installed. So long as consecration on the part of the new

believer continues entire—that is, up to the measure of apprehended ob-

ligation—and his faith remains unwavering, he is saved, he is holy.

During any period, long or short, through whicli his consecration and

faith waver, intermit, iluctuate, he is not wholly, continuously, confirm-

edly sanctified. 5. Entire, permanent sanctilication is an attainment

whicli, with few if any exceptions, is subsequent to the first moment of

rc"-eneration in time, but in nature one and the same. 6. It does not

consist in the destruction or annihilation of anything in the soul. 7. Nor

does it consist in the removal or extermination of the efiects of ances-

tral sin. These effects being in no proper sense sin, neither their re-

moval nor their destruction is necessarily included in salvation from sin.

8. Entire sanctification does consist in unreserved, uninterrupted conse-

cration of the bemg to God; a state in which the believer, tlirough the

abiding iiresence of the Holy Spirit, revealing Christ to him a,s an all-

suQicieut Saviour, lives triumphant over temptation, constantly saved

from committing sin. 9. The attainment of this state is, as a matter of

fact, generally through successive reaches of faith, in which tlic soul is

lifted nearer and nearer the point of permanent consecration, until it

casts itself, vrithout a fear, wholly upon Christ as a present and all-ade-

quate Saviour from sinning. 10. Though this point of experience, com-

pared with the hour of forgiveness, may stand iu the thought as a second

spiritual epoch, it is much loss likely to consist in anyone "blessing"

than it is to be the culminating result of many seasons of spiritual illumi-

nation, heart -searching, self-abasement, and humble boldness iu believ-

ing. Hence it is treated in the Scriptures as a point of mature Christian

experience—a perfecting of the Christian graces. Dr. Huntington pre-

sents the true test of Christian experience as follows: "It is not how we
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fetl ; it is not peace or rapture; it is not wliat was tlonc in us or for us at

any one given moment ; but it is to what extent y^Q are continuously

saved from committing sin. The question is not whether what we in-

lierited from Adam has been destroyed in us or removed from us. It is

how permanent is our consecrariou ; how steady our hold on Chi-ist as a

Saviour from all siu. We gave all to Christ in sacred purpose of heart

when we sought pardon of sin. ' Do we stand to the gift ?' (Wesley's

Works, ri, p. 728j. II ov/ uniformly do we choose the will of God in-

stead of our own ? We yielded wholly to this will at the first, as we

tJwn understood it. Do we yield wholly to his will as we noio under-

st-aud it ? Have we turned back from new duties whicli have come into

view with increasing light ? Are we giving place to ^s hat we regard as

little sins, as though anything can be little which is siu ? xVre our hearts

fully set upon pleasing God in all things ? Have we iucroasing power

over temptation ? Do we stand where we formerly fell ?" Dr. D. D.

Whedou is quoted: " The permanent continuity of absolute justification

would be the highest sanctification." Watchful observers of tendencies

say that Dr. Huntington's book is in the direction of the general present

drift of thought in our Church.

PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE, AND GENERAL LITERATURE.

Music and Poetry. By Sidxky L^ixiei:. ICmo, pp. 'i-iS. New York: Charles Scrib-

uer's Sons. Price, ciolh, .>1.50.

These thirteen essays, which discuss various aspects and inter-relations

of the two arts, were written twenty or thirty years ago; printed then,

most of them, in the magazines, and are now collected into a volume.

Tliey are new to most readers, and of far more interest now than when

they were -written, because the fame of Lanier has grown much since his

death. Many will be grateful for this, another and possibly the final

installment of the lush output, exfoliation and eillorescence, of the

bloomy mind of Sidney Lanier, the pride and pet of the intellectual

Southland. The opening essay, "From Bacon to Beethoven," gives the

keynote of this volume. What we moderns call, music was born, it

seems, in Francis Bacon's time, and its advent has wrought prodigious

changes in some of our largest conceptions. Wc arc taught- that a time

approaches when the musician will be as substantial a figure in everyday

life as the politician; that music is the characteristic art-form of our

modern time, as sculpture was of the antique, and as painting was of the

media^.val; that hereafter the control of masses of men will be more and

more relegated to each unit thereof, and the law will be given from

within the bosom of each individual, not from without, and will rely for

its sanctions upon desire instead of repugnance; that man's relation to

the Unknown will change to be one of love rather thau of terror; and

that music will have a large share in promoting that change. "The uni-

verse consists of man, and of what is not man. These two being coex-
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istcnt, it is in tlie nature of things that certain rehitioDS straightway

sj)riug up bctwotn them. Of such relations there are three possible

kinds, regarding them from the standpoint of man, namely, the intel-

lectual, the emotional, the jiliysical. Whenever a mau knows a thing,

the intellectual relation is set up; wheu he loves or desires a thing, the

emotional relation; when he sees or touches a thing, the jihy^-ical rela-

tion. Music does not deal with intellectual relations; musical tones

have DO meaning appreciable by the Imman intellect." In the age of

physical science when the intellect of mau imperiously demands the exact

truth of all actual things and is possessed by a holy mania for reality,

music is the art which affords the largest outlet from the rigorous fixed-

ness of the actual and of the known into the freer regions of the possible

and of the unknown. The spirit of the modern man calls to music for

relief from the pressure and grind of Fact—cries to it earnestly, " Come,
lead me away out of this labyrinth of the real, the definite, the known,
toward the region of the ideal, the infinite, the unknown ; knowledge is

good, I will continue to thirst and toil for it, but, alas! I am blind even
Avith the l.)laze of the sun; take ine where is starlight and darkness, where
my eyes sliall rest from the duties of verification and my soul repose from
the labor of knowing." "Mau strives to place himself in relation, not

only with those definite forms Avhich go to make up the finite world

about him, but also with that indefinite Something up to wliich every

])roce3s of reasoning, every outgo of ejnotiou, every physical activity, in-

evitably leads him—God, the Infinite, the Unknown. The desire of mau
is that he may relate himself to the Infinite both in the cognitive and in

the emotional ^s-ay. Sir Williaiu Hamilton showed how impossible is

any full relation of the fonuer sort, by showing that cognition itself is a

conditioning (that is, a defining, a placing of boundaries appreci-

able by the intellect), and that therefore the knowing of the Infinite is

the conditioning of the Unconditioned—in short, impossible. This

seemed, to preclude any relation from mau to God of the cognitive sort;

but Herbert Spencer has relieved the blankuess of this situation by
asserting the possibility of a partial relation still. We caunot think

God, it is true; but we can think Vjwar'j him. This, in point of fact, is

what men continually do. The definition in the Catechism, 'God is a

spirit, infinite, eternal, and unchangeable in his being, wisdom,' etc., is

an effort of man to relate himself to God in the cognitive or intellectual

way; it is a thinking toward God. Now, there is also a constant en-

deavor of man to relate himself to the Infinite in an emotional way, as

well. As persistently as thought seeks the Infinite does emotion do the

same. We not only wish to think the Infinite, we wi.?h to love it; and

as our love is not s\ibjcct to the disabilities of our thought, the latter of

the.^e two wishes would seem to be capalile of a more complete realiza-

tion than the foimrT. We can only think toimnZ the Infinite, but it may
lie that our love can reach nrarer its Object. As a philosophic truth

uuisic docs cany our emotion toward the Infinite. Xo man will dou1.>t
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this who reflects for a moment on the rise and progress of music in the

church, ilusic, the organ, the song are in all the churches, and grow in

importance in the service of worship. Multitudes declare tliat no ser-

rflons, no words, no forms of any sort, avail to carry them on the way to-

ward the desired goal as do the tones of Palestrina, of Bach, of Beetho-

ven, when these are given forth by any organist of even moderate

accomplishment. The number of fervent souls who fare easily by this

road to the Lord, increases daily. From the negro swaying to and fro

with the weird rhythms of ' Swing Low, Sweet Chariot ' and the Georgia

Cracker, yelling out ' The Old Ship of Zion ' in the piney-woods log-

church, to the intense devotee rapt away into the Infinite upon a Mass of

Palestrina, there is but one testimony as to the substantial power of

music in this matter of helping the emotion of man across the boundaries

of the known into the immensity of the UnknowTi. Xow, it cannot be

that music has taken this place in the deepest and holiest matters of

man's life through mere fortuitous arrangement. It must be that there

exists some sort of relation between pure tones and the .spirit of man,

by virtue of which the latter is stimulated and forced onward toward

the great End of all love and aspiration. . What may be the nature of

this relation—why it is that certain vibrations sent forward by the tym-

panum along the bones and fluids of the inner car should at length

arrive at the spirit of man endowed with such a prodigious and heavenly

energy—at what point of the course these vibrations and tones acquire

this capacity of angels, being, up to that point, mere particles trembling

hither and tjiither—these are mysteiies which no man can unravel."

IMusic is therefore a moral agency, and just in proportion as it is heartily

accepted among men, so will a sense of the loveliness of morality spread,

so will all that is pure grow in attractiveness, and so vdll the race pro-

gress toward the time piedicted when law will cease to rely upon terror

for its sanction, but w~ill depend wholly upon love and desire. Lanier

says that more "talent for music" is found among Americans, e.?pec.ially

among our women, than among any other people. This, however, we
incline to doubt, ^^Tiat a poet thinks of the place of poetry is indicated

in woids like these: "The scientific }nan is merely the minister of poetry.

He is cutting down the Western Woods of Time; presently poetry will

come there and make a city and gardens. This is always so. The man
of affairs works for the behoof and use of poetry. Scientific facts have
never reached their proper function until they merge into neu' poetic

relations established between man and man, between man and God,

or between man and Nature." The ch;i]>lcr on Xature-Metaphors

begins: "Metaphors come of love mther tlian of thought. They
'•\rise in the heart as vapors; they gather themselves together in the

l)rain as shapes; they then emerge from lip, from pen, from brush,

frum cliisel, from violin, as full works, as creations, as Art." !Most

characteristic of Lanier is the close of tho same chaiiter: " Spirit needs

form and finds it in nature, wliich is formal; nature needs life and finds
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it in spirit, -wliicli is life-giving. Never be these two suiKlerod! For-

ever may the luiture-uictuphor stand as a miJd priest and marry them,

aud marry tliem, and marry them again, and loose them to the I'rce air as

mated doves that nestle and build and bring forth mildnesses and meek-
nesses and Christ-loves in men's hearts." "While exalting music and
])0ctry our author recognizes fully the value of painting and declares

tliat the rise of landscape painting seems surely one of the most notable

events in the history of art; that tlie Americans are, or are to be, the

greatest in this branch; that some of them are now among the sweetest

preachers of beauty in all time; that, although the Frenchmen excel in

technic thus far, they show no such seizure of Nature, no such grasp of

her unspeakable loveliness and nearness to man. To illustrate the power
of metaphor Lanier says that the most meager descri})tion of Napoleon

and Washington instantly acquires a force and beauty unattainable by
any amount of detail, when the writer finishes it with: "Napoleon was
lightning, "Washington was sunlight."

Jo]in Wesley as a Social licj'oriner. By D. D. T^OMI»SO^^ 12mo, pp. 111. New
York: Eaton & Mains. Cincinnati: Curts & Jennings. Price, cloth, Ki cents.

Methodism can afTord to refrain from self-praise. Out of the mouth
of many imjmrtial witnesses the nature, value, and exi-eut of its services

have been declared and established. jMr. Thompson's claim that John
Wesley became the greatest social reformer of his day rests, not upon his

own opinion merely, but upon the testimony of competent and disin-

terested students of history. In the Hulsean Lecture.? for 1895 Rev. V\.

M. Ede, Sr.A., rector of Gateshead, says, " Tlie man who did most to

reform the social life of England in -the last centuiy was John Wesley;

"

and J. R, Green, the historian, says, "The noblest result of the Metho-

dist revival was the steady attempt, which has never ceased from that

day to this, to remedy the guilt, the ignorance, the jJiysical suffering,

the social degradation of the profligate and the j-toor." To us the most

interesting chapter of this book is the closing one on "Influence Upon
the Labor ^Movement; " in it we glance along tlie progress of a great and

blessed history of amelioration, which had one of its sources in the

Methodist revival, and which still pours onward its beneficent stream

through broadening channels in the United Kingdom and in America.

Wesley found the lot of the agricultunil laborers, miners, aud factory

workers of England to be dejilorable in the extreme, full of cruel hard-

ships, brutish ignorance, and all manner of vic^. Thousands of chil-

dren not over five years old worked down in the daiup dark mines all

day long, and never saw sunsliinc except on Sunday. Women were har-

nessed as beasts of burden by chains aroimd tlieir waists, hitched to

heavy coal carriages v.hich Ihcy drew thro\;gh underground ])a553ge3

on their hands and knets. Girls and boys jiot yet eight years old carried

huge back-loads of ( oal up steep ladders all day long. Other children

were kcjit pumping thirlccn and fourteen hours a day, and often h.nl lo
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.stand aiikle-dcep in water for tliirty-six liours at a time. From the

time when "VYcsley preached to the pitmen of Northimiljerland and

Durham a rcfonii began. He sowed the seed of better things, and

Methodism has had a constant and conspicuo\is share, ever since in the

elevation of the miners and of industrial conditions generally tlirough-

out Great Britain. Not long ago, in the Norlli American EevieK, Goldvrin

Smith wrote, " CTiristianitj has had little influence on industrial life,"

There are in England miners, like Thomas Burt, Member of Parliament

.for Morpeth, and stone masons, like Henry Broadhurst, the first work-

ingman to hold a cabinet position in the English government, and coal

lieavers, like Charles Fenwick, IMember of Parliament, and local

preacher labor leaders, like Joseph Arch, who are competent to instruct

Goldwin Smith aboiit the influence of Christianity on industrial life. As

is shown in the book before us, if the whole of that influence wore

comprised in what Methodism alone has done for the industrial world,

Goldwin Smith would not be justified in calling it little or iti; results

insignificant. In the same Revkio article Professor Smith further shows

-that his misunderstanding of the nature of Christianity is as great as his

ignorance of its effects by saying, " The Christian ideal involves an im-

practicable secession front the world and disregard of all worldly inter-

ests." For refutation of that statement one need only point to the

figure of John Vv'eslcy, that wise statesman and powerful reformer,

whose religion was not impracticable, who did not secede from the

world, and who disregarded uo real interest of human life; who took

the Christian ideal and put it in such close and electric touch with every-

day conduct and practical ailairs that the effect is well described as "a

movement." Human life—individual, social, commercial, and indus-

trial—advanced and ascended by reason of an impulse originated by the

presentation of "the Christian ideal," which Professor Smith thinks is

in its nature so remote and in its influence so ineffectual. To what profit

has a man studied history if he docs not mark the manifold progress of

mankind and the general betterment of human condition, or fails to

]u-rceive that the yeast which lifts the lump of human life is the leaven

deposited therein by the Founder of Christianity, the Author and Fin-

isher of our faith? We suppose it probable that the jn-ofessor above re-

ferred to and quoted regards himself as a scholar of "advanced views,"

but his utter failure to comprehend Christianity, his unenlightened con-

dition as to its results, his spacious ignorance of its nature, its history,

its present state, and its prospects, compel us to regard him as one of the

most belated and antiquated thinkers known to us in educated circles.

In some of his misconceptions he is almost if not quite mediaeval. Take

for example his persistently, one might ahnost say perversely, reiterated

idea that Christianity assumes and is dependent for its credibility on a

Ptolemaic interpretation of the solar system, that the Gospel is m:ule

preposterous by the discoveries and tcacMngs of modern asirouomy.

Professor John Fi^ke savs tliat this idea which is insisted on by Pro-
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fcssor Goldwin Smith is "a primitive and cliildis]i notion." The notion

nt least so nearly primitive as to be three hundi'cd years out of date,

and is so far childish as to be held to-day only by intellectual infants

in either first or second childhood.

Poems. By Wilt.lvm Krxest IIknlev. 12mo, pp. 2.'>5. New York: Oiarles
Scribner's Sous. Price, cloth, .«1.5u.

A photograph of a fine bust of the author— a keen, sensitive, earnest,

face—fronts these poems, whicli are worthy of a .second edition and more.

A true poet and a sincere, fearless, and manly soul speaks in them.
Although he has Ecclesiasles moods, which have for their refrain "Van-
ity of Yauities!" he yet believes in God, albeit, as is the way of poets

mostly, with an impropositioned faith. No soul of man can possibly be
as genuinely blithe, buoyant, and sweet as Henley's is except jt feels

divine foundations under its feet which give it confidence and couraa:e.

He faces the mysteries and menaces of life with a brave spirit, glorj-ing

in the power and dignity of his own nature as if conscious of being
only a little lower than God, with a lirm will and a solemn joy in

being the captain of his own soul and master of his fate. This po-jt

evidently does not think unfoith a sign of intellect or spirit. Thus he
Avrites:

The v.-orki, a world of prose,

rull-crammed with facts, iu science swathed and sheeted,
Xods in a stertorous aftor-dinner doze!
riaugeiit and sad, in every wind that blows,

Wlio will may hear the sorr.' words repeated:—
" The. Gods are dead !

"

The sadness of life has its pathetic note in his vei-se, but gladness exults

and sings on many a page, witli gratitude intermingled. He gives

praise for all the joy of life; from whatever source we drink it, in

whatever terras we think it, it is common and divine; and in giving it

the Deity has made man's chance of living shine the equal of his own.

In the jocund springtime our poet calls his comrade in fifty lines, which
cud with

:

Come, k-t us go o-niayiiig,

Andbless the Godof aU!

Faith and love are mates, and a greatly loving heart like Henley's in-

stinctively trusts. His tender lines al^out the death of his six-year-old

child, Margaret Emma, are a sort of sermon from the text, "As one

whom his mother comfortetli, so will I comfoi-t you." There is a similar

serene trust in his memorial verses to his old friend, Robert Louis Ste-

venson :

O, Pcath ami Tiffie, they chime and chiuie

Like bflls at sunset falling:—

They end the son^^ they right the wrong,
They set the old echoes calling:

For Death and Time bring on the prime
Of Cod's own chosen weather,

And we lie in the peace of the Great Eelease,
As once in the gi.iss together.
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lu "Matri Dilectissima; " five sons ^viitcil their motliLT die; and whea
the dear face turns dead, and, amid sounds of lamentation, the good,
heroic soul with all its wealth— its sixty years of love and sacrifice, suf-

fering, and passionate faitii—passes away in peace, they say:

There were we,
Her five strong sons!

To her Death came-tlie great Deliverer came!—
As equal comes to equal, Ibroue to throne.

She was a mother of men.

And the hrave truth comes overwhelmingly hoiue:—
That she iu us yet works aucl shines,

Lives and fulfills herself,

Unending as the river and tlie stars.

Patriotism, too, has proud and splendid speech in Henley's poetry, as

in the lines beginning

:

What have I done for you,

England, my England?
\VhaL is tliere 1 would Jiot do,

England, my own?
Tilth your glorious eyes austere,

As the Lord were walking near,

Whispering terrible things and dear.
As the Song on your bugle.- Mown,
England—
Piound the world on your bugles blo-wn!

Fit to go with Eipling-s "Song of the English," which opens The
Seten Seas, are the Avords of England's sons, loyal to love and quick to

obey the call o'f tlie flighty Mother who goes forth around the world sound-
ing tlie trumpet of order and law, "bent upon vast beginnings, bidding
anarchy cease." Thus sing the men of her armies and navies:

We tracked the winds of the v<-oi]d to the steps of their very tln:ones;
The secret parts of the world v.-rre salted with our bones;
Till now the name of names, England, the name of might.
Flames from tie austral fires to the rims of the boreal night;
And tJie call of her morning drum goes in a girdle of sound.
Like the voice of the sun in song, the great globe round and roimd

;

And the shadow of hei flag, when it shouts to the mother-breeze.
Floats from shore to shore of the universal seas!
Who says that we shall pass, or the fame of us fade and die.
While the living stars fulfill their round in the living sky?
For the sire lives in his sons, and they pay their father's debt,
And the Lion has left a whelp, wherever his claw was set;
And the Lioniu his wlulns, his \\helps that none shall brave,
Is but less strong than Time and the great all-whelming Grave.

This volume with its twenty-eight poems "In Hospital," its twenty-
liiree bits of " Bric-a-Brac," its forty-seven "Echoes," its five " London
Voluntaries," and its twenty-five " Khynies and Bliythms," is the prod-
uct and the proof of the rich range and rave (]uality of Henley's poetic
fr^enius.
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IIISTOKY, BIOGRAPHY, AND TOPOGlJArnY.

Kcjlccted Factors In the Sliidij of the J-Jarly Progress of Christianiiij. By Ilev.

JA.-Miis OiJK, D.D., I'rofessor of Church History in the United Preshyterian

Theological College, Ecliu])urgh. I'Jmo, ]ip. '^-io. ]N'ew York : A. C. Aniislroiig &

Son. Trice, cloth, $l.bO.

These are the Morgau Lectures delivered in the Theological Seminary

of Auburn, Xe-u- York, in 1807. Dr. Orr is one of the strong and ready

men of Scottish scholarship, known to tis by his volume. The RitscUian

TlieoJorjij and the Evai>iielkal Faith, by his able participation in the quick

reply and refutation jjrinted in Scotland against Pfleiderer's GilTord

Lectures at Edinburgh, and by various minor critical and expository

writings. Church history is not a dead but a progressive science, and,

vrithiu fifty years, has achieved much by philosophical, historical, and

critical methods, especially in its study of the earliest age of Christian-

ity. The new investigation dates from Baur's day, in opposition to

whom Kitschl made his independent investigation into the origin of

the Old- Catholic Church. Then Lightfoot rediscussed the question

of the ministry and cognate problems of the apostolic age
;
Hatch

tried to show how Ch\irch ideas and usages took shape under the

action of forces in the Gentile world ; Harnack and others traced more

systematically the rise of ecclesiastical dogma through importation of

the ideas and methods of Greek philosophy ; and Ramsay discussed

the relations of'the Clnistians to the Roman State and made researches

which open a new era in the progress of apostolic and subapostolic

history. The suil of the Christian origins is being dug up everywhere

and examine.! Avith a microscope. TJie interest in the early years of

Christianity deepens, and the search thereby prompted must result in

great and manifold good, Isor is this interest confined, or its l>eneficial

effects limited, to the Christian Church. In a certain American college

for women, last year, the most absorbed, searching, and satisfactory stu-

dent in a class of forty studying the first three centuries of the his-

tory of the Christi.tn Church was a Jewess. Dr. Orr thinks that this

modern effort to comprehend better the early development of the Church

has occupied itself disproportionately in tracing and setting forth the

influence of the pagan world on the in.fnnt Christian Church, the way

aud the degree in which the new faith was affected by the intellectual,

morid, political, and religious environment which surrounded it. He

therefore draws attention to the opposite side of the hi.story, namely, the

powerful action outward of Christianity on its environment, its trans-

forming influence on the ideas, laws, institutions, morals of pagan so-

ciety. These three lectures are devoted to showing that Christianity

had a larger extension Jattvally and in point of numbers in the Roman

empire than is usually represented ; that it had a much larger extension

rcrticalli/, as respects the different strata of society, than is commonly

believed ; and that it had a much greatcT- iriilueuce, intemhely or ;'<'«/•-

tratireh/, in its elTects on the thought aud life of the age than is gen-
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erally acknowledged. With careful seliolarship, and iu a thoroughly

critical manner, Dr. Orr sets the early Christian centuries in a new glory

of spiritual power and victory. Altogether it is about the most ex-

hilarating and inspiring picture of those times ;
not a work of the

imagination but of cool and measuring historical scholarship, as exact

in its drawing and as colorless as a steel engraving; most convincing

in its verisimilitude. We believe most students vrill feel that Dr. Orr's

thesis is correct, and that he successfully supports it. The nunierical

progress of Christianity Avas unequal in difl:ei-ent parts of tljc 3'ioman

empire, more rapid in the East than in the West, in Italy and Z\ortb

Africa tlian in Gaul. One jieculiarity of its advance was " that it ;.cruck

at the great centers and followed the great lines of intercommuuica-

tiou in'' the Koman v,o)-ld ; that its cliiuf victories were won where

Greek and Roman culture had ])repured the way for it, and that its

posts of .strength and influence were chiefly in the wealthy and popu-

lous cities—Eome, Corinth, Antioch, Alexandria, Carthage, Lyons, and

the hke—from which it could spread into, and best dominate, the sur-

rounding districts. Its method—the same followed by Paul in his mis-

sionary work—v.-as to seize and occupy the leading vantage points, with

a view to ultimate wider diffusion." The inherent spii'itual energy, the

ever-strengthening organization, the immense moral force which in

three centuries raised the Church to undisputed supremacy in the em-

]n're, and which ntake j^Ierivale write concerning the early Christians,

" The active and growing strength of the Roman world was truly theirs

—theirs was the future of all civilized society "—all these were probably

attended and made influential by the power of great numbers. One

.source of evidence is found in the Roman catacombs, which are purely

Christian cemeteries, the number buried in them amounting to millions,

all interi'cd within two centuries and a half. Estimates of the jiuraber

vary from about two millions up to seven millions. Calculating the num-

ber of living Christians from the number of the dead in this ]Kriod it

is reckoned that, in one generation tliereof, there were in and about

Rome from two hundred thousand to four hundred thousand Cluistians,

or from one third to one half of the entire population. Thus recent com-

putations wholly discredit Gibbon's estimate, which alloAved only one

twentieth. The newly recovered Apology of Aristklei^ tells how, after the

Lord's ascension, his twelve disciples " went forth into the known prov-

inces of the world, and taught concerning his greatness; " and, as Dr. Orr

says, "through the dim mists of tradition we can descry the figures of

these apostles spread over the various countries of the world—in Parthia

and Scythia, on the bleak shores of theEuxinc, in Meso])otamia, in Arabia,

perhaps as far even as -India—and can catch glimpses whiclr show that

(he work of evangelization Avas actively going on " during the first cen-

tury. In the second century are many signs that immense advances had.

been inade. Justin Martyr declares, in Avhat Gibbon calls a "splendid,

exaggeration ; " " There is not one single raec of men, whether barbarians,

33—FIFTH SERIE.S, VOL, XV.
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or Greeks, or whatever they maj' be called, nomads, or vagrants, or

herdsmeu living in tents, among wliom prayers and giving of thanks

are not offered through the name of the crucitied Jesus." The readers

of Dr. Orr's first lecture, Avhich wc have barely touched here, are likely

at the end to agree " iiv recognizing the ])0wcrful hold -which Christian-

ity had taken, numericully, on society by the end of the third century."

The second lecture shows that the influence of early Christianity on the

higher ranks of society has be enunderestimated. This is shown from

,the Kew Testament, from the witness of the catacombs, from notices

iu the second century, from the known wealth of the Church of Rome,

from the witness of the persecutions and the persons of rank and influ-

ence suftering therein, from the writings of Tcrtulliau and Clement on

the luxury of Christians, from the relations of Christianity with the im-

perial court in the third century, from the social status of Church

teachers, and froni other facts, all indicating that the membership of.

the early C'hurcli was not drawn mainly from th-c lowest, the base and

the servile, but from the intermediate classes, and embraced many of

the wealihier and higher orders. Among the martyrs are masters as

well as slaves; if we have Blaudiua, the slave girl among them, we have

also lier mistress; and generally the martyrs seem to have come from the

middle and better classes. This is a highly interesting, corrective, and

effective chapter. Its conclusions offer new and needed light to v.hole

sections of modern Christendom. The closing lecture shows the 'm\-

mcnsc jienetrative and pervasive inhuence of Christianity on the thought

and life of the Roman enijnre, the outstreamiug of Christian influences

into pagan society, with indications of "the subtle and energetic man-

ner iu which early Christianity engaged the interest and penetrated

the thought of intelligent circles in the greater heathen communities,"

as wcl! as its effects on morals and legislation. Professor Orr has cer-

tainly "done something to intensify our sense of the mighty power

which, as the divine leaven introduced into humanity, Christianity

from its first entrance into the world exercised on everything it

touched ;
" and in ?o doing he lias rendered a valuable service to all

who care to know the real splendor and vigor of early Christianity. The

preacher who studios and absorbs this book may find himself loaded to

the muzzle with solid matter for one or more powerful sermons on the

glory of the early Church, with the possibility of impressive applications

and moving appeal:^ to the Church of to-day.

In the Forbidifcn Ln.n,i. An Account of a Journey into Tibet. Capture by the

Tibetan Lamas and Soldiers. Imprisonment, Torture, and ritimate Kelease

brought about by Dr. Wilson and the PoliUcal Peshkar Karak Sing-Pal. By A.

IlENKY Sav.agv. Laxi-)0]:, 2 vols., Svo, pp. 307, 250. New York : Hari>er ^"t

Brothers. Price, clotl), ornamental, SO.

This is a story of almost unparalleled daring, incredible endurance,

and indomitable persistence. It is published in su})erb form, with

eight colored ])lates, lifty full-jjage i)iclurcs, a hundred and lii'ty text
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illustrations, and a map of tlie region traversed from surveys made by llie

author. :Mr. Lander's journey across tlie Himalayas into Tibet was made

during the spring, summer, and autumn of 1897, sailing for India

March 19, and reaching Bombay three Avceks later. He claims to have

solved in Tibet the uncertainty regarding the division of the Mansarofvar

and Rakastal Lakes, to have ascended the Himalayas to the aliituJe of

twenty-two thousand feet, and made pictures of sorne of the greatest

glaciers of the region, and to have visited and fixed the position of the

two principal sources of the Brahmaputra Eiver, never before reached by

a European. The London Thne>s says, "He tells a plain and manly tale

without affectation or bravado ; " and the London Spectator, "The r.arra-

tive conveys the temper of an Epictetus combined with the fortitude of a

Spartan."' The photographs of himself, showing him as be was before

entering Tibet and as he was when he came out, indicate convincingly

that within "the space of a very few weeks he must have endured a

lifetime of concentrated misery. Other travelers have gone farther, but

none who have escaped with their lives have fared worse." The ex-

treme and j-irolonged tortures which nearly destroyed him were inflicted,

not by lawless robbers or irresponsible savages, but by the olncials

of the region, who afterward coolly acknowledged all that they had

done, but made no apology for their tiendish cruelties. The indiffer-

ence of the government of India and the incompetence of its ofhcials

in the region bordering on Tibet are responsible for the fact that the

Tibetans have little fear or respect for British authority. The Tibetans

contin'.ially come over the Ijurder to rob and torture and kill British

subjects on Britisli soil. These revolting atrocities inflicted by the

Lamas and other Tibetan officials have been reported again and again to

the government of India, but the mountain villages are left unprotected

from incessant outrage, and Englishmen who visit those regions are

indignant that the weakness of British otBcials in Kmuaon and of the

government of the pro^-incc allows the iniquity and sufTeriug to con-

tinue. Islr. Laudor says that on the slightest pretext, or none, the

Tibetans arrest, torture, fine, and confiscate property of British subjects

on British territory ; that he saw in Garbyaug and other villages British

subjects who had been mutilated by Tibetan authorities and Avho had

no redress. lu 1890 Lieutenant Gaussen, a British ofiicer, was seized by

Tibetan soldiers on the Lippu Pass who gave him a misty wound in the

forehead, and so badly treated his servant that two years after he was

still an invalid. The same year the Tibetan authorities arrested a rich

Shoka trader, undeniably a Ih-itish subject, gave him two hundred lashes,

smashed his kncepan, crushed all his fingers into pulp between heavy

stones, then dragged him Ijcfore the Lamas (priests) who had him be-

headed, appropriating to themselves all his money, merchandise, and

animals. To our amazemciit such things continue to l)e done to British

subjects v.'irn impunitj', and in regions whore tlie old banner of Eng-

land, which u -iially means strong protection for all sulijects of the queen,
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floats in the air. The flag of Trafalgar, -sYith the legend, "England ex-

pects every man to do his duty," needs to be unfurled over North India

for the admonition of government oflicials. If some of the men ^\•ho

stormed and took Dargai Bluff were in cliarge along the southern slopes

of the Ilimulavas the Tibetans would take no more liberties with British

subjects. The Gordon Highlanders, if there were enough of them.

would quickly make a safe frontier. The terrible ttuturos inflicted by
Tibetan oflicials on ]\rr. Landor, a British subject with passports, have

been investigated by J. Larkin, Ksq., the British magistrate at Almora,

and reported in full with indubitable proof to the government of India,

but no information is yet given of any measures taken to punish the

self-confessed criminals or to exact indemnity or apology from the Tibetan

authorities. It Ls doubtful if Mr. Landor will ever have the satis-

faction of hearing that condign vengeance has lit on his tormentors,

or that Ms sutl'erings liave resulted to the boictit of others by at-

tracting the governraeut's attention and arousing it to some effort on
behalf of persecuted subjects who have a right to its protection.

But it is not for Americans to criticise the Bjitish government in

India or ehewherc for failure to protect its loyal subjects. Take
it the v.orld around, the flag which is the greatest terror to law-

breakers and evildoers, and which commands in all seas the greatest

respect for its faithfulness to its own as well as for its j^ower, is the

British flag. Bright with honor and jtist pride will be the day—if it

ever comes—when the Stars and Stripes shall allord to American citizens

abroad or at home such jirotection of ])ro})crty and life as covers Alcto-

ria's subjects wherever the Union Jack unfurls its mighty folds, tril-

lions of Americans, white and black, long to see thot day, that they may
be as proud of thfir country as they would like to be. In foreign lands

Americans have many a time been glad to take refuge fron) perib under

the righteous protection of the British ensign, and to-day the humiliat-

ing fact is that even within the United States there are places where

American citizens can look for no protection whatever for life or property

from the Stars and Stripes or the government which that flag represents.

The appendix to ]\[r. Landor's volumes contains full confirmation of the

ti'uth of his narrative in the fonn of the official reports made by jNIagis-

tratc Larkin, who investigated the matter, together with 3Ir. Landor's

own succinct statement given under oath in Mr. Larkin's court, the depo-

sitions in the same coiu't of the two servants who accomjianied Landor

into Tibet and witnessed his toitures, the deposition of Dr. Ilarkua "NVil-

son as to Landor's wounds and dying condition on escaping from the

Tibetans, the dejiosition to the same effect of Pundit Gobaria, a wealthy

trader, and of the Political Peshkar, Kharak Sing, and of Suna, another

trader, who sav,- ^Ir. Landor and his servants captive in the hands of the

Tibetans near ^Vfansarowar Lake. ilr. Landor's deposition begins with

this account of himself: "My name is Arthur Henry Savage Landor;

my father's n;inie is Charles Savage Landor; I am by caste European.
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British subject-, by occupation artist aud traveler; my home is at Ein-

poli [Calappiauo], police, station Empoli, district Florence, Tuscany,

Italy; I rcc=ide at London." "We wonder that he could suffer so much
and live to tell the story, aud that the Tibetans after torturing and

threatening aud preparing to kill him, should have delivered him alive

into any friendly hands.

MISCELLANEOUS.

English Meditative Lyrics. By THEononi: AV. Huxt, rii.D., Litt.D. 12mo, ]>p. 157.

New York: Eaton & Mains. CiuoinnaU: Carts & JenuiDgs. I'riCL-, cloth, Jl.

This admirable book, published by our Book Concern for the Professor

of English in Princeton University, companions a previous volume,

American JItdltaiivc Lyrics. Lyric verse takes its name from its having

been originally suag to the accompaniment of the lyre or harp. It is

the oldest form of standard verse, as also the most natural and simple.

It is preeminently the poetry of the heart, and at its best combines

thought, feeling, and art proportionately in one poetic product. The
three great elements of excellence in any poem are the intellectual, the

emotional, and the esthetic—sense, spirit, and structure. These are

not always blended in due proportion. Professor Hunt says that Robert

Browning often overmagniQes the intellectual, that Mrs. Bro-wniug passes

at times to the other extreme of the miduly inipassioued ; while Pope,

Matthew Arnold, and Tennyson sometimes jutsh artistic finish into the

province of art for art's sake. In modern hymnology, good sense and

good taste are often sacrillced to vapid sentiment. Sacred lyiics zieed in-

telligence, sanity, and eqitipoisc. The lyrist requires an object outside

of himself and worthy to elicit the dnepest imjmlses of the soul. "When
he has this, we have tlic vrholesome verse of a Milton aud a AVordsworth

;

when he lacks it, we have the unwholesome verse of a Byron, a Clou^-h,

and a Whitman. In one line of lyric work Swinbuvuc, Lang, Dobsou,
Austen, and Watson excel. These fifteen chapters discuss with fine in-

sight, exquisite appreciation, masterful skill, and with wisely selected

typical examples of lyric poetry, giving each a chapter, the Elizabethan
meditative lyrics, the lyrics of Spenser, Shakespeare, Jlilton, Words-
worth, Byron, Keats, Ptobert Browning, Elizabeth Barrett Browning,
^latthew Arnold, and Tennyson, as well as memorial lyrics or elegies,

devotional lyrics or hymns, aud "The Larger Lyric List,'' in which list

Professor Hunt includes and discusses with illustrations William Watson,
Alfred Austen, now poet laureate, Edwin Arnold, Clough, and others.

"Poetry, especially in the lyric," says the author, "is a veritable com-
iiiuninri, a contemplation of God and life aud human destiny—a medita-
tion of the heart, deep and potent—an iulook and an ujilook, a? tl\e soul

''"his high converse with the cvcr-wideniug world of invisible realities.

' '^iily that is j)Of try,' says Emerson, ' which cleanses and mnu^ me ; ' only
thrit, we may add, wiiich strengthens us and aids us in our search after
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ligM and love and truth and God." AYe heartily commend this at-

tractive and instructive book. Its color and tone arc congenial with

summer dajs. It is part of the bloom and the song of the soul, suitable

to be carried abroad amid the blossoming and^ singing of the newly-

awakened earth- when

lloiiveu tries the eartli, if it be iu tune,

Aucl over it softly lier warm ear lays.

George MiUlcr. The Modern Apostle of Failb. With Portrait of Mr. George Miiller,

Taken on his Muetieth Birthday, and Other Illustrations. By Fkeukiuck G.

Wauxk. l-2mo, pp. 278. New York: Fleming H. ricvell Company. Trice, cloth,

75 cents.

Before the picscnt generation of Christian workers was born Mr. [Miil-

ler had become a conspicuous figure in the field of Christian labor. The

nature and results of liis pliilanthropic work have therefore become so

familiar that a reeilal of the particular facts of the present biogi-aphy is

not necessary. In a. simplicity that well harmonize.? with thi^ unostenta-

tious character of 3Ir. Miiller the outline of his life is here given, includ-

ing- his early waywardness and his entrance upon the Christian life, his

serf-sacrificing toil and his exorcise of mighty faith, the prosperity of

his oriihanages and his quiet departure to the heavenly rest. To read

the book is^o feLl that we are standing in the presence of one of the

holy men of the world. Well docs the biographer sum up his character

in the v.-ords of the Preface: "The career traced in the following pages

is one of the most remarkable and soul-inspiring in the records of mod-

ern Christianity. George Miiller spent more than seventy years of his

lono- life iu one grand, unceasing endeavor to proclaim Christ and glorify

his name among^neu. It was the supreme, the all-consuming desire of

his heart. He was the mightiest man, spiritually, of the age. A man the

every fiber of whose being was bound up in God. A man whose example

of faith and praver will ever remain as one of the l)rightest possessions of

the Church on earth." It is a blessing to the age that such biographies are

available, when those who arc described have gone to their reward; and

in the co'ntem].lation of Mr. dialler's career, as liere set forth, many a

feeble soul vrill feel its faith grow strong.

Jcn^ Exnltcmt: or. Christ Xo Pc^hnl^U and Other Essays. By Daxikl SrL:ELK

D D Iteoent Professor in tho School of Theology of ]5o.ston University. Aul-so.

oiLorrE,t?,ronr,r.ote. 12mo. pp. 331. Boston and Chicago :
Christian ^Mtne.s.

Co. Price, cloth. ?t.

In this volum- Dr. Steele ha? grouped a variety of miscellaneous essays

upon important themes. Or, in tlie figure which he himself employs he

" has been encouraged to gather another basketful of the same kind of

fruit [as in his previous books] and send it to the world's autumnal mar-

ket ere the winter snows shall have covered his orchard." His first two

chapters foretell " the ultimate evangelization of the whole world by tne

agencies now em]>loyed in the dispensation of the Holy Spirit."
^^

Soin-.^^

of tlie other ch.apters are entitled, " Tlic Call to Preach the Gospel," '' Tii'^

Dav-Star in the Heart," "'The Sous of God," "PoAvcr from on Hig^'.
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"The Unsearchable Riches," and "The Greater Works of Believers."

Tlie last is entitled "What is 5Iau ? " aud "institutes a search among all

the schools of pliilosopy for a measure large enough to ascertain the pro-

portions of man." All the essays, it may be said in a word, arc marked

by vigor, breadth, and withal a cheerfulness of view that is contagious.

If the author has yet in reserve other basketfuls of such fruit as he liere

presents to us there is surely a demand for them in "the world's

autumnal market."'

F!r,-'t Jmcricanliin-craut of .VrNioJ>si:i, WUtiam Vruitei-g. l^yKcv. D. A. ^^'ATTLKS,

B.D., Member of tlio Oreirou Conleroucc, ami Prtfcssor of .systematic TJu-olo-y in

rortiaud University. Introduction by Bishop Charles C. McCav.e. l.'mo, pp.

172. Ciucimiati: Trinted for the Author bj Curls & Jennings. Price, cloth, 75.

cents.

The reader of this biography v.ill feel anew the romance of early Meth-

odism. There were many pioneer preachers in those days whose talents,

consecration, and success call for lasting memorial. And among them

must certainly be enrolled William Wattors, who has the additional honor

of leading the list of itinerants of American birth. Beginning his travel-

ing ministry in 17T3, when our preachers were only eight and the mem-

bership of the Church hardly a thousand, he lived until 1827, when

the Methodism of our laud enrolled 421,105 members and 1,642 preach-

ers. To this large growth ^Ir. Walters was himself a worthy contributor.

Ilis piety of life, his self-denial, his wisdom in counsel, his friendship

for Aslntry, his passion for souls, and liis serene old age are features

of his career which his present namesake and biographer has here told

with clearness aud in attractive style. Prom his example the Chui'ch

sliould gather new inspiration for future service.

European Hiftorij : An Outline of Its Development. TVith Maps and Ulnslralions.

By Gkokoe BciiTOX Auams, Professor of History in Yale University. 8vo, pp.

077. Kew Yor!:: The Macmillan Company. I'rice, cloth, Sl.lO.

Of particular interest. Professor Adams holds, is the study of those

nations thfct liavc created ottr present civilization. "If we can see how
they came into the field of history one after another, each taking up the

work of making our civilization where the others had left it, and can

get a clear idea of the more important work that each one did, then we
have made a framework for the whole of history which can be filled up
with the details as vre study afterwards the history of different nations.

There are otlier nations besides these whose history is interesting, like

the ancient Peruvians or tlie Chinese, but, since they have been very

nuich isohited from the rest of the world, a knowledge of their history

is not necessary in order to understand how our own civilization came to

he v.iiat it is." "\Mth this principle as a starting point the author divides

his volume into the following Parts: "Primitive Europe and the Orient,"

" The Greek Period," "The Rise of the R.rmans," " The Roman World-

f^tiite witii its Fall and its Revival," "Tiie Formation of the Nations,"

''Renaissance and Reformation," and "The Struggle of the Ntitious for

^^nprcrnacy and Expansion." A list of books for lefcrence precedes each
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Part, and fit the end of eacli chapter is found a listof topic^ and fre-

quently a tabulation of important dates. In logical arrangement of

text, wide seo])e of treatment, and charm of typography and illustration

Professor »\dains has furnished a valuable book, not only to teachers,

but also to all students of the past.

The Sludcnfs Life of Jesus, By Geoxigk Hollev GiLr.Kirr, Ph.D., D.D., Iowa
Professor of New Testanieut Literature and lutei-pretalion in Cbieai,'o Theological
Seminary. Crown Svo, pp. 412. New York: Tlie IMacniillau Company. Price,

cloth, .>l.'2.j.

The purpose of this Avork is sufficiently outlined by its author in his

Preface. lie does not aim to discuss in detail the teachings of our

Lord, exce])t su far as secuiS necessary to an understanding of Christ's

character and life. The book is also i3\ade for students in particular,

and hence is " compact and predominantly critical." And, still again,

it is ""^vritten v.ith the conviction that a believer in Christianity may
investigate the life of Jesus as scientifically as an inibelievcr. " With
these principles as au inspiring motive Professor Gilbert has ])i'e]'jared a

vohuue which all students of the gospels may use to advantage.

One Thovsnnd nud One Tliovr/lds From ^r>J Library. V,\ D. L. AIoOD^'. litso, pp.
aoo. New York, etc. : Fleming H. Kevell Co. Price, cloth, $1.

This volume is made tip of "gems from our great authors." Luther,

Spurgeon, Guthrie, Newman Hall, Brooks, and many more upou both

sides of tlie Atlantic are among tliose who are quoted. Tlic extracts are

arranged in the order of their scriptural application, while au index of

topics adds to the working value of the book. As a new compihitionof

textual comments it will Ije appreciated by many.

Tlte Mbusfru to the Conr/rer/atinn. Lectures on Homiletics. l>y .Tonx A. Kekx,
D.D., President uf J^vandolph-Macon College. Svo, pp. SSI. NewY'ork : AVilbur T5.

Ketcbam. Price, ciotb, $2.

This is an important book. It inclucles in its pages the honiilctic

teaching given Ijv Dr. Kern "during the last ten years in the Biblical

Department of Randolph-Macon College." The two divisions of the

book are entitled, "The Ministry of Worship," and "The Ministry of

Preaching." In comprehensiveness, A'igor, appropriateness, and clear

analysis there seems to be little omitted from these lectures. Their read-

ing would bs a benefit to the ministry of all Churches, could the voluiue

generally l>e put into the hands of the American clergy.

J)i{7gi)v/ Diichrs and Otiicr Sermons to P.oys and Girls. By Pev. rrtEiJKiacK B.

Cowl, lemo, pp. i.-,s. New York: E.itou & Mains; Cincinnati: Curts&- Jennings.

Price, cloth, 50 cents.

Such sermons as these which had their origin in England are wortliyof

being })reached to the boys and girls of any land. While they are plain,

they are not puerile; and while they deal particularly with siiuple inci-

dents or declarations of the Scripture, there is a toucli of genius in their

treatment which lifts llieni altogether out of the ordinary. Tlieir publi-

cation slio'jld be heljfful to many youth.
















